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Introducing the Ahlul Bayt [8]
In The Name of Allah, The Compassionate, The Merciful
Just as the human body needs food, clothing and a shelter, so does his soul need ethics and education.
A person who is ignorant of the facts of creation, who is not nurtured with moral conducts, and is not
void of obnoxious traits is only superﬁcially a human being; he is in fact far away from humanity.
Regarding this, Sa'di from Shiraz (the famous poet) says:
What makes a human body honorable is his soul; beautiful garment does not make a man;
If eyes, tongues, ears and noses made a man;
Then what would the difference be between a man and a painting on the wall;
Be truly a man, or else you would be
A bird talking human language;
If you could eliminate your ﬁerce nature you would live a human life all life-long.
For this very reason the signiﬁcant portions of the agenda of the Prophets and divine Messengers
include education and the enhancement of ethical considerations and well-adjusted conduct.
These dignitaries, in accordance with the prevailing situations, have made use of either practical means
and suitable behavior, or sermons and maxims, or treatises.1
Among these treasures is the Treatise of Amir al-Mu'minin (pbnh), which is the subject of the present
translation. It is appropriate here to draw your attention to the following points:

What Is Ethics?
According to the Islamic scholars,2 ethics includes all human traits which are brought about either by
heredity or environment and which make up one’s personality inﬂuencing one’s deeds, conducts
thoughts and speech.
Raghib in his Mufradat al-Qur’an says that the two terms "Khalq" (creation) and "Khulq" (human traits)
are, in fact, identical; but the former refers to superﬁcial conﬁgurations which are observable with naked
eyes, whereas the latter refers to the internal powers and innate goodness which are only observable
with the hearts.3
Regarding this, Imam ‘Ali (as) has said: "Khulq refers to the soul, whereas khalq refers to the body".4
As the bodies are different among people; some are beautiful, and some are ugly, the souls are different
as well; some are nice, others are inhuman. In the ﬁnal analysis, the structure of human body relies on
the rules of creation, which are beyond humans to tamper with; whereas sour behaviors and traits are for

the most part learned and are formed through hardships.
Ibn Miskawayh in his book Taharat al-A'raq writes," Khulq is one of the traits of human self which entices
man to carry out his daily affairs without thinking. It is of two types:
Some part of it is natural and rests on the human nature. An example is when a man becomes furious
over minor things or fears insigniﬁcant events or becomes happy or depressed.
The other part of it relies on our customs and practices. This part at ﬁrst rested, no doubt, on thought but
later, due to practice and repetition takes on a habitual status; then it works with no thought at all."5
Thus, our physical traits are not considered as our ethical traits unless they have become constant. For
instance, a person does not acquire the trait of generosity by random acts of generosity; neither is he
termed brave by just randomly engaging in brave actions.
Thus traits take on the status of khulq only when they manifest themselves as constant, occurring
without thought or consideration.6
But this does not contradict the optional nature of these traits since man is capable of either carrying
them out or avoiding them as a whole,7 although it is hard to stop doing habitual things.8
Furthermore, as it is proven elsewhere, since from the beginning he could either form habits or abandon
them, thus he has been free from the beginning to make the choices he likes.9

The Need For Ethics In Life
In order for a man to enjoy all his instincts and wishes to a logical degree, to live at peace with others
and to attain prosperity both here and in the hereafter, he has to observe ethical standards.
The advancements and degenerations of human societies do not depend solely on sciences and
material progress. Rather, it is the observation of these ethical standards which bring about either
prosperity or fall of such societies. The poet says:
Ethics keeps the human race alive; a tribe of humanity which lacks ethics is doomed to die.
At times, the lack of observation of one of the ethical standards might create a human disaster such as
the world wars10 or affect the good desires of a good-doer. On the contrary, observing such standards
saves a man who is going to fall, or covers his faults.
Thus, ethics is a requirement for both statesmen and the Messengers of Allah. That is why, the
magniﬁcent Qur’an, after eleven oaths, emphasizes that: he who attains salvation is one who puriﬁes his
soul of ethical corruptions and the wretched is one who corrupts his soul:

"ﺎﺎﻫﺳ دﻦ ﻣﻗَﺪْ ﺧَﺎبﺎ وﺎﻫ زَﻛﻦ ﻣﻓْﻠَﺢ"ﻗَﺪْ ا
“He will indeed be successful who puriﬁes it (the soul) and he will indeed fail who corrupts it”.11
The Prophet (S) was appreciated by God for holding the highest degree of ethical codes:

"ﻴﻢﻈ ﻋ ﺧُﻠُﻖﻠ"و إﻧّﻚ ﻟﻌ
“And most surely you conform (yourself) to sublime morality.”12
And the secret for his appointment to the prophetic mission was his attainment of highest degree of
sublime morality.
But unfortunately, the present world, especially the West, has turned into robots lacking souls and
morality codes.
Alexis Carrel, the renowned French scholar, writes in this regard, "As soon as we renounced the
precepts of the Gospel, we renounced all interior discipline. The new generation is not even aware that
such a discipline ever existed. Temperance, honor, truthfulness, responsibility, purity, self-mastery, love
of one's neighbor, heroism are outworn expressions; meaningless words which provoke nothing but a
contemptuous smile from the young”.
""For modern man, the only rule of conduct is his own good pleasure. Everyone is enclosed in his own
egoism like the crab in its shell and, again like the crab, seeks to devour his neighbor.
"Elementary social relations have changed profoundly; everywhere, division reigns. Marriage has ceased
to be a permanent bond between man and woman.
"Both the material and the psychological conditions of modern existence have created a propitious
climate for the breaking up of family life. Children are now considered a nuisance, if not a calamity.
"This is the ﬁnal result of having abandoned those rules which, in the past, Western man had the
courage and wisdom to impose on his individual and social conduct”"13

Good Actions And Noble Moral Traits
In the ethical guide-lines of Islam, praiseworthy temperaments have two aspects: good actions and
noble moral traits.
Among the good actions are the following:
The cleanliness of body and dress, good humor and smile, respect for others, politeness of speech,
visiting the sick, avoidance of haughtiness, and suspicion.

But those human traits, such as magnanimity, justice, keeping promises, trustworthiness, and manhood,
which are considered as true human traits, are among noble moral traits. The important point is that
attaining good moral actions is more or less possible for nearly everybody: every body can do so by
doing the right things such as treating people justly and politely and visiting the sick and avoiding
haughtiness.
But the attainment of the noble moral traits and superb human traits is extremely difﬁcult. Not everybody
can attain them. Only those individuals can attain such a status, who possess high souls and are in
control of their selves, and who are in the habit of respecting human principles and obeying God.
The great Messengers of God, by using the sublime Islamic education, have attempted to encourage
people to engage in ethical affairs. The Great Messenger of Islam (S) has said

"ًﻨُﻬﻢ ﺧُﻠﻘﺎ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ اﻳﻤﺎﻧﺎً اﺣﺴ"اﻓﻀﻞ
"The most excellent of people in faith are those who are the best in moral traits.”14
On the other hand, the Great Messenger of Allah has mentioned that the reason of his prophetic mission
was to perfect the ethical training.
Imam ‘Ali has said:

"ﺎرِم اﻟﻤﻟوﻫﺎ اﻦ وﻗُﻮدﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﺤﺎﺳَ"ذَﻟﻠﻮا اﺧﻼﻗ
"Subdue your natures with beautiful actions and lead them toward noble moral traits”.15
The narrator says: I asked Imam Sadiq (as) what the limit of good humor was. He answered:

"ﻦﺴ اَﺧﺎكَ ﺑِﺒِﺸْﺮٍ ﺣﻚَ و ﺗَﻠﻘﻼﻣِﺐ ﻛﻚَ وﺗُﻄَﻴﺒ ﺟﺎﻧﻦ"ﺗُﻠَﻴ
"You should be gentle, speak pleasantly and meet your brethren with a cheerful face".16
A man came to Imam Sadiq (as) and said: “O son of God's Messenger, let me know what the noble
moral traits are”. Imam as-Sadiq (as) replied to him,

 وﻟَﻮ ﻋﻠ اﻟﺤﻖﻚَ وﻗَﻮلﻣﺮ ﺣﻦ ﻣﻄَﺎءﻚَ وإﻋ ﻗَﻄَﻌﻦِﻠَﺔُ ﻣﻚَ وﺻﻦ ﻇَﻠَﻤﻤﻔُﻮ ﻋ"اﻟﻌ

"ﻚﻧَﻔْﺴ
"Forgiving one who has wronged you, establishing ties with one who has severed relations with you,
giving one who has deprived you, and speaking the truth even if it is against yourself.”17
In his Sahifah al-Sajjadiyah, in the supplication Makarim Al-Akhlaq, "The noble moral traits," Imam ‘Ali
Ibn al-Husayn (as) invokes God by saying:

ﺰِي واَﺟﺢ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨُﺼ ﻏَﺸﱠﻨﻦ ﻣ ﻷن اُﻋﺎرِضﺪّدﻧ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ وآﻟﻪ وﺳ ﻋﻠﻞﻢ ﺻ"اﻟﻠّﻬ
ﻒ واُﺧﺎﻟِﻠَﺔ ﺑِﺎﻟﺼﻨ ﻗَﻄَﻌﻦ ﻣﺬْلِ واُﻛﺎﻓ ﺑِﺎﻟﺒﻨﻣﺮ ﺣﻦ ﻣﻴﺐ ﺑِﺎﻟﺒِﺮ واُﺛﻧﺮﺠ ﻫﻦﻣ
"ﺌﺔﻴ اﻟﺴﻦ ﻋﻨَﺔَ واُﻏْﻀﺴ اﻟﺤﺮْﻦ اﻟﺬِﻛﺮِ واَن اَﺷﺴ ﺣﻟ اﻨﻏْﺘﺎﺑ اﻦﻣ
"O God, send your blessings to Muhammad and his offspring, and guide me so that I may counter with
good advice whoever acts dishonestly towards me, so that I may make amends with whoever parts
company with me, so that I may reward with generosity whoever deprives me, so that I may recompense
with union whoever cuts himself off from me, so that I may oppose with excellent mention whoever
slanders me, so that I may give thanks for good, and so that I may shut my eyes to evil."18
The Great Messenger (S), who had been badly hurt by the Quraysh, forgave them when he conquered
Mecca.
He allowed Abu Sufyan’s house to be a shelter for people.
In the Sifﬁn war, when Mu’awiya had so inhumanly denied Imam ‘Ali’s army the water of the Euphrates,
someone asked Imam ‘Ali to do the same to Mu'awiya’s army. But he answered, "We will not retaliate for
a wrong; we will not deny them the use of water."
When an impolite shopkeeper poured trash over the head of malik al-Ashtar, an important ofﬁcer in
Imam ‘Ali’s army, Malik went to the mosque and prayed for him and forgave him.
When Imam Zayn al-‘Abidin (as) was insulted by a relative, he went to his house telling him:

 ﻓﻐَﻔَﺮ ﻓ ﻣﺎ ﻟَﻴﺲ ﻗُﻠْﺖﻨْﺖ وان ﻛﻨْﻪ ﻣﻪ اﻟ ﻓﺎﻧﺎ اﺳﺘﻐﻔﺮ ﻣﺎ ﻓ ﻗَﺪْ ﻗُﻠْﺖﻨْﺖﺎن ﻛ"ﻓ
"َ ﻟَﻚﻪاﻟ
"If what you say is true, I ask God to forgive me. But if what you say is not true, then I ask God to forgive
you."

The above-mentioned cases and similar events which are recorded from the Prophet and the Imams of
Islam in their diaries are among the noble moral traits.
Thus, there are differences between good actions and noble moral traits.
Good actions are usually a means for material welfare, but noble moral traits are a way to the attainment
of spiritual advancement. The former provides our lives with discipline; whereas the latter satisﬁes
human sublime tendencies.
The former are in harmony with personal desires and legitimate self interest, but the latter deal with
interest in others.
All Messengers and Imams of Islam completely enjoyed noble moral traits. But among their students
there are few who are in possession of these assets. Anybody who possesses these assets should be
thankful to God. Those who lack them should try to acquire them. In this regard Imam Sadiq (as) has
said."

ﻢﻢ ﻓﺎن ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻓﻴﻨُﻮا اَﻧْﻔُﺴﺘَﺤ اﻻﺧْﻼق ﻓﺎﻣﺎرِم ﺑِﻤﻠَﻪﺳ ر ﺧَﺺﻞوﺟﺰ ﻋﻪنﱠ اﻟ"ا
 وارﻏﺒﻮا اﻟَﻴﻪﻪﻠُﻮا اﻟﯩ ﻓﺎﺳﻦَن ﻻ ﺗﻦ ﺧَﻴﺮ واﻪ واﻋﻠﻤﻮا اَنﱠ ذﻟﻚ ﻣﺪوا اﻟﻓﺎﺣﻤ
"ﻴﻬﺎﻓ
“God distinguished His Messengers with noble moral traits. Thus, examine yourselves, if you possess
them, be thankful to God for these precious assets and know that it is from good; if you lack them, then
ask God and supplicate Him for them."19
A person who possesses noble moral traits has an exalted soul and therefore performs good deeds not
out of his material interest but rather for God.
Imam ‘Ali (as) says: "I am amazed when a Muslim goes to another Muslim for some help, but he is
turned down.

ﺎرِم ﻣﺴﺎرِعَ اﻟ ان ﻳ ﻟَﻪﻐﻨﺒﻘﺎﺑﺎ ﻟﻘﺪ ﻛﺎن ﻳ ﻋﺨﺸﻮ ﺛَﻮاﺑﺎً و ﻻ ﻳﺮﺟ"ﻓَﻠَﻮ ﻛﺎن ﻻ ﻳ
" اﻟﻨﺠﺎةﺒﻴﻞ ﺳ ﻋﻠﺎ ﺗَﺪُلاﻻﺧﻼقِ ﻓﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﻣﻤ
"Even if he did not expect reward and did not fear the punishment, it would have been proper for him to
hasten towards noble moral traits for they are of those things that lead toward the path of salvation."20
A man from desert came up to the Messenger of God asking him, "O Messenger of God, sometimes a
man ﬁghts for booty, sometimes for fame and sometimes for the recognition of his bravery; which one of
these ways is right?"

The Prophet (S) answered:

"ﻪﺒﻴﻞ اﻟ ﺳﻮ ﻓﻠﻴﺎ ﻓَﻬ اﻟﻌ ﻫﻪﺔُ اﻟﻤﻠﻮنَ ﻛَﺘ ﻟ ﻗﺎﺗَﻞﻦ"ﻣ
“The one who ﬁghts so that ‘..the word of God is the highest..’, (9:40) – he is on the path of God.”21
This type of prayers is called "the prayers of free men" by Imam ‘Ali (as).

َﻠﻚﺔً ﻓﺘﺒﻫﻪ رﺪُوا اﻟﺒنﱠ ﻗَﻮﻣﺎً ﻋﺎر واﺒﺎدةُ اﻟﺘُﺠﻠﻚَ ﻋﺔً ﻓﺘﻏﺒﻪ رﺪُوا اﻟﺒنﱠ ﻗَﻮﻣﺎً ﻋ"ا
"ةُ اﻷﺣﺮارﺒﺎدﻠﻚَ ﻋﺒﺎً( ﻓَﺘﺮاً )ﺣُﺪُوه ﺷﺒنﱠ ﻗَﻮﻣﺎً ﻋﺒِﻴﺪ واةُ اﻟﻌﺒﺎدﻋ
“Some people worship God out of desire (for reward); that is the worship of traders. Some worship God
out of fear (of punishment); that is the worship of slaves. But others worship God in gratitude (out of love
for Him); that is the worship of free men”.22
In some Islamic traditions the cases of noble moral traits are enumerated. For instance, in Ibn Bekir's
tradition from Imam as-Sadiq (as) it is said:

؟ﺪاكَ وﻣﺎ ﻫ ﻓﻠﺖﻌ ﺟ"ﻗُﻠْﺖ

ﺔﺨﺎء واﻟﺸَﺠﺎﻋﻴﺎء واﻟﺴﺮ واﻟﺤﻠﻢ واﻟﺤُﺒﺮ واﻟﺸﺔ واﻟﺼع واﻟﻘَﻨﺎﻋ اﻟﻮرﻦ ﻫ:ﻗﺎل
"ﺪِﻳﺚ واَداء اﻷﻣﺎﻧﺔﺪق اﻟﺤواﻟﻐَﻴﺮة واﻟﺒِﺮ وﺻ
I asked Imam as-Sadiq (as) what the noble moral traits were. He answered, "They are self–control,
contentment, patience, thanking God, forbearance, modesty, generosity, bravery, possessing a sense of
honor for what is sacred, righteousness, truthfulness, fulﬁlling the trust."23

The Role Of Education
The term (Ta'leem), which is derived from ‘ilm (knowledge) means to teach, and the term "tarbiyah" is
derived from "rabw" meaning nurture.
Animals, when born, know their duties and plans of life through their instincts. They would need no

instructors.
The young ﬁsh, after being hatched, know how to swim, breathe, feed, protect themselves against
enemies, and how to reproduce. They do not need to be taught.
The Anopheles mosquito is vegetarian but because the new-born insects should feed on worms, the
mother hunts a special worm, stings it so that it is paralysed. In this way, the mother provides its newborn with fresh meat. The mother does it through her instinct; not through training.
The bee sucks the sweet nectar, turns it into honey, makes symmetrical shelters and divides the affairs
of the hive among individual bees all because of divine inspiration and natural instincts.

"َﺮِﺷُﻮنﻌﺎ ﻳﻤﺮِ وﻣ اﻟﺸَﺠﻦﻮﺗﺎً وﻣﻴﺎلِ ﺑ اﻟﺠِﺒﻦﺬِي ﻣ اَنْ اﺗﱠﺨ اﻟﻨَﺤﻞﻚَ اﻟﺑ ر"واَوﺣ
“And your Lord revealed to the bee saying: Make hives in the mountains and in the trees and in
what they build.”24
This is the fact which is brought about by Prophet Moses (as) and his brother when they introduced their
God to Pharaoh:

"ﺪى ﻫ ﺧَﻠﻘَﻪ ﺛُﻢ ﺷ ﻛﻞﻨﺎ اﻟﺬي اﻋﻄ ﻗﺎل ر ﺑﻤﺎ ﻳﺎ ﻣﻮﺳﻦ ر ﺑ ﻓَﻤ"ﻗﺎل
“Pharaoh said: And who is your Lord, O Musa? He said: Our Lord is He Who gave to everything
its creation, then guided it (to its goal).25
The Giver who provided the ﬂower with nectar and the clay with soul;
Gave each one what He deemed necessary.
But man, in carrying out his daily duties and arriving at perfection needs more than instincts and innate
inspiration: besides being equipped with wisdom, he needs instructors.
He would perhaps walk like animals if he were not helped. He would most probably be dumb if words
were not put in his mouth. Mawlawi says:
A deaf person cannot speak; the speaker is the one who has heard from the mother.
Thus, in order to recognize facts of the world and to appreciate the secrets of creation, man needs a
teacher. Without an instructor, man is unable to grasp such secrets.
Man needs an instructor to nourish his physical and spiritual capabilities and to arrive at his ideals and to
prune the wicked parts of his character, If God's Messengers had not risen to correct man, he would, no
doubt, have had a much worse life than the Middle Ages. In this regard the Holy Qur’an says:

ﻪﺘْﻠُﻮا ﻋﻠَﻴﻬِﻢ آﻳﺎﺗﻬِﻢ ﻳ اَﻧْﻔُﺴﻦ ﻣﻮﻻﺳﻴﻬِﻢ ر ﻓﺚﻌذ ﺑ اﻟﻤﺆﻣﻨﻴﻦ ا ﻋﻠﻪ اﻟﻦ"ﻟﻘﺪ ﻣ
"ﺒﻴﻦﻼلٍ ﻣ ﺿ ﻟَﻔﻦ ﻗَﺒﻞن ﻛﺎﻧﻮا ﻣﺔَ واﻤ واﻟﺤﺘﺎب اﻟﻢﻬﻤّﻠﻌﻴﻬﻢ و ﻳﻛﺰو ﻳ
“Certainly Allah conferred a beneﬁt upon the believers when He raised among them an Apostle
from among themselves, reciting to them His communications and purifying them, and teaching
them the Book and the wisdom, although before that they were surely in manifest error.”26
As you will observe the appointment of a Messenger among the corrupted people to guide them was one
of God's blessings.
Still in another verse, God considers the Messengers’ teachings as true life, those not receiving it are
considered as dead:

"ﻢﺤﻴﻴﻢ ﻟﻤﺎ ﻳﻋﺎﻛذا د وﻟﻠﺮﺳﻮلِ اﻪﺳﺘﺠﻴﺒﻮا ﻟﻨﻮا ا آﻣﻬﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ"ﻳﺎ اﻳ
“O you who believe! Answer the call of Allah and His Apostle when he calls you to that which
gives you life”.27

Education Is the Bringing Up Of Capabilities
Sometimes we make a thing out of something without any internal attraction inside that "something". For
instance we make furniture out of a piece of wood by working on it. Thus, a character or feature is
created.
But some other time, a thing has got internal impetus for change and becomes something else. In this
case guidance is necessary and in many others lack of guidance may mislead the object. An example is
the child who has the innate capacity for sucking its mother's breast and acquiring knowledge. However,
if it is not directed to the right way, it may either die from hunger or stay ignorant or might suck some
dangerous objects in place of its mother's breast or might learn some pernicious knowledge which might
harm it. This change of the innate capacity into practical acts is called education.
Thus, education is not industry; rather the subject of education should be an organism which has innate
capacity for development.
Since man has some innate capacities such as truth-ﬁnding, ethical conscience, love for beauty, love for
freedom, self-interest, and love for life he needs an instructor who will bring out these capacities and
lead them in the right direction.

Quanttime, the famous French psychologist believes that man's soul has four dimensions at the time of
birth, i.e. man has the following four capacities at the time of his coming into this world:

1. The Scientiﬁc And Rational Capacity Or The Fact-Finding Capacity:
The advancement of science, the discovery of the secrets of creation, the human perseverance in
ﬁnding facts all stem from this dynamic capacity.

2. Ethical Conscience:
Man is created in such a way that he enjoys doing good deeds, justice, showing piety, discipline, selfcontrol, bravery, sacriﬁce, and truthfulness.
On the other hand he abhors injustice and lies, uncleanliness and debauchery, untidiness and
indecision, meanness and indifference, and the like.

3. Love For Beauty:
Man cares for the beauties in nature such as the blue starry sky, magniﬁcent ﬂowers and sceneries,
limpid water with ﬁsh swimming in it, beautiful birds, deer in the desert, pleasant songs, elegant
paintings, poems, and chirographies and gracious statures. This very capacity has made man create art
and enrich life as a whole.

4.The Capacity For Worshiping:
Man believes in God from the bottom of his heart. He has worshiped God throughout the history and has
consecrated this worship. To keep this consecration and holiness, he has endured lots of hardships.28
With regard to the above issues a good instructor is the one who guides all man's innate capabilities in
the right direction and does not let these abilities go astray.
For instance, man has sexual drive but he should guide it in the right way. Its suppression does not
solve any problem. Man loves arts and beauty and must make use of them in the proper way. He should
not deprive himself of these assets. Educating and nourishing man's skills is in harmony with the innate
characteristic of religion. In this regard the Holy Qur'an says:

ﻪ اﻟﺨَﻠﻖ ﻟﻠَﻴﻬﺎ ﻻ ﺗَﺒﺪﻳﻞ ﻋ اﻟﻨﺎس ﻓَﻄَﺮ اﻟﺘﻪ اﻟتﻄﺮﻨﻴﻔﺎً ﻓ ﺣﻠﺪِﻳﻦﻚَ ﻟﻢ وﺟﻬ"ﻓﺎﻗ
"ِﻢ اﻟﻘﻴذﻟﻚ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦ
“Then set your face upright for religion in the right state - the nature made by Allah in which He

has made men; there is no altering of Allah's creation; that is the right religion.”29

Animals Have Limited Potential For Education:
Animals know their ways of life by instinct. These innate inspirations, which manifest themselves as
instincts, drive them toward a limited state of perfection. However, some animals such as dogs, horses,
elephants, monkeys, dolphins, foxes and bears possess a higher status of intelligence. They could be
trained to protect the herds, the police, and to purchase commodities, and to perform circus
performances. We have all seen such extraordinary performances in the ﬁlms and elsewhere.
But, it is to be noted that the sphere of animal performances is highly restricted because their capabilities
are narrower than those of man. For this reason, however hard we try to train them, they will never be
able to solve mathematical problems, analyze the inside of the atom, make space-ships to be sent to
the Mars or to the Jupiter, to discover medical remedies for hard-to-cure diseases, to cure TB and
cancer sufferers and ﬁnally to carry on surgical operations on hearts, brains and kidneys.
This is only man who can, through right education, discover everywhere and solve problems and
manifest his capabilities and make himself "God's vicegerent on the earth".

Education Versus Training
As we saw before animals naturally recognize their good and evil, their food sources, and their ways of
life. In this way, their capabilities manifest themselves. On the contrary, man knows neither his pains nor
their remedies, neither his friends nor his foes, and possesses neither instruments nor his defense
mechanisms. He has obtained all these through education and experience:

 واﻻﺑﺼﺎرﻊﻤﻢ اﻟﺴَ ﻟﻞﻌﻮنَ ﺷَﻴﺌﺎً وﺟﻢ ﻻ ﺗَﻌﻠَﻤﻬﺎﺗﻄُﻮنِ اُﻣﻦ ﺑﻢ ﻣﺟ اﺧﺮﻪ"واﻟ
"َﺮونْﻢ ﺗَﺸواﻻﻓﺌﺪةَ ﻟﻌﻠ
“And Allah has brought you forth from the wombs of your mothers – you did not know anything –
and He gave you hearing and sight and hearts that you may give thanks.”30
In order for man's skills and capabilities to ﬂourish in diverse dimensions such as talking, having high
morals, walking, living honestly, and loving justice, he needs instructors. Thus, education helps him
improve his knowledge and culture; whereas training is employed to direct his innate capabilities and his
spiritual dispositions. An educator teaches him the things he does not know, whereas a trainer guides
his innate abilities in the right direction.

Ethics Versus Education
In the past Education was a branch of ethics. It dealt with the educating children and bringing forth their
skills. In books written on education the encouragement for learning science and the ways of learning
useful sciences were emphasized.31 But because of its signiﬁcance in the lives of people, education
raised itself from an inferior position to a completely independent branch of science, now there are
numerous valuable books and resources written on it."
Since Imam ‘Ali (as) in his erudite letter has emphasized numerous issues in education and has
provided us with great samples of the advantages and favors of ethics we have called his article "the ﬁrst
treatise of Ethics and Islamic Education".

The Wrong-Doer Wisdom Needs An Infallible Instructor:
As we saw above, wisdom of man does the functions of instincts of animals. However these two are
different in many respects:
a) An instinct, works without the consent of its holder. It does not go astray. Bees have always built their
hives hexagonal and ants have always halved the wheat seeds in two halves in order to stop their
growth in their under-ground shelters. But being equipped with free-will, man does not have to function
in accordance with wisdom's guidelines. Animals have recognized their development through the
guidelines of genesis and have to go forward without their approval.

"ﺴﺘﻘﻴﻢ ﻣﺮاط ﺻ ﻋﻠِﺑنﱠ رﻬﺎ اﻴﺘﻻ ﻫﻮ آﺧﺬٌ ﺑﻨﺎﺻ اﺔ داﺑﻦ"ﻣﺎ ﻣ
“There is no living creature but He holds it by its forelock; surely my Lord is on the right path.”32

"ﻔُﻮراﻣﺎ ﻛﺎ ﺷﺎﻛﺮاً واﻣ اﺒﻴﻞ اﻟﺴﺪﻳﻨﺎهﻧّﺎ ﻫ"ا
“Surely we have shown him the way: he may be thankful or unthankful.”33
b) An instinct performs an action without any error, but the wisdom makes mistakes when arriving at
conclusions from the premises. The environment, lack of sufﬁcient knowledge, wrong education, out-ofplace prejudice, lust and anger, and the like, all have their fatal consequences on our wisdom. In this
way man is prone to commit mistakes. Thus, he will need an infallible instructor. It is for this reason that
God has sent Messengers and Imams to guide people. Imam Musa Ibn Ja’far (as) in his famous treatise
tells Hisham.

ﻞﺳﺎ اﻟﻈﺎﻫﺮة ﻓﺎﻟﺮﻨﺔ ﻓﺎﻣﺔٌ ﺑﺎﻃﺠﺮةٌ وﺣﺔٌ ﻇﺎﻫﺠ ﺣﺘَﻴﻦﺠ اﻟﻨﺎسِ ﺣﻪ ﻋﻠنﱠ ﻟ"ا
"ﻘُﻮلﺎ اﻟﺒﺎﻃﻨﺔ ﻓﺎﻟﻌواﻷﻧﺒﻴﺎء واﻻﺋﻤﺔ واﻣ
“Allah has provided man with two proofs: the overt proof and the covert proof. The overt proofs are the
Messengers and Imams and the covert proofs are the intellects.”34
Messengers and Imams are superb human beings who directly receive religious facts from God who
knows all facts in depth. They are infallible beings. Therefore, an education which is based on such a
resource will completely rely on truthfulness.
But this does not imply that we will not believe in rational good and bad, and like al-Asha’irah only
believe in religious good and bad. Deﬁnitely this is not the case. Our wisdom determines the goodness
and badness of some acts independent of religion and other factors such as the observation that justice
is considered as good and injustice is deemed unfair.35 However if Messengers and Imams did not rise
to lead and guide our rational judgments and did not try to evaluate our acts, man could not personally
perceive the good and bad nature of such acts. This is because, on the one hand, his knowledge is
limited, and on the other hand, factors such as environment, faulty education, unfounded prejudice and
the like may inﬂuence his judgments.36
We will ﬁnd this out in the discussion of the philosophy of ethics.

Education Or Training, Which One Should Precede?
As we have already seen, man is born at birth with a tabula rasa i.e. a blank tablet or a mind not
inﬂuenced by outside experiences. Our overt senses are canals through which we come in contact with
nature and acquire our knowledge. Regarding this, Aristotle has said:

"ًﻠﻤﺎﺎً ﻓَﻘَﺪَ ﻋﺴﻦ ﻓَﻘَﺪَ ﺣ"ﻣ
“He who is deprived of one of the faculties of sense will suffer the deprivation of the related knowledge.”
In this way, we notice that those born deaf are deprived of speech. This is because they have not
received the speech signals from others to be able to use them. Concerning this Mawlawi has said,
“One born deaf is deﬁnitely dumb.
A speaker is the one who heard the words from his mother.”
Elsewhere Mawlawi says, "Man is made more capable through his ears". This is why those born blind
can not perceive colors.
Thus, the ﬁrst things which relate a man to his environment are his senses, or in the terminology

employed in the Qur’an, they are the ears, eyes and hearts.37 Then comes the growth of our capabilities
and the puriﬁcation of our self (soul).
But the thing to remember is that science is a means for the control of nature and for the unveiling of the
secrets of the creation; whereas puriﬁcation is a means for the control of our vicious, unyielding self
(soul) and for shaping our personalities.
No doubt, if our souls are not controlled, then science will be used for the destruction of the world.
It would be better to leave a drunkard with a sword than let an ill-intentioned person have science at his
disposal. There is a maxim which says:

"ﺪَ اﻟﻌﺎﻟَﻢ ﻓَﺴﻢﺪَ اﻟﻌﺎﻟذا ﻓَﺴ"ا
"When a scholar becomes corrupt, the whole world becomes corrupt."
As we saw in the three verses of the Holy Qur’an which dealt with puriﬁcation and education, puriﬁcation
was stated prior to the term "education".
Only in one verse is the term "education" used prior to the word puriﬁcation and that is because of the
natural priority which the mechanism of education has for us.

The Four Qur’anic Verses

ﺘﺎبﻢ اﻟﻤﻠﻌﻢ و ﻳﻴﻛﺰﻨﺎ و ﻳﻢ آﻳﺎﺗﺘْﻠُﻮا ﻋﻠﻴﻢ ﻳْﻨﻮﻻ ﻣﺳﻢ ر("ﻛﻤﺎ اَرﺳﻠﻨﺎ ﻓﻴ1)

"ﻮنﻠَﻤﻮﻧُﻮا ﺗَﻌَﻢ ﻣﺎ ﻟﻢ ﺗﻠﻤﻌﺔَ و ﻳﻤواﻟﺤ
“Even as we have sent among you an Apostle from among you who recites to you Our
communications and puriﬁes you and teaches you the Book and the wisdom and teaches you
that which you did not know”.38

ﻪﻠَﻴﻬِﻢ آﻳﺎﺗﺘْﻠﻮا ﻋﻬِﻢ ﻳ اﻧﻔُﺴﻦ ﻣﻮﻻﺳﻴﻬِﻢ ر ﻓﺚﻌذ ﺑ اﻟﻤﺆﻣﻨﻴﻦ اﻪ ﻋﻠ اﻟﻦ("ﻟﻘﺪ ﻣ2)

"ﺒِﻴﻦﻼلٍ ﻣ ﺿ ﻟَﻔﻞﻦ ﻗَﺒن ﻛﺎﻧﻮا ﻣﺔَ واﻤ واﻟﺤﺘﺎبﻢ اﻟﻤﻬّﻠﻌﻴﻬﻢ و ﻳﻛﺰو ﻳ
“Certainly Allah conferred a beneﬁt upon the believers when He raised among them an Apostle
from among themselves, reciting to them His communications and purifying them, and teaching
them the Book and the wisdom, although before that they were surely in manifest error.”39

ﻢﻬﻤّﻠﻌﻴﻬِﻢ و ﻳﻛﺰﻪ و ﻳﻠَﻴﻬِﻢ آﻳﺎﺗﺘْﻠُﻮا ﻋﻢ ﻳﻨﻬ ﻣﻮﻻﺳ رﻴﻴﻦ اﻷﻣ ﻓﺚﻌﻮ اﻟﱠﺬي ﺑ("ﻫ3)

"ﺒِﻴﻦﻼلٍ ﻣ ﺿ ﻟَﻔﻞ ﻗَﺒﻦن ﻛﺎﻧُﻮا ﻣﺔَ واﻤ واﻟﺤﺘﺎباﻟ
“He it is who raised among the illiterate an Apostle from among themselves who recites to them
His communications and puriﬁes them, and teaches them the Book and the wisdom, a though
they were before certainly in clear error”.40
(4) One verse mentions Ibrahim's prayers in which he asks God:

ﺔﻤ واﻟﺤﺘﺎب اﻟﻢﻬﻤّﻠﻌﻚَ و ﻳﻠَﻴﻬِﻢ آﻳﺎﺗﺘْﻠُﻮا ﻋﻢ ﻳﻨﻬ ﻣﻮﻻﺳﻴﻬِﻢ ر ﻓﺚﻨﺎ واﺑﻌﺑ"ر
ﻴﻢﺰﻳﺰ اﻟﺤ اﻟﻌﻧﱠﻚَ اَﻧﺖﻴﻬِﻢ اﻛﺰو ﻳ
“Our Lord! And raise up in them an Apostle from among them who shall recite to them Thy
communications and teach them the Book and the wisdom, and purify them; surely Thou art the
Mighty, the Wise”.41
As you notice, in the ﬁrst three verses purifying precedes educating, but in the last verse the order has
changed. As we see purifying precedes educating and this is shown in the ﬁrst three verses. But
naturally education precedes puriﬁcation and this is shown in the last verse.42
But some have assumed that since the fourth verse is among Ibrahim's prayers and the Qur'an is just
narrating it, therefore, it is man's talk and for this reason may not be a criterion. They continue to assume
that because the other three verses are truly God's speech and since puriﬁcation has preceded
education, therefore, it is true. Thus, training and puriﬁcation should precede education.
But this statement is improper in that a Messenger like Ibrahim would not perform a prayer without
considering the right method used by other Messengers. He would not act immaturely. He is one of the
prominent Messengers whose statements are veriﬁed by God. Leveling such accusations against them

would be an insult to them. This is especially true when we observe that the narrated words are in the
Qur'an. Therefore, what is said does not include any contradiction.
The arrangement of words therefore, is deﬁnitely based on some philosophical considerations.
Thus, in answer to the question: which one should precede: training (puriﬁcation) or education? We
should answer "education" naturally precedes training, but education is higher than training in rank. That
is why the above-mentioned verses have used one prior to the other.

The Bases And Philosophy Of Ethics.
Why are some deeds such as sacriﬁce, forgiveness and chastity considered proper and others such as
injustice, lying, megalomania, and treason condemned? What are the criteria behind these judgments?
Scholars have differing concepts toward these issues. Each one has a speciﬁc view on these questions
depending on their world-views. Some of these conceptualizations follow:

1-The School Of Personal Sensuality:
Both in the past and at the present there have been philosophers who believe in nothing except
pleasures of life. They say, "The future is uncertain; death might arrive at any moment and may destroy
our life. Therefore, we should make best out of our time."
The forerunner of this school was Socrates’ student named Aristocles.
According to this school, any action which satisﬁes man's temporary pleasures is considered an ethical
action albeit in its satisfaction some other people get hurt.
But this approach to life degenerates man to the status of an animal and disregards the Hereafter. Too
much involvement in the mundane enjoyments does away with security in life and the poor will suffer the
most.
Since material pleasures can not satisfy man's spirit, and their satisfaction is neither possible nor
beneﬁcial, therefore to found ethical deeds over transitory desires is one step toward nihilism and
avoidance of ethics.

2- Epicurism Or Personal Expedience
Epicure, the Greek philosopher (270-341 BC), too, put personal interests as the foundation of ethics. He
did not mean temporary or transitory pleasures, however. He is after a pleasure which either lacks later
suffering or involves little amount of suffering. He believes man should shun a suffering which does not
contain pleasure either now or later.
Epicure has divided pleasures into three groups:
a) Natural and necessary pleasures, such as eating, drinking and sleep;

b) Unnatural but unnecessary pleasures, such as sexual drive;
c) Natural but unnecessary pleasures, such as desire for fame and money.
Epicure, then, goes on to say that the ﬁrst type of pleasures should
be fulﬁlled to a rational degree. The means to these ends should also be employed.
But, according to Epicure, the second type of pleasures should also be satisﬁed normally. Going to
extremes in this regard will lead to troubles.
But, the third type of pleasures which are neither natural nor necessary should be avoided altogether.
As you will see, the last hypothesis is more moderate, well-founded and wise than the previous one.
However, it suffers from the following defects:
a) In this notion all aims are directed toward personal worldly interests. Whereas, according to the
premises of the notion of the abstractness of self, the avoidance of the integument into material desires
in this world may lend a better and ﬂowery chance in the other world. This fact is not included in this
notion, however.
b) This notion, like the previous one, reduces man's status to that of animal's in that it is concerned only
with personal interests and not with collective interests and has shunned man's heavenly status
altogether and has emphasized beastly stomach – ﬁlling, anger and lusts. Man, on the other hand,
could, through training his skills, soar into the heavens and make the impossible seem attainable.
c) In this notion, the ethical goodness is deﬁned only in the fulﬁllment of personal interests ignoring
common interests as a whole.
The unnaturalness of this view is clear when we observe that others have a right to live like ourselves,
too. How is it feasible to enjoy one's interests by destroying other people's rights?
d) A person's interests vary greatly according to one's status. They vary as well with individuals.
Therefore, man's interests could not get regularized. On the contrary, ethical orders are highly
systematic and well – organized, or else they would bring out chaos.43

3- The Powermonger School Of Nietzsche
Aristocles and Epicure both believed an ethical act to be in the direction of the attaining of one's instincts
and worldly desires. Nietzsche, the German philosopher (1844-1900 AD) had the same view believing
that the lust for power is the law of life and should be followed by everybody, even if this might lead to
tyranny or deceit. Any thing contrary to this view is doomed from the outset however pious and rightful it
might be.
Nietzsche contends that the thought about God and life for human beings should be thrown away
altogether, and forgiveness and the like all stem from weakness. He believed the nature is based on the
survival of the rich and on the annihilation of the poor. This is, in his view, a sample of ethical act.

This school suffers from a series of serious defects, among which are the following:
a) If the notion of God and the world Hereafter is put aside, then what does ethical act mean? Then who
would guarantee the fulﬁllment of moral and individual obligations?
b) We should accept that the principle of power-loving, like other sensations such as care for humanity
and generosity and sacriﬁce, also has its root in the human nature. Therefore, the same way that we
make use of the instincts of self – interest, sexuality, possession and the like to an acceptable degree,
we should use the instinct of power-loving wisely.
c) The acceptance of such a view is to consider one dimension of man and to ignore man's other
heavenly dimensions. Such an acceptance entails man's fall into the world of beasts. In such a world
there is no trace of man's ﬁner feelings. They say even Nietzsche was not inconsiderate towards
humanity to such a degree because he is said to have lost his life in order to save a horse's life.
Thus, critics believe Nietzsche has stated such extremist views out of his anger towards some people
whom he hated. In a letter to his sister towards the end of his life, he writes, "The older I become, the
harder life becomes to me. In the previous years when I suffered a lot I did not feel as depressed as I do
now, What has happened? I have lost my conﬁdence in people. But now we see that we have made a
mistake. O my God! How lonely I feel how. There is nobody with whom I could laugh or by whose side I
could drink a cup of tea. There is no body who can show me affection."44

4- Affection Towards Others
In contrast to the previous views and what we will see later, the affection view is based on the premise
that an ethical act relies heavily on doing good to other people.
This view, which is known as the Indian-Eastern school, considers an act as ethical only when it is
employed to do affection towards others. If, however, we perform our duties daily, such actions are not
termed ethical. Thus, we will consider an act as ethical if it is rooted in feelings more sublime than
individual feelings. The end of an ethical act is to make others beneﬁt from it, and not just the individual.
This view, however, is signiﬁcant and is contained in most religions. Two points should not be neglected,
however.
a) Not every ethical act is in the interest of everybody. There exist many ethical principles which provide
for the individual's exultation. They do not of necessity lead to the interests of others. Examples are
patience, stamina, self-control and the acceptance of death instead of the acceptance of injustice.
b) There should be a limit to the advancement of affection towards others. Some are peace lovers and
consider it an honor to direct their kindness to men such as Chengiz, Hajjaj, Yazid, Atilla, and Nero,
whereas kindness to such people is like showing mercy towards a leopard. In Islam the criterion is: "ﺐاﻟﺤ
45"ﻪ اﻟ ﻓﻐْﺾﻪ واﻟﺒ اﻟﻓ

“Love for God’s sake and hate for God's sake”.

5- The Provision Of Prosperity From The View-Point Of Wisdom
Most philosophers, both ancient and contemporary, from Socrates and Aristotle to Spinoza believe some
acts of human beings are at variance with man's prosperity; whereas some other acts are the signs of
his magnanimity, prosperity, and his perfection in soul. For instance, man is intolerant with treason,
injustice, humiliation, fear and ignorance. But he considers truth worthiness, sacriﬁce, chastity, bravery,
perseverance, wisdom, justice and the like among the signs of his spiritual perfection.
The signiﬁcant notion in this school is that the criterion for the ethical acts is our wisdom, which is an
asset for man and distinguishes man from the beasts. Wisdom functions for man in the same way as
instincts do for the beasts.46 Those who believe that it is our wisdom which recognizes ethical acts are
of the opinion that an ethical act should be deﬁned in the following manner: An ethical act is a balance
between excess and dissipation in our affairs, which both provide for man's prosperity and enjoy an
eternal beauty. Examples are wisdom, which stands halfway between ignorance and fallacious
reasoning, bravery, which stands between fear and imagination, chastity, which stands between
voluptuousness and lack of interest, and family justice, which stands between performing oppression
and accepting it.47
Although most philosophers and Islamic scholars like Avicenna, Khaje Nasir, al-Ghazali, Ibn Miskawayh,
al-Naraqi and others have accepted this school when they deﬁned the ethical acts, this school, however,
suffers from the following defects:
a) Not in every ethical act can we distinguish a medial point. If such a point existed, it would not mean
that it could alone lead to prosperity and not the extreme point, such as science.
b) As we have repeatedly observed the domain of wisdom is extremely limited. Wisdom lacks the power
to distinguish all ethical acts. This is for two reasons: on the one hand, wisdom is limited by nature:

" ﻗَﻠﻴﻼِ إﻻﻠْﻢ اﻟﻌﻦ وﻣﺎ أوﺗﻴﺘﻢ ﻣِﺑ أﻣﺮِ رﻦ ﻣوح"ﻗُﻞ اﻟﺮ
“Say: The soul is one of the commands of my Lord, and you are not given aught of knowledge
but a little”.48
And on the other hand, wisdom might lose its impartiality due to wrong education, the explosion of
instincts and unfounded prejudices and might not be trusted in ﬁnding out the medial point. Thus,
wisdom needs the Shari’ah for its protection.
c) Most of the perfection aspects which are the result of being obedient to God and His commands are
accounted for in this calculation.49

6- Ethical Conscience:
Some scholars from the East or West, including Kant, contend that man is created in such a way as to
come across with good ethical acts or bad ones through the guidance of his innate powers; and in
practice he ﬁnds himself in a position as to either carry them out or stop doing them altogether.
The criterion for judgments of this sort is referred to as "ethical conscience."
Kant, the German philosopher, who died in 1804, accounts for this in the following way:
Speculative intelligence, i.e., the agent inside the mechanism is not of high value; but the practical
intelligence, i.e., the agent for carrying out the practical affairs, which is also referred to as "ethical
conscience" has a deﬁnite practicality and its commands are binding.
Kant believes that man, in accordance with ethical conscience, recognizes the nature of good and evil
deeds and ﬁnds himself responsible to carry out the commands issued by it. An act is considered to be
ethical when it has the following characteristics:
a) It is voluntary. An act which is carried out compulsorily can not be ethical.
b) The carrying out of the act should only be for the sake of duty and nothing else. For instance, a
person's act is not considered ethical if he carries it out for a friend, for social acceptance, for material
beneﬁts, or for the world hereafter. He has to carry it out only for its own sake. An act may be good but
unethical;
c) It should be all-inclusive so that it may include the acts of all of those who want to carry out such
acts;
d) The ultimate goal for that act should be man himself, not other minor objectives;
e) It should include man's prosperity although not for his delight.
Of course, this hypothesis has the following positive aspects:
a) There exists in man an agent which, with the help of heavenly inspiration, can distinguish good deeds;

"اﻫﺎﻫﺎ وﺗَﻘﻮﻮرﻬﺎ ﻓُﺠﻤ"ﻓﺎﻟﻬ
“Then He inspired it to understand what is right and wrong for it”.50
And when man opposes it, he is tortured by the scourge of rebuke, driving him crazy:

ﺔاﻣ ﺑﺎﻟﻨَﻔْﺲِ اﻟﻠﻮﻢ وﻻ اُﻗْﺴﺔﻴﺎﻣ اﻟﻘﻮم ﺑِﻴﻢ"ﻻ اُﻗْﺴ
“Nay! I swear by the day of resurrection, nay! I swear by the self-accusing soul”.51

b) Man knows, through his conscience, that he is not forced to do an act.
Mawlawi says:
When you say should I do this or that;
My friend, this shows you are free.
c) The best sort of prayers is to carry out a task as thanks to God.
d) Man's status and his magnanimity are higher than for him to fall prey to other desires. Every thing is
created for his use. Nothing equals him.

" اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎﻠَﻴﻪﺎﻧَﺖ ﻋ ﻫﻪ ﻧَﻔﺴﻠَﻴﻪﺖ ﻋﻣﺮ ﻛﻦ"ﻣ
“The world is of little importance to one who regards his soul to be noble.”52
e) All human beings are equal and are therefore, equal in front of human rights.

" ﻟﻬﺎهﺮَﻚَ واﻛﺮه ﻟﻪ ﻣﺎ ﺗﻨَﻔﺴ ﻟﺐﻐَﻴﺮِكَ ﻣﺎ ﺗُﺤ"اَﺣﺒِﺐ ﻟ
“Love for others what you love for yourself, and dislike for others what you dislike for
yourself.”53
Kant's hypothesis suffers from the following defects, however:
a) Our conscience is not strong enough for its recognition to be ﬂawless.
As the speculative intelligence needs guidance and protection, practical intelligence too should be
guided and protected. The latter, too, might be unable to distinguish facts, or due to practice and
repetition of wrong deeds, might lose its sensitivity.
As we know, the nomadic Arabs used to bury their daughters alive and the people of Fiji Island had a
ceremony of burying their parents alive and this gave them a lot of delight.54 Sometimes the
professional murderers enjoy carrying out murders; For instance, Nero made a song when he set Rome
on ﬁre and the murderers of Karbala, upon the martyrdom of Imam Husayn (as) and his followers, in the
presence of ‘Ubaydullah bin Ziyad, boasted with honor. They even shamelessly asked for prizes for their
wicked deeds
b) It is true that in some cases, the conscience orders us to do good and commands us to stop doing
evil, but its commands are not always absolute, nor are they universal. Rather, conscience orders differ
in accordance with the degree of the perfection status of people. Some do good things in order to do
their duties. Some others do this to enjoy beneﬁts and to avoid losses.
An example will make the point clear: suppose a ill-intentioned person, having a knife in his hand, asks

a person for another person's location. If the former tells the truth, then the latter's life will be in deﬁnite
danger, Is the command of conscience absolute here as Kant puts it, or is it better to tell an expedient
lie?55
c) If the carrying out of one's duties equals man's perfection in spirit, then this will lead to his prosperity
as well. Separating these two is not right unless we translate prosperity as sensual pleasure.56
d) Kant considers goodness subordinate to duty.
But the reverse is true when we see that Allah orders the doing of justice and the doing of good and
forbids evil:

ِﺮﻨ واﻟﻤﻦ اﻟﻔَﺤﺸَﺎء ﻋﻨﻬ و ﻳ ذي اﻟﻘُﺮﺑﻳﺘﺎءﺪلِ واﻹﺣﺴﺎنِ وا ﺑﺎﻟﻌﻪ ﻳﺎﻣﺮنﱠ اﻟ"ا
"ﻐواﻟﺒ
Surely Allah enjoins the doing of justice and the doing of good (to others) and the giving to the
kindred, and He forbids indecency and evil and rebellion.57
In other cases Allah commands people to do good things:

"ﻛﺎة اﻟﺰﻳﺘﺎءﻠﻮاتِ وا اﻟﺼﻗﺎم اﻟﺨَﻴﺮاتِ واﻞﻌﻟَﻴﻬِﻢ ﻓﻴﻨﺎ ااَوﺣ"و
“We revealed to them the doing of good and the keeping up of prayer and the giving of the
alms.”58
As Allama Tabataba’i in his Tafsir al-Mizan and Allama Mutahhari have said the prior to duty justice,
sacriﬁce and evil and the nasty nature of being evil and the good aspect of doing good have been
revealed by God.59
For further defects of Kant's view we refer you to other works in the literature.

7- Keeping One's interests with regards to keeping others' interests
Most materialists such as Russell are of the view that man has cunningly discovered that if he behaves
kindly towards others, he will be treated in the same way by others. If he steals the neighbor's cow, for
instance, his cows might get stolen later; and if he tells lies, he will hear lies ten times over. Thus, in
order to protect himself, man decided to do good to others and to avoid doing harmful deeds. That is
why man learned to obey rules.60 Thus, the criterion for ethical acts, according to this view, is the
keeping of one's interests besides the keeping of others' interests. In other words, it means to bring

man's selﬁsh desires under the control of education.61
This notion, however, entails many defects among which are the following:
a) It takes away the ethics from its innate sacredness and surrounds it with individual's interests.
But as we have seen before, the spiritual characteristics are beyond this kind of considerations.
b) According to this view, if a person had such a power as to be safe from the ethical harm of
wrong–doers, there would not exist any agent to control his bad–temper and his far–reaching wisdom
would not create any impediment to his bad–temper. Only when the two sides have equal power can the
wisdom entice them to do good. Regarding this, Mutahhari writes, "If Nixon is sitting in front of
Brezhenev, both of whom have equal powers, they could be considered ethical individuals.
One thinks why he should throw bomb on the other when the latter has got the same power. But if Nixon
is confronted with Viet Kongs, who are weak and vulnerable, there will be no force to stop him from
attacking them.62
c) In the present hypothesis, the eternal nature of self (soul) and the life hereafter is not included.
d) What is the criterion for the ethical act which satisﬁes the interests of both individual and the
community? Neither is wisdom to recognize the ethical act, nor conscience can do this job.
In this view, then, the ethical act does not have any reliable criterion.

8- The philosophy of Ethics in the viewpoint of Freud:
Contrary to the belief of the Islamic and non- Islamic scholars who contend that man is born with innate
capacity to evaluate good from bad and in this process the innate inspiration helps him out of hardships,
Freud rejects these innate capacities believing that social environment alone is responsible for the
establishments of these sensations, perceptions and human character. He writes, "The child imitates the
parents' ethical criteria, such as the dichotomy of bad/ good and piety/ wrong–doing.
The superego63 is the result of this absorption.
It represents values, tribal beliefs and social ideals which the child has received from its parents. Other
social factors which inﬂuence the superego include teachers, priests, police or whoever stands above
the child in the society. These factors, however, inﬂuence the child much less then the parents.64
In many people, ethics might manifest itself in the form of the superego. That is to say, it might severely
control the individual. But this is not the result of innate–ethical conscience.
Rather, it is the result of educational–ethical conscience, which reﬂects the prohibitive reactions of our
great–grand fathers. This superego is greatly under the inﬂuence of one factor, which is the child's need
for parental love. The child assumes that if it disobeys the parents, it will be deprived of this
badly–needed affection."65

In this regard, Freud ﬁrmly states: "The ethical conscience is nothing else than a social spur. Ethical
conscience does not represent an innate act of man's inner – being; rather, it is a simple introspection of
social prohibition."66
In Freud's view, neither in man's history nor in the individual's history has there been the primitive
concept of good or bad. These concepts stem soly from outside of man, i.e., in his social context."
The important criticism, which can be leveled at Freud's ideas, is that the good actions and noble moral
traits are not based on a reliable and sacred principle. How is a child expected to do right when it is
offered unfounded and improper education?
If the good and bad acts did not stem from man's spirit, how could we persuade people in the right
direction and inhibit them from doing wrong?
Freud believes that this is done by man's wisdom. Since the Divine Shari’ah, in Freud's ideas, does not
protect man's wisdom and since education is different in individuals and since "the superego" results
from this differing education, how can man attain the supreme moral conducts and shun nasty
behaviors?

9- The communist View on the Philosophy of Ethics.
In the eyes of communists, ethics as well as sciences, philosophy, arts and law and other inﬂuential
social factors depend heavily on economics and production means.
The slavery, feudalism and capitalism each had its speciﬁc characteristics which were doomed to failure
in subsequent periods. At the rule of communists, there is a special ethics dominating the society. For
instance, extortion, hegemony, theft, conﬁscation and hurting people all belong to the era of agriculture,
feudalism and capitalism. All these are done away with at the time of proletariat and communism, Then it
is claimed that these are substituted for by justice, equality and freedom.
However, in the communist system, an act is considered ethical if it can boost the development of the
society and can advance the society from the agricultural, feudalistic and capitalistic stage towards the
communist state.
Thus, if providing the hungry people with food and supplying the naked men with clothing and the curing
of the sick all cause the communist revolution to halt, then these acts are unethical. On the other hand, if
not stopping tyranny and not bridging the gaps between people make the revolution successful, then
these acts are considered ethical and appropriate!
The communists believe that

"ﺮر اﻟﻤﺒﺎديء"اﻟﻐﺎﻳﺎت ﺗُﺒ

"The objective justiﬁes the means"
Since communism relies on principles such as the following:
a) The principles of dialectic materialism.
b) Historical materialism.
c) Historical determinism.
d) Economics as the underlying structure.
e) The notion that all revolutions are heading toward socialism.
f) The idea that the society is the base and everything should be sacriﬁced.
g) The notion that everything is dependant upon the production means even beliefs and moral affairs.
And since each one of the above principles has been found wrong, there is no room left for an act to be
ethical, especially if it is of compulsory nature.67 The disintegration of the communistic society and the
misery that such a system has forced on millions of people are clear clues to the unfounded nature of
the communist system.
Thus, the claim that the criterion for an ethical act should be its impetus to make the process of
communism smooth and easy is completely unfounded and ridiculous. This is clearly shown by the
disintegration of the communist states of our time.68

10.1- The Relativity of Ethics in Hegel's view
Hegel, like communists, is of the opinion that society is always in progress and evolving. He assigns
some features to each epoch and believes these features are revealed through the spirit of time.
However, some features and temperaments, such as chastity and restricted relations of men and women
could be considered good at a speciﬁc era of time, such as at the agricultural age, but may be
considered improper at another age, such as the age of automation.
Of course, this notion suffers from other drawbacks as well:
a) Is every society heading towards perfection? Societies, like vegetation, sometimes progress and at
times deteriorate.
b) What is meant by "the spirit of time"? Who has discovered it? How do we know that these changing
features are caused by the spirit of time?
c) Who has said that chastity was good at one time but bad now?
d) Who can consider some human traits such as justice, sacriﬁce and generosity good at one time but
bad at other time?69
Thus, how is it feasible that, on the basis of an imaginary item called "the spirit of time", we should
consider ethics a relative thing when we are aware that it has a deep root in man's innate – being?

10.2- Sartre's View
Sartre, who evaluates everything on the basis of personal option, says: there is no criterion for the
ethical nature of an act outside man's existence. He, as well, believes in the relativity of ethics. He
states: anybody who chooses an act assumes that his choice is good. And if another person chooses
another act as good, then he has the right choice, Thus, an ethical act differs in the opinion of different
people. Therefore, in this view, the criterion for an ethical act is the one who chooses and nothing else.
This view is wrong, however, since the one who chooses has selected an act because he has preferred
it over other acts But do other people also believe that his choice was the best?
A murderer, a thief and a tormenter have, in fact, some rationale for their actions.
But having these preferences will not justify their wrong-doings.70

A Summary of the 10 views: A conclusion:
Each one of the views on the philosophy of ethics mentioned above, dealt with some facts, but ignored
others. A survey of these views shows that if ethics were not based on the guidance of Prophets and
Imams, it would deﬁnitely lead to people’s misery instead of their prosperity. How could schools whose
criteria for ethical acts are "instant pleasure", "personal interests", "the spirit of time", "personal selection"
and "economics and social evolution" lead man towards prosperity, sacriﬁce, honesty, philosophy and
chastity?
Nowadays we witness an increase in wrong-doings, homicides, suicides and corruption in the world,
especially in the west; sexual assault to children by close relatives is increasing and 95 percent of people
are suffering from tensions.
The statesmen in these communities complain about the situation. Man has been placed in this plight
because of the lack of right criteria of ethics.
Some time ago Reagan, the previous president of the United States, in a conference, talked about the
horrible increase in murders in the United States: he said the number of victims of murder is beyond
23,000 a year.
Reagan added crimes hurt one third of the families in the United States and the loss in money is about
eight billion and eight million dollars.
Reagan confessed that in the United States one person is killed every 30 minutes and nine women are
sexually assaulted.
In the same amount of time 67 persons fall prey to theft, 97 persons are subject to assault and 389
houses are prone to the armed robbery.
He said: syndicated crimes done by corrupt statesmen are scandalous for the United States.71
More recently, the newspaper France ce soir in Paris has reported the number of crimes in France

during the year 1989 as four million, 297 thousand and 123, which shows an increase of 7 percent over
the previous year (1988).
The same newspaper reports the number of crimes during the ﬁrst quarter of 1989 has been more than
580,000.
Now more than one billion of the world populations suffer from poverty and malnutrition and shortage of
medicines. There are, however, billions of dollars spent for military purposes.
These are just small samples of disorders which are inﬂicted upon those layers of the world population
who are exposed to corrupt schools of thought either in ethics, or in education, or in politics, or in
economics or in other social affairs. For a complete picture of the disasters we should refer to relevant
books and sources.72

The Bases and Principles of Ethics and Education In Islam
Against the different schools which have dealt with the philosophy of ethics and education, Islam, too,
has offered speciﬁc principles and bases. To study these principles one is referred to the Qur’an,
tradition, and books on ethics and Hadith. However, a summary of these principles will sufﬁce here:
Man possesses a speciﬁc ability for material and spiritual growth. The ﬂourishing of this growth in all
phases is possible only in the worshiping God and asking for His help.
However, the Islamic ethics and education are based on monotheism, resurrection, the existence of spirit
and its ever-lasting status after death and a preference for spiritual pleasures over material ones. The
Islamic ethics and education will emphasize on any action which will help man attain his exultance
(which is to have sacred beliefs and proper behavior) and manifest all his spiritual and material abilities
and all his personal and social capabilities. In contrast, any act which hinders his growth is prohibited by
the Islamic ethical education.
One of the characteristics of the Islamic ethics and education is that they have root in human innate
nature. Islam invites people to monotheism, to resurrection, to justice, to piety and to worship. This is
because all of these traits stem from his nature. And Ibn al-Athir in al-Nihayah deﬁnes "ﬁtrah" or nature
as:

ﺮﻠَﻴﻬﺎ ﻻﺳﺘَﻤ ﻓﻠﻮ ﺗُﺮِكَ ﻋﻘَﺒﻮلِ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦ ﻟﺘﻬﻴ اﻟﻤ واﻟﻄَﺒﻊ اﻟﺠِﺒﻠَﺔﻦ ﻣ ﻧَﻮعﻮﻟَﺪُ ﻋﻠ ﻳﻧﱠﻪ"ا
ِﻦ آﻓﺎت ﻵﻓﺔ ﻣﻌﺪِلﻦ ﻳ ﻣﻨﻪ ﻋﻌﺪِلﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻳ ﻏَﻴﺮِﻫﺎ واﻟﻔﺎرِﻗﻬﺎ ا ﻳﻬﺎ وﻟﻢوﻣ ﻟُﺰﻋﻠ
"ﺸَﺮِ واﻟﺘﻘﻠﻴﺪاﻟﺒ
“Man is created according to a natural disposition and nature that is inclined to accept religion. If he is

left on it, he will continue in accordance with its requirements, and will not separate from it to other than
it. One who turns away from it only does so because of an evil in mankind and blind imitation.”73
The famous hadith which Ibn al-Athir delves on is the following:

74"ﻪﺮاﻧﻨَﺼ و ﻳﻪاﻧﻮِدﻬ ﻳﻮاهﻮنَ اَﺑ ﻳ ﺣﺘةﻄﺮ اﻟﻔﻮﻟَﺪُ ﻋﻠﻮﻟُﻮدٍ ﻳ ﻣﻞ"ﻛ
“Every child is born according to the original nature until his parents make him a Jew or a Christian.”
The following sacred verse, too, emphasizes the same thing:

ﻪ اﻟﺨَﻠْﻖ ﻟﺪِﻳﻞ ﺗَﺒ ﺎﻬﻠَﻴ ﻋ اﻟﻨﱠﺎس ﻓَﻄَﺮ اﻟﱠﺘﻪةَ اﻟﻄْﺮﻴﻔًﺎ ﻓﻨ ﺣﻠﺪِّﻳﻦﻚَ ﻟﻬﺟ وﻢﻗ"ﻓَﺎ
"ِﻢ اﻟْﻘَﻴﻚَ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦذَﻟ
"Then set your face upright for religion in the right state-the nature made by Allah in which He
has made men; there is no altering of Allah's creation; that is the right religion."74
One of the characteristics of Islamic ethics and education is that they are based on science, wisdom and
logic and not on ignorance, superstition and following by imitation.
The objective of the Islamic ethics and education is to purify man's soul and spirit so that he can make
use of all the means that he has at his disposal and in this way could reach the title "God's vicegerent on
the earth" and "To meet God".
And since the justiﬁcation of these principles, traits and aims is only possible in the light or Qur’an,
Tradition and all-pervasive researches in the life- giving school of Islam, therefore the details can only
be reached by referring to the above–mentioned sources.75 I have selected the treatise of Imam ‘Ali (as)
which is written for his son as a good example.

A historic and life-giving letter from a unique father for his
progressing son:
Although many individuals have written historic letters to their children at speciﬁc times and for the
education of their beloved ones,76 so far as I can tell no letter ever has been so inclusive and so erudite
as that written by Imam ‘Ali (as) to his son Hasan (as) at a location called Hazirin and after giving up
Sifﬁn.77 In this journey Hasan (as) was with Imam ‘Ali(as).

This historic letter, which is reported by both Shi’ah and Sunni scholars, among whom is Sharif al-Radi
who has reported it in letter 31 of Nahj al-Balaghah with a little change in details, is accepted with such
a level of admiration that the famous Sunni scholar Abu Ahmad Hasan Ibn Abdullah Ibn Askari, Shaykh
Saduq's teacher, has reported it in its entirety in his book called Al Zawajir wa al-Mawa’iz and says
about it, "If you can ﬁnd a piece of practical philosophy which should by written in gold, it is this erudite
treatise written by Imam ‘Ali(as) in which all chapters of this science and the ways to attain this science,
and the ways to arrive at the beneﬁts of ethics and the methods to attain prosperity and the ways to
escape pitfalls and how to arrive at the highest degree of exultance are expressed by employing the best
kinds of phrases and words."78
The interesting point is that Allama Sayyid Hasan al-Sadr in his erudite book called Ta'sis al-Shi’ah
writes, "The ﬁrst person who has written on Islamic ethics and education is Imam ‘Ali (as), who wrote this
treatise on the return from Sifﬁn. He wrote it for his son Imam Hasan (as). Our scholars have narrated it
through different media. Among these scholars are Kulayni, who has reported it in his book called AlRasa’il and Sharif al-Radi, who has reported it in his book Nahj al-Balaghah".79
For this reason we have called the present book "The ﬁrst treatise on Islamic Ethics and Education" and
have selected it as the best Islamic principle on education and the best source for Islamic ethics.
As it is understood from the text and will be clear in the subsequent chapters, Imam ‘Ali (as) does not
only have his son in view, but he considers the parents' duties as a whole and a man's duties at different
walks of life.80
Therefore, this treatise could be the best guide for ethical issues and a good guideline for life. For this
reason, I have chosen it as the axis of my discussions. I will report the Islamic ethics and education as
Imam ‘Ali (as) has in mind.

The principles and issues of this treatise:
Since this treatise includes the factors of man's progress and development, either from the moral aspect
or from the viewpoints of politico-social phase, it cannot be studied only from one angle. The principles
included in this treatise are:
1) Only man has the ability to acquire complete education; beasts have this ability to a limited degree.
2) The best time for education is the childhood.
3) The father's responsibility in educating the children is more than anybody else.
4) There are clear reasons which prove monotheism and God's power.
5) Life does not depend on this world alone; the hereafter exists and we should prepare provisions for
that day.
6) Islam is based on the interests and losses of the society and is the most inclusive religion.
7) The best capital is piety and carrying on the ways of the pious ancestors, i.e., the Prophets and
Imams.

8) The best shelter in the ups and downs of life is Allah.
9) Saying prayers and being penitent are signiﬁcant.
10) Man is created free; he is not allowed to make a slave out of himself; he should keep his
magnanimity at all times.
11) Not every wish can be granted; thus, we should engage ourselves with the noblest ones.
12) One of the factors which build up a man's personality is the study of good and bad fates of nations of
the past.
13) A man should make his soul (self) a criterion between he himself and others; what he considers
improper he should not consider proper for others.
14) The relation of man with his family, government, and his responsibilities and tasks bestowed upon
him.
15) The ways of self-construction.
16) The principles of friendship and its limits.
17) In order to guide the society and to stop deviations, a man should make use of giving advice.
18) Women's rights and status, without going to extremes.
19) Accepting responsibilities and observing the principle of management.
20) This world is the home of pain and torment.
21) Thinking in religion and making use of useful knowledge.
22) Experiencing and making use of the good experiences.
23) Being kind to friends and tolerating foes.
24) More than one hundred other useful pieces of advice.

Documents for this treatise
Many Islamic scholars, prior to Seyyid ar-Radi, have reported this treatise in their books.
Among these books are the following:
1. Muhammad Ibn Ya'qub al-Kulayni in his book al-Rasa'il (died 328 AH).
2. Hasan Ibn Abdullah Ibn Sa'eed al-Askari, the teacher of Shaykh as-Saduq, in the book Al-Zawajir
wa’l-Mawa’iz (died in 3rd century AH).
3. Ibn Abd Rabbih in the book al-‘Iqd al-Farid, vol. 3, pp.155-156 (d.328 AH).
4. Shaykh al-Saduq in the book called Man la yahdaruhu’l faqih, vol. 3, p.362, vol. 4, p.275 (d. 380 AH).
5. Ibn Shu'bah al-Harrani in the book called Tuhaf al-‘Uqul, pp.52-96 (d. 380 AH).
6. Allama al-Barqi in the book al-Mahasin (d. 274 AH).
7. Ibn Maskawayh in the book Al-Hikmah al-Khalidah (d. 421 AH).
8. Shaykh al-Muﬁd in the book al-Amali and al-Irshad (d. 413 AH).
After Sayyid al-Radi, many scholars have reported either the treatise in its entirety or parts of it in their
books.
Among these scholars are:
1. Sayyid Ibn Tawus, in the book Kashf al-Mahajjah (d. 664 AH).

2. Mada’ini in the book Majma’ al-Amthal, Vol.1 (d. 518 AH).
3. Mohammad Ibn Yusuf az-Zarandi in the book Durar al-Simtayn (d.750 AH).
4. Qazi Qaza'i in the book Dastur Ma'alim al-Hikam (d.454 AH).
5. Mulla Muhsin Fayz in the book Waﬁ, vol..1 (d.1091 AH).
6. Al-Muttaqi al-Hindi in Kanz al-Ummal, vol. 8.
7. Shaykh Hurr al-Amili in al-Wasa’il, vol. 8, (d.1104 AH).
8. Sheikh Warram in Tanbih al-Khawatir (d.605 AH).
9. Al-Karajiki in Kanz al-Fawa’id (d.449 AH).
10. Al-Aamidi in Ghurar al-Hikam (d.588 AH).
11. Al-Majlisi in Bihar al-Anwar vol.74 pp.1- 4.81

Translations and commentaries Used in this Book
As we know, scholars have reported a lot of translations and commentaries for Nahj al-Balaghah.
The number varies from 100 to 200 books which refer speciﬁcally to this letter.82
I have made the best use out of the following translations and commentaries:
1. Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah by Ibn Maytham;
2. Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah by Ibn Abi al-Hadid;
3. Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah by Muhammad Abduh;
4. Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah by al-Rawandi.
5. Masadir Nahj al-Balaghah by Sayyid Abd al-Zahra Husayni.
6. Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah by Mirza Muhammad Baqir Nawab Lahiji.
7. Nahj al-Balaghah by Dr. Subhi al-Salih.
8. The Translation and Commentary of Nahj al-Balaghah by Muhammad Ja'far Imami and Mohammad
Rida Ashtyani, supervised by Ayatullah Makarim Shirazi.
9. The Translation and Commentary of Nahj al-Balaghah by Sayyid ‘Ali Naqi, Fayz al-Islam.
10. The translation of Nahj al-Balaghah by Dr. Sayyid Ja'far Shahidi.
11. A Complementizer of Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah by Allama al-Khu'i, written by Allama Kamar'ee.

How the Present Book was Published:
As we know, the Islamic Revolution of Iran was based on the intelligence of our nation. Through the
guidelines of Imam Khomeini, and the sessions on the exposition of Qur’an and Nahj al-Balaghah, and
religious sermons, our nation had reached such a stage of knowledge that they cannot accept any type
of government except the Islamic state based on Wilayat al-Faqeeh. In order to implement this
government, our nation suffered a lot.
But after the revolution, our scholars became involved in the administrative activities and our
revolutionary children were engaged in the struggle against our internal and external enemies and could
not carry on their main tasks, which were cultural activities.

However, our enemies spread corruption and this led to the worries of our leader, Ayatollah Khamenei.
He continuously warned people against these dormant dangers.
This writer, who has been busy carrying out cultural activities, such as the expository classes for Qur’an
and Nahj al-Balaghah, once again felt that it was better for him to go back to the publication of religious
books. I decided to lessen the amount of administrative activities. Thus, when the second Majlis term
was ended, I did not want to be a representative for Majlis any more. I decided to let that place be
occupied by those who want it - and they are many - and spend my time on cultural affairs in which
there are not many experts.
On the one hand, I started writing book such as ‘Ilm-e Hadith, which was published in 3 and a half
years, and on the other hand I got involved in teaching position in the university. One of these latter
activities was the teaching of Nahj al-Balaghah which is still going on. Up to now more than 170 lessons
of it have been broadcast from Gilan province Radio (on Thursday nights) and has got many listeners,
One of these listeners was a pilot who was a prisoner in an Iraqi prison, when he came back to Iran
together with a huge group of freed soldiers, he said, "there were 80 of us in a prisoner-of-war camp.
We used to listen to your lessons on Nahj al-Balaghah. We enjoyed listening to those lessons. By
reproducing them, we enriched the camp greatly."
Among those lessons, was the present historic letter by Imam ‘Ali (as) to his son Imam Hasan (as), one
portion of which was published in the magazine "The growth of the teaching of Islamic knowledge" and
other publications. Then it was edited and became the present book.
I hope it will be satisfactory to Amir al-Mu'minin Imam ‘Ali (as) and through his blessings it will be an
asset for me in the Hereafter, Amen.
Farwardin 1371, Lahijan – Zeinolabedin Ghorbani
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ﻪ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ اﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢﺑﺴﻢ اﻟ

، ﻟﻠﺪُﻧﻴﺎ اﻟﺬام، ﻟﻠﺪﱠﻫﺮ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺴﻠﻢ،ِﺮﻤﺪْﺑِﺮِ اﻟﻌ اﻟﻤ،ِﻣﺎنِ ﻟﻠﺰﻘﺮ اﻟﻤ،ِﺪِ اﻟﻔﺎن اﻟﻮاﻟﻦ"ﻣ
،ُكﺪرﻞ ﻣﺎ ﻻ ﻳﻮﻟُﻮد اﻟﻤﺆﻣ اﻟﻤ اﻟ، ﻋﻨﻬﺎ ﻏﺪاﻦ واﻟﻈﺎﻋ،ﻮﺗ اﻟﻤﻦﺴﺎﻛاﻟﺴﺎﻛﻦ ﻣ
،ﺔَ اﻟﻤﺼﺎﺋﺐﻣﻴ ور،ﺎم ورﻫﻴﻨﺔَ اﻻﻳ، اﻻﺳﻘﺎمض ﻏَﺮ،َﻠَﻚﻦ ﻗﺪ ﻫ ﻣاﻟﺴﺎﻟﻚُ ﺳﺒﻴﻞ
، اﻟﻬﻤﻮم وﺣﻠﻴﻒ، اﻟﻤﻮت واﺳﻴﺮ، اﻟﻤﻨﺎﻳﺎ وﻏﺮﻳﻢ، اﻟﻐُﺮور وﺗﺎﺟﺮ،وﻋﺒﺪَ اﻟﺪﻧﻴﺎ
" وﺧَﻠﻴﻔَﺔَ اﻷﻣﻮات، اﻟﺸﻬﻮاتﺮﻳﻊ وﺻ،ﺐِ اﻵﻓﺎت وﻧَﺼ، اﻻﺣﺰانوﻗَﺮﻳﻦ
“From an aged father who is near death, who concedes to the conquest of time, whose life is
departing, who has submitted himself to the misfortunes of time, who reproaches the world, and
dwells in the abode of the dead which he will leave tomorrow:
To a son who hopes for what is unattainable, who follows the path of those who have perished,
prey to illnesses, a pawn in the hands of time, the target of misfortune, a slave of the world, a
trader in vanities, a debtor of divine decrees and a captive of death, an ally of anxieties, a
companion of sorrows, the aim of calamities, prostrated by desires, and a successor of the
dead”.

Commentary
In order to prepare the reader for the later guide-lines, Imam ‘Ali (as) has used seven attributes for
himself and fourteen adjectives for his son, every one of which could warn the wandering souls and bring
them back to reality; the secret behind the difference in the number of attributes used in this letter lies in
the age of the reader as well as in the ups and downs that he would encounter in the subsequent
years.1
Now we will discuss those seven attributes which Imam ‘Ali(as) employs for himself but are inclusive and
involve all parents. These attributes show the degree of indifference that people have shown to that; and
he uses them indicating a lot of pain. Now, here are the attributes:

1. From an Aged Father near death
“”ﻣﻦ اﻟﻮاﻟﺪ اﻟﻔﺎن
It is a fact that anything created is imperishable; this is especially true in the case of man, who,
according to rational and narrative reasoning is created to stay and to be ever lasting and not to be
mortal.

ﻟ دارٍ اﻦﺒﻘﺎء واﻧﻤﺎ ﺗُﻨﻘَﻠﻮن ﻣﻘﺘُﻢ ﻟ ﺑﻞ ﺧُﻠﻔَﻨﺎء ﻣﺎ ﺧُﻠﻘﺘُﻢ ﻟ:(ﻪ)ص"ﻗﺎل رﺳﻮل اﻟ
"دار
Said the Prophet (S): “You have not been created for extinction; rather, you have been created for
eternal life. You are only moved from one abode to another””.2
But with no doubt, the creatures, with the passage of time, will lose their superﬁcial appearances and
their bodies will disintegrate, this superﬁcial disintegration is referred to as destruction or mortality. This
fact is mentioned in the Holy Qur’an in the following manner:

86"ﻼلِ واﻹﻛﺮامِﻚَ ذو اﻟﺠﺑ ر وﺟﻪﻠَﻴﻬﺎ ﻓﺎنٍ وﻳﺒﻘ ﻋﻦ ﻣﻞ"ﻛ
"Everyone on it must pass away. And there will endure for ever the person of your Lord, the Lord
of glory and honor."
And in the Surah al-Qasas, verse 88, this notion is taken care of with the word "perishable":

ﻪﻟَﻴا وﻢ اﻟْﺤ ﻟَﻪﻪﻬﺟ وﻚٌ اﺎﻟ ﻫءَ ﺷﻞ ﻛﻮ ﻫ اﻟَﻪ ا ﺎ آﺧَﺮﻟَﻬ اﻪ اﻟﻊ ﺗَﺪْعُ ﻣ"و
"َﻮنﻌﺟﺗُﺮ
"And call not with Allah any other god: there is no god but He; every thing is perishable but He;
His is the judgment, and to him you shall be brought back [Qur’an 28:88].
Thus, Imam ‘Ali (as) in the expression “from the aged father near death” emphasizes that he, too, like
every other creature will change superﬁcially and will move from one state into another. The only thing
from him which remains is his spiritual, heavenly aspect, the eternal nature of which is emphasized in
Qur’an.3
No doubt, a belief in the lack of stability in the world will stop people from indulging in false pride and
negligence. And this is a constructive alert for all those who desire to be the followers of that Imam.

2. Conceding to the conquest of time
“”اﻟﻤﻘﺮ ﻟﻠﺰﻣﺎن
Although man is capable of dominating the earth and the time, and God has made him a dominant factor

over all creation,

"ِضر اﺎ ﻓﻣاتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴﺎ ﻓ ﻣﻢَ ﻟﺨﱠﺮ ﺳﻪنﱠ اﻟا او ﺗَﺮﻟَﻢ"ا
“Do you not see that Allah has made what is in the heavens and what is in the earth subservient
to you?”4
He is a vulnerable and weak creature, a victim to the system of the truth.

"ُﻴﺪﻤ اﻟْﺤ اﻟْﻐَﻨﻮ ﻫﻪاﻟ وﻪ اﻟَﻟ ااء اﻟْﻔُﻘَﺮﻧْﺘُﻢ اﺎ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسﻬﻳﺎ ا"ﻳ
“O men! You are they who stand in need of Allah, and Allah is He who is the self-sufﬁcient, the
praised one.”5
It is a fact that man can struggle with nature and disease and microbes, and can bring the natural
disasters under control and can, in this way, lower the rate of casualties and increase life expectancy,
but it is also the case that he cannot overpower everything. He is born to the world without his consent
and lives his childhood and youth; then in old age his sight starts failing, his memory does not function
properly, he becomes hard of hearing. His stamina dwindles and loses the power to move around. He
ﬁnally arrives at a stage of being senile.6 This is the conquest of time over us and our submission to it
which Imam ‘Ali (as) acknowledges in this sentence and in the fourth sentence. This is because, when
Imam ‘Ali (as) was writing this treatise, he was more than 60 years of age. At this age a man clearly
recognizes his weaknesses and the predominance of time.
Nizami (the Iranian poet) says:
The vigor of life is up to the forty;
When forty has passed, your limbs disintegrate;
After the age ﬁfty, your health goes away,
Your eyes weaken and your legs become unstable;
When sixty arrives, your body deteriorates,
When seventy arrives you are sexually impotent;
When you are eighty or ninety,
You would suffer a lot;
And if you ever become one hundred,
It would be death in the form of life;
When gray hair is seen among your hairs,
It is a clue to hopelessness;

You have inserted cotton in your ears,
And you are unwilling to take it out.
Another poet says:
Under this blue dome,
I have lived for sixty years;
When one year passes,
I always regret the pleasures of the last one;
I am surprised at the turning of the world.
Which took away from me everything that it had given me;
My knees and my arms became feeble,
My cheeks and my hairs lost their color;
I lost my strength and,
I lost my teeth one by one;
What is left behind and is heavy,
Is the amount of my wrong - doings and desires;
The Caravan bells warn us to leave.
And the fellow travelers are on the way;
I regret that I don’t have a good record of good deeds;
The provision is small but journey is long;
The weight of my sins is too heavy,
Even the mountain looks small compared with my sins;
O God! My sins compared with Your Forgiveness,
Are like straw in front of a torrential ﬂood;
If Your Grace did not assist me,
And if Your merits did not include me:
I would end up in the hell,
Having a miserable status;
I am an ignorant creature, ashamed of my sins,
I am plunged into the sea of sins;
You are the Merciful Creator, You are Self-sufﬁcient,
You are Unique and You are the Forgiver.

Ayyadh Ibn Ghanam and Harun:
When Harun Al-Rashid was heading for Mecca, he went to the house of Ayyadh Ibn Ghanam, a pious
Gnostic, at Medina, and asked him for some advice. Harun asked for some water. Ayyadh ordered the
servants to bring him some water in an earthen pot. Then Ayyadh asked Harun: "Suppose you were
thirsty and you were in a desert and somebody offered you a glass of water on condition that you would
give him half of your country, what would you do?"
Harun answered, "I would do what he asks for"

Then Ayyadh said: "Suppose you drank the water but you could not urinate. And suppose a doctor
asked the other half of the country to heal you. Would you accept?"
Harun answered, "I would do so."
Then Ayyadh said: "This is my advice.
Life with all its deceitful looks depends on drinking water and then getting rid of it in the form of urination.
These two abilities are given to us free and we are feeble and fatal. We do not have to be haughty. All
we have to do is to obey Allah's commands.

3. Whose life is departing

”“ اﻟﻤﺪﺑﺮ اﻟﻌﻤﺮ
Life is a precious commodity at man's disposal; it could be used in a proﬁtable bargain or in a hazardous
one. It is amazing that people lose it very easily but are jealous towards the wealth of the rich. The great
Prophet of Islam (S) told Abu Dharr, giving him a piece of advice:

"ﻚَ و دﻳﻨﺎرِكﻤ دِرﻫ ﻣﻨﻚ ﻋﻠﻤﺮِك اﺷﺢ ﻋﻦ ﻋﻠ"ﻛ
"Be more miserly of your life than you are of your dirham and dinar."7
We should notice that any breath we inhale is a step towards our graves. Then, why shouldn't we use
our breaths in the direction of doing good deeds and why shouldn't we avoid committing sins and
indulging in far-fetched desires?
Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated, regarding this:

"ﻠَﻪ و ﻗﺼﺮ أﻣﻠﻪﻤ أﺟﻠﻪ ﻓﺒﺎدر ﻋ اﻟﻪ ﺧُﻄﺎه ان ﻧَﻔَﺴﻢﻠ ﻋﻪ اﻣﺮء اﻟﻢﺣ"ر
"May God have mercy on the person who recognizes that each one of his breaths is a step toward his
death and, therefore, hastens to perform good deeds and curtails his desires”.8
Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated as well:

"ﺎﻤﻨﻬﻨﻚَ ﻓَﺨُﺬ ﻣﻳﺄﺧُﺬَانِ ﻣﺎ وﻴﻬِﻤﻞ ﻓﻴﻚَ ﻓَﺎﻋﻤﻼنِ ﻓﻌﻤ ﻳاﻟﻨﱠﻬﺎر ونﱠ اﻟﱠﻠﻴﻞ"ا

“Day and night leave a mark on you; therefore leave a mark on them. They take from you; therefore take
from them."9
Of course, if our life is spent for God, it is a big asset and a proﬁtable bargain; or else, death is better.
Imam ‘Ali ibn al-Husayn (as) in the supplication of Makarim al-Akhlaq asks God:

ِﻠﺸَﻴﻄَﺎنﺮﺗَﻌﺎً ﻟﻤﺮِي ﻣﺎنَ ﻋذا ﻛﻚَ ﻓﺎﺘ ﻃَﺎﻋﺬﻟَﺔً ﻓِﻤﺮِي ﺑﺎنَ ﻋﺎ ﻛ ﻣﺮ ﻟﻤ"وﻋ
"ﻠﻚَ ﻋﺒ ﻏَﻀﻢﺴﺘَﺤ او ﻳﻟﻘﺘَﻚَ ا ﻣ اَن ﺗَﺴﺘَﺒِﻖﻟَﻴﻚَ ﻗَﺒﻞ اﻓﺎﻗﺒِﻀﻨ
"Let me live as long as my life is in unsparing devotion to Your obedience. But if my life becomes a
pasture for Satan, then seize me to Yourself before Your hate overtakes me or Your wrath is established
against me."10
Since Imam ‘Ali (as) was over sixty at the time of writing this treatise, by using the expression he wishes
to warn us that we should have done lots of good deeds prior to the age of sixty. This is because, as the
God's Prophet (S) has said, “A man will not have any excuse in such cases."

،ﺎذَا أﺧﱠﺮﺗُﻢﺎذَا ﻗَﺪﱠﻣﺘُﻢ وﻣ ﻣﻴﻦﺴ اﻟﺨَﻤ اَﺑﻨَﺎء،هﺎدﺼﻧَﺎ ﺣﻴﻦ زَرعٌ ﻗَﺪ دﻌ اﻷر ﺑ"اَﺑﻨَﺎء
ﻦﻢ ﻣﺪﱡوا اَﻧﻔُﺴ ﻋﻴﻦﻌﺒ اﻟﺴ اَﺑﻨَﺎء،ﻢَ ﻟﺬرﺴﺎبِ ﻻ ﻋ اﻟﺤﻟﻮا اﻤﻠ ﻫﺘﻴﻦ اﻟﺴاَﺑﻨَﺎء
"َﻮﺗاﻟﻤ
“The forty-year olds are like a ﬁeld whose time of harvest is near. Fifty-year olds, what have you sent
forward and what have you left behind? Sixty-year olds, come to the accounting (for what you have
done); there is no excuse for you! Seventy-year olds, consider yourselves among the dead!"11
But it is much to be regretted that, except for the Prophet and a few vigilant individuals, we do not know
the signiﬁcance of this great asset.
Imam (as) has stated in this regard:

"ﺪِّﻳﻖ او ﺻِ ﻧَﺒﻻ اﻤﺮِهﻦ ﻋ ﻣﻘﺎ ﺑ ﻣ ﻗَﺪرﻌﺮِف"ﻻ ﻳ
“No one knows the value of the remainder of his life save a prophet or an eminently truthful believer.”12

Some Pieces of Poetry:
One day, a young man asked an old man:
How is your life with your old age;
He answered: there is something ambiguous in this letter,
Whose meaning you will know only at the old age;
You had better tell me of your strength,
Why are you asking me about my weaknesses?
Keep your youth, since this beloved bird,
Will not stay in this bony cage for long;
The asset which I lost so easily,
You should keep it if you can;
The more I showed rebellion,
The more rebellion showed me the world;
When I lost my capital, I was left with nothing,
Since it is funny to engage in bargain with no capital;
The thief world robbed me of my treasure,
When I was asleep at the time of vigilance.
I lost my life with no beneﬁt or loss,
See how I lost such a precious thing;
I spent it one day at the ﬂower side in the spring,
The other day, I spent it, mourning over the faded ﬂower;
It is a pity that my youth;
Passed away as do spring winds and the ﬂowing river;
This land is the resting-place of the martyrs,
Take your time, observing it carefully;
Count the years you've already lost,
Do not sit counting the months of Capricorn, Scorpio and Gemini;
The dawn caravan is far away yet,
There should be a candle in this dark night;
O friend, while you are in power,
Provide the needy with what they want;
We pretended to be teachers for others,
While we did not recognize A from B.
A burnt wood could not be used as a guide candle,
We should burn a light which gives out light;
Do not waste the time treasure so easily,
Since this precious jewel has got a price;
Parvin will not waste the dear life,

Since she has her wisdom as her guide.

4. Submission to the misfortunes of Time
“” اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺴﻠﻢ ﻟﻠﺪﻫﺮ
Sometimes a man acknowledges the enemy's superiority, but he is unwilling to surrender.
But sometimes he does not have any other option than surrender. Imam (as) confessed to the power of
the world in his expression "conceding to the conquest of time," but he was unwilling to surrender. But
when he carefully observed the demolishing events in the world, he surrendered.
However, what is meant by "the misfortunes of Time" might be the hardships and troubles which people
put on the way of justice and stop the progressive growth of the society. This is what they did to Imam
‘Ali (as) and forced him to stop the Sifﬁn Holy War. Imam ‘Ali (as) then metaphorically attributed those in
human acts to the world.
For instance, in the Sermon 32 of Nahj al-Balaghah he metaphorically states:

ﻴﺌ ًﺎﺴ ﻣﻦﺤﺴ اﻟﻤﻴﻪﺪﱡ ﻓﻌﻨﻮدٍ ﻳ ﻛﻦﻨُﻮدٍ و زَﻣﺮٍ ﻋﻫ دﺤﻨَﺎ ﻓﻧّﺎ ﻗَﺪ اﺻﺒﻬﺎ اﻟﻨّﺎس ا"أﻳ
ًﺔ ﻗَﺎرِﻋفﻻ ﻧَﺘَﺨَﻮﻬِﻠﻨﺎ وﺎ ﺟﻤ ﻋﻻ ﻧَﺴﺄلﻤﻨَﺎ وﻠﺎ ﻋ ﺑِﻤﻊاً ﻻ ﻧَﻨﺘَﻔﺘﻮ ﻋﻴﻪ ﻓﻢ اﻟﻈَﺎﻟادﺰدو ﻳ
" ﺑِﻨﺎﻞ ﺗَﺤّﺘﺣ
"O people! We are living in a time of perversity and an age of ingratitude in which a good-doer is
considered an evildoer, and the wrongdoer disdainfully increases in his wrongdoing. We do not beneﬁt
from what we know, we do not ask about what we do not know, and we do not fear the sudden calamity
until it befalls us."
No doubt, the attribution of perversity and ingratitude is to the people; or else Time itself could not be
ungrateful.

5. Reproaching the World
“ ”اﻟﺬام ﻟﻠﺪﻧﻴﺎ
The world consists of the sky, the earth, and the creatures. It houses the heavenly bodies, mountains,
deserts, plants, animals, and human beings together with the man-made means and instruments, so me
of which are useful, others hazardous. Since this world is near to us, it is to be distinguished from the
other world which we call hereafter.
A question is raised here: which part of the present world is bad which incites Imam ‘Ali (as) to call

himself as "a reproacher" of it?
Some have assumed that this world, as a whole, including wives, children, houses, mountains, deserts,
the sea, the sky and the earth, is bad and ugly. Therefore, a wise man should disregard the whole world
and through sufferings he should spend his life.
Of course, this kind of thinking stems from either a materialistic concept which considers the world as
absurd, or is based on dualism: the god of good things and the god of bad. The latter has created all the
evil things!
The injustice, repressions and other social hardships may cause such pessimistic attitudes in people.
But in the Islamic world-view, which is based on monotheism, nothing is bad in nature and the world is
not absurd. On the one hand the Holy Qur’an states that Allah has created the whole world ﬂawless.

" ﺧَﻠَﻘَﻪءَ ﺷﻞ ﻛﻦﺴﺣ"اﻟﱠﺬِي ا
“Who made good every thing that he has created”.13

"ٍ ﺗَﻔَﺎۇتﻦﺎنِ ﻣﻤﺣ اﻟﺮ ﺧَﻠْﻖى ﻓﺎ ﺗَﺮ"ﻣ
“You see no incongruity in the creation of the Beneﬁcent God”.14
On the other hand, the Qur’an rejects the absurdity of the world.

"ﺒِﻴﻦﻋ ﺎﻤﻨَﻬﻴﺎ ﺑﻣ وضرااتِ وﺎوﻤﺎ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎ اﻟﺴﻣ"و
“And we did not create the heavens and the earth and what is between them in sport”.15

"ﺎ ﺑﺎﻃﻼﻤﻨَﻬﻴﺎ ﺑﻣ وضرا وﺎءﻤﺎ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎ اﻟﺴﻣ"و
“And We did not create the heaven and the earth and what is between them in vain”.16
The Qur’an considers every manifestation of the creation as signs indicating monotheism.17 God swears
to these signs.18 No doubt, an absurd thing can not be used as a reason for monotheism,
Imam ‘Ali (as) himself, in Hikmah 131, severly rebukes anybody who reproaches the world.
Thus, considering the world as bad does not coincide with the Islamic world-view, with the Holy Qur’an

and with Nahj al-Balaghah. We have, therefore, to ﬁnd a better explanation for Imam ‘Ali's expression
"reproaching the world".
Some others have said, although the world as such is not bad, loving it is bad. Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated:
"Love of the world is the basis of all wrong–doing"19
Thus, Imam ‘Ali (as) does not rebuke the world itself; rather, he reproaches a liking towards it. But this
explanation, too, does not seem to be true because a liking for one's wife, children, possessions,
houses, life social positions, which are manifestations of the world, is an innate and natural
phenomenon. God has bestowed upon man a liking for self, children, wife, life, and social status so that
he could automatically try to improve life and to reproduce offspring. If this innate apparatus were not
built in man, he would lose his hopes to live. Thus, how is it that this apparatus is based on some
wisdom but the liking towards it is considered bad?
This is especially important when we consider that Islam is a religion of innate nature and no command
is issued contrary to it.

ﻪ اﻟﺨَﻠْﻖ ﻟﺪِﻳﻞ ﺗَﺒ ﺎﻬﻠَﻴ ﻋ اﻟﻨﱠﺎس ﻓَﻄَﺮ اﻟﱠﺘﻪةَ اﻟﻄْﺮﻴﻔًﺎ ﻓﻨ ﺣﻠﺪِّﻳﻦﻚَ ﻟﻬﺟ وﻢﻗ"ﻓَﺎ
"ِﻢ اﻟْﻘَﻴﻚَ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦذَﻟ
“Then set your face upright for religion in the right state - the nature made by Allah in which He
has made men, there is no altering of Allah’s creation; that is the right religion”.20

A Third Explanation
What is understood from the Holy Qur’an and Nahj al-Balaghah is this: Neither is the world bad nor a
liking toward it. Rather, an excessive reliance on it, which could create a deviation in justice and turn the
world into an aim rather than a means, is considered improper.
When the Holy Qur’an introduces the dwellers of hell and their characteristics, it emphasizes the same
fact:

ﻦ ﻋﻢ ﻫاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺎ وﻧﱡﻮا ﺑِﻬﺎاﻃْﻤﺎ و اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﺎةﻴﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﺿرﻧَﺎ وﻘَﺎءﻮنَ ﻟﺟﺮ ﻳ نﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ"ا
" َﻠُﻮنﻨَﺎ ﻏَﺎﻓﺎﺗآﻳ
"Surely those who do not hope in Our meeting and are pleased with this world's life and are
content with it, and those who are heedless of Our communications.”21

As we see, the main feature of these dwellers of hell is their extreme liking towards the world and their
negligence towards rightfulness and justice. They have considered the world as an aim by itself and not
as a means.
The Holy Qur’an, as well, blames those people who prefer the materialistic world to God or to the
Prophet (S) or to the holy wars:

ﺎﻮﻫﻓْﺘُﻤ اﻗْﺘَﺮالﻮﻣا وﻢُﺗﻴﺮﺸﻋ وﻢاﺟزْوا وﻢُاﻧﺧْﻮا وﻢﻛﻨَﺎوﺑا وﻢﻛﺎوﺎنَ آﺑنْ ﻛ ا"ﻗُﻞ
ٍﺎدﺟِﻬ وﻪﻮﻟﺳر وﻪ اﻟﻦ ﻣﻢﻟَﻴ اﺐﺣﺎ اﻧَﻬﻮﺿ ﺗَﺮﻦﺎﻛﺴﻣﺎ وﻫﺎدﺴنَ ﻛةٌ ﺗَﺨْﺸَﻮﺎرﺠﺗو
"ﻴﻦﻘ اﻟْﻔَﺎﺳمﺪِي اﻟْﻘَﻮﻬ ﻳ ﻪاﻟ وﺮِهﻣ ﺑِﺎﻪ اﻟﺗﺎ ﻳﺘﱠﻮا ﺣﺼﺑ ﻓَﺘَﺮﻪﺒِﻴﻠ ﺳﻓ
"Say: If your fathers and your sons and your brethren and your mates and your kinsfolk and
property which you have acquired, and the slackness of trade which you fear and dwellings
which you like, are dearer to you than Allah and His Apostle and striving in His way, then wait till
Allah brings about His command: and Allah does not guide the transgressing people".22
In this verse, too, the different materialistic aspects of this world, including possession, children,
brothers, wives and the like, are considered bad only if they intrude on justice and rightfulness.
As it is expressed in other verses, too, the world is not only good, but it is considered as an ornament
and a bridge to victory.

ﺎاﺑِﻚَ ﺛَﻮﺑﻨْﺪَ ر ﻋﺮ ﺧَﻴﺎتﺤﺎﻟ اﻟﺼﺎتﻴﺎﻗاﻟْﺒﺎ و اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﺎةﻴﻨُﻮنَ زِﻳﻨَﺔُ اﻟْﺤاﻟْﺒ وﺎل"اﻟْﻤ
"ًﻣ اﺮﺧَﻴو
“Wealth and children are an adornment of the life of this world; and the ever-abiding, the good
works, are better with your lord in reward and better in expectation”.23
What is wrong is to consider the world as an aim. In this regard Allah commands the Prophet (S):

"ﻠْﻢ اﻟْﻌﻦ ﻣﻢﻠَﻐُﻬﺒﻚَ ﻣﺎ ذَﻟﺎةَ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻴ اﻟْﺤ اﺮِد ﻳﻟَﻢﺮِﻧَﺎ و ذِﻛﻦ ﻋﻟﱠ ﺗَﻮﻦ ﻣﻦ ﻋﺮِضﻋ"ﻓَﺎ
"Therefore, turn aside from him who turns his back upon our reminder and does not desire
anything but this world's life. This is their goal of knowledge".24
Imam ‘Ali (as), too, in Nahj al-Balaghah introduces those who are world-mongers, blaming them:

"ﻪ ﻋﻮﺿﺎ"وﻟﺒﺌﺲ اﻟﻤﺘﺠﺮ أن ﺗﺮى اﻟﺪﻧﻴﺎ ﻟﻨﻔﺴﻚ ﺛﻤﻨﺎ وﻣﻤﺎﺗﻚ ﻋﻨﺪ اﻟ
“It is an evil transaction that you consider the world to be a price for your self and a substitute for what
there is with God for you.”25
Thus, as we have already noticed if man enjoys different aspects of life in order to obey God, and to
serve people and to collect sufﬁcient provisions for the next world, his action is not only not considered
improper, but rather, it is considered proper. Imam ‘Ali (as), in Hikmah 131, in blaming the worldmongers, explicitly explains:

دوﻦ ﺗَﺰﻤ ﻟﻨ ﻏاردﺎ وﻨﻬ ﻋﻦ ﻓَﻬِﻢﻤ ﻟﺔﻴﺎﻓ ﻋاردﺪَﻗَﻬﺎ وﻦ ﺻﻤﺪقٍ ﻟ ﺻارﺎ دنﱠ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴ"ا
َﻬﺒِﻂﻪ وﻣ اﻟﺔﻼﺋ ﻣﻠﱠﺼﻪ وﻣ اﻟﺎءﺠِﺪُ اَﺣﺒﺴ ﻣ،ﻆَ ﺑِﻬﺎﻦ اﺗﱠﻌﻤ ﻟﻈَﺔﻮﻋ ﻣاردﺎ وﻨﻬﻣ
"َﻨﱠﺔﺎ اﻟﺠﻴﻬﻮا ﻓﺑِﺤﺔَ ورﺣﻤﺎ اﻟﺮﻴﻬﻮا ﻓﺒﻪ اﻛﺘَﺴ اﻟﺮِ اَوﻟﻴﺎءﺘْﺠﻣﻪ و اﻟﺣو
"The world is an abode of truth and rightfulness for those who encounter it with truth, an abode of wellbeing for those who understand it, an abode of self-sufﬁciency for those who take their provisions from it
and an abode of admonishment for those who are admonished by it. (It is) the mosque of the lovers of
God, the place of prayer of the angels of God, the place of descent of God's revelation and the trading
place of the friends of God. They earn (God's) mercy in it and gain paradise in it."
Thus the world is not considered repulsive if the needy person is given what he needs, if a naked person
is given clothes and if a hungry person is given food. These acts are deemed as God's worship.
The world would be considered ill-favored if we counted it as our ﬁnal aim but it would be a proper place
if it were used for obtaining God's pleasure. Imam ‘Ali (as) in Nahj al-Balaghah has stated:

"ّﺤﺎ ﻣﻨﻬﻮﻃﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳ ﻣﻞﺤﻣاراً وﺎ د ﺑِﻬﺮضﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳارِ ﻣ دﻌﻢﻟَﻨ"و
"It (the world) is an excellent home for one who is not content with it as a home, and (an excellent) place
of residence for one who does not take it as a (permanent) residence."26
In another place, Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes that this world is a transitory shelter, not a permanent one.
The more we provide provisions for the Hereafter, the better it is.

"ِﻛﻢﻘَﺮﻤﻢ ﻟِﻛﺮﻤﻦ ﻣ ﻓﺨُﺬوا ﻣ، ﻗﺮار واﻵﺧﺮةُ دار،ٍﺠﺎز ﻣ"اﻧﻤﺎ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ دار

"This world is transitory, the Hereafter is permanent. Therefore take (provisions) from your place of
passage for your place of residence."27
Thus, Imam ‘Ali (as) reproaches this world only if it interferes with justice and rightfulness.
It is obvious that such a world deserves reproach.

People attached to wealth
Here we should make it clear why Imam ‘Ali (as) has used expressions which denote reproach of this
world.
The fact is that at the time of his caliphate, due to the victories that Muslims had, they became rich and
enamoured with wealth; therefore, they indulged in pleasure-seeking and animal instincts, instead of
protecting right and justice for others, as was practiced at the time of God’s Prophet (S).28
Imam ‘Ali (as) envisioned dormant dangers behind the pleasure-seeking ways of the Muslims in the
newly established Muslim communities. In Imam ‘Ali’s estimation, such comforts would cause the fall of
any community.

ﺎﻧَﺎﻫﺮ ﻓَﺪَﻣلﺎ اﻟْﻘَﻮﻬﻠَﻴ ﻋﻖﺎ ﻓَﺤﻴﻬﻘُﻮا ﻓﺎ ﻓَﻔَﺴﻴﻬﻓﺘْﺮﻧَﺎ ﻣﺮﻣﺔً اﻳﻚَ ﻗَﺮﻠنْ ﻧُﻬﻧَﺎ ادرذَا اا"و
"اﻴﺮﺗَﺪْﻣ
“And when we wish to destroy a town, we send our commandment to the people of it who lead
easy lives, but they transgress therein; thus the word proves true against it, so we destroy it with
utter destruction”.
29

Imam ‘Ali (as), in sermon 151, refers to this destructive disaster (i.e. pleasure-seeking) and emphasizes:

وااﺣﺬَرﺔَ وﻌﻤّﺮاتِ اﻟﻨﺖ ﻓَﺎﺗﱠﻘُﻮا ﺳﺑﺎ ﻗَﺪْ اﻗْﺘَﺮﻼﻳ ﺑاضبِ اَﻏﺮﺮﺸَﺮ اﻟﻌﻌﻢ ﻣﻧﱠ ا"ﺛُﻢ
"َﺔﻤ اﻟﻨّﻘﻖﻮاﺋﺑ
"You, O company of Arabs, are the targets of calamities that have drawn near; therefore, guard
yourselves against the intoxications of wealth and beware of the misfortunes of retribution”.
Furthermore, as it was mentioned earlier, attachment to this world entails man's fall from the path of
piety; it leads man to forget God, Hereafter and rightfulness and justice.30
This led to Imam ‘Ali's deprivation of his right for 24 years, i.e., caliphate on the one hand; on the other
hand, within those years when he was the caliph, he was faced with internal wars, turbulences and

inhumane acts of his people to the degree that he wished for an early death to terminate his hardships.
Ibn Muljim cleft his forehead and Imam ‘Ali (as), the bravest man in the history of Islam, stated: “By the
Lord of the Ka’ba, I have won”.

"ﺔﺒﻌِ اﻟبر و"ﻓُﺰت
All this led Imam ‘Ali (as) to blame the world more than anybody else and warn people against it.31

6. A Dweller of the Abode of the Dead

”“اﻟﺴﺎﻛﻦ ﻣﺴﺎﻛﻦ اﻟﻤﻮﺗ
Due to pastimes and pleasures, men sometimes fail to comprehend clear issues.
In such cases, they should be notiﬁed. For instance, we do not think that men more powerful than us
lived on the piece of land on which we now live. They are no longer remembered and we are living in
their places.
The Holy Qur’an, upon the drowning of the followers of Pharaoh, emphasizes that:

َﻚﺬَﻟ ﻛﻬِﻴﻦﺎ ﻓَﺎﻛﻴﻬﺎﻧُﻮا ﻓ ﻛﺔﻤﻧَﻌ وﺮِﻳﻢ ﻛﻘَﺎمﻣ ووعزُرﻮنٍ وﻴﻋﻨﱠﺎتٍ و ﺟﻦﻮا ﻣﻛ ﺗَﺮﻢ"ﻛ
"ﻨﻈَﺮِﻳﻦﺎﻧُﻮا ﻣﺎ ﻛﻣ وضرا وﺎءﻤ اﻟﺴﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﺖﺎ ﺑ ﻓَﻤﺎ آﺧَﺮِﻳﻦﻣﺎ ﻗَﻮﺛْﻨَﺎﻫرواو
“How many of the gardens and fountains, have they left! And cornﬁelds and noble places! And
goodly things wherein they rejoiced; Thus (it was), and we gave them as a heritage to another
people. So the heaven and the earth did not weep for them, nor were they respited”. [Qur’an
44:25-29]
Imam ‘Ali (as), too, having returned from Sifﬁn, arrived at a graveyard next to Kufa and said,

 ﺎ اَﻫ ﻳﺔ اﻟﺘُﺮ ﺑﺎ اَﻫﻞ ﻳﺔﻤﻈﻠﻮرِ اﻟﻤاﻟﻘُﺒ وةﺮﻘﻔِ اﻟﻤﺎلﺤاﻟﻤ وﺸَﺔﻮﺣ اﻟﺪِّﻳﺎرِ اﻟﻤﺎ اَﻫﻞ"ﻳ
ﻞ
ﺎ اﻣﻖ ﻻﺣﻊﻢ ﺗَﺒَ ﻟﻧَﺤﻦ وﺎﺑِﻖطٌ ﺳ اَﻧﺘُﻢ ﻟَﻨﺎ ﻓَﺮﺣﺸَﺔ اﻟﻮﺎ اَﻫﻞ ﻳﺣﺪَة اﻟﻮﺎ اَﻫﻞ ﻳﺔاﻟﻐُﺮ ﺑ
ﺎ ﻣﺬا ﺧَﺒﺮ ﻫ،ﺖﻤ ﻓَﻘَﺪ ﻗُﺴالﺎ اﻻﻣﻮﺖ واﻣِﺤُ ﻓَﻘَﺪ ﻧاجﺎ اﻻزوﻨَﺖ واﻣ ﻓَﻘَﺪ ﺳاﻟﺪُور
ﻼم اﻟﻢ ﻓﺎ ﻟَﻮ اُذِنَ ﻟَﻬ اﻣ: ﻓَﻘَﺎلﺎﺑِﻪ اَﺻﺤﻟ اﻟﺘَﻔَﺖ اﻢ؟ ﺛُﻢﻨﺪَﻛﺎ ﻋ ﻣﺮﺎ ﺧَﺒﻨﺪَﻧَﺎ ﻓَﻤﻋ

."ىادِ اﻟﺘَﻘﻮ اﻟﺰﻢ اَنﱠ ﺧَﻴﺮﺮوﻛﻻﺧْﺒ
"O dwellers of desolate houses, vacant places and dark graves! O people of dust! O strangers! O people
of solitude! O desolate ones! You have preceded and gone before us; we will follow and join you. As for
your houses, they have been inhabited. As for your wives they have been married (to others), and as for
your possessions, they have been divided (amongst others). This is the news that we have. What news
do you have?"
Then Imam ‘Ali (as) turned to his companions and said: “If they were allowed to speak, they would
inform you that ‘..the best provision (for the journey to the Hereafter) is Godwariness (2:197)"".32
In this treatise, too, Imam ‘Ali (as) says: I, as a father, am living in a place where others used to be; now
they are dead. Thus my son, this too will happen to you some day.

7. Which he will leave tomorrow

”ً“واﻟﻈﺎﻋﻦ ﻋﻨﻬﺎ ﻏﺪا
Despite the fact that we know that nobody is eternal in this world, due to pleasure-seeking we behave
as if we were going to live in this world for ever. This leads us to commit many sins.
Imam ‘Ali (as), however, teaches us to study the lives of our predecessors, including the Prophets and
the rich. He concludes that the only eternal being is God Himself.

ﻠَﻴﻤﺎنُ ﺑﻦﻚَ ﺳﺎنَ ذَﻟَ ﻟﺒِﻴﻼﻮتِ ﺳ اﻟﻤﺪَﻓﻊﻠﱠﻤﺎً اَو ﻟ ﺳﻘَﺎء اﻟﺒﻟﺠِﺪُ اﺪاً ﻳ"ﻓَﻠَﻮ اَنﱠ اَﺣ
ﺮِﻳﻘَﺔ اﻟﻌﻴﻢﻈﻋ وة اﻟﻨُﺒﻮﻊﻧﺲِ ﻣاﻷ وﻠﻚُ اﻟﺠِﻦ ﻣﺮ ﻟَﻪّﺨ اﻟﱠﺬي ﺳﻼم ﻋﻠﻴﻪ اﻟﺴاودد
ﺖﺤاﺻﺒﻮتِ وﺎلِ اﻟﻤﺒ ﺑِﻨ اﻟﻔَﻨَﺎءﺴ ﻗﺘﻪﻣﺪﱠﺗَﻪ ر ﻣﻞﻤَاﺳﺘﺘَﻪ و ﻃُﻌﻤَﺎ اﺳﺘَﻮﻓﻓَﻠَﻤ
ِون اﻟﻘُﺮﻢ ﻓَنﱠ ﻟاونَ و آﺧَﺮرِﺛَﻬﺎ ﻗَﻮموﻄﱠﻠَﺔ وﻌ ﻣﻦﺎﻛﺴاﻟﻤﺔ وﻴ ﺧَﺎﻟﻨﻪ ﻣاﻟﺪِّﻳﺎر
 اَﻳﻦﻨَﺔ اﻟﻔَﺮاﻋاﺑﻨَﺎءﻨَﺔُ و اﻟﻔَﺮاﻋ اَﻳﻦﻘَﺔﺎﻟﻤ اﻟﻌاﺑﻨَﺎءﻘَﺔُ وﺎﻟﻤ اﻟﻌة! اَﻳﻦﺮﺒ ﻟَﻌﺎﺑِﻘَﺔاﻟﺴ
ﻨَﻦﻮا ﺳﻴاﺣ وﻴﻦﻠﺮﺳ اﻟﻤﻨَﻦوا ﺳ وأﻃﻔﺎﻴﻦ ﻗَﺘَﻠﻮا اﻟﻨَﺒِﻴِ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦس اﻟﺮﻦﺪاﺋ ﻣﺎباَﺻﺤ
ﺪﱠﻧﻮاﻣ وﺮﺎﻛﺴوا اﻟﻌﺮﺴﻋﻮا ﺑِﺎﻻﻟُﻮفِ وﻣﺰﻫﻴﻮشِ ووا ﺑِﺎﻟﺠﺎر ﺳ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ اَﻳﻦﺎرِﻳﻦﺒاﻟﺠ
."ﻦﺪَاﺋاﻟﻤ
“If there was one who could ﬁnd a ladder to eternal life or a way to repel death, that would have been
Solomon, the son of David, to whom the dominion of the jinn and mankind was made subservient,

together with (his) prophethood and great nobility. But when the subsistence assigned to him was
ﬁnished, and his time was complete, the bows of annihilation struck him with the arrows of death! Lands
became empty of him and (his) houses were unoccupied, and another people inherited them.
Indeed there is a lesson for you in the previous generations! Where are the Amalikites and the offspring
of the Amalikites? Where are the Pharaohs and their offspring?
Where are the dwellers of the cities of Rass who killed the Prophets and stiﬂed the traditions of the
Messengers, and who revived the practices of the tyrants?
Where are those who went with troops, defeated thousands, mobilized armies and built cities?”33
Imam ‘Ali (as) encourages people to prepare provisions and to make themselves ready for leaving this
world and heading towards death.

ﻮاﺒاﻧﻘَﻠ اﻟﺪﱡﻧَﻴﺎ وﺔَ ﻋﻠﺮﺟﻠّﻮا اﻟﻌ واﻗﻴﻞﺣﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟﺮﻴ ﻓﻪ ﻓَﻘَﺪ ﻧُﻮدِيﻢ اﻟﻤﺣوا رﺰﻬ"ﺗَﺠ
ًﻮﻟَﺔﻬﺨُﻮﻓَﺔً ﻣ ﻣﻨَﺎزِلﻣﻮداً وﯩﺔً ﻛﻘَﺒﻢ ﻋﺎﻣنﱠ اَﻣادِ ﻓَﺎ اﻟﺰﻦﻢ ﻣﺗﻀﺮﺎ ﺑِﺤ ﻣﺢﺎﻟﺑِﺼ
ٌﺔﻴاﻧﻢ دﻛ ﻧَﺤﻮﺔﻴﻨﻆَ اﻟﻤﻼﺣﻮا اَنﱠ ﻣﺎ واﻋﻠَﻤﻨﺪَﻫ ﻋاﻟﻮﻗُﻮفﺎ وﻠَﻴﻬودِ ﻋ اﻟﻮرﻦﺪﱠ ﻣﻻﺑ
ﻼتﻌﻀﻣﻮرِ و اﻻﻣﻌﺎتﻔﻈﻴﻬﺎ ﻣﻢ ﻓﺘﻤﻫﻗَﺪ دﻢ وﻴ ﻓﺖﺒﻗَﺪ ﻧَﺸﺒِﻬﺎ وﺨﺎﻟﻢ ﺑِﻤﺎﻧﱠﻛو
"ىادِ اﻟﺘَﻘﻮوا ﺑِﺰاﺳﺘَﻈﻬِﺮ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ وﻖﻼﺋﻮا ﻋﻌّﺬُورِ ﻓَﻘَﻄﺤاﻟﻤ
"May God have mercy on you; prepare yourselves, for you have been summoned for the departure!
Lessen your desire to stay in this world and return with the good provisions that you have with you, for
before you is a mountain pass, difﬁcult to ascend, and terrifying, dreadful stations, from arriving and
stopping at which there is no escape. Know that the looks of death are drawing near to you, and it is as
if you are in its claws that have laid hold of you. Abominable affairs and distressing calamities have
overwhelmed you in it. Therefore, sever the ties of this world and seek help with the provision of Godwariness.” 34
It is on the basis of the above observation that Imam ‘Ali (as) tells his children about his departure to
warn everybody in time.
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After counting seven attributes for himself, Imam ‘Ali (as) mentions the following fourteen attributes for
his son's self-improvement:

To a son who hopes for what is unattainable

”كﺪْرﻞ ﻣﺎ ﻻ ﻳﻮﻟُﻮد اﻟﻤﺆﻣ اﻟﻤ“اﻟ
God has equipped man with instincts and desires to be able to sustain life. If these instincts and desires
are employed in the right situations, they will add up to our vigor and satisfaction.
Our wishes, too, are among these means:
If man lacked these wishes, life would be impossible.
Regarding this, the Great Prophet (S) has stated:

"ًﺮا ﺷَﺠ ﻏَﺎرِسسﻻ ﻏَﺮﻟَﺪَﻫﺎ وﺪَةٌ واﻟﺖ وﻌﺿﺎ ر ﻣﻞﻟَﻮﻻ اﻷﻣ وﺘﺔٌ ﻷﻣﺣﻤ رﻞ"اﻷﻣ
"Hope is a mercy for my people. If hope did not exist no mother would ever breastfeed her child and no
gardener would ever plant a tree."1
In a tradition, it is stated, "Jesus Christ (as) saw an old man plowing the ground. Jesus asked God to
take his desire away from him. Then, Jesus saw that the old man threw the spade on the ground and lay
on the ground, resting.
Then Jesus asked God to give him back his desires. He saw the old man stand up and start working.
Jesus asked the old man the secret behind this. The old man answered. "When I was working, I told
myself: How long do you have to work when you are so old. Then I threw the spade down and started
resting. Then I told myself: I swear to God that as long as I am alive, I need life equipments. Then I rose
and started working."2
These two traditions clearly show the dynamic role of wishes in our lives. But, as it was stated earlier,
wishes are good if they are fulﬁlled with care or else they will destroy the community if they go on
extremes.
Imam ‘Ali (as) in the sermon 42 of Nahj al-Balaghah states:

ﺎ ﻓﺎﻣﻞ اﻷﻣﻃُﻮلى وﻮﺎعُ اﻟﻬﺒّ اﺗ:ِﺛﻨَﺎنﻢ اﻠَﻴ ﻋﺎ اَﺧﺎف ﻣفنﱠ اَﺧﻮ اﻬﺎ اﻟﻨّﺎس"اَﻳ
ﺎ ﻗَﺪنﱠ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴ اَﻻ وا.َةﺮ اﻵﺧﻨﺴ ﻓَﻴﻞ اﻷﻣﺎ ﻃُﻮلاﻣ وﻖ اﻟﺤﻦﺪﱡ ﻋﺼى ﻓَﻴﻮﺎعُ اﻟﻬﺒّاﺗ
ﻬﺎ اﻻ وان اﻵﺧﺮةﻬﺎ ﺻﺎﺑ ﻓﻠﻢ ﻳﺒﻖ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ اﻻ ﺻﺒﺎﺑﺔ ﻛﺼﺒﺎﺑﺔ اﻻﻧﺎء اﺻﻄﺒﻟﱠﺖ ﺣﺬّاءو
ﻮﻧﻮا ﻣﻦ اﺑﻨﺎء اﻟﺪﻧﻴﺎﻮﻧﻮا ﻣﻦ اﺑﻨﺎء اﻵﺧﺮة وﻻ ﺗﻞ ﻣﻨﻬﻤﺎ ﺑﻨﻮن ﻓﻗﺪ اﻗﺒﻠﺖ وﻟ
ﻓﺎن ﻛﻞ وﻟﺪ ﺳﻴﻠﺤﻖ ﺑﺄﻣﻪ ﻳﻮم اﻟﻘﻴﺎﻣﺔ وان اﻟﻴﻮم ﻋﻤﻞ وﻻ ﺣﺴﺎب وﻏﺪا ﺣﺴﺎب
"وﻻ ﻋﻤﻞ
“O people! The greatest things that I fear for you are two: following (your) desires and farfetched hopes.
Following desires prevents the attainment of the truth, and far-fetched hopes cause forgetfulness of the
Hereafter.
Indeed, the world has passed swiftly by, and only a small portion of it remains like the remnants poured
out of a water vessel; and indeed, the Hereafter has approached. Each of them (the world and the
Hereafter) has their children. Therefore, be of the children of the Hereafter, and do not be of the children
of this world, for every child will be attached to his mother on the Day of Judgment. Today is (the day of)
action and no accounting, and tomorrow is (the day of) accounting and no action.”3

As you will notice, in this sermon, Imam ‘Ali (as), not only mentions the hazards of far-fetched hopes,
which is to forget about the Hereafter, but also shows us how to struggle against these hopes by paying
attention to the Hereafter. He states that the results of our wrong-doings beget dangerous
consequences in the other world, and there will be no way to compensate for them at that time.
Of course, we should be aware that not all our hopes can be fulﬁlled.
By drawing a square on the ground and by passing a line in the middle of it the Great Prophet (S)
depicted this fact.4
Imam ‘Ali (as) mentions the same idea in the expression he uses "ﻞ ﻣﺎ ﻻ ﻳﺪرك( "اﻟﻤﺆﻣhoping for what is
unattainable). He warns us not to follow all of our desires; he says this is impossible.5
Thus, it is better for us to limit our hopes and only make use of them rationally, Imam ‘Ali (as) has said in
this regard:

ﺎﻤ ﻋﺴﺘَﻐﻨﻳ وﺎبﺴ اﻟﺤﻳﻮاﺟِﻪ و اﻟﺘُﺮابﻦﺴﻳ وﺎب اﻷﺣﺒﻔﺎرِق ﻳ اﻧﱠﻪﻦ اَﻳﻘَﻦ"ﻣ
"ﻞﻤﻃُﻮلِ اﻟﻌ وﻞﺎً ﺑِﻘُﺼﺮِ اﻷﻣﺮ ﻳﺎنَ ﺣ ﻛﺎ ﻗَﺪﱠم ﻣﻟ اﺮﻔﺘَﻘﻳ وﺧَﻠﱠﻒ
"It is appropriate for a person who is certain that he will part from loved ones, dwell within the earth,
confront the reckoning, and have no need of what he has left behind while being in need of what he has
sent forward, to curtail his hopes and add to his (good) deeds"6
But for the Gnostics the ultimate for their desires is Allah; they only think about God’s consent.

2. The Follower of the path of those who have perished

""اﻟﺴﺎﻟﻚ ﺳﺒﻴﻞ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺪ ﻫﻠﻚ
What is meant by this expression is that the child from the day it is born is on the scale of growth and it
develops: It ﬁnishes infancy and then arrives at the youth and then reaches old age and ﬁnally passes
away. This process includes everybody: both our ancestors and our descendants.
Thus, my son! You, too, are going to go through this stage. Never remain ignorant of this fact, or else,
the Satan will mislead you.
The above expression might convey the following concept depicted in the following piece of poetry:
These roads on the desert,
Are drawn by pen in the past by Friends;
The transcripts on the graves are unopened letters,
Which have come to us from the people of the Hereafter.
This means that the road on which you and I are walking is the road prepared by people in the past. Be

aware, we too are preparing the road for future walkers!!

3. Prey to Illnesses

”“ ﻏﺮض اﻻﺳﻘﺎم
Material life entails complexities and clashes. If one is weaker, these clashes take on a strong side.
Man is no exception to this universal rule. He is always struggling against different agents and
destructive factors. He is at the mercy of all sorts of diseases, calamities, disasters and hardships. Every
moment he might get disintegrated: a stroke, cancer, TB, smallpox, ulcers, and the like.
Imam ‘Ali (as), in the sermon 217 of Nahj al-Balaghah, concerning this, states:

 ا اَﺣﻮ،اﻟُﻬﺎ ﻧُﺰﻠَﻢﻻ ﺗَﺴﺎ واﻟﻬ اَﺣﻮوﻓَﺔٌ ﻻ ﺗَﺪُومﺮﻌﺑِﺎﻟﻐَﺪْرِ ﻣﺤﻔُﻮﻓَﺔٌ وﻼء ﻣ ﺑِﺎﻟﺒار"د
ل
ﺎﻧﱠﻤﺎ اَﻫﻠُﻬا وﻌﺪُومﺎ ﻣِﻨﻬﺎنُ ﻣاﻷﻣ وﻮمﺬﻣﺎ ﻣﻴﻬ ﻓﻴﺶ اﻟﻌ،ٌِﻓَﺔﺮﺘَﺼ ﻣاتﺗَﺎرﻔَﺔٌ وﺨﺘَﻠﻣ
"ﻬﺎﺎﻣِﻤﻴﻬِﻢ ﺑِﺤﺗَﻔﻨﺎ وﻬﺎﻣﻬﻴﻬِﻢ ﺑِﺴﺴﺘَﻬﺪَﻓَﺔٌ ﺗَﺮﻣ ﻣاضﺎ اَﻏﺮِﻴﻬﻓ
"(The world is) a house surrounded by afﬂiction, known for its treachery. Its states do not last and its
inhabitants do not remain sound. Its states vary and its times change. Life in it is reprehensible and
safety is non-existent. Its inhabitants are only targets; it strikes them with its arrows and destroys them
with death”.
Thus, man is subject to both diseases and disasters and misfortunes. Man struggles with these till he
passes away and gets to safety.

"ٍﺪﺒ ﻛﺎنَ ﻓﻧﺴ"ﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎ ا
“Certainly we have created man to be in distress”.7
The poet says:
Thus more bitter than poison the world will pass,
Once again there will be a day as sweet as sugar.

4. A pawn in the hands of time

”“ورﻫﻴﻨﺔ اﻻﻳﺎم
As the property is mortgaged to the mortgagee during the mortgage time and when the time comes, it
goes back to its genuine owner, man is also pawned to the world and its differing events. It seems as if
man does not have any freedom whatsoever.
And it is assumed that it is the world which brings about either prosperity or misery, youth or age, power
or feebleness, wealth or poverty, health or sickness, happiness or sorrow. When the time comes, his
mortgage time is over and it will be turned over to his real owner.
Thus, man is extremely miserable and vulnerable. With this amount of misery and vulnerability, he
should not be left ignorant and proud. The Imam (as) guides us in the following manner:

"ﺘﻔَﻪ ﺣﺪْﻓَﻊﻻ ﻳﻪ و ﻧَﻔَﺴزُقﺮ ﻻ ﻳ،ٌ ﺟِﻴﻔَﺔهﺮآﺧ و،ٌﻟُﻪ ﻧُﻄْﻔَﺔ اَو:ِاﻟﻔَﺨْﺮ وم آدﻦﺎ ﻷﺑ"ﻣ
“What does the son of Adam have to do with pride? His beginning was a drop and his end is a corpse.
He can neither provide sustenance for himself nor can he drive away his death”.8

5. The target of misfortunes

”“ورﻣﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﺼﺎﺋﺐ
This phrase, like the third phrase (prey to illnesses) shows that man is always subject to all sorts of
diseases and hardships. The difference lies in the fact that No 5 refers to mental and spiritual afﬂictions,
whereas No 3 refers to bodily afﬂictions.

6. A Slave of the world

”“ﻋﺒﺪَ اﻟﺪﻧﻴﺎ
A person, who can not resist the world's transitory materialistic manifestations and easily yields to them,

is a slave to the world, to dirhams and to dinars and to social positions.
Many people, when confronted with material things and justice, prefer the worldly affairs and yield to its
luxuries. Imam Husayn (as), describing such people, states:

ﻢﺎﻳﺸُﻬﻌت ﻣرﺎ د ﻣﻴﺚ ﺣﻮﻃُﻮﻧَﻪﺤﻬِﻢ ﻳﻨَﺘ اَﻟﺴﻠ ﻋﻖ ﻟَﻌاﻟﺪِّﻳﻦﺒِﻴﺪُ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ و ﻋ"اﻟﻨّﺎس
"َﺎﻧُﻮن اﻟﺪﻳ ﻗَﻞﻼءﻠﺒﻮا ﻟﺼﺤذَا ﻣﻓَﺎ
"People are slaves to the world and religion is a substance on their tongues that they sample. They take
care of it as long as their livelihood is abundant. When they are tested by afﬂiction, there are few pious
ones.9
It has repeatedly been noted, however, that these adjectives and attributes refer to an ordinary person,
and not to Imams who are infallible.

7. A Trader in vanities
“”وﺗﺎﺟﺮ اﻟﻐﺮور
As we have previously mentioned, the world is a house of trade. Most people sell their precious lives for
a provision of vanity. They would sell their Hereafter for this world:

ﻢ ﻫ وﺬَاب اﻟْﻌﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋﺨَﻔﱠﻒ ﻳََ ﻓةﺮﺧﺎ ﺑِﺎﺎةَ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻴا اﻟْﺤو اﺷْﺘَﺮﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻟَﺌو"ا
" َونﺮﻨﺼﻳ
“These are they who buy the life of this world for the Hereafter, so their chastisement shall not be
lightened nor shall they be helped”.10
Although these people realize that the world is nothing more than "a provision of vanity"

"ِورﺘَﺎعُ اﻟْﻐُﺮ ﻣﺎ اﺎةُ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻴﺎ اﻟْﺤﻣ"و
“And the life of this world is nothing but a provision of vanities”.11

"ﺎءﺂنُ ﻣ اﻟﻈﱠﻤﻪﺒﺴﺤ ﻳﺔﻴﻌابٍ ﺑِﻘﺮﺴ"ﻛ
“Their deeds are like the mirage in a desert, which the thirsty man deems to be water”.12
They prefer this world to the Hereafter. They give precedence to possessions, positions, children and
desires before God's pleasure and the Hereafter. They buy things on the face of them whereas

"ﺢﺎﻟ اﻟﺼﻞﻤﺎﻟﻌ ﻛةﺎرﺠﻻ ﺗ"و
“There is no trade like good deeds”.13

"ﺑِﺢ رﻪ اﻟﺮﻦ ﺗَﺎﺟ"ﻣ
“Whoever trades with God, proﬁts.”14
On the other hand, there are those who offer to God what they have, including their lives, possessions,
and children. What they are looking for in this transaction is God's pleasure:

ﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳﻠُﻮنَ ﻓﻘَﺎﺗﻨﱠﺔَ ﻳ اﻟْﺠﻢنﱠ ﻟَﻬ ﺑِﺎﻢاﻟَﻬﻮﻣا وﻢﻬﻧﻔُﺴ اﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤﻦى ﻣ اﺷْﺘَﺮﻪنﱠ اﻟ"ا
َﻓو اﻦﻣآنِ واﻟْﻘُﺮ وﻧﺠِﻴﻞا واةر اﻟﺘﱠﻮﺎ ﻓﻘ ﺣﻪﻠَﻴﺪًا ﻋﻋﻘْﺘَﻠُﻮنَ وﻳﻘْﺘُﻠُﻮنَ و ﻓَﻴﻪاﻟ
"ﻴﻢﻈزُ اﻟْﻌ اﻟْﻔَﻮﻮﻚَ ﻫذَﻟ و ﺑِﻪﺘُﻢﻌﺎﻳ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﺑﻢﻌﻴوا ﺑِﺒﺮﺸﺘَﺒ ﻓَﺎﺳﻪ اﻟﻦ ﻣﺪِهﻬﺑِﻌ
“Surely Allah has bought of the believers their persons and their property for this, that they shall
have the garden; they ﬁght in Allah's way, so they slay and are slain; a promise which is binding
on Him in the Taurat and the Ingeel and the Qur’an; and who is more faithful to his covenant than
Allah? Rejoice therefore in the pledge which you have made; and that is the mighty
achievement”.15
Thus, the most important trade is getting Allah's pleasure,

"ﻪ اﻟﺎةﺿﺮ ﻣﻐَﺎءﺘ اﺑﻪﺸْﺮِي ﻧَﻔْﺴ ﻳﻦ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسِ ﻣﻦﻣ"و

“And among men is he who sells himself to seek the pleasure of Allah”.16
And the worst trade is selling oneself to the world and what it contains. Regarding this, Imam (as) has
stated:

"ًﻨﺎﻚَ ﺛَﻤﻨَﻔﺴﺎ ﻟﺮ أن ﺗَﺮى اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺘْﺠ اﻟﻤﻟَﺒِﺌﺲ"و
“The most wretched transaction is that you consider the world to be a price for your self!”17

8. A Debtor of Divine Decrees

”“وﻏﺮﻳﻢ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﻳﺎ
"Manaya" is the plural for "maniya", meaning death or decree.
The reason the plural word "manaya" is used is that there are different ways to die: one dies in
accidents, the other dies by drowning, the other one through shocks and the other one by cancer, and
the like.
In this sentence, the Imam (as) compares a man to a debtor who is asked to return his debts.
Divine decrees, too, are creditors who are after their credits, which is man's departure towards the
Hereafter.
Elsewhere, the Imam (as) refers to this fact in the following words:

"بﺮ ﻫﻦ ﻣﻌﺠِﺰهﻻ ﻳ وﻘﻴﻢﻔُﻮﺗُﻪ اﻟﻤ ﻻ ﻳﻴﺚﺜ ﺣﺐ ﻟَﻄﺎﻟﺬا اﻟﻤﻮتنﱠ ﻫ"ا
"Indeed, this death is an eager seeker; neither does one who remains escape it, nor does one who ﬂees
frustrate it”.18

" اﻟﻤﻮتِ ﻓﻼ ﺗﻐﻔﻞﻦﺒﺎً ﺣﺜﻴﺜﺎً ﻣكَ ﻃﺎﻟنﱠ وراء"ا
"Surely, behind you is an eager seeker from death; therefore, do not be heedless".19

9. A Captive of Death

”“واﺳﻴﺮ اﻟﻤﻮت
Because man can not escape death20 wherever he stays, no matter what age he is or what position he
possesses, he will taste the bitterness of death.21 Naturally, such a person will remain a captive in the
hands of death. Thus, the Imam (as) reckons his son, Imam Hasan, like any other human being, a
captive in the hands of death.

10. An Ally of anxieties

“ ” وﺣﻠﻴﻒ اﻟﻬﻤﻮم
11. A Companion of sorrows
“ ”وﻗﺮﻳﻦ اﻻﺣﺰان

12. The Aim of calamities
“”وﻧﺼﺐ اﻵﻓﺎت
A person is an ally of anxieties, a companion of sorrows and the aim of calamities, if he can not fulﬁll his
objectives, if he observes all sorts of obstacles on the way of his growth, and if he is inﬂicted with
poverty, disease, age, deprivation, lack of wife, children, shelter, food, heat and the like. There is nobody
who is not subject to these sufferings: in this case, the Holy Qur’an says:
"Certainly we have created man to be in distress."(90:4)
If man feels prosperous one minute, then he has to taste a cup ﬁlled with the hemlock of disasters and
calamities. Neishapuri has observed that

"ِﺮﺤ اﻟﺒﻦ ﻣةﺎﻟﻘَﻄْﺮ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﻛ"اﻟّﻠﺬّةُ ﻓ

"If you compare the world's pleasures with the world's calamities, you will ﬁnd the ratio is one drop of
water to the sea at large."22
It is because of these facts that the Imam (as) considers his own son like other human beings, an ally of
anxieties, a companion of sorrows and the target of calamities. He warns us that this world, with all
these hardships, cannot be the ﬁnal objective for man. We should make a provision for the other world:

"ﻴﻦﺘﱠﻘﻠْﻤﺔُ ﻟﺒﺎﻗاﻟْﻌ"و
"And the end is for those who guard against evil".23

Sorrows for this world or for the Hereafter?
The source for man's sorrows is sometimes materialistic and related to this world: distresses such as
poverty, the death of one's child, suffering a loss, deprivation of wife and children.
But sometimes the source for these griefs might be spiritual and related to the Hereafter, for instance,
the feeling of guilt or the observation of committing guilt by others.
A wise and true believer, from the viewpoint of the principle of patience, has to make himself content and
patient. He has to cope with these sufferings or else, as the Imam (as) has stated,

"َﺪﺴ اﻟﺠﺬِﻳﺐ ﻳﻢ"اﻟﻬ
“Grief emaciates the body”.24
Zaynab (as) in answering ‘Ubaydullah b. Ziyad said: "We consider martyrdom and captivity, which are
given to us by Allah, as a blessing."25
And the Great Prophet (S) has said:

ِﺰن ﺑِﺎﻟﺤﻪ اﻟهََﺑﺘﻫﺎ اﺮّﻔﺎ ﻳ ﻣﻞﻤ اﻟﻌﻦ ﻣﻦ ﻟَﻪﻟَﻢ ﻳ وﻦﺆﻣ اﻟﻤت ذُﻧُﻮبﺜُﺮذَا ﻛ"ا
"ﻨﻪ ﻋﺎ ﺑِﻪﻫّﺮﻔﻴﻟ
"When the believer's sins increase and there is nothing from his deeds that can expiate it, then Allah
afﬂicts him with sorrow in order to expiate them through it."26
As the above two statements show, sufferings will make a man improve in life.
Imam as-Sadiq (as) has said:

"ﻢﺴﻠ ﺑﺬﻧُﻮبِ اﻟﻤﺬﻫﺐ ﻟﻴ"ان اﻟﻬﻢ
"Grief removes the sins of the Muslim"27
A true believer, by lessening the weight of his sufferings, acts as if he were given the best God given
blessings28 or as if he were drinking his mother's milk.29 In the case of spiritual sufferings, a wrong doer
is in fact depressed. Regarding this, Imam as-Sadiq (as) has stated:

ﻬِﻢﺎﺗﺎﻫﺒﻃُﻮلِ ﻣﻢ وﺮِﻫﺮاﺋ ﺳﻠاتِ اﻟﻐَﻴﺐِ ﻋارِد وةﺜﺮ ﻟﻴﻦﺎرِﻓ اﻟﻌﺎرﻌﺰنُ ﺷ"اﻟﺤ
 اﻟﺨَﻠﻖﻊ ﻣﻴﺶﻌ ﻳ،ٌﺴﻂ ﺑﻨُﻪﺎﻃﺑ وه ﻗَﺒﺾﺮﺰونُ ﻇَﺎﻫﺤاﻟْﻤﺒﺮِﻳﺎء و ﺳﺘﺮ اﻟﺗَﺤﺖ
ﻼءنِ اﻻﺑﺘﺰ اﻟﺤﻴﻦﻤﻳ و: اَن ﻗﺎل اﻟ،ﺎءﺑ اﻟﻘُﺮﻴﺶﻪ ﻋ اﻟﻊﻣ وﺮﺿ اﻟﻤﻴﺶﻋ
ُكﺸﺘَﺮﺮ ﻣَاﻟﺘَﻔ وﻪ ﺗَﻌﺎﻟﺎرِﻓُﻮنَ ﻟ اﻟﻌ ﺑِﻪﺨﺘَﺺﺰنُ ﻳاﻟﺤ وﺖﻤ اﻟﺼﺎﻟُﻪﻤوِﺷ
"ﺳﺘَﻐﺎﺛُﻮاﺔً اﺎﻋ ﺳﻴﻦﺎرٍﻓﻴﻮنٍ اﻟﻌﻦ ﻋﺰنُ ﻋ اﻟﺤﺠِﺐﻟَﻮ ﺣ وﺎماﻟﻌِ واﻟﺨَﺎص
"Sorrow is the mark of the gnostics, because of the frequency of the arrivals of the unseen into their
hearts and their prolonged gloriﬁcation of God. The outer self of the sorrowful one is contraction and his
inner self is expansion. He lives with people in listlessness, and with God in close intimacy…”. He said:
“To the right of sorrow is afﬂiction and to its left is silence. Sorrow belongs exclusively to God's gnostics
and contemplation is common to both the elite and the ordinary people. If sorrow is concealed from the
gnostics for a moment, they will call out for help..."30
He also has said:

َﻴﻨَﻴﻚﻦ ﻋ ﻣﺐ ﻟ ﻫﻢﺮ ﻳ ﻣ ﺑﻦﻴﺴ ﻋﻟﻪ ا اﻟ اَوﺣ:ﺎدِقِ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ اﻟﺴﻼم ﻗﺎل اﻟﺼﻦ"ﻋ
ﻗُﻢﻠُﻮنَ وﺎﻃﻚَ اﻟﺒﺤذَا ﺿنِ اﺰ اﻟﺤﻴﻞﻴﻨَﻴﻚَ ﺑِﻤﻞ ﻋﺤاﻛﻦ ﻗَﻠﺒِﻚَ اﻟﺨُﺸُﻮعَ وﻣﻮع واﻟﺪﱡﻣ
ّﻧﻗُﻞ اﻢ وﻨﻬﻈَﺘَﻚَ ﻣﻮﻋﻠﱠﻚَ ﺗَﺄﺧُﺬُ ﻣ ﻟَﻌﻴﻊﻓﻮتِ اﻟﺮﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟﺼﻮاتِ ﻓَﻨَﺎدِﻫﻮرِ اﻻﻣ ﻗُﺒﻠﻋ
"ﻴﻦﻘ اﻟﻼﺣ ﺑِﻬِﻢ ﻓﻖﻻﺣ
"God revealed to Jesus Christ, son of Mary (as): ‘Give me tears from your eyes and humility from your
heart, and paint your eyes with the inclination to sorrow when the vain-doers laugh. Stand over the
graves of the dead and call out to them in a loud voice - perhaps you will take a lesson from them- and
say: I am among those who will join them.’”31
A person, whose sorrows are for people going astray and distancing themselves from God, is among

elite of believers. His sorrows, in fact, make him come nearer to God. Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated

"ﺔﺎﻣﻴ اﻟﻘﻮم ﻳﻴﻨَﻴﻪﻪ ﻋ اﻟﺎ اَﻗَﺮ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴ ﻓﻪ ﻧَﻔﺴ ﻋﻠﺰﻧُﻪ ﺣﻦ ﻃَﺎل"ﻣ
"He who prolongs his sorrow for himself in this world, Allah will make him happy on the Day of
Judgment."32

13. Prostrated by desires
“ ” وﺻﺮﻳﻊ اﻟﺸﻬﻮات
Man is a unique creature whose body consists of both intellect and desires. There is always a struggle
between these two. If intellect wins, man is better than angels; whereas, if desires win, he is lower than
animals;33 the strongest people are those who defeat their desires, and obey rightfullness and
wisdom34. Only these latter receive God's blessings35; others are slaves to dirhams, dinars and their
instincts.36
Imam ‘Ali’s (as) addressing his son as being "prostrated by desires" is a symbolic statement and is, in
fact, the advice of a father to his ordinary son. Satan, too, has sworn to mislead every person except the
true believers.37 However Imam Hasan (as) is among the Infallibles and protected against desires.38

14. A Successor of the dead

“ ” وﺧﻠﻴﻔﺔ اﻻﻣﻮات
As it was said in the phrase No 5 of the Imam's letter; if a man paid attention to the fact that other people
used to live on the land that we are now occupying, then he would not be proud and would be thinking
about gathering provisions for the Hereafter. By notifying his great son, the Imam (as) in fact gives us all
a lesson to avoid indulging in pride. He says, on the basis of the saying:

"ﻮاءﻮزُ ﺳﺠﺎ ﻻ ﻳﻴﻤﻓﻮزُ وﺠﺎ ﻳﻴﻤﻣﺜَﺎلِ ﻓ اﻻﻢ"ﺣ
“This will happen to you all as well”.

ةﺮﺎلِ اﻵﺧﻗﺒا وﻠ اﻟﺪﱠﻫﺮِ ﻋﻮحﻤﺟ و،ّﻨﺎ ﻋﺎرِ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴدﺑﻦ ا ﻣﻨﺖﻴﺎ ﺗَﺒﻴﻤنﱠ ﻓﻌﺪُ ﻓَﺎﺎ ﺑ"اَﻣ
ِ ﺑد ﺗَﻔَﺮﻴﺚ ﺣّ اَﻧ ﻏَﻴﺮ،اﺋر ﺑِﻤﺎ وﺎمﻤﻫﺘ واﻻﻮايﻦ ﺳﻦ ذِﻛﺮِ ﻣ ﻋﻨﻋﺰﺎ ﻳ ﻣﻟا
 ﻟحﺮﺻ وﻮاﺋﻦ ﻫ ﻋﻓَﻨﺮﺻ وأﻳ رﺪﱠﻗَﻨ ﻓَﺼ ﻧَﻔﺴﻢ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﻫﻮمﻤونَ ﻫد
ﺬِب ﻛﻪﺸُﻮ ﺑﺪقٍ ﻻ ﻳﺻ وﺐ ﻟَﻌﻴﻪﻮنُ ﻓﺪٍّ ﻻ ﻳ ﺟﻟ اِ ﺑ اَﻣﺮِي ﻓَﺎﻓﻀﺤﺾﻣ
ﺄنﱠﻛ وﻨﻚَ اَﺻﺎﺑﺄنﱠ ﺷَﻴﺌﺎً ﻟَﻮ اَﺻﺎﺑ ﻛّﺘ ﺣّﻠﺪﺗُﻚَ ﻛﺟﻞ و ﺑﻌﻀﺪﺗُﻚَ ﺑﺟوو
َﻟَﻴﻚ اﺘَﺒﺖَ ﻓﻦ اَﻣﺮِ ﻧَﻔﺴ ﻣﻴﻨﻐﻨﺎ ﻳﻦ اَﻣﺮِكَ ﻣ ﻣ ﻓَﻌﻨَﺎﻧ ﻟَﻮ اَﺗﺎكَ اَﺗﺎﻧﻮتاﻟﻤ
"ﻴﺖ ﻟَﻚَ اَوﻓَﻨﻴﺖﻘن اَﻧﺎ ﺑ اﺴﺘَﻈْﻬِﺮاً ﺑِﻪ ﻣِﺘَﺎﺑﻛ
“What has become evident to me from the world’s turning away from me, the wilfulness of time against
me and the Hereafter advancing towards me, restrains me from remembrance of anyone other than me
or concern with what is beyond me. Although concern for myself occupied me to the exclusion of
concern for others, my judgment proved to be true and it turned me away from my desires and the true
nature of my affair became clear to me. This led me to an earnestness devoid of diversion and truth
unsullied by falsehood. I found you a part of myself; rather I found you all of myself, until it was such that
if something befell you it befell me, and if death came to you it came to me; thus whatever concerned me
about myself, concerned me about you. Therefore I have written a treatise for you so that it may be an
aid (to you) whether I live or die”.

Commentary
There are signiﬁcant points to be discussed in this letter:
1. After being aware that the world has turned its back on him, that it has overcome him and that the
Hereafter is approaching him, how could Imam ‘Ali (as) have cut himself off from others and become
occupied with his own affairs when we realize that the infallible Imam (as) had always been aware of
these facts and had consistently been trying to improve himself?
To answer this difﬁcult question, we may add: it is a fact that the Imam (as) has always been alert and
did not have to be exposed to the overcoming of the world to appreciate the situation. But there are
problems that we know, but not concretely. It is the passing of the time that gives us a full appreciation of
the nature of events.
After having passed over the age of sixty and having felt the signs of old age, amassed a pack of
experiences, and seen the disloyalty of people, now Imam (as) clearly feels the approaching of death
and his departure from this world. Under these situations, a man has to leave the others and to
concentrate on himself.
The night is dark, the waves are frightening and the whirlpool is horrifying; how could those on the shore

realize our plight?
2. How is self-correction compatible with the writing of such a treatise?
To answer this question, we could say:
The conditions under which Imam (as) was living could make him think about nobody except God, but he
himself has said that his son is a part of him: because his son's existence depends on his existence, or
his son is the whole of him because after the father, the son will be his substitute and an heir of his
knowledge and virtues:
Thus the Imam's attention to his son equals his attention to himself and damage to his son is damage to
himself.
3. Concerning the above points, the signiﬁcance of the present treatise becomes clear. Imam was under
severe conditions at the time of writing this letter. He should have spent his time solving those problems,
but he preferred to write this treatise. This shows by not writing this letter, Imam (as) would have thought
he had not carried out his parental and Imamate duties. Thus, under dire situations, and prior to his
arrival at the caliphate center (i.e., Kufa), Imam (as) started writing it. This makes the task of parents and
leaders in constructing the family and society even harder.39
The poet says:
What are you ﬁghting for, the contenders have all gone,
Prepare yourself for the voyage, friends have all gone,
That wandering dust in the desert,
Tells you to depart, since all the jockeys have gone.
Alas, the story tellers have all departed;
Alas, all the sorrow-ﬁlled people have gone.
We regret that the holders of spiritual treasures,
They left their treasures to friends and have gone.
The spring's eyelashes are stained with blood for the departure of friends.
They left you in front of your eyes, like the spring clouds.
Another poet says:
Each moment a breath passes by,
When I see, there is not much left of it.
You have been unaware even if you are ﬁfty,
You have ﬁve days left; see what you can do with it.
Ashamed will be the man, who left without having done any good deeds,
The horn of departure was rung, but he prepared nothing.
The sweet sleep and the morning
Will hinder the walker from going.

Anybody who arrived on the scene built a building,
And then left, leaving his building to others,
And the other had whims of his own,
And this building was not ever-lasting.
Do not make friends with an unstable thing,
This cruel one does not deserve your friendship.
Every body, both good and bad, should die,
Blessed is he who does good deeds in the world.
Send in advance a record of good deeds to your grave,
Nobody will bring it, you send it in advance.
Life is short and like snow in the summer heat,
There is only a little left, but we are still haughty.
Diligently listen to Sa'di's advice,
The way is like this, be a man, be prepared.

"ﻓَﺎﻧّ اوﺻﻴﻚَ ﺑِﺘَﻘﻮى اﻟﻪ ـ اَي ﺑﻨَ ـ وﻟُﺰوم اَﻣﺮِه ،وﻋﻤﺎرة ﻗَﻠﺒِﻚَ ﺑِﺬﻛﺮِه،
واﻻﻋﺘﺼﺎم ﺑِﺤﺒﻠﻪ ،واَي ﺳﺒﺐٍ اَوﺛُﻖ ﻣﻦ ﺳﺒﺐٍ ﺑﻴﻨَﻚَ وﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﻪ ان اَﻧﺖ اَﺧﺬت ﺑِﻪ؟!
اَﺣﻴ ﻗَﻠﺒﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟﻤﻮﻋﻈَﺔ ،واﻣﺘﻪ ﺑِﺎﻟﺰﻫﺎدة ،وﻗﻮِه ﺑِﺎﻟﻴﻘﻴﻦ ،وﻧﻮِره ﺑِﺎﻟﺤﻤﺔ ،وذَﻟّـﻠﻪ
ﺑِﺬِﻛﺮِ اﻟﻤﻮتِ ،وﻗﺮِره ﺑِﺎﻟﻔَﻨَﺎء ،وﺑﺼﺮه ﻓَﺠﺎﺋﻊ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ،وﺣﺬِّره ﺻﻮﻟَﺔَ اﻟﺪﱠﻫﺮِ ،وﻓُﺤﺶ
ﺗَﻘَﻠﱡﺐِ اﻟّﻠﻴﺎﻟ واﻻﻳﺎم ،واﻋﺮض ﻋﻠَﻴﻪ اَﺧﺒﺎر اﻟﻤﺎﺿﻴﻦ ،وذَﻛﺮه ﺑِﻤﺎ اَﺻﺎب ﻣﻦ ﻛﺎنَ
ﻗَﺒﻠَﻚَ ﻣﻦ اﻻوﻟﻴﻦ ،وﺳﺮ ﻓ دِﻳﺎرِﻫﻢ وآﺛﺎرِﻫﻢ ،ﻓﺎﻧْﻈُﺮ ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﻓَﻌﻠُﻮا وﻋﻤﺎ اﻧﺘَﻘَﻠُﻮا ،واَﻳﻦ
ﺣﻠّﻮا وﻧَﺰﻟُﻮا ،ﻓَﺎﻧﱠﻚَ ﺗَﺠِﺪﻫﻢ ﻗَﺪ اﻧﺘَﻘَﻠُﻮا ﻋﻦ اﻷﺣﺒﺔ ،وﺣﻠّﻮا دار اﻟﻐُﺮ ﺑﺔ ،وﻛﺎﻧﱠﻚَ ﻋﻦ
ﻗَﻠﻴﻞ ﻗَﺪ ﺻﺮت ﻛﺎﺣﺪِﻫﻢ ﻓَﺎﺻﻠﺢ ﻣﺜﻮاكَ وﻻ ﺗَﺒِﻊ آﺧﺮﺗَﻚَ ﺑِﺪُﻧﻴﺎكَ ودع اﻟﻘَﻮل ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﻻ
ﺗَﻌﺮِف ،واﻟﺨﻄَﺎب ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﻟَﻢ ﺗُﻠﱠﻒ ،واﻣﺴﻚ ﻋﻦ ﻃَﺮِﻳﻖ اذا ﺧﻔﺖ ﺿﻼﻟَﺘَﻪ ،ﻓَﺎنﱠ
اﻟﻒ ﻋﻨﺪَ ﺣﻴﺮة اﻟﻀﻼﻟَﺔ ﺧَﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ رﻛﻮبٍ اﻻﻫﻮالِ وأﻣﺮ ﺑِﺎﻟﻤﻌﺮوفِ ﺗَﻦ ﻣﻦ اﻫﻠﻪ
واﻧﺮ اﻟﻤﻨﺮ ﺑِﻴﺪِكَ وﻟﺴﺎﻧﻚَ وﺑﺎﻳﻦ ﻣﻦ ﻓَﻌﻠَﻪ ﺑﺠﻬﺪِكَ وﺟﺎﻫﺪ ﻓ اﻟﻪ ﺣﻖ ﺟِﻬﺎدِه
وﻻ ﺗَﺄﺧُﺬكَ ﻓ اﻟﻪ ﻟَﻮﻣﺔُ ﻻﺋﻢ وﺧُﺾِ اﻟﻐَﻤﺮاتِ ﻟﻠﺤﻖ ﺣﻴﺚ ﻛﺎنَ وﺗَﻔَﻘﱠﻪ ﻓ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦ
وﻋﻮِد ﻧَﻔﺴﻚَ اﻟﺘَﺼﺒﺮ ﻋﻠ اﻟﻤﺮوه وﻧﻌﻢ اﻟﺨُﻠُﻖ اﻟﺘَﺼﺒﺮ ﻓ اﻟﺤﻖ واﻟﺠِء ﻧَﻔﺴﻚَ
ﻓ اﻷﻣﻮرِ ﻛﻠّﻬﺎ اﻟ اﻟﻬﻚَ ﻓَﺎﻧﱠﻚَ ﺗُﻠﺠِﺌﻬﺎ اﻟ ﻛﻬﻒٍ ﺣﺮِﻳﺰٍ وﻣﺎﻧﻊ ﻋﺰِﻳﺰٍ واﺧﻠﺺ ﻓ
اﻟﻤﺴﺄﻟَﺔ ﻟﺮﺑِﻚَ ﻓَﺎنﱠ ﺑِﻴﺪِه اﻟﻌﻄَﺎء واﻟﺤﺮﻣﺎن واﻛﺜﺮ اﻻﺳﺘﺨَﺎرة وﺗَﻔَﻬﻢ وﺻﻴﺘ وﻻ
ﺗُﺬﻫﺒﻦ ﻋﻨﻚَ ﺻﻔﺤﺎً ﻓَﺎنﱠ ﺧَﻴﺮ اﻟﻘَﻮلِ ﻣﺎ ﻧَﻔَﻊ واﻋﻠَﻢ اَﻧﱠﻪ ﻻ ﺧَﻴﺮ ﻓ ﻋﻠﻢ ﻻ ﻳﻨﻔَﻊ وﻻ
ﻳﻨﺘَﻔَﻊ ﺑِﻌﻠﻢ ﻻ ﻳﺤﻖ ﺗَﻌﻠّﻤﻪ"

“I recommend to you God-wariness, my son, and the fulﬁllment of God's commands, inhabiting your
heart with His remembrance and adherence to His cord. What cord is ﬁrmer than that between you and
God, if you take hold of it?
Enliven your heart through exhortation and cause it to die through abstinence, strengthen it with
certainty, illuminate it with wisdom and make it submissive with the remembrance of death. Make it
acknowledge its mortality, cause it to perceive the calamities of this world, warn it of the assault of time,
and the evil inconstancy of the nights and days.
Present to it the reports of the past ones, and remind it of what befell the earlier ones before you. Travel
in their lands and (among) their remains, and see what they did, from what they have moved away, and
where they arrived at and settled. You will ﬁnd them having moved away from their loved ones and
having inhabited an alien abode and (it is) as if you will soon become like one of them. Therefore, set
right your place of rest and do not sell your next life for your world.
Do not talk about what you do not know or speak about what is not required of you. Keep away from a
path if you fear it will lead you astray, for holding back from the perplexity of misguidance is better than
encountering terrifying events. Bid others to do good and you will be one of them; reject evil with your
hand and your tongue, and do your utmost to separate from one who does evil. ‘Strive in the way of God
as is His due’ (ref.22:78) and do not let the reproach of any reproacher have any inﬂuence on you in the
path of God.
Plunge into hardships for the sake of truth wherever it may be, and become learned in religion.
Habituate yourself to patient endurance in afﬂictions; the best of moral traits is to constrain yourself to
patience in the (path of) truth. Commit your self in all your affairs to your God, for you will thus be
committing it to a secure cave and a mighty protector. Be sincere in your asking from your Lord, for in
His hand is the bestowal and refusal, and ask God frequently for the best. Understand my testament and
do not disregard it, for indeed the best speech is that which is is beneﬁcial. Know that there is no good in
knowledge that is not beneﬁcial, and knowledge that is not worthy of acquisition is not beneﬁcial”.

Commentary
Imam ‘Ali (as), in this treatise, has emphasized a series of commands and methods for obeying God,
and preparing piety and cleansing the heart of impurities and ﬁlling it out with virtues and taking lessons
from the people in the past and selecting the best method of living. Each one of these deserves a
research:
1. . Saﬁnah al-Bihar, vol.1, p.30, item Amal (desire).
2. . Saﬁnah al-Bihar, vol.1, p.30, item Amal (desire).
3. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Sermon 42.
4. .Kashkul, Shaykh al-Baha’i, p.33; Nahj al-Balaghah, Hikmah, p.336.
5. . Some of the expositors of Nahj al-Balaghah, assuming that the word “desire” is not appropriate for an innocent Imam,

relegate these words to the caliphate. But this is not necessary. Imam (as) in this treatise wants to depict the duties of one
ordinary father and son and not the duties of an infallible father or an infallible son (Nahj al-Balaghah, Ibn Abi al-Hadid, Old
print, vol. 4. p 27.
6. . Saﬁnah al-Bihar, vol.1, p 30, the term Amal (hope).
7. . Qur’an 90:4.
8. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Hikmah 454.
9. . Nafs al-Mahmum, p 106.
10. . Qur’an 2:86.
11. . Qur’an 3:185.
12. . Qur’an 24:39.
13. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Hikmah 109.
14. Ghurar wa Durar, al-Amidi, vol.5, p.180
15. .Qur’an 9:111.
16. .Qur’an 2:207.
17. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Sermon 32.
18. . Ghurar wa Durar, al-Amidi, vol.2, p.569.
19. . Ibid. vol. 3. p.57.
20. . Wherever you are, death will overtake you, though you are in lofty towers. [Qur’an 4: 78].
21. . Every soul shall taste of death [Qur’an 3:185].
22. . “Farid and Jodei' Encyclopedia”, vol.1. p.95.
23. .Qur’an 7:128.
24. . Ghurar wa Durar, al-Amidi, vol.1, p.214.
25. . Nafs al-Mahmum.
26. . Saﬁnah al-Bihar, vol.1, p.249.
27. . Ibid.
28. . Bihar, vol. 2, p.72.
29. . Bihar, vol.96, p.28.
30. . Saﬁnah al-Bihar, vol.1. p.249.
31. . Ibid.
32. . Ghurar wa Durar, al-Amidi, vol.5, p.424.
33. . Nur al-Thaqalayn, vol.3, p.188.
34. . Ghurar al-Hikam, al-Amidi, vol. 2, p.412.
35. . Qur’an 12:53.
36. . Tuhaf al-‘Uqul, p.173.
37. . Qur’an 38:82.
38. . Qur’an 2:124.
39. . In writing these notes, I have used Ibn Abi al-Hadid’s Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah, vol. 4. p.29, and Ibn Maytham, vol 5.
pp5-7.

"ﻪ اوﺻﻴﻚ ﺑﺘﻘﻮى اﻟ"ﻓﺈﻧ
The word "taqwa" or "God-wariness" and its derivatives have been used in the Qur’an, Nahj al-Balaghah
and other books on tradition, and have a special place in the sermons delivered by the Great Prophet

(S) and the Infallible Ones (as) and other men of God.
This word stems from an internal power based on God’s purest belief. If anybody wishes to go God’s
genuine ways and if he opposes showing animosity towards these principles, he should possess this
worthy attribute.
Furthermore, this power is both an impetus for performing one’s duties and a protection against wrongdoing. Of course, factors such as education, conscience, criminal laws, and social modesty may stop a
person from doing wrong things, but these are neither general, nor reliable. The Imam (as) elsewhere
has said,

ﻪﻟَﺰِﻣﺎتِ وﻴﯩ اﻟﺴ ﺗَﻴﻪ ﻓﻗَﻊواﻟﺸَﻬﻮاتِ و ﺑِﺎﻟّﻠﺬّاتِ وﻏﺮِي اﻟﺘَﻘﻮى اقﻦ ﻓَﺎرنﱠ ﻣ"ا
"ِ اﻟﺘَﺒِﻌﺎتﻴﺮﺜﻛ
"Indeed, a person who abandons God-wariness becomes desirous of pleasures and lusts, and enters
into the wilderness of evil deeds, and will suffer many evil consequences of his actions”.1
Among the leaders of religion, perhaps Imam ‘Ali (as) has spoken on God-wariness and its role more
than any other leaders. In sermon 188 in Nahj al-Balaghah, Imam has enumerated more than 100
attributes for the godwary. At the end of the sermon, Hammam, who was among the listeners, lamented
severely, becoming unconscious and passing away immediately.
The Imam (as) at one place calls God-wariness a fortiﬁed tower2, at another occasion he has called it
the best treasure of prosperity3 and at another point calls it the best provision for the Hereafter4 and at
another occasion he calls it a panacea for every defect of the body5.
Besides these, God-wariness has two other important effects:
i) Anybody possessing God-wariness will have a sort of insight by which he will understand the secrets
behind the creation.

"ﻗَﺎﻧًﺎ ﻓُﺮﻢَ ﻟﻞﻌﺠ ﻳﻪنْ ﺗَﺘﱠﻘُﻮا اﻟ"ا
"If you are God-wary, God will grant you the power of distinction"6
It is also mentioned in a tradition:

"ﻪﺎﻧﺴ ﻟﻠ ﻋﻦ ﻗَﻠﺒِﻪ ﻣﺔﻤ اﻟﺤﻨﺎﺑِﻴﻊت ﻳﺮﺒﺎﺣﺎً ﻇَﻬ ﺻﻴﻦﻌﻪ اَر ﺑ ﻟﻦ اَﺧﻠَﺺ"ﻣ

"He who is sincere to God for forty days, springs of wisdom will arise from his heart onto his tongue."7
It is also narrated in al-Kaﬁ from Imam al-Baqir (as):

ﺮ ﺒﺪٌ ذِﻛ ﻋﻞﺎ اَﺟﻤ ﻣ اَو ﻗَﺎل.ًﻮﻣﺎ ﻳﻴﻦﻌ اَر ﺑﻞ وﺟﺰﻪ ﻋﻳﻤﺎنَ ﺑِﺎﻟﺒﺪُ اﻻ اﻟﻌﺎ اَﺧﻠَﺺ"ﻣ
ﺎﻫواءداءﻫﺎ وه دﺮﺼﺑ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ و ﻓﻞﺟوﺰﻪ ﻋ اﻟﺪَهﻻ زَﻫﻮﻣﺎً ـ ا ﻳﻴﻦﻌ اَر ﺑﻞﺟوﺰﻪ ﻋاﻟ
"ﺎﻧَﻪﺴ ﺑِﻬﺎ ﻟاﻧﻄَﻖ و ﻗَﻠﺒِﻪﺔَ ﻓﻤ اﻟﺤﺖﻓَﺎﺛﺒ
“A servant does not make his faith sincere for God for forty days”, or he said: “A servant does not render
beautiful the mention of God for forty days, except that God will make him undesirous of the world and
give him insight into its diseases and its remedies. He will establish wisdom in his heart and make his
tongue speak it”.8
ii) With the attainment of the precious capital of virtue, problems and hardships will be solved.

ﻪ اﻟﺘﱠﻖ ﻳﻦﻣ و.... ﺐﺘَﺴﺤ ﻳ ﺚﻴ ﺣﻦ ﻣزُﻗْﻪﺮﻳﺎ وﺟﺨْﺮ ﻣ ﻟَﻪﻞﻌﺠ ﻳﻪ اﻟﺘﱠﻖ ﻳﻦﻣ"و
"اﺮﺴ ﻳﺮِهﻣ اﻦ ﻣ ﻟَﻪﻞﻌﺠﻳ
"And whoever is careful of (his duty to) Allah, He will make for him an outlet, and give him
sustenance from whence he thinks not..”
“..And whoever is careful of (his duty to) Allah He will make easy for him his affair".9
Regarding all these points, it is the important role of God-wariness which Imam ‘Ali (as) puts in front of
the agenda of his son's life.
Of course, as it is repeatedly stated, this emphasis is not only for Imam ‘Ali’s son, but for all the believers
who wish to possess human life and enjoy God-given insight and resolve the problems.
1. . Ghurar al-Hikam, al-Amidi, vol.2. p.597.
2. . Ghurar al-Hikam.
3. . Bihar, vol.77, p.374.
4. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Sermon 221.
5. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Sermon 198.
6. . Qur’an 8:29.
7. . Awsaf al-Ashraf, Khwaja Nasir al-Din Tusi, p.15; Refer to the Treatise of Bahr al-‘Ulum's Sayr wa Suluk, pp. 22-23.
8. . Usul al-Kaﬁ, vol.2, p.16.
9. . Qur’an 65:2-3; Qur’an 65:5.

”“ ﻟﺰوم أﻣﺮه
No doubt, God's commands are issued for the beneﬁt of individuals and societies. A pious man, in order
to gain these beneﬁts, should always obey God's commands. It is narrated from Imam Baqir(as):

"ن ﻗَﻠﱠﺖاﺪُ وﺒ اﻟﻌﻠَﻴﻪ ﻋامﺎ د ﻣﻞﺟوﺰﻪ ﻋ اﻟﻟﺎلِ اﻤ اﻻﻋﺐ"اَﺣ
"The deeds most loved by God are those which the servant performs continually, although they may be
few."1
Of course, man, through his exercise and continuity of performing his tasks, attains growth; or else, he
would remain in one condition, which is a complete loss. Regarding this, Imam Sadiq (as) has stated:

ﻦ ﻟَﻢﻣﻮن وﻠﻌ ﻣﻮﺎ ﻓَﻬﻤﻫ ﺷَﺮﻪﻮﻣ ﻳﺮﺎنَ آﺧﻦ ﻛﻣﻮن وﻐْﺒﻮ ﻣ ﻓَﻬﺎهﻮﻣﻦ اَﺳﺘَﻮى ﻳ"ﻣ
بﺎنِ اَﻗﺮ اﻟﻨُﻘﺼﻟﺎنَ اﻦ ﻛﻣ وبﺎنِ اَﻗﺮ اﻟﻨُﻘﺼﻟﺎنَ ا ﻛﻪ ﻧَﻔﺴة ﻓﺎدِﻳﻌﺮِف اﻟﺰﻳ
"ﻴﺎة اﻟﺤﻦ ﻣ ﻟَﻪ ﺧَﻴﺮﻮتﻓَﺎﻟﻤ
"He whose two days are the same, has suffered loss. He whose second day is the worse of the two
days, is cursed. He who does not see any increase (in good) in himself is nearer to loss, and death is
better than life for one who is nearer to loss."2
It is on the basis of this fact that the Imam (as) orders his son and his other spiritual sons to obey God's
commands so that the spirit of development and attaining genuine beneﬁts and the obedience of God’s
commands are kept alive in children.
1. . Bihar al-Anwar, vol.71, p.219.
2. . Bihar al-Anwar, vol.17, p.173.

""ﻋﻤﺎرة ﻗﻠﺒﻚ ﺑﺬﻛﺮه
Remembering God is emphasized both in the Holy Qur’an and Islamic traditions1 to the degree that it is
considered more important than the prayer2 itself. It is considered the most favorable act.3

In the Qur’an and tradition a lot of beneﬁts are enumerated for God's remembrance. Among them are the
following:
(i) God's remembrance is a comfort for hearts:

" اﻟْﻘُﻠُﻮبﻦﺌ ﺗَﻄْﻤﻪﺮِ اﻟ ﺑِﺬِﻛ اﻪﺮِ اﻟ ﺑِﺬِﻛﻢﻬ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑﻦﺌﺗَﻄْﻤﻨُﻮا و آﻣ"اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ
"Those who believe and whose hearts are set at rest by the remembrance of Allah; now surely by
Allah's remembrance are the hearts set at rest."4
(ii) Allah's remembrance takes away any mental disturbances and forces one to perform good deeds
both in the private and in public and keeps him from evil-doing and sins.
(iii) Allah's remembrance keeps man away from disunion and Satan's temptations. "God's remembrance
is a believer's capital and its beneﬁt is protection against the Satan."
On the other hand, stopping God's remembrance and forgetting Him entails the following consequences:
i. Turning away from God's remembrance results in one's life becoming straitened:

"ﻤﻋ اﺔﺎﻣﻴ اﻟْﻘمﻮ ﻳهﺸُﺮﻧَﺤﺎ وﻨﻴﺸَﺔً ﺿﻌ ﻣنﱠ ﻟَﻪﺮِي ﻓَﺎ ذِﻛﻦ ﻋضﺮﻋ اﻦﻣ"و
“And whoever turns away from my remembrance, his shall surely be a straitened life, and We will
raise him on the day of resurrection, blind”.5
ii. Anybody who forgets God's remembrance will be the Satan's companion.

" ﻗَﺮِﻳﻦ ﻟَﻪﻮﻄَﺎﻧًﺎ ﻓَﻬ ﺷَﻴ ﻟَﻪِﺾﺎنِ ﻧُﻘَﻴﻤﺣﺮِ اﻟﺮ ذِﻛﻦ ﻋﺶﻌ ﻳﻦﻣ"و
“And whoever turns himself away from the remembrance of the Beneﬁcent God, We appoint for
him a Shaitan, so he becomes his associate”.6
iii. Anybody who forgets Allah's remembrance shall be subjected to forgetting his own identity. Such a
person will deﬁnitely go against man's perfection:

"ﻢﻬﻧْﻔُﺴ اﻢﺎﻫﻧْﺴ ﻓَﺎﻪﻮا اﻟ ﻧَﺴﺎﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻮﻧُﻮا ﻛَ ﺗ"و

“And be not like those who forsook Allah's so He made them forsake their own souls”.7
And in Sura al-Tawbah Allah has stated:

ﻢﻬﻴ ﻓَﻨَﺴﻪﻮا اﻟﻧَﺴ
“They have forsaken Allah, so He has forsaken them.”8

Factors For And Against God's Remembrance
In the Holy Qur’an and Islamic Tradition there are mention of those factors which either make God's
remembrance easy or make it difﬁcult:
a. There are some God-wary persons whose appearances make one remember God. Regarding this,
the Great Prophet has stated:

"ﻠُﻪﻤ ﻋةﺮ اﻵﺧﻢ ﻓﻏﱠﺒرﻘُﻪ وﻨﻄﻢ ﻣﻠﻤ ﻋزَادؤﻳﺘُﻪ وﻪ رﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟﻛﺮﻦ ذَﻛﻢ ﻣﻛﺎرﻴ"ﺧ
“The best of you are those looking at whom reminds you of God, whose speech increases your
knowledge and whose actions make you desire the Hereafter”.9
b. The Holy Qur’an and its constructive verses is a good factor to remember God:

"ًﺒِﻴ ﺳِﻪﺑ رَﻟ اﺗﱠﺨَﺬَ ا ﺷَﺎءﻦةٌ ﻓَﻤﺮ ﺗَﺬْﻛﺬِهنﱠ ﻫ"ا
“Surely this is a reminder, then let him who will, take the way to his Lord”.10
c. The Prophets, too, are good reminders of Allah:

"ﺮﺬَﻛ ﻣﻧْﺖﺎ اﻧﱠﻤ اﺮ"ﻓَﺬَﻛ
"Therefore do remind, for you are only a reminder."11
d. A Survey of the lives of the great men in the past, too, is a factor to remember Allah.

ٍﻴﺺﺤ ﻣﻦ ﻣﻞدِ ﻫَِ اﻟْﺒﻮا ﻓﻄْﺸًﺎ ﻓَﻨَﻘﱠﺒ ﺑﻢﻨْﻬﺷَﺪﱡ ﻣ اﻢنٍ ﻫ ﻗَﺮﻦ ﻣﻢﻠَﻬﻨَﺎ ﻗَﺒَﻠﻫ اﻢﻛ"و
"ٌ ﺷَﻬِﻴﺪﻮﻫ وﻊﻤ اﻟﺴَﻟْﻘ او ا ﻗَﻠْﺐﺎنَ ﻟَﻪ ﻛﻦﻤى ﻟﺮﻚَ ﻟَﺬِﻛ ذَﻟنﱠ ﻓا
"And how many a generation did we destroy before them who were mightier in prowess than
they, so they went about and about in the lands. Is there a place of refuge? Most surely there is a
reminder in this for him who has a heart or he gives ear and is a witness.12
e. God's prayer is also a factor to remember God.

"ﺮِيﺬِﻛةَ ﻟَ اﻟﺼﻢﻗ"َا
"Keep up prayer for My remembrance"13
But there are factors which hinder Allah's remembrance: Among them are the following:
a. A liking for the transitory appearances of the world:

"ﻪﺮِ اﻟ ذِﻛﻦ ﻋﻢﻛدو ا وﻢُاﻟﻮﻣ اﻢِ ﺗُﻠْﻬ"
“Let not your wealth or your children divert you from the remembrance of Allah”.14
b. Far-fetched and unattainable hopes:

"ﻞﻣ اﻠْﻬِﻬِﻢﻳ"و
"That hope may beguile them".15
c. Shaitan (Satan) is also one of the factors which make us forget God:

"ﻪ اﻟﺮ ذِﻛﻢﺎﻫﻧﺴﻄَﺎنُ ﻓَﺎ اﻟﺸﱠﻴﻬِﻢﻠَﻴذَ ﻋﻮﺘَﺤ"اﺳ
"Shaitan has gained mastery over them, so he has made them forget the remembrance of
Allah".16

d. Committing sins and following one's desires are also among the factors that make us forget God:

"ﻪﻦ ذِﻛﺮِ اﻟﻢ ﻋَﺎ ﻓَﺘَﺸﻐَﻠﻮﻫﻴﻌﻻ ﺗُﻄ وة اﻟﺸَﻬﻮﺎعﺒّﻦ اﺗ اَﺷَﺪﱡ ﻣﻌﺎﺻ اﻟﻤ ﻓ"ﻟَﻴﺲ
"Among sins, there is no sin worse than following one's desires. Therefore, do not obey them since they
will divert you from the remembrance of God."17
The Great Prophet, regarding this, has stated: "A person who obeys God deﬁnitely remembers God,
although his prayers and fasting and his reading of Qur’an might be little. Anybody who commits sins
has deﬁnitely forgotten God although his prayers and fasting and his reciting of the Qur’an might be a
lot.18

The Reality Behind God's Remembrance
At the end of this discussion, it is necessary to mention the following fact: should God's remembrance,
which has so many beneﬁts and whose negligence entails so many evil consequences, including the
one which the Imam has emphasized: "My son, I recommend that you inhabit your heart with
remembrance of God," be taken superﬁcially or is there some other reality behind it?
No doubt, the mere repetition of expressions such as “Glory be to Allah, praise be to Allah, there is no
god but Allah and Allah is great” ﺮﻪ اَﻛﺒاﻟﻪ وﻻ اﻟ اﻟﻪﻻ اﻪ وﻤﺪُ ﻟاﻟﺤﻪ وﺎنَ اﻟﺒﺤ ﺳcannot have all those beneﬁts
we have mentioned. The purpose behind remembering God should be the realization that God is present
at every location and knows every good and evil action of ours.
Man should not be negligent of God. Obviously such remembrance of God forces man to carry out his
tasks and makes him avoid indulging in disobedience.
Fortunately, in our Islamic traditions, there is a lot of emphasis on this point: Some of these will follow:
a) The Great Prophet, in his will to Imam ‘Ali (as), stated:
"O ‘Ali, a person cannot do justice in three things:
In sharing his possessions with his brother in faith, in carrying out justice towards others, and in
remembering God at all times. God’s remembrance does not only include saying “glory be to Allah,
praise be to Allah, there is no god but Allah and Allah is great”. Rather, it simply means: “when you want
to commit a sin, be afraid and stop doing it."19
b) Imam as-Sadiq (as) has said, "Anybody who really remembers Allah, is obedient to Him and anybody
who is negligent of such remembrance is sinful. Thus, obedience towards God is a sign of being on the
right path and sin is a sign of being misguided. Both of these stem from either God's remembrance or
negligence of His remembrance."20

c) Imam ‘Ali (as) has said, "Don’t remember God only at leisure time, neither forget Him when you are
busy.
Remember Him when your tongue and your heart are in harmony. You will remember Him truly only
when you forget yourself entirely”.21
Clearly, this kind of remembrance of God will stop man from commiting sins and will force him to carry
out prayers. Such remembrance will enlighten and construct your hearts.
1. . O you believe! Remember Allah, remembering frequently, And glorify Him morning and evening [Qur’an 33:41-42].
2. . And certainly the remembrance of Allah is the greatest [Qur’an 29:45].
3. . Kanz al-Ummal.
4. . Qur’an 13:28.
5. . Qur’an 20:124.
6. . Qur’an 43:36.
7. . Qur’an 59:19.
8. . Qur’an 9:67.
9. . Mizan al-Hikmah, vol.3, p.429.
10. . Qur’an 73:19.
11. . Qur’an 88:5.
12. . Qur’an 50:36-37.
13. . Qur’an 20:14.
14. . Qur’an 63:9.
15. . Qur’an 15:3.
16. . Qur’an 58:19.
17. . Ghurar al-Hikam.
18. . Mizan al-Hikmah, vol. 3, p.425.
19. . Saﬁnah al-Bihar, vol.1, p.484.
20. . Bihar, vol. 93, p.158.
21. . Ghurar al-Hikam.

اﻻﻋﺘﺼﺎم ﺑﺤﺒﻠﻪ
Man in his life is constantly under the pressure of love for this world, love for possessions, love for
positions and love for wife, children and other desires; these factors may make him go astray. He would
never have reached man's perfection if God had not prepared for him some mechanisms to protect him.
God has said:

"ﻗُﻮا ﺗَﻔَﺮﺎ وﻴﻌﻤ ﺟﻪ اﻟﻞﺒﻮا ﺑِﺤﻤﺘَﺼاﻋ"و

“And hold fast by the covenant of Allah altogether and be not disunited”1
The question which is raised here is: What is meant by "The covenant of Allah"? Is it Islam, or Qur’an, or
the Prophet's kinfolks?
The fact is that by "the covenant of Allah" is meant any means which leads him to the Divine aims. On
the other hand, "The covenant of Shaitan" leads him astray.2
Thus, the Qur’an, Islam and the Prophet's family could be used as covenants, as it is written in
traditions.3
The tradition of Abi Sa'eed al-Khudri narrated from the Prophet conﬁrms this fact: The Prophet said,

ﺎﻤﺪُﻫ اَﺣ،ﻌﺪِيﻠﱡﻮا ﺑﺎ ﻟَﻦ ﺗَﻀن اﺗﱠﺨَﺬﺗُﻢ ﺑِﻬِﻤ ا،ﺒﻠَﻴﻦﻢ ﺣﻴ ﻓﺖﻛ ﻗَﺪ ﺗَﺮّﻧ اﻬﺎ اﻟﻨّﺎس"اﻳ
ﻴﺘ ﺑ اَﻫﻞﺗﺘﺮﻋضِ و اﻻرﻟ اﻤﺎء اﻟﺴﻦ ﻣﻤﺪُود ﻣﺒﻞﻪ ﺣ اﻟﺘﺎب ﻛ:ِ اﻵﺧَﺮﻦﺮ ﻣاَﻛﺒ
"ﻮض اﻟﺤﻠا ﻋﺮِد ﻳّﺘﻔﺘَﺮِﻗﺎ ﺣﻤﺎ ﻟَﻦ ﻳﻧﱠﻬا
"O people! I have left among you two cords (covenants). If you grasp them both, you will not go astray
after me. One is greater than the other: the Book of God (the Qur’an), is a cord that extends from the
heavens to the earth; and my near relations, the people of my house. The two will never part until they
join me at the (Kawthar) pool."4
As you will notice, the Prophet of Islam negates separation on condition that we grasp those two cords.
Or else, it will be useless because a sick man will not cure himself if he has the prescription and the drug
without acting upon them. Islam, Qur’an and Prophet's family can not cure our spiritual and mental
disturbances unless we obey God's command as issued in the Qur’an and stated by the Prophet's family
members.
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali recommends that his son – and all his spiritual sons as well – connect
themselves with God's rope. He has emphasized that there is no bond and covenant stronger than that
between God and mankind. This is on condition that one should act as he is ordered.
1. . Qur’an 3:103.
2. . In some traditions woman, gold and wealth are described as Satan’s mountains.
3. . Tafsir al-Saﬁ, vol. 1, p.285; Tafsir al-Mizan, vol. 3, pp.378-379.
4. . Saﬁnah al-Bihar, vol.1, p.207.

"" ﻗﻠﺒﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻮﻋﻈﺔاﺣﻴ

Exhortation is a discourse which gets people emotionally involved and guides man by warning him of the
consequences of his evil–doing.
By listening to preaching, one's heart softens so much that he automatically is led towards good deeds.
Ustadh Mutahhari, in his discussion of wisdom and exhortation, has deﬁned exhortation clearly.
He writes, "As it is written in the Qur’an,1 exhortation is one of the three ways of calling people to Islam
(wisdom, exhortation, disputation):

نﱠ اﻦﺴﺣ ا ﻫ ﺑِﺎﻟﱠﺘﻢﺎدِﻟْﻬﺟ وﻨَﺔﺴ اﻟْﺤﻈَﺔﻋﻮاﻟْﻤ وﺔﻤِﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﺑ رﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳَﻟعُ ا"اد
"ﺘَﺪِﻳﻦﻬ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻤﻠَﻢﻋ اﻮﻫ وﻪﺒِﻴﻠ ﺳﻦ ﻋﻞ ﺿﻦ ﺑِﻤﻠَﻢﻋ اﻮﻚَ ﻫﺑر
The Best Preachers And The Most Excellent Sermons
A wise and knowledgeable man takes advice from anything in the environment for there is a piece of
advice in every thing. Regarding this, Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated: "There is a piece of advice in everything
for any learned and wise person."2
Abalkhayr is reported to have said, "I was crossing an alley where cleaners were cleaning a toilet–well.
My companions covered their noses to avoid the stench and moved away. The cleaner addressed them,
saying: This excrement tells you: We are the delicious food which you made efforts to acquire. We were
in your body and were altered into excrement. Why do you ﬂee from us? We are the color and stench of
your insides."
Upon hearing this, the crowd shouted and started crying.3
But some preachers and certain sermons have a more subtle impact upon audience. Among them are
the following:

a) The Qur’an
Nobody can give us pieces of advice better than Allah, who is aware of every aspect of our existence:

197" ﺑِﻪﻢُﻈﻌﺎ ﻳﻤﻌ ﻧﻪنﱠ اﻟ"ا
"Surely Allah admonishes you with what is excellent."
The Holy Qur’an, which is Allah's discourse, in many cases talks about admonishing.
For this reason, the Great Prophet (S) calls the Holy Qur’an the most straightforward discourse and the

sharpest admonishment and the best kind of stories.
Imam ‘Ali (as), as well, emphasizes that: "Allah has not admonished anybody with words like those that
appear in the Qur’an"4

b) Death and a survey of the lives of the men in the past:
Death and what happened to the men in the past are good preachers.
The Prophet (S) has said

:

ﻈﺎاﻋﻮتِ و ﺑِﺎﻟﻤَﻔﻛ
"Death is sufﬁcient as an admonisher."5
Regarding this, Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes:
"I recommend that you always remember death and lessen your negligence of it. How can you be
heedless of what is not heedless of you, and hope from one who will not give you respite? Those dead
people you have observed would sufﬁce for your taking advice. They were carried to their graves without
riding by themselves, and they were put in the graves without being able to descend by themselves.
It was as if they had not lived in this world and as if the Hereafter had always been their abode. They
made desolate what they had taken as a home and made their home in what they had found to be
desolate. They had occupied themselves with that from which they separated, and they neglected that to
which they were moved. Now they cannot move away from the evil (they have committed) nor can they
increase their good deeds. They had become intimate with the world and it deceived them; they trusted
it and it threw them down.
Race, may God have mercy on you, to your dwellings which you have been commanded to inhabit, and
of which you have been made desirous and to which you have been called. Seek the completion of the
blessings of God on you with perseverance in obedience to Him, and keeping away from His
disobedience, for tomorrow is close to today. How swiftly ﬂy the hours of the day, and how swift the days
in the month, how swift the months of the year, and how swift the years of a life!"6
Imam ‘Ali (as), elsewhere, has emphasized the same point: "I recommend you, O servants of God,
fearful awareness of God who has clothed you well and provided you abundant livelihood. If there was

one who could ﬁnd a ladder to eternal life or a way to repel death, that would have been Solomon, the
son of David, to whom the dominion of the jinn and mankind was made subservient, together with (his)
prophethood and great nobility. But when the subsistence assigned to him was ﬁnished, and his time
was complete, the bows of annihilation struck him with the arrows of death! Lands became empty of him
and (his) houses were unoccupied, and another people inherited them.
Indeed there is a lesson for you in the previous generations! Where are the Amalekites and the offspring
of the Amalekites? Where are the Pharaohs and their offspring?
Where are the dwellers of the cities of Rass who killed the Prophets and stiﬂed the traditions of the
Messengers, and who revived the practices of the tyrants?
Where are those who went with troops, defeated thousands, mobilized armies and built cities?”7

C) Time
The lapse of time, which sometimes makes one nation prosperous and another miserable, could be a
good source of admonition. Imam Musa Ibn Ja’far (as), giving advice to his intelligent student Hisham,
says:
"Take your advice from the world and its inhabitants." This might be one of the reasons why the Holy
Qur’an swears by the Time or “wa’l ‘Asr”.
Imam ‘Ali (as), considering the time as the best advice-giver and teacher, emphasizes the point at issue:

ﻴﻦﺗُﺆذِﻧُﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟﺒﺎﻻتِ وﺮِ اﻟﺤﻦ ﺗَﻐﺎﻳﺎ ﺗُﺮِﻳﻚَ ﻣ ﺑِﻤﺖﻧﺘَﺼﺤ ﻟَﻚَ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﻟَﻮ اﺢ"اَﺑﻠَﻎُ ﻧَﺎﺻ
"ِاﻟﺸَﺘَﺎتو
"The world is the most effective counselor for you if you accept its advice in what it shows you of the
changing conditions and what it informs you of separation and dispersion."8
What is disturbing is the fact that the lessons to be taken are numerous but the number of people who
take advice is few.9
It is narrated: when Imam ‘Ali (as) was passing Mada’in, he observed Noushirvan's castle which was in a
dilapidated state.
Imam ‘Ali (as) said: “Why do you not read Surah al-Dukhan's verses 25-29 from the Qur’an which say:

َﻚﺬَﻟ ﻛﻬِﻴﻦﺎ ﻓَﺎﻛﻴﻬﺎﻧُﻮا ﻓ ﻛﺔﻤﻧَﻌ وﺮِﻳﻢ ﻛﻘَﺎمﻣ ووعزُرﻮنٍ وﻴﻋﻨﱠﺎتٍ و ﺟﻦﻮا ﻣﻛ ﺗَﺮﻢ"ﻛ

"ﻨﻈَﺮِﻳﻦﺎﻧُﻮا ﻣﺎ ﻛﻣ وضرا وﺎءﻤ اﻟﺴﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﺖﺎ ﺑ ﻓَﻤﺎ آﺧَﺮِﻳﻦﻣﺎ ﻗَﻮﺛْﻨَﺎﻫرواو
"How many of the gardens and fountains have they left? And cornﬁelds and noble places! And
goodly things wherein they rejoiced; thus it was, and We gave them a heritage to another people.
So the heaven and the earth did not weep for them, nor were they respited. [Qur’an 44:25-29]
10

D) Experiences
As we know, one of the safe ways of acquiring knowledge is to use other people's experiences.
Concerning this, Imam (as) in his letter says:
"Peruse diligently and decidedly those affairs which scholars have painstakingly gathered and have freed
you from further attempts."
In ethics and advice as well, our experience is the best friend and agent for adopting the right way and
avoiding the improper methods. In this regard, Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ًِﺑﺎﺆدﺎرِبِ ﻣ ﺑِﺎﻟﺘَﺠَﻔ"ﻛ
(i) Experiences are sufﬁcient for teaching the rules of ethics;

"ﻮاﺑﺮﺎ ﺟﺎبِ ﻣﻟﺒﺬَوِي اﻻﻈَﺔً ﻟ ﻋَﻔ"ﻛ
(ii) Experiences are the best source of advice for the wise;

"ٌﻈَﺔﻮﻋ ﻣﺔ ﺗَﺠﺮِﺑﻞ ﻛ"ﻓ
(iii) There is a lesson in every experience;

"َﻈَﻚﻋﺎ و ﻣﺑﺖﺮﺎ ﺟ ﻣ"ﺧَﻴﺮ
(iv) The best of experiences is that which admonishes you;

"ﺎرِب اﻟﺘَﺠﻈَﺘﻪﻋﻦ و ﻣﻞﺎﻗ"اﻟﻌ
(v) The wise man is he who gets advice from his experiences.11
It is on the basis of such observations that the Prophet (S) has said:

"ﺗَﻴﻦﺮﺮٍ ﻣﺤﻦ ﺟ ﻣﻦﺆﻣﻠﺪَغُ اﻟﻤ"ﻻ ﻳ
"A believer is not bitten twice from the same hole."12
The Most Superior Exhortations:
Since the number of the most superior exhortations in the Qur’an, Tradition and Prophets' maxims is
great, it would be impossible to include all of them here. Here it will sufﬁce to present only ﬁfteen of the
best exhortations: one of which is from the Qur’an and the rest from the 14 infallible ones (as).
a)"Say: I exhort you only to one thing, that rise up for Allah's sake in twos and singly." 13

"ىادﻓُﺮ وَﺜْﻨ ﻣﻪﻮا ﻟنْ ﺗَﻘُﻮﻣ اﺪَةاﺣ ﺑِﻮﻢُﻈﻋﺎ اﻧﱠﻤ اﻗُﻞ
As you will notice, God exhorts people, in this verse, only to one thing: that is, rise up only for God's
sake, not for other considerations, and it is this kind of uprising which is fruitful.
Imam Khomeini, (may God bless him) 45 years ago, when a mercenary writer insulted the Islamic
sanctities, wrote a letter which still exists in Yazd's Vaziri library. He has brought up the issue of uprising
for God's sake:
"The exalted God has, in this honorable discourse, referred to everything from nature up to man's
humanity. It is the best exhortation which the God of the worlds has adopted. This item is the only way of
reformation in this world: it is uprising for God which raised the status of Ibrahim and has freed him from
nature; it is this word which made Moses (as) defeat the Pharaoh and his followers with a staff, and put
an end to their dynasty. It was this word which made the last of the Prophets (as) single-handedly
defeat the beliefs and customs of the pagan state of the Arabs before Islam and throw out their idols
from God's House, substituting piety and monotheism for them."14
It is just this exhortation which is called "a preliminary stage to Manazil Al-Sa'irin" by the gnostics and is
recommended that every gnostic carry it out."15

b) Qays Ibn Aasim says:
“Some men of Bani Tameem and I went to pay a visit to the Prophet (S) and said: O God's Prophet!
Since we are not always in your presence and since we live in the desert, please exhort us so that we
may be on the right path.
The Prophet (S) said, "O Qays: There is always wretchedness with glory, death with life, and Hereafter
with the world. Each one of us is also accountable for what we do, either good or bad.
"You are inevitably accompanied by a person who is put in grave with you: you are dead, but he is alive.
If he is generous, he will endear you. If he is wretched, he will betray you.
Then, you together will be present on the Day of Judgment.
They will ask you about him. Thus, choose the proper person. That is because if he is a good-doer, you
will accompany him and if he is wretched, you will be afraid of him. He is your action.”16
c) Fatima al-Zahra (as) in a sermon which she delivered before the Muhajirin and Ansar, after the death
of the Prophet (S), emphasized the observance of piety and worship of God and obedience to the
Prophet (S) saying "God, the Almighty, appointed faith to purify you from idolatry, prayer to rid you of
arrogance, zakat (statutory Islamic levy on speciﬁed items to be used for Muslims’ welfare) to cleanse
your soul and to add to your sustenance, fasting to strengthen your sincerity, Hajj pilgrimage to fortify the
structure of religion, justice to put the hearts in order, obedience to us to set the nation in order, Imamate
to secure unity, Jihad to secure the dignity of Islam, patience to receive the rightful wages, the principle
of enjoining the good for the welfare of the public, doing good towards parents to protect yourselves
against Allah’s wrath, establishing ties of kinship to lengthen your lives, retaliation to stop bloodshed,
fulﬁllment of solemn vows to get Allah’s pardon, precision in weighing articles to stop cheating, banning
the drinking of wine to secure the cleanliness of souls, avoidance of accusation to stay away from God’s
curses, abandonment of theft and robbery in pursuance of virtuousness, and He forbad polytheism for
sincere devotion to His Lordship.
“Therefore, “..be wary of God with the wariness due to him and do not die except as muslims”
(3:102).
Obey God in that which He has commanded you to do and that from which He has forbidden you. For
“..only those of God’s servants having knowledge fear Him” (35:28).17
d) Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated: “I recommend to you ﬁve things in order to seek which, if you ride swift
camels towards them, it would be ﬁtting.
(i) None of you should hope from anyone except his Lord.
(ii) None should fear anything except his sins.
(iii) When asked about what you have no knowledge of, none of you should be ashamed to say ‘I do not

know.’
(iv) If one of you does not know something, he should not be ashamed to learn it.
(v) Adhere to patience, patience in relation to faith is like the head in relation to the body. There is no
good in a body with no head; so also in faith with no patience.18
e) Imam Hasan al-Mujtaba, among his recommendations has said, "O children of Adam, avoid doing
what Allah has forbidden you in order for you to be considered as His obedient subjects. Be content with
what Allah has given you till you become afﬂuent; behave kindly with your neighbors in order for you to
be a true Muslim. Behave towards people as you would like to be treated. There used to be rich people
among you who had amassed lots of possessions and had built fortiﬁed buildings and had far-fetched
whims and desires. All of them were destroyed and their residences turned into graves.
O children of Adam! You have been trying to annihilate yourselves ever since you were born. Then save
from what you have for your future. This is because a true believer prepares provisions and an inﬁdel
indulges in transitory pleasures.
Imam Hasan (as) then recited this verse from Surah al-Baqarah, verse 197:

"ىادِ اﻟﺘﱠﻘْﻮ اﻟﺰﺮنﱠ ﺧَﻴوا ﻓَﺎدوﺗَﺰ"و
"And make provision, for surely the best provision is the guarding of oneself" [Qur’an 2:197].
f) A man arrived at Imam Husayn's presence, saying: I am a guilty man; I am unable to avoid sins. Give
me a piece of advice. Imam Husayn (as) replied: "Do ﬁve things, then commit any number of sins you
wish:
(i) Do not make consume God's sustenance and then commit any number of wrong-doings.
(ii) Go outside God's territory, then commit whatever sins you want.
(iii) Select a place for carrying out your sins where God is not present. Then do what you wish.
(iv) When the Angel of Death comes to take away your soul, make him leave you; then do what you
wish.
(v) When Malik (the Angel of Hell) wants to throw you in the Fire, do not enter the Hell; then, do as you
wish.19
Of course, this tradition is attributed at the same time to the Prophet (S), Imam Hasan (as) and Imam
Zayn al-‘Abidin (as).

g) A man came to Imam ‘Ali Ibn al-Husayn (as) and complained about his troubles. Imam (as) told him,
"Adam's child is miserable because everyday he encounters three calamities, but he does not take a
lesson. It would be easy for him if he took lessons from his troubles:
First, every day his life becomes shorter. He becomes depressed if there is reduction in his possessions.
But he should know that there is a substitute for worldly possessions, none for one's life, however.
Secondly, he makes complete use of his daily bread. If it is religiously permissive (halal), he will be
accounted for, and if it is not permissible, then he will be punished.
Thirdly, and this is graver than the other two: when he brings a day to the end, he is in fact approaching
the Hereafter, still not knowing whether he is heading for Heaven or Hell.20
h) Says Jabir Ibn Yazid al-Ju’ﬁ, I worked for eighteen years for Imam al-Baqir (as). On getting
permission to leave him, I asked him for a piece of advice. Imam asked: “Jabir, after eighteen years?
You are a bottomless ocean of knowledge which is obtainable by nobody”. Then Imam said: “Send my
regards to my followers and tell them: There is no distance between us and God. Nobody may approach
Him, but through His worship.
O Jabir, anybody who obeys God and loves us is considered as our friend; anybody who commits sins,
our friendship for him is useless.
O Jabir, is there anybody who asks God for something, but is denied to receive it? Is there anybody who
relies on God, but receives no protection? Is there anybody who trusts God, but is betrayed by Him?
O Jabir, consider this world as a shelter in which you will stay just for a few days and then you will leave
it. Isn't the world like a horse on which you ride in your dreams but when you wake up there is no trace
of the horse? This world is comparable to a used garment.
O Jabir, for wise people, this world is like a shadow.21
The expression "There is no god but Allah" is a source of magnanimity of the speaker of it. Prayer is a
means to avoid arrogance, alms will increase one's daily bread; fasting and Hajj pacify the hearts.
Religious punishment protects people's bloodshed and friendship with the Prophet's family strengthens
the religion. May God put us among those who, in private, fear their God and are fearful of the
Resurrection Day."22
i) Sufyan al-Thawri says, "I went to the presence of Imam al-Ja'far (as) and I told him: Give me a piece
of advice to keep after you; Imam asked: Will you remember it, O Sufyan? I replied: Yes, O son of the
Prophet's daughter. Then he said: O Sufyan: A liar lacks manliness; a liar is not at comfort.
There is no brother for kings, no friends for the arrogant, no generous person for a bad-tempered
person.
Then, the Imam (as) was silent. I asked him, O son of the Prophet's daughter, please continue. He said:
O Sufyan: rely on God to become knowledgeable; be content with what God has given you to feel
afﬂuent; behave with people as they behave with you to increase your faith; do not be company to
wicked people since they will teach you some of their wickedness and in your affairs, consult those who

are God-fearing.
Then I pleaded once again. He said: O Sufyan, one who wishes for glory without power and afﬂuence
should prefer God's glorious obedience to the wretchedness of committing sins.
O Sufyan: My father exhorted me to three things and warned me against three others: He said, My son:
one who accompanies wicked people shall not remain intact; one who is not careful in his speech, will
be regretful; and one who frequents nasty places will be accused.
I asked: O son of God’s Prophet: what are those three things which you were warned against?
He said: My father told me not to accompany one who is jealous towards one's afﬂuence, the rejoicer at
another's misfortune, and a talebearer."23
j) Imam Musa al-Kadhim (as) has said:

ﻣ ِﺮﺔٌ ﻻﺎﻋﺳﻪ وﺎتِ اﻟﻨَﺎﺟﻤﺔٌ ﻟﺎﻋ ﺳ:ٍﺎتﺎﻋ ﺳﻊﻢ اَر ﺑُﺎﻧﻮنَ زَﻣ اَن ﻳﺟﺘَﻬِﺪُوا ﻓ"ا
َﻮنﺼﺨﻠﻳﻢ وﻴﻮ ﺑﻢ ﻋَِﻓُﻮﻧﺮﻌ ﻳاﻟﺜُﻘﺎتِ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦانِ و اﻻﺧﻮةﺎﺷَﺮﻌﻤﺔٌ ﻟﺎﻋﺳﻌﺎشِ واﻟﻤ
َون ﺗَﻘﺪِرﺔﺎﻋ اﻟﺴﺑِﻬﺬِهم وﺮﺤ ﻏَﻴﺮِ ﻣﻢ ﻓﻠﺬﱠاﺗﺎ ﻟﻴﻬﺔٌ ﺗﺨﻠﻮنَ ﻓﺎﻋﺳ و،ﻦﺎﻃ اﻟﺒﻢ ﻓَﻟ
ﻪ ﻧَﻔﺴﺪﱠثﻦ ﺣﻧﱠﻪ ﻣﻤﺮٍ ﻓَﺎﻻ ﺑِﻄُﻮلِ ﻋﻢ ﺑِﻔَﻘﺮٍ وﺪِّﺛُﻮا اَﻧﻔُﺴ ﻻ ﺗُﺤ.ﺎﻋﺎت اﻟﺜَﻼثِ ﺳﻋﻠ
.ﺤﺮِصﺮِ ﻳﻤﺪﱠﺛَﻬﺎ ﺑِﻄُﻮلِ اﻟﻌﻦ ﺣﻣ وﻞﺨﺑِﺎﻟﻔَﻘْﺮِ ﺑ

ﻢﺜْﻠﺎ ﻻ ﻳﻣﻼلِ و اﻟﺤﻦ ﻣِﺎ ﺗَﺸﺘَﻬﻬﺎ ﻣ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﺑِﺎﻋﻄَﺎﺋﻦﻈّﺎً ﻣﻢ ﺣﻧﻔُﺴﻠُﻮا ﻻﺟﻌا
ﻨّﺎ ﻣ »ﻟَﻴﺲ:ويﻧﱠﻪ ر ﻓﺎ اُﻣﻮرِ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦﻚَ ﻋﻠﻴﻨُﻮا ﺑِﺬَﻟاﺳﺘَﻌ وﻴﻪ ﻓفﺮﺎ ﻻ ﺳﻣ وةﺮواﻟﻤ
"«ﺎهﺪُﻧﻴ ﻟﻳﻨَﻪكَ د او ﺗَﺮﻪﺪِﻳﻨ ﻟﺎهﻧﻴكَ دﻦ ﺗَﺮﻣ
“Strive to divide your time into four portions: one fourth to pray God, one fourth to earn your sustenance,
one fourth to be in the company of your brethren and the trustworthy ones who acquaint you with your
faults and whose hearts are sincere to you, and one fourth in private to engage in lawful pleasures. This
last part will give you energy to engage in the other three portions.
Do not dwell on thoughts of poverty or long life, for he who occupies himself with throughts of poverty
becomes stingy, and he who thinks of long life becomes greedy. Give your selves a share from this
world by giving them the lawful things that they desire and that which is in keeping with a sense of honor
and in which there is no extravangance. Seek help through that for the affairs of religion, for it is
narrated: One who abandons his world for his religion or abandons his religion for his world is not of
us.”24
k) Imam al-Rida (as) has said: Seven things without seven others will cause the laughter of the public:

First, one who seeks Allah's forgiveness only orally, but is not regretful deep inside, has made fun of
himself.
Second, one who asks for God's help, but shows no effort of himself, has made fun of himself.
Third, one who asks God for the paradise, but is not patient enough, has also made fun of himself.
Fourth, one who asks for God's protection against Hell-ﬁre, but will not abandon corrupting and
misleading lusts and desires, has made fun of himself, as well.
Fifth, one who talks about death but has not prepared himself for it, has made fun of himself.
Sixth, one who remembers death, but is not willing to face it, has made fun of himself.
Seventh, one who desires to be cautious, but does not show caution at the proper time, has made fun of
himself.25
l) A man asked the ninth Imam (as), al-Jawad: Give me some advice. Imam (as) asked: Will you accept
it? He said: Yes. Imam (as) said. "Be very close to patience, embrace poverty, reject desires and oppose
(your) whims; and know that you are always watched by God. Thus, be watchful over what you do."26
m) Our tenth Imam, ‘Ali al-Naqi (as) has said: "One who fears God is feared by others, and one who
obeys God is obeyed by others. He who obeys the Creator does not fear the anger of (His) creatures,
and he who angers the Creator should be certain that he will face the anger of (His) creatures."27
n) Imam Hasan al-Askari (as) told his Shi’a followers: I recommend to you God-wariness, utmost selfvigilance (in abstaining from the unlawful) [wara’] in your religion, striving for God's sake, truthfulness in
speech, returning deposits to those who have entrusted them to you, whether virtuous or sinful,
prolonging prostrations and good treatment of your neighbors, which was always done by Muhammad
(as). Observe your prayers with your neighbors, attend their funerals and visit their sick. Fulﬁl their dues.
When anyone of you is God-fearing in his religion, truthful in his speech, discharges his trust, and treats
people amicably, and it is said: ‘Such a person is my Shi’ah’, then that will make me happy. Fear Allah
and be an ornament and not a disgrace (for us).
Attract towards us every kind of love and repel from us everything unseemly, for we are worthy of any
good that is said about us, and not of any evil spoken about us. We possess a right in the Book of God
and a relationship with the Messenger of God and puriﬁcation from God that none other than us can
claim except a liar. Be frequent in the remembrance of God, the remembrance of death, in the recitation
of the Qur’an and in sending blessings on the Prophet (S), for sending blessings on the Prophet (S) is
ten good deeds. Preserve what I have recommended to you. I commend you to God and send you
salutations."28
o) The twelfth Imam, Imam Mahdi (as) in a letter which he wrote to Ishaq Ibn Ya'qub and sent it to him
through Mohammad b. ‘Uthman b. Sa'eed al-‘Amri, stated: “The appearance of deliverance depends on
God. Those who determine its time are liars. But concerning the occurence of events, refer to the

narrators of our hadith, since they are my proof to you and I am God's proof to them.
As for those who are involved in our wealth - those who regard some of it as lawful (for themselves) and
consume (it), they are only consuming the Fire. But as for Khums (20% Islamic levy on certain things), it
is paid by our Shi’a followers for their purity. They can enjoy it till we make our appearance.
As for the reason for our occultation, God in Surah al-Ma’idah, verse 101, has said, "O you who
believe! Do not put questions about things, which if declared to you, may trouble you."
Every one of my fathers was under some sort of allegiance to the tyrant of his age, and at my
appearance I will not have given allegiance to any tyrant. The way to beneﬁt from me during my
occultation is the same way that one beneﬁts from the sun when it is hidden behind the clouds. I am a
source of protection for the earth dwellers in the same way that stars are a source of protection for the
inhabitants of the skies."29
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و أﻣﺘﻪ ‐ ﺑﺎﻟﺰﻫﺎدة
As we have already said: in order to survive, man is equipped with certain means such as desires
towards possession, food, clothing, shelter, horses, social positions, and sexual drives. If man did not
have these innate drives, he would not attain perfection.
But if these desires go beyond the status of means and justice and become aims by themselves, they
would, no doubt, bring about irreparable losses and lead us toward the lowest of the low.1*
Although Islam considers one's beloved affairs as hasanah2 (good) and embellishment of Allah,3 it
blames too much enchantment with the world.4
For this reason, Islam proposes the ethical principle of God-wariness to control excessive attachment to
the differing manifestations of this world. Through this policy, Islam harnesses man's exceeding
demands and lusts from one hand, and tames his aggressive spirit, on the other hand to the degree that
he will say, as Imam ‘Ali (as) has said,

"َﻘ ﻻ ﺗَﺒﻟَﺬﱠة وَﻔﻨ ﻳﻴﻢﻨَﻌﻟ وﻠﻌﺎ ﻟ"ﻣ
"What does ‘Ali have to do with transitory enjoyments and pleasures?"5 and he would agree with Haﬁz: I
am a slave to the high-mindedness of that person who is free from anything possessible.

The Essence of Asceticism In Islam
The word "zuhd" or "asceticism" means lack of desire and to abandon something. It is true that in the
Qur’an and tradition the topic of asceticism and the lack of concern for this world is emphasized, and the
world and its manifestations are blamed.
On the other hand, our religious leaders have had an ascetic approach, however.
The issue to be researched here is whether the essence of zuhd is the same as monastic life which
exists among Christians, Buddhists, and some other nations? What is the philosophy of the Islamic
asceticism?

Deﬁnitely, the Islamic asceticism does not imply monastic life. As we have said before, from the view
point of the Islamic logic, all aspects of life, including wealth, women, clothing, food and social position
and the like, are just a means for man's perfection.
If these are used normally, not only will the world of other people be built, but the Hereafter will also be
built; this is because

"ﺎ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻦﻚَ ﻣﻴﺒ ﻧَﺼ ﺗَﻨﺲةَ وﺮﺧ ا اﻟﺪﱠارﻪﺎ آﺗَﺎكَ اﻟﻴﻤ ﻓﺘَﻎاﺑ"و
"And seek, by means of what Allah has given you, the future abode, and do not neglect your
portion of this world”.6
In fact, from the viewpoint of Islam, everything in this world is good and God has not created any bad
thing. Thus, neither the world nor its manifestations are bad. The liking of this world is naturally given to
man.
On the basis of these facts, we will see that the Holy Qur’an rejects monasticism, and recognizes it as
one of the innovations of Christian monks, who erroneously put forward the existence of badness in the
creation, and the conﬂict between this world and the Hereafter, and entered these issues into the religion
of Jesus Christ (as).7 The prophet of Islam, too, has explicitly, rejected monasticism.8
The Prophet of Islam prohibited any kind of these deviations when he saw them among Muslims. The
following two samples would sufﬁce:
a) One day, the wife of ‘Uthman Ibn Ma’dhun went to the Prophet (S), complaining about her husband.
She said: O Messenger of God: My husband goes on fasting during the days and stays awake at nights
in prayer. Upon hearing this, the Prophet, being irritated, went to ‘Uthman; he was at prayer. Seeing the
Prophet, he stopped praying. The Prophet (S) told him: God did not appoint me to indoctrinate
monasticism, but He appointed me for the indoctrination of an easy and moderate religion. I go on
fasting, I pray and I sleep with my wife. Anybody who loves my religion should behave as I do. Marriage
is among my sunnah (customs)"9
b) One day three women came to see the Prophet (S). One of them complained that her husband did
not eat meat; the second woman complained that her husband did not use perfumes; and the third
woman said her husband did not go to bed with his wives. Upon hearing these complaints, the Prophet
(S) hurried to the mosque, dragging his garment on the ﬂoor. After praising God, he said, "Why do some
of my friends not eat meat, not use perfumes and not go to bed with their wives? But I eat meat, I use
perfumes and I go to bed with my wives. Anybody who does not follow me does not belong to me."10
In a story which is narrated in Nahj al-Balaghah, Imam ‘Ali (as) had gone to pay a visit to ‘Ala’ Ibn Ziyad.
He had a discussion with Asim Ibn Ziyad. In this story monasticism is distinctively rejected. The story

goes like this11: When Imam (as) saw the huge mansion of ‘Ala’, he asked him: What is the use of this
huge house here when you will need it in the Hereafter? If you want to have a big house like this in the
other world, you have got to have guests here, meet your relatives and pay people what you owe them.
In this case you will have a big house in the next world. Then ‘Ala’ said: “I would like to complain about
my brother Asim”. Imam (as) asked: What is wrong with him? He answered: He wraps up a gown
around himself and has said farewell to the world. The Imam ordered him to be brought to him. Imam ‘Ali
(as) told him: “Satan has misled you. Do you not have mercy on your family? Do you think that God
would dislike you to use the good things He has made permissible for you? You are too insigniﬁcant
before God for that!”
Asim said to Imam ‘Ali (as): “You (too) put on rough garments and eat coarse food”. Imam (as)
answered: “I am not like you. God has made it obligatory for the just leaders to make themselves like the
indigent, so that the poor man’s burden of poverty is not unbearable for him.”
As we see from these texts: Islam opposes monasticism and the shunning of social responsibilities.
Islam does not allow us to forget our social tasks; neither does it permit us to put on rough garments and
abandon material pleasures altogether to engage in worship and asceticism.
Thus, by "Islamic asceticism" it is meant that man should live simply in order to carry out his individual
and social responsibilities, and not to fear the hardships of life.
It is obvious that "Islamic asceticism" only makes a man do his social duties in proper ways and it is not
to be taken to mean an approach which considers this world nasty or to suppose a contrast between this
world and Hereafter or to shun responsibilities as is the principle of the monasticism.
Thus, Islamic asceticism is not inconsistent with being rich or having social positions. The point that a
God-wary person should consider is that he should not love this life more than God or truthfulness. He
should not sacriﬁce Divine aims for personal interests.12

Some Examples Of Traditions
What we said above on Islamic asceticism is not a haphazard interpretation. It is a synopsis of different
explanations given by books on tradition: Here are some of them:
a) The Prophet (S), in one of his maxims says:

ة ﻓﺎدﻫ اﻟﺰﻦﻟ اﻟﻤﺎلِ وﺔﺎﻋﺿﻻ ا وﻼل اﻟﺤﺖ ﺑِﺘَﺤﺮِﻳﻢ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﻟَﻴﺴةُ ﻓﺎدﻫ"اﻟﺰ
"ﻪﺪِ اﻟ ﻳﺎ ﻓﻨﻚَ ﺑِﻤ ﻣوﺛَﻖﺪِكَ ا ﻳﻮنَ ﺑِﻤﺎ ﻓَﺎ اَن ﻻ ﺗاﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴ
"Asceticism in this world is not to prohibit what is lawful or to leave wealth alone; rather, asceticism in this
world is that you should not have more conﬁdence in what is your hand than what is in the hand of

God"13
b) In Nahj al-Balaghah, Imam ‘Ali (as) describes asceticism in the following manner:

ﻢ َﺎ ﻓَﺎﺗ ﻣَﻠا ﻋﻮﺳ ﺗَﺎَﻴﺒﺤﺎﻧَﻪ "ﻟﻪ ﺳ اﻟ ﻗَﺎل: اﻟﻘُﺮآنﻦ ﻣﺘَﻴﻦﻤﻠ ﻛﻴﻦ ﺑﻠﱡﻪﻫﺪُ ﻛ"اﻟﺰ
 ﻓﻘﺪ اﺧﺬ اﻟﺰﻫﺪ وﻟﻢ ﻳﻔﺮح ﺑﺎﻵﺗ اﻟﻤﺎﺿ" ﻓﻤﻦ ﻟﻢ ﻳﺄس ﻋﻠﻢﺎ آﺗَﺎﻛﻮا ﺑِﻤﺣ ﺗَﻔْﺮو
"ﻪﻓَﻴﺑِﻄَﺮ
“The whole of asceticism lies within two phrases of the Holy Qur’an: God the Almighty has said: "So that
you may not grieve for what has escaped you, nor be exultant at what He has given you” [Qur’an
57:23]
So one who does not grieve for what has passed and is not joyful over what is to come, has taken hold
of both aspects of asceticism."14
c) Elsewhere in Nahj al-Balaghah, we read:

"ﺤﺎرِمﻦ اﻟﻤعُ ﻋراﻟﻮ وﻢﻌﻨﺪَ اﻟﻨ ﻋﺮُاﻟﺸ وﻞ اﻷﻣةُ ﻗُﺼﺮﺎدﻫ اﻟﺰﺎ اﻟﻨّﺎسﻬ"اَﻳ
“O people! Asceticism is the curtailment of hope, thanking God for blessings, and the utmost selfvigilance in abstaining from what is unlawful”.15
As you will notice, in each one of the three statements narrated from the Prophet (S) and Imam ‘Ali (as),
one of the complex meanings of asceticism is brought up.
In the ﬁrst sentence, after scolding the monks and hermits, who make God’s lawful blessings unlawful,
and in this way, waste wealth, the great Prophet (S) mentions the spirit of asceticism as not to be a slave
in the hands of social positions and lusts; rather, to prefer God over anything else.
In the second sentence, it is implied that from an ascetic’s point of view the world is a means and not an
aim in itself. Thus, a truly ascetic man does not slit his shirt if he loses what he possesses and will not
feel proud for what he has.
This lack of interest in the material life and being fond of getting God’s satisfaction is not in conﬂict with
being afﬂuent. It happens that one has everything, but loves none of in. In contrast, one is deprived of
everything, but is fond of his walking stick, for instance.
In the third and last sentence, Imam (as) refers to three signs of asceticism:
1) To limit far-fetched hopes; this will lead to remember truthfulness and to forget one’s transitory

interests.
2) To use God’s blessings in the right way; this will lead to the employment of all material and spiritual
forces for God.
3) To avoid committing the Islamically unlawful affairs which hinder man to achieve perfection and which
cause man and society to fall.

Two Interesting Historic Events
1. It is narrated that Mulla Ahmad Naraqi, the writer of the erudite book "Mustanad al-Shi’ah," and one of
the great Shi’ah jurisprudents and the teacher of Sheikh Murtaza Ansari, had a big mansion. Once a
dervish went to his mansion. Looking at Mulla’s big house, he started criticizing him, saying a great
Shi’ah scholar should not possess such a huge house.
Based on Imam Sadiq’s statement: "It is not asceticism that you should not possess anything; rather,
ascetism is that nothing should possess you,"

"َﻚَ ﺷﻤﻠﻫﺪُ اَن ﻻ ﻳﻞ اﻟﺰﻚَ ﺷَﻴﺌﺎً ﺑﻫﺪُ اَن ﻻ ﺗَﻤﻠ اﻟﺰ"ﻟَﻴﺲ
and also based on the fact that for a ascetic person this world is a means and not an objective, Naraqi
asked the dervish what kind of life he preferred. He replied, "I prefer my own way of life which is freedom
from possessing anything and involvement in journeys and worship"
In order for the dervish to realize that to own something does not imply being a slave to it, Naraqi asked
him to accompany him on a long excursion. On the way, they sat besides a brook to take some rest.
They took some loaves of bread, and then continued with their journey. Having traveled a little, Naraqi
observed that the dervish was extremely upset.
Naraqi inquired about his uneasiness. The dervish said he had an ebony walking-stick, which he liked
very much, but he had left it beside the brook.
Naraqi replied: “Look, I left all my possessions behind, and came on this trip with you. How do you make
such a noise over a stick”? He then said: “Let us separate and each one go on his way”.
Naraqi left him, heading for his house.16
Although this event might not have happened in Naraqi’s life, it clearly shows one fact: it is not
asceticism for a man not to possess anything, but asceticism relies in the fact that nothing in this world
should own and enchant us.
2. The Advice of Sayyid Ibn Tawus to his son:
In chapter 14 of his book Kashf al-Mahajjah, which is written for the education of his son, Sayyid Ibn
Tawus has brought out the issue that being wealthy and ascetic are not contradictory. He writes:
"Muhammad, my son: May God make you aware of what you need, and make you turn your attention

towards Him. Some people believe that your grandfather Muhammad (as) and your father, Imam ‘Ali (as)
were poor. These people assume that these great men gave away their sustenance to others, and slept
on empty stomachs. Therefore, they concluded that asceticism and poverty are the same and asceticism
is in contrast to wealth.
But this assumption is far from being true: this is because the Prophets (as) were the most afﬂuent
people in the sense that they were given whatever they wished for. They were the richest of all because
of their position as Prophets. These great men preferred people over themselves, however. They were
content with what God had bestowed upon them.
Among your great grandfather’s assets given to your mother Fatimah (as) were Fadak and Awali, the
annual revenues of which were 24.000 dinars according to one tradition and 70.000 dinars according to
another tradition. But we should realize that Fatimah (as) and her husband and her father were among
the greatest ascetics. A small portion of this revenue would sufﬁce them. But remember that men of God
never dispute on the amount of possession given them by God. Therefore, their employment of these
resources is like the dominance of God over them. They are content with God's demands.
And I have seen in a history book written in 237 AH, a tradition from your father Imam ‘Ali (as), who said,
‘When I married Fatimah (as) I did not have a carpet, but today I have bequeathed such an amount of
endowed property that if I divide it among all Bani Hashim, they would each get a big portion’.17
And it is written in the same book: When Imam ‘Ali (as) bequeathed his endowed property which had the
annual income of 40.000 dinars, he wanted to sell his sword. When he was selling it, he said, ‘If I had my
dinner, I would not sell it.’ Another day, Imam ‘Ali (as) said, ‘Who is going to buy that sword of mine? If I
had the price of this garment, I would not sell it.’”
The writer adds: “Imam ‘Ali (as) behaved like this when his income of the endowed property was 40.000
dinars. O my son Muhammad! I swore to God who is present everywhere and whose angels witness to
this: In most cases, although your father Imam ‘Ali Ibn Musa (as) was managing this endowed property
and its revenues by dividing it among people as alms, he was most of the time left with nothing. Some
people, however, erroneously thought he donated from his saved treasure of gold. Unfortunately, people
have thought wrongly about your father. This always happened when people assumed wrong things
about Prophets and God's men.
If your father had the control over the entire world, he would deﬁnitely divide it among the needy. But
God had decided to give him by piecemeal.
Thus, Muhammad, my son, you and your brothers and your offspring, follow the way of your fathers who
have gone the right way and God, as He has said, is the greatest Giver.
In Ibrahim Ibn Mohammad Asha'ari's book, which is a reliable book, I have seen a tradition from Imam
Baqir (as): When Imam ‘Ali (as) passed away he owed 800.000 dirhams. Then, Imam Hassan (as) sold
one of the properties of Imam ‘Ali (as) for 500.000 dirhams and another piece of property for 300.000

dirhams to pay his debt. Imam ‘Ali (as) had run up into this debt because he did not leave anything from
khums (statutory 20% Islamic levy on things) for himself and gave it all to the needy.
And I saw in Abdullah Ibn Beker's book that he had narrated from Imam Baqir (as): Husayn (as) was
martyred while he was in debt and Imam ‘Ali Ibn al-Husayn (as) sold a piece of land to clear his debts.
And your ancestor Imam ‘Ali (as) left some endowed properties for his children from Fatima (as) and put
the superintendence among his children.18
Thus, how do some foolish people assume that Imam ‘Ali (as) was poor or erroneously think that God's
men can not be afﬂuent?19
Has God created this world and Hereafter for people whom He does not love?”20

The Philosophy Of Islamic Asceticism
Now that we understand the difference between asceticism and monasticism, we should recognize the
philosophy of Islamic asceticism. How come Islam has allowed us to use all sorts of blessings including
sustenance and livelihood and ornaments, but under the title of Islamic asceticism recommend to us not
to use them excessively and advises us to have a simple life?
Deﬁnitely, Islamic asceticism is based on some valid reasons. And for these reasons it can rely on
Islamic justice. Those reasons are the following:

1. To Tolerate Hardships But To Ask For Others Comfort
In a society where not many people enjoy the rudiments of life: some are rich, but the majority are poor,
where some are afﬂuent, but others suffer deprivation of all sorts, the best way to bridge this gap is for
the rich to adopt not only a simple and easy life, but be ready to share what they have with the needy.
They should even go so far as to let others eat when they themselves avoid eating, dress others when
they don't have enough to wear, to let other have comfort when they themselves suffer.
This state of the affairs, which in books on ethics is interpreted as sacriﬁce, is felt to be more crucial in a
society where deep gaps exist among social layers. For this reason, the Holy Qur’an praises the people
of Medina (the Ansar) who gave priority to the needs of Muhajirin in the following manner:

"ٌﺔﺎﺻ ﺧَﺼﺎنَ ﺑِﻬِﻢ ﻛﻟَﻮ وﻬِﻢﻧْﻔُﺴ اَﻠونَ ﻋﺮﺛﻮﻳ"و
“And they prefer (them) before themselves though poverty may afﬂict them”.21
Allah has revealed:

"اﻴﺮﺳاﺎ وﻴﻤﺘﻳﻴﻨًﺎ وﺴ ﻣِﻪﺒ ﺣَﻠ ﻋﺎمﻮنَ اﻟﻄﱠﻌﻤﻄْﻌﻳ"و
"And they give food out of love for Him to the poor and the orphan and the captive"22 because
Imam ‘Ali (as), Fatima (as), Imam Hasan (as) and Imam Husayn (as) went on fast for three consecutive
days to give their food to the poor and the orphan and the captive.
Imam ‘Ali (as) in his sermon Al-muttaqin (The God-wary ones) mentions "Tolerating hardships oneself
for the comfort of others" as one of the attributes of the true believers:

"ﻪﻦ ﻧَﻔﺴ ﻣ اﻟﻨّﺎساحار وﻪﺗﻪ ﻵﺧﺮ ﻧَﻔﺴﺐ اَﺗﻌ،ﺔاﺣ ر ﻓﻨﻪ ﻣاﻟﻨَﺎس وﻨَﺎء ﻋ ﻓﻪ"ﻧَﻔﺴ
"His own self is in difﬁculty while people are at ease from him. He wearies himself for the Hereafter,
while he gives people ease."23

2. Showing Sympathy
Another symptom of the philosophy of the Islamic asceticism is showing sympathy towards the deprived
layers of society. In a society where people are practically in two differing strata: the rich and the
deprived, the poor suffer in two ways: they suffer their poverty; they also feel backward.
In such a society a responsible man is obliged, ﬁrst of all, not to stay away and be an on-looker. He
should try to improve the society in such a way as to establish social justice. Secondly, he should bridge
this gap by sacriﬁce and by tolerating hardships in order to provide others with comfort.
When such a responsible man observes that the number of the deprived is so great that he can do
nothing to provide them with ﬁnancial help, he at least can do his best by sympathizing with them. In this
way he can alleviate some of their sufferings. Of course, the necessity of such an approach is more felt
by the religious leaders and governors as well. That is a good reason why Imam ‘Ali (as) lived simply
during his caliphate.
Imam ‘Ali (as) in one place states:

َﻎﺘَﺒﻴﻴﻼ ﻳ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﻛﻔَﺔﻌﻢ ﺑِﻀﻬوا اَﻧﻔُﺴﻘﺪِرﺪلِ اَن ﻳ اﻟﻌﺔﻤ اَﺋ ﻋﻠضﻪ ﻓَﺮنﱠ اﻟ"ا
"هﻴﺮِ ﻓَﻘﺮﺑِﺎﻟﻔَﻘ
"God has made it obligatory for the just leaders to make themselves like the indigent, so that the poor
man’s burden of poverty is not unbearable for him."24

Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated somewhere else:

َﻮن اﻟﺪﱠﻫﺮِ او اَﻛﺎرِه ﻣﻢ ﻓﻬﻻ اُﺷَﺎرِﻛ وﻴﻦﻨﺆﻣ اﻟﻤﻴﺮﻣ اﻘﺎل ﺑِﺎَن ﻳﻦ ﻧَﻔﺴ ﻣ"أأﻗﻨَﻊ
ﺸَﻌ ﺟﻧﻘُﻮدﻳ وﻮاي ﻫﻨﺒﻐﻠ اَن ﻳﺎتﻴﻬﻦ ﻫﻟ و... ِﻴﺶ اﻟﻌﺔﺸُﻮ ﺑ ﺟﻢ ﻓةً ﻟَﻬاُﺳﻮ
ﺪَ ﻟَﻪﻬﻻ ﻋصِ و اﻟﻘُﺮ ﻓ ﻟَﻪﻊﻦ ﻻ ﻃَﻤ ﻣﺔﺎﻣﻤﺎزِ اَواﻟﻴﺠ ﺑِﺎﻟﺤﻞﻟَﻌ وﺔﻤﺮ اﻻﻃﻌ ﺗَﺨَﻴاﻟ
"ىﺮ ﺣﺎداﻛﺒ وَﻄُﻮنٌ ﻏَﺮﺛ ﺑﻮﻟﺣﺒﻄَﺎﻧَﺎ و ﻣ او اَﺑِﻴﺖﻊﺑِﺎﻟﺸَﺒ
"Should I be content to be called Amir al-Mu'minin, but not share with them (the deprived) in the
adversities of time or be an example for them to follow in the difﬁculties of life?
…But it is impossible that my whims and desires should overcome me and my greed should lead me to
select the best kinds of foods, when perhaps in Hijaz or Yamamah there is one who has no hope of
getting a loaf of bread or one who has never experienced satiation. Should I sleep with a full stomach
when around me there are hungry stomachs and livers dry with thirst?"25*

3. Broadmindedness And Struggle Against Splendor
As we have said, in order to live, man needs food, shelter, clothing, sex and the like. These needs are
innately motivated. But sometimes we go to extremes and make use of these needs extravagantly. In
this way the life objectives are compromised for luxuries in life. It is a fact that this kind of luxuries
becomes a habit and build up one's secondary nature and man, compared with these needs, sees
himself weak and vulnerable.
Some people fall prey to these luxuries to the extent that if they do not attain certain food, shelter,
clothing, cosmetics, cars, positions, and women, life would be hell for them.
Therefore, to get these luxuries, such people would not stop committing any kind of mischievous affairs.
These are slaves to their luxurious lives.
They would be impatient if they do not get what they wish for. They feel defeated if their wishes are not
taken care of. They feel they are not natural human beings.
Thus, asceticism is to break these chains, to revolt against these whims and desires and to defeat these
hurdles. Adopting a simple life, an ascetic releases himself from these shackles.
He is content with meager food and worn out clothes. He is not a slave in the hands of luxury. Haﬁz [the
Persian poet] says:
I am a slave to the manliness of that one who under this blue dome, is free from anything possessible.
Revolutions and constant struggles are always initiated by those who are ascetics in practice. Gandhi,
for instance, broke the British spine of Imperialism with his famous struggles of non-cooperation and
opposition just because he had broken the chains of luxurious life. The Viet Kong caused the biggest

military and economic force of the world i.e., USA, to withdraw from their land because of their ascetic
ways of life, being content with a ﬁstful of rice for consecutive days, taking refuge in the ﬁelds. When we
see Arabs suffered a great blow from Israelis in the third Israeli war against Arabs, we will not be
surprised because the Egyptian planes took ice-creams from Cairo to the battle ﬁeld for the Egyptian
ofﬁcers! A poet says:
In this world, a nation would become miserable,
If it gets used to the pleasures of life.
Imam ‘Ali (as), Broadmindedness, And Struggle Against Luxuries
One of the reasons for Imam ‘Ali's ascetic approach to life was his broadmindedness. He did not wish to
get used to luxurious life which gradually weakens human spirit. He used to put on rugged cotton
garments, eat barley bread and drink sour milk. His caliphate position was to him less important than his
patched shoes.26
Once a butcher proposed to him that he had good meat for sale and asked Imam ‘Ali (as) if he would
buy some. Imam ‘Ali (as) replied he did not have money. The butcher said that Imam ‘Ali (as) could pay
later. But Imam ‘Ali (as) replied: It is better that I owe to my soul (self) than owe to you.
In Nahj al-Balaghah, Imam (as) emphasized the motto of leaving this world, i.e., leaving pleasure-taking
a lot.
Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

ﻞﺟرﺎ وﻘَﻬ ﻓَﺄو ﺑﻪﺎعَ ﻧَﻔﺴ ﺑﻞﺟ ر:ِﻼنﺟﺎ رﻴﻬاﻟﻨّﺎس ﻓ و،ٍﻘَﺮ ﻣارٍ ﻻ دﺮﻤ ﻣار"اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ د
" ﻓَﺄﻋﺘَﻘَﻬﺎﻪﺑﺘَﺎعَ ﻧَﻔﺴا
"This world is a place of passage, not a resting place, and people in it are of two types: one who sells his
soul (through following his desires) and destroys it, and one who purchases his soul (through obedience
to God) and liberates it."27
Elsewhere, declaring the secret behind his abandonment of pleasure- seeking, Imam ‘Ali (as) states:
"Get away from me, O world, for I left you free to go your way. I have slipped away from your clutches
and escaped your snares; and I have avoided entering your slippery places….
"Get away from me; I swear to God that I will not be humbled to you so that you may abase me. I will not
become submissive to you so that you may lead me (wherever you wish). By God…I have disciplined my
soul to such an extent that it is pleased with a loaf of bread with salt as its stew."28
Of course, asceticism in sympathy, sacriﬁce, manliness, and other aspects does not merely belong to
Imam ‘Ali (as) alone. All Prophets, Imams, and true believers share this human trait. Through these
characteristics, all of them have struggled with unjust social systems and have freed themselves from

the slavery of evil habits and pernicious luxuries.
The Degrees Of Asceticism
Avoidance and the abandonment of life here in this world have different degrees. Sometimes it is
possible for an ascetic person, due to the lightness of his responsibilities, or because of his tamed self,
or because of the good conditions in which people live, to live a simple life away from luxuries. But at
other times, the conditions might be in such a way as to force the ascetic man show more sympathy
towards people and practice more severe restrictions on himself. Under such circumstances, an ascetic
should negate for himself what is allowable for others.
This variety in the life conditions of Prophets (as) and Imams (as) and pious scholars made each one of
them adopt a speciﬁc approach. One was like Solomon about whose case God says "We made jinn and
men subservient to him” and the other was Jesus Christ (as) about whom God has said: "Honorable and
chaste".29 The other one was Imam ‘Ali (as) who did not satiate himself even with barley bread and his
dress had so many patches that he felt ashamed.30
Another Imam like Imam Sadiq (as) used better clothing. For this he was often criticized by people not
very bright. It is narrated, for instance, that Ibad Ibn Kathir al-Basri, protested to Imam for wearing a new
dress, asking him "Did Imam ‘Ali put on this kind of dress?"
In reply, Imam (as) said, "First of all, I have bought a one-dinar dress (so it is not luxurious, but it is
clean); secondly, Imam ‘Ali (as) used to live at a time when the conditions were different than those of
ours. Those circumstances dictated him to put on rugged dress. People might ask me, 'Are you a
hypocrite like Ibad?'"31
On the other hand, people abandon pleasure-seeking in this world for the pleasures, houris or nymphs
of paradise, and castles in the Hereafter: in fact, they are bargaining. But there are those who adopt an
ascetic life just for God's sake and in this process they are "enchanted by Him" and they do not think of
anything but "Allah". Sa'di, the great Persian poet says in this regard:
When I breathe my last breath I’m wishing to meet you,
I give up my life in the hope of becoming the earth of your abode;
When, on Doom’s Day, I raise my head,
I rise for Your discourse, I rise to look for You;
At a location where people gather from the two worlds,
I am looking for You, I’ll be Your slave;
If I sleep on the bedroom of nonexistence for a thousand years,
I’ll wake up to the odor of Your hair;
I’ll not describe the Garden, nor will I smell paradise ﬂowers,
I won’t go after Houris, I’ll run to meet You;
I won’t drink paradise wine from the hand of Heaven’s cupbearer,

I won’t need wine, because I’m drunk with Your face;
I’d go to a thousand deserts with You,
And if you, Sa’adi, choose the wrong path,
You will still be heading for Him, anyway.32
Imam Sadiq (as) emphasizes this stage of asceticism in the following words:

"ﻬﺎ ﻓَﻮﺗﻠﻒٍ ﻋﻦ ﻏَﻴﺮِ ﺗَﺄﺳﻪ ﻣﻦ اﻟ ﺷَﻐَﻠَﻚَ ﻋَ ﺷﻞ ﺗَﺮكُ ﻛﻮﻫ"و
"Asceticism means the abandonment of everything which diverts you from God without regretting its
abandonment"33
At the end of this discussion two expressions from two great philosophers of Islam will be presented
here to illuminate the matter further:
Asceticism From The Viewpoint Of Khwajah Nasr Tusi:
Khwajah, may God bless him, in his erudite book "Awsaf al-Ashraf" writes on asceticism (zuhd) in
Chapter two:

ﺎ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎةﻴةَ اﻟْﺤﺮ زَﻫﻢﻨْﻬﺎ ﻣاﺟزْو اﻨَﺎ ﺑِﻪﺘﱠﻌﺎ ﻣ ﻣَﻟﻚَ اﻨَﻴﻴﺪﱠنﱠ ﻋ ﺗَﻤ "و:ﻪ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻗﺎل اﻟ
"َﻘﺑا وﺮِﻚَ ﺧَﻴﺑ ررِزْق وﻴﻪ ﻓﻢﻨَﻬﻨَﻔْﺘﻟ
“And do not stretch your eyes after that with which we have provided different classes of them,
of the splendor of this world’s life, that we may thereby try them; and the sustenance given by
your Lord is better and more abiding”.34
Asceticism is the absence of desire and an ascetic (zahid) is one who does not take delight in what is
worldly such as foods, drinks, clothing, houses, relishes, pleasures, wealth, position, company of kings,
inﬂuence and attainment of anything which would part from him at his death. Asceticism should not be
out of weakness or ignorance. It should not be for any reward. Anybody who possesses this trait is a
genuinely ascetic person.
A truly ascetic man is one who is delighted in asceticism; he does not rely on asceticism for fear of the
Hell or for Allah's reward in paradise, but solely for the sake of restraining his soul after knowing the
beneﬁts and consequences of each of these things mentioned. His asceticism is habitual and is without
any trace of greed, hope or expectation, worldly or otherworldly. This quality becomes habitual by means
of restraining the soul from seeking pleasures, and by making it accustomed to austerities so that

indifference to desire becomes ﬁrmly established in it.
It is narrated in the story of ascetics: A man baked sheep's head and “palude” (sweet beverage
containing starch jelly in the form of thin ﬁbers) for thirty years without tasting either even once. People
asked him the reason for this self-discipline. He replied: "When my soul desired these two things, I told it
that it would never get any of them if it were to touch any of them. I did that so that it would not incline
towards any pleasure whatsoever".
A person who adopts asceticism in this world in the hope of getting rewards in the next world is like a
person who does not eat because of his meanness in the hope of getting food in the feast which he is
invited to attend later. Or he is like a tradesman who does barter to make a proﬁt out of his merchandise.
In wayfaring, the beneﬁt of asceticism lies in the curtailment of preoccupations, so that the wayfarer is
saved from being preoccupied with anything that would keep him from reaching his goal."35
Asceticism In The Viewpoint Of Sheikh Al-Ra’ees
Avicenna in chapter nine of his erudite book "Al-Isharat wa al-Tanbihat" which deals with the stages is
Suﬁsm writes on the degrees of asceticism:

ِﺎرِفﻨﺪَ ﻏَﻴﺮِ اﻟﻌﻫﺪُ ﻋ اﻟﺰ...ِﻫﺪ اﻟﺰ ﺑﺈﺳﻢﺨَﺺﻬﺎ ﻳﺎﺗِﺒﻃﻴ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ وﺘﺎعﻦ ﻣ ﻋﺮِضﻌ"اﻟﻤ
ﺎﻤﺎ ﻋ ﻣهﺎرِفِ ﺗَﻨَـﺰﻨﺪَ اﻟﻌﻋ وةﺮﺘَﺎعَ اﻵﺧ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﻣﺸﺘَﺮى ﺑِﻤﺘَﺎع ﻳﺄﻧﱠﻪﺎ ﻛﻠَﺔُ ﻣﺎﻣﻌﻣ
"ﻖ اﻟﺤ ﻏَﻴﺮَ ﺷﻞ ﻛﻠﺮ ﻋﺒَﺗ وﻖﻦ اﻟﺤه ﻋﺮﺸْﻐَﻞ ﺳﻳ
"Anybody who turns away from the enjoyments of the world and its pleasures is characterized by the
term asceticism… Asceticism for one who is not a gnostic is a transaction in which the pleasures of the
world are sold for the pleasures of the Hereafter. For one who is a gnostic, asceticism is keeping oneself
aloof from anything that diverts one’s heart from the Truth and considering oneself above everything
other than the Truth".36
The Last and Final noticeable Point
At the end of this discussion, it is necessary to draw your attention to one important point in Imam ‘Ali's
discourse: In this letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) said of exhortation: "Enliven your heart through exhortation", but in
case of asceticism, he said: "Cause it (your heart) to die through asceticism." Does the pronoun “it” refer
to the word “heart” used earlier in the text, which must be enlivened by exhortation, or does it refer to the
aggressive self (soul), which is implied, and which the ascetic must mortify?
The fact is that the words "soul", "heart", "self", "breast", "fu’ad" (heart), "wisdom" and the like all refer to
just one thing. In man there exists a truth which is neither matter nor does it have the properties of the

matter. During seven years all the material molecules and particles of man completely change, but
nevertheless, he carries on his duties all his life.37
The same truth takes on different titles in different conditions: the words heart, breast (sadr) and wisdom
are the titles used when this truth is taken to be abstract, not relying on matter. It is called Nafs (self) on
the basis of the fact that to be realized it needs some means; it has different phases: commanding
(Ammarah), blaming (lawwamah), satisﬁed (raziyah) and the like.38
Thus, the pronoun “it” in the phrase “cause it to die” refers to the heart itself; it is because it wishes for a
lot of things and should be controlled and its excesses should be hindered, or else it leads man to the
lowest of the low.39
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“ ﻴﻦﻘ ﺑِﺎﻟﻴِهﻗﻮ“ و
Certainty or conviction is a decisive, stable, mental state in accordance with reality and unperishable
which gives peace and quiet to the man of conviction, this conviction being related to knowledge about
God or related to other matters of belief.1
This kind of conviction which is beyond the usual belief and knoledge and in Khwaja Nasr's
understanding of the term, consists of two kinds of knowledge: the knowledge of what is known, and the
knowledge that its converse is impossible. It is in fact, the source of strength in human spirit, and this is
emphasized by Imam ‘Ali (as).

The Importance And Value Of Certainty
Certainty or conviction is a valuable capital which is given to only few people. Anybody possessing this,
enjoys great prosperity.
Imam Reza (as) has stated:

ى اﻟﺘَﻘﻮ ﻓَﻮقﻴﻦﻘاﻟﻴ وﺔﺟﺎنِ ﺑِﺪَرﻳﻤ اﻻى ﻓَﻮقاﻟﺘَﻘﻮ وﺔﺟ ﺑِﺪَرﺳﻼم اﻻﻳﻤﺎنُ ﻓَﻮق"اﻻ

"ﻴﻦﻘ اﻟﻴﻦ ﻣ اَﻗَﻞﺎدِ ﺷَﻴﺒ اﻟﻌﻴﻦﻢ ﺑﻘَﺴﻟَﻢ ﻳ وﺔﺟﺑِﺪَر
"Faith is one degree above Islam; God-wariness is one degree above faith. Certainty is one degree
above God-wariness. Nothing less than certainty is divided among God's believers"2
The narrator says: I heard Imam as-Sadiq (as) saying:

ِ ﻏَﻴﺮﻠﻴﺮِ ﻋﺜ اﻟﻞﻤ اﻟﻌﻦﻪ ﻣﻨﺪَ اﻟ ﻋﻞﻴﻦ اَﻓﻀﻘ اﻟﻴﻠ ﻋﻴﻞ اﻟﻘَﻠﻢ اﻟﺪَاﺋﻞﻤنﱠ اﻟﻌ"ا
"ﻴﻦﻘﻳ
"Indeed, a small act based on certainty that is performed continually, is better before God than abundant
actions not based on certainty"3
He also said:

ﻢ اﻟﻬﻞﻌﺟﺎ وِﺿاﻟﺮ وﻴﻦﻘ اﻟﻴﺔ ﻓاﺣاﻟﺮ ووح اﻟﺮﻞﻌ ﺟﻪﻄﺴ وﻗﻪﺪﻟ ﺑِﻌﻪنﱠ اﻟ"ا
"ﺨَﻂاﻟﺴ اﻟﺸﱠﻚِ وﺰنَ ﻓاﻟﺤو
"With his justice and fairness, God has put tranquility and ease in certainty and satisfaction, and has put
sorrow and grief in doubt and displeasure".4

Types Of Certainty
Certainty has degrees. These degrees are referred to in the Qur’an as "certain knowledge”, to see with
the “eye of certainty" and "certain truth".
The verses 5 and 7 of Surah al-Takathur: “Nay! If you had known with certain knowledge, you
should most certainly have seen Hell; then you shall most certainly see it with the eye of
certainty”

"ﻴﻦﻘ اﻟْﻴﻦﻴﺎ ﻋﻧَﻬو ﻟَﺘَﺮ ﺛُﻢ... ﻴﻦﻘ اﻟْﻴﻠْﻢﻮنَ ﻋﻠَﻤ ﺗَﻌ ﻟَﻮﱠ"ﻛ
refer to the ﬁrst and second degrees respectively and verse 95 of Surah al-Waqi’ah:

" ﻴﻦﻘ اﻟْﻴﻖ ﺣﻮﺬَا ﻟَﻬنﱠ ﻫ" ا
“..Most surely this is a certain truth," refers to the third degree of conviction.

‘Ilm Al-Yaqin (Certain Knowledge)
This is reasoning-based certainty. It is reached through reasoning with majors and minors. For instance,
we are convinced that ﬁre exists when we observe the smoke, or the reasoning which takes place to
prove God’s existence

"ﻖ اﻟْﺤﻧﱠﻪ اﻢ ﻟَﻬﻦﻴﺘَﺒ ﻳﺘﱠ ﺣﻬِﻢﻧْﻔُﺴ اﻓﻓَﺎقِ و اﻨَﺎ ﻓﺎﺗ آﻳﻨُﺮِﻳﻬِﻢ"ﺳ
"We will soon show them Our signs in the universe and in their own souls, until it will become
quite clear to them that it is the truth”.5

‘Ayn Al-Yaqin [To See With The Eye Of Certainty]
This is conviction derived by observing the thing itself: for example, observing the ﬁre itself.

Haqq Al-Yaqin [Certain Truth]
This kind of conviction is arrived by touching the thing itself, i.e., a connection to the thing and adopting
its characteristics, for instance, entering the ﬁre and feeling its heat or extinction in God, and dissipation
in His love.
In the sanctiﬁed tradition we read:

بﺘَﻘَﺮﺪُ ﻳﺒ اﻟﻌالﺰﻻ ﻳﻠَﻴﻪ وﺿﺘَﻪ ﻋﺎ اﻓﺘَﺮﻤ ﻣﻟ اﺐ اَﺣﺒﺪِي ﺑِﺸَﻴ ﻋَﻟ ابﺎ ﺗَﻘَﺮ"ﻣ
ه اﻟﱠﺬِيﺮﺼﺑ و ﺑِﻪﻊﻤﺴ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻳﻪﻌﻤ ﺳﻨْﺖ ﻛﺒﺘُﻪذَا اَﺣﺒﺎﻪ ﻓ اُﺣﺒّﺘ ﺣﻞ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨَﻮاﻓﻟا
ﻟَﻨﺎن ﺳاﺒﺘُﻪ و اَﺟﺎﻧﻋن د ا،ﺎ ﺑِﻬﺶﺒﻄ ﻳ اﻟﱠﺘﺪَهﻳ و ﺑِﻪﻖﻨﻄ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻳﺎﻧَﻪﺴﻟ و ﺑِﻪﺮﺒﺼﻳ
"اَﻋﻄَﻴﺘُﻪ
“My servant does not approach Me with anything dearer to Me than what I have made incumbent on
him. He continues to approach Me through supererogatory acts until I love him. When I love him, I
become his hearing through which he hears, his sight through which he sees, his tongue through which

he speaks and his hand through which he strikes. If he calls on me I answer him, and if he asks me I
give him.”
Fayd Kashani has told the following poem regarding this issue:
You were with me. I did not consider you as I myself,
Or perhaps you were me and I didn't know;
When I departed, I recognized you,
As far as you were me, I didn't know.
Another poet has said, regarding this:
So much I thought about you, I became entirely you,
You came gradually, and I slowly departed.

The Effects and Signs of certainty
Parallel with the degrees of certainty, there exist different effects and signs for it. Those who are at the
stage of Haqq al-Yaqin enjoy a better degree of recognition and high temperaments. They can perform
extraordinary feats. They who live at the other two degrees of certainty (i.e.) ‘Ilm al-Yaqin and ‘Ayn alyaqin, naturally enjoy fewer advantages.
The writer of “Misbah al-Shari’ah” writes, Imam Sadiq (as) has said: “Certainty raises the status of the
man to a lofty one, and the Great Prophet of Islam (S), hearing that Jesus Christ (as) had walked over
water, replied: ‘If Jesus enjoyed greater certainty, he would have walked on air as well’”.
This statement depicts the lofty degree of certainty.
All Prophets are not on the same footing. Some who have more certainty are of higher status.
As the Prophets enjoy different degrees of certainty, so do the believers. A man who enjoys a better
degree of certainty, naturally sees power and might only in the hands of Allah and insists on worshipping
Him both publicly and in private. Existence or lack of it, more or less, appreciation or depreciation, glory
or abjectness is equal for him…."6

The Young Man Of Certainty Who Knew The Secrets
In his book "The truth behind Faith and Certainty," al-Kulayni reports two traditions on the issue of the
extraordinary effects of certainty. It seems both cases refer to a single person. However because of the
signiﬁcance of the issue, both are given here:
1. Ishaq b. ‘Ammar says: I heard Imam Sadiq (as) saying: The Prophet (S) performed the Morning
Prayer with people. He saw among the crowd a young man who was dozing off and his head was
leaning towards his breast. His skin was yellow, his body thin, and his eyes deep in his skull.
The Prophet (S) asked him: “O young man, how did you spend last night”? He replied: “O Messenger of
Allah, I spent it with certainty”. The Prophet (S) was surprised at his reply.

Then, he told the youth: “For each certainty, there is a truth. What is the truth behind your certainty”?
He answered: “These are the effects and consequences of my certainty: It has made me sad; it keeps
me awake for night prayers; it has made me go on fasting during the day. I have become disinterested in
the worldly affairs. It is as if now I saw my God in the sky. I realize He is after the affairs of people.
People, it seems, are gathering in the Doom's Day, I am among them, I feel. It seems as if I saw the
inhabitants of paradise enjoying the blessings and having good time. It seems as if I saw the inhabitants
of Hell crying and asking for help. It is as if I heard the noise of the people of Hell”.
Then the Prophet (S), hearing these statements, told his followers: “God has illuminated this man's heart
with light”. Then he told the youth: “Continue with this state of mind."
Then the youth said, "O Messenger of Allah, ask God to make me a martyr in your holy wars. The
Prophet (S) prayed for him. Some time later, he joined one of the prophet's holy wars and was the ninth
martyr in that war."7
2. Abu Basir narrates from Imam Sadiq (as) who said, ‘The Prophet (S) saw Harith Ibn Malik Ibn Nu'man
al-Ansari, and asked him: “How are you, Harith”?
He replied: “I am a true believer”. The Prophet (S) said. "For everything there is a truth. What is the truth
beyond your speech”?
He answered, "O Messenger of Allah, I lack interest in this world. At night, I am awake for prayers,
during the days, due to fasting and the heat, I am extremely thirsty. It is as if I saw my God in the
Heaven. He is there to keep people accountable for what they do. I see the people of paradise meeting
each other. It seems as if I heard the groans of the people of Hell."
The Prophet (S) said, regarding this youth: "He is God's servant whose heart has become illuminated by
Him". Then, he told the youth: "You have got the insight. Be steady and ﬁrm."
The youth told the Prophet (S): “Please ask God to make me one of the martyrs among your army”. The
Prophet (S) asked God to provide Harith with martyrdom.
Some time later Harith was among the army dispatched for war. He killed 8 persons and then was
martyred."8

Some Other Examples Of The Signs Of The Effects Of Certainty
Anybody, who gets the elixir of certainty at his disposal and employs it in his belief and practical daily
affairs, will have peculiar excellent spiritual moods and will perform extraordinary works, some of which
are mentioned here:

A) Godwariness
The people of certainty enjoy Godwariness about which Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

ﻴﻦﻘةُ اﻟﻴاَﻣﺎر وةُ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦﺮى ﺛَﻤاﻟﺘَﻘﻮ

"Godwariness is the fruit of religion and the sign of certainty."9
The Great Prophet of Islam, too, talks about Godwariness which is one of the signs of certainty: “There
are six signs for the person of certainty: He has certainty of God, thus believes in Him. He is certain that
death is true, thus he is wary of it.
He is certain that the Resurrection is true; therefore, he is fears the humiliation (of that day). He is
certain that Paradise is true; therefore, he yearns for it. He is certain that the Hell ﬁre is true; therefore,
he strives to save himself from it. He is certain that the accountability on the Day of Judgment is true;
therefore, he is takes account of himself”.10

B) He Gets Rid Of Deceiving Hopes
Imam ‘Ali (as), regarding this, says: "Anybody who is sure that he will separate from friends, that he will
be put under the ground, that he will be accountable on the Day of Judgment for what he has done, that
what he leaves behind will not help him in the future, that he will need what he has sent in advance,
should shorten his far-fetched whims and desires and add to his good deeds"11

C) He Is Patient And Disasters Seem Easy To Him
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said,

"ﻦﻴﻘةُ اﻟﻴﺮ ﺛَﻤﺒﺮاﻟﺼ
"Patience is the fruit of certainty"12
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also stated:

"ﺧَﺎء اﻟﺮ ﻓﺮُاﻟﺸ وﻼء اﻟﺒﻠ ﻋﺮﺒ اﻟﺼ،ﻦﺆﻣ اﻟﻤﻼح"ﺳ
"The weapon of a believer is patience during trials and being thankful at the time of ease."13
Imam ‘Ali (as) in the same letter (No 31) advises his son Imam Hasan (as) in the following way: "With the

help of patience and certainty, make sorrow ﬂee from you."
Imam as-Sajjad (as) in his prayer invokes God: "O God! I ask you to give me conviction; in this way, you
will make the hardships of the world seem easy."14
The word "treasure" in the holy verse

"ﺎﻤ ﻟَﻬﻨﺰ ﻛﺘَﻪﺎنَ ﺗَﺤﻛ وﺪِﻳﻨَﺔ اﻟْﻤ ﻓﻦﻴﻴﻤﺘ ﻳﻦﻴﻣَُﻐﺎنَ ﻟَ ﻓﺎ اﻟْﺠِﺪَارﻣا"و
"And as for the wall, it belonged to two orphan boys in the city, and there was beneath it a
treasure belonging to them [Qur’an 18:82]"
is not meant literally, but it was a slate on which was written; “I am Allah. There is no god but me.
Anybody who has certainty in death, does not laugh so broad as to show his teeth; One who has
certainty in accountability, is not very happy; and one who has certainty in Divine destiny, does not fear
anybody except God.' "15
Imam Sadiq (as) as well, has said, "There exists no action without certainty, and there is no certainty
without greeting God with humility and respect."16

D) Ascent To Divine Fate
Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated: "Anybody who is satisﬁed with Divine Fate, will deﬁnitely enjoy good
certainty.17
He has said, as well: "Being happy with God is the result of certainty."18
Imam Sadiq (as), as well, has said, "Being satisﬁed with affairs which seems to be troublesome, is of the
highest degree of certainty."19

E) Sincerity
One who believes and has certainty in the origin of the creation, Resurrection, and Islamic education,
naturally can not perform his affairs and actions for anybody else except God. Thus, regarding this,
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said, "The sincerity of your intention is based on the strength of certainty and on the
soundness of the intention"20
He has also said, "The reason behind sincerity is certainty."21 He has also said, "The sincerity in actions
is the result of the strength of certainty."22 He as well has mentioned:
"The people of certainty are the people of sincerity."23

F) Piety
As certainty includes a lot of advantages, the lack of interest in the world, too, is the result of certainty.
This is clear from a look at Imam ‘Ali's statements which follow:
"Certainty has piety as a result"
"Piety is the basis of certainty"
"One who is sure of the Doom's Day, will not be greedy for this world"
"Certainty is the best agent for lack of interest in this world"24

G) Trust and Reliance on Allah
One other result of certainty is the trust and reliance on Allah. Regarding this, Imam ‘Ali (as) says: "With
trust in Allah we reach certainty." He also says: "Trust in God stems from the strength of certainty."
That also has said, "The truth of belief exists in the trust in God."25
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""ﻤﺔوﻧﻮره ﺑﺎﻟﺤ
Wisdom is a truth which is taught by all Prophets.1 This is especially true in the case of our Prophet (S)
who has put wisdom on his instructive agenda:

289"َﺔﻤاﻟْﺤ وﺘَﺎبْ اﻟﻢﻬﻤّﻠﻌﻳ وﻴﻬِﻢﻛﺰﻳ"و
"…and teaches them the Book and the wisdom."
The holy Qur’an deﬁnes wisdom as the greatest divine asset, and emphasizes:

"290 اﻴﺮﺜا ﻛﺮ ﺧَﻴوﺗﺔَ ﻓَﻘَﺪْ اﻤ اﻟْﺤتﻮ ﻳﻦﻣ"و
"…and whoever is granted wisdom, he, in deed, is given a great good."
Finally, wisdom is introduced as the light of any wise and pious person’s heart: a heart with no wisdom is
deprived of divine light:
“Wisdom is the light of every heart”. 2

 ﻗَﻠْﺐﻞ ﻛﺔَ ﻧُﻮرﻤنﱠ اﻟﺤ""ا
It is for this very reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) orders his son to illuminate his heart with wisdom. With
regards to the special role of wisdom in Islam, it is necessary to delve into the truth behind wisdom and

its consequences:

What is Wisdom?
Hikmah or wisdom originally means "to arrive at rightousness by knowledge and reasoning." In the same
way that a horse is made tame by giving it a bridle (hakamah), man, too, by acquiring wisdom and by
arriving at the right through knowledge and reasoning, is saved from wrong-doing.3
Although in some traditions the word wisdom (hikmah) is interpreted to mean "knowledge in religion" and
in some other traditions it is taken to mean "understanding," and still in others it is taken to mean
"knowledge about Imams," with regards to the fact that the word "hikmah" in the Qur’an is used for
Luqman, who was not a prophet,4

294"َﺔﻤﺎنَ اﻟْﺤﻨَﺎ ﻟُﻘْﻤﻟَﻘَﺪْ آﺗَﻴ"و
"…and certainly we gave wisdom to Luqman"
And because of the fact that the Prophet (S) was appointed to call people to Islam through wisdom,
good exhortation, and appropriate debate,5 and it was not possible to invite people to Islam only through
verses of Qur’an (without using wisdom and reasoning), and also due to the fact that the Qur’an on
several occasions used the word "hikmah" after the word kitab (Book), this word it taken by some to
mean tradition, and by others philosophy or commandments or reasoning.6 We conclude that "hikmah"
does not mean the above interpretations singly; rather, each one of those interpretations deﬁnes only
one aspect of the word. Thus hikmah could mean: Any kind of realistic knowledge and insight which can
lead man in the dimensions of theoretical and practical philosophy, either through inspiration, ascetism
and piety, or through the justiﬁcation of the philosophy of commandments or the commandments
themselves, or in the dimensions of theoretical or practical philosophy.

The Consequences And Signs Of Wisdom And The Wise
As we said, "hikmah is the realistic insight which in the theoretical and practical philosophy is a guide for
man." Naturally, a person who has such great a capital enjoys the sublime human traits and is a perfect
human being.
But in the Qur’an and in the Islamic traditions some characteristics are emphasized, some of which
follow:
1. Hikmah is the source for salvation, steadiness and tranquility.7
2. Hikmah is the light for insight, scale for piety, and the result of honesty.8
3. Hikmah causes a man to fear God.9
4. Hikmah is a means to take advice from the events.10

5. Hikmah causes us not to have interest in this world.11
6. Hikmah is to accompany righteousness and to obey the rightful person.12
7. Hikmah is a guide to religion, it considers the slave more signiﬁcant than the free one, the poor more
excellent than the rich and the small more important than the elderly, and the miserable more signiﬁcant
than the kings.13
8. Hikmah is a means of protecting man from committing sins; it is an agent for human salvation.
9. The hakim (the wise man) is a person who is strong in the face of events; he is a guide to people.
Regarding this the Great Prophet (S) tells Imam ‘Ali (as): "If you become a means for God to lead one of
His obedient believers, then it is better for you than anything on which the sun shines from east to
west.14
10. The hakim is a dignitary in the eyes of people.15
11. The hakim cures the poor and endows virtues.16
12. The hakim compensates bad behaviors with good ones17
13. The hakim does not quarrel with superiors and does not belittle his inferiors; he does not give away
what he does not own. His tongue is in harmony with his heart, and his speech is not in opposition with
his action; he does not say anything on the issues which he does not have information about. He will not
desert his responsibilities when he is in a plight.18
14. The hakim obeys his superiors, respects his equals, and uses justice with his inferiors.19
15. The hakim is more elegant than others in personality, more patient in forgiveness, and more speedy
in pardoning and more open in ethics.20
16. The hakim is impatient to add up to his Hikmah.21
17. The hakim does not ask ungenerous people for help.22
18. The hakim does not take delight in the praising of an ignorant person.23
19. If he has to treat a person he does not like, the hakim will tolerate him.24
20. The hakim knows himself.25
21. The hakim is near to the position of prophethood.26

The Agents Of The Development Of Wisdom And Its Hindrances
Since the creation and Divine affairs are based on the principle of cause and effect, God's generosity is
dependent on the capacity of the receiver. This is because God is "the most generous of the generous
ones" and He is not jealous.27
Thus, some people such as Luqman are given wisdom because of their existence structure and
excellent morals and their humane feelings. Some others, however, are deprived of it because they lack
the fundamental requirements. The following factors are signiﬁcant to possess wisdom:

1. God-Wariness:
God-wariness is a kind of spiritual God-fearing state in man's soul that forces him to stay away from

committing sins and to carry out his tasks. It has different characteristics, one of which is "realistic insight
and wisdom".
The Holy Qur’an says:

"ﻗَﺎﻧًﺎ ﻓُﺮﻢَ ﻟﻞﻌﺠ ﻳﻪنْ ﺗَﺘﱠﻘُﻮا اﻟﻨُﻮا ا آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﻳﺎ ا"ﻳ
"O you who believe! If you are careful of your duty to Allah, He will grant you a distinction."28
As you see, the evolution of the power to distinguish right from wrong, which is called "the realistic
insight and wisdom," is, according to Qur’an, the result of God-wariness.
And from the verse 282, Surah al-Baqarah “…and be careful of your duty to Allah, Allah teaches
you" we can realize that God-wariness has a deep effect in our recognition and in the increase of our
learning and knowledge.
The cause and effect relation of God-wariness and wisdom may also be understood from the Prophet's
statement:

"ُﺔﻤﻢ اﻟﺤ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑﻞﻢ ﺗَﺤ اَﻫﻮاﺋﻠﻢ ﻋﺪُوا اَﻧﻔُﺴﺎﻫ"ﺟ
"Struggle against your whims and wishes so that wisdom may enter your hearts."
Abul Fath Bosti, the poet and writer of the fourth century in one of his poems emphasizes the close
relation of God-wariness and wisdom in the following words:
“There are two things which have taken milk from one breast: wisdom and God-wariness. There are
also two things which live in one place, they are: wealth and aggression”.29
In Bihar al-Anwar, al-Majlisi mentions: "Luqman was asked by somebody if he was a slave of such and
such a family. He answered that he was. Then he was asked what factors gave him the status he had
then. He answered: “Honesty in speech, returning the deposits people had with me, leaving aside what
did not concern me, lowering my gaze, controlling my tongue and not eating illegally-obtained food. One
who does not do these things is below me and one who does more than this is superior to me. And one
who acts on these, is like me."30

2. Sincerity
By sincerity is meant "not to associate any god with Allah, and to carry out one's duties for His pleasure,

and not for fear of punishment or to attain His rewards31, and not for fear of other people's praise or
blame."32 Sincerity has numerous beneﬁts and advantages. One of them is the evolution and growth of
wisdom in the sincere believer's heart and his alertness towards affairs. In the books of traditions, there
is one tradition reported from the Prophet (S) in different shapes:
"Anybody who puriﬁes himself,33 - or his actions,34 or his faith35 or his worship - for God, for 40 days,
God will let him be aware of his pains and their remedies and let the springs of wisdom ﬂow from his
heart to his tongue:

ﻟ اﻦ ﻗَﻠﺒِﻪ ﻣﺔﻤ اﻟﺤﻨَﺎﺑِﻴﻊت ـ ﻳﺮت ـ ﺟﺮﺎﺣﺎً ﻇَﻬﺒ ﺻﻴﻦﻌﻪ اَر ﺑ ﻟ اَﺧﻠَﺺﻦ"ﻣ
326 "ﻪﺎﻧﺴﻟ
Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated:

ﺮﺎﺋﺼ اﻟﺒﻴﺮصِ ﺗَﺴﺘَﻨﺧﻼ اﻻﻨﺪَ ﺗَﺤﻘُﻖﻋ
"When sincerity is achieved, insights become clearly apparent"36
The reason why God-wariness and sincerity increase realism in man and let him know the truth behind
the affairs is that: A sin acts like dust and black smoke. In the same way that in a space full of dirt and
smoke it is impossible to see properly, the thought space of sinners and unbelief acts in the same
manner.37
As long as this pollution of sins lingers above us, we may not see the truth. But when, through Godwariness and sincerity, this dust and dirt become extinct and thought space become clear, the bride of
reality manifests herself and man can get the truth and the springs of wisdom will ﬂow from his heart
towards his tongue. Imam Sadiq (as) has said:

"ِﻤﻮاتﻮتِ اﻟﺴَﻠ ﻣﻟوا ا ﻟَﻨَﻈَﺮم آدﻨ ﻗُﻠُﻮبِ ﺑﻮلﻮنَ ﺣﻮﻣﺤ ﻳﻴﻦ"ﻟَﻮﻻ اَنﱠ اﻟﺸﱠﻴﺎﻃ
"If the Satans did not hover above men's hearts, they would see the Heaven's kingdom"38
Regarding this, the Prophet (S) says:

"ﻊﻤﺎ أﺳﻌﺘُﻢ ﻣﻤﺳى وﺎ أرأﻳﺘُﻢ ﻣﻢ ﻟَﺮِ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑ ﻓﺗَﻤﺮِﻳﺞﻢ وﻼﻣ ﻛ ﻓﻴﺮﺜَ"ﻟَﻮﻻ ﺗ

"If it were not for your excessive speech and the disorder in your hearts, you would see what I see and
you would hear what I hear."39
In describing the traits of the devotees of God, Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes this truth: "Such a devotee
enlivened his intellect and killed (the desires of) his soul until his large body became slender and his
coarseness became ﬁne. An illuminating light shone in his existence, making the way clear for him and
taking him on the (divine) path. The doors (on the path) propelled him to the door of safety and the
abode of permanence. With the tranquility of his body, his feet stood ﬁrm in the station of peace and
ease, because of that in which he had employed his heart and pleased His Lord”.40

3. Sparing In Eating And Drinking And Piety
Among the factors of evolution of wisdom in man are the pious morals and eating little. Regarding this,
the Prophet (S) sermonized Abu Dharr by saying: "Anybody in this world who adopted piety, God has
implanted the tree of wisdom in his heart; and God made his tongue eloquent and made him aware of
the faults of this world and remedies to its calamities and sent him from here to the Hereafter"41 And
God, on the night of ascension to heaven exhorting the Prophet, said, "When My obedient subject keeps
his stomach empty, and keeps his tongue, I will teach him wisdom."42
On the contrary, lack of piety, lack of sincerity, too much interest in the world, gluttony, haughtiness,
anger and indulging in lust, take away man’s ability to enjoy wisdom. Regarding this, Imam ‘Ali (as) has
said, "Gluttony spoils wisdom and hinders cleverness."43 Elsewhere he has also said, "Wisdom does not
arrive unless man stops committing sins. Lust and wisdom do not match."44
Elsewhere Imam ‘Ali (as) has said, as well: "A man defeated by anger and lust will not enjoy wisdom."45
In short: When man's heart is lit with piety and is irrigated by ethical virtues, it will enjoy the sweet fruit of
knowledge and wisdom. If man's heart is contaminated with sins, it will lack insight and wisdom46 as
Imam Hadi (as) has said.

People's Duty Towards Wisdom And The Wise
Since wisdom is the most delicate and the greatest capital of life here and in the Hereafter, it is crucial
that people in acquiring it put forth lots of attempt. It might be that acquiring wisdom could be hard or the
person possessing it is not descent.
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ﻦﺆﻣ ﻣﻞﺎﻟﱠﺔُ ﻛﺔَ ﺿﻤنﱠ اﻟﺤﺎﻧَﺖ ﻓَﺎ ﻛّﺔَ اَﻧﻤ"ﺧُﺬ اﻟﺤ
"Take wisdom from wherever it may be, for wisdom is the lost property of every believer."47

He has also said,

"ﻖﻨﺎﻓ اﻟﻤاهﻦ اَﻓْﻮﻟَﻮ ﻣﺎ و ﻓَﺨُﺬْﻫﻦﺆﻣ ﻣﻞﺎﻟﱠﺔُ ﻛﺔُ ﺿﻤ"اﻟﺤ
"Wisdom is the lost property of every believer; take it, even if it be from the mouths of hypocrites.”48
He has said as well,

"ﻦ ﻗَﺎل ﻣﻟﻻ ﺗَﻨﻈُﺮ ا وﺎ ﻗَﺎل ﻣﻟاﻧﻈُﺮ اﺎ وﻦ اَﺗﺎكَ ﺑِﻬﻤﺔَ ﻣﻤ"ﺧُﺬ اﻟﺤ
"Receive wisdom from anybody who offers it to you. Look at what one said, not at who said it."49
He has, as well, said,

"ﺎاﻫﻠَﻬﺎ و ﺑِﻬﻖﻮﻧُﻮا اَﺣَﺸْﺮِكِ ﺗﻨﺪَ اﻟﻤﻟَﻮ ﻋﺎ وﻮﻫﻦ ﻓَﺎﻃﻠﺒﺆﻣﺎﻟﱠﺔُ اﻟﻤﺔُ ﺿﻤ"اﻟﺤ
"Wisdom is the lost property of every believer; so seek it, even from the polytheist, for you are more
entitled to it and worthy of it.”50
The Prophet (S) has said,

" ﺑِﻬﺎﻖ اَﺣﻮﺪَﻫﺎ ﻓَﻬﺟ وﻴﺚ ﻓَﺤﻦﺆﻣﺎﻟﱠﺔُ اﻟﻤﺔُ ﺿﻤ"اﻟﺤ
"Wisdom is the lost property of the believer. Wherever he can ﬁnd it, he is more worthy of it".51

:He also has said

"ﺪَﻫﺎﺟ وﻴﺚﺎ ﺣﺄﺧُﺬُﻫ ﻳﻦﺆﻣﺎﻟﱠﺔُ اﻟﻤﺔُ ﺿﻤ"اﻟﺤ
"Wisdom is the lost property of the believer. He should take it wherever he ﬁnds it."52

As we observe in the above expressions, the leaders of religion have interpreted wisdom as "the lost
property of a believer." It is clear, when a man has lost something, he will look everywhere for it and
even will endanger his life if that item is worthwhile. Wherever he sees it, he will take it.
In the same way, Hikmah (wisdom) is the reception of truth and realistic insight. Since this is the most
complex issue and the dissension of the 72 sects occurs because they have not found out the truth, and
because of this they are among those who have gone astray, we should ask God in each prayer to keep
us on the right path and as the Prophet (S) has said: “O my Lord, make me know things as they are (i.e.
the realities of things)!” And in this way we ask God to let us ﬁnd our lost property.

Some Aspects Of Luqman’s Personality And Wisdom
The historians are not unanimous as to the status of Luqman. Was he a Prophet? When did he live?
Nobody knows for sure. Most of the historians are of the belief that Luqman was a ugly-looking man
from Nubia (in the Northern part of Sudan between Ethiopia and Egypt), living at the time of the Prophet
David. Because of his noble thoughts, God gave him highest degree of wisdom. It is narrated from the
Prophet (S) who said, "I rightfully say Luqman was not a Prophet, but he was a thoughtful obedient
servant of God. He had strong faith and certainty. He loved God and God loved him, too. That is why he
received the asset of wisdom from God. Luqman was sleeping when suddenly heard: ‘O Luqman, do
you want to be God’s representative on earth so that you may judge among people’?
Luqman replied: ‘If God gives me option, I will not accept such a huge responsibility. But if He orders me
to do so, I will whole-heartedly accept because I know if I accept such a task, He will help me not to go
astray.’
The angels, whom he couldn’t see, asked Luqman: Why?
He answered: “It is the most hazardous job to judge between people. For a judge it is a formidable job. If
a person is protected by God, he is saved and if he does not go the right path, he will lose the way to
paradise.
A person who is ashamed here but raises his head in the Hereafter is better than a person who keeps
his head high here, but is ashamed in the Hereafter. A man who sells the Hereafter for this world will
have neither here nor there”.
The angels were surprised at Luqman’s reasoning. Luqman said this and fell asleep. God put the light of
wisdom in his heart. When he awoke, he started talking wisely. He helped David with his wisdom. David
told him, "I envy you Luqman. Now you have passed your test"53
Thus, because of Luqman’s obedience to God, he received the treasure of wisdom. God named one of
the Surahs of Qur’an after him. In that surah God put some of Luqman’s advice to his children. One of
which is the following:

"ﻴﻢﻈ ﻋﺮكَ ﻟﻈُﻠﻢّنﱠ اﻟﺸﻪ ا ﻻ ﺗُﺸﺮِك ﺑﺎﻟﻨ ﻳﺎ ﺑﻈُﻪﻌذ ﻗﺎل ﻟﻘﻤﺎنُ ﻹﺑﻨﻪ وﻫﻮ ﻳ"وا
“And when Luqman said to his son while he admonished him: O my son! do not associate aught
with Allah; most surely polytheism is a grievous iniquity” [Qur’an 31:13]

 ﻓواتِ اﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴ ﻓو اةﺨْﺮ ﺻ ﻓﻦَلٍ ﻓَﺘد ﺧَﺮﻦ ﻣﺔﺒ ﺣﺜْﻘَﺎلنْ ﺗَﻚُ ﻣﺎ اﻧﱠﻬ اَﻨﺎ ﺑﻳ
ِوفﺮﻌ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻤﺮﻣاةَ وَ اﻟﺼﻢﻗ اَﻨﺎ ﺑ ﻳ. ﺧَﺒِﻴﺮﻴﻒ ﻟَﻄﻪنﱠ اﻟ ۚ اﻪﺎ اﻟتِ ﺑِﻬﺎضِ ﻳرا
ﺮﻌ ﺗُﺼ و.ِﻮرﻣ امﺰ ﻋﻦﻚَ ﻣنﱠ ذَٰﻟﻚَ ۖ اﺎﺑﺻﺎ ا ﻣَﻠ ﻋﺒِﺮاﺻﺮِ وْﻨ اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻋاﻧْﻪو
.ٍﺨْﺘَﺎلٍ ﻓَﺨُﻮر ﻣﻞ ﻛﺐﺤ ﻳ ﻪنﱠ اﻟﺎ ۖ اﺣﺮضِ ﻣر اﺶِ ﻓ ﺗَﻤﻠﻨﱠﺎسِ وﺧَﺪﱠكَ ﻟ
ِﻴﺮﻤ اﻟْﺤتﻮاتِ ﻟَﺼﻮﺻ اﺮْﻧنﱠ اﻚَ ۚ اﺗﻮ ﺻﻦ ﻣﺾاﻏْﻀﺸْﻴِﻚَ و ﻣﺪْ ﻓاﻗْﺼو
“O my son! Surely if it is the very weight of the grain of a mustard-seed, even though it is in (the
heart of) rock, or (high above) in the heaven or (deep down) in the earth, Allah will bring it to
light; Surely Allah is Knower of subtleties, Aware.
O my son! Keep up prayer and enjoin the good and forbid the evil, and bear patiently that which
befalls you; surely these acts require courage. And do not turn your face away from people in
contempt, nor go about in the land exulting overmuch; surely Allah does not love any selfconceited boaster. And pursue the right course in your going about and lower your voice; surely
the most hateful of voices is braying of the asses” [Qur’an 31:16-18].

Other Aspects Of Luqman's Wisdom:
Although there are ample references to Luqman's wisdom in the books and in the poems of the past
poets, we will present here some aspects of his wisdom as narrated in the books of traditions:
a) “O my son! Do not let your heart be concerned with people's pleasure, and their praise or blame. A
person will attain nothing from that although he may make the utmost efforts in it.” His son said, “Father,
what does this mean? I would like to see some examples of it in words or deeds.” Luqman replied: “Let
us go out”. They went out together with one animal to ride on. Luqman rode on the animal leaving his
son to walk behind him. They passed a group of people who said: “This old man is hard-hearted, with
little compassion. He rides the animal although he is stronger than the boy, and he makes the boy walk
behind him! This is an evil arrangement!”
Luqman told his son: “Did you hear them, and their censure of my riding and your walking”? He said:
“Yes, I did”.

Then Luqman told his son: “Now you ride, my son, and I will walk”. So the son rode the animal and
Luqman walked. They passed another group of people who said: “An evil father and an evil son! The
father has not trained his son. The son rides while the father walks behind him, whereas the father is
more worthy of respect and of riding the animal. As for the son, he has been disrespectful to his father
because of this. Therefore, both of them are wrong-doers”!
Luqman asked his son: “Did you hear”? He replied: “Yes”.
Then Luqman said: “Let us both ride on the animal”. They both mounted the animal and passed by a
group of people who said: “There is no mercy in the hearts of these two riders and God will not bless
them. They are breaking the back of the animal by overloading it. It was better for one of them to walk
and one to ride”.
Luqman asked his son: “Did you hear”? He said: “Yes”.
Then Luqman said: "Let us both dismount and let the animal walk without a rider”. They drove the animal
on before them while they walked. They passed a group of people who said: “How strange these two
are! They have an animal, but they walk”. They blamed these two for that, just as others had blamed
them previously. Then Luqman said to his son: “Can you make people pleased with you? Thus, do not
pay any attention to them; rather, occupy yourself with God's pleasure. That will be a source of
prosperity both here and in the Hereafter".54
b) My son! I learned seven thousand pieces of wisdom. You memorize only four of them and you may
enter the paradise with me. Strengthen your ship since the sea ahead of you is deep; lighten the load of
your sins since you have a rough course ahead of you; increase your provisions since you have a long
journey; have sincerity in your actions since the accountant is sharp."55
c) My son! If you doubt death, take sleep away from yourself; you will not be able to do that. If you doubt
the Day of Resurrection, take wakefulness away from yourself; and you cannot do this. When you think
over these issues, you will understand that your soul is in the hand of One other than you. Sleep is only
in the same position as death and awakening after sleep is like resurrection after death.56
d) My son! The world is a deep sea in which an immense number of people are drowned. Use your faith
in God as your ship in this sea; let trust in God be your sails; let your provision be God-wariness; if you
cross this sea safely, it is because of God's Mercy, and if you are destroyed, it is because of your own
sins.57
e) O my son! Be fearful of God to such an extent that if you go before Him on the Day of Judgment with
all the good that jinn and men have performed, you still fear He may punish you; and hope from God to
such an extent that if you come before Him on the Day of Judgment having committed the sins of all jinn
and men, you still hope that He will forgive you.58
f) O my son! Everything has a sign by which it is recognized:
For religion there are three signs: knowledge, faith and acting on it.

For faith there are three signs: faith in God, His Books and His Prophets.
For a scholar there are three signs: knowledge of God, of what He has made obligatory and what He
dislikes.
For one who labours (according to God’s commands) there are three signs: prayer, fasting and zakat
(statutory Islamic levy on speciﬁed items to be used for Muslims' welfare).
For a Mutakallif (a person who is not qualiﬁed for a job, but accepts it anyway) there are three signs: he
quarrels with his superiors: he tells things he does not know; and he tries to do something he is not
qualiﬁed for.
For a wrongdoer there are three signs: He wrongs his superiors through disobedience; he wrongs his
inferiors through overcoming them, and he aids other wrongdoers.
For the sinner there are three signs: he is treacherous, he lies, and he acts in opposition to his words.
For a hypocrite there are three signs: his tongue contradicts his heart, his heart contradicts his actions
and his outer self contradicts his inner self.
For an envious person there are three signs: He backbites in one's absence, ﬂatters in one's presence
and rejoices in the misfortunes of others.
For a squanderer there are three signs: He sells things that are not his; wears what is not his, and eats
what is not his.
For a lazy person there are three signs: He procrastinates affairs so much that he is neglectful; he is
neglectful until he is wasteful and he is wasteful until he sins.
For a heedless one there are three signs: negligence, diversion and forgetfulness.59
g) My son! Be aware when you are stand before God tomorrow you will be asked about three things:
About your youth and in what you wore it out;
About your life, in what you spent it;
About your wealth, how you earned it and in what you spent it. So make yourself ready for such a day
and prepare yourself for the answers.
Do not regret what you have lost in this world, because if you have little, it will not last, and if you have
much, it is vulnerable. Therefore be vigilant and strive in your work and draw aside the curtain of
negligence and perform the heavenly duties and renew repentance in your heart and get ready to depart
this life before death comes to you and before there is a space between you and what you wish to do.60
h) My son! Do not postpone repentance because death will arrive unexpectedly; Do not rejoice at death;
do not make fun of one afﬂicted, and do not refuse to do a good deed.
My son! Be trustworthy so that you may live free of need. Adopt God-wariness as a trade, proﬁts will
come to you without capital. When you sin, pay alms since it puriﬁes the consequences of it.
My son! Exhortation is difﬁcult for a foolish person, in the same way that mountain-climbing is difﬁcult for
the old.
My son! Do not be sorry for a person whom you have wronged; but be sorry for evil you have commited

against yourself. When your power induces you to wrong others, do not forget God's power over you.
My son! Learn from the learned what you do not know and teach people what you know.61
My son! Fall on your knees in front of the scholars for the acquisition of knowledge and learning. Do not
quarrel with them. Let your world be a means to gain the Hereafter for you. But do not put this world
aside completely because you will then be dependent on others. And do not care for this world to the
degree that you ruin the Hereafter.
My son! If you get educated in your childhood, you will beneﬁt from it at adulthood. And anyone who
decides to learn will put forth the energy necessary. And anybody who wants education will try for it and
will tolerate the hardships.62
My son! Make a thousand friends, and a thousand is little; but do not make one enemy, for one is too
much.63
My son! Avoid being depressed, bad-tempered and impatient, because man can not rely on himself with
these traits; be patient in your works; in helping your brethren, be strong and treat people amicably.64
i) Luqman was once asked: “Who are the worst people”? He answered: “Those who do not care that
people consider them to be evil-doers”. Then Luqman was told: “How ugly is your face”! He replied:
“Are you ﬁnding fault with the painting or the painter”?65 [By painter is meant the Creator].
j) Luqman's master told him: “Slaughter a sheep and bring me its two best parts”. So he brought him the
heart and the tongue (of the sheep).
Luqman' master told him another day: “Go slaughter a sheep and bring me its two worst parts. Luqman
once again brought the tongue and the heart.
Luqman's master asked: How can the heart and tongue be the best and the worst parts at the same
time? He answered:

"ﺜﺎذَا ﺧَﺒ ا ﺷَﻴﺚاﺧﺒﺎ وذَا ﻃَﺎﺑ ا ﺷَﻴﺐﺎ اَﻃﻴﻤ"اﻧﱠﻬ
“They are the best if they are good, and they are the worst, if they are bad”.66
k) There are three things which are only recognized at three times: a patient man is only recognized at
the time of anger; a brave man is only recognized at war; and you do not recognize your brother except
when you need him.67
l) There are three things the possession of which will entail a perfect faith: A person who does not
neglect God's pleasure when he is satisﬁed and happy; he who does not disregard justice at the time of
anger; and he who does not take what he does not deserve at the time of his power. When you want to
make friends with anybody, make him angry at ﬁrst. If he did not disregard justice at the time of anger,
then take him as a friend; or else, leave him.68

m) There are four things which a person should perform personally although he is a prince or a
dignitary: rising to show respect to his father, entertaining the guest, sitting on a horse, and helping the
world.69
We will end this section by reporting a tradition from Imam Sadiq (as) which is an answer to Hammad's
question about Luqman and his wisdom:
Imam Sadiq (as) said, "I swear by God that God gave Luqman wisdom not for his wealth, or family or
strength or beauty. He was given wisdom because he was strong in worshipping God, God-fearing,
silent, tranquil, with profound insight, a deep thinker, keen-sighted and in no need of admonition. He
never slept during the day. Nobody saw him answering the call of nature or bathing because of his
extreme modesty. He never laughed at anything for fear of sinning. He was never angry and never joked
with anyone. He did not rejoice at anything he received of this world and did not grieve over anything of
this world. He married women and had many children most of whom died in their childhood, but he did
not weep for any one of them.
He never passed by two people who were arguing or ﬁghting without reconciling them, and he did not
leave them until they had made peace with one another He never heard any speech that he liked without
asking for its explanation and about who said it. He would frequently sit in the company of scholars and
the wise ones. He would come upon the judges and kings; he would pity the judges for what they were
afﬂicted with and have mercy on the kings and rulers for their beguilement from God, and their being
content with that. He used to learn things which made him defeat his desires and with it would guard
himself from Satan. He would treat his heart with contemplation and coax his soul with admonition. He
did not enter into any matter that did not concern him. It was for these reasons that God gave him
wisdom..."70
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""ﻪ ﺑﺬﻛﺮ اﻟﻤﻮتّوذَﻟ
In this phrase of his letter (section 9), Imam ‘Ali (as) points out that man should not be involved in this
transitory life; rather, he should have in mind that his living here is not permanent: in the near future he
has to leave this house for the eternal one. And if he is doubtful, let him study the cases of his friends
and relatives and see that this world was not loyal to them. They left every thing here and were housed
in a house in a strange district. He should realize that this, sooner or later, shall happen to him. He
should not sell the Hereafter for the present world.
Although Imam ‘Ali (as) mentioned this issue at the beginning of his letter, the principle of repetition in
educational matters is useful. Imam has used this technique in his letter.

Remembrance Of Death
When a person is involved in his daily affairs and he neglects death and the eternal life, he gets ready
for engaging in all sorts of sins and wrong-doing and surrenders to the temptations of Satan and to the
whims and desires of his self. The most signiﬁcant factor which could tame his aggressive self is the
remembrance of Death and the instability of this world and the events of the next world.
In fact, if we pay attention, we will see that sooner or later death will overcome a person and he will be
put in the grave and his limbs will disintegrate and turn into earth. He will cut his relations with his

wealth, children, house and the world as such. He will, pretty soon, be forgotten as if he had not been
living. But he is responsible now for what he had done before. Now he wishes he had never been born
to take this burden of sins on his shoulders.
For this very reason it is emphasized in the Islamic traditions to remember death. The Prophet of Islam
has said:

ِﺮَ اﻟﺘَﻔﻞاﻓﻀﻮتِ و اﻟﻤ ذِﻛﺮةﺎدِﺒ اﻟﻌﻞاﻓﻀﻮتِ و اﻟﻤ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ذِِﻛﺮﻫﺪِ ﻓ اﻟﺰﻞ"اَﻓﻀ
"ﻨﱠﺔﺎضِ اﻟﺠﻦ رِﻳﺔً ﻣوﺿ رهﺪَ ﻗَﺒﺮﺟﻮتِ و اﻟﻤﺮ ذِﻛﻦ اَﺛﻘَﻠَﻪ ﻓَﻤ،ِﻮت اﻟﻤﺮذِﻛ
"The best asceticism in this world is the remembrance of death; the best worship is the remembrance of
death, and the best contemplation is the remembrance of death. One on whom the remembrance of
death weighs heavily, will ﬁnd his grave to be one of the gardens of Paradise."1
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

 ِﻔَﺮﺮوا ﻣ اﻟﺸﱠﺘَﺎتِ اذْﻛاﻋداتِ و اﻟﺸﱠﻬﻮﺺّﻨَﻐﻣ اﻟﱠﻠﺬّاتِ وﺎدِمﺮوا ﻫذْﻛ"ا
ق
"ِاﻟﺸَﺘَﺎت وﻴﻦﺆذِنَ ﺑِﺎﻟﺒاﻟﻤﺎتِ و اﻟﻤﻨﺴﻴﺪﻧﻣﺎتِ وﻴﻣﻨﺪَ اﻻﺒﺎﻋﻣﺎتِ وﺎﻋﻤاﻟﺠ
"Remember the destroyer of pleasures, the terminator of desires, the inviter to separations. Remember
the disperser of groups, the remover of hopes, the one that draws near what is to be forgotten, the
announcer of partings and dispersions."2
Imam Sadiq (as) has said:

 ي اﻟﻘَﻠﻘَﻮﻳ و اﻟﻐَﻔﻠَﺔﻨَﺎﺑِﺖ ﻣﻘﻄَﻊﻳ اﻟﻨﱠﻔﺲِ وﻮاتِ ﻓ اﻟﺸﱠﻬﻴﺖﻤﻮتِ ﻳ اﻟﻤ"ذِِﻛﺮ
ﺐ
" اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎﺮّﻘﺤﻳﺮصِ و اﻟﺤ ﻧَﺎرﻄﻔﻳﻮى و اﻟﻬم اَﻋﻼﺮﺴﻳ وﻊ اﻟﻄَﺒﺮقﻪ و ﻳﺪِ اﻟﻮاﻋﺑِﻤ
"The remembrance of death kills desires in the soul, cuts off the sources of heedlessness and
strengthens the heart through God's promises; it softens the temperament, breaks the sign-posts of
whims, puts out the ﬁre of greed and makes the world appear miserable and worthless."3
It is also narrated from Imam ‘Ali (as) his saying:

"ﻪﺪَي اﻟ ﻳﻴﻦﻢ ﺑﺎﻣﻴﻗﻮرِ و اﻟﻘُﺒﻦﻢ ﻣِوﺟ ﺧُﺮﻮمﻳﻮتِ و اﻟﻤﺮوا ذِﻛﺮ"اَﻛﺜ
"Remember death frequently, and the day you will be resurrected from the graves and your standing
before God; this remembrance will ease your disasters."4
The Prophet (S) has said:

"ًﻴﻨﺎﻤﺎ ﺳﻨﻬﺎ اَﻛﻠﺘُﻢ ﻣﻮنَ ﻣﺎ ﺗَﻌﻠَﻤﻮتِ ﻣ اﻟﻤﻦ ﻣﻢﻬﺎﺋ"ﻟَﻮ ﺗَﻌﻠَﻢ اﻟﺒ
"If animals knew what we know of death, you would never eat a fat animal."5
Once a man’s name was mentioned in the presence of the Prophet (S) and he was praised. The Prophet
(S) asked: “Did he remember death”? The attendants answered: “We don't remember him saying
anything about death”. The Prophet (S) said: “Then he is not to be praised”.6
The Prophet was asked:

ﻢ ذِﻛﺮاً ﻟﻠﻤﻮتﻫ اﻛﺜﺮ:ﻪ؟ ﻓﻘﺎل اﻟﻨﺎس ﻳﺎ رﺳﻮل اﻟم اﻟﻨﺎس واﻛﺮﺲﻦ اﻛﻴ"ﻣ
"ﻢ اﺳﺘﻌﺪاداً ﻟﻪ اوﻟﺌﻚ ﻫﻢ اﻻﻛﻴﺎس ذﻫﺒﻮا ﺑﺸﺮف اﻟﺪﻧﻴﺎ وﻛﺮاﻣﺔ اﻵﺧﺮةواﺷﺪﱠﻫ
“O Messenger of Allah, who are the cleverest people”? He answered: “Those who are the most frequent
in the remembrance of death and the ﬁrmest in readiness for it - those are clever ones who have taken
the honor of this world and the favours of the Hereafter."7
It is also narrated from the Prophet (S) that he said, "One who does not take a lesson from death and
does not remember his misery and long stay in the grave and his bewilderment on the Day of Judgment,
is not prosperous. Anybody in this world who does not care for death will be inﬂicted with sorrows in this
world and anybody whose remembrance of death is good in this world is prosperous"8
There are two groups of people regarding death:
The ﬁrst group severely escapes the remembrance of death and these are people who do not believe in
the Hereafter and whose behavior in the world has been indecent. They know that by death they will get
deprived of what they have.
Imam al-Husayn (as) was once asked: “Why are we frightened of death and are not interested in it”?
Imam answered: “Because you have destroyed your Hereafter but have constructed your world. That is
why you are frightened to move from ﬂourishing condition to ruined condition".

The second group includes those who do not fear death. These are people who believe in the Hereafter
and its assets, who have acted in accordance with the commands of God, who believe that by breaking
the cage of the body here, they will enjoy God's blessings in the Hereafter. Thus, they not only do not
fear death, but also consider it sweeter than honey.9 They repeat the following:
Tell death to come to me if it is a man,
Till I embrace him very closely;
I'll receive an eternal life from him,
He'll receive from me colored clothing
Kill me; kill me, O Great one,
For in your killing there is life.
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ﻮت اﻟﻤﻦﺆﻣ ﺗُﺤﻔَﺔُ اﻟﻤﻞ"اَﻓﻀ
"The best gift for a believer is death"10
Imam Sadiq (as) has said:

ﻟ اﺷﺘَﺎقﻦ ا ﻣﻚَ اﺷﺘَﺎقﺬﻟﻟ وﻴﻦﺠﺮِﻣﻼكُ اﻟﻤﻫ وﻴﻦﺼﺨﻠﺎةُ اﻟﻤﻮتِ ﻧَﺠ اﻟﻤ"ﻓ
ﻦﻣ وهﻘﺎء ﻟﻪ اﻟﺐﻪ اَﺣ اﻟﻘﺎء ﻟﺐﻦ اﺣ ﻣ:( )ص اﻟﻨَﺒ ﻗَﺎل.ﺮِهﻦ ﻛ ﻣﺮِهﻛﻮتِ واﻟﻤ
"هﻘﺎء ﻟﻪ اﻟﺮِهﻪ ﻛ اﻟﻘﺎء ﻟﺮِهﻛ
“In death lies the salvation of the sincere ones and the destruction of the evildoers. For this reason,
some love death and others dislike it. The Great Prophet (S) has said: One who loves meeting God, God
loves meeting him; and one who dislikes meeting God, God dislikes meeting him."11
With a concern to what we have so far said, we will appreciate the educational value of Imam ‘Ali's
statement that: Make you heart submissive with the remembrance of death.
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""ره ﺑﺎﻟﻔﻨﺎءوﻗﺮ
Although a man may get involved in the remembrance of death, he may not be serious; neither may he
be convinced. In this case, this remembrance will not be instructive. This is true in the case of those
corrupted people who verbally remember death, but deep inside they are not ready to embrace death.
For this reason, after his previous command concerning making the heart submissive, Imam ‘Ali
emphasized that we should convince our hearts that this world is not eternal. This very conviction makes
man ready for the voyage towards the Hereafter.
Imam, concerning this, has said, "Anybody who believes that one day death will separate him from his
friends, that he will be put in the grave, that he will have to account the Day of Judgment for what he has
done, that the wealth here will not help him out; and that what he has sent in advance will be of value,
should shorten his desires and lengthen the amount of his work."
This very stage of confession and conviction has made some wonder: How is it possible for a man to
believe in death and the exact accounting for in the Doomsday and be happy at the same time?

"حﻔْﺮ ﻳﻦ اﻳﻘﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﺤﺴﺎبِ ﻛﻴﻒﻤ ﻟﺠِﺒﺖﺤﻚُ ﻋﻀ ﻳﻦ اﻳﻘﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻮتِ ﻛﻴﻒﻤ ﻟﺠِﺒﺖ"ﻋ
“I wonder at one who is certain of death – how does he laugh? I wonder at one who is certain of the
reckoning – how is he joyful?”

""ﺮه ﻓﺠﺎﻳﻊ اﻟﺪﻧﻴﺎﺼو ﺑ
Man selects a shelter for living which is safe from hazards and where the hardships will not threaten him;
or else it is foolish to dwell in a place where you are not safe.
Some, however, are involved in the life here and have forgotten the statements of Imam ‘Ali (as) who

has said: "This world is a house engulfed in disasters; it is famous for its deceits; it is changing all the
time; it is not a safe place to dwell in; security is inconceivable in it. Its dwellers are always a target for its
arrows of misfortune.
Thus, my son! Always remember the disasters of this world so that you will not live there negligently and
wrongly assume that it is eternal!!

” واﻻﻳﺎم“ وﺣﺬّره ﺻﻮﻟﺔ اﻟﺪﻫﺮ وﻓﺤﺶ ﺗﻘﻠﺐ اﻟﻠﻴﺎﻟ
Man is always confronted with unexpected and unfavorable events of the world: Sometimes disease,
death, and misery of your beloved ones, and at other times, poverty, deprivation and depression,
sometimes the corruption of people and at times failure, inability and disloyalty of your friends. Although
most of these unpleasant events are unexpected, the hemlock is the poison which should be drunk
anyhow. A wise man, being at the mercy of so many deplorable events, should make himself ready, and
if possible stop their occurrence and try to face them determinedly.
O my dear friend! Think of the ups and downs of life,
Think of the ways to stay strong if deprived of the provisions;
A breeze might disturb the book of time,
Think of the turning over the pages of your life-book by Day and Night.

13. Present to it (your heart) the reports of the past ones, and remind it of what befell the earlier
ones before you. Travel in their lands and (among) their ruins, and see what they did, from what
they have moved away, and where they arrived at and settled. You will ﬁnd them having moved
away from their loved ones and having inhabited an alien abode and (it is) as if you will soon
become like one of them.

ﺮه ﺑﻤﺎ اﺻﺎب ﻣﻦ ﻛﺎن ﻗﺒﻠﻚ ﻣﻦ اﻷوﻟﻴﻦ“و اﻋﺮض ﻋﻠﻴﻪ اﺧﺒﺎر اﻟﻤﺎﺿﻴﻦ وذﻛ
 ﻓﺎﻧﻚ ﺗﺠﺪﻫﻢ، واﻳﻦ ﺣﻠّﻮ وﻧﺰﻟﻮا،ﺎ اﻧﺘﻘﻠﻮا ﻓﺎﻧﻈﺮ ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﻓﻌﻠﻮا وﻋﻤ، دﻳﺎرﻫﻢﺮ ﻓوﺳ
”ﺔ وﺣﻠّﻮ دار اﻟﻐﺮﺑﺔ وﻛﺄﻧﻚ ﻋﻦ ﻗﻠﻴﻞ ﻗﺪ ﺻﺮت ﻛﺎﺣﺪﻫﻢﻗﺪ اﻧﺘﻘﻠﻮا ﻋﻦ اﻷﺣﺒ

The Mirror of History
The study of the history of the ancient nations and people, and an observation of their remnants and a
survey of the factors of their rise and fall are among the principles of Islamic education, Our study of the
past will reveal to us that the same factors of rise and fall are still with us today in the form of "the
tradition of history". We are subject to this tradition and we are not excluded by it.
This study of the past will show to us that pleasures and depression, honor and misery, assets and
hardships, all will pass. Neither do the world's good things deserve our deception and pride, nor should
its bad things disturb the ocean of our existence and deprive us of the spirit of satisfaction or patience.
You too of whatever group you are, ﬁnally you will go away and will face what your ancestors have gone
through. It is better for you to learn a lesson from them and not to waste your time as they did.
It is because of this educational principle that nearly one third of the Qur’an consists of the stories and
histories of the past peoples and nations. The Qur’an orders people to travel on the earth to observe the
mirror of the history of the past nations.

ُﺔﺒﺎﻗﺎنَ ﻋ ﻛﻒﻴضِ ﻓَﺎﻧْﻈُﺮواﻛر اوا ﻓﻴﺮ ﻓَﺴﻨَﻦ ﺳﻢﻠ ﻗَﺒﻦ ﻣ "ﻗَﺪْﺧَﻠَﺖ.1
"ﺬِّﺑِﻴﻦاﻟْﻤ
"Indeed there have been examples before you; therefore, travel in the earth and see what was the
end of the rejecters."1

ﺜَﺮﻛﺎﻧُﻮا ا ﻛﻬِﻢﻠ ﻗَﺒﻦ ﻣﺔُ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺒﺎﻗﺎنَ ﻋ ﻛﻒﻴوا ﻛﻨﻈُﺮضِ ﻓَﻴر اوا ﻓﻴﺮﺴ ﻳﻓَﻠَﻢ "ا.2

"َﻮنﺒﺴﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳﺎ ﻛ ﻣﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋَﻏْﻨﺎ اضِ ﻓَﻤر اا ﻓآﺛَﺎرةً وﺷَﺪﱠ ﻗُﻮا وﻢﻨْﻬﻣ
"Have they not then journeyed in the land and seen how was the end of those before them? They
were more in numbers than these and greater in strength and in fortiﬁcations in the land, but
what they earned did not avail them."2

ﻬِﻴﻦﺎ ﻓَﺎﻛﻴﻬﺎﻧُﻮا ﻓ ﻛﺔﻤﻧَﻌ وﺮِﻳﻢ ﻛﻘَﺎمﻣ ووعزُرﻮنٍ وﻴﻋﻨﱠﺎتٍ و ﺟﻦﻮا ﻣﻛ ﺗَﺮﻢ "ﻛ.3

ﺎﻧُﻮاﺎ ﻛﻣ وضرا وﺎءﻤ اﻟﺴﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﺖﺎ ﺑ ﻓَﻤﺎ آﺧَﺮِﻳﻦﻣﺎ ﻗَﻮﺛْﻨَﺎﻫرواﻚَ وﺬَﻟﻛ
"ﻨﻈَﺮِﻳﻦﻣ
“How many of the gardens and fountains have they left! And cornﬁelds and noble places! And
goodly things wherein they rejoiced; thus it was, and we gave them as a heritage to another
people. So the heaven and the earth did not weep for them, nor were they respited”.3
It is because of this educational principle that Imam ‘Ali (as) in different points of Nahj al-Balaghah and
even in the present paper attracts our attention to the destiny and fate of the ancient peoples and
nations and the factors which had led to their improvements or failures. He drew our attention to how
these people left every thing and left this land.

The Poem of Khaqani
O heart that learns out of others' examples see through your eyes,
Use the veranda of Ctesiphon as an example;
Go once from the Tigris River towards Ctesiphon,
Once in a while call the veranda with the tears language,
Perhaps you will listen to the veranda saying:
The dent of each will give you new advice,
Listen to the end-point of the dent for advice;
It says you are from the earth, now we are earth-ridden for you;
Put two or three steps over us, weep two or three drops;
We are in trouble from the songs of the owl,
Pour out ﬂower-water to cure our headaches;
We were court of justice, see what tyranny has gone to us,
See what will happen to the court of the tyrants;
You will laugh at me, wondering what is of fun,
They will laugh at those eyes which do not weep here;
This is the same veranda in which the colors of the people,
In the earth its doorsills were like the picture-gallery;
This is the same castle which kings frequented,
Deylam, Babylon’s king, Hindu, Turkistan’s king;
The earth is drunk, because instead of wine,
It has drunk Nowshirvan’s blood in Hormoz’s scalp as a cup,

Many pieces of advice were seen then on his crown,
A hundred new pieces of advice are hidden in his brain;
Kesra and the golden lemon, Parviz and golden vegetable,
All have gone with the wind and have been leveled out with the ground;
Parviz brought golden vegetable to every feast,
So many vegetables he made an orchard out of it;
Parviz is lost now, don’t mention his name,
Where is the golden vegetable, go and read kam taraku4 from the Qur’an;
You asked where those crown-bearers are,
The belly of the earth is eternally pregnant with them;
It will take time for the earth to give birth,
Giving birth is hard, getting sperm easy;
This wine which is distributed among men by the gardener is Shirin’s blood,
And the container of the wine is made out of the earth of Parviz;
The tyrants have drunk the water of their lives,
The greedy ones are not satiated yet;
The redness of the red river is the blood of the children,
Of this black-eyebrow old man, of that black-breasted woman,
Khaqani, take lessons from this castle,
Till Khaqan, later on, takes lessons from your case.
1. . Qur’an 3:137.
2. . Qur’an 40:82.
3. . Qur’an 44:25-29.
4. . "وعزُرﻮنٍ وﻴﻋﻨﱠﺎتٍ و ﺟﻦﻮا ﻣﻛ ﺗَﺮﻢ"ﻛ
“How many of the gardens and fountains have they left!” [Qur’an 44:25-26]

“ “ﻓﺎﺻﻠﺢ ﻣﺜﻮاك وﻻ ﺗﺒﻊ آﺧﺮﺗﻚ ﺑﺪﻧﻴﺎك
After the above 13 recommendations to his son, each of which is one stage of self-improvement, the
Imam (as) comes to the following conclusion: My son, you should be aware that life does not include
only these few days spent in this world; you will face the grave and Doomsday, every state of which is
related to the affairs of this world; this world is a plantation and your Hereafter is the crop you have
planted here which you will harvest in the next world. If the crop includes good deeds then "..how
excellent is the issue of the abode"1 and if the crop contains vicious deeds, then “So evil is the

resting-place."2
And, since in accordance with the logic of Qur’an, the punishment in the Hereafter is just the
manifestation of our affairs here in this world, and since the Qur’an says:

"اﺮﺎﺿﻠُﻮا ﺣﻤﺎ ﻋﺪُوا ﻣﺟو"و
"..and what they had done they shall ﬁnd present (there)"3 and

"هﺮا ﻳ ﺷَﺮة ذَرﺜْﻘَﺎل ﻣﻞﻤﻌ ﻳﻦﻣه وﺮا ﻳﺮ ﺧَﻴة ذَرﺜْﻘَﺎل ﻣﻞﻤﻌ ﻳﻦ"ﻓَﻤ

"So, he who has done an atom’s weight of good shall see it and he who has done an atom’s
weight of evil shall see it,"4
Therefore, be aware that you will harvest what you have already planted in this world. Thus, make up
the fate of your future just here and do not sell your Hereafter for this world; this is because in this world
a wise man makes a lucrative bargain with God, the result of which is salvation from Hell and the
entrance into the Gardens of Eden. We should not sell those assets for the things here. Imam (as) has
said, "The worst people are those who sell their Hereafter for this world and worse than them are those
who sell the Hereafter for another world."
1. . Qur’an 13:24.
2. . Qur’an 38:60.
3. . Qur’an 18:49.
4. . Qur’an 99:7-8.

”ﻠﱠﻒُﺎ ﻟَﻢ ﺗﻴﻤ ﻓﻄَﺎباﻟﺨ و،ﺎ ﻻ ﺗَﻌﺮِفﻴﻤ ﻓ اﻟﻘَﻮلعد“و
In these sentences, Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes two ethical principles:
1. Do not talk on anything you lack information about. This is because your statements might turn out to
be false. In such cases you have both told a lie and misled people into ignorance, both of which are
religiously forbidden. Such a case would lower one’s social position.
The Prophet (S) told Abdallah b. ‘Amr b. al-‘As: "What if you are among low and mean people who are

united in not keeping their promises, what would you do?"
Abdallah said, "You guide me what to do, O Messenger of Allah".
The Prophet (S) replied:1 “Act on what you know, leave what you don’t know and keep to yourself”.
2. Do not interfere in anything not related to you and so do not speak of anything not concerning you.
The Prophet (S) has said: "Among a Muslim’s good deeds is to leave anything that does not concern
him."2
1. . Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah by Ibn Abi’l Hadid, vol.16, pp.63-64; and by Ibn Maytham, vol.5, p.10.
2. . Op cit.

17. Bid others to do good and you will be one of them; reject evil with your hand and your
tongue, and do your utmost to separate from one who does evil. ‘Strive in the way of God as is
His due’ (ref.22:78) and do not let the reproach of any reproacher have any inﬂuence on you in
the path of God. Plunge into hardships for the sake of truth, wherever it may be.

ﺮ ﺑﻴﺪك وﻟﺴﺎﻧﻚ وﺑﺎﻳﻦ ﻣﻦ ﻓﻌﻠﻪﺮ اﻟﻤﻨﻦ ﻣﻦ اﻫﻠﻪ واﻧ"و أﻣﺮ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻌﺮوف ﺗ
ﻪ ﻟﻮﻣﺔ ﻻﺋﻢ وﺧﺾ اﻟﻐﻤﺮات اﻟﻪ ﺣﻖ ﺟﻬﺎده وﻻ ﺗﺄﺧﺬك ﻓ اﻟﺑﺠﻬﺪك وﺟﺎﻫﺪ ﻓ
"ﺑﺎﻟﺤﻖ ﺣﻴﺚ ﻛﺎن
In this paragraph, Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes several issues:

A. Enjoining The Good And Forbidding The Evil
To encourage people to do the right things is termed "enjoining the good" and prohibiting them from
doing wrong is called "forbidding the evil."
The employment of this principle is a public duty which is carried out in form of wajib kifa’i which means
it is an obligation on all Muslims but it sufﬁces when performed by some of them. This principle makes
the foundation of all Divine commandments strong. Imam Baqir (as) says in this connection:

 ٌﺔ ﻓَﺮِﻳﻀﺎءﻠﻤ اﻟﻌﺎجﻨﻬﻣ و اﻷﻧﺒِﻴﺎءﺒِﻴﻞﺮِ ﺳﻨ اﻟﻤﻦ ﻋاﻟﻨَﻬوفِ وﻌﺮ ﺑِﺎﻟﻤﻣﺮِنﱠ اﻻ"ا
ﺮﺗُﻌﻤ وﻢﻈَﺎﻟ اﻟﻤدﺗُﺮ وﺐﺎﺳ اﻟﻤﻞﺗَﺤ وﺐﺬَاﻫ اﻟﻤﻦﺗَﺄﻣ وﺾ اﻟﻔَﺮاﺋﺔٌ ﺑِﻬﺎ ﺗُﻘَﺎمﻴﻤﻈﻋ
"ﺮﻣ اﻻﻴﻢﺴﺘَﻘﻳ وﺪَاءﻋ اﻻﻦ ﻣﻒﻨﺘَﺼ و ﻳضراﻻ

"The principle of enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is the way of the Prophets and path of the
scholars. It is a tremendous obligation through which (other) obligatory tasks are undertaken, religious
creeds are safeguarded, earnings are made lawful, restitution is made for wrongs, the earth is in a
ﬂourishing state, justice is exacted from enemies, and affairs are in order."1
Islam considers that the prosperity of societies is fulﬁlled through the implementation of this sacred
principle. Islam thinks that the miseries and the deprivation of some societies of divine blessings and
also their destruction and their annihilation are due to the fact that this principle is not carried out
properly in those nations.2 Imam ‘Ali (as), regarding this, in a sermon emphasizes that:

َ ﻮﻴﺎﻧﺑﻢ اﻟﺮﻬﻨﻬﻟَﻢ ﻳ وﻌﺎﺻ اﻟﻤﻦﻠُﻮا ﻣﻤﺎ ﻋ ﻣﻴﺚﻢ ﺣَﺎنَ ﻗَﺒﻠﻦ ﻛﻠَﻚَ ﻣﺎ ﻫﻧﱠﻤ"ا
ن
ﺎرﺣﺒاﻻﻮنَ وﻴﺎﻧﺑﻢ اﻟﺮﻬﻨﻬﻟَﻢ ﻳ وﻌﺎﺻ اﻟﻤوا ﻓﺎدﺎ ﺗَﻤﻢ ﻟَﻤﻧﱠﻬاﻚَ وﻦ ذَﻟ ﻋﺎراﻻﺣﺒو
"ﺎتﻘُﻮ ﺑﻟَﺖ ﺑِﻬِﻢ اﻟﻌﻚَ ﻧَﺰﻦ ذَﻟﻋ
"The nations before you were only destroyed because of the sins they committed, and the priests and
rabbis did not stop them from that. When they persevered in sinning and the priests and rabbis did not
stop them, punishments descended on them”.3
Since the implementation of this principle makes ﬁrm the foundations of Divine commandments and
erases the vestiges of wrong belief, injustice and corruption, Islam considers the abandonment of this
principle as war against God.4 Imam ‘Ali (as), in his last will, considers this issue:

َﻮن ﺗَﺪﻋﻢ ﺛُﻢﻛﻢ اَﺷْﺮارﻠَﻴ ﻋّﻮﻟﺮِ ﻓَﻴﻨ اﻟﻤﻦ ﻋاﻟﻨَﻬوفِ وﻌﺮ ﺑِﺎﻟﻤﻣﺮﻮا اﻻﻛ"ﻻ ﺗَﺘْﺮ
"ﻢَ ﻟﺎبﺴﺘَﺠﻓَﻼ ﻳ
"Do not abandon the principle of enjoining the good and forbidding the evil, or else the the evil among
you will have authority over you. Then you will pray but your prayers will not be answered."5

B. The Degrees Of The Principle Of Enjoining The Good And
Forbidding The Evil
This principle has degrees, some of which apply to all individuals of a community without having related
to the government; some other degrees apply to those individuals who are given some social tasks.
These degrees include:
i. Those who are happy by nature to do good and unhappy to perform the evil.

ii. Those who verbally enjoin the good and forbid the evil.
iii. Those who by force implement the principle of enjoing the good and forbidding the evil; these may
use punishments if felt necessary.
Regarding these, let us observe the following traditions:
Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated:

ﻄَﻪﺨﻦ ﺳﻣ وﻴﻪ ﻓﺧَﻞ اَﻣﺮاً ﻓَﻘَﺪ دﺿﻦ ر ﻓَﻤ،َﺨَﻂاﻟﺴِﺿﺎ و اﻟﺮ اﻟﻨّﺎسﻊﺠﻤﺎ ﻳﻧﱠﻤ"ا
"ﻨﻪ ﻣجﻓَﻘَﺪ ﺧَﺮ
"Only two things gather people together: pleasure and anger. Therefore, one who is pleased with a
matter has entered into it; and one who is displeased with it has left it."6
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also stated:

ﺛﻢ ا:ِﺎنﺛﻤ اﻞﺎﻃ ﺑ ﻓﻞاﺧ دﻞ ﻛﻋﻠ وﻴﻪﻢ ﻓﻬﻌ ﻣﻞﺎﻟﺪّاﺧ ﻛ ﻗَﻮمﻌﻞ ﺑِﻔاﺿ"اﻟﺮ
"ﺎ ﺑِﻪِﺿ اﻟﺮﺛْﻢا و ﺑِﻪﻞﻤاﻟﻌ
"One who is satisﬁed with the actions of a people is like one who has participated with them in it. Every
one who participates in wrong-doing has two sins: the sin of committing it and the sin of being pleased
with it."7
Imam ‘Ali (as) said:

"ٌ ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔﺎءﻛ ﺷُﺮﻠَﻴﻪ ﻋﻴﻦﻌاﻟﻤ و ﺑِﻪاﺿاﻟﺮ و ﺑِﺎﻟﻈﱡﻠﻢﻞﺎﻣ"اﻟﻌ
"The one who does injustice, the one who is content with the injustice, and the one who helps carry out
the injustice are three partners in the act."8
Imam Baqir (as), concerning the principle of enjoining the good and forbidding the evil, in a tradition, has
said,

َﺔﻪ ﻟَﻮﻣ اﻟﻻ ﺗَﺨَﺎﻓُﻮا ﻓﻢ وﻬﺎﻫﺎ ﺟِﺒﻮا ﺑِﻬﺻﻢ وﻨَﺘاﻟﻔَﻈُﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟﺴﻢ وِوا ﺑِﻘُﻠُﻮ ﺑِﺮْ"ﻓَﺎﻧ
"ﻢﻻﺋ

"Then deny it with your hearts, and reject it with your tongues and slap it on their foreheads and do not
fear, in the way of God, the reproach of any reproacher."9
Ibn Jarir narrates in his history book from Abd al-Rahman b. Abi Layla, that when Imam ‘Ali (as) was
facing Mu'awiya's army he said:

 ﻓَﻘَﺪ ﺑِﻘَﻠﺒِﻪﺮهْ ﻓَﺎﻧﻟَﻴﻪ اﺪﻋﺮاً ﻳﻨﻣ و ﺑِﻪﻞﻌﻤاﻧﺎً ﻳﺪوأى ﻋﻦ رﻧﱠﻪ ﻣﻨُﻮنَ اﺆﻣﻬﺎ اﻟﻤ"اﻳ
هﺮْﻦ اَﻧﻣ و،ﺒِﻪﺎﺣﻦ ﺻ ﻣﻞﻮ اَﻓﻀﻫ و ﻓَﻘَﺪ اُﺟِﺮﻪﺎﻧﺴ ﺑِﻠهﺮْﻦ اَﻧﻣﺮِئ وﺑ وِﻢﻠﺳ
ﺎبﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬِي اَﺻ ﻓَﺬَﻟَﻔﻠ اﻟﺴﻴﻦﻤﺔُ اﻟﻈﱠﺎﻟﻤﻠﻛﻠﻴﺎ وﻪ اﻟﻌﺔُ اﻟﻤﻠﻮنَ ﻛَﺘﻴﻒِ ﻟﺑِﺎﻟﺴ
"ﻴﻦﻘ اﻟﻴﻪ ﻗَﻠﺒ ﻓرﻧﻮ و اﻟﻄﱠﺮِﻳﻖ ﻋﻠﻗَﺎمﺪَى و اﻟﻬﺒِﻴﻞﺳ
"O believers! Whoever sees an act of aggression taking place or an evil act being called to, and rejects it
with his heart, he is secure and free of responsibility. Whoever rejects it with his tongue will be rewarded,
and he is better than his companion. Whoever rejects it with his sword so that the word of God may be
uppermost and the word of the wrongdoers lowermost, such a one has attained the path of guidance
and become established on the (right) way and certainty has illuminated his heart.”"10
Of course, the degrees of the principle of enjoining the good and forbidding the evil are determined by
the capacity of the individual. A person, if capable, should use his hand, tongue, and heart to implement
the principle. If he is not capable, he may use his tongue and heart. In the third case, a person should
announce his lack of consent through his heart, at least. Imam ‘Ali (as), regarding this, has said:

ﺮ ْﻨ اﻟﻤﻢﻨﻬﻣﺎلِ اﻟﺨَﻴﺮِ وﺼﺨ ﻟﻞﻤَﺴﺘﻚَ اﻟﻤ ﻓَﺬﻟﺪِهﻳ وﻪﺎﻧﺴﻟ وﺮ ﺑِﻘَﻠﺒِﻪْﻨﻢ اﻟﻤﻬ"ﻓَﻤ
ِﻊﻴﻀﻣﺎلِ اﻟﺨَﻴﺮِ وﺼﻦ ﺧ ﻣﺼﻠَﺘَﻴﻦﻚٌ ﺑِﺨﺴﺘَﻤﺴﻚَ ﻣ ﻓَﺬَﻟﺪِه اﻟﺘَﺎرِكُ ﺑِﻴﻗَﻠﺒِﻪ وﻪﺎﻧﺴﺑِﻠ
 أﺷْﺮِفﻊﻴﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬي ﺿ ﻓَﺬَﻟﻪﺎﻧﺴﻟ وﺪِهاﻟﺘَﺎرِكُ ﺑِﻴ و ﺑِﻘَﻠﺒِﻪﺮْﻨﻢ اﻟﻤﻨﻬﻣﻠَﺔً وﺼﺧ
ﻗَﻠﺒِﻪ وﻪﺎﻧﺴﺮِ ﺑِﻠْﻨﺎرِ اﻟﻤْﻧﻢ ﺗَﺎرِكٌ ﻻﻨﻬﻣ وﺪَةاﺣﻚَ ﺑِﻮﺴﺗَﻤ اﻟﺜَﻼثِ وﻦ ﻣﻠَﺘَﻴﻦﺼاﻟﺨ
"ﺎءﺣﻴ اﻻِﺖﻴﻚَ ﻣ ﻓَﺬﻟﺪِهﻳو
“Among them is one who rejects the evil action with his tongue, his hand and his heart. Such a person
has perfected (the attainment of) good traits. Among them is one who rejects the evil with his tongue and
his heart, but not his hand. Such a person has taken hold of two good traits and neglected one trait.
Among them is one who rejects the evil with his heart, not with his hand and tongue. Such a person has
neglected the two noblest traits of the three and held on to (only) one. Among them is one who neither
rejects the evil deed with his tongue nor with his heart nor with his hand. Such a person is a dead

person among the living”.11
Regarding this issue, the Prophet (S) has said:

"ﻊ ﻓَﺒِﻘَﻠﺒِﻪﺴﺘَﻄنْ ﻟَﻢ ﻳ ﻓَﺎﻪﺎﻧﺴﻊ ﻓَﺒِﻠﺴﺘَﻄنْ ﻟَﻢ ﻳ ﻓَﺎﺪِه ﺑِﻴِﺮهﻐﻴﺮاً ﻓَﻠﻴﻨﻢ ﻣْﻨأى ﻣﻦ ر"ﻣ
"Whosoever of you sees an evil act being committed, let him alter it (rectify) it with his hand, and if he is
unable (to do so), then with his tongue; and if he is unable (to do that) then with his heart”.12
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said, regarding this:

"ةِﺮﻔَﻬ ﻣﻮه ﺑِﻮﺟﻌﺎﺻ اﻟﻤ اَﻫﻞَ اَن ﻧَﻠﻘﻪآﻟ وﻠَﻴﻪﻪ ﻋ اﻟﻠﱠﻪ ﺻ اﻟﻮلﺳﻧﺎ رﺮ"اَﻣ
“The Prophet (S) commanded us to confront sinners with stern faces”.13

The Highest Degree Of The Principle Of Enjoining The Good And Forbidding The
Evil
The highest degree of the principle of enjoining the good and forbidding the evil should be implemented
when the very foundations of Islam are endangered through the wrong-doings of an obstinate ruler. In
such cases the world is sold for the hereafter. The believers will defend the above principle
wholeheartedly in such a way that they, like Abu Dharr, may fall prey to others' anger, or like Husayn
(as) and his followers get martyred. Regarding this, Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ٍﺮﺎﺋ ﺟﺎمﻣﻨﺪَ اﺪْلٍ ﻋﺔُ ﻋﻤﻠﻚَ ﻛﻦ ذﻟ ﻣﻞاﻓْﻀ"و
"The highest degree of the principle of enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is speaking a just word
before an unjust leader."14
When Uthman feared Abu Dharr’s disclosure of the former's wrong-doings, he told him: It is none of
your business to interefere with political affairs. Abu Dharr answered:

"ِﺮﻨﻦ اﻟﻤ ﻋاﻟﻨَﻬوفِ وﻌﺮ ﺑِﺎﻟﻤﻻ اﻷﻣﺮﺬْراً ا ﻋ ﻟﺪْتﺟﺎ وﻪ ﻣ"واﻟ

"I swear by God I do not have any excuse not to implement the principle of enjoining the good and
forbidding the evil. I have to do it"15
When Imam Husayn (as) was in front of the enemy army and his sincere advisers were advising him not
to confront with the foes, he explained the philosophy of uprising in the following manner: “O people!
The Prophet (S) has said: ‘Anybody who witnesses an obstinate ruler who considers allowable those
things which are forbidden by God, who breaks God's contract, deﬁes the Prophet's tradition and acts
with injustice towards the people, but does not rise up against such a tyrannical ruler, he will receive
from God the same punishment which the aggressor receives’.
Be aware: these people (the Umayyads) have accepted Satan's commandments and have rejected
God's worship, have indulged in corruption, have stopped carrying out God's commands, have robbed
Muslims of their treasures, have made allowable God's forbidden affairs and have forbidden God's lawful
affairs. I deserve the most to prevent this corruption."16
When he was leaving Medina, Husayn (as) in a will described the philosophy behind his uprising in the
following manner:

ﺔ اُﻣ ﻓﺻﻼحﻼ ﻟﺟﺖﻧّﻤﺎ ﺧَﺮﺪاً اﻔﺴﻻ ﻣﺎً وﻻ ﻇَﺎﻟﻤﺮاً وﻄﺮاً وﻻ ﺑج اَﺷ ﻟَﻢ اَﺧﺮّﻧ"ا
"ِﺮﻨﻦ اﻟﻤ ﻋاﻧﻬوفِ وﻌﺮ ﺑِﺎﻟﻤﺮﺪِّي ﻣﺤﻤﺪ )ص( واَن آﻣﺟ
“I have not come forth in insolence or self-conceit or wrongfully or to create mischief. Rather I have only
come forth for the reformation of the Ummah of my grandfather, Muhammad (as), and so that I may
enjoin the good and forbid the evil."17
But under the present lack of equilibrium where the results are unpredictable, should all people carry out
this task, or is it the responsibility of a select group to carry out this principle? Is this task compulsory or
optional? These are issues which are beyond our scope and will be found in books on jurisprudence.18

C. The Types Of Struggle In The Way Of Allah
To struggle in the way of Allah means carrying out anything that is wanted by God. To fulﬁll such an aim,
we should try our best, either ﬁnancially or verbally. Imam ‘Ali (as) in his will has emphasized:

"ﻪ اﻟﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳﻢ ﻓﻨَﺘاَﻟﺴﻢ واَﻧﻔُﺴﻢ و اﻟﺠِﻬﺎدِ ﺑِﺄﻣﻮاﻟﻪ ﻓﻪ اﻟ"واﻟ
"Fear Allah, and remember Him in striving with your wealth, your selves and your tongues in the way of

Allah."19
Therefore, struggle against our very selves is also among struggles in the way of Allah. Upon the return
of soldiers from the holy wars, the Prophet (S) told them:

ﻣﺎﻪ و اﻟﻮلﺳﺎ ر ﻳﻴﻞ ﻗ،ﺮ اﻻﻛﺒ اﻟﺠِﻬﺎدﻘﺑﺻﻐَﺮ و اﻻﺎدﻮا اﻟﺠِﻬ ﻗَﻀﺒﺎً ﺑِﻘَﻮمﺮﺣ"ﻣ
"ِ اﻟﻨﱠﻔﺲﺎد ﺟِﻬ:؟ ﻗﺎلﺮ اﻻﻛﺒاﻟﺠِﻬﺎد
"Welcome to a people who have performed the lesser jihad in the way of Allah, but their greater jihad is
still ahead”. It was said: “Messenger of Allah, what is the greater jihad?” The Prophet (S) replied: “The
struggle against your self."20
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said in his will:

... ﺔُ ﻻﺋﻢﻪ ﻟَﻮﻣ اﻟﻻ ﺗَﺎﺧُﺬكَ ﻓو
In all types of struggle for God, we should strive for God only and we should not pay attention to the
reproach of those who blame us. We should do everything for God because He is above everything and
His worship and obedience is compulsory at all times.

D. How Does This Principle Cause Man To Become Righteous?
The Holy Qur’an considers enjoining the good to be among the traits of believers, inhabitants of
paradise, pious men and the best of the nation.21 Therefore, anybody who indulges in this principle
should be pious himself or else:
From a physician with a yellow countenance,
Do not ask for a rose-colored cheek.
Furthermore, such a person uses the approach of self-denial which is among great sins.
Thus, as Imam ‘Ali (as) has said, a person who carries out the principle of enjoining the good should be
among the pious ones, or else such a person is like a physician who cures people but he himself is sick.
1. . Al-Kaﬁ, vol.5, p.56; Wasa'il al-Shia'h, vol.7, p.395.
2. . “Those who disbelieved from among the children of Israel were cursed by the tongue of Dawood and Isa, son of
Mariam; this was because they disobeyed and used to exceed their limit. They used not to forbid each other the hateful
things which they did; certainly evil was that which they did” [Qur’an 5:78-79].
3. . Al-Kaﬁ, vol.5, p.57.
4. . Al-Kaﬁ, vol.5, p.59.

5. . Nahj al-Balaghah, letter no 23.
6. . Wasa'il al-Shi’ah, vol.11, p.411.
7. . Op.cit.
8. . Op. cit p.410.
9. . Al-Kaﬁ, vol.5, p.56.
10. . Wasa'il, vol.11, p.405; Nahj al-Balaghah, Hikmah 373.
11. . Wasa'il vol.11, p.406; Nahj al-Balaghah, Hikmah 374.
12. . Mustadrak al-Wasa'il, vol.2, p.361; Ihya’ al-‘Ulum, vol.2, p.309.
13. . Al-Kaﬁ, vol.5, p.54.
14. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Hikmah 374.
15. . Al-Ghadir, vol.8, p.306.
16. . Tabari History, vol.7, p.300.
17. . Nafs al-Mahmum, p.34.
18. . Concerning this refer to Fiqh al-Wilayah, Muntazari, vol. 2 and to Al-Qawa'id al-faqih, Makarem, vol. 3.
19. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Letter No 47.
20. . Bihar, vol.19, p.182.
21. . Ghurar al-Hikam.

" اﻟﺪﻳﻦوﺗﻔﻘﻪ ﻓ
It is true that knowledge is light and ignorance is darkness; and it is also obvious that light is better than
darkness, but lights are of different types. It is clear that knowledge is more important when it deals with
excellent issues and when its results are beneﬁcial to man.
Because the knowledge of religion deals with either opinions and right knowledge or with Divine
commandments and individual and social laws or deals with ethical commands, and since these affairs
belong to the sacred religion and are the foundations of man's prosperity both here and in the Hereafter,
the Prophet (S) has considered this branch of human knowledge as knowledge and the rest of human
knowledge as "Fadl" or divine grace.

ﻮ ﻓَﻬﻦﺎ ﺧَﻼﻫﻣﺔٌ وﻤﻨﱠﺔٌ ﻗَﺎﺋﺎدِﻟَﺔٌ او ﺳﺔٌ ﻋﺔ اَو ﻓَﺮِﻳﻀﻤﺤ آﻳﺔٌ ﻣ: ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔﻠﻢﻧّﻤﺎ اﻟﻌ"ا
404"ﻞﻓَﻀ
“Knowledge is only of three kinds: (knowledge of) the ﬁrm verses (of the Qur’an), (knowledge of) the
equitable division of obligatory shares of inheritance, and (knowledge of) the established Sunnah (i.e.
those principles which are based on clear reasoning, the commandments which are based on justice,
and ethics and guidelines for life which are always constant). Whatever is other than that is surplus.”1

Thus, "tafaqquh" or becoming learned in religion, which is the study of ideological, legal and ethical
issues, has always been the pivotal question with the religion leaders. As we see, Imam (as), in the
above expression, encourages his son to learn it and Imam al-Kadhim (as) too asks his followers to do
the same thing:
"Become learned in the religion of God, for the acquisition of knowledge is the key to insight, the
perfection of worship and the means to attaining exalted stations and sublime ranks in religion and in this
world. The excellence of the religious scholar2 over the worshipper is like the excellence of the sun over
the stars. God does not approve of the deeds of one who does not become learned in his religion."3
And the Great Prophet (S) of Islam has said: “When God wishes good for a servant, He makes him
learned in religion.”4
Imam Sadiq (as), as well, has said, concerning this issue: "Become learned in religion, because anybody
among you who does not become learned in religion is (like) a Bedouin. God has said in the Qur’an:
‘Why should not then a company from every party among them go forth that they may apply
themselves to obtain understanding in religion, and that they may warn their people when they
come back to them that they may be cautious (9:122)?’"5
1. . This tradition is interpreted in some other forms, as well. For further information, refer to the “History of Islamic culture
and civilization”, by this writer, P 55.
2. . As Majlisi and others have explained: by Faqih or jurisprudent is meant one who has insight into different dimensions of
religion. (Mir’at al-‘Uqul, vol.1, p.100; Shaﬁ, p.21).
3. . Bihar, vol.78, p.321.
4. . Kanz al-Ummal, vol.10, p.137, Hadith 28690.
5. .Usul al-Kaﬁ, vol.1, p.31. .

19. Habituate yourself to patient endurance in afﬂictions; the best of moral traits is to constrain
yourself to patience in the (path of) truth.

ﻖ اﻟﺤﺮوه وﻧﻌﻢ اﻟﺨُﻠﻖ اﻟﺘﺼﺒﺮ ﻓ اﻟﻤﺮ ﻋﻠوﻋﻮد ﻧﻔﺴﻚ اﻟﺘﺼﺒ
The factor which protects man in confronting hardships or against desires contrary to the religion is
called perseverance. It has different shapes which are dealt with in the following tradition:

"ﺔﻴﻌﺼﻦ اﻟﻤ ﻋﺒﺮﺻ وﺔ اﻟﻄﱠﺎﻋﻠ ﻋﺒﺮﺻ و،ﺔﻴﺒﺼﻨﺪَ اﻟﻤ ﻋﺮﺒ ﺻ: ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔﺒﺮ"اﻟﺼ

"Patience is of three kinds; patience during calamities, patience in obeying Allah and patience in
refraining from sins”.1
The important point in patience is that practice in it will broaden our capacity to stand ﬁrm in the face of
hardships. On the contrary, those people who lack this asset will lose their resistance in time of
difﬁculties. For this reason, in Islam, worship and prayer are adopted as somewhat hard, such as
prayers, fasting, pilgrimage, holy wars and the like with the practice of which man becomes strong. The
Holy Qur’an, which mentions the word patience more than seventy times, relates a lot of good to it. The
Holy Qur’an, talking about appointing an Imam for the Israelites and fulﬁlling God's promises of their
victory over their enemies, puts patience as the criterion for their prosperity:

"واﺮﺒﺎ ﺻﺮِﻧَﺎ ﻟَﻤﻣﺪُونَ ﺑِﺎﻬﺔً ﻳﻤﺋ اﻢﻨْﻬﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻣﻌﺟ"و
"And We made of them imams to guide by our command when they were patient"2
Elsewhere, the Qur’an says:

"واﺮﺒﺎ ﺻ ﺑِﻤﻴﻞاﺋﺮﺳ اﻨ ﺑَﻠ ﻋَﻨﺴِﻚَ اﻟْﺤﺑﺔُ رﻤﻠ ﻛﺖﺗَﻤ"و
"And the good word of your Lord was fulﬁlled in the children of Israel because they bore up
sufferings patiently"3
In another connection, where the Qur’an mentions divine help for the holy war ﬁghters, the issue of
patience once more is raised:

"ﻴﻦِﻣﻮﺴ ﻣﺔﺋَ اﻟْﻤﻦفٍ ﻣ آﺔﺴ ﺑِﺨَﻤﻢﺑ رﻢﻛﺪِدﻤﺬَا ﻳ ﻫﻢرِﻫ ﻓَﻮﻦ ﻣﻢﺗُﻮﻛﺎﻳﺗَﺘﱠﻘُﻮا ووا وﺒِﺮنْ ﺗَﺼ اَﻠ"ﺑ

"Yea! If you remain patient and are on your guard, and they come upon you in a headlong
manner, your Lord will assist you with ﬁve thousand of the havoc-making angels".4
The Qur’an in one occasion praises the truth-seekers and believers and mentions that these people's
success is due to the fact they were patient:

"َﻘُﻮنﻨﻔ ﻳﻢزَﻗْﻨَﺎﻫﺎ رﻤﻣﺔَ وِﯩﻴ اﻟﺴﻨَﺔﺴونَ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤءﺪْرﻳوا وﺮﺒﺎ ﺻ ﺑِﻤﻦﺗَﻴﺮ ﻣﻢﻫﺮﺟنَ اﺗَﻮﻮﻚَ ﻳﻟَﺌو"ا

"These shall be granted their reward twice, because they are steadfast and they repel evil with
good and spend out of what we have given them".5
In the Surah al-Furqan, after describing the day and night schedule of the believers and after praising
their behavior with God and with the people, God comes to the conclusion that

" واﺮﺒﺎ ﺻﻓَﺔَ ﺑِﻤنَ اﻟْﻐُﺮوﺰﺠﻚَ ﻳﻟَﺌوا
"These shall be rewarded with high places [in the paradise] because they were patient, and shall
be met therein with greetings and salutations".6
And in the Surah al-Insan [Man], the Qur’an describes many virtues for the Prophet’s Household and
concludes that they have got these rewards because of their patience:

ًﻨﱠﺔوا ﺟﺮﺒﺎ ﺻ ﺑِﻤﻢاﻫﺰﺟا وورﺮﺳةً وﺮ ﻧَﻀﻢﻟَﻘﱠﺎﻫ ومﻮﻚَ اﻟْﻴ ذَﻟ ﺷَﺮﻪ اﻟﻢﻗَﺎﻫ"َﻓﻮ
"اﺮِﻳﺮﺣو
"Therefore, Allah will guard them from the evil of that day and cause them to meet with ease and
happiness; and reward them, because they were patient, with garden and silk".7
And in the Surah al-Ra’d [Thunder], after enumerating eight adjectives for the men of understanding
[Ulu’l albab], the Qur’an mentions that God let them and their parents and their spouses and their
children enter paradise and the angels enter upon them from every gate and send peace upon them
telling them they attained this because of their patience:

ُﺔﺋَاﻟْﻤ وﻬِﻢﺎﺗِﻳذُر واﺟِﻬِﻢزْوا وﻬِﻢﺎﺋ آﺑﻦ ﻣﻠَﺢ ﺻﻦﻣﺎ وﺪْﺧُﻠُﻮﻧَﻬﺪْنٍ ﻳ ﻋﻨﱠﺎت"ﺟ
"ِ اﻟﺪﱠارﻘْﺒ ﻋﻢﻌ ﻓَﻨﺗُﻢﺮﺒﺎ ﺻ ﺑِﻤﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋمَﺎبٍ ﺳ ﺑﻞ ﻛﻦ ﻣﻬِﻢﻠَﻴﺪْﺧُﻠُﻮنَ ﻋﻳ
"The gardens of perpetual abode which they will enter along with those who do good from among
their parents and their spouses and their offspring; and the angels will enter in upon them from
every gate: Peace be upon you because you were constant, how excellent, is then, the issue of
the abode."8
Thus, we see that all this prosperity is due to patience. This indicates that the base for all human traits is
patience. None of these traits ﬂourishes except with patience.9

In the Islamic traditions, emphasis is put on the constructive role of patience. Some of these traditions
are mentioned here:
Imam ‘Ali has said:

ﻻ ﻓ وﻪﻌ ﻣأسﺪٍ ﻻ رﺴ ﺟ ﻓﻻ ﺧَﻴﺮﺪِ وﺴ اﻟﺠﻦأسِ ﻣﺎﻟﺮﻳﻤﺎنِ ﻛ اﻻﻦ ﻣﺒﺮنﱠ اﻟﺼ"ا
"ﻪﻌ ﻣﺒﺮﺎنٍَ ﻻ ﺻﻳﻤا
"Patience in relation to faith is like the head to the body; there is no good in a body without a head, or in
faith without patience."10
Imam Baqir has said:

،َﻨﱠﺔ اﻟﺠﺧَﻞ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ د ﻓﺎرِه اﻟﻤ ﻋﻠﺮﺒﻦ ﺻ ﻓَﻤ،ﺮﺒاﻟﺼ وﺎرِهﺤﻔُﻮﻓَﺔٌ ﺑِﺎﻟﻤﻨﱠﺔُ ﻣ"اﻟﺠ
" اﻟﻨّﺎرﺧَﻞﺗَﻬﺎ دﻮﺷَﻬ ﻟَﺬﱠﺗَﻬﺎ وﻪ ﻧَﻔﺴﻦ اﻋﻄ ﻓَﻤ،ِﻮاتاﻟﺸَﻬﺤﻔُﻮﻓَﺔٌ ﺑِﺎﻟﱠﻠﺬّاتِ و ﻣﻨﱠﻢﻬﺟو
"Paradise is encircled with afﬂictions and patience; so whoever patiently endures misfortunes in this
world enters paradise. Hell is encircled with pleasures and desires. Therefore, whoever grants his self its
pleasures and desires enters the Fire.”11
Abu Basir says that he has heard Imam as-Sadiq saying:

ﻪ ﻠَﻴﺖ ﻋن ﺗَﺪاﻛا ﻟَﻬﺎ وﺮﺒﺔٌ ﺻﺒ ﻧَﺎﺋﺘﻪن ﻧَﺎﺑ ا،ﻪاﻟ اَﺣﻮﻴﻊﻤ ﺟ ﻋﻠﺮ ﺣﺮنﱠ اﻟﺤ"ا
ﻒﻮﺳﺎنَ ﻳﻤﺎ ﻛﺮاً ﻛﺴﺴﺮِ ﻋ ﺑِﺎﻟﻴاﺳﺘَﺒﺪَلﺮ وﻗُﻬِﺮ ون اُﺳا وﺮهﺴَ ﻟَﻢ ﺗﺐﺼﺎﺋاﻟﻤ
ﻟَﻢ وﺮ واُﺳن اﺳﺘُﻌﺒِﺪَ وﻗُﻬِﺮﺘَﻪ اِﻳﺮﺮِر ﺣﻀ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻠَﻴﻪﻪ ﻋ اﻟﻠَﻮات ﺻﻴﻦﻣ اﻻﺪِّﻳﻖاﻟﺼ
 ﻟَﻪﺎﺗ اﻟﻌﺎر اﻟﺠﺒﻞﻌ ﻓَﺠﻠَﻴﻪﻪ ﻋ اﻟﻦن ﻣ اﺎ ﻧَﺎﻟﻪﻣﺣﺸَﺘُﻪ ووِ وﺐﺔُ اﻟﺠ ﻇُﻠﻤﻀﺮِرهﻳ
،ً ﺧَﻴﺮاﺐﻌﻘ ﻳﺮﺒﻚَ اﻟﺼﻛﺬﻟﺔ و اُﻣ ﺑِﻪﻢﺣر وﻠَﻪﺎً ﻓَﺎرﺳﺎﻟ ﻣﺎنَ ﻟَﻪذ ﻛﻌﺪَ اﺒﺪاً ﺑﻋ
"واﺮﺮِ ﺗُﺆﺟﺒ اﻟﺼﻠﻢ ﻋﻨُﻮا اَﻧﻔَﺴّﻃووا وﺒِﺮﻓَﺎﺻ
"A free person is free in all conditions. If an afﬂiction befalls him, he is patient, and if misfortunes press
upon him they do not break him even if he is taken captive and oppressed, and his ease is substituted
with hardship - as in the case of Yusuf, the veracious and trustworthy, Allah’s blessings on him. His
freedom was not harmed when he was enslaved, oppressed and taken captive, and the darkness and

loneliness of the well did not harm him when God favoured him and made the insolent tyrant, who had
been his king, into his slave. God sent him as a Prophet and had mercy on a nation through him. Thus,
patience has good results, therefore be patient, and accustom yourselves to patience and you will be
rewarded."12
It is because of this constructive role of patience that Imam ‘Ali orders his son "Habituate yourself to
patient endurance in afﬂictions; the best of moral traits is to constrain yourself to patience".
The poet says:
Patience is bitter, but later
Will give you the fruit of importance.
In this nature, any nation will be miser,
Which gets used to the act of pleasure-taking.
In his letter to ‘Uthman b. Hunayf, Imam ‘Ali emphasizes this fact:

ﺎﺗَﺎتاﻟﻨَﺒﻠُﻮداً و ﺟقةُ اَرﺮ اﻟﺨَﻀﻊواﺋاﻟﺮﻮداً و ﻋﺔَ اَﺻﻠَﺐِﻳﺮةَ اﻟﺒﺮنﱠ اﻟﺸَﺠا"اَﻻ و
"ﻮدااﺑﻄَﺄ ﺧُﻤﻗُﻮداً وى وﺔُ اَﻗﻮﺪَو ﻳاﻟﺒ
"Be aware that the trees of the desert have harder wood, and the green trees on the river have more
delicate barks. Desert vegetation burns more ﬁercely and its embers die down more slowly".13
1. . Al-Mahjjah al-Bayda’, Fayd al-Kashani, vol.7, p.126.
2. . Qur’an 32:24.
3. . Qur’an 7:137.
4. . Qur’an 3:125.
5. . Qur’an 28:54.
6. . Qur’an 25:75.
7. . Qur’an 76:11-12.
8. . Qur’an 13:23-24.
9. . Tafsir Namunah, vol.10, p.193.
10. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Hikmah 82.
11. . Usul al-Kaﬁ, vol.2, p.89.
12. . Al-Kaﬁ, vol..2, p.89.
13. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Letter No 45.

"

 ﻛﻬﻒ ﺣﺮﻳﺰ و ﻣﺎﻧﻊ ﻋﺰﻳﺰ اﻟﻬﻚ ﻓﺎﻧﻚ ﺗﻠﺠﺌﻬﺎ اﻟ اﻻﻣﻮر ﻛﻠﻬﺎ اﻟء ﻧﻔﺴﻚ ﻓ"و أﻟﺠ

There are two points of view regarding man's fate in this world. One view-point says that man is
confronted in this world with a series of causes and effects which work haphazardly to make the fate of
man. He has no say here and is like a football or like a broken ship in the torrential sea. Only a
favourable wind can rescue this wandering ship: The poet says:
We are in the broken ship, O favourable wind rise,
So that we may meet once again, our friend.
According to the second point of view, all the means and causes for our daily affairs are set by our God
who is All-knowing, Beneﬁcent and Merciful. Without His will not a leaf moves. All these means and
causes work together to make man prosper. Sa'adi, the Persian poet says:
Cloud, wind, fog, sun and the galaxy,
All work in harmony so that you may use your sustenance wisely;
Everything in Nature is obedient to you,
It is not fair to disobey God, the Almighty.
As soon as man assumes that all the causes and means in this world are controlled by a wise Creator
and everything is at His disposal, he then trusts in God and will never encounter any hardship: The poet
says
He will never fear the sea waves,
Whose ship is navigated by Noah.
In Islamic ethics, the principle of "Tawakkul" or trust and reliance in Allah is used to encourage people to
accept the second view-point discussed above. Khwajah Abdallah al-Ansari, in his “Manazil Al-Sa’irin”,
says, the truth of the principle of trust and reliance in Allah is:

"ﻪﻛﺎﻟَﺘ و ﻋﻠاﻟﺘَﻌﻮﻳﻞ وﻪﺎﻟ ﻣﻟﺮِ اﻠَﺔُ اﻻﻣﻞ ﻛﻛ"اﻟﺘﱠﻮ
"to entrust all affairs to its Master and to rely on His trusteeship".1
This is the way believers are commanded to carry out their affairs.

"َﻨُﻮنﺆﻣﻞ اﻟﻤﺘَﻮﻛﻪ ﻓَﻠﻴ اﻟﻠﻋ"و
"And on Allah let the believers rely"2
When the Prophet (S) asked Gabriel (Jibril) about the principle of trust and reliance in Allah, the latter

explained it through a tradition:

 ﺄسِ ﻣ اﻟﻴﺎلﻌﻤاﺳﺘ و،ﻨَﻊﻤﻻ ﻳ وﻄﻌﻻ ﻳ وﻨْﻔَﻊﻻ ﻳﺮ وﻀ ﻻ ﻳﺨﻠُﻮق ﺑِﺄنﱠ اﻟﻤﻠﻢ"اﻟﻌ
ﻦ
ﻮىﺨَﻒ ﺳﻟَﻢ ﻳ وجﺮﻟَﻢ ﻳﻪ وﻮى اﻟﺪٍ ﺳﻞ ﻷﺣﻌﻤﻚَ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﺬﻟﺒﺪُ ﻛﺎنَ اﻟﻌذا ﻛ ﻓَﺎ،اﻟﺨَﻠْﻖ
"ﻞﻛ اﻟﺘَﻮﻮﻪ ﻓَﻬﺬا ﻫﻮى اﻟﺪٍ ﺳ اَﺣﻊ ﻓﻄْﻤﻟَﻢ ﻳﻪ واﻟ
"(It is) the knowledge that creatures neither harm nor beneﬁt, neither give nor withhold; and (it is) not
resting one’s hopes on creatures. When a servant is thus and acts only for Allah and does not hope
from, or fear, other than Allah, and does not desire anyone other than Allah, then this is tawakkul."3
The above principle (Tawakkul), however, has different degrees. At one stage we will put our affairs in
the hands of a lawyer. The second stage is when a child trusts its mother for protection. In these two
cases we deliberately put our affairs in somebody else’s hands. A Bedouin Arab had released his camel
saying he had trust in Allah. The Prophet (S) told him:
"First tie it and then have trust in God". The poet says:
Said the Prophet aloud,
Bind the knees of the camel, but have trust in God;
If you rely in Allah, have it in your work,
First cultivate, then have reliance on God.
The third phase of "Tawakkul" (reliance on God) occurred in Ibrahim's case. It is narrated that when
Nimrod [the king of Babylon who cast Ibrahim into the ﬁre] prepared a big ﬁre and wanted to cast
Ibrahim into it with a crane, Gabriel came up to him and asked him if he needed any help. Ibrahim
answered: "God bless you, God is the best agent; He will sufﬁce".
Then Michael came, saying he has the stores of rain and water at his disposal, and asked Ibrahim if he
wanted him to put the ﬁre out. Ibrahim refused.
Then the angel of wind came, asking for the same thing, but Ibrahim refused once more.
Then Gabriel said: At least ask God to issue the appropriate order. He answered: "His knowledge about
me will make my question irrelevant".4
This state of absolute surrender to God and to trust everything in Him is the same thing that Imam
Kadhim (as) has in mind when he repeats God's statement:

427"ﻪﺒﺴ ﺣﻮﻪ ﻓَﻬ اﻟﻞ ﻋﻠﻛﺘَﻮﻦ ﻳ"ﻣ

"And whoever trusts in Allah, He is sufﬁcient for him" [Qur’an 65:3]. And then he explains:

َ ﺑِﻚﻞﺎ ﻓَﻌﻬﺎ ﻓَﻤّﻠﻮرِكَ ﻛ اُﻣﻪ ﻓ اﻟ ﻋﻠﻞﺎ اَن ﺗَﺘَﻮﻛﻨﻬ ﻣ،ﺎتﺟرﻪ د اﻟ ﻋﻠﻞﻛ"اﻟﺘَﻮ
ﻚَ ﻟَﻪ ذَﻟ ﻓﻢ اَنﱠ اﻟﺤﺗَﻌﻠَﻢ وﻼﻓَﻀﺄﻟُﻮكَ ﺧَﻴﺮاً و ﻻ ﻳ اَﻧﱠﻪﻴﺎً ﺗَﻌﻠَﻢاﺿ رﻨﻪ ﻋﻨﺖﻛ
"ﺎ ﻏَﻴﺮِﻫﻓﺎ وﻴﻬ ﻓﻖ ﺑِﻪﺛ وﻟَﻴﻪﻚَ اﻪ ﺑِﺘَﻔﻮِﻳﺾِ ذَﻟ اﻟﻞ ﻋﻠﻛﻓَﺘَﻮ
"The principle of reliance on Allah has degrees. One degree of this reliance is that you trust in God in all
your affairs. You are pleased with what He does to you, and you know that He will not fail in goodness
and bounty to you, and you know that the command for that belongs to Him. Therefore trust in God by
leaving that to Him and rely on Him in it and in other matters".5
Imam ‘Ali (as), too, in his letter encourages his son to rely on this strong stronghold.
1. . The Commentary on Manazil al-Sa’irin, p.74.
2. Qur'an 5:11.
3. . Bihar, vol.69, p.373.
4. . Saﬁnah al-Bihar, vol.2, p.683; Mi'raj al-Sa'adah, p.599; Jami' al-Sa'adah, vol.3, p.223.
5. . Usul al-Kaﬁ, vol.2, p.65.

"ﻚ ﻓﺎنّ ﺑﻴﺪه اﻟﻌﻄﺎء واﻟﺤﺮﻣﺎن واﻛﺜﺮ اﻻﺳﺘﺨﺎرة اﻟﻤﺴﺄﻟﺔ ﻟﺮ ﺑ"و اﺧﻠﺺ ﻓ
There are signiﬁcant points in this statement, two of which will be dealt with here:

I. Being Sincere in Supplication
"Sincerity in prayer" means that a believer should ask God only for his needs and in carrying the prayer
out a believer should not be in doubt, neither should he employ hypocrisy.
Regarding this, the Holy Qur’an says:

 اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦ ﻟَﻪﻴﻦﺼﺨْﻠ ﻣﻮهادﻋو
"…and call on Him, being sincere to Him in obedience".1
In this regard, Imam Rida (as) narrates from Imam ‘Ali (as), his saying:

ﻨﺲﻟَﻢ ﻳ وﻴﻨَﺎهﺎ ﺗَﺮى ﻋ ﺑِﻤﻪﺸْﻐَﻞ ﻗَﻠﺒﻟَﻢ ﻳﺎء واﻟﺪﱡﻋةَ وﺎدﺒﻪ اﻟﻌ ﻟﻦ اَﺧﻠَﺺﻤ ﻟ"ﻃُﻮ ﺑ
."ه ﻏَﻴﺮَﺎ اَﻋﻄ ﺑِﻤهﺪرن ﺻﺤﺰﻟَﻢ ﻳ و اُذُﻧَﺎهﻊﺎ ﺗَﺴﻤﻪ ﺑِﻤ اﻟذِﻛﺮ
"Blessed is he who is sincere to God in his worship and supplication, and does not occupy his heart with
what his eyes see, nor forgets God’s remembrance through what his ears hear, and does not become
sorrowful at what others have been given".2
Then Imam ‘Ali (as) shows the reasons of the philosophy of sincerity in the following manner: since
bestowal and withholding is in the hands of God, it is absurd for man to ask or supplicate anybody else
or to worship anybody else or assume any partner for God.3

II. Asking God For Abundant Goodness
"Istikhara" means to ask for good or to weigh the importance of an option and to select the best one.4 It
also means to ask God to give him the best.5
But in the language of Shari’ah (or religion) it means to ask God for the best. We read in supplication 33
of Sahifah al-Sajjadiyah:

اَﻟﻬِﻤﻨَﺎ وة ﺑِﺎﻟﺨَﻴﺮاﻗْﺾِ ﻟ وﻪآﻟﺪٍ وﻤﺤ ﻣ ﻋﻠﻞﻚَ ﻓَﺼﻠﻤكَ ﺑِﻌﻴﺮ اَﺳﺘَﺨّﻧ اﻢ"اﻟﱠﻠﻬ
ﺎﻤ ﻣﻴﻢﻠاﻟﺘَﺴ ﻟَﻨَﺎ وﻴﺖﺎ ﻗَﻀﺎ ﺑِﻤِﺿ اﻟﺮﻟﺔً اﻚَ ذَرِﻳﻌﻞ ذَﻟﻌاﺟ و،ِﺎرﻴﺧﺘﺮِﻓَﺔَ اﻻﻌﻣ
"ﻴﻦﺼﺨْﻠ اﻟﻤﻴﻦﻘِﺪﻧَﺎ ﺑِﻴاَﻳﻴﺎبِ وﺗر اﻻﻳﺐﻨﱠﺎ ر ﻓَﺄزِح ﻋﺖﻤﺣ
"O God! I ask of You the best in Your knowledge, therefore bless Muhammad and his Household, and
decree for me the best. Inspire us with knowledge to choose the best and make that a means to being
pleased with what You have decreed for us and submitting to what You have decided. Banish from us
the doubt of misgiving and conﬁrm us with the certainty of the sincere”.6
And in Zurarah's tradition narrated from Imam Baqir (as) we read:

؟ اَﻗُﻮلﻴﻒةَ ﻛﺨَﺎرﺳﺘ اﻻدتاَرﺮاً و اَﻣتدذَا اَر ا:ﻔَﺮٍ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ اﻟﺴﻼمﻌ ﺟِﺑ ﻻ"ﻗُﻠْﺖ
ﺔَ ﻓﻌﻤ اﻟﺠﻮم ﻳﻞ ﺻ ﺛُﻢﻴﺲاﻟﺨَﻤ وﺎءر ﺑِﻌاﻻ وﻢ اﻟﺜَﻼﺛَﺎءﻚَ ﻓَﺼ ذَﻟدتذَا اَر ا:ﻓَﻘَﺎل
َ اَﺳﺄﻟُﻚّﻧ اﻢ )اﻟﱠﻠﻬ:ﺎءﻤ اﻟﺴﻟ ﺗَﻨﻈُﺮ ااَﻧﺖ ﻗُﻞ وﺪ ﺛُﻢ ﻓَﺘَﺸَﻬ،ﺘَﻴﻦﻛﻌﻴﻒٍ رﺎنٍ ﻧَﻈﻣ
ﺮﻣﺬا اﻻﺎنَ ﻫن ﻛ ا،ِ اﻟﻐَﻴﺐﻢﺎﻟ ﻋﻴﻢ اَﻧْﺖﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮةﺎداﻟﺸﱠﻬ اﻟﻐَﻴﺐِ وﻢﺎﻟﺑِﺎﻧﱠﻚَ ﻋ

َﻚﺎنَ ذَﻟن ﻛا و، ﺑِﻪاﻓﺘَﺢ ﻟ و،ﻴﻪ ﻓﺎرِك ﻟﺑ و ﻟﺮهﺴﻚَ ﻓَﻴﻠﻤ ﻋﺎ اَﺣﺎطَ ﺑِﻪﻴﻤﺧَﻴﺮاً ﻓ
ﺗَﻘﺪِر و،ﻻ اَﻋﻠَﻢ وﻧﱠﻚَ ﺗَﻌﻠَﻢ ﻓَﺎﺎ ﺗَﻌﻠَﻢ ﺑِﻤّﻨﻚَ ﻓَﺎﺻﺮِف ﻋﻠﻤ ﻋﺎ اَﺣﺎطَ ﺑِﻪﻴﻤاً ﻓ ﺷَﺮﻟ
."ة ﺗﻘﻮﻟﻬﺎ ﻣﺌﺔ ﻣﺮ،(ِ اﻟﻐُﻴﻮبمﻼ ﻋاﻧﺖ وﻻ اَﻗْﻀ وﺗَﻘﻀ و،ﻻ اَﻗﺪِرو
Zurarah said: ‘I asked Imam Baqir (as): “If I intend to do something and wish to perform Istikharah, what
should I do”? He said: “If you wish to do that, then fast on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday; then on
Friday perform a two rak'ah (a unit of salat) prayer in a clean place; after performing the tashhahud, look
at the sky and say: ‘O Allah, I ask You, for You are the Knower of the Unseen and the witnessed, the
All-merciful, the All-compassionate – You are the Knower of the Unseen - if this matter is good in what
Your Knowledge encompasses of it, then make it easy for me, bless me in it, and open it for me.
If it is bad in what Your Knowledge encompasses of it, then turn it away from me with what You know,
for You know and do not, You determine and I do not, and You decree and I do not, and You are the
Knower of the Unseen’. Repeat that a hundred times.”7
Of course, there are other kinds of Istikhara: Istikhara with the Qur’an, with writing on a piece of paper,
and Istikhara with the rosary (tasbih). It is written in the books on Prayers and traditions that a person
resorts to Istikhara when he is caught between two seemingly good options, but he is unable to choose
one option. He does not know whether it is good or evil. When he starts to carry out Istikhara, his doubts
are eliminated and he will have faith in the option he selects.8
Which one is better? Your worthless idols or the One Who fulﬁlls your needs when you are left with
nothing except depression?"9 And God will help him if He thinks it proper.
They tell us to pray (use supplication: du'a) abundantly, because when we knock on a door, there is
hope that it will open;10 However, this work should be continuous, depending on the intention of the
performer of the supplication.11
1. . Qur’an 7:29.
2. . Usul al-Kaﬁ, vol.2, p.16.
3. . Shirk, or associating partners with God, is of the following types: Shirk in the essence of God, shirk in attributes, shirk in
actions, shirk in worship. A believer should avoid all of these and should not appoint any partner for God. He should obey
only the Unique God and should ask Him for help.
4. . Abduh's commentary on Nahj al-Balaghah, vol.3, p.45.
5. . Ibn Maytham's Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah, vol.5, p.11.
6. . Sahifah al-Sajjadiyah, supplication 33.
7. . Wasa'il, vol.5, p.207.
8. . For further information concerning Istikhara and its kinds refer to the following: Bihar, vol.19, pp.222-288; Wasa'il, vol.5,
pp.204-221, vol.4, p.875; Sahifah al-Sajjadiyah, (tr.) Fayz al-Islam, and (tr.) Sayyid ‘Ali Khan; and Allamah Kalbasi's alIstikhara.
9. . For this, see Imam Khumayni's Kashf al-Asrar, pp.89-97.
10. . Bihar, vol.93, p.298.
11. . In traditions, it is said the supplication could be recited once or one hundred times depending on the importance of the

topic at hand.

" ﻋﻨﻚ ﺻﻔﺤﺎ ﻓﺎنّ ﺧﻴﺮ اﻟﻘﻮل ﻣﺎ ﻧﻔﻊ وﻻ ﺗﺬﻫﺒﻦﺘﻢ وﺻﻴ"و ﺗﻔﻬ
Sometimes the act of implementing a will is ceremonial; in such cases it does not make any difference
whether the person for whom a will is drawn will understand it or not. At other times, implementing a will
is a responsibility. The writer wishes to train the person; if he does not do this action properly, the writer
will be responsible.
In such a case, the writer is concerned with the comprehension of the person. Imam ‘Ali (as) is one of
those who is concerned. Thus, he orders his son to understand it and will not bypass it. It is because this
will contains a sea of knowledge, ethics, and educational principles. Not taking it seriously clashes with
the writer's intention that he had in making this will applicable and practical. Such negligence on the part
of the reader is not in keeping with the writer's intentions. Therefore, Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes that his
son should take this will seriously.

" ﻋﻠﻢ ﻻﻳﻨﻔﻊ وﻻ ﻳﻨﻔﻊ ﺑﻌﻠﻢ ﻻ ﻳﺤﻖ ﺗﻌﻠﻤﻪ"و اﻋﻠﻢ اﻧّﻪ ﻻ ﺧﻴﺮ ﻓ
As we know, the Islamic commandments and its allowable and prohibited actions all depend on the proﬁt
and loss which these concepts have for the individual and the community as a whole. Thus, the
acquisition of any knowledge, too, is not an exception to this general rule. The knowledge that deserves
to be studied is that which is proﬁtable. If it does not bear any proﬁt, learning it is absurd, and if it hurts, it
should be abandoned.
On the basis of this concept, in Islam the acquisition of some sciences is compulsory and worthwhile,
such as jurisprudence, Hadith, ethics, and Islamic knowledge. Some other sciences are forbidden. Such
as witchcraft, or any science which in one way or another hurts the welfare of the community. For this
reason, Imam ‘Ali (as) in this part of his discourse says, "If knowledge (of something) is not proﬁtable, it
will not contain any good," The Prophet (S) has said in this regard, "O God! I resort to you for not
learning any science which is not proﬁtable".1
Sheikh Ansari, at the beginning of his book called "Makasib" records the famous tradition in “Tuhaf al‘Uqul” from Imam Sadiq (as) who talks of lawful and unlawful knowledge as the following:

“Any kind of skill that the believers could learn or teach are lawful and practical such as writing,
accounting, trade, goldsmith's trade, saddle-making, building, weaving, laundering, tailoring, facesculpture, except the sculpture of the clergy, and making the tools which people need and take beneﬁt
out of and their life is dependent on them. God has forbidden those industries the results of which are
unlawful, such as making musical instruments (Tar and pipes), making chess, making of the cross and
idol making, brewing alcoholic beverages, which lead to corruption. The teaching and learning of these
affairs are forbidden”.2

،َﻟَﻴﻚ اﻴﺘﺻ ﺑِﻮرتﺎد ﺑ،ًﻨﺎﻫ واد اَزدأﻳﺘُﻨر و،ًﻨّﺎ ﺳﻠَﻐﺖ ﻗﺪ ﺑﻳﺘُﻨاﺎ ر ﻟَﻤّﻧ اَﻨ"اَي ﺑ
 ﻧَﻔْﺴﺎ ﻓﻟَﻴﻚَ ﺑِﻤ اونَ اَن اُﻓﻀ دﻠ اَﺟِﻞ ﺑﻌﺠ اَن ﻳﺎ ﻗَﺒﻞﻨﻬ ﻣﺎﻻﺼ ﺧدتاَورو
ِﺎت ﻏَﻠَﺒﻌﺾﻟَﻴﻚَ ﺑ اﺴﺒِﻘَﻨ اَو ﻳﻤ ﺟِﺴ ﻓﺖﺎ ﻧَﻘَﺼﻤ ﻛأﻳ ر ﻓاَو اَن اَﻧﻘُﺺ
ِضﺎﻻرﺪَثِ ﻛ اﻟﺤﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻗَﻠﺐا و،ِﺐِ اﻟﻨﱡﻔُﻮرﻌﺎﻟﺼﻮنَ ﻛَ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﻓَﺘﺘَﻦﻮى اَو ﻓاﻟﻬ
ﻞﺸﺘَﻐﻳﻚَ و ﻗَﻠﺒﻮﻘﺴ اَن ﻳبِ ﻗَﺒﻞدرﺗُﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻻﺎد ﻓَﺒ ﻗَﺒِﻠَﺘﻪَﻦ ﺷﺎ ﻣﻴﻬ ﻓﺎ اُﻟﻘ ﻣ:ﺔﻴاﻟﺨَﺎﻟ
،ﺘَﻪﺮِﺑﺗَﺠ وﺘَﻪﻐﻴﺎرِبِ ﺑ اﻟﺘَﺠﻔَﺎكَ اَﻫﻞﺎ ﻗَﺪ ﻛﻣﺮِ ﻣ اﻻﻦأﻳﻚَ ﻣﺪِّ ر ﺑِﺠﺘَﺴﺘَﻘْﺒِﻞ ﻟ،َﻚﻟُﺒ
ﺎ ﻗَﺪﻚَ ﻣﻦ ذَﻟ ﻓَﺎﺗَﺎكَ ﻣﺔﺮِﺑ اﻟﺘَﺠﻼجﻦ ﻋ ﻣﻴﺖﻮﻓﻋﻧَﺔَ اﻟﻄﱠﻠَﺐِ وﻮ ﻣﺖﻴﻔﻮنَ ﻗَﺪْ ﻛَﻓَﺘ
"ﻨْﻪﻠَﻴﻨَﺎ ﻣ ﻋﻤﺎ اَﻇْﻠَﻢﺑﺎ رﺎنَ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣاﺳﺘَﺒ وﻴﻪﻨّﺎ ﻧَﺄﺗﻛ
“My son! When I saw that I had reached old age, and I saw myself increase in weakness, I hastened
with my will to you. I set out in it some useful points lest death overtake me without my having
acquainted you with my thoughts or (lest) my mind weaken just as my body has weakened or some
mastery of desire and the temptations of the world get to you before me, so that you become like a
refractory camel.
The heart of a young man is like empty land which accepts anything that is strewn on it. Thus I hastened
to (instruct) you in good discipline before your heart hardens and your mind is occupied, so that you may
face with sound judgment the endeavours and experiences of the people of experience which are
sufﬁcient for you. Thus you will be spared the trouble of seeking and relieved of the cultivation of
experience; for you receive our experiences and what may have been unclear for us will become clear to
you”.
There are some signiﬁcant points in the above text which deserve our scrutiny:

1. Imam ‘Ali's Haste In Writing This Will
Imam ‘Ali (as) was in a haste to write the will for the following reasons:
First, he was becoming old, above 60, the age in which both brain and brawn deteriorate. At times, the

spirit becomes feeble, not being able to carry out important tasks. Imam ‘Ali (as) here is concerned
about his powers to handle this grave task.
Second, one usually at this age is vulnerable and is ready to go, as Imam Sadiq (as) says:

"َﻮﺗ اﻟﻤﻚَ ﻓﺐ ﻧَﻔْﺴﺴﻨَﺔً ﻓَﺎﺣ ﺳﻴﻦّﺘ ﺳﻠَﻐﺖذا ﺑ"ا
"When you reach sixty, consider yourself among the dead"3
And the Prophet (S) has said, regarding this:

"ﺎﻨﺎﻳﻌﺘَﺮكُ اﻟﻤﻴﻦ ﻣﺒﻌ اﻟﺴﻟ اﻴﻦﺘ اﻟﺴﻴﻦﺎ ﺑ"ﻣ
"Death usually comes to people between sixty and seventy".4
Thus, Imam ‘Ali (as) is in a hurry because he is worried about his approaching death.
Third, he is in a hurry because he thinks if it becomes late, whims and wishes and the deceitful
manifestations of life might draw his son away from the path of piety and perfection and will destroy his
capacity for improvement like an untamable palfrey.5
Fourth, he is in a hurry because he wants his son be ready to anticipate events as they develop and
make use of others’ experiences and not to fail to decide on the spot.

2. The Best Time For Education
As we have experienced, children are more capable of learning than adults. They retain what they are
exposed to at this early age. It is said:
"The acquisition of knowledge at childhood is like engraving on the stone; but the acquisition of
knowledge at adulthood is like drawing lines on the surface of water".6 And it is also said:
"A child is like soft clay; he will take shape however you mould him".7 But if a person advances in age,
his personality and identity take form through knowledge and ethics, and he develops habits, then he is
difﬁcult to change.
Concerning this, the Persian poet Sa'di says:
A person who does not get educated while young,
Improvement is taken away from him at the old age;

You may turn a piece of wet wood, but
You cannot make it straight except with ﬁre.
Imam ‘Ali (as) recognizes the childhood as the best time for education. For this reason he does not
consider it feasible to let this period pass in his child's life without necessary changes he wants to create
in his life. He believes: the heart of the child is like a piece of land which is capable to grow any seed. It
is at this stage of life which the child should be exposed to the seeds of education.

3. The Use of Other People's Experiences
There are many pieces of knowledge which are gained through experience and trial, either through
personal experiencing or by the experiences of others, but neither through perception nor scientiﬁc
analysis.
When the child draws his hand for the ﬁrst time towards the ﬁre and perceives the feeling of burning, he
experiences it for the ﬁrst time. He learns in this way not to come very close to ﬁre.
When the child observes that his playmate crosses the street without attention and gets involved in an
accident and loses his hands and feet as the result and even he might die, this experience teaches him
to be cautious in crossing the street.
When the youth sees that, through his trials, he can pass the entrance exam to the university, this
success makes him bolder. On the other hand, when he sees a youth, through his communication with
addicts, may not continue his education and even gets into prison, he will gain a lot of experience and
will distinguish bad from good. Imam ‘Ali (as) says that the value for the correctness of people's ideas
and affairs is determined by the amount of their experiences.8 In another place Imam ‘Ali (as) says that
a person who does not learn from experiences cannot be advised.9 In the last case, for Imam ‘Ali (as)
wisdom is to collect experiences and take lessons from them.10 In another place, Imam ‘Ali (as)
emphasizes:

"ﺎه اَﺷﺒﻣﻮرنﱠ اﻻﺎنَ ﻓَﺎﺎ ﻗَﺪ ﻛﻦ ﺑِﻤﺎ ﻟَﻢ ﻳ ﻣ ﻋﻠﺳﺘَﺪَل"ا

“Draw conclusions about what has not yet occurred on the basis of what has already occurred. This is
because occurrences are similar to one another.11
Imam ‘Ali (as) elsewhere teaches us:

"ﺗَﻴﻦﺮﺮٍ ﻣﺤﻦ ﺟ ﻣﻦﺆﻣﻠْﺪَغُ اﻟﻤ او ﻻ ﻳﻊﻠْﺴﻻ ﻳ

“A believer is not bitten twice from one hole."12

اﻻﻳﺎم ﺗﻔﻴﺪ اﻟﺘﺠﺎرب

“The days of our lives teach us experiences”.13
And experience teaches man ethics and how to select the right path and how to take lessons. A raw
man is gullible.14
1. . Ibn Maytham's Commentary of Nahj al-Balaghah, vol.5, p.12.
2. . Tuhaf al-‘Uqul, pp.335-336.
3. . Bihar, vol.73, p.391; vol.6, p.119.
4. . Op.cit.
5. . Op.cit.
6. . Ibn Abi al-Hadid's Commentary on Nahj al-Balaghah, vol.16, p.67. A similar sentence is reported by Imam ‘Ali (as) in
Bihar, vol.1, p.324.
7. . Op cit.
8. . Ghurar al-Hikam, pp.423, 719, 630.
9. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Letter No 78; Mustadrak, vol.3, p.177.
10. . Ghurar al-Hikam; Bihar al-Anwar, vol.77, p.231.
11. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Letter No 31.
12. . Ibn Athir's Al-Nihaya, vol.4, p.248.
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14. . Ghurar al-Hikam; Bihar, vol.77

ﻬِﻢﺎﻟ اَﻋﻤ ﻓ ﻓَﻘَﺪ ﻧَﻈَﺮتﻠﺎنَ ﻗَﺒﻦ ﻛ ﻣﺮﻤ ﻋﺮتﻤﻦ ﻋن ﻟَﻢ اَﻛا وّﻧ اَﻨ"اَي ﺑ
ﺎ اﻧﺘَﻬ ﺑِﻤّﺎﻧﻞ ﻛﻢ ﺑﺪِﻫﺎﺣ ﻛﺪْت ﻋّﺘﻢ ﺣ آﺛَﺎرِﻫ ﻓتﺮﺳﻢ وﺎرِﻫ اَﺧﺒ ﻓﺮتَﻓو
ﺪَرِهﻦ ﻛﻚَ ﻣ ذَﻟﻔﻮ ﺻﻓﺖﺮﻢ ﻓَﻌﺮِﻫ آﺧﻟﻬِﻢ اﻟ اوﻊ ﻣﺮتﻤﻢ ﻗَﺪ ﻋﻮرِﻫﻦ اُﻣ ﻣﻟا
َ ﻟُﻚﺧﱠﻴﺖﺗَﻮ( وﻴﻠَﻪﻠ )ﺟﻴﻠَﻪ اَﻣﺮٍ ﻧَﺨﻞﻦ ﻛ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣﺘَﺨْﻠَﺼﺖ ﻓَﺎﺳرِهﺮﻦ ﺿ ﻣﻪﻧﻔْﻌو
َﺪاﻟ اﻟﻮﻌﻨﺎ ﻳﺮِكَ ﻣﻦ اَﻣ ﻣﻨﺎﻧ ﻋﻴﺚ ﺣأﻳﺖر وﻮﻟَﻪﻬﺠﻨْﻚَ ﻣ ﻋﻓﺖﺮﺻ و،ﻴﻠَﻪﻤﺟ
ِﺮ اﻟﺪﱠﻫﻘْﺘَﺒِﻞﻣﻤﺮِ و اﻟﻌﻘْﺒِﻞ ﻣاﻧﺖﻚَ وﻮنَ ذَﻟﺑِﻚَ اَن ﻳﻦ اَد ﻣﻠَﻴﻪ ﻋﻌﺖاﺟﻤ وﻴﻖاﻟﺸَﻔ
ﻊﺷَﺮاﺋ وﻪﺗَﺄوِﻳﻠﻪ وﺘَﺎبِ اﻟ ﻛﻴﻢﻠكَ ﺑِﺘَﻌاَن اَﺑﺘَﺪِا وﺔﻴﺎﻓﻧَﻔْﺲٍ ﺻ وﺔﻴﻤﻠ ﺳﺔﻴذُو ﻧ
 اَن اَﺷْﻔَﻘﺖ ﺛُﻢﺮِه ﻏَﻴﻟﻚَ ﺑِﻚَ اﺎوِزَ ذَﻟﻻ اُﺟ وﻪﺮاﻣﺣ وﻼﻟَﻪﺣ وﻪﺎﻣاﺣ وﻼمﺳاﻻ
ﻠَﻴﻬِﻢ ﻋﺲﻟﺘَﺒ اﻟﱠﺬِي اﺜْﻞﻬِﻢ ﻣآراﺋﻬِﻢ وﻦ اَﻫﻮاﺋ ﻣﻴﻪ ﻓ اﻟﻨّﺎسﺎ اَﺧﺘَﻠَﻒﻠَﻴﻚَ ﻣ ﻋﻠْﺘَﺒِﺲﻳ
 اَﻣﺮٍ ﻻﻟﻚَ اﻼﻣﺳﻦ ا ﻣﻟ اﺐ اَﺣﻦ ﺗَﻨْﺒِﻴﻬِﻚَ ﻟَﻪ ﻣﺖﺮِﻫﺎ ﻛ ﻣﻠﻚَ ﻋ ذَﻟﺎمﺣﺎنَ اَﻓ
َﻘَﺼﺪِكﻚَ ﻟﻬﺪِﻳاَن ﻳﺷْﺪِكَ وﺮ ﻟﻴﻪﻪ ﻓﻘَﻚَ اﻟّﻮﻓ اَن ﻳﻮتﺟرﺔَ وَﻠ اﻟﻬﻠَﻴﻚَ ﺑِﻪ ﻋﻦآﻣ

"ﺬِه ﻫﺘﻴﺻﻟَﻴﻚَ و اﺪْتﻬﻓَﻌ
“My son! Although I have not lived the long life of my predecessors, I have looked at their actions,
contemplated the reports about them, and journeyed among their ruins until (it was as if) I had become
like one of them. In fact, because of the reports that have reached me of their affairs, it is as if I had lived
with the ﬁrst of them to the last of them. Thus I have distinguished their pure from their impure, and their
beneﬁt from their harm. I have extracted for you from every matter the purest of it, and exclusively aimed
at presenting you its beautiful aspects and turned away from you its unknown things.
Since I am concerned about your affair with the concern of a compassionate father, and I have resolved
on bestowing on you good discipline, I considered (it appropriate) that it should be while you are in your
youth and in the prime of your life, possessing sound intention and a pure soul. I considered that I
should begin by teaching you the Book of Allah and its interpretation, the laws and commandments of
Islam and its lawful and unlawful matters, and that I should not take you beyond that to anything else.
Then I feared that matters in which people had conﬂicting desires and opinions would confuse you just
as it had confused them. Thus, despite my dislike of cautioning you, it was preferable to me to ﬁrmly
establish that, than to leave you to a matter in which I am not free of the fear of your destruction. I hoped
that God would give you success in it through your right direction and guide you to your objective, so I
entrust this will of mine to you”.

Commentary
There are several worthy points in this section of Imam ‘Ali’s letter:

1. Mentioning The History Of The Past Nations
As we have often noticed before in the same way that the creation is governed by laws and is based on
a series of causes and effects, and not a single action occurs without these factors of cause and effect,
the fate of nations and human communities depend on a series of causes and effects. No nation
becomes prosperous or miserable, progressive or backward, strong or weak, steady or destroyed
without valid reasons. There are factors which inﬂuence them greatly.
Therefore, a survey of the history of the past nations and the factors which contributed to their prosperity
or misery may help us ﬁnd our way in a troubled world in which we now are. This is because the same
factors which were at work shaping the life of the people in the past are still active.
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter to Harith al-Hamdani emphasizes that:

"ًﻌﻀﺎ ﺑﺸْﺒِﻪﻬﺎ ﻳﻌﻀنﱠ ﺑﺎ ﻓَﺎﻨﻬ ﻣﻘﺎ ﺑﻤ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﻟﻦ ﻣﻀﺎ ﻣﺒِﺮ ﺑِﻤ"وِاﻋﺘ
"Learn lessons from past events for future events, because they are similar to one another."1
It is exactly for this reason that one third of the Qur’an consists of the stories and histories of past
nations and according to the Qur’an, this survey of the past will help everybody since
"..in their histories there is certainly a lesson for men of understanding" [Qur’an 12:111]. Then in
the Holy Qur’an, Allah orders the Prophet (S) "therefore relate the narrative that they may reﬂect."
[Qur’an 7:176].
In his Qasi’ah sermon, where he talks on the issues of the prosperity and misery of nations and Muslims
and the factors responsible for them, Imam ‘Ali (as) talks about the similarity among the fates of the
nations and the identical factors of their successes and failures,
He says: Avoid facing the punishments which were inﬂicted upon the past nations. Remember their
attitudes in hardships. Try not to be like them.
After comparing their behavior when they were prosperous and at the time of their misery and
depression, then adopt those actions of theirs which brought about their prosperity and providence,
which made their foes ﬂee from them, which put assets at their disposal, which made strong their social
bonds, which made them avoid discord and disunity, which made their harmony feasible, and which
enticed them to shun those actions which weaken their power, i.e., deceptive action and jealousy.
"Think about the conditions of the believers of the past, how they were tested by God. Did they not have
to face a lot of hardships?
"But when God, the Almighty, observed their perseverance and patience in the face of obstacles for His
sake, He changed their misery into prosperity, and their fear into security. God made them governors,
statesmen and leaders. They received such favors from God they had not even hoped for.
"Observe how they were moderate, their hands were in the service of one another, their swords helped
each other, their eyes were piercing, and their intentions and aims were united. Did they not become
leaders of the entire earth?
Then observe the end of their lives. When they became disunited their unity was fractured, and there
were disagreements among them; they divided, and started to quarrel. At this time, God changed their
strength into weakness and deprived them of their assets. What remained of them is their sad stories for
you today to behold and for you to take lessons.
Then Imam ‘Ali (as) adds:

"ِﻣﺜَﺎل اﻻﺎهﺒ اﺷﺘباﻗﺮالِ وﺣﻮ اﻻﺪَال"ﻓَﻤﺎ اَﺷَﺪﱠ اﻋﺘ

"You see how nations are similar in their states and traits."2
This very principle of similarity in states and traits among nations, which depicts their fates, is of crucial
signiﬁcance for Imam ‘Ali (as) in his sermon. That is why he emphasizes a survey of the lives of people
of the past.

2. Every Father Should Try Educating His Child
Among the factors which build up man's personality are the family environment and parental guidance.
The latter factor is of crucial importance in child's life, especially in his life manners and etiquette.
Since in Islam "adab" or "good manners" are used to evaluate one's amount of education and are
recognized as the best indicator of one's personality, therefore, training one's children in this aspect is
given great gravity in Islam.
In his treatise on law, Imam Zayn al-‘Abidin (as) says concerning this issue:

ه ِﺷَﺮ و اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﺑِﺨَﻴﺮِهﺎﺟِﻞ ﻋﻟَﻴﻚَ ﻓ اﻀﺎفﻨﻚَ وﻣ ﻣ اﻧﱠﻪﻟَﺪِكَ ﻓﺎَن ﺗَﻌﻠَﻢ وﻖﺎ ﺣاﻣ"و
َﻮﻧَﺔﻌاﻟﻤ وﻞ وﺟﺰِﻪ ﻋﺑ رﻠ ﻋاﻟﺪَﻻﻟَﺔبِ ود اﻻﺴﻦﻦ ﺣ ﻣﻟﱠﻴﺘَﻪ ﺑِﻪﺎ وﻤ ﻋﺴﺆولاﻧﱠﻚَ ﻣو
،ﻟَﻴﻪﺎنِ اﺣﺴ اﻻ ﻋﻠﺜﺎب ﻣﻌﻠَﻢ اَﻧﱠﻪﻦ ﻳ ﻣﻞﻤ ﻋ اَﻣﺮِهﻞ ﻓ ﻓَﺎﻋﻤﻪﺘ ﻃَﺎﻋ ﻋﻠﻟَﻪ
"ﻟَﻴﻪ اةﺳﺎء اﻻ ﻋﻠﻌﺎﻗَﺐﻣ
“It is your child's right on you that you should know that he is from you and will be ascribed to you
through both his good and his evil in the immediate affairs of this world. You are responsible for what
has been entrusted to you, such as educating him in good conduct, guiding him towards the path of his
Lord, the Almighty, and helping him to obey Him. So act toward him with the action of one who knows
that he will be rewarded for good doing toward him, and punished for doing evil to him."3
In accordance with our religion leaders, other children's rights are: selecting good names for them,
reading Qur’an, swimming, shooting, providing them with jobs and spouses, feeding them rightfully and
housing them appropriately.4
As we have seen before at the adulthood, like at the time of childhood, man's spirit is malleable.
Whatever changes the child is exposed to is eternal. Regarding this, Imam Musa ibn Ja'far al-Kadhim
(as) has said:

ﻨﺰِﻟَﺔﺎنَ ﺑِﻤ ﻛﺒِﻴﺮ ﻛﻮﻫ وﻠﱠﻢﻦ ﺗَﻌﻣﺮِ وﺠ اﻟﺤ ﻓﺳﻢ اﻟﺮﻨﺰِﻟَﺔﺎنَ ﺑِﻤ ﻛ ﺷَﺒﺎﺑِﻪ ﻓﻦ ﺗَﻌﻠﱠﻢ"ﻣ
"ﺎء اﻟﻤﻪﺟ وﺘﺎبِ ﻋﻠاﻟ

"Learning in one’s youth is like writing on stone. But learning in old age is like writing on the surface of
water".5

3. The War among 72 Nations
In the book "The reasons behind the rise of Islam and the fall of the Muslims," one of the reasons for this
fall is said to be sectarianism. Two other factors are responsible for these differences, however:
a) Lack of the recognition of the truth. Haﬁz, the Persian poet, says in this regard:
The quarrel among the seventy–two nations is not valid.
For, not seeing the truth, they resorted to fantasy.
b) Selﬁshness and self-conceit.
We have already said if we wish to get rid of the sectarian differences among people, we should use
reasoning in the light of the Book and the Prophet's kinfolks, and avoid being indoctrinated by poisoning
ideas of some.
We should also avoid being carried away by selﬁshness and self-conceit in the recognition of facts and
truth in different sects.
Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter asks his child not to be carried away by these two factors: selﬁshness and
self-conceit.

4. Why Is Imam ‘Ali Unwilling To Teach Any Book On Religion
But The Qur’an And The Shari’ah?
As we saw before, Imam ‘Ali (as), as a kind father, decided to teach his son, Imam Hassan (as), the
Qur’an and the sacred "Shari’ah", which are the sources of all human knowledge. He decided not to
teach him anything else. But he practically saw that people, due to their selﬁshness, started having
different sects. Thus, he decided, along with Qur’an and Shari’ah, to teach other issues to his son as
well: topics such as: monotheism, Prophethood, resurrection philosophy, history, education, ethical
points, the recognition of the factors of corruption… and the like.
But Imam ‘Ali (as) is innately dissatisﬁed to enter into this game because entering this scene does not
have any proﬁt whatsoever. This is because the Book of God and its interpretation is the essence of all
knowledge and sciences and will make it needless for people to study other things. But consider the
condition of Islam in those dark days when people separated themselves from the Prophet's kinfolk. This
separation from the guidance of the Prophet's kinfolk caused people to have different understandings of
the facts and truth. In this way, different sects came into being. Under such conditions, Imam saw it
feasible to start giving Imam Hasan (as) new insights about religion.
Furthermore, this section of Imam ‘Ali's letter neither involves unwillingness towards religious
discussions, nor, does it indicate, as some have erroneously assumed, that the Qur’anic sciences and

religious commandments are of lower importance. Each one of these has its special value.6
1. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Letter No 69.
2. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Sermon 192.
3. . Shaykh Saduq's Khisal, vol.. 2, p.350.
4. . Kanz al-‘Ummal, Hadith 35340; Hikmah's Nahj al-Balaghah, Hikmah no.399; Bihar, vol.74, p.80; Bihar, vol.74, p.85;
Kanz al-‘Ummal, vol.16 Hadith 45409 – 45411.
5. . Saﬁnah al-Bihar, vol.1, p.680, item "Shabab" (Youth).
6. . Concerning Imam ‘Ali's unwillingness, the translators and interpreters of Nahj al-Balaghah have said nothing. Some
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ﺎر ﻋﻠﺼﻗﺘاﻻﻪ وى اﻟ ﺗَﻘﻮﺘﻴﺻﻦ و ﻣﻟ اﺬٌ ﺑِﻪ آﺧﺎ اﻧْﺖ ﻣ اَنﱠ اَﺣﺐَﻨﺎ ﺑاﻋﻠَﻢ ﻳ"و
ﻦﻮنَ ﻣﺤﺎﻟاﻟﺼﻚَ وﺎﺋﻦ آﺑﻟُﻮنَ ﻣو اﻻﻠَﻴﻪ ﻋﻀﺎ ﻣﺧْﺬَ ﺑِﻤاﻻ و،َﻠَﻴﻚﻪ ﻋ اﻟﻪﺿﺎ ﻓَﺮﻣ
ﺎ اَﻧﺖﻤوا ﻛﺮَﻓ و،ﺮ ﻧَﺎﻇﺎ اَﻧﺖﻤﻬِﻢ ﻛﻧﻔُﺴﻮا اَن ﻧَﻈَﺮوا ﻻﺪَﻋﻢ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻧﱠﻬ ﻓَﺎ،َﻚﻴﺘ ﺑاَﻫﻞ
ﺖن أﺑ ﻓَﺎ،ﻠﱠﻔُﻮاﺎﻟَﻢ ﻳﻤﺎكِ ﻋﻣﺴاﻻ و،ﻓُﻮاﺮﺎ ﻋﺧْﺬِ ﺑِﻤ اﻻﻟﻚَ ا ذﻟﺮﻢ آﺧﻫد ر ﺛُﻢﺮَﻔﻣ
 ﻻﺗَﻌﻠﱡﻢ وﻢﻚَ ﺑِﺘَﻔَﻬﻚَ ذَﻟﻦ ﻃَﻠَﺒ ﻓَﻠﻴ،ﻮاﻤﻠﺎ ﻋﻤ ﻛونَ اَن ﺗَﻌﻠَﻢﻚَ د ذَﻟﻞﻚَ اَن ﺗَﻘﺒﻧَﻔﺴ
َﺎﻧَﺔﻌﺘﺳﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻻ ذَﻟ ﻧَﻈَﺮِكَ ﻓﻞﺪَأ ﻗَﺒاﺑ و،ِﺎتﻮﻣِ( اﻟﺨُﺼﻠُﻮ )ﻋﻠَﻖﻬﺎتِ وﻋط اﻟﺸﱡﺒﺑِﺘَﻮر
ﻟﺘﻚَ ا اَو اَﺳﻠَﻤﺔﻬ ﺷُﺒﺘْﻚَ ﻓ اَوﻟَﺠﺔﺒ ﺷَﺎﺋﻞكِ ﻛﺗَﺮﻚَ وﻴﻘ ﺗَﻮﻓ ﻓﻟَﻴﻪﺔَ اﻏْﺒاﻟﺮ و،َﺑِﺎﻟَﻬِﻚ
ﻚَ ﻓﻤﺎنَ ﻫﻛ وﻊﺘَﻤﻚَ ﻓَﺎﺟأﻳ رﺗَﻢ وﻚَ ﻓَﺨَﺸَﻊﻔﺎ ﻗَﻠﺒ اَن ﻗَﺪْ ﺻذَا اَﻳﻘَﻨْﺖ ﻓَﺎﻼﻟَﺔﺿ
ﻦ ﻣﺐﺎ ﺗُﺤﻊ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣﺘَﻤﺠ ﻟَﻢ ﻳن اَﻧﺖا و،َ ﻟَﻚﺮتﺎ ﻓَﺴﻴﻤ ﻓَﺎﻧْﻈُﺮ ﻓ،ًﺪااﺣﺎً وﻤﻚَ ﻫذَﻟ
ﻟَﻴﺲ وﺎءطُ اﻟﻈﱠﻠﻤرﺗَﺘَﻮ واءﺸْﻮﺎ ﺗُﺨْﺒِﻂُ اﻟﻌﻧﱠﻤﻠَﻢ اَﻧﱠﻚَ اﺮِكَ ﻓَﺎﻋﻓ ﻧَﻈَﺮِكَ وﻓَﺮاغﻚَ وﻧَﻔْﺴ
"ﺜَﻞﻚَ اَﻣ ذَﻟﻦﺎكُ ﻋﺴﻣاﻻ ﺧَﻠَﻂَ وﻂَ اَو ﺧَﺒﻦ ﻣ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦﺐﻃَﺎﻟ
“Know, my son, that what I would like the most for you to take from my will is God-wariness, restricting
yourself to what God has imposed on you, and adhering to the practice of your forefathers and the
righteous among the people of your household. They did not cease to examine themselves just as you
examine yourself, and to contemplate their affairs just as you do. That led them to act on what they knew
and to hold back from what they were not required to do.
If your soul refuses to accept that without ascertaining it (for yourself) as they ascertained it, then let your
search for that be with understanding and study, not through becoming entangled in doubts and
ensnared in arguments. Before looking into that, begin by seeking help from your God, asking Him for
your success, and abandoning the least thing that involves you in doubt or exposes you to misguidance.
Thus when you are certain that your heart has become pure and submissive, and your opinions have

become perfected and gathered together, and you have a single thought on the matter, then look into
what I have explained to you. But if you have not gathered yourself together as you wish and focused
your sights and thoughts exclusively on the matter, then know that you will be proceeding at random and
be confounded in the darkness, whereas a seeker of religion is not one who proceeds at random or is
confused, in which case it is better to hold back from that”.

Commentary
In this section of the letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) refers to the new principles of education which include the
approaches of acquiring knowledge and the implementation of the pious old generations and the
avoidance of blind imitations and full comprehension of the conditions of the time and ﬁnally the
avoidance of getting involved in dubious cases of thought.

The Approaches To The Acquisition Of Knowledge
As we know, man's knowledge, compared with what is unknown to him, is like a drop of water in the sea.
If man wants to capture this drop of knowledge, he has to select the proper method of approach so as
not to get drowned in the immense sea of what is unknown.
In his letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) provides us with three such approaches:

1. Inspiration
As God is the Creator of existence, and is aware of every detail, deﬁnitely His book of religion is based
on the facts of His book of creation. No deceit or lies appear there. Thus, a resort to God's Book and to
the Prophet's tradition, which is identical with divine inspiration, can help us ﬁnd our right path1 and block
our deviation. For this reason, Imam (as) has emphasized: “What I would like the most for you to take
from my will is God-wariness, restricting yourself to what God has imposed on you”.
As we know, one of man's most important ways for the progress of knowledge and culture and man's
civilization, has been following the guides offered by the Prophets and the Imams (as). We have dealt
with this in the book called "The History of the Islamic culture and civilization."

2. The Ways Of The Pious Ancestors
It is a fact that the older generations of a community, especially if they have had the guidance of Divine
Prophets, through experience and inspiration, have amassed huge reservoirs of knowledge, which could
be a valuable treasure for the next generations. Thus, reliance of this worthy treasure could help us
attain the right knowledge. That is why in this letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) orders his son to follow what his
forefathers have done.
Since we know that the Prophet and the Imams are descended from sacred origins and are not afﬂicted

with impurities of unbelief and have always followed the right religion,2 therefore, their ways are felicitous
and their knowledge is based on rights and facts.
Do his ‘forefathers’ mean the Prophet (S), Abu Talib, Abd al-Muttalib, Hashim…? And do the ‘righteous
among the people of your household’ refer to Hamza, Ja’far, Abbas, etc?3
Of course, this adherence to the practice of the pious ancestors does not clash with blind imitation,
which we will study later. This kind of adherence is the reference of an ignorant person to a scholar. This
is because these pious scholars are righteous people and will not misguide us. Secondly, as it is in the
text of the letter, they contemplate their daily affairs and do not get into matters they know nothing about.

3. Logic And Reasoning
The third way to get to truth and knowledge is through reasoning and logic. The Holy Qur’an says
regarding this:

ﻨْﻪﺎنَ ﻋﻚَ ﻛﻟَﺌو اﻞ ﻛاداﻟْﻔُﻮ وﺮﺼاﻟْﺒ وﻊﻤنﱠ اﻟﺴ اﻠْﻢ ﻋ ﻟَﻚَ ﺑِﻪﺲﺎ ﻟَﻴ ﻣ ﺗَﻘْﻒ"و
" ﻮﯩﺴﻣ
"And follow not that of which you have not the knowledge; surely the hearing and the sight and
the heart, all of these, shall be questioned about that" [Qur’an 17:36]
Contrary to other religions which contend that in the matters of belief and practice, worship itself is
enough, Islam is of the opinion that each idea or practice is acceptable only if it is based on logic.

ﺎﺗُﻮا ﻫ ﻗُﻞﻢﻬﻴﺎﻧﻣﻠْﻚَ اى ﺗﺎر ﻧَﺼوا اﻮدﺎنَ ﻫ ﻛﻦ ﻣﻨﱠﺔَ ا اﻟْﺠﺪْﺧُﻞ ﻳﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻟَﻦ"و
"ﻴﻦﺎدِﻗ ﺻﻨﺘُﻢنْ ﻛ اﻢَﺎﻧﻫﺮﺑ
"And they say: None shall enter the garden (of paradise) except he who is a Jew or a Christian.
These are their vain desires. Say: Bring your proof if you are truthful." [Qur’an 2:111]
On the basis of this, Imam ‘Ali (as) mentions: if you do not wish to use the ﬁrst and second approach,
and if you want to use the third way, you should use good understanding and reasoning, not baseless
assumptions.

ﻢﻚَ ﺑِﺘَﻔَﻬﻚَ ذَﻟﻦ ﻃَﻠﺒﻮا ﻓَﻠﻴﻤﻠﺎ ﻋﻤ ﻛونَ اَن ﺗَﻌﻠَﻢﻚَ د ذَﻟﻞﻚَ اَن ﺗَﻘﺒﺖ ﻧَﻔﺴن اَﺑ"ﻓﺎ

"... ﺗَﻌﻠﱡﻢو
If your soul refuses to accept that without ascertaining it (for yourself) as they ascertained it, then let your
search for that be with understanding and study,
The conditions for the use of this third method include the following:
a) Asking God for assistance.
b) The intention should be the clariﬁcation of the truth, and not quarrel or the defeat of the foe.
c) Drawing away the prejudice of defending one speciﬁc religion, the intention being only the clariﬁcation
of the truth, or else it would be of the other type, which leads to misleading.
d( Driving away those factors which make man doubtful, such as: megalomania, desire for fame, too
much interest in one’s possessions.
e) Having a pure heart, away from any kind of doubt and depression (such as hunger, too much eating,
aggressive lust, anger…) or else he would be like an unfettered camel that walks in the dark; he would
not be immune to falling.
The Hazards Of The Blind Imitation And Selection With No Reason
Although Islam agrees with logical imitation, i.e., the reference of the ignorant person to the scholar, on
which the order of society relies, such as one’s reference to physicians, engineers, tailors, carpenters,
and jurisprudents knowledgeable in the science of religion. It however, will not agree with blind imitation,
i.e., the reference of the ignorant person to another ignorant one. Islam completely rejects this kind of
imitation. Because this act does not, ﬁrstly, lead to the right way; and secondly, it exempliﬁes the axiom
which says: a blind person leads the way to another blind person. In Islam, this kind of imitation is
rejected. Mawlawi, the Persian poet says: May two hundred curses be leveled at this kind of imitation.
The Holy Qur’an, regarding this issue, says:

َﺎن ﻛﻟَﻮوﻧَﺎ اﺎء آﺑﻪﻠَﻴﻨَﺎ ﻋﻟْﻔَﻴﺎ ا ﻣ ﻧَﺘﱠﺒِﻊﻞ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﺑﻪ اﻟلﻧﺰﺎ اﻮا ﻣ اﺗﱠﺒِﻌﻢ ﻟَﻬﻴﻞذَا ﻗا"و
"َﺘَﺪُونﻬ ﻳﺎ وﯩﻠُﻮنَ ﺷَﻴﻘﻌ ﻳ ﻢﻫﺎوآﺑ
"And when it is said to them, follow what Allah has revealed, they say: Nay! We follow what we
found our fathers upon. What! And though their fathers had no sense at all, nor did they follow
the right way."4
The Prophet of Islam struggled against all unfavorable habits and unfounded imitations which had
fastened man's feet and hands like chains. He tried to break these shackles, freeing man.

" ﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﺎﻧَﺖ ﻛ اﻟﱠﺘلَْﻏا وﻢﻫﺮﺻ اﻢﻨْﻬ ﻋﻊﻀﻳ"و
"And removes from them their burden and the shackles which were upon them"5
The Prophet (S), elsewhere, has also said:

" ﻗَﺪَﻣ ﺗَﺤﺖﺔﻴﻠﺎﻫ اﻟﺠ ﻓةﺮﺄﺛ ﻣﻞ"ﻛ
"I will trample all the superstitious ideas and remnants of the pre-Islamic pagans."6
Thus, anybody who wishes to ﬁnd out the truth about religion should ﬁnd the right methods or at least
refrain from accepting the wrong ways. He should not resort to the blind imitation which is by itself a
factor for being misled. He should not carry on with his doubts, either.
1. . “Alif lam Mim Ra. These are the verses of the book; and that which is revealed to you from your lord is truth” [Surah alRa’d v.1].
2. . Refer to Bihar, vol.15, p.117.
3. . Ibn Abi al-Hadid’s commentary on Nahj al-Balaghah, vol.16, p.71.
4. . Qur’an 2:170.
5. . Qur’an 7:157.
6. . Ibn Hisham's Sirah, vol.3, p.412. See Islam and Human Rights for the hazards of blind imitation and Islam's struggle
against it.

ﻮ ﻫﻖاَنﱠ اﻟﺨَﺎﻟ وﺎةﻴﻚُ اﻟﺤﺎﻟ ﻣﻮﻮتِ ﻫﻚَ اﻟﻤﺎﻟاﻋﻠَﻢ اَنﱠ ﻣ وﺘﻴﺻ وَﻨﺎ ﺑﻢ ﻳ"ﻓَﺘَﻔَﻬ
ﻦَﺎ ﻟَﻢ ﺗاَنﱠ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴ وﺎﻓﻌ اﻟﻤﻮ ﻫﺘَﻠﺒاَنﱠ اﻟﻤﻴﺪُ وﻌ اﻟﻤﻮ ﻫﻔْﻨاَنﱠ اﻟﻤ وﻴﺖﻤاﻟﻤ
ﺎﺎدِ اَو ﻣﻌ اﻟﻤ ﻓاءﺰاﻟﺠ وﻼءﺘﺑاﻻ وﺎءﻤ اﻟﻨَﻌﻦ ﻣﻠَﻴﻪﻪ ﻋﻠَﻬﺎ اﻟﻌﺎ ﺟ ﻣ ﻋﻠﻻ اﺮﺘَﺴﺘَﻘﻟ
َﻧﱠﻚ ﻓَﺎﻚَ ﺑِﻪﺎﻟَﺘﻬ ﺟ ﻋﻠﻠﻪﻤﻚَ ﻓَﺎﺣﻦ ذَﻟ ﻣﻠَﻴﻚَ ﺷَﻴ ﻋﻞْن اَﺷ ﻓَﺎﺎ ﻻ ﺗَﻌﻠَﻢﻤ ﻣﺷَﺎء
َﻚأﻳ رﻴﻪ ﻓﺮﻴﺘَﺤﻳﺮِ وﻣ اﻻﻦ ﻣﻞﻬﺎ ﺗَﺠ ﻣﺎ اﻛﺜَﺮﻣ وﻤﺖ ﻋﻠ ﺛُﻢﻼﺎﻫ ﺟﻘﺖﺎ ﺧُﻠ ﻣلاَو
َاكﻮﺳزَﻗَﻚَ ورﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟﱠﺬِي ﺧَﻠَﻘَﻚَ وﺘَﺼﻚَ ﻓَﺎﻋﻌﺪَ ذَﻟ ﺑهﺮﺼ ﺗُﺒكَ ﺛُﻢﺮﺼ ﺑﻴﻪ ﻓﻞﻀﻳو
"َ ﺷَﻔَﻘَﺘُﻚﻨْﻪﻣﺘُﻚَ وﻏْﺒ رﻟَﻴﻪاﺪُكَ وﺒ ﺗَﻌﻦ ﻟَﻪﻴﻟو
“My son, understand my will. Know that the Owner of death is the Owner of life, that the Creator is the
One Who causes death, that the Destroyer is (also) the Restorer (to life), and that the One Who afﬂicts
is (also) the One Who grants soundness. (Know) that this world is only established in accordance with
what God has ordained for it of blessings and trials and recompense on the Day of Resurrection, or

whatever He wills which you do not know of.
If any of that is confusing for you, then attribute it to your ignorance of it, for at ﬁrst you were created
ignorant, then you acquired knowledge. How often it is that you are ignorant of a matter which perplexes
you and your perception of it is erroneous, then after that, you perceive it! Thus, resort to the One Who
created you, provided for you and proportioned you. Let your worship be for Him, your request be to Him
and your fear be of Him”.

Commentary
In this part of the letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) draws our attentions to several constructive points, some of which
are the following:

1. Monotheism and the negation of polytheism
Since early times, there were groups such as Disanieh, Manawieh, Mazdakieh, and the like who were of
the opinion that there should be relatedness and relation between cause and effect. Therefore, they
used to believe that there were two Gods. The reason for this assumption was that there were
dichotomies in the world creatures: good-bad, for instance. The God of good things, because of the
relatedness between cause and effect, could not be the God of bad things, and vice versa: the God of
light, health, abundance, happy life and beautiful creatures was Yazdan or light. And the God of
Darkness, death, storms, earthquakes, famine, disease and harmful and ugly creatures was Ahriman or
Devil.1
Allamah Hilli, in his commentary on “Tajrid”, talks about the ideology of the magi (Plural of magus) in the
following way:
"The magi believe that good stems from God and evil stems from the Satan. This is because God is the
Absolute good and the doer of evil should be vicious".
But as it is proven, anything which exists in this world is either the absolute good or its goodness is more
than its badness. This is because the absolute evil does not exist. Mawlawi has said:
Thus the absolute evil does not exist,
Know that evil is relative;
There is no poison or sugar,
Which is not related to the other;
One is free, the other is fettered,
One is poison, the other one is sugar;
The snake poison is the life for the snake,
But its relation to man is that of death.2
Thus, the absolute good is in harmony with God, and God is its creator; but absolute evil does not exist.

As we saw before, Imam ‘Ali (as) said, "the Owner of death is the Owner of life as well; the Creator is
also the One Who causes our death; and the Destroyer is the same as the Restorer (to life), and ﬁnally
the One who afﬂicts is the same as the One Who grants soundness." Some of these stem from good
and some have roots in evil. In the erroneous ideology of dualism, good and evil stand in contrast.
The summary of Imam ‘Ali's statements is the following: The dualists contend that there are two Gods:
The God of good and the God of evil. But since the absolute evil does not exist, therefore, there is no
need for the God of evil. Some superﬁcial people think that the snake's poison, diseases, death, ﬂoods,
tornadoes and the like are nasty and evil. But a world which lacks one of these is not perfect. Their very
presence is good. The principle of the relationship between the cause and the effect forces us to believe
in only one God: The Owner of life is the Owner of death as well. The One who afﬂicts, cures as well;
and the One who destroys, restores as well…3

2. A World Composed Of Happiness And Sadness Is Beautiful
And Makes Perfection Possible
Although this world is a mixture of treasure and snake, ﬂower and thorn, sadness and happiness, asset
and misery, hardships and ease, sweetness and bitterness, it is harmonious and lovely and every
particle and part of it is in its proper place. And man's caravan should pass through this turmoil for the
destination of meeting God.

469"ﻮرﻣ اﻴﺮ ﺗَﺼﻪ اﻟَﻟ ا"ا
"Now surely to Allah do all affairs eventually come" [Surah al-Shura, v.53].

470 "ﻴﻪﻗَﺎ ﻓَﻤﺪْﺣِﻚَ ﻛﺑ رَﻟ اﺎدِحﻧﱠﻚَ ﻛﺎنُ اﻧﺴﺎ اﻬﻳﺎ ا"ﻳ
"O man! Surely you must strive to attain to your Lord, a hard striving until you meet Him."
[Inshiqaq, v.6].
The beauty of this world lies in its present structure which is a mixture of contrasts such as sorrow and
delight. If it were not like this, it would neither show the value of beauties nor would it make possible the
perfection of man.
Whereas, according to the logic of the Qur’an, man is created to be in distress.

"ٍﺪﺒ ﻛﺎنَ ﻓﻧﺴ"ﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎ ا
"Certainly we have created man to be in distress.4
Mawlawi, in different places of Mathnawi, has explained this fact through interesting allegories. One of
these parables is the story of prison and Joseph's well:
Although they ground the pearl in the mortar,
It enlightened the eyes and cured the calamity;
They put a wheat seed under the ground,
Then they harvested a lot of clusters;
Then they ground it in the mill,
Its value and its product (bread) became precious;
Then they ground the bread under the teeth,
It turned into wisdom, soul, and cognition;
The soul became enchanted in love,
Then the harvester came to harvest again.
To elaborate on this issue, Mawlawi tells of an animal which becomes fatter the more it is beaten. At the
end, Mawlawi mentions the multitude of distresses of the believers and the Prophets:
There is an animal called Osqor,
Which becomes fatter when beaten;
When you beat it, it will become fatter,
It becomes fatter through the wounds it gets;
A believer's self is like Osqor,
Which becomes fatter through the wounds;
Because of this, for the Prophets,
There are lots of sufferings and failures.
Elsewhere, Mawlawi likens the effects of sufferings in the cleansing of the soul to the effects of a drug
used in tanning for cleansing the hides (skins):
The hide suffers the wounds of the drug,
Then it becomes as fresh as Adim Taeﬁ;
But if you rub something else on it,
It would become big, ugly and bad-smelling;
Now man is like that hide,
From different moistures, it has become ugly and fat;
Now you should rub it hard,
Till it becomes clean and thin;
If you can't, let it be,
Then God will make you suffer a lot;

God's hurting is your cleansing,
His knowledge is above yours.

3. If You Do Not Know The Philosophy Of Something, Do Not
Deny It
There are many people whose personal knowledge is used for the evaluation of things and events. If
they assume something is true, they accept it, or else they would reject it. But we should know our
scientiﬁc knowledge and means are limited.

"ًﻴ ﻗَﻠ اﻠْﻢ اﻟْﻌﻦ ﻣﻴﺘُﻢوﺗﺎ اﻣ"و
"And you are not given aught of knowledge but a little" [Qur’an, 17:85].
It is always possible that, on the one hand, our so-called knowledge might turn out to be wrong, and on
the other hand, it might happen that others, through better instruments and means might have found the
truth. It might happen, as well, that nobody yet has access to the right means, and such means might be
found in the future. Thus, Avicenna has said:
"Whatever strange thing strikes your ears, while incisive reasoning can not reject it, assume that it might
materialize."5
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) has said that whenever you are faced with a problem regarding
the events of this world, and you are not aware of the philosophy behind the so-called disastrous events
such as earthquakes, storms and diseases, ﬁnd the reason in your own ignorance, and do not claim that
since you do not know the secrets of these phenomena, therefore, they are not assets at all.
This is because when you were born, you lacked all sorts of knowledge. Then gradually, through your
senses, such as sight, hearing, touch, taste and smelling, you were connected to the outside world and
you started analyzing the events through your reasoning.

ﺎرﺼﺑا وﻊﻤ اﻟﺴﻢَ ﻟﻞﻌﺟﺎ وﯩﻮنَ ﺷَﻴﻠَﻤ ﺗَﻌ ﻢﺎﺗﻬﻣﻄُﻮنِ ا ﺑﻦ ﻣﻢﺟﺧْﺮ اﻪاﻟ"و
"َونﺮْ ﺗَﺸﻢﻠﱠﺪَةَ ﻟَﻌﻓْﺌاو
"And Allah has brought you forth from the wombs of your mothers -you did not know anythingand He gave you hearing and sight and hearts that you may give thanks" [Qur’an 16:78].
It is obvious that the rays of this knowledge are limited, but the affairs which are within the radius of

creation are unlimited and immensely broad and widespread.

Some Interesting Confessions
Einstein has said, "The puzzle of creation is still unresolved. We may even assume that this puzzle shall
always remain intricate. What we have so far learned from the book of creation has been illuminating.
Through this knowledge we have come to know some of the principles of the nature, but we are wellaware that compared with the volumes of this book which we have read, there still remain an immense
number of unresolved problems."6
William James says, "Our knowledge is a drop compared with our ignorance which is an ocean. The only
thing which we can deﬁnitely say is that our natural knowledge is dependent on another vast world of
another type the properties of which we have not grasped"7
Charles Ritchie says: "A genuine scholar is the one who is simultaneously bold and courteous. He
should be courteous since our knowledge is meager, and he should be bold since the road towards
mysterious world is open to us."8
Oliver Lodge says, "What we know, compared with what we suppose to know, is very little. Some say
this without believing what they say; but I say it with complete conviction"9
Alexis Carrel, in the book, "Man, the unknown”, writes: "Those sciences which deal with living creatures,
in general, and with man, in particular, have not progressed enough and they have stuck at the
descriptive level. Man is a completely complex creature who can not be easily recognized. We do not yet
have at our disposal sufﬁcient means to know man and his relations with the outside world. In fact, our
ignorance about ourselves is immense. We still do not have answers to many questions concerning our
selves: How do genes carry the heredity characteristics? How do cells live in groups called tissues?"10
Camille Flammarion in the book "The unknown powers of Nature" writes on the limitation of man's
knowledge, "We do think, but what is the essence of thought?" Nobody can answer this question. We do
walk, but what is the nature of the activity of the muscles? Nobody knows. I know that my decision
consists of unmaterialistic power, and I am also aware that all my spirit is unmaterialistic. However, when
I decide to raise my hand, I will notice that my decision moves my body muscles. But how does my
decision move my hand. Nobody tells me how my optical nerves transfer the outside conﬁgurations into
my thought. How is the essence of this thought conceived? Where is it located? How does the mental
activity take place and what is its essence? I can extend the number of such questions for ten years
whereas your greatest scientists can not answer even my fundamental questions."11

4. Carry Out Everything For His Sake
Since God is the Creator of everything and every creature, and He initiates creation and resurrection,
and mixes sorrow with happiness, ugliness with beauty, assets with miseries and has made this principle

of juxtaposition as the basis for perfection, “you have to resort only to Him and devote your worship just
to Him and have your love only for Him and fear Him solely”.
It is because this exclusive devotion is a sign of your gratitude and of your perfect monotheistic belief,
which is not given to everybody. God in His Qur’an has trained the Prophet in this manner:

َ ﺑِﺬَﻟ و ﺷَﺮِﻳﻚَ ﻟَﻪ ﻴﻦﺎﻟَﻤِ اﻟْﻌب رﻪ ﻟﺎﺗﻤﻣﺎي وﻴﺤﻣ وﻧُﺴ وﺗَنﱠ ﺻ ا"ﻗُﻞ
ﻚ
ﺐﺴَ ﺗ وءَ ﺷﻞ ﻛب رﻮﻫﺎ وﺑ رﻐﺑ اﻪ اﻟﺮﻏَﻴ ا ﻗُﻞﻴﻦﻤﻠﺴ اﻟْﻤلوﻧَﺎ اا وتﺮﻣا
ﺎ ﺑِﻤﻢِﯩﻨَﺒ ﻓَﻴﻢﺟِﻌﺮ ﻣﻢِﺑ رَﻟ اى ﺛُﻢﺧْﺮ اةٌ وِزْرازِر و ﺗَﺰِرﺎ وﻬﻠَﻴ ﻋ ﻧَﻔْﺲٍ اﻞﻛ
"َﻔُﻮن ﺗَﺨْﺘَﻠﻴﻪ ﻓﻨﺘُﻢﻛ
“Say: Surely my prayer and my sacriﬁce and my life and my death are all for Allah, the Lord of the
worlds. No associate has He; and this am I commanded, and I am the ﬁrst of those who submit.
Say: Shall I seek a lord other than Allah? And He is the Lord of all things; and no soul earns evil
but against itself, and no bearer of burden shall bear the burden of another; then to your Lord is
your return, so He will inform you of that in which you differed [Qur’an 6:162-164].
1. . For this see Shahristani's Milal and Safai's Ilm al-Kalam and Mulla Hadi Sabzwari's Manzumah.
2. . Mathnawi, Part 4, p.2.
3. . For the philosophy of dualism and for the study of the fact that evil is non-existent and does not need a cause, refer to
Mutahhari's valuable work called Divine justice; and also refer to al-Asfar, vol.7, item 8, pp.55-148.
4. . Qur’an 90:4.
5. . Avicenna's Shafa.
6. . A Philosophical Summary of Einstein's theory, pp.19-20.
7. . The Creator of the world, pp.282-294.
8. . Op. cit.
9. . The Creator of the world, pp.282-294.
10. . Man, the Unknown, pp.2-4.
11. . ‘Ala Itlal al-Mazhab al-maddi, p.138.

ﻪ ﻠَﻴﻪ ﻋ اﻟّﻠ ﺻﻮلﺳ اﻟﺮﻨﻪﺄ ﻋﺎ اَﻧﺒﻤﻪ ﻛ اﻟﻦ ﻋِﻨَﺒﺪاً ﻟَﻢ ﻳ أنﱠ اَﺣَﻨﺎ ﺑاﻋﻠَﻢ ﻳ"و
ﻧﱠﻚَ ﻟَﻦ ﺗَﺒﻠُﻎَ ﻓاﺔً وﻴﺤ ﻟَﻢ اَﻟُﻚَ ﻧَﺼّﺪاً ﻓَﺎﻧﺎة ﻗَﺎﺋ اﻟﻨَﺠﻟاﺪاً واﺋ ر ﺑِﻪ ﻓَﺎرض،آﻟﻪو
"َﺒﻠَﻎَ ﻧَﻈَﺮِي ﻟَﻚ ﻣﺪتﺟﺘَﻬن ااﻚَ وﻨَﻔﺴاﻟﻨﱠﻈَﺮِ ﻟ
“Know, my son, that no one has told us of Allah like the Prophet (S) has. Thus, be content with him as a
leader and as a guide to salvation. Indeed, I have not fallen short in advice to you, and, however much

you may strive, you will never attain that degree of concern for your welfare that I have for you”.

Commentary
In this part of the letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes two points:

1. Muhammad's Religion Is The Best In The World
As we know that the prophets have been sent to people at different times and under different conditions.
The more backward the people, the simpler was the prophets' training and educating people. Their
schedules were like those of present-day schools where in elementary schools simpler books and
methods are used whereas in the high schools we have more complicated programs.
Since the more ancient Prophets were sent to people who had not progressed enough, their methods of
educating people were more elementary, but since the Prophet of Islam was the last of the Prophets,1
and his religion is eternally the way of life for all men,2 there it is better to be said that "nobody has told
us of Allah like the Prophet (S) has", and his religion is the most comprehensive of all religions.3
Anybody adopting another way of life is rejected.4 It is also right to say: Only he is to be chosen as the
leader5 since his religion is the most comprehensive, his leadership the most perfect and his
commandments the most beneﬁcial.

2. An Old One Sees In The Mud Brick What The Young One Can See In The Mirror
Every father wishes well for his child. He will not spare any advice in building his personality. He is
usually more decisive, determined and experienced than the young one who usually possesses less
experience. It is an old saying that an old one sees in the mud brick what the young one can see in the
mirror.
Concerning the value of the ideas and thoughts of the aged, Imam as-Sadiq (as) has said: "The
existence of an elderly one in his family is like the Prophet among his people".6
And this is a fact. On the one hand, there is a father like Imam ‘Ali (as), who is the gate of knowledge for
the Prophet (S), and who is well-experienced, and on the other hand, there is a child from the Prophet's
Household, who is going to guide the Islamic world in the near future, and be the substitute for his father
in the guidance of the Muslim world. Therefore, for these valid reasons it is necessary that, ﬁrstly,
sufﬁcient amount of advice be given him, and secondly, it was suitable for Imam ‘Ali (as) to employ his
own experiences in the education of his son.

ﻪ ﻠﻄَﺎﻧﺳ وﻪﻠ ﻣ آﺛَﺎرأﻳﺖﻟَﺮﻠُﻪ وﺳﺗَﺘﻚَ رِﻚَ ﺷَﺮِﻳﻚٌ ﻻﺑﺮﺎنَ ﻟﻧﱠﻪ ﻟَﻮ ﻛ اَﻨﺎ ﺑﻠَﻢ ﻳاﻋ"و
ﻪﻠ ﻣ ﻓهﺎدﻀ ﻻ ﻳﻪ ﻧَﻔﺴﻒﺻﺎ وﻤﺪٌ ﻛاﺣ وﻟﻪ اﻨﱠﻪﻟﻔَﺎﺗَﻪ وﺻ وﺎﻟَﻪ اَﻓﻌﻓﺖﺮﻟَﻌو

ﺔﺎﻳﻬﺷْﻴﺎَء ﺑِﻼ ﻧﻌﺪَ اﻻ ﺑﺮآﺧ وﻴﺔﻟ ﺑِﻼ اَوﺎءﺷﻴ اﻻ ﻗَﺒﻞلل اَوﺰﻟَﻢ ﻳ اَﺑﺪاً وولﺰﻻ ﻳﺪٌ واَﺣ
ﺎﻤﻞ ﻛﻚَ ﻓَﺎﻓﻌ ذَﻟﻓﺖﺮذَا ﻋﺮٍ ﻓَﺎﺼ ﻗَﻠﺐٍ اَو ﺑﺎﻃَﺔﻪ ﺑِﺎﺣﺘﻮ ﺑِﻴﺑ رﺖﻦ اَن ﺗَﺜْﺒ ﻋﻈُﻢﻋ
ﻪﺘﺎﺟ ﺣﻈَﻢﻋ وﺰِهﺠ ﻋةﺜْﺮﻛ وﻪﺗﻘﺪِر ﻣﻠﱠﺔﻗ وﻐَﺮِ ﺧَﻄَﺮِه ﺻ ﻓﻠَﻪﻔﻌﻚَ اَن ﻳﻤﺜﻠ ﻟﻐﻨﺒﻳ
َﺮكﺎﻣ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻧﱠﻪ ﻓَﺎﻪﺨَﻄﻦ ﺳاﻟﺸَﻔَﻘَﺔَ ﻣ وﻪﺘﻘُﻮ ﺑﻦ ﻋ ﻣﺔاﻟﺨَﺸْﻴ وﻪﺘ ﻃَﻠَﺐِ ﻃَﺎﻋ ﻓِﻪﺑ رﻟا
"ﻦ ﻗَﺒِﻴﺢﻻ ﻋﻚَ اﻨْﻬﻟَﻢ ﻳ وﻦﺴﻻ ﺑِﺤا
“Know, my son! If there were an associate for your Lord, his Prophets would have come to you and you
would have observed the signs of his dominion and his rule and you would have recognized his acts and
attributes. But He is One, as He has described Himself. None opposes Him in His sovereignty. He never
ceases to be and He is eternal. He is the First before all things, without any beginning, and the Last after
all things, without any end. He is far greater than that His Divinity be proved through the comprehension
of the heart or the eye. When you realize that, then act as it beﬁts one such as you to act – one with his
insigniﬁcance, his weakness, his incapacity and his tremendous need of his Lord in seeking His
obedience, dreading His chastisement and fearing His anger, for He does not command you anything
but good, and does not forbid you from anything but evil”.
1. . “Muhammad is not the father of any of your men, but he is the Apostle of Allah and the last of the Prophets” [Qur’an
30:40].
2. . “And we have not sent you but to all the men as a bearer of good news and as a warner”. [Qur’an 34:28]
3. . “Surely this Qur’an guides to that which is most upright” [Qur’an 17:9].
4. . “And whoever desires a religion other than Islam, it shall not be accepted from him, and in the hereafter he shall be one
of the losers”. [Qur’an 3:85]
5. . Ra'id is the one who walks in front of the crowd to collect information. Qa'id is the leader of the crowd. Sa'iq is the one
who walks at the back of the crowd guiding them in the right path.
6. . La'‘Ali al-Akhbar, p.181.

ﻦ ﻋﻴﻪ ﺑِﻚَ ﻓﻨاﻧﱠﻪ ﻻ ﻏ ﺷَﺪِﻳﺪَة وﺸَﻘﱠﺔ وﻣﻴﺪةﻌ ﺑﺎﻓَﺔﺴﻚَ ﻃَﺮِﻳﻘﺎً ذَا ﻣ"واﻋﻠَﻢ اَنﱠ اَﻣﺎﻣ
 ﻇَﻬﺮِكَ ﻓَﻮق ﻋﻠﻠَﻦ اﻟﻈﱠﻬﺮِ ﻓَﻼ ﺗَﺤﻤﻔﱠﺔ ﺧﻊادِ ﻣ اﻟﺰﻦﻚَ ﻣﻼﻏﻗَﺪْرِ ﺑﻴﺎدِ ورﺗ اﻻﺴﻦﺣ
َ ﻟَﻚﻞﺤﻤﻦ ﻳ ﻣ اﻟﻔَﺎﻗَﺔﻦ اَﻫﻞ ﻣﺪْتﺟذا و وا،َﻚﻠَﻴ ﻋﺎﻻﺑﻚَ و ذَﻟﻘْﻞﻮنَ ﺛﻚَ ﻓَﻴﻃَﺎﻗَﺘ
ﺎه اﻳﻠﻪﻤﺣ وﻤﻪ ﻓﺎﻏْﺘَﻨﻟَﻴﻪ ا ﺗَﺤﺘَﺎجﻴﺚ ﻏَﺪاً ﺣﻴﻚَ ﺑِﻪﻮاﻓ ﻓَﻴﺔﻴﺎﻣ اﻟﻘﻮم ﻳﻟكَ ازاد
َﻚﻦ اﺳﺘَﻘَﺮﺿﻢ ﻣ واﻏﺘَﻨ. ﻓَﻼ ﺗَﺠِﺪُهﻪﻠﱠﻚَ ﺗَﻄﻠُﺒ ﻓَﻠَﻌﻠَﻴﻪ ﻋ ﻗَﺎدِراﻧﺖ وﻦ ﺗَﺰوِﻳﺪِهﺮ ﻣاَﻛﺜو
.َﻚﺗﺮﺴ ﻋﻮم ﻳ ﻟَﻚَ ﻓﻪ ﻗَﻀﺎﯨﻞﻌﻴﺠﻨﺎكَ ﻟﺎلِ ﻏ ﺣﻓ

ﻬﺎﻠَﻴ ﻋﻄﺒ واﻟﻤﻞﺜْﻘ اﻟﻤﻦ ﻣﺎﻻ ﺣﻦﺎ اَﺣﺴﻴﻬ ﻓﻒﺨﻮداً اﻟﻤﯩﺔً ﻛﻘَﺒﻚَ ﻋﺎﻣاﻋﻠَﻢ اَنﱠ اَﻣو
ْ ﻧَﺎرٍ ﻓﺎرﺗَﺪ اَو ﻋﻠﻨﱠﺔ ﺟﺎ ﻋﻠﻣﺎﻟَﺔَ اﺤﻄَﻬﺎ ﺑِﻚَ ﻻ ﻣنﱠ ﻣﻬﺒا وﺴﺮِع اﻟﻤﻦﺮاً ﻣ اَﻣﺢاَﻗﺒ
ﻟﻻ ا وﺘَﺐﺴﺘَﻌﻮتِ ﻣﺪَ اﻟﻤﻌ ﺑﺲﻚَ ﻓَﻠَﻴﻠُﻮﻟ ﺣﻞ ﻗَﺒﻨﺰِل اﻟﻤﻃوﻚَ ووﻟ ﻧُﺰﻞﻚَ ﻗَﺒﻨَﻔﺴﻟ
"فﺮﻨﺼاﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﻣ
“Know that there is, ahead of you, a road of great distance and severe hardship, and that in it you will
need to make a proper search, collect provisions as much as you can, and have a light load (of sins). Do
not burden your back beyond your strength such that the weight of that has evil consequences for you
And if you ﬁnd a needy person to carry your provisions for you to the Day of Judgment, and deliver it to
you tomorrow when you will be in need of it, then avail yourself of him and make him carry it. Continue
to supply him with provisions (for yourself) as far as you are able, for you may seek him later and not
ﬁnd him. Avail yourself of one who asks you for a loan while you are in a state of afﬂuence, so that his
repayment of it to you will be on the day of your hardship.
Know that before you is a mountain road, difﬁcult to ascend. The light-burdened one on it will be in a
better condition that the heavy-burdened one, and the slow-moving one on it will be in a worse state
than the fast-moving one. Its place of descent with you will undoubtedly be in Paradise or in the Fire.
Thus, search (for provisions) for yourself before your descent, and prepare the station before your
arrival, for after death there is no seeking of (God’s) favour or any return to this world.”

Commentary
In this section of the letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) talks about the perilous road to Doomsday, and the hardships
which exist there. He says no excuses are accepted and a return to the world is impossible. Whatever
we are able to do, we should do here. Imam ‘Ali (as) has invited his son and all of his other spiritual sons
to prepare provisions for Doomsday.
The following points in Imam ‘Ali’s letter are worth considering:

A. Sufﬁcient Provisions And Light-Load Of Possessions
In this difﬁcult and long road two things are essential: First, enough provisions which can help us there
and which includes piety and good deeds. Imam ‘‘Ali (as) has said:

ىادِ اﻟﺘﱠﻘﻮ اﻟﺰﺧَﻴﺮ
"The best kind of provision is God-wariness."

And secondly, the light load of possessions in this world. We would suffer a lot in that long, tedious
journey of ours. We will be destroyed if the load is too heavy.

B. Be Aware Of The Signiﬁcance Of Those Who Carry Your Provisions On The Way
Or Pay You Back What They Owe You On Difﬁcult Days
In emphasizing our struggles to prepare the provisions, Imam ‘Ali (as) uses two beautiful similes and
metaphors:
Firstly: In this long and tiring way if you can ﬁnd somebody to be able to carry some of your provisions to
your destination, you are lucky. Be aware that when you help the needy today, in fact you have put your
provisions for the next world over their shoulders to deliver them to you in the next world. You might not
be lucky enough to have a chance like this tomorrow:
Secondly: There are people who are ready to borrow from you when you are rich, to give it back to you
when you are poor. Make the best of this situation. Be aware that to give away your wealth to the needy
for God's sake is to lend to God.1 This is easy for you today to perform such a good act.
However, on Doomsday, when it is the time of hardship, despair and misery, the result is of signiﬁcant
consequences:

C. In Hard To Cross Roads, The Light – Loaded Travelers Are More At Ease
Imam ‘Ali (as) talks about hard–to–cross roads in the direction of Resurrection Day. These are
mentioned in the books on traditions.2 Naturally, those who are light–loaded in sins pass both speedily
and easily but the heavy–loaded sinners either fall or stumble on the way.

D. The End Point For Everyone Is Either Paradise Or Hell
Imam ‘Ali (as) points out that the end point for all is either Paradise or Hell. We should make every thing
ready before departure. After death there is no return.
1. . “If you set apart for Allah a goodly portion, He will double it for you and forgive you; and Allah is the Multiplier of
rewards, Forbearing”.[Qur’an 64:17]
2. . Refer to Bihar, vol.5, pp.7- 8.

َ ﻟَﻚﻔﱠﻞَ وﺗ اﻟﺪﱡﻋﺎءﻤﻮاتِ واﻻرض ﻗﺪ اَذِنَ ﻟَﻚَ ﻓ اﻟﺴﻦ ﺧَﺰاﺋﺪِه"واﻋﻠﻢ اَنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﺑﻴ
ﻦﻴﻨَﻚَ ﻣ و ﺑﻴﻨَﻪﻞ ﺑﻌﺠﻚَ وﻟﻢ ﻳﻤﺮﺣﻴ ﻟﻪﻤﻚَ وﺗَﺴﺘَﺮﺣﻄﻴﻌ ﻟﻴكَ اَن ﺗَﺴﺄﻟَﻪﺮ واﻣﺔﺑﺎﻹﺟﺎﺑ
 اﻟﺘﻮﺑﺔﻦ ﻣن اﺳﺄتﻨﻌﻚَ اﻤ وﻟﻢ ﻳﻟَﻴﻪ ﻟَﻚَ اﺸْﻔَﻊﻦ ﻳ ﻣﻟﻠﺠِﺌﻚَ ا وﻟﻢ ﻳ،ﻨﻪﻚَ ﻋﺤﺠِﺒﻳ

َﺔُ ﺑِﻚَ أوﻟ اﻟﻔَﻀﻴﺤﺚﻴﻚَ ﺣﺤﻔﻀ وﻟﻢ ﻳﺔِﺮكَ ﺑﺎﻹﻧﺎﺑﻴﻌﺔ و ﻟﻢ ﻳﻘﻤﻌﺎﺟِﻠﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨوﻟﻢ ﻳ
ﻞ ﺑﺔﺣﻤ اﻟﺮﻦﻚَ ﻣﺆِﻳﺴ وﻟﻢ ﻳﺔﺮِﻳﻤﺸْﻚَ ﺑﺎﻟﺠﻨﺎﻗ وﻟﻢ ﻳﺔﻮلِ اﻹﻧﺎﺑ ﻗَﺒﻠَﻴﻚَ ﻓﺸّﺪِّد ﻋوﻟﻢ ﻳ
.ًﺸﺮاﻨَﺘَﻚَ ﻋﺴ ﺣﺐﺴﺪَةً وﺣﻚَ واﺣﺘِﯩﻴ ﺳﺐﺴﺣﻨَﺔً وﺴ اﻟﺬﱠﻧْﺐِ ﺣﻦﻚَ ﻋوﻋ ﻧُﺰﻞﻌﺟ

ﻢﻠ ﻋﺘَﻪﻴذا ﻧﺎﺟﺪاكَ وا ﻧﻊﻤ ﺳﺘَﻪﻳذا ﻧﺎدﻌﺘَﺎبِ ﻓﺎﺘﺳ اﻻﺑﺎبﺘﺎبِ و اﻟﻤ ﻟَﻚَ ﺑﺎبوﻓَﺘَﺢ
َﻚﻮﻣﻤ ﻫﻟَﻴﻪ اﻮتَﻚَ وﺷ ﻧَﻔْﺴ ذاتاﺑﺜَﺜْﺘَﻪﻚَ وﺘ ﺑِﺤﺎﺟﻟَﻴﻪ اﺖﻴﻮاكَ ﻓَﺎَﻓْﻀﻧَﺠ
ﻘْﺪِر ﻣﺎﻻ ﻳﻪﺘﻤﺣ رﻦ ﺧَﺰاﺋﻦ ﻣﺄﻟﺘَﻪﻮرِكَ وﺳ اُﻣ ﻋﻠﻨﺘَﻪﺘَﻌﻚَ واﺳو ﺑﺮ ﻛﺸَﻔﺘَﻪَواﺳﺘ
.ِزاقر اﻻﺔﻌ اﻻﺑﺪانِ وﺳﺔﺤﻤﺎرِ وﺻﻋ اﻻة زِﻳﺎدﻦ ﻣهﺮ ﻏَﻴﻪﻄﺎﺋﻋ اﻠﻋ

 ﺌ ﺷﺘ ﻓَﻤ،ﻪﺘﻠﺎﺋﺴ ﻣﻦ ﺑِﻤﺎ اَذِنَ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣ,ﻪﻨ ﺧَﺰاﺋﻴﺢﻔﺎﺗﻚَ ﻣﺪَﻳ ﻳ ﻓﻞﻌ ﺟﺛُﻢ
ﺖ
ﺑﻄﺎءﻄَﻨﱠﻚَ اﻘﻨ ﻓَﻼ ﻳﻪﺘﻤﺣ رﺐ ﺷَﺂﺑِﻴتﻄَﺮ واﺳﺘَﻤﻪﺘﻤﻌ ﻧﻮاب اَﺑ ﺑِﺎﻟﺪﱡﻋﺎءاﺳﺘَﻔﺘَﺤﺖ
ﻚَ اَﻋﻈَﻢﻮنَ ذﻟﻴﺔُ ﻟﺟﺎﺑﻨْﻚَ اﻻ ﻋتﻤﺎ اَﺧﱠﺮﺑ ورﺔﻴّ ﻗَﺪَرِ اﻟﻨﺔَ ﻋﻠﻴﻄنﱠ اﻟﻌ ﻓَﺎ،ﻪﺘﺟﺎﺑا
ً ﺧَﻴﺮاﺗﻴﺖاو وﻄﺎه ﻓﻼ ﺗُﻌ اﻟﺸَﻴﺄﻟﺖﻤﺎ ﺳﺑ ورﻞ اﻵﻣﻄﺎءﻌ ﻟل واَﺟﺰﻞﺮِ اﻟﺴﺎﺋاﻷﺟ
َﻼك ﻫﻴﻪ ﻓﺘَﻪﺮٍ ﻗَﺪْ ﻃَﻠَﺒ اَﻣب ﻟَﻚَ ﻓَﻠَﺮﺮ ﺧَﻴﻮﻤﺎ ﻫﻨْﻚَ ﻟ ﻋﺮِف او ﺻ او آﺟِﻼ ﻋﺎﺟِﻼﻨْﻪﻣ
 ﻓﺎﻟﻤﺎلﺑﺎﻟُﻪﻨْﻚَ و ﻋﻨْﻔﻳ وﻤﺎﻟُﻪ ﻟَﻚَ ﺟﻘﺒﻴﻤﺎ ﻳﺎﻟَﺘُﻚَ ﻓﺴ ﻣﻦَ ﻓَﻠﺘﻴﺘَﻪﻚَ ﻟَﻮ اُوﺗدِﻳﻨ
" ﻟَﻪﻘ ﻟَﻚَ وﻻ ﺗَﺒﻘﺒﻻﻳ
“Know that He in Whose hand are the treasures of the heavens and the earth has given you the
permission for supplication and has guaranteed the acceptance of your requests. He has commanded
you to ask Him so that He may grant you, and to seek His mercy so that He may have mercy on you. He
has not placed anyone between you and Himself who will veil you from Him, and He has not entrusted
you to one who will mediate for you before Him. He has not prevented you from repentance, if you sin,
and He has not hastened with punishment to you, and He did not reproach you for repenting. He did not
disgrace you when you were worthy of disgrace. He did not treat you with severity in the acceptance of
(your) repentance. He did not take you to task for your sins and did not make you despair of (His) mercy.
Rather, he has appointed your restraint from sin to be a good deed, and counted each of your evil deeds
as one and each good deed as ten.
He has opened for you the door of repentance and the door of seeking a return to His pleasure. Thus,
when you call upon Him he hears your call and when you whisper to Him, He knows your secret talk.
You acquaint Him with your needs and reveal your self to Him, complain to Him of your sorrows, seek
from Him the removal of your afﬂictions and ask for His help in your affairs. You ask Him (to grant you)

from the treasuries of His Mercy an increase in lifespan, good health and the abundance of sustenance
that none other than He is able to grant.
Then He placed in your hands the keys to His treasures such that He permitted you to petition Him for
them. So whenever you wish, you seek to open the doors of His blessings through supplication, and ask
for the downpour of His Mercy. Do not let the slowness of His response dishearten you, for the grant is
in accordance with the intention; sometimes the response has only been delayed for you so that it may
be a greater reward for the petitioner and a more abundant grant for the hopeful one. Sometimes you
ask for a thing and you are not given it, but you are given something better than it now or later; or it is
turned away from you for what is better for you, because sometimes in the fulﬁllment of what you ask for
is the destruction of your religion. Therefore let your request be for that, the beauty of which remains for
you, and the evil consequences of which pass away from you. For wealth does not remain for you, nor
do you remain for it”.

Commentary
In this part of the letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) puts stress on two points: Supplication and repentance, both of
which are used for the spiritual reconstruction of man.
Man, due to his over-engagement in current daily affairs, gets self-centered and indulges in too much of
self-reliance, with little attention for Divine bases, and erroneously assumes that he is mighty enough to
carry on every action. He is not aware that in this world there are a thousand agents involved in the
arrangement of affairs. Man, through his supplication and his obedience to God, could beneﬁt a lot in
order to surmount complexities of life.
For this reason, in this letter, Imam (as) teaches his son to be aware of the fact that in this world the
worldly affairs are not effected solely through material and physical agents. Rather, spiritual factors, such
as supplication and worship are also at work. The second point emphasized in this letter is the fact that if
man, through his sins, temporarily distances himself from God, he can compensate for it through his
repentance to gain, once again, God’s favour.

The Role Of Supplication And The Conditions For Its Fulﬁllment
In order for man to come close to God, to gain spiritual peace of mind, to attain ethical values, to stay
away from sins, to cleanse mental disturbances, to avoid Satan’s temptations, to strengthen his
intelligence and cognitive powers, and to satisfy his physical and mental needs, he needs to worship
God. For this very reason, the major part of the Prophet’s educational programs in general and the
Prophet of Islam’s program in particular consists of teaching people to carry out prayers.
But in today’s world more than ninety percent of people suffer from some sort of nervous and mental
disturbance. Every day we witness millions of crimes in the world. A lot of people, due to distresses and
worries and because of their indecisions, resort to narcotics and drugs and tranquilizers and alcohol and

pornographic ﬁlms. Most of them, towards the middle part of life, give up their education, jobs and
families to engage in suicides or live a parasitic life. It seems as if Alexis Carrel’s prediction had come
true when he said, "This is the price we pay for the industrial civilization and for the changes of life we
are receiving."1
At such a time, we even need more prayers and supplication. Dale Carnegie presents the following
statistics for the American community: "In the United States, in general, every thirty ﬁve minutes one
person commits suicide and every two minutes a person goes mad." He then adds: "If people went after
the peace which is contained in religious supplications, most of these suicides and mental diseases
could be avoided"2
Elsewhere Alexis Carrel is reported to have said, "The greatest power man can produce is through
supplication and worship. Such a power acts like gravity whose existence is real and touchable. In our
medical life we have come across patients who were not treated through medicines but were cured
through supplication and worship. The secret behind this is the fact that man uses his meager power
and strength and extends it into an immense power. When we are worshipping or are engaged in
supplication we are connecting ourselves with an eternal power that is in charge of all creation. We beg
that power to look for our needs. Such a pleading removes our difﬁculties and magniﬁes our power"3
It is for this reason that the Prophet (S) has described supplication as the believer's weapon, the pillar of
the religion, the light of the skies and the earth:

490 "ِرضﻤﻮاتِ واﻻ اﻟﺴ وﻧُﻮر اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦﻮدﻤﻋ وﻦﺆﻣ اﻟﻤﻼح ﺳ"اﻟﺪﱡﻋﺎء
And Imam ‘Ali (as) calls supplication as the key to victory and salvation:
In the Du’a Kumayl he introduces supplication as a means for the strengthening of the body and mind
and as an agent to serve both God and people and a means for a journey towards Heaven.

 اﻟﺠِﺪﱠ ﻓﺐ ﻟ وﻫﺤﻮاﻧ ﺟﺔﺰِﻳﻤ اﻟﻌﻠاﺷْﺪُد ﻋ وﻮارِﺣﻚَ ﺟﺘﺪﻣ ﺧِ ﻋﻠ"ﻗَﻮ
ﻴﻦﺎﺑِﻘ اﻟﺴﻴﺎدِﻳﻦ ﻣﻟَﻴﻚَ ﻓ اح اَﺳﺮّﺘﻚَ ﺣﺘﺪﻣﺼﺎلِ ﺑِﺨ اﻻﺗ ﻓاﻟﺪَوامﻚَ وﺘﺧَﺸْﻴ
ﻴﻦﺼﺨﻠ اﻟﻤﻧﻮﻨﻚَ د ﻣ واَدﻧُﻮﻴﻦﺸﺘَﺎﻗ اﻟﻤﻟَﻴﻚَ ﻓ ا واﺷﺘَﺎق اﻟﺒﺎرِزِﻳﻦﻟَﻴﻚَ ﻓواُﺳﺮِعَ ا
"ﻴﻦﻨﺆﻣ اﻟﻤﻊ ﺟِﻮارِكَ ﻣ ﻓﻊ واﺟﺘَﻤﻴﻦﻨﻮﻗﺨﺎﻓَﺔَ اﻟﻤواَﺧﺎﻓَﻚَ ﻣ
"Strengthen my limbs for Your service and fortify my determination. Grant me earnestness in fear of You
and continuity in attachment to Your service, until I move towards You in the racing ﬁelds of the foremost
ones, hasten to you among those who strive in hastening (towards You), yearn for Your nearness

among the ardently desirous, draw near to you with the nearness of the sincere ones, and fear You with
the fear of those possessed of certainty, and gather in Your Proximity together with the believers".4

Persuasion Towards Supplication And Worship
Because of the miraculous effects of supplication and worship, they have always been emphasized by
God, Prophets and God's men. At one point the Holy Qur’an considers supplication as a means for the
value of people:

" ﻢﻛﺎوﻋ د ﻟَﻮِﺑ رﻢِ ﺑﺎﺒﻌﺎ ﻳ ﻣﻗُﻞ
"Say: My Lord would not care for you were it not for your prayer".5
At another place God orders people to call upon Him and He will answer them and if they refuse to do
so they will go to Hell:

"ﺮِﻳﻦاﺧ دﻨﱠﻢﻬﺪْﺧُﻠُﻮنَ ﺟﻴ ﺳﺗﺎدﺒ ﻋﻦونَ ﻋﺒِﺮَﺘﺴ ﻳنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ اﻢَ ﻟﺘَﺠِﺐﺳ اﻮﻧﻋ ادﻢﺑ رﻗَﺎل" و

“And your Lord says: Call upon Me, I will answer you; surely those who are too proud for My
service shall soon enter hell abased”.6
The Prophet (S) considers supplication as the best weapon against the enemy and the best means to
get sustenance.

ﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳ ﻳﺎ رﻠﻢ؟ ﻗَﺎﻟﻮا ﺑَ اَرزَاﻗﺪِرﻢ و ﻳﻦ اَﻋﺪَاﺋﻢ ﻣﻨﺠِﻴ ﻳﻼح ﺳﻠﻢ ﻋﻟﱡ"اَﻻ اَد
"ﻦ اﻟﺪﱡﻋﺎءﺆﻣ اﻟﻤﻼحنﱠ ﺳ واﻟﻨﱠﻬﺎر ﻓﺎﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟَﻠﻴﻞﺑﻮنَ ر ﺗَﺪﻋ:ﻗﺎل
"Should I not lead you to have a weapon which could save you from your enemies and give you
abundant sustenance?” They said: “Yes, O Messenger of Allah”. Then he said: “Pray to your Lord, day
and night, because the weapon of a believer is supplication."7
Some people assume that the world is solely based on cause and effect factors. Therefore, they think,
there is no room in the Divine destiny for prayer and supplication. They, however, ignore the fact that
supplication is among cause and effect factors. This assumption is rejected in numerous traditions

including the following. Zurarah narrated that Imam al-Sadiq (as) said:

َﻚﻤﻨَﻌ ﻻ ﻳﻌﻨﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻳ ا:ة زُرار ﻗﺎلﻨﻪ ﻗَﺪْ ﻓُﺮِغَ ﻣنﱠ اﻷﻣﺮ ا: وﻻ ﺗَﻘُﻞﻞوﺟﺰﻪ ﻋ"اُدعُ اﻟ
"ﻴﻪ وﺗَﺠﺘَﻬِﺪَ ﻓﻎَ ﺑِﺎﻟﺪﱡﻋﺎء واﻟﻘَﺪَرِ اَن ﺗُﺒﺎﻟﻳﻤﺎﻧُﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟﻘَﻀﺎءا
"Call on God, and do not say: ‘The matter has been settled’”. Zurarah said: It only means that your faith
in decree and destiny should not prevent you from doing your utmost to strive in supplication".8
Abdullah Ibn Sinan says that he heard Imam al-Sadiq (as) saying:

ﺔ ﻤﺣ رﻞ ﻛﻔﺘَﺎح ﻣﻧﱠﻪ ﻓَﺎ اﻟﺪﱡﻋﺎءﻦﺮ ﻣﺜﺮاﻣﺎً ﻓَﺎﻛﺑ اﺮِمﺎ اُﺑﻌﺪَ ﻣ ﺑﺎء اﻟﻘَﻀدﺮ ﻳ"اﻟﺪﱡﻋﺎء
ﺜُﺮ ﻳﺎب ﺑ ﻟَﻴﺲﻧﱠﻪ وا ﺑِﺎﻟﺪﱡﻋﺎءﻻ اﻞوﺟﺰﻪ ﻋﻨْﺪَ اﻟﺎ ﻋ ﻣﻨَﺎل وﻻ ﻳﺔﺎﺟ ﺣﻞ ﻛوﻧَﺠﺎح
"ﺒِﻪﺎﺣﺼ ﻟﻔْﺘَﺢﻮﺷَﻚُ اَن ﻳﻻ ﻳ اﻪﻋﻗَﺮ
“Supplication repels decree after it has been concluded. Therefore, engage yourself in supplication
often, since it is the key to every mercy and the fulﬁllment of every need. What is with God is only
attained through supplication. There is no door that a person knocks on often, but that it soon opens for
him".9
Since the supplication is among the factors of cause and effect, therefore, you should always call on
God.
The Prophet (S) has said:

، ﻓَﻮﻗَﻪﻪﺒﺎﺣﺎ ﺻﻤﺪَﻫﺮى اَﺣﺪاً ﻓَﻴ واﺣﻼﻤﻼنِ ﻋﻤﻌﺎﻧﺎ ﻳﻼنِ ﻛﺟﻨﱠﺔَ ر اﻟﺠﺪﺧُﻞ"ﻳ
ﺄﻟَﻨ ﺳ:ﻪ ﺗَﺒﺎركَ وﺗﻌﺎﻟ اﻟﻘُﻮلﺪاً؟ ﻓَﻴﻠُﻨﺎ واﺣﻤ وﻛﺎنَ ﻋِ ﺑِﻤﺎ اﻋﻄﻴﺘَﻪ ﻳﺎ ربﻘُﻮلﻓَﻴ
"وﻟﻢ ﺗَﺴﺄﻟﻨ
“Two men whose actions are identical enter paradise, but one of them sees his companion has a higher
status. The man says: My Lord! Why did You grant him that when our actions were the same? God, the
Exalted, replies: He asked and called on Me, but you did not”.10
Imam Baqir (as) has said:

نﱠ اﻪﻨَﻔﺴﻚَ ﻟ ذﻟﺐاﺣ وﺴﺄﻟَﺔ اﻟﻤﺾٍ ﻓﻌ ﺑﻠﻢ ﻋﻬﻌﻀ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسِ ﺑﻟﺤﺎح اﺮِهﻪ ﻛنﱠ اﻟ"ا
"ﻨﺪَه ﻣﺎ ﻋﻄﻠَﺐ و ﻳﺴﺄل اَن ﻳﺐﺤ ﻳه ذِﻛﺮﻞﻪ ﺟاﻟ
“God dislikes people beseeching one another for a request, but He likes that for Himself. God, the
Exalted, likes to be asked and requested for what is with Him”.11
He has also said:

" ﻗَﻀﺎﻫﺎ ﻟَﻪﻻ اﻪﺘﺎﺟ ﺣ ﻓﻞوﺟﺰ ﻋﻪ اﻟﻠ ﻋﻦﺆﻣﺪٌ ﻣﺒ ﻋﺢﻠ ﻻ ﻳﻪ"واﻟ
“I swear by God, a believer does not beseech God for a need but that He fulﬁls it for him”.12
In this regard, of course, there is no difference between big needs and small ones. Imam Baqir (as) has
also said,

"ﻢ اﺳﺄﻟَﻬﻪ اﻟﻟ اﻴﻦﻨﺆﻣ اﻟﻤﺐنﱠ اﺣﻢ ﻓﺎِﺠﻮاﺋﻦ ﺣﻴﺮاً ﻣﻐﺮوا ﺻّﻘ"ﻻ ﺗُﺤ
“Do not belittle your small needs because the believers dearest to God are those who ask the most.13
God told Prophet Moses (as):

"َﻚﺠِﻴﻨ ﻋﻠﺢﻚَ وﻣ ﺷﺎﺗﻠَﻒ ﻋّﺘ ﺣﻟﻴﻪ ا ﻣﺎ ﺗَﺤﺘﺎجﻞ ﻛﻠْﻨ"ﺳ
“Ask Me for all that you need, even the grass for your sheep and salt for your dough”.14

God Will Not Need Anything, Nor Does He Need Any
Recommender
Since God dominates all creatures and is closer to them even than they themselves:

502 "ﻗَﻠْﺒِﻪ وءﺮ اﻟْﻤﻦﻴ ﺑﻮلﺤ ﻳﻪنﱠ اﻟرِﻳﺪ ـ ا اﻟﻮﻞﺒﻦ ﺣ ﻣﻟَﻴﻪ اب اَﻗﺮ"وﻧَﺤﻦ

“…and since We are nearer to him than his life-vein.” "..(And know that) Allah intervenes between
man and his heart".
Therefore God hears people's supplication and prayers even if they are offered in a whisper, let alone
loudly. He is aware of the intentions of all. He does not suffer from any kind of jealousy. There is no
need for a servant or mediator to connect people with God. Allah says:

ﻮاﺘَﺠِﻴﺒﺴ ﻓَﻠْﻴﺎﻧﻋذَا د اةَ اﻟﺪﱠاﻋﻮﻋ دﺟِﻴﺐ ا ﻗَﺮِﻳﺐّﻧ ﻓَﺎّﻨﺎدِي ﻋﺒﻟَﻚَ ﻋﺎذَا ﺳا"و
"َﺷُﺪُونﺮ ﻳﻢﻠﱠﻬ ﻟَﻌِﻨُﻮا ﺑﻣﻮﻟْﻴ وﻟ
“And when My servants asks you concerning Me, then surely I am very near; I answer the prayer
of the supplicant when he calls on Me, so they should answer My call and believe in Me that they
may walk in the right way”.15
Thus, if God has led us towards "means of nearness"16 and has let the interceder17 intercede with
Him, it is not because the asking of the believers will affect God, but it is a sign of the believers'
attainment of perfection.18

The Conditions For The Acceptance Of Supplication And
Prayers:
In accordance with God’s promises, God accepts every supplication and prayers of the believers. But
not every supplication is accepted under any kind of conditions. In some circumstances they are
accepted, in others they are rejected.

1. The Physical And Spiritual Readiness
The ﬁrst condition for the acceptance of supplication and prayers is the believer’s physical and spiritual
readiness; the time and place also should be appropriately selected: midnight and at the dawn, for
instance.
There is a tradition narrated from Imam al-Sadiq (as) which states that God has told Moses (as):

َﻮعﻚَ اﻟﺪﱡﻣﻴﻨﻦ ﻋﻮعَ وﻣﻚَ اﻟﺨُﻀﺪَﻧﻦ ﺑﻦ ﻗَﻠﺒِﻚَ اﻟﺨُﺸُﻮعَ وﻣ ﻣ ﻟﺐﻤﺮان ﻫ ﻋﻦ"ﻳﺎ ﺑ
"ًﺠِﻴﺒﺎ ﻗَﺮِﻳﺒﺎً ﻣﻧﱠﻚَ ﺗَﺠِﺪُﻧ ﻓﺎ اﻟﱠﻠﻴﻞ ﻇُﻠَﻢ ﻓﻨﻋواد

“O son of Imran, give me from your heart humility, from your body submissiveness and from your eyes
tears, and call on me in the darkness of the night. You will ﬁnd Me very near and answering your
supplication."19
Nawf al-Bikali says: One night I saw Imam ‘Ali (as), had left his bed, and was looking at the stars. He
said: ‘O Nawf, are you awake or asleep’? I replied I was awake, He then said:
‘O Nawf, Prophet David (as) woke up at such an hour saying: “At this time any kind of supplication and
prayer will be accepted unless the performer of the supplication is a tax ofﬁcial for a tyrant governor, or
his secret spy or his policeman, or a musical player of tambour or an entertainer"’.20
The Avoidance Of Sins
The other condition for the acceptance of the prayer and supplication is the being at a distance from
sins. It is because most sins are a thick curtain in the way of the acceptance of prayers. We observe this
in the Du’a Kumayl:

" اﻟﺪﱡﻋﺎء ﺗَﺤﺒِﺲ اﻟﱠﺘ اﻟﺬُﻧُﻮبﺮ ﻟ اﻏﻔﻢ"اﻟّﻠﻬ
“O God! Forgive me the sins that hold back the supplication”.
Ayatollah Kalbasi mentions the sins which hinder the supplication and prayers to be accepted: suspicion,
quarrel with brethren, delaying the performance of prayers, the parents’ dissatisfaction with children.21
He, then, reports the following poem from Mawlawi:
The smell of haughtiness, of greed, and of excessive need,
In the speech will show themselves like onions;
If you swear that you have not taken onions,
That you have stopped taking onion and garlic;
When you open you mouth to swear,
The smell of these will surely betray you;
Then your prayers will be rejected for the lies you told,
Your tongue is not in harmony with your heart;
That supplication will be rejected,
It will not ﬁnd acceptance;
If your intention is straight, but your speech not straight,
This distortion of speech is accepted by God;
But if your intention is not straight but your speech is all right,
That sort of intention is worth nothing.

The Purity Of Foods
As we know our prayers and actions stem from a power which is based on foods. If these foods are
gained illegally, our prayers are not clean and as a consequence they are not accepted.
The great Prophet (S) has said:

"ﻪﺒﺴ وﻣﻪﻤﻄﻌِﺐ ﻣﻄَﻴ ﻓَﻠﻴهﻋﺎو دﺴﺘَﺠﺎب اَن ﻳﺐﻦ اﺣ"ﻣ
"Whoever wishes his supplication to be answered, let his food and his earnings be lawful"22.
In response to somebody who had said he wanted his prayers to be accepted, the Prophet (S) said:

"ﻚَ اﻟﺤﺮامﻄﻨ ﺑﻞ ﻓﻠَﻚَ وﻻ ﺗُﺪﺧِﺮ ﻣﺄﻛ"ﻃَﻬ
"Purify your food (i.e. eat what is lawful) and do not let unlawful food enter your stomach."23
He said also:

ﺮاﻣﺎً ﻓﻤﺎ ﺣﻴﻪ ﻓﻟﺔَ ا اﻟﱡﻠﻘﻤﺮﻓَﻊ ﻳﻞﺟنﱠ اﻟﺮﺗُﻚَ ﻓﺎﻋﻮ دﻚَ ﺗُﺴﺘَﺠﺎبﺴﺒﺐ ﻛ"اﻃ
"ًﻮﻣﺎ ﻳﻌﻴﻦ اَر ﺑ ﻟَﻪﺗُﺴﺘَﺠﺎب
"Purify your earnings and your supplication will be accepted. This is because the supplication of a person
who raises a morsel of unlawful food to his mouth is not answered for forty days".24
Imam Sadiq (as) has said:

نﱠﻢ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ واﻈﺎﻟﻦ ﻣج ﻣﺨﺮﻴﻪ وﻟﺴﺒِﺐ ﻛﻄَﻴ ﻓَﻠﻴ ﻟَﻪﺴﺘَﺠﺎبﻢ اَن ﻳﺪُﻛ اَﺣذا اَراد"ا
"ﻪﻦ ﺧَﻠﻘﺪٍ ﻣﺔٌ ﻻﺣﻈﻠﻤ ﻣﻨﺪَه او ﻋﺮام ﺣﻪﻄﻨ ﺑﺒﺪٍ وﻓ ﻋﻋﺎء دﻟَﻴﻪ اﺮﻓَﻊﻪ ﻻ ﻳاﻟ
“If anyone of you wishes his supplication be accepted, let him purify his earnings and cease defrauding
people. This is because the supplication of a believer is not raised up to Allah while there is unlawful
food in his stomach and he has a due wrongfully taken from one of His creatures".25

The Possibility And Contingency Of A Deed
Among the conditions set for prayers to be acceptable are the possibility of the occurrence of the actions
and the contingency of the desired action. Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ﻞﺤﻮنُ وﻻ ﻳﺎ ﻻﻳ اﻟﺪﱡﻋﺎء ﻻ ﺗَﺴﺄل ﻣﺐﺎﺣ"ﻳﺎ ﺻ
"O performer of supplication, do not ask for anything unattainable or unlawful".26

The Hindrances On The Way Of Accepting Supplication
Although God is kind towards the believers and hears their overt and covert prayers and has promised to
answer their calls, there are factors which may cause the prayers not to be accepted. Among these
factors are the following:

1. Sins
Indulging in sins may be a factor for the rejection of a prayer. Imam Sadiq (as) is reported to have said,
"Musa b. ‘Imran (as) was passing by one of his followers who was prostrating. After some time he was
still prostrating. Musa told him: If I could, I would satisfy your needs.
At this moment God revealed to him,

"ﺐ ﻣﺎ اُﺣﻟ اهﺮﺎ اَﻛﻤ ﻋلﺘَﺤﻮ ﻳّﺘ ﺣ ﻣﺎ ﻗَﺒِﻠﺘُﻪﻨُﻘُﻪ ﻋﻊﻨﻘَﻄ ﻳّﺘﺪَ ﺣﺠ"ﻟﻮ ﺳ
“I will not accept his prayers even if he engages in prostrating till his neck breaks. I will accept his
prayers if he stops doing what I hate and turn towards doing things which I like"27

2. Injustice
One of the factors which hinder the acceptance of prayers is the injustice done to others. In the book
Ihtijaj there is a tradition narrated from Imam Sadiq (as) depicting this truth:

 وﻻﻮهﺪﻋ ﻳﻀﻄَﺮﻢ؟ وﻗﺪ ﻧَﺮى اﻟﻤَ اَﺳﺘَﺠِﺐ ﻟﻮﻧﻪ اُدﻋ اﻟﻘُﻮل ﻳ اَﻟَﻴﺲﻞﺌ ﺳﻧﱠﻪ"ا
ٌﻮه اَﺣﺪﺪﻋﻚَ ﻣﺎ ﻳه ﻗﺎل وﻳﺤﺮﻨﺼﺪوه ﻓَﻼ ﻳ ﻋ ﻋﻠهﺘَﻨْﺼﺮﺴ ﻳﻈﻠُﻮم واﻟﻤ ﻟَﻪﺠﺎبﻳ
 ﻓﺎذا دﻋﺎﻖﺤﺎ اﻟﻤ واﻣﺘُﻮب اَن ﻳ اﻟودﺮد ﻣهﻢ ﻓﺪُﻋﺎوﺎ اﻟﻈَﺎﻟ اﻣ ﻟَﻪ اﺳﺘَﺠﺎبﻻا

ﻮمﻴ ﻟﺰِﻳﻼ ﺛَﻮاﺑﺎً ﺟ ﻟَﻪﺧَﺮ او ادﻪﻌﻠَﻤ ﻻ ﻳﻴﺚﻦ ﺣ ﻣﻼء اﻟﺒﻨﻪ ﻋفﺮ وﺻ ﻟَﻪاﺳﺘﺠﺎب
"ﻨﻪﻚَ ﻋ اُﻣﺴن اﻋﻄﺎه ا ﻟﻪﺒﺪُ ﺧَﻴﺮ اﻟﻌلﺎ اﻟﱠﺬي ﺳﻦ اﻻﻣﺮن ﻟﻢ ﻳﻟﻴﻪ وا اﻪﺘﺣﺎﺟ
‘He was asked: Doesn't God tell the believers: “Call upon Me and I will answer you” (40:60)? And this
is while we see the distressed call upon Him and they are not answered, and the wronged seeking help
against the enemy, but they do not receive any help.
Imam Sadiq (as) replied: Woe be to you! No one calls Him except that He answers Him. But a tyrant's
prayer is rejected till he repents. When a rightful person prays, he is answered and afﬂiction is turned
away from him while he is unaware of it, or abundant reward is stored for him for the day of his need.
But if the servant asks for something that would not be good for him if he was granted it, then God holds
it back from him."28

3. When Natural Factors Are Not Considered
According to the Islamic traditions, prayers and supplication are speciﬁc to occasions when man's trials
and struggles are of no use. Imam Sadiq (as) has stated:

: ﻟَﻪﻘﺎل ﻓَﻴ ارزُﻗﻨﻢ اﻟّﻠﻬﻘُﻮل ﻳﻪﻴﺘ ﺑ ﻓﺎﻟﺲ ﺟ رﺟﻞ:ٌةﻋﻮ ﻟﻬﻢ دﺔٌ ﻻ ﺗُﺴﺘَﺠﺎبﻌ"أر ﺑ
ﻫﺎﻞ اَﻣﺮ اَﻟَﻢ اَﺟﻌ: ﻟَﻪﻘﺎلﻠَﻴﻬﺎ ﻓَﻴﻣﺮأةٌ ﻓَﺪَﻋﺎ ﻋ اﺎﻧَﺖ ﻟَﻪ ﻛﻞﺟر و،ِﺮكَ ﺑِﺎﻟﻄَﻠَﺐاَﻟَﻢ آﻣ
َﺮك اَﻟَﻢ آﻣ: ﻟَﻪﻘﺎل ﻓَﻴ ارزُﻗﻨﻢ اﻟّﻠﻬﻘُﻮل ﻓَﻴف ﻓَﺎَﺳﺮﺎل ﻣﺎنَ ﻟَﻪ ﻛﻞﺟر و،َﻟَﻴﻚا
: ﻟَﻪﻘﺎل ﻓَﻴِﻨَﺔﻴ ﺑِﻐَﻴﺮِ ﺑاﻧَﻪ ﻓَﺎدﺎل ﻣﺎنَ ﻟَﻪ ﻛﺟﻞر و،... حﺻﻼﺮكَ ﺑِﺎﻻ اَﻟَﻢ آﻣ،ِﺎدﺼﻗﺘﺑِﺎﻻ
"ةﺮكَ ﺑِﺎﻟﺸﻬﺎداَﻟﻢ آﻣ
“There are four groups of people whose calls are not answered:
A man who sits at home saying: ‘O God, give me daily bread’. He is then told: ‘Didn’t I command you to
seek it?’
A man who has a wife and he prays to God against her. It is said to him: ‘Didn’t I give you the right of
divorce?’
A man who had wealth, but was extravagant, and then he says: ‘O God, give me sustenance’. He is told:
‘Didn’t I command you to be moderate in your expenditure?’
And a man had wealth which he lent to another without any receipt. Then the owner asks God to soften
the man’s heart to return to him what he owes him. It is said to him: ‘Didn’t I command you to have
witnesses when you lend anything to anyone?’”29
Considering the fact that the world is based on the cause and effect principle, it is useless to lie under a

date-tree and keep your mouth open in order for the dates to fall in your mouth. You should stand up
and pick the date and chew and then swallow it till the act of digestion takes place. This is shown in the
tradition about the Bani Isra’il concerning Moses who fell ill but did not take the necessary medicine. God
then said:

ﺘﻤ ﺣﻞ اَن ﺗُﺒﻄتد اَر،َوه ﻟَﻚﺮﺎ ذَﻛ ﺗَﺘﺪَاوى ﺑِﻤّﺘكَ ﺣ ﻻ اُﺑﺮِوﻼﻟﺟ وﺗﺰﻋ"و
" ﻏَﻴﺮِيﺷْﻴﺎء اﻻﻊﻨﺎﻓ ﻣﻴﺮﻘﺎﻗعَ اﻟﻌﻦ اَود ﻓَﻤَﻠﻚَ ﻋﻠﺑِﺘَﻮﻛ
"I swear by My Glory and My Majesty, I shall not cure you until you take the medicine which Bani Israel
have brought for you. Do you wish to annul My Wisdom through your trust in me? Who other than Me
has put these beneﬁts in the herbs?”30

The Reasons Of Delaying Responding To Supplication
Sometimes the supplication of a person will not be answered quickly for the following reasons:
a) The qualiﬁcation for the acceptance of the supplication is still absent in the person. This qualiﬁcation
is only obtained through the person’s struggle and perseverance.
Concerning this issue, Imam ‘Ali (as) in the above letter has stated:

"ﺔﻴ ﻗَﺪَرِ اﻟﻨﺔَ ﻋﻠﻴﻄنﱠ اﻟﻌ ﻓﺎﻪﺘﺟﺎﺑ اﺑﻄﺎءﻄَﻨﱠﻚَ اﻘﻨ"ﻓَﻼ ﻳ
"Do not let the slowness of His response dishearten you, for the grant is in accordance with the intention
".
b) If the supplication is not answered immediately, he may try to be more qualiﬁed. In that case he will
get more reward for his endeavors. God has not answered to this person’s call in order that he may try
to be more qualiﬁed. Imam ‘Ali (as), in this regard, says:

ﻞ اﻵﻣﻄﺎءﻌ ﻟلﺰاﺟ وﻞﺎﺋ ﻷﺟﺮِ اﻟﺴﻚَ اَﻋﻈَﻢﻮنَ ذَﻟﻴﺔُ ﻟﺎﺑﺟﻨﻚَ اﻻت ﻋﺮّﻤﺎ اُﺧﺑ"ور
" او آﺟِﻼ ﻋﺎﺟِﻼﻨﻪ ﺧَﻴﺮاً ﻣﻴﺖ واوﺗ ﺷَﻴﺌﺎً ﻓَﻼ ﺗُﻌﻄﺎهﺄﻟﺖﻤﺎ ﺳﺑرو
“Sometimes the response has only been delayed for you so that it may be a greater reward for the
petitioner and a more abundant grant for the hopeful one. Sometimes you ask for a thing and you are
not given it, but you are given something better than it now or later”.

c) Sometimes the desired object is not to the beneﬁt of the asking person both in this world and in the
other. Examples are: social position, wealth, children, and the like. In such cases God will not answer
the call since He is generous towards the person. Regarding this, Imam ‘Ali (as) states in this letter:

"ﻴﺘَﻪﻚَ ﻟَﻮ اُوﺗﻼكُ دِﻳﻨ ﻫﻴﻪ ﻓ اَﻣﺮٍ ﻗَﺪ ﻃَﻠَﺒﺘَﻪب ﻟَﻚَ ﻓَﻠَﺮ ﺧَﻴﺮﻮﺎ ﻫﻤﻨﻚَ ﻟ ﻋﺮِف"اَو ﺻ
"..or it is turned away from you for what is better for you, because sometimes in the fulﬁllment of what
you ask for is the destruction of your religion.
Therefore let your request be for that, the beauty of which remains for you, and the evil consequences of
which pass away from you. For wealth does not remain for you, nor do you remain for it”.

The Access To Repentance And Its Role In Correcting The
Sinner
Since one of the requirements for the acceptance of our supplication is the state of being innocent, Imam
‘Ali (as) in this letter emphasizes on repentance.
He points out the following issues:

1. God Did Not Deny Your Right Of Repentance
Because of this animal/angel nature, man may commit sins in his selection of good-bad affairs. If there
were not a way to repent for man, he would get completely destroyed. In that case, a guilty person might
think since there is no way for him to cleanse himself of his guilts, he might continue his evil-doing and
might tell himself "If I want to go to hell, let me go there like a man." This kind of attitude would hinder
man to arrive at the perfection which is important in the philosophy of creation.
For this reason God has opened a door to this group of people to return to Him through the door which
Imam Zayn al-‘Abidin (as) mentions in the supplication of the repentant (munajat al-tawwabin):

ﻪ اﻟَﻟﻮا ا ﺗُﻮ ﺑ:ﺔَ ﻓَﻘُﻠﺖ اﻟﺘَﻮ ﺑﻴﺘَﻪﻤﻔْﻮِكَ ﺳ ﻋﻟﺎﺑﺎً اﺎدِكَ ﺑﺒﻌ ﻟ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻓَﺘَﺤﺖ اَﻧﺖِﻟﻬ"ا
"ﻪﻌﺪَ ﻓَﺘﺤﺎبِ ﺑ اﻟﺒﺧُﻮل دﻦ اَﻏﻔَﻞ ﻣﺬرﺎ ﻋ ﻓﻤ519 ﺎﻮﺣﺔً ﻧَﺼﺑﺗَﻮ
"O My God! You have opened for Your servants a door to Your Pardon which You have named
repentance, for You have said: “Turn to Allah with a sincere repentance” (66:8). Then what is the
excuse of one who neglects entering this door after it is opened?"31

Thus, in Islam, a sinner can repent and there are no heavy conditions for his repentance and he also is
addressed not to despair but to return to God:

ﺮﻐْﻔ ﻳﻪنﱠ اﻟ اﻪ اﻟﺔﻤﺣ رﻦ ﺗَﻘْﻨَﻄُﻮا ﻣ ﻬِﻢﻧْﻔُﺴ اَﻠﻓُﻮا ﻋﺮﺳ اﺎدِي اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺒﺎ ﻋ ﻳ"ﻗُﻞ
ْن اﻞ ﻗَﺒﻦ ﻣﻮا ﻟَﻪﻤﻠﺳا وﻢِﺑ رَﻟﻮا اﻴﺒﻧا وﻴﻢﺣ اﻟﺮ اﻟْﻐَﻔُﻮرﻮ ﻫﻧﱠﻪﺎ اﻴﻌﻤ ﺟاﻟﺬﱡﻧُﻮب
ْن اﻞ ﻗَﺒﻦ ﻣﻢِﺑ رﻦ ﻣﻢﻟَﻴ اﻧْﺰِلﺎ ا ﻣﻦﺴﺣﻮا ااﺗﱠﺒِﻌونَ وﺮ ﺗُﻨْﺼ  ﺛُﻢﺬَاب اﻟْﻌﻢﻴﺗﺎﻳ
"َونﺮ ﺗَﺸْﻌ ﻧْﺘُﻢاﻐْﺘَﺔً و ﺑﺬَاب اﻟﻌﻢﻴﺗﺎﻳ
“Say: O my servants, who have acted extravagantly against their own souls, do not despair of the
mercy of Allah; surely Allah forgives the faults altogether; surely He is the Forgiving, the
Merciful. And return to your Lord time after time and submit to Him before there comes to you
the punishment, then you shall not be helped. And follow the best that has been revealed to you
from your Lord before there comes to you the punishment all of a sudden while you do not even
perceive.”32
And this return is so favorable that we read in one tradition from Imam Baqir (as):

ﺎء ﻇَﻠﻤ ﻟَﻴﻠَﺔ ﻓهزَاد وﻠَﺘَﻪ راﺣﻞ اَﺿﻞﺟﻦ ر ﻣﺒﺪِه ﻋﺔﺣﺎً ﺑِﺘَﻮ ﺑ اَﺷَﺪﱡ ﻓَﺮﻪ ﺗَﻌﺎﻟنﱠ اﻟ"ا
"ﺎﺪﻫﺟﻓَﻮ
"God, the Exalted’s rejoicing at the repentance of His servant is far greater than a person who has lost
his horse and provisions in a dark night and then found them."
Even despair of being forgiven is enumerated as a major sin.

2. There Is Still Time For Repentance
Man should not put off his repentance until he suddenly opens his eyes and confronts the Angel of
Death while his shoulders are weighed down with sins. His delay might be the result of his ignorance
(due to instincts and untamable desires and their dominance over man's reasoning and faith) and not to
the factor of aggression. In such cases, he has time to repent and God is not in a hurry to revenge the
worldly wrong-doings here or in the Hereafter.33 God says:

َﻚﻟَﺌو ﻗَﺮِﻳﺐٍ ﻓَﺎﻦﻮنَ ﻣﺘُﻮ ﺑ ﻳ ﺛُﻢﺎﻟَﺔﻬ ﺑِﺠﻮءﻠُﻮنَ اﻟﺴﻤﻌ ﻳﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦ ﻟﻪ اﻟَﻠﺔُ ﻋﺑﺎ اﻟﺘﱠﻮﻧﱠﻤ"ا

"ﺎﻴﻤﺎ ﺣﻴﻤﻠ ﻋﻪﺎنَ اﻟﻛ وﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﻪ اﻟﺘُﻮبﻳ
“Repentance with Allah is only for those who do evil in ignorance, then turn to Allah soon, so
these it is to whom Allah turns mercifully, and Allah is ever knowing, Wise”.34
On the other hand, God rejects repentance at the time of death:

ّﻧ ا ﻗَﺎلتﻮ اﻟْﻤﻢﺪَﻫﺣ اﺮﻀذَا ﺣ اﺘﱠﺎتِ ﺣِﯩﻴﻠُﻮنَ اﻟﺴﻤﻌ ﻳﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺔُ ﻟﺑ اﻟﺘﱠﻮﺖﺴﻟَﻴ"و
"ﺎﻴﻤﻟﺎ اﺬَاﺑ ﻋﻢﺘَﺪْﻧَﺎ ﻟَﻬﻋﻚَ اﻟَﺌو اﻔﱠﺎر ﻛﻢﻫﻮﺗُﻮنَ وﻤ ﻳ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦنَ و اﺖﺗُﺒ
“And repentance is not for those who go on doing evil deeds, until when death comes to one of
them, he says: Surely now I repent; nor for those who die while they are unbelievers. These are
they for whom we have prepared a painful chastisement”.35
In traditions, we read that the Prophet (S) has said:

"ﺘَﻪﻪ ﺗَﻮ ﺑ اﻟ ﻗَﺒِﻞﻦﻌﺎﻳ اَن ﻳ ﻗَﺒﻞﻦ ﺗﺎب"ﻣ
“Whoever repents before he confronts death, God will accept his repentance”.36
The Prophet, on the other hand, has said,

ﻛﺎﻧَﺖﺔٌ و ﺗَﻮ ﺑﻢﻠﻌﺎﻟﻦ ﻟ ـ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻪﺗﺮﻨﺠ ﺣﻟ اﺪِهاﻫﻮى ﺑِﻴ ـ وﺬِه ﻫﻠَﻐﺖِ اﻟﻨﱠﻔﺲذَا ﺑ"ا
"ٌﺔ ﺗَﻮ ﺑﻞﺎﻫﻠﺠﻟ
“When the soul arrives here – and he pointed at his throat - there is no repentance for a scholar, but
there is repentance for an ignorant person”.37
Thus, the possibility of repentance prior to death is a sign of God's Kindness and is indicative of the fact
that God wishes to save any sinner from his sin and has left the door of repentance open.

3. In Accepting Repentance, God Is Not Strict
Although God is strict towards those who aggressively indulge in wrong-doings and would not pardon

them:

ا ﺷَﺮة ذَرﺜْﻘَﺎل ﻣﻞﻤﻌ ﻳﻦﻣﺪًا “ـ “وﺣﻚَ اﺑ رﻢﻈْﻠ ﻳا وﺮﺎﺿﻠُﻮا ﺣﻤﺎ ﻋﺪُوا ﻣﺟو"و
"هﺮﻳ
“And what they had done they shall ﬁnd present (there); and your Lord does not deal unjustly
with any one”.38 “And he who has done an atom's weight of evil shall see it”.39
He will, however, be generous towards those who regret their wrong deeds and turn towards Him.

َﺎنﻛﻨَﺎتٍ وﺴ ﺣﻬِﻢﺎﺗِﯩﻴ ﺳﻪ اﻟﺪِّلﺒﻚَ ﻳﻟَﺌوﺎ ﻓَﺎﺤﺎﻟ ﺻًﻤ ﻋﻞﻤﻋ وﻦآﻣ و ﺗَﺎبﻦ ﻣ"ا
"ﺎﻴﻤﺣا ر ﻏَﻔُﻮرﻪاﻟ
“Except him who repents and does a good deed; so these are they of whom Allah changes the
evil deeds to good ones; and Allah is Forgiving, Merciful”.40

اﺮﺟ ا ﻟَﺪُﻧْﻪﻦتِ ﻣﻮﻳﺎ وﻔْﻬﺎﻋﻀﻨَﺔً ﻳﺴ ﺣﻦَنْ ﺗا وة ذَرﺜْﻘَﺎل ﻣﻢﻈْﻠ ﻳ ﻪنﱠ اﻟ"ا
"ﺎﻴﻤﻈﻋ
“Surely Allah does not do injustice to the weight of an atom, and if it is a good deed He multiplies
it and gives from Himself a great reward”.41
Since repentance is a suitable action, God will carry out His promise:

 ﻢﻫﺎ وﺜْﻠَﻬ ﻣى اﺰﺠ ﻳََ ﻓﺔِﯩﻴ ﺑِﺎﻟﺴﺎء ﺟﻦﻣﺎ وﻬﺜَﺎﻟﻣ اﺸْﺮ ﻋ ﻓَﻠَﻪﻨَﺔﺴ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤﺎء ﺟﻦ"ﻣ
"َﻮنﻈْﻠَﻤﻳ
“Whoever brings a good deed, he shall have ten like it, and whoever brings an evil deed, he shall
be recompensed only with the like of it, and they shall not be dealt with unjustly”.42
This fact shows that God is lenient towards those who repent and rewards those who stop carrying out
sins. This is another way for sinners to be absolved by God.

The Conditions For The Perfect Repentance
At the end of this discussion, it is necessary to point out one important issue: As we understand the term
repentance involves a sinner's regret for what is previously done and a decision not to do it again. Such
repentance erases the past record.
But in some other traditions there are some restrictions such as the payment of what a person owes
others. Such a restriction is seen in Nahj al-Balaghah:

،َﻚﻠَﺘﻚَ اُﻣَ ﺛ:(ﻪ اﻟﺮ )اﺳﺘَﻐﻔﻪﺗﻀﺮ ﻗﺎل ﺑِﺤﻞﻴﻦ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ اﻟﺴﻼم ﻟﻘﺎﺋﻨﺆﻣ اﻟﻤ اَﻣﻴﺮ"ﻗﺎل
:ٍﻌﺎنﺘَﺔُ ﻣ ﺳ ﻋﻠﻊ واﻗﺳﻢ اﻮ وﻫ،ﻠّﻴﻴﻦﺔُ اﻟﻌﺟر دﻐﻔﺎرﺳﺘ؟ اﻻﻐﻔَﺎرﺎ اﻻﺳﺘاﺗَﺪرِي ﻣ
 اَن واﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ،ًﺪا اﺑﻟَﻴﻪﻮدِ ا ﺗَﺮكِ اﻟﻌ ﻋﻠﺰم اﻟﻌ واﻟﺜﺎﻧ،ﻀ ﻣﺎ ﻣﻟُﻬﺎ اﻟﻨَﺪَم ﻋﻠاو
 اَن واﻟﺮاﺑِﻊ،ٌﺔﻠﻴﻚَ ﺗَﺒِﻌ ﻋ ﻟَﻴﺲﻪ اَﻣﻠَﺲ اﻟَ ﺗَﻠﻘّﺘﻢ ﺣﻘُﻮﻗَﻬ ﺣﻴﻦﺨﻠُﻮﻗ اﻟﻤِي اﻟﺗُﺆد
 اﻟﻠﱠﺤﻢﺪَ اﻟ اَن ﺗَﻌﻤﺲ واﻟﺨﺎﻣ،ﻘﱠﻬﺎِي ﺣﻌﺘَﻬﺎ ﻓَﺘُﺆدﻴﻠَﻴﻚَ ﺿ ﻋﺔ ﻓَﺮِﻳﻀﻞ ﻛﺪَ اﻟﻤﺗَﻌ
ﻴﻨَﻬﺎﻨﺸَﺄ ﺑ و ﻳﻈﻢ اﻟﺠِﻠﺪَ ﺑِﺎﻟﻌﻖ ﺗَﻠﺼّﺘ اﻻﺣﺰانُ ﺣﻪ اﻟﺴﺤﺖ ﻓَﺘُﺬِﻳﺒ ﻋﻠﺖاﻟﱠﺬي ﻧَﺒ
ﺔﻴﻌﺼةَ اﻟﻤﻼو ﺣ ﻛﻤﺎ اَذﻗﺘَﻪﺔ اﻟﻄﺎﻋ اَﻟﻢ اﻟﺠِﺴﻢ اَن ﺗُﺬِﻳﻖ واﻟﺴﺎدس،ٌﺪِﻳﺪ ﺟﻟَﺤﻢ
."ﻪ اﻟﺮ اﺳﺘَﻐﻔ:ﻚَ ﺗَﻘُﻮلﻨﺪَ ذﻟﻓَﻌ
‘Somebody used the expression "Astaghﬁrullah" (I ask Allah to forgive me) in front of Imam ‘Ali (as).
Imam ‘Ali (as) said: “May your mother weep on you! Do you realize what Istighfar (seeking forgiveness)
means? Istighfar is the station of the ‘Illiyin and it includes six phases: First: remorse at deeds committed
in the past; second: the determination never to to return to them again; third, returning to people their
dues so that you meet God free of blame, with no claim of wrongdoing against you; fourth, attending to
every obligatory act that you have neglected and fulﬁlling its due; ﬁfth, to attend to the ﬂesh that you
have grown through unlawful earnings and to melt it down through grief until the skin adheres to the
bones and new ﬂesh is formed in between; sixth, to make the body taste the pain of obedience just as it
had tasted the sweetness of disobedience. Then say: "Astaghﬁrullah”.43
Similar statements are observed in traditions which are apparently in contrast with the ease of
repentance that we have been discussing so far. Thus, our scholars have tried to set forth a kind of
compromise among these apparent contradictions. One of these scholars is al-Majlisi who after
mentioning the tradition from Imam ‘Ali (as) said:

"ﺔﻤﺎلِ اﻟﺘَﻮ ﺑ ﻛﻂﻦ ﺷَﺮاﺋﻴﻦ ﻣﻤّﻠَﺘﻮرِ اﻟﻤﻤﻬﻨﺪَ ﺟ ﻋﻟَﻴﻦﻮى اﻻو"ﻣﺎ ﺳ

“For scholars, repenting from the past doings and return from evil–doings is among the perfect
conditions of repentance and not among the principal conditions”.44
Allamah in his commentary on Tajrid says, concerning this:
"Affairs such as compensation for the lost prayers or the payment of people's rights are among the extra
conditions on repentance and are not included in the essence of repentance. Later on, if the person did
not carry out the lost prayers and did not pay people's rights, these will be considered as the shunning of
one's tasks which entails new punishments and which is not related to the principle of repentance".45
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"واﻋﻠَﻢ ﻳﺎ ﺑﻨَ اَﻧﱠﻚَ اﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﺧُﻠﻘﺖ ﻟﻶﺧﺮة ﻻ ﻟﻠﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ و ﻟﻠﻔَﻨﺎء ﻻ ﻟﻠﺒﻘَﺎء وﻟﻠﻤﻮتِ ﻻ ﻟﻠﺤﻴﺎة
واﻧﱠﻚَ ﻓ ﻗَﻠﻌﺔ ودارِ ﺑﻠﻐَﺔ وﻃَﺮﻳﻖ اﻟ اﻵﺧﺮة واﻧﱠﻚَ ﻃَﺮِﻳﺪُ اﻟﻤﻮتِ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻻ ﻳﻨْﺠﻮ ﻣﻨﻪ
ﻫﺎرِﺑﻪ وﻻ ﻳﻔُﻮﺗُﻪ ﻃَﺎﻟﺒﻪ وﻻﺑﺪﱠ اَﻧﱠﻪ ﻣﺪرِﻛﻪ ﻓَﻦ ﻣﻨﻪ ﻋﻠ ﺣﺬَرٍ ان ﻳﺪْرِﻛﻚَ واﻧﺖ ﻋﻠ
ﺣﺎلٍ ﺳﻴﺌﺔ ﻗَﺪ ﻛﻨﺖ ﺗُﺤﺪِّث ﻧَﻔﺴﻚَ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﺑِﺎﻟﺘَﻮ ﺑﺔ ﻓَﻴﺤﻮل ﺑﻴﻨَﻚَ وﺑﻴﻦ ذَﻟﻚَ ﻓَﺎذَا اَﻧﺖ
ﻗَﺪ اَﻫﻠَﺖ ﻧَﻔﺴﻚَ.

ﻳﺎ ﺑﻨَ اﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻦ ذِﻛﺮِ اﻟﻤﻮتِ وذِﻛﺮِ ﻣﺎ ﺗَﻬﺠِﻢ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ وﺗُﻔﻀ ﺑﻌﺪَ اﻟﻤﻮتِ اﻟَﻴﻪ ﺣﺘّ
ﻳﺄﺗﻴﻚَ وﻗَﺪ اَﺧﺬْت ﻣﻨﻪ ﺣﺬَركَ وﺷَﺪَدت ﻟَﻪ اَزركَ وﻻ ﻳﺎﺗﻴﻚَ ﺑﻐﺘَﺔً ﻓَﻴﺒﻬﺮكَ واﻳﺎكَ اَن
ﺗَﻐﺘَﺮ ﺑِﻤﺎ ﺗَﺮى ﻣﻦ اﺧﻼدِ اَﻫﻞ اﻟﺪﱞﻧﻴﺎ اﻟَﻴﻬﺎ وﺗَﺎﻟُﺒِﻬِﻢ ﻋﻠَﻴﻬﺎ ﻓَﻘَﺪ ﻧَﺒﺎكَ اﻟﻪ ﻋﻨﻬﺎ وﻧَﻌﺖ
ﻫ ﻟَﻚَ ﻧَﻔْﺴﻬﺎ وﺗَﺸﱠﻔﺖ ﻟَﻚَ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺴﺎوِﻳﻬﺎ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻤﺎ اَﻫﻠُﻬﺎ ﻛﻼب ﻋﺎو ﻳﺔٌ وﺳﺒﺎعٌ ﺿﺎرِﻳﺔٌ
ﻳﻬِﺮ ﺑﻌﻀﻬﻢ ﺑﻌﻀﺎً وﻳﺄﻛﻞ ﻋﺰِﻳﺰﻫﺎ ذَﻟﻴﻠَﻬﺎ و ﻳﻘْﻬﺮ ﻛﺒِﻴﺮﻫﺎ ﺻﻐﻴﺮﻫﺎ ﻧَﻌﻢ ﻣﻌﻘﱠﻠَﺔٌ
واُﺧﺮى ﻣﻬﻤﻠَﺔٌ ﻗَﺪْ اَﺿﻠﱠﺖ ﻋﻘُﻮﻟَﻬﺎ ورﻛﺒﺖ ﻣﺠﻬﻮﻟَﻬﺎ،

ﺳﺮوح ﻋﺎﻫﺔ ﺑِﻮادٍ وﻋﺚٍ ﻟَﻴﺲ ﻟَﻬﺎ راع ﻳﻘﻴﻤﻬﺎ وﻻ ﻣﺴﻴﻢ ﻳﺴﻴﻤﻬﺎ ﺳﻠَﺖ ﺑِﻬِﻢ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﺎ
ﻃَﺮِﻳﻖ اﻟﻌﻤ ،واَﺧَﺬَت ﺑﺎَﺑﺼﺎرِﻫﻢ ﻋﻦ ﻣﻨﺎرِ اﻟﻬﺪى ،ﻓَﺘﺎﻫﻮا ﻓ ﺣﻴﺮﺗَﻬﺎ وﻏَﺮِﻗُﻮا ﻓ
ﻧﻌﻤﺘﻬﺎ واﺗﱠﺨَﺬُوﻫﺎ رﺑﺎً ﻓَﻠَﻌﺒﺖ ﺑِﻬِﻢ وﻟَﻌﺒﻮا ﺑِﻬﺎ وﻧَﺴﻮا ﻣﺎ وراﯨﻬﺎ روﻳﺪاً ﻳﺴﻔﺮ اﻟﻈﱠﻼم،
ﻛﺎَنْ ﻗَﺪْ وردتِ اﻻﻇْﻌﺎنُ ﻳﻮﺷﻚُ ﻣﻦ اَﺳﺮعَ اَنْ ﻳﻠْﺤﻖ"

“My son! Know that you were created for the Hereafter, not for this world, for extinction (in this world),
not for permanence, and for death, not for life. You are in an abode from which you must depart, in a
place from which you acquire your provisions, and on a path to the Hereafter. You are being chased by
death from which no ﬂeeing one is saved, none whom it seeks escapes from it, and it will inevitably
catch up with him. So be on your guard against it, lest it should overtake you while you are in a state of
sin from which you were telling yourself that you would repent, and it (death) prevents you from that. In
such a case you will have destroyed yourself.
My son! Remember death frequently, and the place that you will suddenly fall into and reach after death,
so that when it comes, you are on your guard against it and have prepared yourself for it. Do not let it
(death) come suddenly such that it overcomes you.
Beware of being deluded by what you see of the people of the world inclining towards it (the world), and
their avidity for it, for God has informed you of it and the world itself has announced to you its mortality
and revealed to you its vices. Its adherents are only howling dogs and rapacious beasts snarling at one
another. Their strong devour their weak and their old subjugate their young. (They are like) cattle, some
conﬁned and others left untended. They have lost their intellects and ventured into what is unknown.
They are (like) diseasesd cattle left free to graze in a valley of soft sand, difﬁcult to traverse. They have
neither a shepherd to keep them in order nor a herdsman to take them to pasture.
The world has taken them them on the path of blindness, and taken their sights from the beacon of
guidance, so they are wandering in its perplexities and drowned in its pleasures. They have taken it (the
world) as a lord, so it plays with them and they play with it and they have forgotten what is beyond it.
Gradually the darkness will become dawn, and it is as if the caravan has arrived; soon those who hasten
will meet (the caravan)”.

Commentary
In this letter by Imam ‘Ali (as) there are some educational points concerning the philosophy of creation,
man's readiness for death, a picture of the world and the world-worshippers. These points are taken up
separately in the following sections:

1. The Philosophy Of Man's Creation:
From the viewpoint of the Holy Qur’an, the philosophy of man's creation is sometimes based on Allah's
Generosity and Magnanimity:

َﻚﺑ رﻢﺣ رﻦ ﻣ اﻴﻦﻔﺨْﺘَﻠاﻟُﻮنَ ﻣﺰ ﻳﺪَةً واﺣﺔً وﻣ ا اﻟﻨﱠﺎسﻞﻌﻚَ ﻟَﺠﺑ ر ﺷَﺎءﻟَﻮ"و
"ﻢﻚَ ﺧَﻠَﻘَﻬﺬَﻟﻟو

"And if your Lord had pleased He would certainly have made people a single nation, and they
shall continue to differ, except those on whom your Lord has mercy; and for this did He create
them;".1
And sometimes the philosophy of man's creation is introduced as a way for man to see God's traits and
magniﬁcent powers and His domination over all creatures.

نﱠﻮا اﻠَﻤﺘَﻌ ﻟﻦﻨَﻬﻴ ﺑﺮﻣ الﺘَﻨَﺰ ﻳﻦﺜْﻠَﻬضِ ﻣر اﻦﻣاتٍ وﺎوﻤ ﺳﻊﺒ ﺳ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﺧَﻠَﻖﻪ"اﻟ
536"ﺎﻠْﻤ ﻋءَ ﺷﻞِﺎطَ ﺑﺣ ﻗَﺪْ اﻪنﱠ اﻟا و ﻗَﺪِﻳﺮءَ ﺷﻞ ﻛَﻠ ﻋﻪاﻟ
"Allah is He who created seven heavens, and of the earth the like of them; the decree continues
to descend among them, that you may know that Allah has power over all things and that Allah
indeed encompasses all things in His knowledge."
In another occasion, the philosophy of creation is deﬁned as "Worship" “And I have not created the jinn
and the men except that they should serve Me.”2
At another occasion, the philosophy of creation is supposed to be "Trial" “Who created death and life
that He may try you-which of you is best in deeds."3
All of these interpretations, however, have one thing in common. Man possesses different skills and
capabilities in differing areas of thought, ethics and rights which could be manifested only through
programs. Thus, carrying out these programs is interpreted as worship; the way these plans are carried
out is interpreted as "trial"; the guidance of Allah in the materialization of these aims is interpreted as
God's benevolence; and the recognition of Allah and His traits which is the main factor behind all of this
collection (Thought, ethics, and duties) is interpreted as God's recognition.
Thus, it is right to say that the philosophy of man's creation is a combination of worship, God's
benevolence, man's trial and God's recognition. And these four factors all lead to man's perfection.4
But sometimes in the philosophy of man's creation there are some interpretations which show the
direction of his perfection, and not the agent for his perfection.
This is said in ‘Ali's letter.

ِار ودﺔ ﻗَﻠﻌﻧﱠﻚَ ﻓ واﻴﺎةﻠﺤﻮتِ ﻻ ﻟﻠﻤ وﻟﻘﺎءﻠﺒ ﻻ ﻟﻠﻔَﻨﺎءﻠﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ وﻟ ﻻ ﻟةﺮﻶﺧ ﻟﻘْﺖ"ﺧُﻠ
"ةﺮ اﻵﺧ اﻟ وﻃَﺮِﻳﻖﻠﻐَﺔﺑ

"..you were created for the Hereafter, not for this world, for extinction (in this world), not for permanence,
and for death, not for life. You are in an abode from which you must depart, in a place from which you
acquire your provisions, and on a path to the Hereafter ".
In such interpretations the main issue is that man is not eternal; sooner or later he will leave this world to
live in his eternal shelter. He has to prepare provisions to make him at ease in the other world. But what
is the nature of that provision? What is going to happen to him? These are not discussed in this letter.
But one thing is clear: the aim is to be prepared for the Hereafter with the right form of provisions. This is
included in the philosophy of the creation of man and shows the direction of man towards perfection.

2. He Warns Us Through A Delicate Simile
Imam ‘Ali (as) in this letter compares man to a game that is made to run by the hunter who is about to
hunt it. And ﬁnally he is trapped. In the same way, death, like the hunter, has made man run, only to be
trapped and caught a little later. This does not depend on his will to either surrender or to go free.
For this reason, man should be careful not to indulge in wrong-doings and not to lose the right of
repentance. He might be willing to repent; then let him not waste his time.
The Holy Qur’an talks about the Pharaoh when getting drowned. At that critical time he said "I believe",
but God said: “..indeed you disobeyed before..”5.

3. Always Remember Death And Be Prepared For It
Since one day we will inevitably taste the ﬂavor of death and will be defeated by it, we should not
destroy and annihilate one another like savage dogs and animals and be deceived by the luxuries of this
world. Let us not walk like beasts which are wandering in the desert with no shepherd to guide us. Let us
not be in a situation where we are deprived of Imam's obedience. In such cases we might either act like
those beasts which are dominated by wrath, such as wild beasts, or we might act like those beasts
which are dominated by lusts, such as game. In both cases we might go after our wishes and stay
world-mongers. The world may make dolls out of us and we may forget the Hereafter. In doing so, we
might be less than beasts because we have intellect and should do otherwise.
Thus, we have to:
Firstly: remember death and its consequences. The remembrance of death kills lusts and the roots of
negligence, strengthens the heart to believe in God's promises and softens man's nature and breaks the
ﬂags of wishes and whims and belittles this world.
Secondly, be prepared for death and get ready for leaving. This state of affairs prohibits man from living
like beasts and forces him to improve himself by practicing his religion and obeying the just Imam. It is
for this reason that the Great Prophet (S) has said:

"ِﻮتولِ اﻟﻤ ﻧُﺰﻮتِ ﻗَﺒﻞﻠﻤﺪﱠ ﻟﺳﺘَﻌ"ا
"Get ready for death before it arrives"6
Somebody asked Imam ‘Ali (as) "What do you mean by being prepared for death?" He answered:

 ﻋﻠ اَوﻗَﻊﺒﺎﻟ ﻻ ﻳﺎرِم ﺛُﻢ اﻟﻤ ﻋﻠﻤﺎلﺷﺘ واﻻ,ﺤﺎرِمﻨﺎبِ اﻟﻤﺾِ واَﺟﺘ اﻟﻔَﺮاﺋ"اَداء
 ام، اﻟﻤﻮت ﻃﺎﻟﺐ اوﻗﻊ ﻋﻠ اﺑﻦ اﺑﻪ ﻣﺎ ﻳﺒﺎﻟ واﻟ.ﻠَﻴﻪ ﻋﻮت اﻟﻤﻗَﻊﻮتِ اَم واﻟﻤ
وﻗﻊ اﻟﻤﻮت ﻋﻠﻴﻪ
“To perform the obligations of the religion, to avoid the forbidden things, to possess the best kind of
ethics. Then (such a person) will not care whether he meets death or death meets him. I swear to God
that son of Abu Talib does not fear whether he comes upon death or death comes upon him."7
Imam ‘Ali (as), in his Nahj al-Balaghah, always addressed his followers with the following words: "Equip
yourselves, may God have mercy on you, because you have been called for departure. Lessen your
desire to stay in this world. Return (to God) with the best of provisions with you, for before you is a
mountain road difﬁcult to ascend, and fearful and terrible stations which you must enter and stop at."8
Thirdly: not to be deceived by this world because only gullible people are carried away by ﬂashy things
in this world. Wise men are unaffected. They realize that in this world the ﬂowers are not continuously
fresh, neither are the lucky ones always happy. If they are happy one day, they are saddened the other
day: The poet says:
Kesra and the golden orange, Parviz and the golden vegetable,
All have gone with the wind, all have been leveled to the ground;
Parviz would take golden vegetable to every party,
With gold, he made a garden of vegetables;
Parviz is lost now, do not say much of him,
Read where is the golden vegetables, go and read kam taraku.
But the feeble-minded persons, like beasts and four-legged animals, can only see the prey, stable and
grass and lusts and enjoy being indulged in them without knowing that the hunter and the butcher are
prone to receive them and their pleasures will soon be over.
It is for precisely this reason that The Holy Qur’an calls the world a means of deceit. It only could
deceive the feeble minded souls, however.9
But the true believers of God will never be deceived by the world.10 They are continuously at the mercy

of temptations,11 but since they are realistic, they are not deceived by the world and they provide
themselves with appropriate provisions for the coming world. They try to learn from the world and its ups
and downs. There are two traditions regarding this:
The ﬁrst tradition: Imam ‘Ali (as) heard somebody blaming this world. Imam ‘Ali (as) told him:

ﻬﺎ؟ اَﻧﺖ ﺗَﺬﻣ ﺑﺎﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﺛُﻢ اﺗَﻐﺘَﺮ،ﻬﺎﻴﻠ ﺑﺄﺑﺎﻃﺨﺪُوعورِﻫﺎ اﻟﻤِ ﺑِﻐﺮﻐﺘَﺮ ﻟﻠﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ اﻟﻤﻬﺎ اﻟﺬَام"اَﻳ
ﺎرِعﺗﻚَ؟ اَﺑِﻤﺼ ﻏَﺮﺘﺗﻚَ اَم ﻣ اﺳﺘَﻬﻮﺘﻠَﻴﻚَ؟ ﻣﺔ ﻋِﻣﺮﺘَﺠ اﻟﻤﻠَﻴﻬﺎ اَم ﻫِم ﻋﺘﺠﺮاﻟﻤ
.. اﻟﺜَﺮى؟ﻚَ ﺗَﺤﺖﻬﺎﺗ اُﻣﻀﺎﺟِﻊ اَم ﺑِﻤ،ﻠ اﻟﺒﻦﻚَ ﻣآﺑﺎﺋ

ﻦﻤﺪقٍ ﻟ ﺻنﱠ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ دار ا،َﻚﻋﺼﺮ ﻣﻪﻋﺼﺮﻚَ و ﺑِﻤ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﻧَﻔﺴوﻗَﺪ ﻣﺜّﻠَﺖ ﻟَﻚَ ﺑِﻪ
ﻤﻦ ﻟﻈَﺔﻮﻋ ﻣارﻨﻬﺎ ود ﻣدوﻦ ﺗَﺰﻤ ﻟﻨ ﻏارﻨﻬﺎ ود ﻋﻦ ﻓَﻬِﻢﻤ ﻟﻴﺔﺎﻓ ﻋارﺪﱠﻗﻬﺎ ودﺻ
ﺮِ اَوﻟﻴﺎءﺘﺠ وﻣ،ﻪ اﻟﺣﻬﺒِﻂَ و وﻣ،ﻪ اﻟﺔﻼﺋ ﻣّﻠﺼﻪ وﻣ اﻟﺎءﺴﺠِﺪُ اَﺣﺒ ﻣ،ﻆَ ﺑِﻬﺎاﺗﱠﻌ
ﻬﺎﻴﻨﻗَﺪ آذَﻧَﺖ ﺑِﺒﻬﺎ وﺬِﻣﻦ ذا ﻳ ﻓَﻤ،ﻨﱠﺔﻴﻬﺎ اﻟﺠﻮا ﻓﺑِﺤ ور،َﺔﺣﻤﻴﻬﺎ اﻟﺮﻮا ﻓﺒ اﻛﺘَﺴ،ﻪاﻟ
"ﻬﺎ واَﻫﻠَﻬﺎﺖ ﻧَﻔﺴﻬﺎ وﻧَﻌت ﺑِﻐُﺮاﻗوﻧﺎد
“O you who blame the world, while you are beguiled by its vanities and deceived by its falsehoods! Are
you beguiled by this world, and then blame it? Do you accuse it of sin or does it accuse you? When did it
seduce you and when did it deceive you? Through the places where your fore-fathers have fallen and
decayed? Or through the sleeping-places of your mothers under the earth?...... Through him (the dying
man), the world has given you an example for yourself; and through his place of death (an example of)
your place of death.
Indeed, this world is a house of truth for one who conﬁrms it, a house of well-being for one who
understands it, a house of riches for one who takes provisions from it, and a house of admonition for one
who is admonished by it. (It is) a place of worship for the lovers of God, a place of prayer for the angels
of God, the place of descent for the revelation of God and a trading place for the friends of God; in it they
earn mercy and in it they gain Paradise. So who is it that blames it, when it has announced its departure,
proclaimed its separation and announced the death of itself and its inhabitants”?12
The second tradition: Imam al-Baqir (as) one day saw Jabir b. Abdullah al-Ansari sighing deeply. Imam
al-Baqir (as) asked him: “What are you sighing about? Are you sighing about the world”? Jabir said:
“Yes”. Imam al-Baqir (as) said:

ﻮبﺮﻛ واﻟﻤﻮحﻨ واﻟﻤﻮسﻠﺒ واﻟﻤوبﺸﺮ واﻟﻤﻮل اﻟﻤﺄﻛ:ٌﺔﺒﻌﻼذﱡ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﺳ"ﻣ
.ُﻮعﺴﻤ واﻟﻤﻮمﺸﻤواﻟﻤ

ﻔﻛ ووﺑﺎتِ اﻟﻤﺎءﺸﺮ اﻟﻤَاﺣﻠ و،ﺔﺎﺑﻦ ذُﺑ ﻣﺼﻖ ﺑﻮ وﻫﻞﺴﻮﻻتِ اﻟﻌﻓﺄﻟَﺬﱡ اﻟﻤﺄﻛ
ِﻦ ﻟُﻌﺎب ﻣﻮ وﻫﻮﺳﺎتِ اﻟﺪِﻳﺒﺎجﻠﺒ اﻟﻤَاﺣﻠ و، اﻻرض وﺟﻪ ﻋﻠﻪﺘﻴﺎﺣ وﺳﻪﺘﺎﺣﺑِﺎﺑ
ﺮادﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻳ وا،ﺜﺎل ﻟﻤﺜﺎلﺒﺎلٍ وﻣ ﻣ ﻓﺒﺎلﻮ ﻣ وﻫﺴﺎءﺎتِ اﻟﻨﻮﺣﻨ اﻟﻤَاﺣﻠ و،ةودد
ﻞ واَﺟ،ﻞﻫﻮ ﻗَﻮاﺗ وﺎتِ اﻟﺨَﻴﻞﻮ ﺑﺮﻛ اﻟﻤَاﺣﻠ و،ﻴﻬﺎﺢ ﻣﺎ ﻓﻗﺒ ﺮأة اﻟﻤ ﻣﺎ ﻓﻦاَﺣﺴ
 واﻟﺘَﺮﻧﱡﻢﻨﺎءﺎتِ اﻟﻐﻮﻋﺴﻤ اﻟﻤﻞ واﺟ،ﺔاﺑ دةﺮﻦ ﺳ ﻣمﻮ دﺴﻚُ وﻫ اﻟﻤ،ِﺎتﻮﻣﺸﻤاﻟﻤ
ﻪ ﻣﺎ ﻓﻮاﻟ:ﻪ ﻋﺒﺪاﻟ ﺟﺎﺑﺮ اﺑﻦ ﻗﺎل."ﻞﺎﻗ ﻋﻠَﻴﻪﺘَﻨَﻔﱠﺲ ﻋ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻔَﺘُﻪ ﺻﺎ ﻫﺬِه ﻓَﻤ،ﺛْﻢ اﻮوﻫ
548 " ﻗﻠﺒﻌﺪَﻫﺎ ﻋﻠت اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﺑﺧَﻄَﺮ
“The pleasures of the world are seven: eating, drinking, clothing, marriage, riding, smelling and hearing.
The most delicious of foods is honey which is the bee's saliva. The sweetest drink is water which ﬂows
on the earth. The best clothing is silk which is from the saliva of the silk-worm. The sweetest of mates
(among all creatures) to be taken in marriage are women, yet it (the act of mating) is a urethra inside a
urethra, and a thing matched to another in kind (ugliness). So one desires the prettiest features in a
woman for the sake of the ugliest (part) in her. The best mounts are horses and they are deadly. The
most sublime of odors is musk which is blood from the navel of an animal. The best of what is heard is
singing and trilling, which is a sin. If this is the quality of the world, then an intelligent man does not sigh
over it”. Jabir said: “I swear to God, upon hearing this speech from al-Baqir (as), I never thought of the
world after this”.
Fourthly, at the end of this portion of the letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) warns us that soon the curtains will move
to one side and this dark night of the world will change into the morning of the Day of Judgment. Now
the caravans have reached their destinations. Let the true believers separate themselves from the
groups of beasts and join the caravans.
Haﬁz, the Iranian poet, says in this regard:
Our life passed with no aims in sight,
O boy, give me the wine bowl, because you will not arrive at the old age;
What sort of sugars are here that the royal
Falcons have belittled themselves to the position of a ﬂy;
The caravan went away but you are asleep and the desert is ahead of you,
How come you are negligent of the beels?
Open your wings and go ahead toward the heaven trees,

It is beyond a bird like you to be cage-ridden.

4. The Event Narrated By Ibn Abi Al-Hadid
In describing this portion of Imam ‘Ali's letter, Ibn Abi al-Hadid says: Abu al-Fath Mohammad ibn
‘Ubbad, who was a cruel man, asked me to read this part of the letter. Upon hearing this last part, he
shouted and fell to the ground.13
This shows that this portion of Imam ‘Ali's letter, especially its Arabic expressions, which are difﬁcult to
translate into any other language, stands at a lofty place in eloquence. You cannot ﬁnd any equivalence
for it in the discourses of others and even among other words of Imam ‘Ali (as).
1. . Qur’an 11:118 - 119.
2. . Qur’an 51:56.
3. . Qur’an 67:2.
4. . Refer to Man's philosophy of creation by Zayn al-‘Abidin Ghorbani Lahiji and Tafsir Namunah, vol.22, pp.384-398.
5. . " أﻵن و ﻗﺪ ﻋﺼﻴﺖ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ و ﻛﻨﺖ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻔﺴﺪﻳﻦ.ﻴﻦﻤﻠﺴ اﻟْﻤﻦﻧَﺎ ﻣا وﻴﻞاﺋﺮﺳﻨُﻮ ا ﺑ ﺑِﻪﻨَﺖ اﻟﱠﺬِي آﻣ اﻟَﻪ ا ﻧﱠﻪ اﻨْﺖ آﻣ ﻗَﺎلق اﻟْﻐَﺮﻪﻛردذَا ا اﺘﱠ"ﺣ
“..Until when drowning overtook him (Fir’awn), he said: I believe that there is no god but He in whom the children of Israel
believe and I am of those who submit. What! Now! and indeed you disobeyed before and you were of the mischiefmakers.”. [Qur’an 10:90].
6. . Kanz al-‘Ummal, vol.15, p.551.
7. . Bihar, vol.71, p.263.
8. Nahj al-Balaghah, Sermon 204.
9. . "ﺎﺎةُ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻴ اﻟْﺤﻢْﺗﻏَﺮا ووﺰ ﻫﻪﺎتِ اﻟ آﻳ اﺗﱠﺨَﺬْﺗُﻢﻢﻧﱠ ﺑِﺎﻢ"ذَﻟ
That is because you took the communication of Allah for a jest and the life of this world deceived you.[Qur’an 45:35]
10. . Qur’an 38:82-83.
11. . Qur’an 57:20-21.
12. . Nahj al-Balaghah, Hikmah 131.
13. . The commentary on Nahj al-Balaghah by Ibn Abi al-Hadid, vol.16, p.91.

،ًﻔﺎن ﻛﺎنَ واﻗ وا ﺑِﻪﺴﺎرﻧﱠﻪ ﻳﺘﻪ اﻟﱠﻠﻴﻞ واﻟﻨﱠﻬﺎر ﻓﺎﻴﻄﻦ ﻛﺎﻧَﺖ ﻣ اَنﱠ ﻣَﻨ"واﻋﻠَﻢ ﻳﺎ ﺑ
ﺪُوﻠَﻚَ وﻟَﻦ ﺗَﻌﻴﻨﺎً اَﻧﱠﻚَ ﻟَﻦ ﺗَﺒﻠُﻎَ اَﻣﻘ واﻋﻠَﻢ ﻳ.ًﻴﻤﺎً وادﻋﺎﻘن ﻛﺎنَ ﻣﺴﺎﻓَﺔَ وا اﻟﻤﻘﻄَﻊو ﻳ
ِﺐﺘَﺴ اﻟﻤﻞ ﻓ اﻟﻄَﻠَﺐِ واَﺟﻤﺾ ﻓّﻦ ﻛﺎنَ ﻗَﺒﻠَﻚَ ﻓَﺨَﻔ ﻣﻴﻞﺒ ﺳﻧﱠﻚَ ﻓﻠَﻚَ وااَﺟ
ﻞﺠﻤ ﻣﻞﺐٍ ﺑِﻤﺮزُوقٍ وﻻ ﻛ ﻃَﺎﻟﻞ ﻛﺮبٍ وﻟَﻴﺲ ﺣﻟ اﺮ ﻃَﻠَﺐٍ ﻗَﺪ ﺟبﺎﻧﱠﻪ رﻓ
ﻧﱠﻚَ ﻟَﻦ ﺗَﻌﺘَﺎضﺐ ﻓَﺎﻏﺎﺋ اﻟﺮﻟﺎﻗَﺘﻚَ ان ﺳ واﺔﻴﻧ دﻞﻦ ﻛﻚَ ﻋ واَﻛﺮِم ﻧَﻔﺴ،ومﺮﺤﺑِﻤ
ٍ ﺧَﻴﺮاً وﻣﺎ ﺧَﻴﺮﺮ ﺣﻪﻠﻚَ اﻟﻌﺪَ ﻏَﻴﺮِكَ وﻗَﺪ ﺟﺒﻦ ﻋَﺿﺎً وﻻ ﺗﻮﻚَ ﻋﻦ ﻧَﻔﺴ ﻣﺬِلﺑِﻤﺎ ﺗَﺒ
!ﺴﺮٍ؟ ﺑِﻌﻻ اﻨﺎلﺮٍ ﻻ ﻳﺴٍ و ﻳ ﺑِﺸَﺮ اﻻﻨﺎلﻻ ﻳ

 اَن ﻻﺖن اﺳﺘَﻄَﻌ واﺔَﻠ اﻟﻬﻞﻨﺎﻫكَ ﻣ ﻓَﺘُﻮرِدﻊﺎ اﻟﻄَﻤﻄﺎﻳ ﺑِﻚَ ﻣﺎكَ اَن ﺗُﻮﺟِﻒﻳوا
نﱠﻚَ واﻬﻤﺬٌ ﺳ وآﺧ،َﻚﻤﺴﺪرِكَ ﻗﻧﱠﻚَ ﻣﻞ ﻓَﺎ ﻓَﺎﻓﻌﺔﻐْﻤﻪ ذُو ﻧ اﻟﻴﻦﻴﻨَﻚَ و ﺑﻮنَ ﺑﻳ
"ﻨْﻪ ﻣﻞنْ ﻛﺎنَ ﻛ واﻪ ﺧَﻠﻘﻦﺜﻴﺮِ ﻣ اﻟﻦ ﻣم واﻛﺮ اَﻋﻈَﻢﺒﺤﺎﻧَﻪﻪ ﺳ اﻟﻦ ﻣﻴﺮﺴاﻟﻴ
“Know, my son! One whose riding animal is the day and the night, is continuously on the move although
he is standing still, and he is travelling (long) distances although he is resident and stationary.
Know for certain that you will never attain all your wishes and or exceed your appointed time of death.
You are on the same path as those before you, therefore reduce your seeking (of this world) and be
moderate in earning, for sometimes seeking leads to destruction and not every seeker receives
sustenance nor is every moderate one deprived.
Preserve your self from every baseness, even though it may take you to your desired objectives, for you
will never be compensated in return for what you have spent of yourself (i.e. of your honour). Do not be
a slave to another when Allah has created you free. There is no good in that good which is only acquired
through evil, and in that ease which is only acquired through hardship.
Beware that the mount of greed should carry you and make you enter the springs of destruction. If you
are able to do so, then do not let there be a benefactor between you and Allah, for you will attain your
portion and acquire your share (anyway). The little (you receive) from Allah is greater and more precious
than the abundance from His creatures, although everything is from Him”.

Commentary
From here to the very end of the letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) mentions one hundred pieces of wisdom, if one of
which, in the words of Qutb al-Din Rawandi, were found in the will, that would have been sufﬁcient.1
In this portion of the letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) attracts our attention to the following points:

1. Man Is A Traveler Riding On The Palfrey Of Time
As we know, man, like natural objects and animals, is always in movement and is in a state of change,
although he thinks he is motionless. The Holy Qur’an talks about his change in the following words:

 ﺛُﻢ ﻧُﻄْﻔَﺔﻦ ﻣابٍ ﺛُﻢ ﺗُﺮﻦ ﻣﻢﻧﱠﺎ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎﻛﺚِ ﻓَﺎﻌ اﻟْﺒﻦﺐٍ ﻣﻳ ر ﻓﻨْﺘُﻢنْ ﻛ اﺎ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسﻬﻳﺎ اﻳ
ﺎ ﻧَﺸَﺎء ﻣﺎمﺣر ا ﻓﺮﻧُﻘ وﻢَ ﻟِﻦﻴﻨُﺒ ﻟﺨَﻠﱠﻘَﺔﺮِ ﻣﻏَﻴ وﺨَﻠﱠﻘَﺔ ﻣﻐَﺔﻀ ﻣﻦ ﻣ ﺛُﻢﻠَﻘَﺔ ﻋﻦﻣ
ﻦ ﻣﻢْﻨﻣ وﻓﱠﺘَﻮ ﻳﻦ ﻣﻢْﻨﻣ وﻢﺷُﺪﱠﻛﻠُﻐُﻮا اﺘَﺒ ﻟ ﺛُﻢًْﻔ ﻃﻢ ﻧُﺨْﺮِﺟ ﺛُﻢﻤﺴ ﻣﻞﺟ اَﻟا
َﻠ ﻋﻧﱠﻪا وَﺗﻮ اﻟْﻤﺤ ﻳﻧﱠﻪا و... ﺎﯩ ﺷَﻴﻠْﻢﺪِ ﻋﻌ ﺑﻦ ﻣﻠَﻢﻌ ﻳَﻴﺮِ ﻟﻤذَلِ اﻟْﻌر اَﻟ ادﺮﻳ

" ِﻮر اﻟْﻘُﺒ ﻓﻦ ﻣﺚﻌﺒ ﻳﻪنﱠ اﻟاﺎ وﻴﻬ ﻓﺐﻳ ر ٌﺔﻴﺔَ آﺗﺎﻋنﱠ اﻟﺴا و ﻗَﺪِﻳﺮءَ ﺷﻞﻛ
“O people! If you are in doubt about the raising, then surely we created you from a clot, then from
a lump of ﬂesh, complete in make and incomplete, that we may make clear to you; and we cause
what we please to stay in the wombs till an appointed time, then we bring you forth as babies,
then that you may attain your maturity; and of you is he who is caused to die, and of you is he
who is brought back to the worst part of life, so that after having knowledge he does not know
anything; and you see the earth sterile land, but when we send down on it the water, it stirs and
swells and brings forth of every kind a beautiful herbage.
This is because Allah is the Truth and because He gives life to the dead and because He has
power over all things. And because the hour is coming, there is no doubt about it; and because
Allah shall raise up those who are in the graves”.2

ﻟُﻬﺎﻬﺎ اَو ﻗَﻄَﻌ ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔٌ ﻓَﺎﻟﱠﺘﻘﻨﻬﺎ ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔً و ﺑ ﻣﻗَﺪ ﻗَﻄَﻊ و:ٌﺘﱠﺔ ﺳﻨﺎزِﻟﻪ وﻣﺮﺴﺎﻓﻧﺴﺎنُ ﻣ"اﻻ
ﻦﻴ ﺑﻦ ﻣجﺨْﺮ )ﻳ: ﺗَﻌﺎﻟﺎ ﻗﺎلﻤم ﻛﺐِ اﻻﻠﺐِ اﻷبِ وﺗَﺮاﺋ ﺻﻟ اﺪَم اﻟﻌﺘْﻢﻦ ﻛﻣ
 ﻓﻢﻛِرﻮﺼ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻳﻮ )ﻫ:م ﻗﺎل ﺳﺒﺤﺎﻧﻪ اﻻﻢﺣ وﺛﺎﻧﻴﻬﺎ ر.(ِﺐاﺋاﻟﺘﱠﺮﻠْﺐِ واﻟﺼ
 ﻓَﻀﺎءﻟ اﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻦﺜﻬﺎ ﻣ وﺛﺎﻟ،(ﻴﻢ اﻟْﺤﺰِﻳﺰ اﻟْﻌﻮ ﻫ اﻟَﻪ ا ﺸَﺎء ﻳﻒﻴ ﻛﺎمﺣرا
ﺎ اﻟﻤﻨﺎزِل اﻟﺜﻼث واﻣ،(اﺮﺛُﻮنَ ﺷَﻬََ ﺛﺎﻟُﻪﺼﻓ وﻠُﻪﻤﺣ )و:ﻞﻦ ﻗَﺎﺋ ﻣﺰاﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﻗﺎل ﻋ
ةﺮﻨﺎزِلِ اﻵﺧﻦ ﻣﻨﺰِلٍ ﻣ ﻣل اَو (اﻟﻘَﺒﺮ:ﻟُﻬﺎ اﻟﻘَﺒﺮ ﻗﺎل ﻋﻠﻴﻪ اﻟﺴﻼمﻘﻄَﻌﻬﺎ ﻓَﺎو ﻟَﻢ ﻳاﻟﱠﺘ
ﻮاﺮِﺿﻋ )و:ﺤﺸَﺮ( ﻗﺎل ﺳﺒﺤﺎﻧﻪ اﻟﻤﻴﻬﺎ ﻓَﻀﺎءﻨﺎزِلِ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ وﺛﺎﻧﻦ ﻣﻨﺰِلٍ ﻣ ﻣﺮوآﺧ
 ﻓ وﻓَﺮِﻳﻖﻨﱠﺔ اﻟﺠ ﻓ )ﻓَﺮِﻳﻖ:ﻨﱠﺔُ او اﻟﻨﱠﺎر ﻗﺎل ﺳﺒﺤﺎﻧﻪﺜَﻬﺎ اﻟﺠ وﺛﺎﻟ.(ًﻔّﺎِﻚَ ﺻﺑ رﻠﻋ
ﻤﺮِﻧﺎﺪﱠةُ ﻋﻬﺎ ﻣ ﻗَﻄﻌﺪﱠةاﺑِﻊ وﻣﻨﺰِلِ اﻟﺮ اﻟﻤﻠَﺔﺮﺣ ﻣ ﻗَﻄْﻊ وﻧﺤﻦ اﻵن ﻓ،(ﻴﺮﻌاﻟﺴ
ٌﺦ ﻓَﺮاﺳ ﻟَﻪﻘﻦ ﺷَﺨْﺺٍ ﺑﻢ ﻣَ ﻓﻨﺎ ﺧُﻄُﻮات واَﻧﻔَﺎﺳﻨﺎ اَﻣﻴﺎلﺎﻋﺎﺗﺦُ وﺳﻨﺎ ﻓَﺮاﺳﺎﻣﻓَﺎﻳ
552 " ﺧُﻄُﻮات ﻟَﻪﻘ ﺑوآﺧَﺮ
‘Man is a traveler and has six stages (on his jouney): he has passed three and three remain. The ﬁrst of
those that he has passed is from the concealment of non-existence to the loins of the father and the ribs
of the mother. God says in this regard "Coming from between the back and the ribs"3
The second stage is the mother's womb. In this regard Allah says:

" ﻴﻢ اﻟْﺤﺰِﻳﺰ اﻟْﻌﻮ ﻫ اﻟَﻪ ا ﺸَﺎء ﻳﻒﻴ ﻛﺎمﺣر ا ﻓﻢﻛِرﻮﺼ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻳﻮ" ﻫ

"He it is who shapes you in the wombs as He likes; there is no god but He, the Mighty, the Wise".4
And the third stage is the passage from the mother's womb into this world. God has said in this regard:

اﺮﺛُﻮنَ ﺷَﻬََ ﺛﺎﻟُﻪﺼﻓ وﻠُﻪﻤﺣو
"And the bearing of him and the wearing of him was thirty months"5
The three remaining stages include the world of the graves and it is said, "The grave is the ﬁrst stage of
the stages of the Hereafter and the last of the stages of the world."
The second stage of the three remaining stages is "Mahshar" or the gathering place of mankind on the
Resurrection Day. God says:

"ﻔّﺎِﻚَ ﺻﺑ رﻠﻮا ﻋﺮِﺿﻋ"و
"And they shall be brought before your Lord, standing in ranks"6
And the third of the three remaining stages is either Paradise or Hell. God has said, regarding this:

"ﻴﺮﻌ اﻟﺴ ﻓﻓَﺮِﻳﻖ وﻨﱠﺔ اﻟﺠ ﻓ"ﻓَﺮِﻳﻖ
"A party shall be in the garden and another party in the burning ﬁre."7
And now we are passing through the fourth stage, and the duration of its passage is the duration of our
lives. Our days are farsakhs (a measure of 3 to 4 miles) and our hours are miles, and our breaths are
steps. How many people are there for whom farsakhs remain and how many others for whom steps
remain?‘
Imam ‘Ali (as) has the following interpretation in this letter: Man is a traveler who is riding the palfrey of
time which is manifested as day and night. This movement is continuous, but he seems as though he
were motionless.
Imam ‘Ali (as) in this portion of letter warns us not to be carried away in this evolutionary process by
negligence so that you suddenly notice that "day and night went by but you are still asleep".
Sa’di, the great Persian poet has written two beautiful pieces:
We may not harvest dates from the thorn we have planted,

We may not weave silk from this wool;
We did not put an excuse line on the slate of our sins,
We did not write anything good beside our sins;
We are the victims to our inner selves, and we will cry,
On the Doom's Day why we did not kill our inner selves;
Alas! Our precious lives passed away,
But we did not stop our wrong-doing;
Old age and youth passed like day and night,
The night arrived, the day came and we are still asleep.
You, who can do something, do it,
Before you are unable to do it;
You who were, at one stage, a sperm in the belly,
And turned into an infant;
Then you grew till you arrived at the puberty,
You became a handsome youth;
Till you changed into a man of fame,
The rider in the court and a man of war;
What you did see did not stay long,
Neither will it stay long what you will see;
Sooner or later this handsome man,
Will change into earth and his earth into dust;
A good name for a man after his death,
Is preferable to a gold-ornamented house;
Who knows who is going to be alive next year?
Or where did the person who was our friend go?
The miserable dead are in the grave,
There is a lizard in their heads each;
The handsome appearance is nothing,
O brother bring forth a handsome conduct.8

2. Since Not All Wishes Are Obtainable…
As it was explained before, nobody can attain his wishes at all times. There are many wishes which
remain unsatisﬁed. Thus, Imam (as) says: Since not all our wishes are obtainable and since nobody will
exceed his life-limit, and since everybody has got to go the way of those who have passed away,
therefore we should observe the following points:
a) We should never be greedy for what we want. We should endeavor not more than adequate.
b) We should be honest in our business. We should have our incomes obtained legally and we should
spend in good ways what we earn.9

Sometimes it may happen that greed may cause the loss of the owner’s capital altogether. And not
every effort is always of beneﬁt. Any well-wisher will beneﬁt from his trials, however.
The Prophet (S) has said:

 رِزﻗَﻬﺎﻞﻤَ ﺗَﺴﺘﺘﱠ ﺣ ﻧَﻔْﺲﻮت ﻟَﻦ ﺗَﻤ اَﻧﱠﻪوﺣ ر ﻓ اﻟﻘُﺪُس ﻧَﻔَﺚوحنﱠ ر"ا
" اﻟﻄَﻠَﺐﻠُﻮا ﻓﻤﻓَﺎﺟ
"The Holy spirit inspired into my spirit that no soul will die until its sustenance is complete. Therefore be
moderate in seeking (your livelihood)".10

3. Keep Up Your Generosity Under Any Conditions
Sometimes a man could attain his desires through lies, deception, injustice and ﬂattering and the like.
But since these traits are in contrast with man’s true nature, man should never humiliate himself to resort
to these deceitful means. Man’s soul is more honest than these means. This is because nothing in this
world could be equal to man’s personality. Any illegitimate act may change man’s character badly. It is
an old maxim which says "Do not pour into your throat the water which damages your personality". Thus,
it is mentioned in many traditions that the most precious persons are those who do not give much value
to this world and who do not consider equal to their personality any of the world manifestations such as
women, children, wealth, possessions, positions or whatever.
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said in one occasion:

"ٍﻨْﺰ ﻋﻔْﻄَﺔ ﻋﻦﻨﺪِي ﻣﺪُ ﻋ اَزْﻫﻢ ﻫﺬِهﺎﻛﻧﻴ"د
"Your world to me is of less value than the mucus from the nose of a goat".11
He said in another occasion:

"َ ﻻ ﺗَﺒﻘﻟَﺬﱠة وَﻔﻨ ﻳﻴﻢ وﻧَﻌﻠﻌﺎ ﻟ"ﻣ
"What does ‘Ali have to do with enjoyments that perish and pleasures that are transitory?"12
Somebody asked the Imam al-Baqir (as):
“Who are the most precious people?”

He answered:
"Those who do not see the world as their equal."
Sa’di, the great Persian poet says:
Our human body is honorable because of our human spirit,
Our clothes not a sign for a human being;
If eyes, tongues, ears and noses were the symbols of humanity,
Then what is the difference between man and a wall-drawing?
Eating, sleeping, anger and lusts are ignorance,
A beast knows nothing from man’s world;
Be truly a man, or else a bird,
Can use human speech;
Did you see the ﬂight of birds, now put aside lusts,
Till you see the ﬂight of man;
Why did you make yourself a slave in the hands of a devil?
You are a man and even an angel can not ﬁll your place.
If you kill the savage in your nature,
All life-long you will be living with human morale;
A man can reach a place where he can see nobody but God,
See how lofty is human dignity.
Sa’di elsewhere has said:
It is better for you to tell the truth and remain in jail,
Than telling a lie and getting freed.

4. Man Is Created Free And Should Remain Free
Freedom is a gift from God. Man is created free. But it is the man who makes himself a slave in the
hands of others. This happens in different ways: Sometimes out of extreme love with worldly
manifestations, sometimes out of getting accustomed to bad manners and at times out of being obliged
to others because of their benevolence, and sometimes out of aggression towards righteousness, which
entails conﬂict with the followers of righteousness and in this way he will become a slave in their
hands.13 All these manifestations of slavery are caused by man himself and cause his becoming a
slave.
Islam, however, will not agree with any kind of slavery. It wants everybody to live freely and be in Haﬁz’s
words: free from anything which smells of possession.
On one hand, Islam considers the excessive love towards the life manifestations as a kind of slavery and
condemns it seriously.
Imam Husayn (as) tells those who have sold their religion to the world:

ذاﻢ ﻓَﺎﻌﺎﻳﺸُﻬت ﻣرﺎ د ﻣﻮﻃُﻮﻧَﻪﺤﻬِﻢ ﻳﻨَﺘ اَﻟﺴﻠ ﻋﻖ ﻟَﻌﺒِﻴﺪُ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ واﻟﺪِّﻳﻦ ﻋ"اﻟﻨﱠﺎس
" اﻟﺪﱠﻳﺎﻧُﻮن ﻗَﻞﻼءﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟﺒﺼﺤﻣ
"People are slaves to the world and religion is only a substance to lick on their tongues. They take care
of it as long as their livelihood is abundant. But when they are tested through trials, true believers are
few".14
And Imam ‘Ali (as) introduces the end point of those who are in love with the world in the following
words:

"ﺔﺒﺎﻗ اﻟﻌﺳﺘَﻮﺧَﻢ اةﺮ اﻵﺧﻠﻫﺎ ﻋﺪَ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ وآﺛَﺮﺒﻦ ﻋ"ﻣ
"A person who worships this world and prefers it to the Hereafter, has ruined his fate."15
On the other hand, Imam ‘Ali (as) considers people subject to desire as the slaves of desire.

"ﺪِ اﻟﺮِقﺒ ﻋﻦ ﻣ اَذَلةﺪُ اﻟﺸﱠﻬﻮﺒ"ﻋ
"The slave of desires is more abject than a slave in bondage."16
And the Holy Qur’an considers slavery to desire as a hindrance to the realization of facts:

"ََﻓ اﻪﺪِ اﻟﻌ ﺑﻦ ﻣﺪِﻳﻪﻬ ﻳﻦةً ﻓَﻤﺸَﺎو ﻏﺮِهﺼ ﺑَﻠ ﻋﻞﻌﺟ وﻗَﻠْﺒِﻪ وﻪﻌﻤ ﺳَﻠ ﻋﺧَﺘَﻢ وﻠْﻢ ﻋَﻠ ﻋﻪ اﻟﻠﱠﻪﺿا واهﻮ ﻫﻪﻟَﻬ اﺗﱠﺨَﺬَ اﻦ ﻣﺖﻳاﻓَﺮا
َونﺮ"ﺗَﺬَﻛ

“Have you then considered him who takes his low desire for his god and Allah has made him err
having knowledge and has set a seal upon his ear and his heart and put a covering upon his
eye? Who can then guide him after Allah? Will you not then be mindful?”17
On the other hand, the overcoming one’s (bad) habits, which are a kind of slavery, causes man to reach
lofty human positions:
“Man can reach lofty places by overcoming his bad habits”.18
Elsewhere, Imam ‘Ali (as) mentions overcoming one’s bad habits to be the best type of worshipping:

"ةﺎدﺔُ اﻟﻌ ﻏَﻠَﺒةﺎدﺒ اﻟﻌﻞ"اَﻓﻀ
"Overcoming (bad) habits is the most excellent worship."19
At the end, he considers struggle against righteousness as a means of failure:

570 "ﺮِع ﺻﻖعَ اﻟﺤﺎر ﺻﻦ"ﻣ
"One who ﬁghts the truth, will be defeated”.
And if anybody fought against righteousness and fell a slave in the hands of its followers, he should not
blame anybody else except himself.
Anyway, Islam wants freedom for everybody: natural freedom, freedom of thought, political freedom,
civic freedom and religious freedom. See "Islam and Human rights" for more detail.
Imam ‘Ali (as) has showed this meaning clearly in his letter.20 So far as possible do not accept anything
from anybody which limits your freedom or causes you to thank him since man is a slave to generosity.

5. If Happiness And Abundance Are Illegally Obtained, They Are Worthless
Imam ‘Ali (as) ﬁrst emphasizes the fact that man should not lose his generosity and should not belittle
himself for material advantages. Then, he comes to the conclusion that if man commits wrong-doings in
order to obtain social positions, the result is not happiness, nor is it abundance. This is because a
position which is obtained through mischievous actions can not be good. And abudance does not make
us happy if it is gained illegally. If we obtain anything by belittling we have engaged in committing sins.
This topic, however, is not in contradiction with the sayings that the good and the bad of the world are
entangled or no pain, no gain. Imam ‘Ali’s statement here entails prosperity in life.

6. Avoid Greed
By greed is meant to expect too much of people’s possessions. It is one of the most pernicious traits of
human beings. Even a small amount of it humiliates people greatly. Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:
ﻊ ﻃﺎﻣﻦ ﻣ"ﻻ "اَذَل
“There is no one more abased than a greedy person”.21
Regarding this topic, Sa’di says:
He added to my daily bread but caused my lack of honor,

Poverty is better than the humiliation of asking.
Imam ‘Ali (as), in other positions, considers slavery as one of the vicious side effects of greed.

ﻟﻦ ا واَﺣﺴهﻴﺮﻦ اَﺳَ ﺗﺖﯩ ﺷﻦ ﻣﻟ ا وارﻏَﺐهﻴﺮﻦ ﻧَﻈَ ﺗﺖﯩﻦ ﺷﻤ ﻋﺳﺘَﻐﻦ"ا
"هﻴﺮﻦ اَﻣَ ﺗﺖﯩ ﺷﻦﻣ
“Be free of need of whomsoever you wish and you will be his equal. Make a request from whomsoever
you wish and you will be his captive. Do good to whomsoever you wish and you will be his lord."22
Man's needlessness and his satisfaction with what he possesses cause his freedom from want and
being greedy towards others. Possessions cause present poverty. For the ﬁrst case Imam Sadiq (as)
has said:

" اﻟﻨّﺎسَﻦ اﻏﻨ ﻣﻮﻪ ﻓَﻬ اﻟزَﻗَﻪ ﺑِﻤﺎ ر ﻗَﻨَﻊﻦ"ﻣ
"The one who is content with what God has provided him is the most needless of men".23
For the second case, the Great Prophet (S) has stated:

" اﻟﺤﺎﺿﺮﻧﱠﻪ اﻟﻔَﻘﺮﻊ ﻓﺎﺎكَ واﻟﻄَﻤﻳ"وا
"Beware of greed for it is the present poverty."24
It is for the above reasons that Imam (as) in his letter warns his faithful son to avoid greed and
emphasizes that he should not let the palfrey of greed take him to the desert of destruction.

7. Do Not Ask People
It is a fact that life contains numerous hurdles which may not be resolved without other people's
cooperation. But we should not ask people for help as far as possible. This is, ﬁrstly, the cause for
humiliation. Secondly, it causes man to lose his bashfulness gradually. Thirdly, this causes man to lose
his resort to God and, fourthly, it lowers man's dignity. Thus, there is an emphasis in the Islamic texts on
the inappropriateness of asking others for help.
The Prophet (S) has told Abu Dharr:

"ﺔﻴﺎﻣ اﻟﻘﻮم ﻳ ﻃَﻮﻳﻞﺴﺎب ﻣﺘﻌﺠﻞ وﻓﻴﻪ ﺣ وﻓَﻘﺮﺮ ﺣﺎﺿ ذُلﻧﱠﻪﺎكَ واﻟﺴﺆالِ ﻓَﺎﻳ"ا
"Beware of asking from people, for it is present humiliation and a speedy poverty and it will entail a long
accounting on the Day of Judgment".25
Imam Zayn al-‘Abidin (as) has said:

ﻮﻫﻗﺎرِ و ﺑِﺎﻟﻮﺨﻔَﺎفاﺳﺘ وﺎءﻴﻠﺤﺔٌ ﻟﺒﺬﻫﻣ وﺎةﻠﺤﻴﺬَﻟّﺔ ﻟ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﻣﻟ اﺞﻮاﺋ اﻟﺤ"ﻃَﻠَﺐ
"ﺮﺎﺿ اﻟﺤاﻟﻔَﻘْﺮ
“Seeking needs from people causes humiliation in life, the departure of shame and attaching little value
to one's dignity, and it is present poverty".26
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

ﺰِﻳﺰ اﻟﻌﺮ اﻟﺤﻒﻮﻗ و ﻳﻄَﻞ اﻟﺒﺎع اﻟﺸُﺠ ﻗَﻠﺐﺮﺴﻢ و ﻳّﻠَﺘﺴﺎنَ اﻟﻤ ﻟﻒﻀﻌ ﻳﺆال"اﻟﺴ
" اﻟﺮِزقﻖﻤﺤ و ﻳﻪﺟ اﻟﻮﺎءﻬ ﺑﺐﺬﻫ و ﻳﻴﻞﺒﺪِ اﻟﺬَﻟ اﻟﻌﻒﻮﻗﻣ
"Asking people for help weakens one's tongue, breaks the heart of the brave one, puts a free man in
place of a lowly slave, causes one to lose face and deprives one of his sustenance".27
That is why Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter says: “If you are able to do so, then do not let there be a
benefactor between you and Allah (and do not ask a go-between for any help), for you will attain your
portion and acquire your share (anyway). The little (you receive) from Allah is greater and more precious
than the abundance from His creatures, although everything is from Him”. The owners of such
abundance, in reality, do not have anything.
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ﺎ ﻓﻔْﻆُ ﻣﺣﻚَ وﻘﻨﻄﻦ ﻣ ﻣﺎ ﻓَﺎتدراكِ ﻣﻦ ا ﻣﺮﻚَ اﻳﺴﻤﺘﻦ ﺻطَ ﻣﻴﻚَ ﻣﺎ ﻓَﺮ"وﺗَﻼﻓ
،َ ﻏَﻴﺮِكﺪَي ﻳﻦ ﻃَﻠَﺐِ ﻣﺎ ﻓ ﻣﻟ اﺪَﻳﻚَ اَﺣﺐ ﻳﺎ ﻓﻔﻆُ ﻣ وﺣ ﺑِﺸَﺪِّ اﻟﻮِﻛﺎءاﻟﻮِﻋﺎء
ﻊ ﻣَﻨ اﻟﻐﻦ ﻣ ﺧَﻴﺮﻔﱠﺔ اﻟﻌﻊﺮﻓَﺔُ ﻣ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ واﻟﺤﻟﻦ اﻟﻄَﻠَﺐِ ا ﻣﺄسِ ﺧَﻴﺮةُ اﻟﻴﺮاروﻣ
ﺮَﻦ ﺗَﻔ وﻣﺮﻦ اﻛﺜَﺮ اَﻫﺠ ﻣ،هﺮﻀﻴﻤﺎ ﻳ ﻓ ﺳﺎعبه ورﺮﺴ اَﺣﻔَﻆُ ﻟﺮء واﻟﻤ،ِﻮراﻟﻔُﺠ
 اﻟﻄَﻌﺎم ﺑِﺌﺲ.ﻢﻨﻬِ ﺗَﺒِﻦ ﻋ اﻟﺸَﺮﺎﻳﻦ اَﻫﻞﻢ و ﺑﻨﻬﻦ ﻣَ اﻟﺨَﻴﺮِ ﺗ ﻗﺎرِن اَﻫﻞ،ﺮاَﺑﺼ
،ً رِﻓﻘﺎقﻗﺎً ﻛﺎنَ اﻟﺨَﺮ ﺧَﺮذا ﻛﺎنَ اﻟﺮِﻓْﻖ ا، اﻟﻈُﻠﻢﺶﻌﻴﻒِ اَﻓﺤ اﻟﻀ وﻇُﻠﻢ،ﺮاماﻟﺤ
.ﺢﺴﺘَﻨْﺼ اﻟﻤ وﻏَﺶﺢ اﻟﻨﺎﺻ ﻏَﻴﺮﺢﻤﺎ ﻧَﺼﺑر وواء د واﻟﺪَاءاء دﻤﺎ ﻛﺎنَ اﻟﺪَواءﺑر
ﺎ ﻣﻔﻆُ اﻟﺘَﺠﺎرِبِ وﺧَﻴﺮ ﺣﻘﻞ واﻟﻌ اﻟﻨُﻮﻛﻊﻀﺎﺋﻧّﻬﺎ ﺑ ﻓَﺎﻨ اﻟﻤﺎلِ ﻋﻠﺗﺎكَ واﻻﻳوا
 وﻻﻴﺐﺼﺐٍ ﻳ ﻃَﺎﻟﻞ ﻛﺔً ﻟَﻴﺲﻮنَ ﻏُﺼَ اَن ﺗﺔَ ﻗَﺒﻞﺎدِر اﻟﻔُﺮﺻﻈَﻚَ ﺑﻋ ﻣﺎ وﺑﺖﺮﺟ

ﻮفﺔٌ ﺳﺒﺎﻗ اَﻣﺮٍ ﻋﻞﻌﺎدِ وﻟﺪةُ اﻟﻤﻔﺴادِ وﻣﺔُ اﻟﺰﺿﺎﻋ اﻟﻔَﺴﺎدِ اﻦ وﻣﻮبﯩ ﻳﺐﻏَﺎﺋ
ﻴﻦﻌ ﻣ ﻓ ﻻ ﺧَﻴﺮ،ٍﻴﺮﺜﻦ ﻛ ﻣﺴﻴﺮٍ اَﻧﻤ ﻳب ورﺮﺨﺎﻃ ﻣ اﻟﺘﺎﺟِﺮ،َ ﻟَﻚﻴﻚَ ﻣﺎ ﻗُﺪِّرﺄﺗﻳ
ﺟﺎء رﺮ ﺑِﺸَﻴه وﻻ ﺗُﺨﺎﻃﻮد ﻟَﻚَ ﻗُﻌ اﻟﺪﱠﻫﺮِ ﻣﺎ ذلﻞﺎﺣ ﺳ،ﻴﻦ ﻇَﻨﺪِﻳﻖ ﺻ وﻻ ﻓﻬِﻴﻦﻣ
"ﺎجﺔُ اﻟﻠﺠﻴﻄ ﺑِﻚَ ﻣﺢﺎكَ اَن ﺗَﺠﻤﻳ وا،ﻨﻪ ﻣاَﻛﺜَﺮ
“Your redressing what you have missed through your silence is easier than attaining what you have lost
through your speech, Safeguarding the contents of the vessel through fastening its cover and
safeguarding what is in your hands is dearer to me than seeking for what is the hands of others. The
bitterness of cutting off hopes (in people) is better than seeking from people. An occupation (to earn
one’s living) accompanied by chastity is better than wealth accompanied by immorality. A person is the
best keeper of his secrets.
Often one strives for what is harmful for oneself. He who speaks much speaks nonsense and he who
contemplates gains insight. Associate with people of goodness and you will be of them; forsake evil
people and you will be separated from them. The worst food is what is forbidden. Wronging the weak is
the most evil wrongdoing.
Where gentleness is considered to be roughness, there roughness is gentleness. Sometimes the
remedy is the disease and the disease is the remedy. Sometimes one who is not a sincere counselor
gives sincere advice and the one considered to be a sincere counselor gives insincere advice. Beware of
relying on hopes for they are the capital of fools. Intellect is the safeguarding of experiences, and the
best of your experiences is that which teaches you a lesson. Hasten to avail of opportunity before it
becomes grief. Not every seeker attains (his desire) nor does every absent one return. Among the
factors of corruption are to neglect taking care of one’s provisions (for the Hereafter) and deeds that ruin
the Hereafter.
Every affair has an outcome. What is destined for you will soon come to you. The trader takes a risk.
Often the little (wealth) becomes more abundant than what is much. There is no good in a mean helper
or a friend who is suspect. As long as time is in your grasp, take your share of it. Do not put anything at
risk hoping for something more than it. Beware that the stubborn mount should become ungovernable”.

Commentary
In this letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) provides us with some signiﬁcant pieces of wisdom:

1. Silence And Speech
There is no doubt that language and speech are among God's blessings to man. Language is a means
for communication and for the propagation of knowledge and for guiding people. God distinguishes man

from the world of beasts by language:

579 "َ اﻟﺒﻴﺎنﻪﻠﱠﻤ ﻋ،َ اﻹﻧﺴﺎن ﺧَﻠَﻖ،َ اﻟﻘُﺮآنﻠﱠﻢ ﻋ،ﺣﻤﻦ"اﻟﺮ
"The Beneﬁcient God, taught the Qur’an; He created man, taught him the mode of expression"
But if human language is not guarded against absurdity, telling lies, arguments, abuse, ridicule, backbiting, accusation, or telling tales…1 it will change into disaster. Thus, the scholars of ethics advise us to
speak only when necessary or else make use of silence.
From the view-points of beneﬁts and losses, language is of four forms:
One kind of language has absolute beneﬁts. The second type includes absolute losses. In the third type
both beneﬁts and losses are mixed. And the fourth type is neither useful nor useless.
Using silence is necessary in three stages of the above four stages. In that case where we can speak,
we should take care not to contaminate language with hypocrisy, artiﬁciality, and talkativeness.2
It is for this reason that in Islam, emphasis is more on silence. The Prophet (S) is reported to have said:

"ﻢﻠ ﻓَﺴﺖﻢ او ﺳ ﺧَﻴﺮاً ﻓﻐَﻨﻠﱠﻢَﺒﺪاً ﺗﻪ ﻋ اﻟﻢﺣ"ر
"May God have mercy on a servant (of God) who speaks good and acquires beneﬁt or keeps silent and
remains safe".3
The great Prophet (S) is also reported to have said:

"ﺖﺼﻤﻴﻘُﻞ ﺧَﻴﺮاً او ﻟﺮِ ﻓَﻠﻴ اﻵﺧﻮم واﻟﻴﻪ ﺑِﺎﻟﻦﺆﻣﻦ ﻛﺎنَ ﻳ"ﻣ
"One who believes in Allah and the Last Day, let him speak good things or remain silent"4
Imam Sadiq (as) said when talking about Prophet David, who had told his son:

"ٍﺐﻦ ذَﻫ ﻣﻮتنﱠ اﻟﺴ ﻓَﺎﺔﻀﻦ ﻓ ﻣﻼم اَنﱠ اﻟ زَﻋﻤﺖﻨﺖن ﻛ اَﻨ"ﻳﺎ ﺑ
"O my son, if you say that speech is of silver, then silence is of gold"5.
Imam Reza (as) has said:

،ﺔﻤﻦ اَﺑﻮابِ اﻟﺤ ﻣﺎب ﺑﺖﻤنﱠ اﻟﺼ اﻤﺖ واﻟﺼﻠﻢ واﻟﻌﻠﻢ اﻟﺤﻘﻪﺎتِ اﻟﻔﻼﻣﻦ ﻋ"ﻣ
"ٍ ﺧَﻴﺮﻞ ﻛَﻠ ﻋﻟﻴﻞ دﻧﱠﻪﻨﱠﺔَ ـ اﺔ ـ اﻟﺠﺒﺤ اﻟﻤﺐﺴ ﻳنﱠ اﻟﺼﻤﺖا
"Among the signs of being learned are forbearance, knowledge and silence. Silence is one of the doors
of wisdom. Silence is a means of attracting love and attaining Heaven and is a guide to every good"6.
And in “Misbah al-Shari’ah” it is narrated from Imam Sadiq (as):

 راﺣﺔﻞ ﻛﻔﺘﺎحﻮ ﻣ وﻫ ﺑﻪ اﻟﻘَﻠﻢﻒ وﺟﻖﺒ ﻣﺎ ﺳﻖ ﺑِﺤﻘَﺎﺋﻴﻦﻘّﻘﺤ اﻟﻤﻌﺎر ﺷﺖﻤ"اﻟﺼ
ﻞﺎﻫ اﻟﺠﺘْﺮاً ﻋﻠﻪ ﺳ اﻟﻠَﻪﻌﻗَﺪ ﺟ وﻟَﻞاﻟﺰﺎ و اﻟﺨَﻄﺎﻳﻦﻮنُ ﻣ واﻟﺼةﺮاﻵﺧ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ وﻦﻣ
ةﺎو ﻗَﺴزَوال وةﺒﺎدةُ اﻟﻌﻼوﺣﺔُ اﻟﻨﱠﻔﺲِ ورِﻳﺎﺿﻮى و اﻟﻬﺰل ﻋﻴﻪﻢ وﻓﺎﻟﻠﻌﻨﺎً ﻟﻳﺗَﺰو
ذاﻴﻤﺎ ا ﺳﺪَﻻ ﺑﻨﻪﺎ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣﻤﻚَ ﻋﺴﺎﻧ ﻟﺎبﻖ ﺑف ﻓَﺎﻏﻠاﻟﻈَﺮةُ وﺮواﻟﻤ وﻔَﺎفاﻟﻌاﻟﻘَﻠﺐِ و
.ﻪ اﻟﻪ وﻓ ﻟةﺮﺬاﻛ اﻟﻤ ﻓﺪَةﺴﺎﻋ واﻟﻤﻼمﻠ ﻟﻟَﻢ ﺗَﺠِﺪ اَﻫﻼ

ﺐﺤﺎﺳ ﻳ ﺛُﻢ ﺑِﻪﻠﱠﻢَﺘ ﻣﺎ ﻳﻞ ﻛﺘُﺐِ ﻓَﻴﺪَﻳﻪ ﻳﻴﻦﺮﻃﺎﺳﺎً ﺑ ﻗﻊﻀﻴﻢ ﻳ ﺧَﺜ اﺑﻦﺑِﻴﻊﺎنَ روﻛ
ﻌﺾﺎن ﺑﻛ و،ﻴﻨﺎﻘﺘُﻮنَ و ﺑ ﻧَﺠﺎ اﻟﺼﺎﻣ آه آهﻳﻘُﻮل وﻠﻴﻪﺎ ﻋ وﻣﺎ ﻟَﻪﺔ ﻣﻴﺸ ﻋﻪﻧَﻔﺴ
 اَنذا اراد ﻓﺎﻪ ﻓَﻤﺎةَ ﻓﺼ اﻟﺤﻊﻀﻪ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ وآﻟﻪ ﻳ اﻟّﻪ ﺻﻠﻮلِ اﻟﺳﺎبِ راَﺻﺤ
...ﻬﺎﺟﻪ اﺧﺮ اﻟﺟِﻪﻮﻪ وﻟ اﻟ وﻓﻪ اَﻧﱠﻪ ﻟﻢﻠ ﺑِﻤﺎ ﻋﻠﱠﻢَﺘﻳ

ِﻴﺐﻌﺮِﻓَﺔَ ﻋ ﻣزِقﻦ رﻤ ﻟ ﻓَﻄُﻮﺑﻤﺖاﻟﺼ وﻼمﻬِﻢ اﻟﺎﺗ وﻧَﺠﻼكِ اﻟﺨَﻠﻖ ﻫﺐﺒﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﺳوا
ﻴﺎء اﻻﺻﻔﻌﺎر وﺷﻦ اﺧﻼقِ اﻻﻧﺒﻴﺎءﻚَ ﻣنﱠ ذﻟﻤﺖِ ﻓﺎﺪَ اﻟﺼ وﻓَﻮاﺋﻮاﺑِﻪ وﺻﻼماﻟ
ِﺖﻤﻒِ اﻟﺼ ﻟَﻄﺎﺋ ﻋﻠفﻦ اَﺷﺮﻤﺖ وﻣ اﻟﺼﺘَﻪﺤﺒ ﺻﻦ اَﺣﺴﻼم اﻟ ﻗَﺪْرﻢﻠﻦ ﻋوﻣ
ُﻚﻠ ﻫﺬا اﻻ اﻟﻤﻪﺗﺒﺎد ﻋَﻠ ﻋﻊﻄﱠﻠة وﻻ ﻳﺒﺎد ﻋﻤﺘُﻪ وﺻﻪﻼﻣ ﻛﺎن ﻛﻨﻪ ﺧَﺰاﺋ ﻋﻠﻦوأﺗُﻤ
"ﺎرﺒاﻟﺠ
"Silence is the mark of those who conﬁrm the realities of what came before and of which the pen has
written. It is the key to every ease in this world and the Hereafter, and a preservation from errors and
lapses. Allah has made it a cover for the ignorant and an embellishment for the scholar. In it is the
removal of desires, the training of the soul, the sweetness of worship, the removal of hard-heartedness,

chastity, sense of honour and sagacity. Therefore close the door of your tongue to unnecessary speech,
particularly when you do not ﬁnd one who is worthy of being spoken to and who will assist in discussion
for the sake of Allah and concerning Allah.
Rabi’ b. Khuthaym would place a piece of parchment before him and write down all that he had uttered.
Then, at night, he would take himself to account for what was in favour of him and what was against him
(in his speech). He would say: “Ah! Ah! The silent ones have been successful and we have remained
behind”. One of the companions of the Messenger of Allah would place pebbles in his mouth. When he
wanted to speak about what he knew was for Allah, concerning Allah and for Allah’s pleasure, he would
remove the pebbles (from his mouth) .….
The cause of the destruction and salvation of creatures is only speech and silence. Thus good fortune
belongs to him who is provided with the knowledge of incorrect and correct speech and the beneﬁts of
silence, for that is among the moral traits of the Prophets and the mark of the chosen ones. He who
knows the value of speech does well in the companionship of silence. The speech and the silence of
one who is acquainted with the subtleties of silence and entrusted with its treasures, is worship, and
none is aware of this worship of his but the All-compelling King”.
Thus, silence and speech could be the deﬁnite sources of people’s salvation or destruction, respectively.
We envy those who know the asset of silence and the righteousness of speaking. This is among the
ethics of the Prophets and is among the marks of the true believers.
As you will see, one of the principles of silence is the preservation against making errors that occur
through speech and can not be compensated for. Imam ‘Ali (as) has relied heavily on this principle:
Redressing what you have lost due to your silence is easier than compensating for what you have lost
due to your speech. This is because by putting the cover on a bottle you can safeguard its contents.
This point is depicted in the poems of our poets who are under the inﬂuence of Imam ‘Ali (as) and other
religious leaders.
Amir Khosro, the Iranian poet, says:
Any moment you talk, it is pleasant,
But sometimes silence is even sweeter;
To close the mouth is to close the door of troubles,
It is because the world is pregnant with good and bad.
I have seen many who regret having spoken
But I have seen nobody who regrets having been silent
Listening is better than saying if you care,
The ﬁrst will ﬁll us; the second will make us empty,
The pearl became very precious because
It became ear from top to the toe;

The sharp sword became tongue all over,
That is because it could shed people’s blood.
Sa’di says:
Until you know perfectly that your speech is appropriate,
You should not open your mouth to talk.
Another poet says:
Until the time you have not uttered a thing, it is at your disposal,
But when it is said, it will dominate you;
Do not tell anybody your secrets,
Because he will disclose it everywhere;
Deposit your treasure to treasure-keepers,
Keep your secrets to yourself.
But as it is said before, both speech and silence have their own merits. Wherever you have to talk, being
silent is not wise and the other way around. The poet says:
Two things spoil the wisdom,
Being silent when you are supposed to talk, and talking when you are supposed to be silent.
When Imam Zayn al-‘Abidin (as) was asked which one was better: speech or silence, he answered:

ﻴﻞﻮت ﻗ اﻟﺴﻦ ﻣﻞ اﻓﻀﻼم اﻵﻓﺎتِ ﻓﺎﻟﻦﻤﺎ ﻣﻠذا ﺳ ﻓَﺎﻤﺎ آﻓﺎتﻨﻬاﺣﺪٍ ﻣ وﻞ"ﻟ
ﻴﺎءوﺻاﻻ وﻧﺒِﻴﺎء اﻻﺚﻌﺎ ﺑ ﻣﻞوﺟﺰﻪ ﻋ ﻷنﱠ اﻟﻪ؟ ﻗﺎلﻮلِ اﻟﺳ رﻚَ ﻳﺎﺑﻦ ذَﻟﻴﻒﻛ
ُﺖ وِﻻﻳﺔﻮتِ وﻻ اﺳﺘُﻮﺟِﺒﻨﱠﺔُ ﺑِﺎﻟﺴﻘﱠﺖ اﻟﺠﻼم وﻻ اﺳﺘُﺤﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟﺜَﻬﻌﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﺑﻮتِ اﺑِﺎﻟﺴ
ﻋﺪِل ﻻﻨﺖﺎ ﻛ ﻣﻼم ﺑِﺎﻟﻠُﻪﻚَ ﻛﻧﱠﻤﺎ ذَﻟﻮتِ ا ﺑﺎﻟﺴﺖِ اﻟﻨﺎرّﻴﻮتِ وﻻ ﺗُﻮﻗ ﺑِﺎﻟﺴﻪاﻟ
ﻼم اﻟﻞ ﻓَﻀﻒ ﺗَﺼﺖ وﻟَﺴﻼمﻮتِ ﺑِﺎﻟ اﻟﺴ ﻓَﻀﻞﻒﻧّﻚ ﺗَﺼ ﺑِﺎﻟﺸَﻤﺲِ اﺮاﻟﻘَﻤ
"ِﻮتﺑِﺎﻟﺴ
"Both speech and silence have their harmful aspects. If both are free from harm, then speech is more
excellent than silence”. It was said: “How is that, O son of the Messenger of Allah”? Imam as-Sajjad
(as) answered:
"Because Allah did not send His Prophets and (their) trustees with silence, but sent them with speech.
Paradise is not deserved through silence, nor is God’s guardianship merited through silence, nor is the
Fire guarded against through silence. All this is possible only through speech. I do not place the sun on
a level equal to the moon. You describe the excellence of silence through speech; you do not describe
the excellence of speech through silence."7

2. Be Moderate, Do Not Squander, Do Not Be Jealous, Do Not Dissipate
It is a fact that man could not be indifferent towards his fellow creatures in the matter of ﬁnance, because
all possessions are God’s and we are His creature. Sometimes God sends one’s livelihood without
intermediary. But most often He obliges some people to carry out this task in order to shape their
characters:

"ﻢزَﻗْﻨَﺎﻛﺎ رﻤﻘُﻮا ﻣﻧﻔ"وا
"And spend out of what we have given you."8
But the topic is now the quantity and quality of donation. Some are so generous that they will give away
what they have till they remain money-less. And some people go to the other extreme and are extremely
miserly.
Islam reproaches both groups severely and orders moderation.

"اﻮرﺴﺤﺎ ﻣﻠُﻮﻣﺪَ ﻣ ﻓَﺘَﻘْﻌﻂﺴ اﻟْﺒﻞﺎ ﻛﻄْﻬﺴ ﺗَﺒﻚَ وﻨُﻘ ﻋَﻟﻐْﻠُﻮﻟَﺔً اﺪَكَ ﻣ ﻳﻞﻌ ﺗَﺠ"و
"And do not make your hand to be shackled to your neck nor stretch it forth to the utmost limit of
its stretching forth, lest you should afterwards sit down blamed, stripped off."9
And in Surah al-Furqan where the attributes of the true believers are enumerated, one of the speciﬁc
characteristics of such people is considered to be moderation:

ﺎاﻣﻚَ ﻗَﻮ ذَﻟﻦﻴﺎنَ ﺑﻛوا وﻘْﺘُﺮ ﻳﻟَﻢﺮِﻓُﻮا وﺴ ﻳﻧﻔَﻘُﻮا ﻟَﻢذَا ا ااﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ"و
"And they who when they spend are neither extravagant nor parsimonious, and keep between
these the just mean."10
Imam ‘Ali (as) talks about this principle of moderation and does not want us to be misers because by the
expression "safeguard what you have in your hands" he means safeguarding it in moderation, neither
parsimoniously nor extravagantly.11
Thus, what Imam ‘Ali (as) means is the following: what you have at your disposal, spend it moderately;
never donate all you have and then beg others for some sustenance and humiliate yourself and become
what the Holy Qur’an calls:

"..lest you should afterwards sit down blamed, stripped off."
Is There A Contrast Between Moderation And Donation?
Some assume that there is a contrast between moderation which is mentioned in the above Surahs and
by Imam (as) and donation which is mentioned in different Islamic traditions as well as in the ninth verse
of Hashr:

"ٌﺔﺎﺻ ﺧَﺼﺎنَ ﺑِﻬِﻢ ﻛﻟَﻮ وﻬِﻢﻧْﻔُﺴ اَﻠونَ ﻋﺮﺛﻮﻳ"و
"And prefer them before themselves though poverty may afﬂict them" [Qur’an 59:9].
But attention to the location and timing of the descent of these Surahs and other evidences show us that
there is no contrast between these two. It is because the Surahs and traditions which emphasize
moderation are applicable to those situations where extravagance may destroy the life pattern of the one
who spends out or weakens his family altogether. In such cases donation is prohibited and moderation is
in order. Observing the principle of moderation might be a general principle which should be carried out
by the mass or it may be a speciﬁc principle which should be carried out at speciﬁc times such as war,
famine, unexpected events and the like. At these critical moments exalted people should do sacriﬁce
and help others. This happened when Hashim, the great grandfather of the Prophet (S) donated all his
possession at the time of famine. Another example of donation is the act of the Muslims at the dawn of
Islam. They helped out the newly converted and the immigrants who had been deprived of all of their
possessions. They, through their assistance, could protect Islam. Naturally these two commandments
pertain to different situations and they do not contradict each other. Each one is carried out at speciﬁc
occasions.

3. The Bitterness Of Cutting Short One’s Hopes Is Better Than Asking People For
Help
The essence of resorting to Allah and the lack of despair towards God’s benevolence is that man, so far
as possible, should not ask for people’s help and should trust God only. Although such a position
sometimes deprives people of material assets and adds to the possession of the proud ones and is
sometimes accompanied with hardships, the honor and glory which are obtained in this way are not
comparable to the humiliation of asking others for help.
The Qur’an interprets such a state of needlessness and resort to and reliance on God and not asking
people for help as "cutting off hopes and not relying on others". This state is praised as it is shown in the
following traditions:
Imam Sadiq (as) has said:

ﻪﺄﺳ و ﻳﺮِ اﻟﱠﻠﻴﻞ آﺧ ﻓ اﻟﺼﻠﻮات:ﺮة اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ واﻵﺧﻦ وزِﻳﻨَﺘُﻪ ﻓﺆﻣ اﻟﻤ ﻓَﺨﺮ"ﺛَﻼﺛﺔٌ ﻫ
"(ﺪ )صﺤﻤﻦ آلِ ﻣ ﻣ اَﻳﺪِي اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ووِﻻﻳﺔُ اﻹﻣﺎمﺎ ﻓﻤﻣ
“There are three things which are a pride and an ornament for a believer here and in the Hereafter:
Prayer at the end of the night, cutting off hopes of what is in the hands of people and the wilaya
(guardianship) of an Imam from the Household of Mohammad (as)”.12
He has also said:

 ﻓﻪﻓ وﺷَﺮﻪ ﻧَﻔﺴﻪ ﻓﺗﺮو وﻣﻪ دِﻳﻨﻦ ﻓﺆﻣ اﻟﻤﺰ اَﻳﺪِي اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﻋﺎ ﻓﻤ ﻣ"اﻟﻴﺄس
 اﻏﻨﻮﻫ وﻪﻴﺎﻟﻨﺪَ ﻋﻪ ﻋﺘﻬﺎﺑﻪ وﻣﺗﻴﺮﺸ ﻋ ﻓﻼﻟَﺘُﻪ اﻟﻨَﺎسِ وﺟﻦ اَﻋﻴﺘُﻪ ﻓﻈَﻤ وﻋﻧﻴﺎهد
" اﻟﻨّﺎسﻴﻊﻤﻨﺪَ ﺟ وﻋﻪﻨﺪَ ﻧَﻔﺴاﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﻋ
"Cutting off hopes in what people possess causes a believer’s glory in his religion, sense of honour in
soul, his noblity in his world, his greatness in the eyes of others, his loftiness in his tribe, and his prestige
in his family. Such a person is the one most free of need in his own view and before all mankind."13
Imam ‘Ali (as) is narrated to have said:

" اَﻳﺪِي اﻟﻨّﺎسﺎ ﻓ ﻋﻤﺮ اﻟﻴﺄس اﻷﻛﺒﻨ"اﻟﻐ
"The greatest wealth is cutting off hopes of what is in the hands of people”.14

4. Little Fortune Plus Chastity Is Better Than Big Fortune Which Is Gained Through
Dishonesty
As we know assets and children are a means for man’s troubles and trials.

594"ٌﺘْﻨَﺔ ﻓﻢﻛدوا وﻢُاﻟﻮﻣﺎ اﻧﱠﻤ"ا
"Your possessions and your children are only a trial".
As a whole, the wealthy people are more prone to committing sins.

595"َﺘَﻐْﻨ اﺳآهنْ ر اَﻄْﻐﺎنَ ﻟَﻴﻧﺴنﱠ ا"ا
"Man is most surely inordinate. Because he sees himself free from want".
In contrast, those who enjoy a simpler life, due to the shortage of possibilities, are less prone to the sins.
But those who have less wealth but are honest are better than those who have more wealth for the
following reasons:
First, the honest ones enjoy magnanimity, ease of conscience and speciﬁc human values which the
people of sins are deprived of.
Second, although the middle class think the wealthy ones as lucky, the masses who possess divine
nature consider them unhealthy and dirty.
Third, the criterion for good and bad acts is not the transitory physical pleasures; rather those acts are
considered valuable which may bring about Divine satisfaction and rewards in the Hereafter, which are
ever-lasting.15

597"ﺮِﻳﻦﺎﻓْﻴﻄَﺔٌ ﺑِﺎﻟﺤ ﻟَﻤﻨﱠﻢﻬنﱠ ﺟا"و
"And most surely hell encompasses the unbelievers".
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) states:

"ِﻮر اﻟﻔُﺠﻊ ﻣﻨ اﻟﻐﻦ ﻣ ﺧَﻴﺮﻔّﺔ اﻟﻌﻊﺮﻓَﺔُ ﻣ"واﻟﺤ
"An occupation (to earn one’s living) accompanied by chastity is better than wealth accompanied by
immorality”.
Sa’di, the Iranian poet, says:
If you recognize the pleasure of the abandoning pleasures,
Never will you consider as pleasure the pleasure of soul;
Your bird of spirit will ﬂy to Heavens,
If you free it from the cage of greed;
But you lack the patience of the phoenix,
You are like a sparrow in the claws of lusts;

You are worshipping your surface so much
That as far as you are living you will not get to the deep.
If an herb grows out of your humane nature
The ﬂowers of the garden seems to you as if they were herbs
You would never buy the two worlds,
If you knew the value of what you have,
From the remaining part of life you will get nothing,
If you are decided to perform as you do now;
Tell me what better-than-life did you get
As you spent your life-time;
You may not buy one moment of life with a big land
Your life was given to you free of charge;
You sleep-walker walk as slowly as
I fear, you will miss your caravan;
My advice to you, brother, is
As far as you can, do not waste your time;
You should keep your tongue in your mouth like a shell
Then you could throw out pearls when time is ripe;
All his life, Sa’di underwent hardships
Till he got the fame that he enjoys now.

5. It Is Better For A Man To Keep His Secrets:
Keeping secrets is one of the ethical principles of Islam. It is emphasized in Islam. Sometimes disclosing
secrets to others might lower the pain-load of the person. But for this act there are conditions: Firstly
you should ﬁnd trustworthy persons to disclose your secrets.
Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

"ﻦ ﻻ اَﻣﺎﻧَﺔَ ﻟَﻪِكَ ﻣﺮﻦ ﺳِ ﻋ"ﻻ ﺗُﺆد
"Do not entrust your secret to one who is not trustworthy".16
Secondly, we should not even tell the whole secret to the trustworthy because on the one hand, that
secret might somehow get revealed and hurt us. In this regard Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"زَ اﺛﻨَﻴﻦ ﻓَﺸﺎﺎوﺪِﻳﺚٍ ﺟ ﺣﻞ وﻛﺪهﺮةُ ﺑِﻴﻴ ﻛﺎﻧَﺖِ اﻟﺨهﺮﺘَﻢ ﺳﻦ ﻛ"ﻣ

"One who conceals his secrets has the choice in his hand. Any conversation that is between more than
two persons will be revealed"17
Elsewhere Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"هﻴﺮ اَﺳﺮت ﺻن اَﻓﺸَﻴﺘَﻪكَ ﻓَﺎﻴﺮكَ اَﺳﺮ"ﺳ
"Your secret is your captive. Once you reveal it, you become its captive."18
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said:

"كﻮر ﻛﺎنَ ﺛُﺒن اَذﻋﺘَﻪ واﺘﻤﺘَﻪن ﻛكَ اورﺮكَ ﺳﺮ"ﺳ
"Your secret is your happiness as long as you conceal it. When you reveal it, it is your destruction."19
On the other hand, people are not always the same; a friend today might turn into a foe tomorrow. He
might, then, use that secret as a club on your head and hurt you. Imam Sadiq (as) has said:

ﺎنﱠكَ ﻓﺮﻀ ﻳكَ ﻟﻢﺪو ﻋﻠَﻴﻪ ﻋﺎ ﻟَﻮ اَﻃﻠَﻌﺖ ﻣﻠﻻ ﻋِكَ اﺮﻦ ﺳﺪِﻳﻘَﻚَ ﻣﻊ ﺻ"ﻻ ﺗُﻄﻠ
"ﻮﻣﺎً ﻣﺎاً ﻳﺪوﻮنُ ﻋ ﻗَﺪ ﻳﺪِﻳﻖاﻟﺼ
"Do not disclose your secret to your friend except that much, which if you informed your enemy of it, it
would not harm you. For one day your friend may become your enemy."20
Regarding this, our Iranian poet has said:
Never rely wholly on your friend,
Keep hidden your secret from your friend;
Some day your friend might turn against you,
He might turn and show you his animosity.
Naturally, nobody could be a better secret-keeper than a person himself. He is the most reliable person
concerning his secret. Imam ‘Ali (as) has said regarding this:

”َِكﺮﺴ ﻟﻊكَ اَوﺳﺪر"ﺻ

"Your chest is the widest place to keep your secret".21
Sa’di, the Persian writer and poet, says:
Do not disclose to your friend your secrets. You do not know if he will turn against you. Do not inﬂict any
damage over your foe; he might someday become your friend. If you wish a secret to remain secret, do
not reveal it, even if he is reliable. Nobody is friendlier to your secret than you yourself.
It is better for you to remain silent than,
Telling a person your secret and asking him not to disclose it;
O wise man, block the water from its headspring,
Because when the spring over-ﬂows, you cannot stop it;
You should not utter anything in private,
That cannot be said at any association of people.

6. There Are Many Who Strive For What Is Harmful For Themselves!
Trial and perseverance are the agents for material progress and for perfection:

604"ﻌﺎ ﺳ ﻣﺎنِ اﻧﺴْ ﻟﺲنْ ﻟَﻴا"و
"And that man shall have nothing but what he strives for".
Some people struggle in the right direction and in the God's path. And some others go astray.
They are deviated "Those who go astray" and are not in favor with Allah
"Not the path of those upon whom the wrath is brought down" [Qur’an 1:7]
It is clear that those who struggle for Allah may not superﬁcially be afﬂuent in this world; but because
God will not leave any service to Him unanswered, such a person has gained a lot:

"اﻮرْﺸ ﻣﻢﻬﻴﻌﺎنَ ﺳﻚَ ﻛﻟَﺌو ﻓَﺎﻦﻣﻮ ﻣﻮﻫﺎ وﻬﻴﻌﺎ ﺳ ﻟَﻬﻌﺳةَ وﺮﺧ اادر اﻦﻣ"و
"And whoever desires the Hereafter and strives for it as he ought to strive and he is a believer; as
for these, their striving shall surely be accepted."22
But those who go astray and perform evil on the earth and commit wrong-doings may seem lucky ones
in the eyes of some. But they are real losers since they have spoiled their Hereafter which is made of the
actions we perform here. However much they strive, they will lose more. Furthermore, such people are
usually punished in this world.

ﺐﺤ ﻳ ﻪاﻟ وﻞاﻟﻨﱠﺴ وثﺮﻚَ اﻟْﺤﻠﻬﻳﺎ وﻴﻬﺪَ ﻓﻔْﺴﻴضِ ﻟر ا ﻓﻌ ﺳﻟﱠذَا ﺗَﻮا"و
606"ﺎداﻟْﻔَﺴ
"And when he turns back, he runs along in the land that he may cause mischief in it and destroy
the tilth and the stock, and Allah does not love mischief-making."
And as for those who assume they are doing good when actually are committing sins, the Qur’an says:

ﻢ ﻫﺎ و اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﺎةﻴ اﻟْﺤ ﻓﻢﻬﻴﻌ ﺳﻞ ﺿ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺎﻤﻋ اﺮِﻳﻦﺧْﺴ ﺑِﺎﻢِﯩ ﻧُﻨَﺒﻞ ﻫ"ﻗُﻞ
ﺒِﻄَﺖ ﻓَﺤﻪﻘَﺎﺋﻟ وِﻬِﻢﺑﺎتِ روا ﺑِﺂﻳﻔَﺮ ﻛﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦوﻟَﺌﺎ اﻨْﻌﻨُﻮنَ ﺻﺴﺤ ﻳﻢﻧﱠﻬﻮنَ اﺒﺴﺤﻳ
"زْﻧًﺎ وﺔﺎﻣﻴ اﻟْﻘمﻮ ﻳﻢ ﻟَﻬﻴﻢ ﻧُﻘََ ﻓﻢﺎﻟُﻬﻤﻋا
"Say: Shall We inform you of the greatest losers in their deeds? These are they whose labor is
lost in this world's life and they think that they are well versed in skill of the work of hand. These
are they who disbelieve in the communications of their Lord and His meeting, so their deeds
become null, and therefore We will not set up a balance for them on the day of resurrection."23
With regards to the above information, we will understand what Imam ‘Ali (as) means by the expression
"Often one strives for what is harmful for oneself”.

7. He Who Speaks Much Speaks Nonsense
Naturally, a person, who talks a lot, does not have enough time to weigh what he says. As a result, his
speech is both baseless and wrong. The listener also might get bored and the speaker may lose his
vigor.
Fortunately, in the Islamic traditions all these points are made clear.
Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

" إﺿﺠﺎر"اﻹﻛﺜﺎر
"Too much talking is annoying”.24
At another occasion, he has said:

"ﺮ وﺗُﻔﺮِط ﻓَﺘَﻬِﻦﺮ ﻓَﺘَﻀﺠﺜُﻴﻢ ﻓَﻼ ﺗﻠ اﻟﺤﻞﻤﻴﻢ و ﻳ اﻟﺤﺰِل ﻳ"اﻹﻛﺜﺎر
"Too much talking causes a wise man to err and wearies the forbearing one. Thus, do not talk too much
such that you trouble people and exceed the bounds, so you are held in little estimation."25
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said:

"ﻠَﻞ اﻟﻤﻮرِثﻟﻞ و ﻳ اﻟﺰﺮﺜﻧﱠﻪ ﻳ ﻓَﺎﻼمةُ اﻟﺜﺮﺎكَ وﻛ"إﻳ
"Beware of talking too much because it increases your errors and causes weariness.”26
He has also said:

"ﺪ اَﺣ ﺑِﻪﻨﻔَﻊﺪٌ وﻻ ﻳ اَﻣﺮى ﻟَﻪ ﻓَﻼ ﻳﻴﻪﻌﺎﻧ ﻣ وﺗَﻨﻘُﺺﻴﻪﻮاﺷﻂُ ﺣ ﺗُﺒﺴﻼمةُ اﻟﺜﺮ"ﻛ
"Excessive speech augments the superﬂuities in it and diminishes its meaning. There is no end to it and
none will beneﬁt from it.27
He says:

"ﻼم اﻟﻤﻦ ﺗَﺎﻣﻼمﻞ اﻟ"اَﻗﻠ
"Lessen your speech so that you are safe from blame."28

8. Contemplation Is The Basis Of Insight
Wisdom distinguishes man from the beasts. Man uses wisdom to recognize the facts of creation and
relations among them.
Thus thinking about similar events is to concentrate on a speciﬁc case. Just as if the conditions for sight
are possible and there are no obstacles, seeing will naturally take place, in the same way, if the
conditions for thinking are present and the obstacles are absent, insight and the understanding of
conditions will naturally occur.29
It is for this reason that in the Islamic traditions contemplation is considered as an illuminating factor for
wisdom.
On the other hand, in the Islamic traditions, it is said that we discover the unknown through our wisdom.

614"ﻮر اﻻﻣﺐ ﻏَﻴﺎﻫﻠﺮِ ﺗَﻨﺠ"ﺑِﺎﻟﻔ
It is also said that contemplation broadens the spirit of realism in a man and increases his insight.
Finally, contemplation is considered not only as an act of worship but also one hour of it is considered
equal to years of worship.
Imam ‘Ali (as), in his book, points out the role of contemplation in the illumination of facts.

9. The Effects And Role Of Companionship
One of the factors which build up one's personality is companionship. Since human nature adopts other
people's behaviors easily, when he accompanies the good ones, he is inﬂuenced by them. On the
contrary, when he accompanies the bad ones, he becomes one of those. It is said:
Do not accompany the bad as far as you can,
Because human soul adopts other's nature;
Noah's son accompanied the bad ones,
He lost his Prophethood as a result.
The dog of the cave settlers for a few days only
Followed the good ones and became good.
Because of this characteristic of impressionability, companionship is emphasized in the Islamic traditions
and the Qur’anic verses.
It is narrated from Solomon (as), the Prophet, who said,

ﻞﺟ اﻟﺮفﻌﺮﺐ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﻳﺼﺎﺣﻦ ﻳ ﻣﻟوا ا ﺗَﻨﻈُﺮّﺘ ﺣ ﺑِﺸَﻴﻞﺟ رﻠﻮا ﻋﻤ"ﻻ ﺗَﺤ
"ﻪﺧﻮاﻧ اَﺻﺤﺎﺑِﻪ وا اﻟﺐﻨﺴ و ﻳﻪﻪ واﻗﺮاﻧﺎﻟﺑﺎﺷ
"Do not pass judgment on a person without seeing those with whom he keeps company; for a man is
only known through his likes and his companions, and is ascribed to his companions and brothers”.30
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

ر  اﻷﺷﺮاﻖﺔُ اﻷﺧﻴﺎرِ ﺗُﻠﺤﺠﺎﻟَﺴ ﺑﺎﻷﺧﻴﺎر وﻣ اﻟﻈﻦﻮء ﺳﺔُ اﻷﺷﺮارِ ﺗُﻮرِثﺠﺎﻟَﺴ"ﻣ
هﻢ اَﻣﺮﻠَﻴ ﻋﻪﺷﺘَﺒﻦ ا ﻓَﻤ،ﺎر ﺑِﺎﻟﻔُﺠ اﻷﺑﺮارﻖﺎرِ ﺗُﻠﺤﻠﻔُﺠﺔُ اﻷﺑﺮارِ ﻟﺠﺎﻟَﺴﺑﺎﻷﺧﻴﺎرِ وﻣ
ﻪ اﻟ دِﻳﻦ ﻋﻠﻮﻪ ﻓَﻬ اﻟ دِﻳﻦن ﻛﺎﻧُﻮا اَﻫﻞ ﻓﺎﻪ ﺧُﻠَﻄﺎﺋﻟوﻟﻢ ﺗَﻌﺮِﻓُﻮا دِﻳﻨَﻪ ﻓﺎﻧﻈُﺮوا ا
ﻪ )ص( ﻛﺎن اﻟﻮلﺳنﱠ رﻪ ا اﻟﻦ دِﻳﻦ ﻣﻆﱠ ﻟَﻪﻪ ﻓَﻼ ﺣ اﻟ ﻏَﻴﺮِ دِﻳﻦﻠن ﻛﺎﻧُﻮا ﻋوا

ً ﻓَﺎﺟِﺮاﻄَﻦﺨﺎﻟ ﻛﺎﻓﺮا وﻻ ﻳﻴﻦﺆاﺧﺮ ﻓَﻼ ﻳﻮم اﻵﺧﻪ واﻟﻴﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﺆﻣﻦ ﻛﺎنَ ﻳ ﻣ:ﻳﻘﻮل
"ًﺮاً ﻓﺎﺟﺮاﺎﻓﺮاً او ﺧﺎﻟَﻂَ ﻓﺎﺟِﺮاً ﻛﺎنَ ﻛ ﻛﺎﻓﻦ آﺧوﻣ
“Companionship with evildoers causes an evil opionion about the good and companionship with the
good links the evildoers to the good. The companionship of the virtuous with the transgressors links the
virtuous to the transgressors. So those of you who are doubtful about someone and you do not know his
religion, then look at his friends. If they are adherents of the religion of Allah, then he is on the religion of
Allah. If they are on other than the religion of Allah, then he has no share in the religion of Allah. This is
because the Messenger of Allah (as) used to say: One who believes in God and the Day of Resurrection
should not fraternize with an inﬁdel or associate with a transgressor. One who fraternizes with an inﬁdel
or associates with a transgressor is an inﬁdel, a transgressor.31
And the Prophet (S) has also said:

"ﻞﺨﺎﻟﻦ ﻳﻢ ﻣ ﻓَﻠﻴﻨﻈُﺮ اَﺣﺪَﻛﻴﻠﻪ ﺧَﻠ دِﻳﻦﺮء ﻋﻠ"اﻟﻤ
"A man is of the same religion as his friend. Then every one of you be careful with whom you
associate".32
You ﬁrst tell me who your friends are,
Then I'll tell you who you are.
This very feature of impressionability and companionship caused ‘Uqbah b. Abi Mu’eet to be inﬂuenced
by the temptations of his old friend Ubayy ibn Khalaf to become inﬁdel to Islam and to pour the intestines
of an animal over the Prophet's head and to insult him and to spit on his sacred face. The Qur’an
expresses his mental status at the Day of Resurrection through the following words:

ﻠَﺘﻳﺎ و ﻳًﺒِﻴﻮلِ ﺳﺳ اﻟﺮﻊ ﻣ اﺗﱠﺨَﺬْتﺘَﻨﺎ ﻟَﻴ ﻳﻘُﻮل ﻳﻪﺪَﻳ ﻳَﻠ ﻋﻢ اﻟﻈﱠﺎﻟﺾﻌ ﻳمﻮﻳ"و
ُﻄَﺎنﺎنَ اﻟﺸﱠﻴﻛ وﻧﺎءذْ ﺟﺪَ اﻌﺮِ ﺑ اﻟﺬِّﻛﻦ ﻋﻠﱠﻨﺿ ﻟَﻘَﺪْ اًﻴﻧًﺎ ﺧَﻠَُﺬْ ﻓﺗﱠﺨ ا ﻟَﻢﺘَﻨﻟَﻴ
"ﺎنِ ﺧَﺬُوﻧﺴْﻟ
"And the day when the unjust one shall bite his hands: O would that I had taken a way with the
Apostle; O woe is me! Would that I had not taken such a one for a friend! Certainly he led me
astray from the reminder after it had come to me; and the Shaitan fails to aid man"33
Sa’di, concerning companionship, says:

In the bath one day I received a piece of fragrant clay from a friend,
I asked the clay if it was musk or ambergris
Because I was drunk with its odor
It said it used to be a worthless piece of clay
But it was companion to a ﬂower
The perfect behavior of the company had inﬂuenced it
Or else it was still the same piece of clay.
It is for this reason that in the Qur’an and in traditions there is continuous persuasion over friendship with
honest people and genuine God-believers. Making friends with unclean people is strictly prohibited. Two
of these traditions are reported here:
Firstly: Imam ‘Ali (as) has said

"ﻪﺒﺼﺎﺣﺮدِي ﻣ و ﻳﻘﺎرِﻧَﻪﻚُ ﻣﻬﻠ ﻳﻧَﻪ ﻓﺎﻮء اﻟﺴﺔَ ﻗَﺮِﻳﻦﺠﺎﻟَﺴﺣﺬَر ﻣ"ا
“Be on your guard against associating with an evil companion for he will destroy his companion and ruin
his friend."34
Secondly, he said,

"ًﻤﺎ ازددت ﻋﻠﻤﺎﺎﻟ ﻋﻨﺖن ﻛﻮكَ واﻠﱠﻤ ﻋﻼﺎﻫ ﺟﻨﺖن ﻛﻬِﻢ ﻓَﺈﻧﱠﻚَ اﻨﺎﻗَﺸَﺘﺮ ﻣﺔَ واَﻛﺜﻤ واﻟﺤعر اﻟﻮﺲِ اَﻫﻞﺎﻟ"ﺟ

"Associate with people of God-fearingness and wisdom and have frequent discussions with them. If you
are ignorant they will teach you, and if you are a scholar they will increase your knowledge.”35

10. The Worst Food Is The Illegally Gained Food
It can not be denied that food is effective in building one's personality. It is because food changes into
energy and sets our body in motion and is manifested in the form of action and work and would be
permanent in the storage of the days in accordance with the principle of permanency of matter and
energy. It will later manifest into an appropriate shape in the Day of Resurrection.
Thus, if food is lawful and legally-gained, it will manifest itself as a wholesome nutrient and it will bring
about comfort and ease. If it is gained through illegal means it will bring about ﬁre and will badly hurt
man.
The Holy Qur’an talks about the swallowers of the property of the orphans unjustly in the following
manner:

َنﻠَﻮﺼﻴﺳا و ﻧَﺎرﻬِﻢﻄُﻮﻧ ﺑﻠُﻮنَ ﻓﻛﺎﺎ ﻳﻧﱠﻤﺎ ا ﻇُﻠْﻤﺘَﺎﻣ اﻟْﻴالﻮﻣﻠُﻮنَ اﻛﺎ ﻳنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ"ا
"اﻴﺮﻌﺳ
"As for those who swallow the property of the orphans unjustly, surely they only swallow ﬁre into
their bellies and they shall enter burning ﬁre"36
And as for those who conceal the rights, the Holy Qur’an says:

ﺎﻚَ ﻣﻟَﺌو اًﻴﻨًﺎ ﻗَﻠ ﺛَﻤونَ ﺑِﻪﺸْﺘَﺮﻳﺘَﺎبِ وْ اﻟﻦ ﻣﻪ اﻟلﻧﺰﺎ اﻮنَ ﻣﺘُﻤ ﻳنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ"ا
ﺬَاب ﻋﻢﻟَﻬ وﻴﻬِﻢﻛﺰ ﻳ وﺔﺎﻣﻴ اﻟْﻘمﻮ ﻳﻪ اﻟﻢﻬﻤّﻠ ﻳ و اﻟﻨﱠﺎر اﻬِﻢﻄُﻮﻧ ﺑﻠُﻮنَ ﻓﻛﺎﻳ
"ﻴﻢﻟا
"Surely those who conceal any part of the Book that Allah has revealed and take for it a small
price, they eat nothing but ﬁre in their bellies, and Allah will not speak to them on the Day of
resurrection, nor will He purify them, and they shall have a painful chastisement"37
As you will observe, for both swallowers of the properties of orphans and the concealers of facts,
through which they gain illegal proﬁts, the ﬁre of Hell is anticipated. Their actions are symbolized as ﬁres
and this hurts them in the Hereafter.

" هﺮاً ﻳةً ﺷﺮ ذَرﺜﻘَﺎلﻞ ﻣﻌﻤﻦ ﻳﺮاً ـ وﻣﻠُﻮا ﺣﺎﺿﻤﺪُوا ﻣﺎ ﻋﺟ"وو
"And what they had done they shall ﬁnd present there”.38
“And he who has done an atom's weight of evil shall see it"39
It is for this reason that the illegally gained property is severely reproached in the Islamic traditions, and
it is supposed to be an agent against the acceptance of worship and prayers:
The great Prophet (S) has said:

ﻴﻦﻌةٌ اَر ﺑﻋﻮ دﺐ ﻟَﻪ ﻟَﻴﻠَﺔً وﻟﻢ ﺗُﺴﺘَﺠﻴﻦﻌﻼة اَر ﺑﻞ ﻟَﻪ ﺻ ﻟﻢ ﺗُﻘﺒﺮامﺔَ ﺣ ﻟُﻘﻤﻞﻦ اَﻛ"ﻣ
"ﻢ اﻟّﻠﺤﺪَةَ ﺗُﻨﺒِﺖﺔَ اﻟﻮاﺣن اﻟّﻠﻘﻤ وا ﺑِﻪ اوﻟ ﻓﺎﻟﻨﺎرﺮامﻨﺒِﺘَﻪ اﻟﺤﻢ ﻳﻞ ﻟﺤﺻﺒﺎﺣﺎً وﻛ
"The prayers of one who takes a mouthful of forbidden food will not be accepted for forty nights and his

supplications will not be accepted, either, for forty days. The Fire is worthy of every piece of ﬂesh grown
out of forbidden food, and (even) one mouthful of food is effective in the growth of ﬂesh"40
The great Prophet (S), when answering someone who wanted his supplication to be accepted, said:

"ﺮامﻄﻨَﻚَ اﻟﺤﻞ ﺑ ﻻ ﺗُﺪﺧ.َﻠﻚﺄﻛِﺮ ﻣ"ﻃَﻬ
"Purify your food and do not let anything forbidden enter your stomach"41
In a tradition from Imam Sadiq (as) we read:

"ﻪﺒﺴﺐ ﻣﻄَﻴ ﻓﻠﻴﺗَﻪﻋﻮ د اَن ﺗُﺴﺘَﺠﺎبهﺮ ﺳﻦ"ﻣ
"One who wishes his supplication to be accepted, let his earnings be pure”.42
There is another tradition saying:

"ﺮام اﻟﺤﻞةُ آﻛﻋﻮ دةٌ إﻻﻋﻮ دّﻨ ﻋﺐﺤﺠ"ﻻ ﻳ
"No supplication is veiled from Me, except the supplication of those who eat what is forbidden."43
We read in another tradition:

"ُﻨﱠﺔ اﻟﺠﺒﺖ ﻟَﻪﺟ ﻓَﻘَﺪِ وﺬَﺑِﻪ وذَﺑﻘَﺒِﻪ وﻗَﺒ ﻟَﻘﻠَﻘَﻪ ﺷَﺮَﻗﻦ و"ﻣ
"Heaven is incumbent on one who preserves himself from the evil of his tongue, his stomach and his
sexual organs."44
Regarding the above-mentioned issues, some feeble-minded persons might think the worst kind of food
is the one which hurts him physically. But such impairment is curable and its time is limited to this world
alone. But the damage of the illegally gained food is related to man's soul and is not repairable most of
the time and pertains to the hereafter which is eternal.

11. Injustice To The Weak Is The Worst Of Injustice
Among injustices, the injustice inﬂicted upon the weak people who lack the power to defend themselves,
is the worst kind of tyranny. Injustice to such a person is only possible by one who has no manhood.
Injustice to people who are capable enough to defend themselves is not of the same magnitude as the
ﬁrst one, but it is still very pernicious. This sort of injustice is reproached in the Islamic traditions:
Imam Baqir (as) has said: My Father, at his death, told me one piece of advice:

"ﻪ اﻟﻻﺮاً اﻠَﻴﻚَ ﻧﺎﺻﺠِﺪُ ﻋﻦ ﻻ ﻳ ﻣﺎكَ وﻇُﻠﻢﻳ اَﻨ"ﻳﺎ ﺑ
"My son! Beware of inﬂicting any injustice upon the one who has no helper except God to stand against
you"45
Imam ‘Ali (as) was once asked: Which sin is the quickest in punishment for the sinner? He answered:

ﻠ ﻋﻐ ﺑِﺎﻟﺒﻴﺮِ واﺳﺘَﻄﺎلﺔَ ﺑِﺎﻟﺘَﻘْﺼّﻌﻤ اﻟﻨرﻪ وﺟﺎوﻻ اﻟ ﻟَﻪ اﺮﻦ ﻻ ﻧﺎﺻ ﻣﻦ ﻇَﻠَﻢ"ﻣ
"ﻴﺮاﻟﻔَﻘ
"One who inﬂicts injustice upon a person who has no helper except God, who does not appreciate the
assets; and one who oppresses the poor."46
The Prophet (S) is reported to have said:

"ﻪ اﻟﺮاً ﻏَﻴﺮﺠِﺪُ ﻧﺎﺻﻦ ﻻ ﻳ ﻣﻦ ﻇَﻠَﻢ ﻣﻪ ﻋﻠ اﻟﺐ"اﺷﺘَﺪﱠ ﻏَﻀ
"God's anger is severe toward a person who inﬂicts injustice on one who does not have any helper other
than God."47
Imam Sadiq (as) is also reported to have said:

"ﻞوﺟﺰﻪ ﻋ اﻟﻻﻮﻧﺎً اﺎ ﻋﻠَﻴﻬﻬﺎ ﻋﺒﺎﺣﺠِﺪُ ﺻ ﻻ ﻳﺔﻈﻠَﻤﻦ ﻣ اَﺷَﺪﱡ ﻣﺔﻈﻠَﻤﻦ ﻣﺎ ﻣ"ﻣ
"No injustice is worse than the one whose sufferer has no helper against it but God"48

12. Sometimes Showing Severity Is Better Than Being Lenient
Sometimes it is advisable to be severe instead of kind and lenient. An example is when a child or a
student take advantage of the kindness of the father or the teacher and do not take a lesson. In such a
case the child or the student should be treated severely. Another example is when the mass of people
take advantage of the kindness of the country ofﬁcials and start weakening the government through
participation of revolt. In such a case of mutiny, severity is necessary. This aggression is in fact a kind of
tolerance.
When we observe that the Prophet (S) and Imam ‘Ali (as), although being kind and amicable, used
aggression towards the mutiny-makers, or our Imam, in struggle against trouble-makers was severe, we
will notice that these actions were to keep the independence of the community.
For this reason, Imam (as) has said in his letter:

"ً رِﻓﻘﺎقﻗﺎً ﻛﺎنَ اﻟﺨَﺮ ﺧَﺮذا ﻛﺎنَ اﻟﺮِﻓْﻖ"ا
"Where gentleness is considered to be roughness, there roughness is gentleness”.

13. Sometimes The Remedy Is The Disease And The Disease Is The Remedy
The above title simply means that at times something which on appearance looks hazardous might be
useful or vice versa. Thus appearance should not attract our attention and should not make us happy or
unhappy.

14. Be Aware Of The Intention Of Those Who Give Advice
It is assumed that those who sometimes do not give sincere advice are not sincere and the sincere
advisors are benevolent. But this should not lead us to accept wholly what the advisors try to tell us or to
reject what others tell us.
This is because sometimes we behave in contrast to what we generally believe: i.e. one who is not
considered to be a sincere advisor might be benevolent and a well-wisher, and a sincere counselor
might deceive us. A wise man listens critically to them.
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes:

"ﺢﺴﺘَﻨﺼ اﻟﻤﻏَﺶ وﺢ اﻟﻨﺎﺻ ﻏَﻴﺮﺢﻤﺎ ﻧَﺼﺑ"ور

"Sometimes one who is not a sincere counselor gives sincere advice and the one considered to be a
sincere counselor gives insincere advice”.
This teaching is in harmony with the instructions of the Holy Qur’an which says:

ﻪ اﻟﻢﺪَاﻫ ﻫﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻟَﺌو اﻨَﻪﺴﺣﻮنَ اﺘﱠﺒِﻌ ﻓَﻴلﻮنَ اﻟْﻘَﻮﻌﺘَﻤﺴ ﻳﺎدِي اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺒ ﻋﺮّﺸ"ﻓَﺒ
"ِﺎبﻟْﺒﻟُﻮا او اﻢﻚَ ﻫﻟَﺌواو
"Therefore give good news to my servants: Those who listen to the word then follow the best of
it; those are they whom Allah has guided, and those it is who are the men of understanding"49

15. Reliance On Wishes Is Foolishness
As we have already seen, wishes are essentials of man's life. If he did not have these wishes, he could
not survive.
But to live in the world of fantasy and to live a life of dreams will not do because the materialization of
dreams needs hard work and trial. They say "Three things wear out the intellect: extensive wishes, giving
quick replies (without thought) and excessive laughter"50
It seems that the topic of Abu Tammam’s poem is related to this part of Imam ‘Ali’s (as) statement.51
Abu Tammam says:

"وﻻﻬﺰل ﻣﺰ ﻳ ﻟﻢ اﻷﻣﺎﻧوض رﻪﻮﻣﻤ وﻫﻪﺰﻣ ﻋﻋﺮﻦ ﻛﺎنَ ﻣ"ﻣ
"A person who pastures his determination and resolution in the meadows of wishes will always be weak."
Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

" اﻟﻨُﻮﻛﻊﻀﺎﺋﻧﱠﻬﺎ ﺑ ﻓﺎَﻨ اﻟﻤ ﻋﻠﺎلﺎكَ واﻹﺗ"اﻳ
"Beware of relying on wishes for they are the capital of fools."

16. Intellect Is The Safeguarding Of Experiences
In the lexicon the word intellect (‘aql) means understanding. Sometimes it is used as an inﬁnitive:

َﻮنﻤﺎﻟ اﻟﻌﻻﻠُﻬﺎ اﻌﻘوﻣﺎ ﻳ
"And none understand them but the learned"52
This word may sometimes be used in the nominal form. In that case it means: "The power which
distinguishes good from bad, right from wrong, and truth from falsehood".53 Perhaps this second
meaning is meant by the Prophet (S) when he said:

"ﻘْﻞ اﻟﻌﻦ ﻣﻠَﻴﻪ ﻋمﻪ ﺧَﻠْﻘﺎً اَﻛﺮ اﻟ"وﻣﺎ ﺧَﻠَﻖ
"God has not created any creature nobler than the intellect"54
The word ‘aql (intellect) is sometimes used in the sense of ’iqal which is a band by which a camel is
fettered. Thus, ‘aql or intellect is in fact a power which hinders man from going astray. When Imam
Sadiq (as) was asked what the intellect was, he answered:

"ﺠﻨَﺎن اﻟ ﺑِﻪﺐ واﻛﺘَﺴﻦﺣﻤ اﻟﺮﺒِﺪَ ﺑِﻪﺎ ﻋ"ﻣ
"The intellect is a power through which man worships God and by which he earns paradise".
Then he was asked: What was in Mu’awiya, then? He answered:

"ﻘْﻞﺖ ﺑِﺎﻟﻌ وﻟَﻴﺴﻘﻞﺔٌ ﺑِﺎﻟﻌ ﺷَﺒِﻴﻬﻫﻄَﻨَﺔُ وﻠﻚَ اﻟﺸَﻴ ﺗاءﺮَﻠﻚَ اﻟﻨ"ﺗ
"That was cunning. That was devilry. It resembles intellect, but it is not intellect."55
And wherever God reproaches people because they lack intellect, the ﬁrst meaning is meant:

"َﻠُﻮنﻘﻌ ﻳ ﻢ ﻓَﻬﻤ ﻋﻢ ﺑﻢ"ﺻ
"Deaf, dumb and blind, so they do not understand"56
And wherever man, due to lack of intellect, is not considered to be obliged to carry out an action, the
second sense is meant.57 Al-Kaﬁ mentions ‘aql, (intellect) as the opposite of jahl, (ignorance), and

"Kitab al-‘aql wa’l jahl" (The book of the intellect and ignorance) is the title of one of the sections of the
book, where the ﬁrst sense is meant and not ‘aql in contrast to junun (madness).58
Man can comprehend some facts naturally; facts such as the following: whole is greater than each one
of its parts; the combination of two contradictory things is impossible; justice is good, and the like. Man
can also get some facts through experimentation: facts such as the following: the burning act of ﬁre, the
wetness of rain, the instability of injustice, etc.
Concerning this, Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ﺔﻨﻔَﻌ اﻟﻤي اﻟﺆدﺎ ﻳﻤﻼﻫ وﻛﺔﺮِﺑ اﻟﺘَﺠﻘْﻞ وﻋﻊ اﻟﻄَﺒﻘْﻞ ﻋ:ِﻘﻼن ﻋﻘْﻞ"اﻟﻌ
"There are two kinds of intellect: innate intellect and intellect through experience. Both of these lead man
towards beneﬁts."59
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said:

ﻨﻔَﻊﺎ ﻻ ﻳﻤﻮع ﻛﻄﺒﻚُ ﻣ ﻳذا ﻟﻢﻮعٌ اﺴﻤ ﻣﻨﻔَﻊﻮعٌ وﻻ ﻳﺴﻤﻣﻮعٌ وﻄﺒ ﻣ:ِﻘﻼن ﻋﻘﻞ"اﻟﻌ
"ٌﻤﻨُﻮع ﻣﻴﻦ اﻟﻌﻮءﺲِ وﺿ اﻟﺸَﻤﻮءﺿ
"There are two kinds of intellect: innate and what is acquired through hearing. The intellect acquired
through hearing is of no use when there is no innate disposition for it, just as sunlight is of no use when
there is no eyesight."60
Concerning the fact that the innate, natural intellect increases with experiences, Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

" واﻟﺘَﺠﺎرِبﻠﻢةٌ ﺗَﺰِﻳﺪُ ﺑِﺎﻟﻌ ﻏَﺮِﻳﺰﻘْﻞ"اﻟﻌ
"Intellect is an innate quality that increases through knowledge and experience."61
With regards to the above topics, what Imam ‘Ali (as) means by ‘aql in his expression is "the
experimental and acquired intellect” and not theoretical intellect. And by experience he means the
acquisition of partial samples in order to reach to a general conclusion; examples are: injustice is not
eternal; the government of righteousness is steady; Samqunia is a laxative, etc.62

17. The Best Experiences
As it was discussed previously, experience is one of the ways to gain information in this world. Gaining
knowledge and experience helps us to guide our lives in the right path.
Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

"َﻈﻚﻋ ﻣﺎ وﺑﺖﺮ ﻣﺎ ﺟﺧَﻴﺮ"و
“The best of your experiences is that which teaches you a lesson.”
The Prophet (S) also has said: "A believer is not bitten twice from the same hole"63
It is for this reason that the Holy Qur’an, after narrating the stories of the ancient nations, wants us to
take our lessons from them: "In their histories there is certainly a lesson for men of
understanding"64
Imam ‘Ali (as) commands people to take lessons from the previous instructive events:

ِوا ﺑِﺎﻟﻨُﺬُرﺟِﺮ وازدﻊﻮاﻃ واﻋﺘَﺒِﺮوا ﺑﺎﻵي اﻟﺴﻊﺮِ اﻟﻨَﻮاﻓﺒ ﺑِﺎﻟﻌﻪ اﻟﺒﺎدﻈُﻮا ﻋ"ﻓﺎﺗﱠﻌ
"ﻆﻮاﻋاﻟﻤﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟﺬِﻛﺮِ وﻌ واﻧﺘَﻔﻎﻮاﻟاﻟﺒ
"O servants of God, take warning from beneﬁcial admonitions. Take lessons from the clear signs,
restrain yourselves (from sin) through far-reaching warnings and beneﬁt through reminder and
exhortations."65
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said:

ﻦ ﻋﻤﻦ اﻟﺘَﺠﺎرِبِ ﻋ ﻋﻦ ﻏَﻨ ﻣ,ﺐﻮاﻃ اﻟﻌﻦ ﻣﻢﻠ اﻟﺘَﺠﺎرِبِ ﺳﻦ ﻣﻢﻦ اَﺣ"ﻣ
"ِﺐﻮاﻗاﻟﻌ
"One who learns well from experiences is safe from misfortunes; and one who does not care about
experiences cannot anticipate the consequences"66
He has also said:

(ﺎرﺒﻋﺘ اﻻﺮﺔُ ﺗُﺜﻤ)اﻟﺘَﺠﺮِﺑ
“The fruit of experiences is learning lessons”.67
He has said elsewhere:

"ﺎﻟُﻪﺖ اَﻓﻌ اَﺻﺎﺑﻆَ اﻟﺘَﺠﺎرِبﻔﻦ ﺣ"ﻣ
"The deeds of one who safeguards his experiences will be correct."68
But, unfortunately, as Imam ‘Ali (as) says, the number of those who take lessons is few.

"ﺒﺎر اﻹﻋﺘﺮ واﻗَﻞﺒ اﻟﻌﺎ اﻛﺜَﺮ"ﻣ
"How great the number of cases for taking lessons is and how small is the number of those who learn
lessons!"69

18. Taking Advantage Of Opportunities
The proper conditions are not always ready for man. But once in a while there are good opportunities
available to him. Later on, they might not exist any more. The Prophet (S) has said in this regard:

"ﻮا ﻟﻬﺎﺿ أﻻ ﻓَﺘَﻌﺮﺎتﻢ ﻧَﻔﺤﻫﺮِﻛ دﺎم أﻳﻢ ﻓِﺑﺮنﱠ ﻟ"ا
"In the days of your life, there are fragrant breezes (of mercy) from your Lord. Take yourselves forward
to beneﬁt from them."70
In this relation, the Prophet (S) is reported to have said,

"ﻨﻪ ﻋﻐﻠَﻖ ﻳﺘﺪرى ﻣ ﻓﺈﻧﱠﻪ ﻻ ﻳﻨﺘَﻬِﺰه اﻟﺨَﻴﺮِ ﻓَﻠﻴﻦ ﻣﺎب ﺑ ﻟَﻪﺢ ﻓُﺘﻦ"ﻣ
"One to whom a door of good is opened up, let him seize the opportunity since it is not known when it
will be closed to him."71

Of course the chances are as unstable as the clouds in the sky. You should seize them or else you will
lose them for ever.

"ِﺤﺎب اﻟﺴﺮ ﻣﺮ اﻟﺨَﻴﺮِ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻬﺎ ﺗَﻤصوا ﻓُﺮﻧﺘَﻬِﺰ"ا
"Seize opportunities for good since they pass away like clouds".72

"ﺺصِ ﻏُﺼ"ﺗَﺮكُ اﻟﻔُﺮ
"Losing opportunities creates sorrows".73
The Prophet (S) told Abu Dharr:

ﻨﺎكَ ﻗَﺒﻞﻚَ وﻏﻘَﻤ ﺳﻚَ ﻗَﺒﻞﺘﺤﻚَ وﺻﻣﺮ ﻫﻚَ ﻗَﺒﻞ ﺷَﺒﺎﺑ:ٍ ﺧَﻤﺲﻢ ﺧَﻤﺴﺎً ﻗَﺒﻞﻏْﺘَﻨ"ا
"َﻚﻮﺗ ﻣﻴﺎﺗَﻚَ ﻗَﺒﻞﻚَ وﺣ ﺷُﻐﻠﻓَﻘﺮِكَ وﻓَﺮاﻏَﻚَ ﻗَﺒﻞ
"Take advantage of ﬁve things prior to ﬁve other things: your youth prior to your age, your health prior to
your sickness, your wealth prior to your poverty, your leisure prior to your occupation, and your life prior
to your death."74
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter gives the following statement:

"ًﺔﻮنَ ﻏُﺼَ أن ﺗﺔَ ﻗَﺒﻞﺎدِر اﻟﻔُﺮﺻ"ﺑ
"Hasten to avail of opportunity before it becomes grief."
Sa’di, the Persian poet, says:
O young man obey your God today,
Because tomorrow, when you are old, you may not act as a young man;
The world stole from me days,
Each day of which was followed by a Qadr night,
Alas I did not appreciate the value of that day,
Now I start realizing, which is too late;

Due to my ignorance I lost the clear water,
Now I have to carry out Tayamum for my prayers;
When you are in the middle part of youth,
Your night is over, stop sleeping;
Now you try when the water is up to your waist,
Not at the time when ﬂood passes over you head;
Do not waste your life using words like alas;
Because opportunity is dear and time is short.

19. Not Every Seeker Attains (His Desire) Nor Does Every Absent One Return
Sometime a man notices that he has not reached his goals in life. This makes him unhappy. He might
even seclude himself from the community. He might then become a pessimist.
Imam ‘Ali (as) wants to, through examples, show us that this phenomenon is very commonplace. It is not
you alone who have not reached your goals: there are other people like you. Should they be sad and
depressed like you? Or should they circle the difﬁculty and ﬁnd a way out? It is clear that this is the right
way. You might perhaps not have reached your objectives. But is the system of the world established in
such a way that everyone should succeed? Should every traveler return home? Since this is the case,
you have to be content of your God-given fate and avoid being crushed by depression and
disappointment. You have to use your means to compensate for what you have lost.
Regretting the past and worrying about future are two mental disturbances which inﬂict many people and
have put hurdles on their right ways of life. This problem will be solved through a right planning,
however.
Imam as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ﻴﻪﻮه وﻏَﺪاً إﻧّﻤﺎ ﻓﻤﻐﺘَﻨ اَن ﻳﻐﻨﺒﻴﻪ ﻓَﻴ ﻓ اﻟﻨّﺎسﻮمكُ و ﻳﺪر ﻻ ﻳﻮم ﻓَﻴ:ٌ ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔﺎم"اﻻﻳ
"اَﻣﻠُﻪ
"Life consists of three days: a day which has passed, never to return; the present day in which people
are living, of which they should take advantage; and tomorrow, in which one’s hopes lie."75
Concerning the avoidance of depression and worry about the past and future Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

"ِﻮ آتﻌﺪادِ ﺑِﻤﺎ ﻫ اﻻﺳﺘﻦﺸﻐَﻠَﻚَ ﻋ ﻓَﻴ ﻣﺎ ﻓﺎت ﻋﻠﻢﻚَ اﻟﻬﺮ ﻗَﻠﺒ"ﻻ ﺗُﺸْﻌ
"Do not distress yourself about what has passed since it will occupy you from preparation for what is to

come."76
He has also said:

"ًﺔﻚَ اﻟّﺬِي ﻗَﺪ اَﺗﺎكَ ﻏُﺼﻮﻣ ﻳﻚَ ﻋﻠﺄﺗ ﻳﻚَ اﻟّﺬِي ﻟﻢﻮﻣ ﻳﻢﻞ ﻫ"ﻻ ﺗَﺤﻤ
"Do not impose the anxiety about your tomorrow on your today out of grief."77
Elsewhere Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ًﻋﺎﺰ ﺟﻠﻴﻪ ﻋﺎ ﻓَﻼ ﺗَﺄسﻨﻬﻣﺎ ﻓَﺎﺗَﻚَ ﻣ"و
"Do not be grieved over what has escaped you of this world."78
It is also said by Imam ‘Ali (as):

"ﻴﻪ ﻣﺎ ﻓﻮم ﻳﻞﻔﺎكَ ﻛﻚَ ﻛﻮﻣ ﻳﻢ ﻫﻚَ ﻋﻠﻨَﺘ ﺳﻢﻞ ﻫ"ﻓَﻼ ﺗَﺤﻤ
"Do not impose the anxieties for the year ahead on the anxiety of today. What each day holds is
sufﬁcient for you".79
A poet has written:
Why should the earth-dwellers,
Refer to the past events, always;
Why are they sad because of the past events?
Why should they cry on the present happenings?
They have nothing to do except complaining,
They would not take lessons from their past;
One, in his heyday of youth,
Regrets over his childhood;
He is the most handsome,
But frowns and gets an angry face;
How nice the past childhood was, he says,
Be happy that that time has returned;
The other has gone through the youth,
And has found it extremely rough;

He has lost vigor, wisdom and intelligence,
And he has made it his motto to talk on youth;
Where are the days of strength?
So that I could once again engage in love;
What I have seem among people,
Nobody thinks about now, I found;
Everybody is under the inﬂuence of illusions,
Nobody had anything except sorrow;
They don’t know that,
The present will become past pretty soon.

20. Destroying the Provisions For The Hereafter And The Resurrection Day Is A
Great Loss
Those who envisage life only as it is in this world and do not consider the other world, see man’s life and
death as these pertain to the world of beasts and which are materially determined.80
The act of providing for the provisions for the next world might seem vague and at times meaningless to
these people.81
But those who do not limit life span only to the life here and are of the conviction that we have
transformed from material phase to the animal phase and to the human state and ﬁnally enter a phase
called the Hereafter or Resurrection Day. These stages were carried out without our consent, however.
In the Hereafter we have to harvest what we have planted in this world. And if such a day did not exist,
ﬁrst the creation would be aimless; secondly, the lack of such a day is in contradiction with God’s justice;
thirdly, the unstable nature of this world shows that

"ﻌﺎ ﺗَﺴ ﻧَﻔْﺲٍ ﺑِﻤﻞى ﻛﺰﺘُﺠﺎ ﻟﻴﻬﺧْﻔ اﺎدﻛﺔٌ اﻴﺔَ آﺗﺎﻋنﱠ اﻟﺴ"ا
"Surely the hour is coming. I am about to make it manifest so that every soul may be rewarded as
it strives".82
Therefore, if a person destroys the provisions of this hazardous way and thinks of life as it is here in this
world, he will not enjoy a true life even here because he has disobeyed God.83 Since the Resurrection is
inevitable and everybody should see the consequences of his actions in this world, therefore, as Imam
‘Ali (as) has warned us, we should not engage in destroying the provisions for Hereafter by wrong deeds
and holding wrong ideology. This would be a great loss.

21. Every Affair Has An Outcome
Deﬁnitely each act has an outcome. Therefore we should act in such a way as to get good results. This
is only possible through the following ways: First, before engaging in an act, see the outcome: if it is
good, do it; or else, leave it. A man came up to the Prophet (S) and asked him to offer him some pieces
of advice. The Prophet (S) asked him three times if he would carry out what he advised him on. The
answer was positive. The Prophet (S) then said:

ًﺎﻚُ ﻏﻴن ﻳ واﻪﺷﺪاً ﻓﺎﻣﻀﻚُ ر ﻓﺈن ﻳﺘَﻪﺒﺎﻗﺮ ﻋ ﺑِﺄﻣﺮٍ ﻓَﺘَﺪَﺑﻤﺖﻤ ﻫذا أﻧﺖﻴﻚَ ا"اُوﺻ
"ﻨﻪ ﻋﻓﺎﻧﺘَﻪ
"I advise you, that when you intend to do something, reﬂect on its outcome. If it is in the right direction,
continue with it; but if it is on the path of error, leave it ".84
Second, select the right path of action since the Holy Qur’an says:

ﻦ ﻣﻮتﻴﺗُﻮا اﻟْﺒا وَ اﺗﱠﻘﻦ ﻣ اﻟْﺒِﺮﻦَﻟﺎ وﻮرِﻫ ﻇُﻬﻦ ﻣﻮتﻴﺗُﻮا اﻟْﺒنْ ﺗَﺎ ﺑِﺎ اﻟْﺒِﺮﺲﻟَﻴ"و
"ﺎاﺑِﻬﻮﺑا
"..It is not righteousness that you whould enter houses at their backs, but righteousness is this
that one should guard against evil; and go into the houses by their doors..."85
Jabir has reported from Imam Baqir (as) his saying:

"َﺎن اﻻﻣﻮرِ ﻛﻬﺎ أيﻦ ﺟِﻬﺎﺗ ﻣﻮر أن ﺗَﺄﺗُﻮا اﻻﻣﻐﻨﺒ"و ﻳ
"It is advisable to enter affairs, whatever they may be, through their (right) directions."86
On the one hand, the Holy Qur’an enumerates the good things87 which await the true believers88 (those
who guard against evil). On the other hand, the Qur’an commands people not to be rejecters89, guilty,90
mischief-makers91 and unjust.92
Imam Sadiq (as) says:

ﻪﻢ ﻟّ اﻻﻋﻤﺎلِ ﻓَﻌﻈﻞ اﻓﻀ ﻓ واﻧﺖ ﺗَﻘﺒِﺾّﺘﻠُﻚ ﺣﻤ ﺑِﺨَﻴﺮٍ ﻋﺨﺘَﻢ أن ﻳن اَردت"ا

ﺪﺗَﻪﺟﻦ و ﻣﻞﻨﻚَ واَﻛﺮِم ﻛ ﻋﻪ ﺑِﺤﻠﻤ واَن ﺗَﻐﺘَﺮﻴﻪﻌﺎﺻ ﻣ ﻓﻪﺎﯨ ﻧَﻌﻤ اَن ﺗَﺒﺬِلﻘﱠﻪﺣ
"ﻨﺎﺗﻮد ﺑِﻤﻞﻨﺘَﺤﻧﺎ او ﻳﺮﺬﻛﻳ
"If you wish to seal your acts with good in such a way that at the time of death you have a good record of
good deeds, then magnify the rights of Allah such that you do not use His blessings in disobedience to
Him, you do not consider yourself strong because of His forbearance towards you, and honour all those
whom you ﬁnd mentioning us or professing love for us."93
Third, the selection of right ways and the carrying out of good deeds should be continuous all the way
through the life. There are some, like Talha, Zubayr, Hassan b. Thabit, Usama b. Zayd, and others who
selected the right way at ﬁrst but later disregarded their obligations and turned into the losers.
In contrast, there have been people who were wrong-doers throughout their life but suddenly, due to the
right decision-making, became the fortunate ones, such as Hurr b. Yazeed ar-Riyahi, and Zuhayr Ibn
Qayn.94
For this reason, the outcome is of crucial signiﬁcance. Jesus Christ (as) has said in this connection:

 ﻓَﻤﺎذا ﺗَﻘُﻮل: ﻗﺎﻟﻮا،َﻚﺬﻟﻢ ﻛَ ﻟ واَﻧﺎ ﻻ اﻗﻮلﻪﺎﺳ ﺑِﺄﺳنﱠ اﻟﺒِﻨﺎء ا:َﻘُﻮﻟُﻮن ﻳنﱠ اﻟﻨّﺎس"ا
" اﻷﺳﺎسﻮ ﻫﻞ اﻟﻌﺎﻣﻪﻌﻀﺮٍ ﻳﺠ ﺣﺮنﱠ آﺧﻢ اَ ﻟ اﻗﻮلﻖ ﺑِﺤ:ﻪ؟ ﻗﺎل اﻟوحﻳﺎ ر
"People say: The value of a building is determined by its foundation. But I do not say that to you”. They
asked him: “What do you say, Spirit of Allah?” He said: “By the truth, I say to you that the last stone
which the builder puts on the building is the foundation." The narrator says "What is meant is the endproduct"95
The Prophet (S) is also reported to have said:

ﻘﺎ ﺑﻴﻤ ﻓﻦ اَﺳﺎء وﻣﻦ ذَﻧﺒِﻪ ﻣﻀﺆاﺧَﺬُ ﺑِﻤﺎ ﻣ ﻟﻢ ﻳﻤﺮِهﻦ ﻋ ﻣﻘﻴﻤﺎ ﺑ ﻓﻦﻦ اَﺣﺴ"ﻣ
"ِﺮلِ واﻵﺧﺬَ ﺑِﺎﻷو اُﺧﻤﺮِهﻦ ﻋﻣ
"One who does good deeds for the remaining part of his life shall not suffer for the sins previously
performed. But one who does evil in what remains of his life, will be punished both for his earlier and his
later sins."96
The Prophet (S) is also reported to have said:

"ﻪﻤ ﺧَﻮاﺗﻞﻤﻼكُ اﻟﻌ"ﻣ
"The basis for the action (to be right or wrong) is its end."97
However, it is us who determine the results of our action.

22. What Is Destined For You Will Soon Come To You
All events of this world, including the sustenance and livelihood of all creatures, are predetermined by
Allah:

"ﻠُﻮمﻌ ﺑِﻘَﺪَرٍ ﻣ اِﻟُﻪﺎ ﻧُﻨَﺰﻣ وﻨُﻪاﺋﻨْﺪَﻧَﺎ ﺧَﺰ ﻋ اءَ ﺷﻦنْ ﻣا"و
"And there is not a thing but with Us are the treasures of it, and We do not send it down but in a
known measure".98
And Allah will determine each creature's sustenance in accordance with its capacities. Since the gaining
of livelihood through prohibited ways entails mental and spiritual losses, we are not allowed to engage in
greed, injustice, aggression, theft or the like to achieve our objectives.
Imam ‘Ali (as) prohibits us from gaining possessions through illegal and forbidden means and warns us
that the predetermined sustenance will keep a person from engaging in unlawful acts.
Thus, the traditions and the verses of the Holy Qur’an which deal with the predetermination of livelihood
are a hurdle on the way of the greed of the world-mongers who do every sort of injustice to attain what
they wish for. These verses and traditions warn such people not to struggle in vain. If they go through
legal ways, they will receive what they need.99
And the Holy Qur’an says:

 ﻓﻞﺎ ﻛﻬﻋدﺘَﻮﺴﻣﺎ وﻫﺘَﻘَﺮﺴ ﻣﻠَﻢﻌﻳﺎ و رِزْﻗُﻬﻪ اﻟَﻠ ﻋضِ ار ا ﻓﺔاﺑ دﻦﺎ ﻣﻣ"و
"ﺒِﻴﻦﺘَﺎبٍ ﻣﻛ
"And there is no animal in the earth but on Allah is the sustenance of it, and He knows its resting
place and its depository; all things are in a manifest book"100

23. Often the Little (Wealth) Becomes More Abundant Than What Is Much
A possession gained through unlawful and incorrect means may be much but has evil consequences.
Such unlawfully-gained assets are usually short-lived for one thing and are a burden over the shoulders
of the possessor. But lawfully-gained assets may be small but they have pleasant consequences.
Imam al-Kadhim (as) says:

ﺎ ﺧَﻠﱠﻔَﻪ وﻣﻠَﻴﻪﺮ ﻋﺆﺟ ﻳ ﻟﻢﺎ اَﻧﻔَﻘَﻪ وﻣﻴﻪ ﻓك ﻟَﻪﺒﺎر ﻳ ﻟﻢن ﻧَﻤ واﻨﻤ ﻻ ﻳﺮامنﱠ اﻟﺤ"ا
"ِ اﻟﻨّﺎرﻟ اهﻛﺎنَ زَاد
"Unlawfully-gained assets will not increase in volume and value. Even if they do, they will not last. If one
gives charity from such possessions, he will not be rewarded. (This, in fact, is another crime). Whatever
one leaves behind of such illegal assets, will be provisions for one's Hell ﬁre"101
Imam as-Sadiq (as) has said:

" ﻧَﻬﺎﺑِﺮﻪ ﻓ اﻟﻪﺒﻬﺎوِش اَذﻫﻦ ﻣ ﻣ ﻣﺎﻻﻊﻤﻦ ﺟ"ﻣ
"A person who gains wealth through unlawful means, God will take it away from him in places of
destruction."102
Abu ‘Uthman says: I knew a father who loved one of his sons, but hated the other. At the time of his
death he endowed all his possession, which was more than two hundred thousand Dirhams, to his
beloved son and deprived the other one of his possession. The man was an oil-seller. After the death of
both the brothers we saw the children of the rich brother dependent on the children of the poor brother
and being given alms by them.103
Each one of us comes across individuals who have amassed huge amounts of wealth, but who have
become wretched. On the other hand, we know individuals who started from nothing but have been
successful in life. History is ﬁlled with such events.

24. There Is No Good In An Ignoble Helper Or A Friend Who Is Suspect (Whose
Sincerity Is Suspect)
One of the beneﬁts of friendship is to get help in solving problems. It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as)
orders us:

ﺎ ﻓَﻤ: ﺗَﻌﺎﻟﻪ ﻗَﻮﻟﻟﻮنَ اﻌ اَﻻ ﺗَﺴﺘَﻤةﺮ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ واﻵﺧﺪﱠةٌ ﻓﻢ ﻋانِ ﻓﺈﻧﱠﻬﻢ ﺑِﺎﻹﺧﻮﻠَﻴ"ﻋ
"ﻴﻢﻤ ﺣﺪِﻳﻖ ﺻ وﻴﻦﻌ ﺷَﺎﻓﻦﻟَﻨَﺎ ﻣ
‘Strengthen your bonds of friendship with your brothers in religion, for they are a provision both here and
in the Hereafter. Have you not heard that Allah in the Holy Qur’an reports from the sinners who say:
“So we have no intercessors, nor a true friend.”’ (26:100-101)104
Imam ‘Ali (as) describes a friend as the closest relative and the best agent for prosperity both here and
in the Hereafter:

690"ﻳﻦ اﻟﺬٌﺧﺮﻞ أﻓﻀﺪِﻳﻖ اﻷﻗﺎرِبِ ـ اﻟﺼب اَﻗﺮﺪِﻳﻖ"اﻟﺼ
“The companionship of one who does not associate with you as a helper against your self, will have evil
consequences, if you but knew”!

691"ﻤﺖﻠن ﻋﻠَﻴﻚَ ا ﻋﺎلﺘُﻪ و ﺑﺤﺒﻚَ ﻓَﺼ ﻧَﻔْﺴﻴﻨﺎً ﻋﻠﻌﻚَ ﻣﺒﺼﺤﻦ ﻻ ﻳ"ﻣ
For this reason, the great Prophet (S) has said:

"ﻪﺘﺠﺎﻟَﺴ ﻣ ﻟَﻚَ ﻓ ﻓَﻼ ﺧَﻴﺮﻧﻴﺎه ودﻪ ﺗَﻨﻔَﻊ ﺑِﺪِﻳﻨﻦ ﻟﻢ"ﻣ
"There is no good in the companionship of one whose religion and world is not of any beneﬁt."105
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter has emphasized:

"ﻴﻦ ﻇَﻨﺪِﻳﻖ ﺻ وﻻ ﻓﻬِﻴﻦ ﻣﻴﻦﻌ ﻣ ﻓ"ﻻ ﺧَﻴﺮ
“There is no good in an ignoble helper or in a friend who is (whose sincerity is) suspect.”

25. Patiently Beneﬁt From Your Time
When life conditions are proper for us, we should patiently beneﬁt from it and we should not overtax

ourselves. Some of the self-satisﬁed individuals would go very fast when they are at the zenith of fame.
We may easily ﬁnd examples in history. The communist government of Russia (USSR) and the Baath
party and Saddam Hussain in Iraq clearly show that exerting pressure on people lead to the poverty and
wretchedness of people.
But the wise people continuously try to recognise the capacity and potentials of their time and patiently
beneﬁt from them. Regarding this, Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ارى زَﻣﺎﻧَﻪﻦ د ﻣ"اﻟﺤﺎزِم
"A prudent man is he who adapts to his time."
Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes in his letter:

"هﻮد ﻟَﻚَ ﻗُﻌ ﻣﺎ ذَلﻞ اﻟﺪَﻫﺮﺎﻫ"ﺳ
"As long as time is in your grasp, take your share of it".
Of course, this act of tolerance towards time, even when the conditions are not favorable, like the
twenty-ﬁve-year stay of Imam ‘Ali (as) at home or the ten–year stay of the second Imam (as) at home or
the cease ﬁre between Iran and Iraq by Imam Khomeini (as) is very hard to digest, but this tolerance and
prudence is necessary at times.

26. Do Not Put Anything At Risk Hoping For Something More Than It.
Man sometimes, in the hope to gain more proﬁts, engages in some actions the results of which are not
clear to him.
But it should be observed that man’s actions should be based on reason and wise probability is part of
man’s procedure to safeguard higher beneﬁts. It is for this reason that man should not lose his capital for
the sake of assumed improbable beneﬁts.
There are some people who do not make use of prudence and get themselves involved in hazardous
actions. For instance, without considering the status of a merchandise item in business circles, he
purchases those goods in the hope to gain more proﬁts. In this way the greedy merchant easily goes
bankrupt.
Imam ‘Ali (as) means by an adventurer merchant the one who keeps his capital but in order to get more

proﬁts, he engages in wise transactions. But when Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

"ﻨﻪ ﻣ أﻛﺜَﺮﺟﺎء رﺮ ﺑِﺸَﻴ"وﻻ ﺗُﺨﺎﻃ
"Do not put anything at risk hoping for something more than it”.
he means the greed-motivated actions of the businessman which are harmful for him.

27. Do Not Be Stubborn
Being stubborn is one of the most hateful traits of human being. The Holy Qur’an talks about the
disclaimers of rightfulness, who suffer from obstinacy; the Qur’an says: These people insist on their
wrong ways ignoring the blessings they enjoy:

ﻢﺧَﺬْﻧَﺎﻫﻟَﻘَﺪْ اﻮنَ وﻬﻤﻌ ﻳﻬِﻢﺎﻧ ﻃُﻐْﻴﻮا ﻓٍ ﻟَﻠَﺠﺮ ﺿﻦ ﻣﺎ ﺑِﻬِﻢﺸَﻔْﻨَﺎ ﻣﻛ وﻢﻨَﺎﻫﻤﺣ رﻟَﻮ"و
"َﻮنﻋﺮﺘَﻀﺎ ﻳﻣ وِﻬِﻢﺑﺮﺎﻧُﻮا ﻟَﺘﺎ اﺳﺬَابِ ﻓَﻤﺑِﺎﻟْﻌ
"And if We show mercy to them and remove the distress they have, they would persist in their
inordinacy, blindly wandering on. And We overtook them with chastisement, but they were not
submissive to their Lord, nor do they humble themselves."106
Concerning these obstinate people, the Holy Qur’an says:

"ٍﻧُﻔُﻮرٍ وﺘُﻮ ﻋﻮا ﻓ ﻟَﺠﻞ ﺑﻚَ رِزْﻗَﻪﺴﻣنْ ا اﻢُزُﻗﺮﺬَا اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻳ ﻫﻦﻣ"ا
"Or who is it that will give you sustenance if He should withhold His sustenance? Nay! They
persist in disdain and aversion"107
Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

" اﻟﺮأيﺐﺔُ ﺗَﺴﻠﺎﺟ"اﻟﻠﺠ
"Obstinacy deprives man of correct judgment".108

At another case, he considers obstinacy as an agent for destruction:

"ﺔ اﻟّﻠﺠﺎجﻴﻄ ﺑِﻚَ ﻣﻴﺢﺎكَ أن ﺗَﻄﻳ"ا
"Beware that the stubborn mount should run away with you” (Avoid obstinacy because it will destroy
you).109
In a letter which he has written to people in different cities explaining what took place in Sifﬁn, Imam ‘Ali
(as) talks about the nastiness of obstinacy in the following words:

ﻮءةُ اﻟﺴﺮاﺋت دﺎر وﺻ ﻗَﻠﺒِﻪﻪ ﻋﻠ اﻟّﺬِي رانَ اﻟﺲﻮ اﻟﺮاﻛى ﻓَﻬ وﺗَﻤﺎدﻦ ﻟَﺞ"وﻣ
"ﻪأﺳ رﻋﻠ
"One who is obstinate and persists (in straying from the right path) is one who has turned himself
backwards (to disbelief), whose heart Allah has covered and he has become liable to evil calamities."110
Sometimes this state of obstinacy is so great that the stubborn person, in order not to yield to justice,
asks God for the descent of divine chastisement so that he may get destroyed, but he is not ready to
hear the truth. In the occasion of the descent of the holy Surah of Ma’arij we read: When the great
Prophet (S) of Islam introduced Imam ‘Ali (as) as his successor in al-Ghadeer, a man called Luqman Ibn
Harith or Harith Ibn Nu’man or Jabir Ibn Nasr asked the Prophet (S): “Did you do this on your own or
was it an order from Allah?" The Prophet (S) answered:
"I swear by Allah who is Unique, this act was done by His order."
When Nu’man heard this reply from the Prophet, he went away, saying:

"ﺎءﻤ اﻟﺴﻦةً ﻣﺎرﺠﻨَﺎ ﺣﻠَﻴ ﻋﺮﻄﻣﻨْﺪِكَ ﻓَﺎ ﻋﻦ ﻣﻖ اﻟْﺤﻮﺬَا ﻫﺎنَ ﻫنْ ﻛ اﻢ"اﻟﻠﱠﻬ
"O God, if this is the truth from you, throw a stone from the sky upon us."
At this moment, a stone fell from the sky, killing him on the spot. The following Qur’anic verse was then
revealed to the Prophet:

698"ﺎرِجﻌ ذِي اﻟْﻤﻪ اﻟﻦ ﻣﻊاﻓ د ﻟَﻪﺲ ﻟَﻴﺮﻳﻦﺎﻓْﻠ ﻟﻊاﻗﺬَابٍ و ﺑِﻌﻞﺎﺋ ﺳلﺎ"ﺳ

"One demanding, demanded the chastisement which must befall the unbelievers - there is none
to avert it - from Allah, the Lord of the ways of Ascent." [Qur’an 70:1-3].
It is for this reason that we sometimes hear:

"ﺎجﻪ اﻟّﻠﺠ اﻟﻦ"ﻟَﻌ
"May Allah curse the obstinate".
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said:

"ﻼءﻠﺒ ﻟضﺮﺘَﻌ اﻟّﻠﺠﺎج ﻣﺐاﻛ"ر
"One who rides the palfrey of obstinacy is exposed to misfortunes"111
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said:

700"ﻄَﺐﺎج اﻟﻌﺮةُ اﻟّﻠﺠ"ﺛَﻤ
"The fruit of obstinacy is destruction".
Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter has also said:

"ﺔُ اﻟّﻠﺠﺎجﻴﻄ ﺑِﻚَ ﻣﺢﺎكَ أن ﺗَﺠﻤ"واﻳ
"Beware that the stubborn mount should become ungovernable."
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ِ  اﻟّﻠﻄ ﻋﻠﺪودِهﻨﺪَ ﺻﻠَﺔ وﻋ اﻟﺼ ﻋﻠﻪﻣﺮﻨﺪَ ﺻﻴﻚَ ﻋﻦ اَﺧﻚَ ﻣﻞ ﻧَﻔﺴ"اﺣﻤ
ﻒ
 اﻟّﻠﻴﻦ ﻋﻠﻪﺪﱠﺗﻨﺪَ ﺷِ وﻋ اﻟﺪﻧُﻮ ﻋﻠﺪِهﻨﺪَ ﺗَﺒﺎﻋﺬْلِ وﻋ اﻟﺒ ﻋﻠﻮدِهﻤﻨﺪَ ﺟ وﻋﺔﺑﻘﺎرواﻟﻤ
ﻊﺎكَ ان ﺗَﻀﻳﻠَﻴﻚَ وا ﻋﺔﻌﻤ ذو ﻧﺒﺪٌ وﻛﺄﻧّﻪ ﻋ ﻛﺄﻧّﻚَ ﻟَﻪّﺘﺬرِ ﺣ اﻟﻌ ﻋﻠﻪﺮﻣﻨﺪَ ﺟوﻋ
ًﺪِﻳﻘﺎﻚَ ﺻﺪِﻳﻘ ﺻﺪُوﺬَنﱠ ﻋﺘﱠﺨ ﻻ ﺗﻪﻠَﻪ ﺑِﻐَﻴﺮِ اﻫﻠ او اَن ﺗَﻔﻌﻪﻌﻮﺿ ﻏَﻴﺮِ ﻣﻚَ ﻓذﻟ
 ﻟﻢع اﻟﻐَﻴﻆَ ﻓﺎﻧﺮﺔً وﺗَﺠﻨﺔً او ﻗَﺒِﻴﺤﺴ ﺣﺔﻴﺤﺾ اَﺧﺎكَ اﻟﻨَﺼﺪِﻳﻘَﻚَ واﻣﺤ ﺻﻓَﺘُﻌﺎدِي
َ ﻟَﻚﻴﻦﻠﻮﺷَﻚُ أن ﻳﻦ ﻏَﺎﻟَﻈَﻚَ ﻓﺈﻧّﻪ ﻳﻤﻦ ﻟﻟﺔً وﻐﺒﻻ اَﻟَﺬﱠ ﻣﺒﺔً وﺎﻗﻨﻬﺎ ﻋ ﻣَﺔً اَﺣﻠﺮﻋ ﺟار

 ﻟَﻪﻖﻴﻚَ ﻓﺎﺳﺘَﺒﺔَ اَﺧﻴﻌ ﻗَﻄدتن ارﻳﻦ وا اﻟﻈَﻔَﺮ اﺣﻠ ﻓﺈﻧّﻪِكَ ﺑﺎﻟﻔَﻀﻞﺪو ﻋوﺧُﺬ ﻋﻠ
ﺪِّق ﺑِﻚَ ﺧَﻴﺮاً ﻓﺼﻦ ﻇَﻦﻣ و.ﺎﻮﻣﺎً ﻣﻚَ ﻳ ذَﻟﺪا ﻟَﻪن ﺑﻟَﻴﻬﺎ ا اﺮﺟِﻊﺔً ﻳﻴﻘﻚَ ﺑﻦ ﻧَﻔﺴﻣ
ﻦ ﻣ ﻟَﻚَ ﺑﺄخ ﻟَﻴﺲﻴﻨَﻪ ﻓﺈﻧّﻪﻴﻨَﻚَ و ﺑﺎ ﺑ ﻣ ﻋﻠﺎﻻّﻴﻚَ اﺗ اَﺧﻖ ﺣﻦﻴﻌﻻ ﺗُﻀﻇَﻨﱠﻪ و
ﻻﻨﻚَ وﺪَ ﻋﻦ زَﻫﻴﻤ ﻓﻦﻻ ﺗَﺮﻏَﺒ ﺑِﻚَ و اﻟﺨَﻠﻖَﻦ اَﻫﻠُﻚَ اَﺷﻘﻻ ﻳ و.ﻘﱠﻪ ﺣاَﺿﻌﺖ
 اﻗﻮىةﺎء اﻹﺳ ﻋﻠﻮﻧَﻦﻻ ﻳﻪ وﻠَﺘ ﺻﻠﻨﻚَ ﻋﻚَ اَﻗﻮى ﻣﺘﻴﻌ ﻗَﻄﻠ اَﺧُﻮكَ ﻋﻮﻧَﻦﻳ
ﻪﺗﺮﻀ ﻣ ﻓﻌﺴ ﻳﻚَ ﻓﺈﻧﱠﻪﻦ ﻇَﻠﻤ ﻣﻠﻴﻚَ ﻇُﻠْﻢنﱠ ﻋﺮﺒﻻ ﻳﺎنِ و اﻹﺣﺴﻨﻚَ ﻋﻠﻣ
"هﻮءكَ ان ﺗَﺴﺮﻦ ﺳ ﻣﺰاء ﺟﻚَ وﻟَﻴﺲوﻧَﻔﻌ
“Against the unfriendly behavior of your brother, do the following: when he severs his relationship with
you, you (continue to) establish relations with him. When he turns away from you, you show kindness
and draw close to him. When he is stingy, be generous towards him; when he moves away, you come
near to him. When he is harsh, you be gentle towards him. When he commits an offense, forgive him.

Treat him so until it is as if you are his slave and he is your benefactor. But take care not to do this
where it is inappropriate or to one who is not worthy of it. Never take the enemy of your friend as your
friend, for in this way you will incur the hostility of your friend. Be sincere in your advice to your brother
whether this advice is good or ugly (in his opinion). Swallow your anger, for I have not seen a draught
sweeter in outcome than it, or with a more pleasant result. Be gentle to one who treats you harshly: he
will soon be gentle towards you.
Treat your enemy with favours, because it is the sweeter of the two victories (i.e. revenge or the
bestowal of favours). If you wish to sever relations with your brother, leave some room for him to return
to your friendship if he wishes to someday. If one has a good opinion of you, conﬁrm his opinion of you.
Never neglect your brother’s right by relying on the friendship that is between you and him, because one
whose rights you neglect is not your brother. Do not let your family be the most wretched of people
because of you. Do not desire (the friendship of) one who shuns you.
Your brother should not be more powerful in severing relations with you than you are in establishing
relations with him, and he should not be stronger in ill-treatment of you than you are in doing good to
him. Do not consider as great the wrong-doing of one who wrongs you because he is harming himself
and beneﬁting you. The reward of one who makes you happy is not that you should offend him”.

Commentary
Imam ‘Ali (as), in this letter, mentions some of the delicate tasks of a man towards his friend. We will
refer to some of these points below:

The Role Of Friendship And The Tasks Imposed By It
Although some of these points have already been dealt with sporadically in this book, a compact
summary of them is in order here.
As we know, a man needs a genuine friend and companion for the following reasons:
1. Man is a sociable creature by nature. He may not carry on living without a companion.
Thus, Raghib, under the item "insan" (man) writes:
"Man is called (man) because he is created in such a way that he can not continue his life without others.
Thus, it is said that man is sociable by nature. This is because he may not solve his problems without
others’ cooperation"1
2. One of the ways a man’s personality takes form is his association with his fellow-creatures. This is
because, due to his trait of forming habits, he learns from others. It is said,

702"ﻴﻠﻪ وﻗَﺮِﻳﻨﻪ ﺧَﻠ دِﻳﻦﻠ ﻋﺮء"اﻟﻤ

"A person follows the religion of his intimate friend and companion”.
3. A man has needs which he can not satisfy single-handedly. A friend can help him out of his
difﬁculties. Imam ‘Ali (as) has said in this respect:

"ةﺮاﻵﺧ اﻟﺪّﻧﻴﺎ وﺪﱠةٌ ﻓﻢ ﻋﻧﱠﻬﻢ ﺑﺎﻻﺧﻮانِ ﻓﺎﻠَﻴ"ﻋ
"Do not forget to have brethren and good friends; they are a provision (for you) in this world and in the
Hereafter."2
However, ﬁrstly in selecting friends we should take care. The person might tarn out to be a thief.
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said in this respect:

" ﻻ ﺗَﻌﻠَﻢاً واﻧﺖ ﺷﺮﻪﻦ ﻃَﺒﻌﺴﺮِق ﻣﻚَ ﻳ ﻓﺈنﱠ ﻃَﺒﻌِﻳﺮﺐِ اﻟﺸﺮ"ﻻ ﺗَﺼﺤ
"Do not take a bad person as your friend because your nature steals evil from his nature while you are
unaware."
In another occasion, Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

704"ﺮاﻓَﻘَﺔ اﻷﺷﺮار ﻣ اﻹﺿﻄﺮار إﻟﻦ ﻏَﻴﺮِ اﺧﺘﺒﺎر أﻟﺠﺄهﻦ اﺗّﺨﺬَ أﺧﺎً ﻣ"ﻣ
"A person who takes a brother (as a friend) without putting him to the test, will be compelled to be friends
with evil people."
Secondly, when we purposefully select a person as a friend, we will know the limits of friendship. Finding
a friend is easy, keeping him is much harder.

 ﺑِﻪﻦ ﻇَﻔَﺮ ﻣﻊﻴﻦ ﺿ ﻣﻨﻪ ﻣﺰ وأﻋﺠ،ﺴﺎبِ اﻻﺧﻮان ﻋﻦ اﻛﺘﺠِﺰﻦ ﻋ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﻣﺰ"أﻋﺠ
"ﻢﻨﻬﻣ
"The weakest person is the one who cannot ﬁnd a friend and still weaker than such a person is the one
who loses his friend."3

The Rights And Limits Of Friendship In Imam ‘Ali’s Words
In books on ethics there are discussion on the rights and limits of friendship in detail. There are even
some books written on this issue.4 But in the following section we will describe these rights as Imam ‘Ali
(as) perceives them.

1. Protecting The Bond Of Friendship
One of the rights of friendship is the protection of the bond of friendship. Imam ‘Ali (as) in this respect
says:

ﻔﻆُ ﻗَﺪِﻳﻢ وﺣﻪ أوﻃﺎﻧﻴﻨﻪ اﻟﻨ وﺣﻪﻦ زَﻣﺎﻧ ﻣﻀ ﻣﺎ ﻣ ﻋﻠهﺎو ﺑﺮء اﻟﻤمﺮﻦ ﻛ"ﻣ
"ﻪﺧﻮاﻧا
"Among the nobilities of man is his weeping over the days of his life (that he has passed negligently), his
yearning for his homeland and keeping his old friends".5
Imam ‘Ali (as) reports from the Prophet (S) that he considered thirty rights for a Muslim's bond of
friendship.6
Now what should one do if his partner sold this valuable item for nothing? Should he stay indifferent
towards the other person's indignation, or should he do his best to establish his friendship once again?
In books of traditions there are many cases on friendship. We will discuss two of them here:
a) The great Prophet (S) has said:

ﻦ اﻹﺳﻼم وﻟَﻢ ﻣﻴﻦ ﻛﺎﻧﺎ ﺧَﺎرﺟﺤﺎنِ إﻻﺼﻄَﻠﺜﺎ ﺛَﻼﺛﺎً ﻻ ﻳﺮا ﻓَﻤ ﺗَﻬﺎﺟﻴﻦﻤﺴﻠﻤﺎ ﻣ"أﻳ
ﻮمﻨﱠﺔ ﻳ اﻟﺠ إﻟﻴﻪ ﻛﺎنَ اﻟﺴﺎﺑِﻖ أﺧﻼم ﻛ إﻟﻖﺒﻬﻤﺎ ﺳﺔٌ ﻓﺄﻳﻤﺎ وِﻻﻳﻴﻨَﻬﻦ ﺑﻳ
"ِﺴﺎباﻟﺤ
"If two Muslims cut off relations with each other and remain so for three days without reconciliation, they
are both out of Islam and there is no friendship between them. Whichever of them precedes in speaking
to his brother will precede him in entering Paradise on the Day of Reckoning”.7
b) Imam Sadiq (as) has stated:

ﻤﺎﺑةَ واﻟّﻠﻌﻨَﺔَ ورﺮاءﻤﺎ اﻟﺒﺪُﻫ اﺣﺐ اﺳﺘَﻮﺟ اﻟﻬِﺠﺮانِ إﻻﻼنِ ﻋﻠﺟ رﻔﺘَﺮِق"ﻻ ﻳ
ﺎلﻢ ﻓَﻤﺎ ﺑﺪاكَ ﻫﺬا اﻟﻈَﺎﻟﻪ ﻓ اﻟﻠَﻨﻌ ﺟ:ﻌﺘﺐ ﻣ ﻟَﻪﻤﺎ ﻓﻘﺎلﻼﻫﻚَ ﻛ ذﻟﻖاﺳﺘَﺤ
 اﺑﻌﺖﻤ ﺳ،ﻪﻼﻣﻦ ﻛ ﻟَﻪ ﻋﺲﺘﻐﺎﻣﻪ وﻻ ﻳﻠَﺘ ﺻ إﻟﻮ أﺧﺎهﺪﻋ ﻹﻧﱠﻪ ﻻ ﻳﻈﻠُﻮم؟ ﻗﺎلاﻟﻤ
ّﺒِﻪ ﺣﺘﺎﺣ ﺻ إﻟﻈﻠُﻮمﺮﺟِﻊ اﻟﻤ ﻓَﻠﻴﺎ اﻵﺧﺮﻤ إذا ﺗَﻨﺎزَعَ اﺛﻨﺎن ﻓﻌﺎزﱠ اﺣﺪُﻫ:ﻳﻘﻮل
ﺒﻪ ﻓﺈنﱠ ﺻﺎﺣﻴﻦﻴﻨَﻪ و ﺑ اﻟﻬِﺠﺮانَ ﺑﻘﻄَﻊ ﻳّﺘ ﺣﻢ أﻧَﺎ اﻟﻈَﺎﻟ أي أﺧ:ﺒِﻪﺼﺎﺣ ﻟﻘﻮلﻳ
" اﻟﻈﺎﻟﻢﻦ ﻣﻈﻠُﻮمﻠﻤ ﻋﺪلٍ ﻳﺄﺧُﺬُ ﻟﻢ ﺣكَ وﺗﻌﺎﻟﻪ ﺗﺒﺎراﻟ
“Two people do not separate and cut off relations with each other except that one of them, and perhaps
both, deserves Allah's chastisement”. Mu’tab, one of Imam's companions asked him: “The one who is
tyrant deserves this punishment. What about the oppressed one; what is his fault”? Imam (as)
answered: “He is guilty because he did not invite his friend to establish the friendship bond once again
and he did not ignore his speech. I heard from my father who said: If two persons quarrel and one is
victorious, the defeated one should go to the other and tell him: "Brother, I am the oppressor". In this
way, they can make peace. Allah is the just Judge. He will punish the oppressor"8
It is because of this point that Imam ‘Ali (as), in his erudite letter, commands us to:

ِ اﻟﱡﻠﻄﻒﺪُودِه ﻋﻠﻨﺪَ ﺻ وﻋﻠَﺔ اﻟﺼﻪ ﻋﻠﻣﺮﻨﺪَ ﺻﻴﻚَ ﻋﻦ أﺧﻚَ ﻣﻞ ﻧَﻔﺴ"اﺣﻤ
"ﺔﺑﻘَﺎرواﻟﻤ
“When your brother severs his relationship with you, you make yourself establish relations with him.
When he turns away from you, you show kindness and draw near to him”.

2. Be Generous Although He Is A Miser
One of the factors which weaken our friendship is being parsimonious and stingy. On the contrary,
generosity causes people to gather around the generous person. As it is emphasized in the Islamic
traditions, one of the duties of people is to show generosity towards their friend.
In order for this objective to materialize, Islam orders the belivers to engage in doing good and be
benevolent; some examples of these orders are presented below:
Imam ‘Ali (as) at his death gave this recommendation:

"ﺮِ واﻟﺘَﻘﺎﻃُﻊﻢ واﻟﺘَﺪاﺑﺎﻛ واﻟﺘَﺒﺎذُلِ وإﻳﻞﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﺘَﻮاﺻﻠَﻴ"ﻋ

"Strengthen the bonds of friendship and give generously to each other. Avoid turning your back and
severing relations (with your brothers)."9
Somebody asked Imam Sadiq (as) about a believer's tasks towards other believers. Imam Sadiq (as)
enumerated seven rights:

ﻖﻚَ واﻟﺤﻨَﻔﺴ ﻟهﺮَﺎ ﺗه ﻟَﻪ ﻣﺮَﺗﻚَ وﻨَﻔﺴ ﻟﺐﺎ ﺗُﺤ ﻣ ﻟَﻪﺐﺎ اَن ﺗُﺤﻨﻬ ﻣﻖ ﺣﺮ"اَﻳﺴ
 اَنﺚ اﻟﺜَﺎﻟﻖاﻟﺤ و ﻗَﻮﻟَﻪﻒﻻ ﺗُﺨﺎﻟ و رِﺿﺎه وﺗَﺒﻐﻪﺘﺎﺟ ﺣ ﻓ اَن ﺗَﻤﺸاﻟﺜَﺎﻧ
"...َﻚﺎﻧﺴﻚَ وﻟﺪِكَ ورِﺟﻠﻚَ و ﻳﺎﻟﻚَ وﻣﻠَﻪ ﺑِﻨَﻔﺴﺗَﺼ
“The simplest right is to love for him what you love for yourself and to dislike for him what you dislike for
yourself. The second right is to provide him with his needs, to seek to satisfy him and not contradict him.
The third right is to strengthen your bond with him through yourself, your wealth, your hand, your foot
and your tongue..”.
Imam Sadiq (as) reports the Prophet (S) to have said:

 ﻓ ﻟَﻪ اﻹﺟﻼل:ﻠﻴﻪ ﻋﻞوﺟﺰﻪ ﻋ اﻟﻦ ﻣﺔاﺟِﺒﻘُﻮقٍ وﺔُ ﺣﺒﻌ ﺳﻦﺆﻣ اﻟﻤﻦ ﻋﻠﺆﻣﻠﻤ"ﻟ
ه ﻓﻮدﻌاَن ﻳﺘَﻪ و ﻏَﻴﺒِمﺤﺮﻪ وان ﻳﺎﻟ ﻣﻮاﺳﺎةُ ﻟَﻪ ﻓﺪرِه واﻟﻤ ﺻ ﻓ ﻟَﻪ واﻟﻮِدﻴﻨﻪﻋ
"ً إﻻ ﺧَﻴﺮاﻪﻮﺗﻌﺪَ ﻣ ﺑﻴﻪ ﻓﻘُﻮلاَن ﻻ ﻳﻨﺎزَﺗَﻪ و ﺟِﻊﺸَﻴاَن ﻳﻪ وﺿﺮﻣ
"A believer has seven duties made incumbent on him by God towards another believer: To respect him
in his presence; to love him in his heart; to help him with his possessions; to forbid speaking ill of him in
his absence; to visit him when he is sick; to take part in his funeral service; and to speak only good
about him after his death."10
Among the advice the Prophet (S) gave Imam ‘Ali (as) on his death was:

ﻪﻦ ﻧَﻔﺴ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﻣﺎفﻧﺼﻪ واﺎﻟ ﻣ ﻓﺎةُ ﻟﻸخﻮاﺳ اﻟﻤ:ﺔ اﻷﻣﺬِهﻴﻘُﻬﺎ ﻫ ﻻ ﺗُﻄ"ﺛَﻼث
"ٍ ﺣﺎلﻞ ﻛﻪ ﻋﻠ اﻟﺮوذِﻛ
"There are three things which this Ummah is unable to carry out: helping one’s brother in faith with his
wealth; doing justice to people; and remembering God in every condition."11

With regards to the above issues what should a man do when friendship is not observed by some, when
others are parsimonious, when they remain miser? Should he retaliate and do the same thing or should
he go to the other extreme and do benevolence?
To solve this dilemma, Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes that we should confront such cases with benevolence
and generosity:
When he is stingy, be generous towards him:

"ِﺬل اﻟﺒﻮدِه ﻋﻠﻤﻨﺪَ ﺟﻋ"و
Concerning this issue, Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ﻢﻣﺮﻦ ﺣ ﻣ ﻋﻠوا ﺑِﺎﻟﻔَﻀﻞِدﻮ"ﻋ
"Habituate yourself to be bountiful to those who have deprived you".12

3. When He Moves Away From You, Come Near To Him
Sometimes there are some factors which make a man offended and he tries to stay away from the
offender. In such cases the oppressed one should use kindness and generosity towards the offender
and alleviate the situation.
In the Islamic traditions, the following technical terms are used to explain the situations: "Tazaver"
meaning the increase of kindness, "birr", doing good things to others; "Silah", the establishment of
relations, "ta’attuf", showing emotions and care for others; "Tawaddud", showing friendship. Through
these techniques we can easily bridge the differences. We will refer to some of these issues here:
Kulayb al-Asadi says: I heard Imam Husayn (as) saying:

ًةﻮﻧُﻮا إﺧﻮﻛﻮا وﻤﺗَﺮاﺣوا وﺗَﺒﺎرﻠُﻮا و ﺗَﻮاﺻ:ﻪ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ اﻟﺴﻼم ﻳﻘﻮلﺎ ﻋﺒﺪاﻟ أﺑﻌﺖﻤ"ﺳ
"ﻪﻢ اﻟﻛﺮﺎ اﻣرةً ﻛﻤﺮﺑ
"Establish relations with each other, do good to each other, have mercy on each other and be righteous
brothers, as Allah has commanded you."13

Shu’ayb Aqarqui says: I heard Imam Sadiq (as) telling his followers:

روا ﺗَﺰاوﻴﻦﻤﺘَﺮاﺣ ﻣﻴﻦﻠﺘَﻮاﺻﻪ ﻣ اﻟ ﻓِﻴﻦﺎﺑﺘﺤةً ﻣرﺮةً ﺑﻮﻧُﻮا إﺧﻮﻛﻪ و"اﺗﱠﻘُﻮا اﻟ
"ﻮهﻧﺎ واَﺣﻴوا أﻣﺮﺮوﺗَﻼﻗَﻮا وﺗَﺬاﻛ
"Fear Allah and be righteous brothers who love one another for the sake of Allah, establish relations with
one other and have mercy on one another. Visit and meet one another and remind each other of our
affair and revive it."14
The great Prophet (S) has stated:

"ةﻮد اﻟﻤة ﺗُﻨﺒِﺖﺎر"اﻟﺰِﻳ
"Visiting each other causes love to grow."15
Imam Sadiq (as), enumerating the rights of others on a genuine believer, emphasizes:

"(ﺘَﻪﻴﻤﺨ ﺳﻞﺘَﻪ )ﺗَﺴﻴﺤﻤ ﺳ ﺗَﺴﺄلّﺘ ﺣﺒﺎً ﻓَﻼ ﺗُﻔﺎرِﻗﻪﻠَﻴﻚَ ﻋﺎﺗﺎنَ ﻋن ﻛ"ﻓَﺎ
"If he is annoyed with you, do not part from him until you apologize to him (gently remove his rancor)"16
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) writes in his letter:

" اﻟﺪُﻧﻮ ﻋﻠﺪِهﻨﺪَ ﺗَﺒﺎﻋ"وﻋ
"When he moves away, you come near to him.”

4. When He Is Harsh, You Be Gentle Towards Him
Some people are severe by nature and some show harsh treatment when placed under certain
conditions. In both cases, the most fundamental principle to observe is a mild and easy-going attitude,
especially if the other person is a friend.
The Holy Qur’an in commission to call people to God's religion, orders Moses and his brother to talk

calmly and use kind techniques and behaviors since this method is more effective than severe and harsh
methods and will not force the listener to adopt the escape mechanism. The listener might refer to his
own nature and be inﬂuenced by the preacher:

"َﺨْﺸ ﻳو اﺮﺘَﺬَﻛ ﻳﻠﱠﻪِﻨًﺎ ﻟَﻌ ﻟَﻴ ﻗَﻮ ﻟَﻪ ﻓَﻘُﻮَ ﻃَﻐﻧﱠﻪنَ اﻮﻋﺮ ﻓَﻟﺎ اﺒ"اذْﻫ
"Go both to Fir’awn, surely he has become inordinate; then speak to him a gentle word; haply he
may mind or fear".17
Imam ‘Ali (as) both in this letter and in Nahj al-Balaghah emphasize on this moral principle. In other
Hikam of Nahj al-Balaghah where he enumerates the speciﬁc traits of the believers, he continues:

"ِﺪﺒ اﻟﻌﻦ ﻣ اذَلﻮﻫﻠﺪِ و اﻟﺼﻦ ﻣ اﺻﻠَﺐﻪ ﻧَﻔﺴ،ﺔﺮِﻳ اﻟﻌﻦ ﻟَﻴﻴﻘَﺔ اﻟﺨَﻠﻬﻞ"ﺳ
"(A believer is of) easy disposition, gentle in temperament; he is stronger than stone, but more humble
than a slave."18
In the sermon about the qualities of the God-fearing ones addressed to his companion Hammam, Imam
‘Ali (as) says:

"ﻴﻦ ﻟﺰﻣﺎً ﻓ"وﺣ
"A believer is both prudent and lenient".19
Elsewhere he says:

"ﻨﺎً ﻗُﻮﻟُﻪ"ﻟﻴ
"A believer's speech is gentle."20
In this letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

"ﻴﻦ اﻟّﻠ ﻋﻠﻪﺪﱠﺗﻨﺪَ ﺷ"وﻋ

"When he is harsh, you be gentle towards him”.
Still in another occasion he invites people to be soft, telling them the philosophy of being cool and quiet:

"َ ﻟَﻚﻴﻦﻠﻮﺷَﻚُ ان ﻳﻦ ﻏَﺎﻟَﻈَﻚَ ﻓَﺈﻧﱠﻪ ﻳﻤﻦ ﻟ"وﻟ
“Be gentle to one who treats you harshly: he will soon be gentle towards you.”
Of course, according to the ﬁrst principle, treating severity with temperate manners, is ethical. However,
such paciﬁc manners are criticized by some harsh and impolite individuals. This causes their
haughtiness to swell, they say. In such cases we have to perform the same harsh manners. The Great
Qur’an describes the manners of believers towards inﬁdels in the following manner,

"ﻢﻨَﻬﻴ ﺑﺎءﻤﺣﻔﱠﺎرِ رْ اﻟَﻠ ﻋﺪﱠاءﺷ اﻪﻌ ﻣاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ وﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳﺪٌ رﻤﺤ"ﻣ
"Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah, and those with him are ﬁrm of heart against the unbelievers,
compassionate among themselves."21

5. When He Commits Sins And Offenses, Accept His Excuses
Due to his different instincts, and because of the freedoms and free choices that man has, he will go
astray if God's blessings do not assist him.
After committing sins, man may become aware of the nasty nature of what he has done and may want to
apologize to God and to people. Now if his excuses are not accepted, he might get exasperated and
bold and get himself involved in more crimes. Or he may get disappointed and hopeless. Thus, in Islam,
Allah both accepts apologies and considers the despair from asking for pardons a great sin and orders
people to follow suit.
The great Prophet (S) has stated:

"ﺔﻴﺎﻣ اﻟﻘﻮم ﻳﺗَﻪﺜﺮﻪ ﻋ اﻟﺗَﻪ اﻗﺎلﺜﺮﻤﺎً ﻋﺴﻠ ﻣﻦ اﻗﺎل"ﻣ

The Guidelines Of The Leaders Of Religion In This Respect
Imam Sadiq (as) has said,

"ٍ ﺷَﺮﻞ ﻛﻔﺘَﺎح ﻣﺐ"اﻟﻐَﻀ
How To Control And Cure Anger
It was said that anger is necessary for the defense of one's life, wife, personal and social rights. But
control and cure, especially when it goes beyond the rational limits, have always been the focus of the
attention of the Islamic religion and faith. The techniques these scholars have suggested are:
a) Change your body posture: If you are standing, sit down; if you are sitting, lie down, splash water on
your face; eat something; discuss on a new topic and the like. The great Prophet (S) says:

ذا ﻓَﺎﻪﻴﻨ ﻋةﻤﺮ وﺣاﺟِﻪ اودﻔﺎخ اﻧﺘ اﻟ اﻟﻘَﻠﺐِ اَﻟَﻢ ﺗَﺮةٌ ﺗَﺘَﻮﻗﱠﺪُ ﻓﺮﻤ ﺟﺐنﱠ اﻟﻐَﻀ"ا
ن ﻟَﻢﻨَﻢ ﻓَﺎﺴﺎً ﻓَﻠﻴﺎﻟن ﻛﺎنَ ﺟاﺲ وﺠﻠﻤﺎً ﻓَﻠﻴن ﻛﺎنَ ﻗﺎﺋﻚَ ﺷَﻴﺌﺎً ﻓَﺎﻦ ذَﻟﻢ ﻣﺪُﻛﺪَ اﺣﺟو
" اﻟﻤﺎءﻴﻬﺎ إﻻﻄﻔ ﻻ ﻳﻞ ﻓﺎنﱠ اﻟﻨّﺎرﻐﺘَﺴﻴﻟﺎرِدِ و اﻟﺒﺄ ﺑِﺎﻟﻤﺎءﺘَﻮﺿﻚَ ﻓَﻠﻴﺰل ذَﻟﻳ
"Anger is a piece of ﬁre which is kindled in man's heart. Can't you see how your veins are swollen and
your eyes are red? If one of you experiences something of that, then sit down if you are standing, or lie
down if you are sitting. If you are still angry, then wash your face or carry out ablution with cold water,
and bathe, for ﬁre is only extinguished with water."22
b) Restrain your anger. The Holy Qur’an mentions the restraint of anger, pardoning people and spending
benevolently as the traits of the believers:

"ﻴﻦﻨﺴﺤ اﻟْﻤﺐﺤ ﻳﻪاﻟ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسِ وﻦ ﻋﻴﻦﺎﻓاﻟْﻌﻆَ و اﻟْﻐَﻴﻴﻦﻤﺎﻇْاﻟ"و
"[Those who spend benevolently in ease as well as in straitness], and those who restrain their
anger and pardon men; and Allah loves the doers of good to others"23
As you notice, the Holy Qur’an ﬁrst orders us to restrain our anger, secondly, to wash our hearts through
pardoning and thirdly to engage in spending benevolently.

Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ﻠﻢ واﻟﺤﻈﻢ اﻟﻦ ﺑِﻪ ﻣﺪوﻧَﻪ ﻣﺎ ﺗُﺠﺎﻫﺪّوا ﻟَﻪﺐِ واﻋ اﻟﻐَﻀةﻮرﻦ ﺳﻮا ﻣ"اﺣﺘَﺮِﺳ
“Guard yourselves against the outburst of anger. Prepare restraint and forbearance for it by which you
struggle against it”.24
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said,

"ﻠﻢﺮةُ اﻟﻌ ﺛَﻤﻠﻢﺐِ ﺑﺎﻟﺤ اﻟﻐَﻀد"ر
"Repelling anger through forbearance is the fruit of knowledge."25
The Prophet (S) has said:

ٌﺒﺪﻬﺎ ﻋﻈَﻤﺎ ﻛﺒﺪٌ وﻣﻬﺎ ﻋﻤﻈ ﻳ ﻏَﻴﻆﺔﺮﻋﻦ ﺟ ﻣﻪ ﺗَﻌﺎﻟ اﻟ اﻟﺐ اﺣﺔﺮﻋﻦ ﺟﺎ ﻣ"ﻣ
"ً إﻳﻤﺎﻧﺎﻮﻓَﻪﻪ ﺟﻸ اﻟ ﻣإﻻ
"There is no draught more loved by God than the draught of anger which the servant swallows. A
servant does not restrain his anger but that Allah ﬁlls him with faith."26
Imam Baqir (as) has said:

"ﺔﻴﺎﻣ اﻟﻘﻮم أﻣﻨﺎً واﻳﻤﺎﻧﺎً ﻳﻪﻪ ﻗَﻠﺒﺸﺎ اﻟ ﺣﻪﺎﺋ اﻣﻀ ﻋﻠﻘﺪِر ﻳﻮﻫ ﻏَﻴﻈﺎً وﻈَﻢﻦ ﻛ"ﻣ
"On the Day of Judgment, God will ﬁll with faith and tranquility the heart of one who restrains his anger
although he is able to express it."27
It is for this reason that Imam (as) in his letter commands us:

"ًﺔﻐَﺒﺔً وﻻ اﻟﺬﱠ ﻣﺒﺎﻗﻨﻬﺎ ﻋ ﻣﺔً اﺣﻠﺮﻋ ﺟ اَر ﻟﻢ اﻟﻐَﻴﻆَ ﻓﺈﻧعﺮ"وﺗَﺠ

"Swallow your anger, for I have not seen a draught sweeter in outcome than it, or with a more pleasant
result."

10. Do Good To Your Enemy
Since doing good connects two individuals and the receiver of beneﬁcence feels in debt to the doer of
good as Imam ‘Ali (as) mentions

"ِﺎنﺒﺪُ اﻻﺣﺴ"اﻹﻧﺴﺎنُ ﻋ
"Man is a slave to benevolence"28
Therefore, in Islam, doing good and beneﬁcence is emphasized as a general principle:

731"ِﺎنﺴﺣاﻻﺪْلِ و ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌﺮﻣﺎ ﻳﻪنﱠ اﻟ"ا
"Surely Allah enjoins the doing of justice and the doing of good to others".
Even in case of divorce, when all emotional relations break, God orders the husband to pay all the
alimony to her.

732"ﻴﺮﺼﻠُﻮنَ ﺑﻤﺎ ﺗَﻌ ﺑِﻤﻪنﱠ اﻟ اﻢَﻨﻴ ﺑﻞا اﻟْﻔَﻀﻮ ﺗَﻨﺴ"و
"And do not neglect the giving of free gifts between you; surely Allah sees what you do."
The principle of beneﬁcence is emphasized in Islam for both friends and foes alike. Imam ‘Ali (as) says
in this regard:

" اﻟﻔَﻀﻞﻦ اﺣﺴﻴﺴ اﻟﻤﺎنُ اﻟ"اﻻﺣﺴ
"Doing good to evildoers is the best kind of benevolence."29
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said,

" ًاﺪُو ﻟﻮ ﻛﺎن ﻋء ﺣﺘﺴ اﻟﻤﺢﺼﻠ ﻟَﻴﻴﺴ اﻟﻤﺎنُ اﻟ"اﻻﺣﺴ
"Doing good to an evildoer makes him good even if he is your enemy."30
He has also stated:

"ﻪ ﺗَﻤﻠﻴﺴ اﻟﻤﻦ اﻟ"اﺣﺴ
"Do good to one who has done wrong, and you will dominate him."31
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as), in his letter, emphasizes that:

"ﻳﻦ اﻟﻈَﻔَﺮَ ﻓﺈﻧﱠﻪ اﺣﻠكَ ﺑِﺎﻟﻔَﻀﻞﺪو ﻋ"ﺧُﺬْ ﻋﻠ
"Treat your enemy favourably, because it is the sweeter of the two victories (i.e. revenge or the bestowal
of favours)
It is obvious that we could dominate our enemy through force. But this kind of victory lacks the
sweetness gained through doing benevolence to our enemy."32 There is an old maxim "There exists a
pleasantness in pardoning which does not exist in taking revenge."

11. If You Wish To Dissociate From A Friend, Do Not Destroy All The Bridges
As the ocean water is always in ﬂuctuation, sometimes calm and sometimes turbulent, friendship is at
times warm and sometimes cool. Sometimes relations exits and at other times they are cut. We should
not go to extremes either at establishing relations telling our friend all our secrets or at the time of
disconnection, destroying all bridges.
Imam Reza (as) narrates from Imam ‘Ali (as) that he said:

ﺎﻮﻧﺎً ﻣﻚَ ﻫﻴﻀﻐﺾ ﺑﺎ واﺑﻐﻮﻣﺎً ﻣﻴﻀﻚَ ﻳﻐﻮنَ ﺑ ان ﻳﺴﻮﻧﺎً ﻣﺎ ﻓَﻌﻚَ ﻫﺒِﻴﺒ"اﺣﺒِﺐ ﺣ
"ﺎﻮﻣﺎً ﻣﻚَ ﻳﺒِﻴﺒﻮنَ ﺣ ان ﻳﺴﻓَﻌ
"Love your friend moderately since he might someday be your enemy. And show moderate animosity
towards your enemy since one day he might turn out to be your friend"33

Imam Sadiq (as) told some of his followers:

كَ ﻓﺎنﱠﺮﻀﺪوكَ ﻟَﻢ ﻳ ﻋﻠَﻴﻪ ﻋﺎ ﻟَﻮ اﻃﱠﻠَﻊ ﻣﻠِكَ اﻻ ﻋﺮﻦ ﺳﺪِﻳﻘَﻚَ ﻣﻊ ﺻ"ﻻ ﺗُﻄﻠ
"ﺎﻮﻣﺎً ﻣكَ ﻳﺪُوﻮنُ ﻋ ﻗَﺪ ﻳﺪِﻳﻖاﻟﺼ
"Do not tell your friend all your secrets except for those secrets which if your enemy knew, would not
harm you, for your friend may someday be your enemy."34
Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes in this letter:

َﻚ ذَﻟﺪا ﻟَﻪن ﺑ اﻟَﻴﻬﺎ اﺮﺟِﻊﺔً ﻳﻘﻴﻚَ ﺑﻦ ﻧَﻔﺴ ﻣ ﻟَﻪﻖﻴﻚَ ﻓﺎﺳﺘَﺒﺔَ اَﺧﻴﻌ ﻗَﻄدتن اَرا"و
"ﺎﻮﻣﺎً ﻣﻳ
“If you wish to sever relations with your brother, leave some room for him to return to your friendship if
he wishes to someday.”
Sa’di, the Persian writer and poet, writes in the eighth chapter of his book Gulistan: "Do not let your
friend know all your secrets because you are not aware that he might one day turn into an enemy. Do
not exert any blow you can upon your enemy since he might become your friend someday."

12. Conﬁrm People’s Good Opinion Of You
If rightfulness dominates a community and crimes are not experienced in such a society, it is necessary
for people to have a good opinion of each another. Imam ‘Ali (as) says regarding this issue:

ﺖﺟ ﺧَﺮﺔﻤﻠِ ﺑ وﻻ ﺗَﻈُﻨَﻦﻨﻪﻚَ ﻣﺒﻐﻠﻴﻚَ ﻣﺎ ﻳﺄﺗ ﻳّﺘﻪ ﺣﻨ اﺣﺴﻴﻚَ ﻋﻠ اﺧﻊ اﻣﺮ"ﺿ
"ﻼﻤﺤ اﻟﺨَﻴﺮِ ﻣ ﺗَﺠِﺪُ ﻟَﻬﺎ ﻓاَﻧﺖﻮءاً وﻴﻚَ ﺳﻦ اَﺧﻣ
"Regard your brother’s affair in the most favorable way until you hear of something that overcomes your
good opinion of him. Never think evil of any word uttered by your brother when you can take it as
good."35
But if corruption reigns in a community and individuals commit sins and wrong-doing, a bad opinion of
others would be inevitable. Thus, Imam ‘Ali (as) in his Nahj al-Balaghah, considers optimism in such
conditions as self-deception:

ﻪ ﻨﺮ ﻣ ﻟَﻢ ﺗَﻈﻬﻞﺟ ﺑِﺮ اﻟﻈَﻦﻞﺟ رﺎء اﺳ ﺛُﻢﻪﺎنِ واﻫﻠﻣ اﻟﺰ ﻋﻠﻼح اﻟﺼذَا اﺳﺘَﻮﻟ"ا
ﻞﺟ ﺑِﺮ اﻟﻈَﻦﺟﻞ رﻦ واﺣﺴﻪﻣﺎنِ واﻫﻠ اﻟﺰ ﻋﻠ اﻟﻔَﺴﺎدذا اﺳﺘَﻮﻟ واﺔٌ ﻓَﻘَﺪ ﻇَﻠَﻢﻮ ﺑﺣ
"رﻓَﻘَﺪ ﻏَﺮ
"If, at a time when goodness is prevalent among people, a person has an evil opinion of one from whom
no sin has been seen, he has wronged him. And if, at a time when corruption is prevalent among people,
a person has a good opinion of another, he has deluded himself."36
Thus, we should avoid performing any act which causes people to become suspicious of us: acts such
as keeping company with ill-educated people; frequenting places where accusing people prevails, and
doing actions which arise people’s suspicion. In this respect the great Prophet (S) has stated:

"ﻢ اﻟﺘُﻬﻊﻮاﺿ"اﺗﱠﻘُﻮا ﻣ
"Avoid frequenting places that are suspect."37
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said,

" اﻟﻈَﻦ ﺑِﻪﺎءﻦ اﺳ ﻣﻦﻠﻮﻣ ﻓَﻼ ﻳﺔﻠﺘُﻬﻤ ﻟﻪ ﻧَﻔﺴضﺮﻦ ﻋ"ﻣ
"One who exposes himself to suspicion should not blame others for having a bad opinion of him"38

The Emphasis Of Leaders Of Religion
In our Islamic traditions, fortunately all the above issues are dealt with:
The great Prophet (S) has said:

"ﺔ اﻟﺘُﻬﻤ اﻫﻞﺎﻟَﺲﻦ ﺟ ﻣﺔ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﺑِﺎﻟﺘُﻬﻤَ"اوﻟ
"The one most deserving of being an object of suspicion is one who sits in the company of people who
are suspect."39
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said in this respect:

" اﻟﻈَﻦ ﺑِﻪﺎءﻦ اﺳ ﻣﻦﻠﻮﻣ ﻓَﻼ ﻳﺔ اﻟﺘُﻬﻤﻒﻮﻗﻪ ﻣ ﻧَﻔﺴﻗَﻒﻦ و"ﻣ
"He who places himself in a position that is suspect should not blame one who has a bad opinion of
him."40
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said as well,

" اﺗﱡﻬِﻢﻮء اﻟﺴﻞﺪاﺧ ﻣﺧﻞﻦ د"وﻣ
"One who enters places of ill-repute will be suspect."41
The great Prophet (S) one day was talking with his wife Saﬁyah when one of his companions passed by
that place. The Prophet (S) called him saying:

"ﺔﻴﻔ ﺻﺘ زَوﺟﺬِهﺎ ﻓُﻼنُ ﻫ"ﻳ
"O man, this is my wife, Saﬁyah".
The man said, "O Messenger of Allah, do we have to think otherwise?" The Prophet (S) replied, "Satan
ﬂows in man’s body like blood. I feared it might get into your mind."42
Imam as-Sadiq (as) has stated his opinion regarding this issue:

ٍﺪ اﺣﻞ ﻛﻧﱠﻪ ﻟَﻴﺲ اﻟﻄﱠﺮِﻳﻖ ﻓﺎ ﻓﻪ اُﻣﻊﻢ ﻣﺪُﻛ اﺣﻔَﻦﻘﻳﺐِ وﻻ ﻳ اﻟﺮﻊﻮاﺿ"اﺗّﻘُﻮا ﻣ
747"ﻌﺮِﻓُﻬﺎﻳ
"Avoid situations of doubt. Never stop on a way with your mother when people do not know you are her
son."
The reason why Imam Zayn al-Abidin (as) in the prayer called Makarim al-Akhlaq asks God:

"َﻘَﺔ اﻟﺜﻼح اﻟﺼﻞ اﻫﻦ ﻇَﻨﱠﺔ"وﻣ

"(Replace for me) the suspicion of the people of righteousnesss with trust."43
The reason for this worship was that at the time of this Imam (as) suspicion and lack of conﬁdence
reigned the time because of the prevalent corruption. At such a time it is prudent to consider the actions
of others as acts of corruption unless the opposite is found to be true. Therefore Imam Zayn al-‘Abidin
(as) invokes God to help others to ﬁnd out the truth about him.44
But Imam ‘Ali (as) writes in his letter:

"ﺪِّق ﻇَﻨﱠﻪ ﺑِﻚَ ﺧَﻴﺮاً ﻓﺼﻦ ﻇَﻦ"وﻣ
"If one has a good opinion of you, conﬁrm his opinion of you”.
This statement of Imam ‘Ali’s applies to that case when man lives in conditions where people think of
him as good and he has to act in such a way not to betray them. He has, then, to continue to receive
that good opinion from them. For instance, if people think he is a generous man, he should act
accordingly.45

13. A Close Friendship Should Not Result In The Deprivation Of Rights Of The
Friend
A close friendship should not result in a person depriving his friend of his rights. He should not lose his
respect. For instance, a close friend of ours enters a gathering and everyone, except us, stands up in
respect. Another example, a close friend introduces everyone to a dignitary but does not care to use the
right words to introduce his friend. This act of his will leave a negative impression in his friend’s mind. He
will either cut his relations with him or become hostile to him. There is a maxim which says:

"ِﻘﻮقﺔُ اﻟﻌﻴاﻋﻘُﻮقِ دﺔُ اﻟﺤﺿﺎﻋ"ا
"Neglecting rights causes the severance of relationships."46
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) writes in his letter:

"ﻘﱠﻪ ﺣﺖﻌﻦ اﺿ ﻣ ﺑِﺄخﻴﻨَﻪ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻪ ﻟَﻴﺲﻴﻨَﻚَ و ﺑ ﻣﺎ ﺑﻠ ﻋﺎﻻﻴﻚَ اﺗ اﺧﻖ ﺣﻦﻴﻌ"وﻻ ﺗُﻀ
“Never neglect your brother’s right by relying on the friendship that is between you and him, because

one whose rights you neglect is not your brother.”

14. Do Favors To Your Household And Tribe
Sometimes due to too much engagements, or because of his conﬁdence in family relations, or because
he has got a social status, a man might think that he no longer needs his family or relatives and might
forget their rights. This act of his is hazardous both here and in the hereafter.
On the disadvantages of this breaking off ties of relationship there are some traditions to the effect that
those who break off ties are deprived of paradise:
The Holy Prophet (S) has said:

"ﻢﺣ رﻊﺤﺮٍ وﻗﺎﻃ ﺳﻦﺆﻣ ﺧَﻤﺮٍ وﻣﻦﺪﻣ ﻣ:ﻨﱠﺔﺪﺧُﻠُﻮنَ اﻟﺠ"ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔٌ ﻻ ﻳ
"There are three groups who will not enter paradise: A chronic wine-drinker, a believer in witchcraft and
one who severs the ties of kinship."47
The Prophet (S) has said:

 وﻻﺎقﺠﺪُﻫﺎ ﻋﺎ ﻳ ﻣ اﻟﻒِ ﻋﺎمةﻴﺮﺴﻦ ﻣﺪُ ﻣ ﺗُﻮﺟﻨﱠﺔ اﻟﺠ انﱠ رِﻳﺢﻴﻞﺒﺮﺋ ﺟﻧﺮ"اﺧﺒ
"... ٍ وﻻ ﺷَﻴﺦٌ زَانﻢﺣ رﻊﻗﺎﻃ
"Gabriel has informed me that the fragrance of paradise can be experienced from the distance of a
thousand years, but a person whose parents are not satisﬁed with him or one who breaks off ties of
relationship or an old man who indulges in adultery will not experience it…."48
Ala’ Ibn Fadl says he heard Imam Sadiq (as) saying:

ﻢﺣ ر وﻫﻨﻦ ﻗَﻄَﻌ واﻗﻄَﻊ ﻣﻠَﻨﺻﻦ وﻞ ﻣ ﺻﻢﺮشِ ﺗَﻘُﻮل اﻟّﻠﻬﻠﱠﻘﺔٌ ﺑِﺎﻟﻌﻌ ﻣﻢﺣ"اﻟﺮ
ْن ا ﺑِﻪﻪ اﻟﺮﻣﺎ اﻠُﻮنَ ﻣﺼ ﻳاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻪ )و اﻟ وﻫﻮ ﻗﻮلﻦﺆﻣ ﻣﻞ ﻛﻢﺣﺪ ورﺤﻤ ﻣآل
" (ِﺎبﺴ اﻟْﺤﻮءﺨَﺎﻓُﻮنَ ﺳﻳ وﻢﻬﺑنَ رﺨْﺸَﻮﻳ وﻞﻮﺻﻳ
‘The womb (i.e.ties of relationship) is fastened to the Divine Throne (in the Highest Heaven). It says: O
God, establish relations with one who establishes relations with me, and sever relations with one who
severs relations with me. This is the tie of relationship belonging to Aal Muhammad [Muhammad's

Household] and that of every believer. It is the statement of Allah: "And those who join that which
Allah has forbidden to be joined and have awe of their Lord and fear the evil reckoning”.49’
Its worldly disadvantage is that the breaking off ties of relationship shortens one's life and might end in
sudden death and deprives a person of his relative's help in time of distress.
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

ﻪ ﻨﻬِﻢ ﻋﻪ ودِﻓﺎﻋﺗﺘﺮﻦ ﻋﺎلٍ ﻋن ﻛﺎنَ ذَا ﻣا وﻞﺟ اﻟﺮﺴﺘَﻐﻨ اﻧﱠﻪ ﻻ ﻳﻬﺎ اﻟﻨّﺎس“ﻳﺎ اﻳ
ﻠَﻴﻪﻪ واﻋﻄَﻔَﻬِﻢ ﻋﺜﺸَﻌﻢ ﻟﻬﻟَﻤ واﻪراﺋﻦ وﻴﻄَﺔً ﻣ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﺣﻢ اَﻋﻈَﻢﻫﻬﻢ وﻨَﺘﺑﺎﻳﺪِﻳﻬِﻢ واَﻟﺴ
ﻦ ﻣ ﻟَﻪ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﺧَﻴﺮ ﻓﺮءﻠﻤﻪ ﻟ اﻟﻠُﻪﺠﻌﺪقِ ﻳﺎنُ اﻟﺼﺴﻟَﺖ ﺑِﻪ وﻟ اذا ﻧَﺰﻨﺪَ ﻧَﺎزِﻟَﺔﻋ
ﺪﱠﻫﺎﺴﺔَ ان ﻳﺎﺻﺮى ﺑِﻬﺎ اﻟﺨَﺼﺔ ﻳﻦ اﻟﻘَﺮاﺑﻢ ﻋ اﺣﺪُﻛﻌﺪِﻟَﻦ اَﻻ ﻻ ﻳ،هﺮِﺛُﻪ ﻏَﻴﺮاﻟﻤﺎلِ ﻳ
ﻪ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻤﺎﺗﻴﺮﺸﻦ ﻋﺪَه ﻋ ﻳﻘﺒِﺾﻦ ﻳ وﻣﻪَن اﻫﻠﻪ اﻨﻘُﺼ وﻻ ﻳﻪن اﻣﺴﺰِﻳﺪُه اﺑِﺎﻟّﺬِي ﻻ ﻳ
ﺴﺘَﺪِمﺘُﻪ ﻳﻴﺎﺷﻦ ﺣﻦ ﺗَﻠ وﻣةﻴﺮﺜ اﻳﺪٍ ﻛﻨﻪﻢ ﻋﻨﻬ ﻣﺪَة وﺗَﻘﺒِﺾاﺣﺪٌ وﻢ ﻳﻨﻬ ﻋﻨﻪ ﻣﺗَﻘﺒِﺾ
"ةدﻮﻪ اﻟﻤﻦ ﻗَﻮﻣﻣ
"O people! No man, however rich he may be, is free of need of his relatives and their defence of him with
their hands and tongues. They are the greatest of people in protection behind him, the best ones to
consolidate his affairs, and the kindest to him in any trial that befalls him.
A good name which God gives a person among people is better for him than (his) wealth which
someone else will inherit.
Indeed, none of you should turn away from meeting the needs of relatives whom you see in poverty with
that which will neither increase if you withhold it nor decrease if you spend it (on them). He who refrains
from giving his relatives has withheld only one (helping) hand from them, while (their) many hands have
been withheld from him. He who is gentle to his dependants will continually receive the love of his
people”.50
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) writes in this letter:

"... َ ﺑِﻚ اﻟﺨَﻠﻖَﻦ اﻫﻠُﻚَ اﺷﻘ"وﻻ ﻳ
“Do not let your family be the most wretched of people because of you”.
You should not deprive your family of your generosity and kindness since at critical times they will come
to your help. If you spare them just a little help, they will in difﬁcult times give you much assistance since

you are one, but they are many.
Imam ‘Ali (as) at the end of his letter writes:

َﺪَكﻴﺮ و ﻳ ﺗَﺼﻟَﻴﻪ وأﺻﻠَﻚَ اﻟّﺬي اﻴﺮ ﺗَﻄﻚَ اﻟّﺬِي ﺑِﻪﻨﺎﺣﻢ ﺟﺗَﻚَ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻬﻴﺮﺸأﻛﺮِم ﻋ“و
"ﻮل ﺑِﻬﺎ ﺗَﺼاﻟّﺘ
"Love your kinsfolk since they are your wings with which you ﬂy, your root to which you will return, and
your hand with which you assault”.

15. Do Not Show Affection To One Who Does Not Wish To Be Your Friend
Friendship, as we know, depends on mutual relations. Thus, it does not exist if one of the partners is
unwilling to associate. Rather, it is humiliation on the part of the one who is eager to have a relationship
with the other. Imam ‘Ali (as), in Nahj al-Balaghah, has said:

"ٍ ﻧَﻔﺲﻴﻚَ ذُلﺪٍ ﻓ زَاﻫﺘُﻚَ ﻓﻏﺒ ورﻆﺎنُ ﺣﻴﻚَ ﻧُﻘﺼﺐٍ ﻓاﻏ ر"زُﻫﺪُكَ ﻓ
"Your shunning one who inclines towards you is a decrease in your share, and your inclining towards
one who shuns you is a cause of your humiliation."51
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) has ordered us in his letter:

"َﻨﻚﺪَ ﻋﻦ زَﻫﻴﻤ ﻓﻦ"وﻻ ﺗَﺮﻏَﺒ
"Do not desire (the friendship of) one who shuns you”.
A poet says in this connection:
It is good for love to be mutual,
Or else affection is a heck on the neck.
Of course this is when the relationship has not yet been created. Otherwise, we have to establish our
relations with our relatives and friends. Imam ‘Ali (as) said he had seen the following on one of the
swords of the Prophet (S):

"َﻟَﻴﻚ اﺎءﻦ اﺳ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻚَ واﺣﺴ ﻧَﻔﺴ وﻟَﻮ ﻋﻠﻖﻚَ وﻗُﻞ اﻟﺤﻦ ﻗَﻄَﻌ ﻣﻞ"ﺻ
"Establish relations with one who has cut off his relation with you, tell the truth even if it is against
yourself, and do good to one who has done you wrong."52

16. Be Stronger In Establishing Relations And Doing Good Than Others Are In
Cutting Relations And Doing Wrong
In keeping the ties of relation and doing favors to those friends who do not care for friendship, Imam ‘Ali
(as) emphasizes the following points: If others, due to their mental status, cut off with you and even hurt
you, you should avoid retaliating. You should show that you are stronger in keeping relations than them
in cutting off relations. This is because their cutting off relations is based on non-divine stimuli and this
can easily be done by any non-aligned individual. But keeping up ties of relation with those who have
hurt us is only done by God's sincerely obedient believers. These people both have good manners and
are obedient to God. They have also controlled their self that incites to evil and desire to please God.
You should also tread the same path as the true believers. The great Prophet (S), in the face of
Quraysh's animosity uttered the following:

" اﻟﻄُﻠَﻘﺎءﻮا اﻧﺘُﻢﺒ ﻓﺎذﻫﻮمﻢ اﻟﻴﻠَﻴ ﻋ"ﻻ ﺗَﺜﺮِﻳﺐ
“You are not blamed, today. Go! You are free” and he forgave them. He even adopted Abu Sufyan's
house as a "secure place". In the distribution of booties in the holy war of Hawazin, Imam ‘Ali (as) gave
preference to newly-converted Muslims over Muhajirin and Ansar.53 You, too, in establishing ties of
friendship, should be stronger than them:

ة اﻹﺳﺎء ﻋﻠﻮﻧَﻦﻻ ﻳﻪ وﻠَﺘ ﺻﻨﻚَ ﻋﻠى ﻣﻚَ اﻗﻮﺘﻘَﺎﻃَﻌ ﻣ اَﺧُﻮكَ ﻋﻠﻮﻧَﻦﻻ ﻳ"و
"ﺎن اﻹﺣﺴﻨﻚَ ﻋﻠاَﻗﻮى ﻣ
“Your brother should not be more powerful in severing relations with you than you are in establishing
relations with him, and he should not be stronger in ill-treatment of you than you are in doing good to
him”.
Abdullah Ibn Talha says: I heard from Imam Sadiq (as) who said: A man came up to the Prophet (S) and
said: I have some relatives who do me wrong even if I am kind to them. I have decided to cut off
relations with them. The Prophet (S) answered:

ﻦ ﻣﻞﻚَ وﺗَﺼﻣﺮﻦ ﺣ ﻣ ﺗُﻌﻄ:؟ ﻗﺎل اﺻﻨَﻊﻴﻒﻴﻌﺎً ﻗﺎل وﻛﻤﻪ ﺟﻢ اﻟﺮﻓُﻀ"اذَن ﻳ
"ًﻠَﻴﻬِﻢ ﻇَﻬِﻴﺮا ﻟَﻚَ ﻋﻞوﺟﺰﻪ ﻋﻚَ ﻛﺎنَ اﻟ ذَﻟﻠﺖذا ﻓَﻌﻚَ ﻓَﺎﻦ ﻇَﻠَﻤﻤ ﻋﻚَ وﺗَﻌﻔُﻮﻗَﻄَﻌ
"Then Allah will forsake all of you”. He said: “What should I do”? The Prophet (S) said: “Give the one
who has deprived you; establish relations with the one who has cut off ties with you and forgive the one
who has wronged you. If you do so, God will be your aid against them."54

17. An Unjust Person Does Himself Wrong
A person who has been subject to injustice is naturally unhappy because of the injustice inﬂicted upon
him. But if he looks at the issue with the Islamic world-view, he will ﬁnd that the oppressed one is more
successful55 than the oppressor; the oppressor is the loser because at the God's court: ﬁrstly; God is
after oppressors and watches their activities and will not leave unpunished their behavior;56 Secondly,
one of the ways to punish the oppressors is to calculate their good acts in favor of the oppressed.
Furthermore the sins of the oppressed ones will be on the list of the sins of the oppressed.57
Furthermore, patience in the face of an injustice which is unavoidable for the oppressed ones will bring
them rewards.
Thus, although the oppressors are superﬁcially triumphant, it is in fact the oppressed ones who are the
true winners. This is because the unjust ones will both suffer the punishments for what they have done
wrong and give their good deeds to these sufferers. The oppressed ones, moreover, will be of a higher
rank in the eyes of the Divine. Thus, the fate of an oppressor is worse than that of the oppressed.
On the basis of this issue, Imam ‘Ali (as) writes in his letter:

"َﻚ وﻧَﻔﻌﻪﺗﺮﻀ ﻣ ﻓﺴﻌﻧﱠﻪ ﻳﻚَ ﻓﺎﻦ ﻇَﻠَﻤ ﻣﻠَﻴﻚَ ﻇُﻠﻢنﱠ ﻋﺮﺒﻻ ﻳ"و
"Do not consider as great the wrong-doing of one who wrongs you because he is harming himself and
beneﬁting you.”
It is also on the basis of such observations that Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"َﻠَﻴﻚ ﻋَﺒﻘﻳﻪ وﻤﻦ ﺗَﻈﻠﻤ ﻋولﺰ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻪ ﻳﺎكَ واﻟﻈُﻠﻢ"اﻳ
"Beware of injustice, because it will pass away from the one whom you have wronged, but its
consequences will remain with you.”58

18. You Should Not Mistreat One Who Has Made You Happy
One general principle observed among all human communities is: "Goodness is the reward for being
good." We should not answer the goodness of others with evil-doing. Regarding this, the Holy Qur’an
asks:

764"ُﺎنﺴﺣ اﺎنِ اﺴﺣ ااءﺰ ﺟﻞ"ﻫ
"Is the reward of goodness aught but goodness?"
The Holy Qur’an asks the clean nature and faultless conscience of human beings for an answer. The
answer is deﬁnitely negative. Naturally, the reward of evil is evil. The Holy Qur’an, in Surah Yunus, says:

765" ﺎﻬﺜْﻠ ﺑِﻤﺔِﯩﻴ ﺳاءﺰﺎتِ ﺟِﯩﻴﻮا اﻟﺴﺒﺴ ﻛاﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ"و
"And as for those who have earned evil, the punishment of an evil is the like of it."
It is also emphasized in Surah al-Shura:

766"ﺎﺜْﻠُﻬﺔٌ ﻣِﯩﻴ ﺳﺔِﯩﻴ ﺳاءﺰﺟ"و
"And the recompense of evil is punishment like it."
Thus the reward of goodness is goodness and the punishment of badness is deﬁnitely badness. Except
for those cases when, due to the principle of manhood, the reward of goodness is more goodness or the
case where badness is forgiven as a whole.
Imam Sadiq (as) in this regard says:

ء اﺰ ﺟﻞ "ﻫ:وﺟﻞﺰﻪ ﻋ اﻟ؟ ﻗﺎل ﻗَﻮل وﻣﺎ ﻫ ﻗُﻠﺖ،ٌﻠَﺔﺠﺴﻪ ﻣﺘﺎبِ اﻟ ﻛﺔٌ ﻓ"آﻳ
ﻟَﻴﻪ اﻊﻨﻦ ﺻ وﻣ،ِِ واﻟﻔَﺎﺟِﺮﺮﻦ واﻟﺒﺆﻣﺮِ واﻟﻤﺎﻓ اﻟت ﻓﺮﺎنُ" ﺟﺴﺣ اﺎنِ اﺴﺣا
ن ﻓﺎ ﺗَﺮﺑّﺘ ﺣﻨَﻊﻤﺎ ﺻ ﻛﺎﻓَﺎةُ اَن ﺗَﺼﻨَﻊ اﻟﻤ وﻟَﻴﺲ ﺑِﻪﺎﻓ اَن ﻳﻠَﻴﻪ ﻓَﻌوفﻌﺮﻣ
"ﺪاء ﺑِﺎﻻﺑﺘ اﻟﻔَﻀﻞﺎنَ ﻟَﻪ ﻛﻨَﻊﻤﺎ ﺻ ﻛﻨَﻌﺖﺻ

‘There is a verse which is applicable to all’. I asked which verse is was. He answered: ‘It is God's
statement: “Is the reward of goodness aught but goodness”? It is valid for the unbeliever and the
believer, the good-doer and the evil-doer. Anybody who receives kindness should recompense it; and
recompense is not to be done equal to it but rather in an increased measure; because if you do as he
has done to you, then he has the superiority since he initiated it."59
The Holy Qur’an commands the reward for badness to be badness, especially in the issue of retaliation,
but it emphasizes that forgiveness is better:

768"ٍﺎنﺴﺣ ﺑِﺎﻪﻟَﻴ ااءداوفِ وﺮﻌﺎعٌ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻤﺒّ ﻓَﺎﺗءَ ﺷﻴﻪﺧ اﻦ ﻣ ﻟَﻪﻔ ﻋﻦ"ﻓَﻤ
"But if any remission is made to any one by his aggrieved brother, then prosecution for the
bloodwit should be made according to usage, and payment should be made to him in a good
manner."
Thus, Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter refers to this general principle of "Goodness is the reward for goodness"
when he says:
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،َ اﺗَﺎكﻪ ﻟَﻢ ﺗَﺄﺗ ﻓَﺈن اﻧﺖ،َﻚﺒﻄﻠ ﻳﻪ ورِزقﺒ ﺗَﻄﻠ رِزق:ِ رِزﻗَﺎن اَنّ اﻟﺮِزقَﻨ"واﻋﻠَﻢ ﻳﺎ ﺑ
ﺎﻧﻴﺎكَ ﻣﻦ دﻧّﻤﺎ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣ ا،ﻨﻨﺪَ اﻟﻐ ﻋﻔَﺎء واﻟﺠ،ﺔﺎﺟﻨﺪَ اﻟﺤﻮعَ ﻋ اﻟﺨُﻀﺢﻣﺎ اﻗﺒ
ﺎ ﻣﻞ ﻛع ﻋﻠﺰ ﻓﺎﺟ،َﺪَﻳﻚﻦ ﻳ ﻣﺎ ﺗَﻔَﻠﱠﺖ ﻣﺎزِﻋﺎً ﻋﻠ ﺟﻨﺖن ﻛا و،َﺜﻮاك ﻣ ﺑِﻪاﺻﻠَﺤﺖ

ﻟَﻢ ﻳﺼﻞ اﻟَﻴﻚَ.

اﺳﺘَﺪِل ﻋﻠ ﻣﺎ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻦ ﺑِﻤﺎ ﻗَﺪ ﻛﺎنَ ﻓﺎنﱠ اﻷﻣﻮر اﺷﺒﺎه ،وﻻ ﺗَﻮﻧَﻦ ﻣﻤﻦ ﻻ ﺗَﻨﻔَﻌﻪ
اﻟﻌﻈَﺔُ إﻻ اذا ﺑﺎﻟﻐﺖ ﻓ اﻳﻼﻣﻪ ،ﻓﺎنﱠ اﻟﻌﺎﻗﻞ ﻳﺘّﻌﻆ ﺑِﺎﻵداب واﻟﺒﻬﺎﺋﻢ ﻻ ﺗَﺘﱠﻌﻆُ إﻻ
ﺑِﺎﻟﻀﺮبِ.

اﻃﺮح ﻋﻨﻚَ وارِدات اﻟﻬﻤﻮم ﺑِﻌﺰاﺋﻢ اﻟﺼﺒﺮِ وﺣﺴﻦ اﻟﻴﻘﻴﻦ.

ﻣﻦ ﺗَﺮكَ اﻟﻘَﺼﺪَ ﺟﺎر ،واﻟﺼﺎﺣﺐ ﻣﻨﺎﺳﺐ واﻟﺼﺪِﻳﻖ ﻣﻦ ﺻﺪَق ﻏَﻴﺒﻪ ،واﻟﻬﻮى
ﺷَﺮﻳﻚُ اﻟﻌﻤ ،ورب ﺑﻌﻴﺪٍ اَﻗﺮب ﻣﻦ ﻗَﺮﻳﺐٍ وﻗَﺮﻳﺐٍ اَﺑﻌﺪُ ﻣﻦ ﺑﻌﻴﺪٍ ،واﻟﻐَﺮﻳﺐ ﻣﻦ
ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻦ ﻟَﻪ ﺣﺒِﻴﺐ.

ﻣﻦ ﺗَﻌﺪّى اﻟﺤﻖ ﺿﺎق ﻣﺬﻫﺒﻪ ،وﻣﻦ اﻗﺘَﺼﺮ ﻋﻠ ﻗَﺪرِه ﻛﺎنَ اَﺑﻘَ ﻟَﻪ ،واَوﺛَﻖ ﺳﺒﺐٍ
اَﺧَﺬْت ﺑِﻪ ﺳﺒﺐ ﺑﻴﻨَﻚَ وﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﻪ ﺳﺒﺤﺎﻧَﻪ ،وﻣﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﺒﺎﻟﻚَ ﻓَﻬﻮ ﻋﺪُوكَ.

ﻗَﺪ ﻳﻮنُ اﻟﻴﺄس ادراﻛﺎً اذا ﻛﺎنَ اﻟﻄﱠﻤﻊ ﻫﻼﻛﺎً ،ﻟَﻴﺲ ﻛﻞ ﻋﻮرة ﺗَﻈْﻬﺮ ،وﻻ ﻛ 
ﻞ
ﻓُﺮﺻﺔ ﺗُﺼﺎب ،ورﺑﻤﺎ اَﺧْﻄَﺎ اﻟﺒﺼﻴﺮ ﻗَﺼﺪَه واَﺻﺎب اﻷﻋﻤ رﺷْﺪَه ،اَﺧّﺮ ِاﻟﺸﱠﺮ
ﻓَﺎﻧﱠﻚَ اذا ﺷﯩﺖ ﺗَﻌﺠﻠﺘَﻪ وﻗَﻄﻴﻌﺔُ اﻟﺠﺎﻫﻞ ﺗَﻌﺪِل ﺻﻠَﺔَ اﻟﻌﺎﻗﻞ ،ﻣﻦ آﻣﻦ اﻟﺰﻣﺎنَ ﺧَﺎﻧَﻪ
وﻣﻦ اَﻋﻈَﻤﻪ اَﻫﺎﻧَﻪ ،ﻟَﻴﺲ ﻛﻞ ﻣﻦ رﻣ اَﺻﺎب ،اذا ﺗَﻐَﻴﺮ اﻟﺴﻠﻄﺎنُ ﺗَﻐَﻴﺮ اﻟﺰﻣﺎنُ،
ﺳﻞ ﻋﻦ اﻟﺮﻓﻴﻖ ﻗَﺒﻞ اﻟﻄﱠﺮﻳﻖ ،وﻋﻦ اﻟﺠﺎرِ ﻗَﺒﻞ اﻟﺪّارِ ،اﻳﺎكَ اَنْ ﺗَﺬْﻛﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻼم ﻣﺎ
ﻛﺎنَ ﻣﻀﺤﺎً وانْ ﺣﻴﺖ ذﻟﻚَ ﻋﻦ ﻏَﻴﺮِكَ"
“My son, be aware that there are two kinds of sustenance: sustenance that you seek and sustenance
that seeks you – even if you do not come to it, it comes to you. How ugly it is to abase yourself for your
need and to be churlish when free of need! Only that much of your world is yours by which you set right

your abode in the Hereafter. If you are grieved over what has slipped out of your hands, then grieve (as
well) over all that which has not come to you. Seek an indication for what has not yet occurred through
that which has already occurred, for affairs are similar (to each other). Do not be of those whom advice
does not beneﬁt unless you inﬂict suffering on them, for the intelligent one learns through good discipline
and education, while animals only learn by being beaten.
Drive away from you incoming anxieties through resolute patience and the goodness of certainty. He
who abandons moderation has deviated from the right path. A companion is like a relation. A true friend
is one who observes the rights of friendship in one’s absence. Desire is the partner of blindness (of the
heart). Often the distant one is closer than the near one, and the near one is more distant than the
distant one.
A real stranger is the one who has no friend. The path of one who transgresses the truth becomes
narrow. One who restricts himself to his own capacity retains it. The ﬁrmest cord that you take hold of is
the cord between you and Allah, the Exalted. One who has no concern for you is your enemy. When
greed is destruction, then giving up hope (of what one desires) is an attainment.
Not every hidden defect becomes apparent nor is every opportunity seized. Sometimes a person
possessing sight misses his objective, while a blind person attains the right path. Put off doing evil
because you can hasten to it whenever you wish. Cutting off relations with an ignorant person equals
establishing relations with the wise. He who feels secure against (the deception of) time has been
deceived by it, and he who attaches great importance to it has been belittled by it. Every one who shoots
does not hit the target. When the ruler changes, times also change. Make enquiries about the travelling
companion before (embarking on) the journey, and about the neighbor before (purchasing) the house.
Beware of uttering speech that causes laughter even though you report it from someone else.

Commentary
In this portion of the letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) refers to numerous pieces of wisdom, some of which will be
dealt with here:

1. All Kinds Of Sustenance:
Every creature, in order to survive, needs sustenance which is allocated by God.

769"ﺎ رِزْﻗُﻬﻪ اﻟَﻠ ﻋضِ ار ا ﻓﺔاﺑ دﻦﺎ ﻣﻣ"و
"And there is no animal in the earth but on Allah is the sustenance of it."
And since the physiological structure and the dietary planning of these creatures are different, God has

provided them with appropriate forms of sustenance.

"ﻢ اﻗﻮاﺗَﻬﻢ وﻗَﺪﱠر اَرزَاﻗَﻬﻦﻤ ﺿ،ﻖ اﻟﺨَﻼﺋﻴﺎﻟُﻪ"ﻋ
"The dependants of God are His creatures. He has guaranteed their sustenance and determined their
provisions."1
It is a fact that sustenance is predetermined, but since the world is governed by laws and for every
action there are some means and agents and man's choices are among these means and agents2,
therefore man's struggle3 to get the sustenance is as sacred as the religious holy wars.4
But since the distribution of sustenance is both qualitatively and quantitatively determined by God's
special reasoning, sometimes some creatures receive so much sustenance that "a hundred wise men
are puzzled at the rationale behind such distribution"5
Imam ‘Ali (as) in some sections of Nahj al-Balaghah refers to these two types of sustenance and
stresses the following fact: Since this is a universal fact, an effort to earn sustenance through wrong and
illegal methods is pure stupidity.
Imam (as) in the chapter on Hikam of Nahj al-Balaghah says:

ﻞ ﻓَﻼ ﺗَﺤﻤ،َ أﺗَﺎكﻪ ﻓﺎن ﻟَﻢ ﺗَﺄﺗ،َﻚﺒﻄْﻠ ﻳرِزق وﺒﻪ ﺗَﻄﻠ رِزق:ِ رِزﻗَﺎن اﻟﺮِزق،م آدﻦ"ﻳﺎﺑ
َﻤﺮِكﻦ ﻋﻨَﺔُ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺴَن ﺗ ﻓﺎ،ﻴﻪﺎ ﻓ ﻣﻠ ﻋﻮم ﻳﻞﻔﺎكَ ﻛ ﻛ،َﻚﻮﻣ ﻳﻢ ﻫﻠﻚَ ﻋﻨَﺘ ﺳﻢﻫ
ﻦﻨَﺔُ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺴَن ﻟَﻢ ﺗ وا،َ ﻟَﻚﻢﺎ ﻗَﺴﺪِﻳﺪٍ ﻣ ﻏَﺪٍ ﺟﻞ ﻛﻴﻚَ ﻓﻴﺆﺗ ﺳﻪ ﺗَﻌﺎﻟنﱠ اﻟﻓﺎ
َﻚﺒﻐﻠ وﻟَﻦ ﻳ،ﺐﻚَ ﻃَﺎﻟ رِزﻗﺴﺒِﻘَﻚَ اﻟ وﻟَﻦ ﻳ،َ ﻟَﻚﺎ ﻟَﻴﺲﻴﻤ ﻓﻢ ﺑِﺎﻟﻬﺎ ﺗَﺼﻨَﻊﻤﺮِكَ ﻓَﻤﻋ
"َ ﻟَﻚﺎ ﻗَﺪ ﻗُﺪِّرﻨﻚَ ﻣ ﻋﺒﻄ وﻟَﻦ ﻳ،ﺐ ﻏَﺎﻟﻠَﻴﻪﻋ
"O son of Adam! There are two types of sustenance: the sustenance that you seek and the sustenance
that seeks you. So do not impose the anxieties for the year ahead on the anxiety of today. What each
day holds is sufﬁcient for you. If the following year is part of your life, then Allah will give you in every
new tomorrow what is apportioned for you. But if the following year is not part of your life, then what will
you do with worrying about what is not yours? No seeker will precede you to your sustenance nor will
anyone take it from you, and what has been destined for you will not held back from you."6
In another occasion of the same book, Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

ﻦﻚُ ﻣن ﻳ اﻚَ اﻟّﺬي ﻗَﺪ اﺗَﺎكَ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻪﻮﻣ ﻳﻠﻴﻚَ ﻋﺄﺗﻚَ اﻟّﺬي ﻳﻮﻣ ﻳﻢﻞ ﻫ ﻻ ﺗَﺤﻤ،م آدﻦ"ﻳﺎﺑ
"َﻚ ﺑِﺮِزﻗﻴﻪﻪ ﻓﺄتِ اﻟﻤﺮِكَ ﻳﻋ
"O son of Adam! Do not impose the anxiety for the day which is to come on the anxiety of your present
day. This is because if it is to be a part of your life then Allah will give you your sustenance in it”.7
And in his letter, on "the sustenance you seek" and "the sustenance that seeks you", Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

"َ أﺗَﺎكﻪ ﻟَﻢ ﺗَﺄﺗن اﻧﺖﻚَ ﻓﺎﺒﻄﻠ ﻳ ورِزقﺒﻪ ﺗَﻄﻠ رِزق:ِ رِزﻗَﺎن اَنﱠ اﻟﺮِزقَﻨﺎ ﺑ"واﻋﻠَﻢ ﻳ
"My son! Know that sustenance is of two types: the sustenance that you seek, and the sustenance that
seeks you –even if you do not come to it, it will come to you."
Examples:
There are many cases where sustenance has been after speciﬁc individuals. Here we will introduce the
examples mentioned under this portion of Imam ‘Ali's letter by Ibn Abi al-Hadid:
a) ‘Imad al-Dawlah Abu al-Hassan ‘Ali b.Buwayh after defeating Ibn Yaqut entered Shiraz. He was a
poor man with no wealth. On the way, his horse's leg was caught in a hole. He had to dismount and his
servants freed the horse's leg. They saw a large opening in the ground. He ordered his men to dig the
place and they found great treasures of Ibn Yaqut's.
b) One day ‘Imad al-Dawlah, was lying on his back in Ibn Yaqut's house in Shiraz when he saw a snake
on the ceiling. He ordered his men to kill it but it ran away, taking refuge in the wooden planks of the
church. He ordered his men to remove the planks. There, to their surprise, they found ﬁfty thousand
dinars of Ibn Yaqut's treasure.
c) ‘Imad al-Dawlah, after entering Shiraz and establishing the foundations of his reign desired to have
clothing for himself and for his household. His men told him the tailor of Ibn Yaqut, a truly religious and
benevolent man, was available. But he was a deaf man. He ordered the tailor to his presence. When
‘Imad told the tailor he wished for some clothes, the man trembled, saying: By God, My lord, I do not
have more than four boxes of Yaqut's treasures. Emad was surprised and ordered his men to fetch the
boxes. The boxes were ﬁlled with gold, jewelry and valuable cloth."8

2. How Improper It Is To Be Humble When In Need And Be Indifferent When In Free
Of Need:
Humility, stubbornness, kindness and indifference should be based on self-esteem and submission to

Allah and to righteousness and not on hypocrisy and ﬁnancial considerations. There are a lot of people
who are meek when in need and aggressive when free of need. The Holy Qur’an describes the attitudes
of such people in different verses:
In Surah Yunus, God says:

ﺔﺒ ﻃَﻴ ﺑِﻬِﻢ ﺑِﺮِﻳﺢﻳﻦﺮ اﻟﻔُﻠْﻚِ وﺟﻨﺘُﻢ ﻓذا ﻛ اّﺘﺤﺮِ ﺣِ واﻟﺒﺮ اﻟﺒﻢ ﻓِﺮﻛﻴﺴ اﻟّﺬي ﻳﻮ"ﻫ
َﻴﻂﻢ اُﺣﺎنٍ وﻇَﻨﱡﻮا اَﻧّﻬ ﻣﻞﻦ ﻛ ﻣﻮجﻢ اﻟﻤﻫﺎء وﺟﻒﺎﺻ ﻋﺗﻬﺎ رِﻳﺢﺎءﻮا ﺑِﻬﺎ ﺟوﻓَﺮِﺣ
ﺎ ﻓَﻠَﻤﺮِﻳﻦ اﻟﺸﱠﺎﻛﻦ ﻣﻮﻧَﻦَﺬِه ﻟَﻨﻦ ﻫﻴﺘَﻨﺎ ﻣﻦ اﻧﺠ ﻟَﺌ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦ ﻟَﻪﻴﻦﺼﺨﻠﻪ ﻣﻮا اﻟﻋﺑِﻬِﻢ د
"...ﻖ اﻷرضِ ﺑِﻐَﻴﺮِ اﻟﺤﺒﻐُﻮنَ ﻓﻢ ﻳذا ﻫﻢ اﺎﻫاﻧﺠ
"He it is who makes you travel by land and sea; until when you are in the ships, and they sail on
with them in a pleasant breeze, and they rejoice, a violent wind overtakes them and the billows
surge in on them from all sides, and they become certain that they are encompassed about, they
pray to Allah, being sincere to Him in obedience: if thou dost deliver us from this, we will most
certainly be of the grateful ones. But when He delivers them, lo! They are unjustly rebellious in
the earth"9
The same issue is brought up in Surah al-‘Ankabut [Qur’an 29]:

ﻢذَا ﻫِ اﺮ اﻟْﺒَﻟ اﻢﺎﻫﺎ ﻧَﺠ ﻓَﻠَﻤ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦ ﻟَﻪﻴﻦﺼﺨْﻠ ﻣﻪا اﻟﻮﻋ اﻟْﻔُﻠْﻚِ دﻮا ﻓﺒﻛذَا ر"ﻓَﺎ
"َﻮنﺸْﺮِﻛﻳ
"So when they ride in the ships they call upon Allah, being sincerely obedient to Him, but when
He brings them safe to the land, lo! They associate others with Him"10
And in Surah al-‘Alaq [The Clot], the inordinate character of man when not in need is described as
follows:

"780َﺘَﻐْﻨ اﺳآهنْ ر اَﻄْﻐﺎنَ ﻟَﻴﻧﺴنﱠ ا اﱠ"ﻛ
"Nay! Man is most surely inordinate, because he sees himself free from want."
These verses clearly show to us that some people's humility or stubbornness is not based on yielding to

justice and keeping one's self-esteem in the face of humiliation; rather they are hypocrites and moneymongers. Thus, when they attain what they desire and feel no need, they will forget their beneﬁcent
God, resorting to injustice and aggression. But when they feel endangered and in need of God's
assistance, they become humble in front of their creator. This group of people lacks self-esteem and
obedience to Allah. A respectable human being never will approve this kind of attitude towards life.
Although these verses depict the attitude of those who become humble in front of God when in need but
become stubborn when they are free from want, they are good examples for Imam ‘Ali's statements.
Such people are aggressive not only in front of God, but also in their dealing with people, as well. Imam
‘Ali's reproach in his letter includes these people.
In other words, Imam ‘Ali's statement is general. It includes everybody, both high-standing people and
common ones. The poet says:

ﺮاً ـﻄﻦ ﺑَ ﻓَﻼ ﺗﻴﺖذا ﻏَﻨﺬَﻟﱠﺔُ اﻟﻔَﻘﺮِ ـ ﻓﺎ وﻣَﻨ اﻟﻐﻴﻪ ـ ﺗَﻔَﺘﺎ ﻟﻤ"ﺧُﻠﻘَﺎنِ ﻻ اَرﺿﺎﻫ
"ِ اﻟﺪﱠﻫﺮﻠﻪ ﻋﺘ ﻓذا اﻓْﺘَﻘَﺮتوا
"There are two traits which do not suit a true gentleman: pride in possessing wealth, and humiliation in
poverty. Thus, when you are wealthy do not be haughty and when you become poor, consider this world
less important than it really is."11

3. What In This World Which Could Rebuild Our Hereafter Would Be Worth Of
Noting:
Everything in this world including wealth, position, women, children, ornaments, residence, clothing, food
and drinks will come to an end. Only that aspect of this world will remain which is divine.
The Holy Qur’an in this respect says:

ﺎﻧُﻮاﺎ ﻛ ﻣﻦﺴﺣ ﺑِﺎﻢﻫﺮﺟوا اﺮﺒ ﺻ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻦﺰِﻳﻟَﻨَﺠﺎقٍ و ﺑﻪﻨْﺪَ اﻟﺎ ﻋﻣﻨﻔَﺪُ و ﻳﻢﻨْﺪَﻛﺎ ﻋ"ﻣ
ًﺔِﺒﺎةً ﻃَﻴﻴ ﺣﻨﱠﻪﻴِﻴ ﻓَﻠَﻨُﺤﻦﻣﻮ ﻣﻮﻫ وَﻧﺜ اوﺮٍ ا ذَﻛﻦﺎ ﻣﺤﺎﻟ ﺻﻞﻤ ﻋﻦﻠُﻮنَ ﻣﻤﻌﻳ
"َﻠُﻮنﻤﻌﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳﺎ ﻛ ﻣﻦﺴﺣ ﺑِﺎﻢﻫﺮﺟ اﻢﻨﱠﻬﺰِﻳﻟَﻨَﺠو
"What is with you passes away and what is with Allah is enduring; and we will most certainly give
to those who are patient their reward for the best of what they did. Whoever does good whether
male or female, and he is a believer, We will most certainly make him live a happy life, and We
will most certainly give them their reward for the best of what they did."12

Elsewhere the Holy Qur’an says:

ﺎاﺑِﻚَ ﺛَﻮﺑﻨْﺪَ ر ﻋﺮ ﺧَﻴﺎتﺤﺎﻟ اﻟﺼﺎتﻴﺎﻗاﻟْﺒﺎ و اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﺎةﻴﻨُﻮنَ زِﻳﻨَﺔُ اﻟْﺤاﻟْﺒ وﺎل"اﻟْﻤ
" ًﻣ اﺮﺧَﻴو
"Wealth and children are an adornment of the life of this world; and the ever–abiding, the good
works, are better with your Lord in reward and better in expectation.13
Thus, that part of the world's good which is being consumed in this world and has no ﬂavor of divinity
attached to it would be a nuisance for man and its pleasure is little and worthless. But what has been
used here in this world for God's sake and satisfaction will give a deﬁnite reward to man in the
Hereafter.14 In this regard the Prophet (S) has stated:

ﺪﱠﻗﺖ او ﺗَﺼ،ﻠَﻴﺖ ﻓَﺎﺑ او ﻟَﺒِﺴﺖ ﻓَﺎﻓﻨَﻴﺖﻠﺖﺎ اﻛ ﻣﻻﻚَ اﺎﻟﻦ ﻣ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣ ﻟَﻴﺲ،م آد"ﻳﺎﺑﻦ
"ﻘَﻴﺖﻓَﺎﺑ
"O son of Adam! From your wealth nothing is left except that which you ate and consumed, or that which
you wore and is now thread-bare, or that which you gave away as charity and it remains (for you).”
He has also said:

ٌﻟَﺪ وو ﺑِﻪﻨﺘَﻔَﻊ ﻳﻠﻢ ﻋ،ٌﺔﺎرِﻳﺪَﻗَﺔٌ ﺟ ﺻ:ٍﻦ ﺛَﻼثﻻ ﻋﻠُﻪ ا اﻣ اﻧﻘَﻄَﻊم آد اﺑﻦﺎتذا ﻣ"ا
"ﻮا ﻟَﻪﺪﻋ ﻳﺢﺎﻟﺻ
"When the son of Adam dies, his hopes are severed from all but three things: the charity that continues
to circulate [the good works done for people, e.g. books, hospitals, roads, mosques, etc…];15 the
knowledge and learning from which people beneﬁt, and a righteous child who will pray for him".16
And Imam ‘Ali (as) in this connection says in Nahj al-Balaghah:

َﺒﻘ و ﻳﺆﻧَﺘُﻪ ﻣﺐ ﺗَﺬْﻫﻞﻤﺘُﻪ وﻋ ﺗَﺒِﻌَ ﻟَﺬﱠﺗُﻪ وﺗَﺒﻘﺐ ﺗَﺬْﻫﻞﻤ ﻋ:ﻠَﻴﻦﻤ ﻋﻴﻦﺎ ﺑ"ﺷَﺘّﺎنِ ﻣ
"هاَﺟﺮ

"What a difference between these two deeds: a deed whose pleasure passes away but its (evil)
consequences remain: and a deed whose difﬁculties come to an end, but its rewards remain!"17
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said in his letter:

"َﺜﻮاك ﻣ ﺑِﻪﺎ اَﺻﻠَﺤﺖﻧﻴﺎكَ ﻣﻦ دﻧّﻤﺎ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣ"ا
Do Not Worry Over The Past Events:
Change is interwoven in the very structure of life in this world. One sort of change is gaining things and
losing them. Sometimes we lose objects which we love extremely and at times we get things we did not
anticipate. Some people become disturbed upon losing things or obtaining what which entails misery for
them. On the other hand, the elite become neither overjoyed nor depressed on what they get or lose.
This is because ﬁrstly, everything is fatal: only Allah is everlasting:

ِلَِﻚَ ذُو اﻟْﺠﺑ رﻪﺟ وَﻘﺒﻳﺎ ﻓَﺎنٍ وﻬﻠَﻴ ﻋﻦ ﻣﻞ ـ ﻛ788ﻪﻬﺟ وﻚٌ اﺎﻟ ﻫءَ ﺷﻞ"ﻛ
789"امﺮﻛاو
“Everything is perishable but Him”.
“Every one of it must pass away; and there will endure for ever the person of your Lord, the Lord
of glory and honor."
Regarding this, a poet says:
Do not get hurt with the presence or absence of any goods;
Since any existing thing is perishable at the end.
Secondly, with a simple calculation, the elite calm themselves over lost or unattainable desires. They
think these lost assets are like other lost ones or they are similar to thousand other desires which will
never materialize. Since they do not worry over what is unattainable, they do not bother on losing them.
Thirdly, they consider this signiﬁcant principle: "Be happy with what you presently have and do not
frown." They contend that showing discomfort is in contrast with the Principle of submission to God's will.
Among these honored ones is the one who was 70 years of age and:

790"َﺎن ﻛ ﻟَﻴﺘَﻪ،ﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻻ ﺷَﻴﻦ و ﻟَﻢ ﻳ ﻟَﻴﺘَﻪ،َﺎن ﻛﻘُﻞ ﺷَﻴﻟَﻢ ﻳ"و

"For what happened he never said: I wish it had not happened; and for what did not happen, he never
said: I wish it did happen”.
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as), in his letter, commands us to:

"َﻟَﻴﻚﻞ اﺼﺎ ﻟَﻢ ﻳ ﻣﻞ ﻛﻠع ﻋﺰﺪِكَ ﻓَﺎﺟﻦ ﻳ ﻣﺎ ﺗَﻔَﻠﱠﺖﺎزِﻋﺎً ﻣ ﺟﻨﺖن ﻛا"و
"If you are grieved over what has slipped out of your hands, then grieve (as well) over all that which has
not come to you”.

4. Base Your Reasoning For Future Actions On The Events Of The Past:
One of the ways to carry out reasoning is logical exempliﬁcation or what the jurisprudents call "qiyas" or
"deduction."
By exempliﬁcation we mean proving a case because of its similarity to or identity with other cases. An
example follows: In the same way that a house needs a builder, the sky and the earth, too, need a
creator. Another, example: In the same way that wine is forbidden because it causes drunkenness, any
alcohol, too, is forbidden because it brings about intoxication.
In any case, we see in history that the oppressors and tyrants are ruined or pleasure seekers ﬁnally
become miserable or those who do not respect their parents will not prosper, we come to the conclusion
that if we carry out these acts, we too will suffer.
As we have already seen, in the books on traditions this issue is interpreted as "getting experience" or
"learning your lesson". Imam ‘Ali (as) refers to this topic in different occasions: Some examples are here:

791"ًﺮاﺟﺰدلِ ﻣﺮِ ﺑِﺎﻻوﻶﺧنﱠ ﻟ ا،ًﺮاﻌﺘَﺒ ﻣﻴﻦﺎﺿ ﺑِﺎﻟﻤﻴﻦﺎﻗﻠﺒنﱠ ﻟ( "اa
"There are lessons from the past generations for those who remain. There are deterrents for the later
people from the earlier ones."

ﺎ ﻓَﺎنﱠﻨﻬ ﻣﻘﺎ ﺑﻤ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ ﻟﻦ ﻣﻀﺎ ﻣ واﻋﺘَﺒِﺮ ﺑِﻤﻖ اﻟﺤﻦ ﻣﻠَﻒﺎ ﺳﺻﺪِّق ﺑِﻤ( "وb

"ﻔﺎرِق ﻣﻞﻠّﻬﺎ ﺣﺎﺋﻬﺎ وﻛﻟ ﺑِﺎوﻖﻫﺎ ﻻﺣﺮﻌﻀﺎً وآﺧ ﺑﺸﺒِﻪﻬﺎ ﻳﻌﻀﺑ

“Conﬁrm what has preceded of the truth. Take lessons from what has past of this world for what remains
of it, for they (events) resemble one another, their end reaches their beginning and all of it is transient
and unstable”.18

ﻪﻮﻻﺗﺻﻪ وﺄسِ اﻟﻦ ﺑﻢ ﻣﻦ ﻗَﺒﻠ ﻣﺒِﺮﻳﻦَﺴﺘ اﻟﻤﻢ اﻷﻣﺎ اﺻﺎب( "ﻓﺎﻋﺘَﺒِﺮوا ﺑِﻤc
ﻪﻌﻗﺎﺋوو

"ﻨُﻮ ﺑِﻬِﻢ ﺟﺼﺎرِعﺜﺎوِي ﺧُﺪُودِﻫﻢ وﻣﻈُﻮا ﺑِﻤ واﺗﱠﻌﻪﺜُﻼﺗﻣو
“Take lessons from the chastisement of Allah, His assaults, His onslaughts and His exemplary
punishments that befell the arrogant nations before you. Pay attention to their residence in the
graves”.19

"ﻆﻮاﻋ اﻟﻤﻴﻪﻊ ﻓﻬﺎ ﻟَﻢ ﺗَﻨﺠوﻓﺮﺮِ اﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ وﺻﻴﻌﺘَﺒِﺮ ﺑِﻐﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳ( "ﻣd
“One who does not take lessons from the ups and downs and the changes of the world will not beneﬁt
from any admonition, either”.20
e) "Only one who has taken lessons from his past will take lessons from his remaining life span."21
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) in his honorable letter writes:

"ﺎه اﺷﺒﻮرنﱠ اﻻﻣﺎنَ ﻓﺎﺎ ﻗَﺪ ﻛﻦ ﺑِﻤﺎ ﻟَﻢ ﻳ ﻣﻠ ﻋ"اﺳﺘَﺪِل
“Seek an indication for what has not yet occurred through that which has already occurred, for affairs are
similar (to each other)”.

5. The Wise Listen To Advice Through Good Manners, But The Beasts Do So
Through Punishment:
One of the advantages of man over the beast is his capacity to be advised through education. It is man
who, through his being equipped with the power of wisdom and free will, can go through a path which
may make him enjoy human virtues and can keep him away from committing wrong doings.22

This state of taking advice and enjoying good manners is a criterion for man's values and is the best
heritage and the most excellent garment for him.
But people are different in accepting advice: Some take advice with a small signal given them and do a
lot of good deeds within a short time. Some are late and lazy in taking advice and do not adopt it unless
punished or reproached. They behave like beasts that must be hit to go the right way. Imam (as), on this
issue, writes in his sacred letter:

ِﻆُ ﺑِﺎﻻداب ﻳِﺘﱠﻌﻞﺎﻗنﱠ اﻟﻌ ﻓﺎﻪﻳﻼﻣ ا ﻓﺎﻟَﻐﺖذا ﺑ اﻈَﺔُ ا اﻟﻌﻪﻦ ﻻ ﺗَﻨﻔَﻌﻤ ﻣﻮﻧَﻦَﻻ ﺗ"و
"ِﺮب ﺑِﺎﻟﻀﻻﻆُ ا ﻻ ﺗَﺘَﻌﻢﻬﺎﺋواﻟﺒ
"Do not be of those whom advice does not beneﬁt unless you inﬂict suffering on them, for the intelligent
one learns through good discipline and education, while animals learn only by being beaten”.
Elsewhere, Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated:

"ﺎلِ اﻟﺘَﺼﺮِﻳﺢﻬﻘُﻮ ﺑِﺔُ اﻟﺠ ﻋ، اﻟﺘَﻠﻮِﻳﺢﻘَﻼءﺔُ اﻟﻌﻘﻮ ﺑ"ﻋ
"The punishment of the wise is through a hint but that of the ignorant is through explicit speech".23
However, there are some who will never take advice. This is not because they are not created as such;
rather, this indifference of theirs toward taking advice is due to their wrong education or their getting
accustomed to bad habits and performing sins so much so that they are not ready to employ their
wisdom and to go the right path. If they wish, however, they could develop and change as it is said of an
illegitimate child:

" ﺑِﻪﺰِياً ﺟ ﺷَﺮﻞﻤن ﻋ وا ﺑِﻪﺰِي ﺧَﻴﺮاً ﺟﻞﻤن ﻋ اﻞﺴﺘَﻌﻤﻟَﺪَ اﻟﺰِﻧَﺎ ﻳنﱠ و"ا
"An illegitimate child performs his deeds; if he does good, he will be rewarded for it and if he does wrong
he will be punished for it".24
The Holy Qur’an talks about these people as creatures worse than beasts.25 They are also likened to
salty land where nothing can grow but inferior herbage.26 Our poets have said:
Education to an unworthy person is like a nut on the dome.
Another poem depicts the same thing:

The rain which is unanimously believed to be delicate
In the garden it causes tulips to grow, but in the salt marsh it causes thorns to grow.
All of the above cases depend upon these people's capability for performing vice. This is not taken to
mean that they lack the necessary will to adopt the right way.27

6. Avoid Worries And Sorrows Through Patience And Real Conviction:
If we believe that God performs everything based on wisdom and expedience and also contend that
what He does is either pure benevolence or its goodness exceeds its badness, then we, as true
believers, will anticipate all miseries willingly and will never show signs of impatience.
Of course, there are some calamities which are created due to people's mismanagement. In these cases
they are to be blamed. Examples are:
One who has been careless in driving his car and has caused the death and injuries of others.
One who has lost his life through addiction; and one who has lost his wealth because of gambling or
extravagance.
These people should not blame the others because they deserve the hardships they are facing.
But sometimes some events occur which are beyond our control, such as the following:
A strong earthquake might destroy his life and his building despite the fact that the building was
designed in accordance with safety codes; some type of cancer might kill a friend or a relative of theirs;
sometimes a ﬂood or a tornado could bring about irreparable damages.
These extraordinary events, which are beyond our control and are among the general principles of this
world are based on some valid divine wisdom. We might assume these happenings are harmful for us.
But if our conviction is that God will not carry out a useless act and that these happenings are in our
favor, we will suffer them with patience.
Thus, as Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated in his letter

"ﻴﻦﻘ اﻟﻴﻦﺴﺮِ وﺣﺒ اﻟﺼﻢاﺋ ﺑِﻌﺰﻮمﻤاتِ اﻟﻬارِدﻨﻚَ وح ﻋﻃﺮ"ا
“Drive away incoming anxieties from you through resolute patience and the goodness of certainty”,
A patient believer will not allow worries and sorrows to bother him and what he sees in God is only
beauty.

7. Putting Aside Moderation Is Injustice And Deviation From Rightousness:
In general, moderation in affairs is desirable and in accordance with justice and being extravagant and
parsimonious are considered to be unjust. Our religious leaders have commanded us to observe the
principle of moderation in livelihood, work, worship, food consumption, rest, struggle, and the like.

The Qur’an, in describing the attributes of the true believers says:

"ﺎاﻣﻚَ ﻗَﻮ ذَﻟﻦﻴﺎنَ ﺑﻛوا وﻘْﺘُﺮ ﻳﻟَﻢﺮِﻓُﻮا وﺴ ﻳﻧﻔَﻘُﻮا ﻟَﻢذَا ا ااﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦ"و
"And they who when they spend, are neither extravagant nor parsimonious, and keep between
these the just mean"28
Upon his death bed, Imam ‘Ali (as) advises his son:

"َﻚﺗﺎدﺒ ﻋﺪ ﻓﻚَ واﻗﺘَﺼﻴﺸَﺘﻌ ﻣ ﻓَﻨﺎ ﺑﺪ ﻳ"اﻗﺘَﺼ
"My son! Be moderate in livelihood and worship"29
On another occasion, Imam ‘Ali (as) said:

"ِﺐِ اﻟﺪﱠﻫﺮﻨَﻮاﺋﺪﱠ ﻟ واﻟﻔَﻘﺮِ ﻓَﻘَﺪ اﺳﺘَﻌَﻨ اﻟﻐﺪَ ﻓﻦ اﻗﺘَﺼ"ﻣ
"One who is moderate in the face of poverty and afﬂuence is prepared for the hardships of the world."30
The Islamic scholars in ethics consider good manners between the two extremes of extravagance and
dissipation; bravery between timidity and boldness; generosity between dissipation and avarice,
economy between extravagance and severity; modesty between pride and meanness; and chastity
between sensual desire and lack of sexual drive. By the right path is meant moderation; any deviation of
it brings about injustice and the subsequent descent to hell. This right path is narrower than a hair and
sharper than a sword.31
Our poets have written:
Do not resort to gluttony to the extent that it is poured out of your mouth,
Nor eat too little so that you lack the needed energy.
A true walker is not the one who speeds up at one moment and gets tired the other moment;
Rather, a good walker is the one who goes slowly but steadily.
Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter emphasizes:

"ﺎرﺪَ ﺟكَ اﻟﻘَﺼﻦ ﺗَﺮ"ﻣ

“He who abandons moderation has deviated from the right path”.

8. Your Companion Is Like Your Relative:
With regards to the previous discussions about the role of companions, we understood that a companion
is a means of one's solace and help at the time of depression and an important factor in shaping one's
character. And in this way the message of Imam ‘Ali (as) in his statement:

"ﺐﻨَﺎﺳ ﻣﺐﺎﺣ"واﻟﺼ
"The companion is like a relative" becomes obvious. This is because where a relative has blood relation
with one, a companion has spiritual relation with him.

"وحﻴﺎةُ اﻟﺮ اﻟّﻠﺒِﻴﺐِ ﺣﻟﺔُ اﻟﻮﺤﺒ"ﺻ
"Association with a wise friend is a means of life for the spirit."32
It is as though they possess one soul in two bodies.

"ِﻗَﺔﺘَﻔَﺮ ﻣﻮمﺴ ﺟﺪٌ ﻓاﺣ و ﻧَﻔَﺲﺪِﻗَﺎء"اﻷﺻ
"Friends are one soul in different bodies"33
The companion whom Imam Hasan (as) had in mind, has the following traits:

َﻌﻮﻧَﺘَﻪ اَﻋﺎﻧَﻚ ﻣﻨﻪ ﻣدتذَا اَرﺎﻧَﻚَ وا ﺻذا ﺧَﺪَﻣﺘَﻪ زَاﻧَﻚَ واﺒﺘَﻪﺤذا ﺻﻦ اﺐ ﻣ"ﻓﺎﺻﺤ
نﺪّﻫﺎ وا ﻣﺪَكَ ﺑِﻔَﻀﻞ ﻳﺪَدتن ﻣﻮﻟَﻚَ وا ﺷَﺪﱠ ﺻﻠﺖن ﺻ ﻗَﻮﻟَﻚَ واﺪﱠق ﺻن ﻗُﻠﺖوا
ﺖن ﺳ اَﻋﻄَﺎكَ واﺄﻟﺘَﻪن ﺳﺪﱠﻫﺎ واﻨَﺔً ﻋﺴﻨﻚَ ﺣن رآى ﻣﺪﱠﻫﺎ واﺔٌ ﺳﻨﻚَ ﺛَﻠﻤﺪَت ﻋﺑ
 وﻻﻖﻮاﺋ اﻟﺒﻨﻪﻴﻚَ ﻣﻦ ﻻ ﺗَﺄﺗﺎكَ ﻣﺎتِ واﺳﻤﻠﺣﺪَى اﻟﻤ ﺑِﻚَ اﻟَﺖن ﻧَﺰ اﺑﺘَﺪاكَ واﻨﻪﻋ
"َكﻤﺎً آﺛَﺮﻨﻘَﺴن ﺗَﻨَﺎزَﻋﺘُﻤﺎ ﻣ واﻖﻘﺎﺋﻨﺪَ اﻟﺤﺨﺬُﻟﻚَ ﻋ وﻻ ﻳﻖ اﻟﻄَﺮاﺋﻨﻪﻠﻴﻚَ ﻣ ﻋﻒﺗَﺨْﺘَﻠ
"Then associate with one who, if you associate with him he adorns you, if you serve him, he protects

you, if you desire help from him, he aids you, if you speak, he conﬁrms your speech, if you attack he
supports your attack, if you stretch out your hand with favour, he stretches out his hand, if a breach
appears in you, he ﬁlls it, if he perceives a good deed from you, he esteems it, if you ask him he gives it,
if you are silent (about it), he anticipates (your request), and if a misfortune befalls you, he assists you.
Misfortunes do not come to you from him, nor does changeability befall you from him, and he does not
fail to aid you in the realities (of affairs); and if the two of you are in contention, he gives preference to
you over himself."34
Such an associate deserves being treated as a relative. We should carry out for him those
responsibilities that we are supposed to perform for our relatives.

9. A True Friend Is The One Who Respects You In Your Absence:
A genuine friend is the one who respects you in your absence. He should not boast of his friendship in
front of you nor should he act hypocritically in your absence. Imam ‘Ali (as) in the Hikmah section of Nahj
al-Balaghah emphasizes:

"ﻪﻓَﺎﺗﻪ ووﺘ وﻏَﻴﺒﻪﺘﺒَ ﻧ ﻓ:ٍ ﺛَﻼث ﻓﺤﻔَﻆَ اﺧَﺎه ﻳّﺘﺪِﻳﻘﺎً ﺣ ﺻﺪِﻳﻖﻮنُ اﻟﺼ"ﻻ ﻳ
"A friend is not a friend until he safeguards his brother in three situations: in his adversity, in his absence
and at his death."35
Imam Sadiq (as) gives the following advice to Muhammad ibn Muslim and his companion:

"ﻪﺘ ﻏَﻴﺒ ﻓ ﻓَﺎﺣﻔَﻈﻪن ﻏَﺎب"وا
"When he is absent, then safeguard him in his absence."36
Imam ‘Ali (as), in his letter, emphasized the same principle:

"ﻪ ﻏَﻴﺒﺪَقﻦ ﺻ ﻣﺪِﻳﻖاﻟﺼ"و
“A true friend is one who observes the rights of friendship in one’s absence”.

10. Sensuality Is Like Blindness:
As we saw before, one of the factors which hinders man's realism is sensuality. Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

"ﻖ اﻟﺤﻦﺪّ ﻋﺼﻮى ﻓَﻴﺎعُ اﻟﻬﺒﺎ اﺗ"ﻓﺎﻣ
"Following desires hinders man from the truth."37
It is also said:

"ﻢﺼ و ﻳﻌﻢ ﻳ اﻟﺸَﻴﺐ"ﺣ
"(Too much) love for something makes a man both blind and deaf."
It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) wrote in his letter:

"ﻤﻮى ﺷَﺮِﻳﻚُ اﻟﻌ"واﻟﻬ
"Desire is the partner of blindness (of the heart)."
In the same manner a sensual person is deprived of the ways to distinguish the right way. Imam ‘Ali (as)
has stated in this connection:

ةﺮ اﻵﺧ ﻓﻼل اﻟﻀﻮ وﻫﻤ اﻟﻌﻮا اﻟﺪﻋﻮى ﻳنﱠ اﻟﻬﻮى ﻓﺎ اﻟﻬﺔﺠﺎﻧَﺒﻢ ﺑِﻤﻴ"اوﺻ
"واﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ
"I recommend that you keep away from desire because it causes blindness and it is straying from the
right path both here and in the hereafter."38
Imam ‘Ali (as) in this respect has said:

"َاكﻚَ واردﻨﻘَﻠَﺒﺪَ ﻣﺎكَ واَﻓﺴﻚَ واَﻋﻤﻤﻮاكَ اﺻ ﻫن اَﻃَﻌﺖﻧﱠﻚَ ا"ا

"If you obey your desire, it will make you both blind and deaf and will ruin your hereafter and destroy
you."39
He has also stated:
"One who follows his desire will be both blind and deaf."40

11. Close Strangers And Strange Relatives:
It can not be denied that in the school of the Prophets (as) the criterion for relationship is based on
religious bonds. Otherwise mere blood relationship or belonging to a special tribe, race or family does
not establish a credible relationship. For this reason God did not consider Noah's son as one of his
family since his ideas were different from those of his father.

"َﻚﻠﻫ اﻦ ﻣﺲ ﻟَﻴﻧﱠﻪ"ا
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"He said: O Nuh! Surely he is not of your family."
Another example applies to Abu Lahab, the Prophet's uncle, who tormented the Prophet (S) and was
therefore condemned by the Qur’an. Surah al-Lahab was revealed to the Prophet (S) in this case:

"ﺐٍ وﺗَﺐ ﻟَﻬﺪا اَﺑﺖ ﻳ"ﺗَﺒ
"Perdition overtake both hands of Abu Lahab, and he will perish"
On the other hand, although Salman was an Iranian, the Prophet (S) considered him one of his family
members. The Prophet (S) has said:

816"ِﻴﺖ اﻟﺒﻨﱠﺎ اَﻫﻞﻠﻤﺎنُ ﻣ"ﺳ
“Salman is from us, the Ahl al-Bayt (the Prophet’s family)”.
It is on this basis that in our Islamic traditions there are some characters that carry the titles “Shi’ah” or
“Muslim” but in behavior and in practice they do not look like the Prophet (S) or his household. They are
expelled from the Muslim ranks, however. Examples are the following:

a) The Great Prophet (S) says:

"ﺎً ﻓَﻠَﻴﺲ ﻣﻨّﺎﻤﺴﻠ ﻣﻦ ﻏَﺶ"ﻣ

“He who deceives a Muslim is not of us.”
b) Imam Sadiq (as) says:

"ًﺮاﻣﺎﻦ ﺣﺆﻣ ﻣﺎل ﻣﻞﻦ اﻛ ﻣ ﻟ ﺑِﻮﻟ"ﻟَﻴﺲ
"One who unlawfully consumes a believer's property is not my friend".
c) The Great Prophet (S) has said:

"ﻨﱠ ﻣ ﺷﱠﺮه ﻓَﻠَﻴﺲﻘّﺎء اﺗ اﻟﻨّﺎسﻪﻣﻦ اَﻛﺮﻣ"اَﻻ و
"Indeed, one whom people respect in order to guard against his evil, is not of me”.
d) Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ﻢ اﻟﻨَﺎسﻈﻠﻦ َﻳﻨَﺎ ﻣﺘﻴﻌﻦ ﺷ ﻣ"ﻟَﻴﺲ
"One who does injustice to people is not one of our Shi’ah."
e) The Great Prophet (S) said:

"ﻢﺴﻠ ﺑِﻤ ﻓَﻠَﻴﺲﺒﻪ ﻓَﻠَﻢ ﻳﺠﻴﻦﻤﺴﻠﻨﺎدِي ﻳِﺎ ﻟَﻠﻤ ﻳﻼﺟ رﻊﻤﻦ ﺳ"ﻣ
"One who hears a person calling: 'O Muslims, help me,' and does not respond is not a Muslim."
f) Imam Baqir (as) told one of his followers named Jabir:

ﺼﺮِكَ وﻗَﺎﻟًﻮا ﻣﻠَﻴﻚَ اَﻫﻞﻊ ﻋ ﻟَﻮ اﺟِﺘَﻤّﺘﺎً ﺣﻴﻟﻮنُ ﻟَﻨﺎ وَﺎﺑِﺮ ﺑﺄﻧَﻚَ ﻻ ﺗﺎ ﺟ"واﻋﻠَﻢ ﻳ
ﻦَﻟﻚَ وكَ ذَﻟﺮﺴ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﺢﺎﻟٌ ﺻﻞﺟﻧﱠﻚَ رﻟَﻮ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا اﻚَ وﺤﺰِﻧﻚَ ذَﻟ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻮء ﺳﻞﺟ راﻧﺖ
"ﻪﺘَﺎبِ اﻟ ﻛاﻋﺮض ﻧﻔﺴﻚ ﻋﻠ
"Know Jabir, that you will not be our friend until, if the inhabitants of your city gather against you and say:
‘You are an evil man’, you will not be grieved by that, and if they say: ‘You are a virtuous man’, you will
not be made happy by that. Rather, you should judge yourself in accordance with the Book of Allah (to
discover the criteria for virtue and evil). "
g) Imam Kadhim (as) said:

"ﻮمﻞ ﻳ ﻛَ ﻓﻪﺐ ﻧَﻔﺴﺤﺎﺳﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻨﱠﺎ ﻣ ﻣ"ﻟَﻴﺲ
"One who does not evaluate himself every day is not of us."
h) Imam ‘Ali Ibn Musa Al-Reza (as) has been reported to have asked one of his friends: How do people
interpret this verse: “O Nuh! He is not of your family…”.42 One of the attendants said that people think
this verse means that Noah's son was not his real son.
Imam Reza (as) answered:

ﻪ اﻟﻊﻄﻨﱠﺎ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﺬا ﻣﻦ ﻛﺎنَ ﻣ ﻛﻦ اَﺑِﻴﻪ ﻋﻪ ﻧَﻔَﺎه اﻟﺼﺎ ﻋﻦ ﻟَﻤَ وﻟﺑﻨُﻪﺎنَ اﻼ ﻟَﻘَﺪ ﻛ"ﻛ
"ﻨﱠﺎ ﻣﻓَﻠَﻴﺲ
"No, it is not the case. He was really Noah's son, but when he disobeyed God, He negated his kinship
with his father. In the same way, one who is of us but does not obey God is not one of us."
Thus, it is in accordance with what Imam ‘Ali (as) has written in his sacred letter:

"ٍﻴﺪﻌﻦ ﺑﺪُ ﻣﻦ ﻗَﺮِﻳﺐٍ وﻗَﺮِﻳﺐٍ اَﺑﻌ ﻣبﻌﻴﺪٍ اَﻗﺮ ﺑبر"و
“Often the distant one is closer than the near one, and the near one is more remote than the distant
one”. There might be some strangers who are closer to us than our relatives and some relatives who are
more distant from us than strangers. And the Holy Qur’an, in this concern, says:

"ﻢوﻫﺬَر ﻓَﺎﺣﻢَا ﻟﺪُو ﻋﻢدِﻛوا وﻢِاﺟزْو اﻦنﱠ ﻣﻨُﻮا ا آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﻳﺎ ا"ﻳ
"O you who believe! Surely from among your wives and your children there is an enemy to you;
therefore beware of them."43
And verses 22 and 23 of Sura al-Bara’ah [Tawbah] have similar content:

َﻠ ﻋﻔْﺮْﻮا اﻟﺒﺘَﺤنْ اﺳ اﺎءﻴﻟو اﻢَاﻧﺧْﻮا وﻢﻛﺎءﺬُوا آﺑ ﺗَﺘﱠﺨ ﻨُﻮا آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﻳﺎ ا"ﻳ
"... ِﺎنﻳﻤا
"O you who believe! Do not take your fathers and brothers for guardians if they love unbelief
more than belief; and whoever of you takes them for a guardian, these it is that are the unjust."

12. A Stranger Is One Who Has No Friends:
It is true that the word "stranger" is generally used for those who are away from their country; but a true
stranger or lonely man is one who is deprived of friends and associates. For this reason a person who is
away from his country is also called a stranger because there he lacks friends and associates.
Thus, if a person lacks friends in his own country, he can be said to be a stranger. If a man has
appropriate friends in a foreign country, he is not still considered a stranger. For this reason, Imam ‘Ali
(as) has said:

"َﻠَﻚﻤﺎ ﺣ اﻟﺒِﻼدِ ﻣ ﺧَﻴﺮ،ٍﻠَﺪﻦ ﺑ ﺑِﻚَ ﻣﻖﻠَﺪٌ ﺑِﺄﺣ ﺑ"ﻟَﻴﺲ
"No country is more suitable for you than another; the best country for you is the one in which you are
accepted."44
In Imam ‘Ali's conception, the poor and the deprived people are also considered stranger in their own
homeland since they are generally deprived of people's association with them:

"ﻪﻠﺪَﺗ ﺑ ﻓ ﻏَﺮِﻳﺐﻞﻘ"واﻟﻤ
"A poor person is a stranger even in his own city"45

On the basis of this principle, Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter states:

"ﺒِﻴﺐ ﺣﻦ ﻟَﻪﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳ ﻣاﻟﻐَﺮِﻳﺐ"و
"A stranger is the one who has no friend."
By this statement, he wants to emphasize the signiﬁcance of having friends. Imam ‘Ali (as) has said: He
who does not have friends is a miserable person; and even more miserable than him is the one who
easily loses his friends.

13. An Aggressor To The Truth Will Meet Several Hurdles:
The truth is deﬁned as "a constant thing which coincides with reality." And since the Creator of the world
is true and genuine and not whimsical and fantasy, God's religion and his Commandments are true and
not satanic and absurd concepts. Thus, if anybody goes the right path in life, all the world rise in his
support and will help him and will make him prosper. On the contrary, if anybody goes the opposite
direction of the ﬂowing river he will meet obstacles and will get destroyed.
This is an issue which is conﬁrmed by both science and experience and by the Book (Qur’an),
Traditions, and the lives of the Prophets and God's men.
The Holy Qur’an, on the occasion of the victory of the rightful army over the army of falsehood says:

ﻢﻨﺪَﻧَﺎ ﻟَﻬنﱠ ﺟاونَ وﻮرﻨﺼ اﻟْﻤﻢ ﻟَﻬﻢﻧﱠﻬ اﻴﻦﻠﺳﺮﺎدِﻧَﺎ اﻟْﻤﺒﻌﺘُﻨَﺎ ﻟﻤﻠ ﻛﻘَﺖﺒﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﺳ"و
"َﻮنﺒاﻟْﻐَﺎﻟ
"And certainly Our word has already gone forth in respect of Our servants, the apostles. Most
surely they shall be the assisted ones, and most surely Our host alone shall be the victorious
ones."46
The Qur’an, in another connection, emphasizes:

"ﺰِﻳﺰ ﻋ ﻗَﻮِيﻪنﱠ اﻟ اﻠﺳرﻧَﺎ و اﻦﺒﻏْﻠ ﻪ اﻟﺘَﺐ"ﻛ
"Allah has written down: I will most certainly prevail, I and My apostles. Surely Allah is Strong,
Mighty."47

Elsewhere, concerning the true religion of Islam, which will ﬁnally prevail over the distorted religions, the
Qur’an says:

ﺮِه ﻛﻟَﻮ وﻪّﻠ ﻛ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦَﻠ ﻋهﻈْﻬِﺮﻴ ﻟﻖ اﻟْﺤدِﻳﻦﺪَى و ﺑِﺎﻟْﻬﻮﻟَﻪﺳ رﻞﺳر اﻟﱠﺬِي اﻮ"ﻫ
"َﻮنﺸْﺮِﻛاﻟْﻤ
"He it is who sent his Apostle with guidance and the religion of truth, that He might cause it to
prevail over all religions, though the polytheists may be averse."48
Concerning the obvious fact that truth includes such powers as falsehood cannot defeat and anybody
who decides to trespass its borders will be destroyed, the Holy Qur’an states:

"ﻖ زَاﻫﻮذَا ﻫ ﻓَﺎﻐُﻪﺪْﻣ ﻓَﻴﻞﺎﻃ اﻟْﺒَﻠ ﻋﻖ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤ ﻧَﻘْﺬِفﻞ"ﺑ
"Nay, We cast the truth against falsehood, so that it breaks its head, and lo! It vanishes.49
And, in this connection, Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

825"َﻠَﻚ ﻫﻖﻠﺤﺘَﻪ ﻟﻔﺤﻦ اَﺑﺪَى ﺻ"ﻣ
"He who displays his hostility to the truth will be destroyed".
Elsewhere he has stated:

َﺮِع ﺻﻖعَ اﻟﺤﺎرﻦ ﺻﻣ
"He who endeavours to overpower the truth, will be overpowered."50
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said:

"ِﻄَﺐ اﻟﺤﻴﺮﺜ ﻛﺤﺮِق اﻟﻨّﺎرِ ﻳﻦ ﻣﻴﻞﺎ اَنﱠ اﻟﻘَﻠﻤ ﻛﻞﺎﻃ اﻟﺒﻴﺮﺜ ﻛﺪﻓَﻊ ﻳﻖ اﻟﺤﻴﻞ"ﻗَﻠ

"Little truth will defeat much falsehood in the same way that a little ﬁre will burn much ﬁrewood."51
In this connection, Imam Sadiq (as) has said:

 ﻧَﻘْﺬِفﻞ )ﺑ:ﻚَ ﻗَﻮﻟُﻪ وذﻟﻞﺎﻃ اﻟﺒﻖ اﻟﺤ ﻏَﻠَﺐﻻ اﻖ اﻟﺤ ﺑِﺎزَاءﻘُﻮم ﻳﻞﺎﻃﻦ ﺑ ﻣ"ﻟَﻴﺲ
"(ﻐُﻪﺪْﻣ ﻓَﻴﻞﺎﻃ اﻟْﺒَﻠ ﻋﻖﺑِﺎﻟْﺤ
"No falsehood can rise against truth without getting smashed by the truth. God, on this issue says:
Nay, we cast the truth against the falsehood, so it breaks its head, and lo! It vanishes [Qur’an
21:18].52
On the basis of this issue, Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter says:

"ﻪﺒﺬْﻫ ﻣﺎق ﺿﻖﺪّى اﻟﺤﻦ ﺗَﻌ"ﻣ
“The path of one who transgresses the truth becomes narrow”.
This is because this world, which is based on truth and justice, predisposes us to go the right path. Or
else encountering hurdles and hardships is inevitable.
The result is one's destruction. Baba Tahir Oryan, the Iranian poet, writes:
Don't engage in a work which entails hurdles,
And because of it the world looks a place of torture;
This is because after you, the readers will read your account,
And you'll become ashamed when they read yours.

14. Appreciation And Demanding In Accordance With One's Capabilities Are Two
Potent Agents Of Success And Eternity:
There are two factors which determine one's success in life and his freedom. The ﬁrst one is one's
evaluation to ﬁnd out his real position in the community and his self-esteem.
Second, upon having evaluated himself and having found his real status, he should try to accept
responsibilities based on his innate capacities and not to exceed his limits: for instance, if he is not a
philosopher, he should not pretend to be able to solve the problems of creation, or if he is not qualiﬁed to
accept positions dealing with judicial, political, military and economic problems he should not accept
such a post in the ﬁrst place, and if he gets a chance to deliver a sermon, he should not go beyond his
limits. It is natural that if he failed to recognize his true status in life, and consequently, if he accepted

jobs he was not qualiﬁed for, he would betray himself and would deserve all the curses which would be
levelled against him.
Imam's Guidelines In This Respect:
Both in Nahj al-Balaghah and Ghurar al-Hikam, Imam ‘Ali (as) has provided us with necessary
guidelines. Here are some examples:

"هﺪﱠ ﻃَﻮرﺘَﻌﻟَﻢ ﻳ وه ﻗَﺪرفﺮ ﻋءﻣﺮﻪ ا اﻟﻢﺣ "ر.1
"May God have mercy on one who knows his own capacity and does not exceed it."53

"ه ﻗَﺪْرﺮِفﻌ اَن ﻻ ﻳﻼﻬ ﺟﺮء ﺑِﺎﻟﻤَﻔﻛ وه ﻗَﺪْرفﺮﻦ ﻋ ﻣﻢﺎﻟ "اﻟﻌ.2
"A scholar is the one who recognizes his own worth. It is sufﬁcient ignorance for a person that he does
not know his worth."

"هﺮِف ﻗَﺪْرﻌﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻠَﻚَ ﻣ "ﻫ.3
"One who is not aware of his capacity will be destroyed."

"هﺪَا ﻃَﻮر ﻋه ﻗَﺪْرﻬِﻞ ﺟﻦ "ﻣ.4
"One who is ignorant of his capability will exceed his limits."

"ِ اﻟﻨّﺎسﻴﻦ ﺑﻊﻀ ﻟَﻢ ﻳه ﻗَﺪْرفﺮ ﻋﻦ "ﻣ.5
"One who knows his capacity will not lose his self esteem among people."

" اﻟﻨّﺎسﻪﻣ اَﻛﺮﻨﺪَ ﻗَﺪْرِه ﻋﻗَﻒ وﻦ "ﻣ.6

"One who does not go beyond his limits is respected by all."
Based on the above guidelines, Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter has indicated:

" ﻟَﻪَﻘﺎنَ اﺑ ﻛ ﻗَﺪْرِهﻠ ﻋﺮﻗﺘَﺼﻦ ا"ﻣ
“One who restricts himself to his own capacity retains it.”
This means his self-respect will not be lost and his life will be more fruitful.

15. The Safest Means Between God And God's Servant:
In his life, man needs means to attain his objectives. But since these objectives are physical, they do not
carry much signiﬁcance because they are perishable anyway. In establishing relations with God,
however, more attention should be used since this kind of rapport with God ends up in one's prosperity.
Thus, we will observe that Imam ‘Ali (as) in his Nahj al-Balaghah pays special attention to this issue
enumerating these means in the following manner:

ﻪﻮﻟﺳ و ﺑِﺮ اﻹﻳﻤﺎنُ ﺑِﻪﺒﺤﺎﻧَﻪ وﺗﻌﺎﻟﻪ ﺳ اﻟﻟﻠُﻮنَ اﺳﺘَﻮ اﻟﻤ ﺑِﻪﻞﺎ ﺗَﻮﺳ ﻣﻞنﱠ اَﻓﻀ"ا
ﻗﺎمةُ واﻄْﺮﺔُ اﻹﺧﻼصِ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻬﺎ اﻟﻔﻤﻠ وﻛةُ اﻹﺳﻼم ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻪ ذُروﻪﺒِﻴﻠ ﺳ ﻓواﻟﺠِﻬﺎد
ﻣﻀﺎنَ ﻓﺈﻧﱠﻪ ﺷَﻬﺮِ رﻮمﺔٌ واﺟِﺒﺔٌ وﺻﻛﻮة ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻬﺎ ﻓَﺮِﻳﻀ اﻟﺰﻳﺘَﺎءﻠﱠﺔ وا ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻬﺎ اﻟﻤﻠﻮةاﻟﺼ
ﻀﺎنِ اﻟﺬﱠﻧﺐﺮﺣ و ﻳﻴﺎنِ اﻟﻔﻘﺮﻨﻔﻤﺎ ﻳه ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻬﻴﺖِ واﻋﺘَﻤﺎر اﻟﺒﺞﻘﺎبِ وﺣ اﻟﻌﻦﻨﱠﺔٌ ﻣﺟ
ﺮّﻔُ ﻓﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﺗﺮﺪَﻗَﺔُ اﻟﺴ وﺻﻞ اﻻﺟﻨﺴﺎةٌ ﻓﺎلِ وﻣ اﻟﻤاةٌ ﻓﺜﺮﻢ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻬﺎ ﻣﺣﻠَﺔَ اﻟﺮوﺻ
ﻌﺮوف ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻬﺎ ﺗَﻔ اﻟﻤﻊﻨﺎﺋﻮء وﺻﻴﺘَﺔَ اﻟﺴ ﻣ ﻓﺎﻧﱠﻬﺎ ﺗَﺪﻓَﻊﻴﺔﻼﻧﺪَﻗَﺔُ اﻟﻌﺔَ وﺻﻴﯩاﻟﺨَﻄ
"ِﻮانﺼﺎرِعَ اﻟﻬﻣ
"The most excellent means by which those seeking access to Allah, the Exalted, seek access to Him is
faith in Him and in His Messenger, Jihad in His way for it is the peak of Islam, the declaration of sincere
belief (the unity of Allah and the prophethood of the Muhammad (as)), for it is the original nature (on
which Allah has created mankind), the establishment of prayer for it is (the basis of) religion, giving the
Zakat for it is an obligatory duty, fasting in the month of Ramadan for it is a shield from Allah’s
punishment, Hajj of the House (of Allah) and its ‘Umrah, for they both repel poverty and wash away sins,
establishing the ties of kinship for it increases wealth and defers death, giving charity secretly for it
effaces sins, giving charity openly for it repels an evil death, and good deeds for they protect from

situations of humiliation."54
In verse 256 of Surah al-Baqarah [The cow] the safest approach from the above-mentioned ways is
introduced as disbelief in the Shaitan and belief in Allah

"ﺎ ﻟَﻬﺎمﺼ اﻧﻔ َ اﻟْﯘﺛْﻘةوﺮﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌﺴﺘَﻤ ﻓَﻘَﺪْ اﺳﻪ ﺑِﺎﻟﻦﻣﻮﻳ ﺑِﺎﻟﻄﱠﺎﻏُﻮتِ وﻔُﺮ ﻳﻦ"ﻓَﻤ
"Therefore, whoever disbelieves in the Shaitan and believes in Allah, he indeed has laid hold on
the ﬁrmest handle, which shall not break off."
And in the Surah al-Luqman, verse 22, it is mentioned that submitting to Allah and engaging in good
works are as two safest means to approach to God.

"َ اﻟْﯘﺛْﻘةوﺮﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌﺴﺘَﻤ ﻓَﻘَﺪِ اﺳﻦﺴﺤ ﻣﻮﻫ وﻪ اﻟَﻟ اﻪﻬﺟ وﻢﻠﺴ ﻳﻦﻣ"و
"And whoever submits himself wholly to Allah and he is the doer of good (to others), he indeed
has taken hold of the ﬁrmest thing upon which one can lay hold".
Although the above ways and approaches are among the safest ways to get near to Allah, in traditions
there are some suggestions to the effect that the safest way to attain God's path is to love the Prophet's
Household and to believe in the guardianship of Imam ‘Ali (as) and his progeny.55 The reason for this
fact is that the comprehension of the Book (Qur’an) and the genuine religion is not possible without
resort to wilayah (guardianship) and the guidance of the Proptet's Household. In this connection Zurarah
narrates from Imam Baqir (as):

 ُﺔ واﻟﻮِﻻﻳﻮم واﻟﺼﺞ واﻟﺤﺎةﻛ واﻟﺰﻠﻮة اﻟﺼ ﻋﻠ: اﺷَﻴﺎءﺔ ﺧَﻤﺴ ﻋﻠ اﻹﺳﻼمﻨ"ﺑ
ﻦﻬﻔﺘَﺎﺣ ﻷﻧﱠﻬﺎ ﻣ،ﻞﺔُ اﻓﻀ اﻟﻮِﻻﻳ:؟ ﻓﻘﺎلﻞﻚَ اﻓﻀﻦ ذَﻟ ﻣ ﺷَﻴ وأي:ة ﻓﻘﻠﺖارﻗﺎل زُر
"ﻠَﻴﻬِﻦ ﻋﻴﻞ اﻟﺪﱠﻟﻮ ﻫواﻟﻮاﻟ
"Islam is based on ﬁve foundations: prayers, zakat, Hajj, fasting and guardianship." Zurarah then asked
which one of these was the most excellent. Imam Baqir (as) replied: “Guardianship because it is the key
to the other four principles and the guardian is the guide to all of them."56
Thus Imam ‘Ali's sentence means:

"ﻪ اﻟﻴﻦﻴﻨَﻚَ و ﺑ ﺑﺐﺒ ﺳ ﺑِﻪﺐٍ اﺧَﺬْتﺒ ﺳاوﺛَﻖ"و
"The safest resort to hold is to have relations with God."
The ﬁrmest cord that you take hold of is the cord between you and Allah, the Exalted

16. One Who Betrays You When You Are In Need Is Your Enemy
As we have already seen, a true friend is the one who participates in his friend's sorrows and happiness.
One who does not forget his friend at critical occasions and makes use of his capabilities in solving his
friend's problems:

ًﻚَ ﺷَﻴﺌﺎﻤﻨَﻌ ﻻ ﻳ،ﺎلﺔٌ وﻻ ﻣﻠَﻴﻚَ وِﻻﻳ ﻋﺮه اَن ﻻ ﺗُﻐَﻴ، وﺷَﻴﻨَﻚَ ﺷَﻴﻨَﻪى زَﻳﻨَﻚَ زَﻳﻨَﻪﺮ"اَن ﻳ
"ِﺎتﺒَﻨﺪَ اﻟﻨﻚَ ﻋﻤﺴﻠ اَن ﻻ ﻳ،ﺗُﻪﻘﺪِر ﻣﺗَﻨﺎﻟُﻪ
"A true friend is the one who sees your virtue as his virtue and your dishonor as his dishonor, whose
wealth and social status will not change his affections towards you, who does not spare you anything
and will not betray you in misfortunes."57
Then how can a man be your friend when he does not care about your sufferings and does not put forth
energy to solve them? These are an enemy's actions. For this reason Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

"َﺪُوك ﻋﻮﻚَ ﻓَﻬﺒﺎﻟﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻣ"و
"One who has no concern for you is your enemy."

17. Where Greed Leads To One's Destruction, It Is Better To Give Up Hope (Of What
One Desires):
The desire for happiness in life is for life's continuity. But sometimes a fulﬁlled desire such as gaining
wealth, wife, or children may lead to one's destruction. In such cases it is better for his desires to change
into despair. For this reason, Imam ‘Ali (as) emphasizes in his letter:

"ًﻼﻛﺎ ﻫﻊﺎنَ اﻟﻄَﻤذا ﻛدراﻛﺎً ا اﺄسﻮنُ اﻟﻴ"ﻗَﺪ ﻳ

"When greed is destruction, then giving up hope (of what one desires) is an attainment."
In this case, this is better than the attainment of the desire. The lesson from this illuminating utterance
we get is that we should do without greed in the ﬁrst place, and secondly be happy under such
circumstances and not be full of sorrows.

18. Not Every Hidden Defect Becomes Apparent Nor Is Every Opportunity Seized:
For this sentence of Imam ‘Ali's there are two interpretations:
a) Since not every hidden defect is revealed and not every opportunity is attainable, we should not be
sorry for people's hidden defects not having been revealed; neither should we be sorry for not having
taken the lost chances. This is because the option is not always at our disposal.
b) Since this is the case, we should never try to reveal people's hidden defects; rather, we should always
try to keep them hidden because Allah loves people's secrets not to be revealed. And we should not
miss our chances because we might not get them any more.58
Although both interpretations are possible, the second one is more inclusive.

19. Sometimes a person possessing sight misses his objective, while a blind
person attains the right path.
It is assumed that reasoning and sight lead to realism and blindness and ignorance deprives one of the
comprehension of the truth. But this is not always true. Sometimes a wise and seeing man might not be
able to recognize the truth but an ignorant and blind person reaches his goal. It is said:
"A good trained horse sometimes trots and a sword might be blunt." It is also said: “The arrow hit the
target in the darkness”.
Imam ‘Ali (as) wants to generalize this fact that we should not exclusively rely on wisdom and external
factors; rather, we should always rely on God's speciﬁc benevolence. This is because it is He who leads
means and factors towards goodness.

20. Hurry In Carrying Out Good; Do Not Hasten To Perform Evil Since There Is
Plenty Of Time For That:
Since the road to salvation, which is the same as the right path, is but one, therefore we should hurry in
performing good doings. We should not procrastinate doing it because we might miss the chances.
But since there are different ways to perform evil, there is no need to hasten.59 It is for this reason that
Imam ‘Ali (as), in his letter, says:

"ﻠﺘَﻪﺠ ﺗَﻌﺌﺖذا ﺷ ﻓَﺎﻧﱠﻚَ اﺮ اﻟﺸَﺮّ"أﺧ

“Put off doing evil because you can hasten to it whenever you wish” (in contrast to goodness for which
you might not ﬁnd time). It is for this reason that we see maxims such as:

ﻠ ﻋﻗﺖٍ واﻧﺖ وﻞ ﻛ ﻓﻨَﺔﺴﻠﺤ ﻟﻴﻊﺴﺘَﻄ ﺑِﻤﺖ ﻓَﻠَﺴﺔﯩﻴ اﻟﺴﻞ ﻗَﺒﻨَﺔﺴﺑﺪأ ﺑِﺎﻟﺤ"ا
" ﻗَﺎدِرﺌﺖ ﺷﺘ ﻣةﺎءاﻹﺳ
"Carry out good before getting involved in vices because you might not ﬁnd another chance to do good;
but for doing vices, you will always have a chance."60
Based on this philosophy, the sacred Shari’ah commands us to be better and faster than others in doing
good:

ِاتﺮﺘَﺒِﻘُﻮا اﻟْﺨَﻴﻓَﺎﺳ
“..therefore hasten to do good works..”, 61
and among the traits of the true believers is the haste in doing good

838"َﺎﺑِﻘُﻮنﺎ ﺳ ﻟَﻬﻢﻫاتِ وﺮ اﻟْﺨَﻴﻮنَ ﻓﺎرِﻋﺴﻚَ ﻳﻟَﺌو"ا
“These hasten to good things and they are foremost in attaining them”.

21. Cutting Off Relations With An Ignorant Person Equals Establishing Relations
With The Wise
Since association with people has both good and adverse effects on man’s thoughts, ethics and actions,
the beloved distinguished ﬁgures of Islam have always encouraged people to associate with the good
ones and to avoid connections with the bad ones. Among the points these scholars have emphasized is
their persuading people to sit with the scholars and the wise and to avoid association with the stupid
ones.
The great Prophet (S), concerning the association with the wise and scholars says:

ﻴﻦﻘ اﻟﻴﻟ اﻟﺸَﻚِّ اﻦ ﻣ:ِ ﺧَﻤﺲﻟﻦ ﺧَﻤﺲٍ اﻢ ﻣﻮﻛﺪﻋ ﻳﻢﺎﻟ ﻋﻞﻨﺪَ ﻛ ﻋﻻﻮا اﺴ"ﻻ ﺗَﺠﻠ

ﻦ وﻣﻊ اﻟﺘَﻮاﺿﻟﺮِ اﺒ اﻟﻦ وﻣ،ﺔﺒﻫ اﻟﺮﻟ اﺔﻏْﺒ اﻟﺮﻦ وﻣ،ِ اﻻﺧْﻼصﻟ اﺎء اﻟﺮِﻳﻦوﻣ
"ﺔﻴﺤ اﻟﻨَﺼﻟِ اﺶاﻟﻐ
"Do not associate but with a learned man who will invite you from ﬁve affairs into ﬁve other affairs: From
skepticism towards conviction; from hypocrisy towards sincerity; from inclination towards this world to its
rejection; from pride towards humbleness; and from deception towards sincere counsel."62
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

"ِ واﻷﻟﺒﺎب اﻟﻨﱡﻬ اُوﻟﺔﺤﺒ ﺻ ﻓﻼحﻮابِ واﻟﺼ اﻟﺼ"اَﻛﺜَﺮ
"Association with the men of thought and wisdom will bring about more of what is correct and good."63
He has also said:

"ﺎءﻤ واﻟﺤﺎءﻠﻤﺲ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﺟ وﻘَﻼءاﻟﻌ وﺎءﻠَﻤﺐِ اﻟﺤﺎﺣ"ﺻ
"Associate with the people of forbearance and intellect, and sit with the scholars and wise ones”.64
Elsewhere, Imam ‘Ali (as) has said:

ِﻧَﺔَ اﻷﺷْﺮارﻘَﺎر ﻣﺐﺘَﻨﺠﺮارِ و ﻳ واﻷﺑﻠَﻤﺎء اﻟﻌﺔﺤﺒﻦ ﺻ ﻣﺮﺜ اَن ﻳﻞﺎﻗﻠﻌ ﻟﻐﻨﺒ"ﻳ
"ِﺎراﻟﻔُﺠو
"It beﬁts the person of intellect to be frequently in the company of the learned and the righteous ones,
and to avoid association with the evil and sinful ones."65
In avoiding association with the ignorant and unwise ones, Imam ‘Ali (as) advises us:

"ﻞﺎﻗ اﻟﻌﺔﺒﺎﺣﺼﻦ ﻣ ﻣﻦﻤﺎ ﺗَﺄﻣ ﻛﻞﺎﻫﺔَ اﻟﺠﺎﻟَﺴﺠﺣﺬَر ﻣ"ا
"Be wary of associating with the ignorant one just as you are safe and secure in the companionship of

the wise."66
Imam ‘Ali (as) has said as well:

"ِﻮلﻬﺔَ اﻟﺠﺒﺼﺎﺣﺐ ﻣﺘَﻨﺔَ ﻓﺎﺟﻼﻣ اﻟﺴﺖﺒذا اﺣﺒ"ا
"If you wish for safety and well-being, then avoid the companionshiop of the ignorant."67
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also stated:

"وح اﻟﺮﺬَاب ﻋﻖﺔُ اﻷﺣﻤﺤﺒ"ﺻ
"Companionship with the foolish is the torment of the soul."68
Imam ‘Ali (as) has also said:

"ﻞﺎﻫ ﺟﺪِﻳﻖﻦ ﺻ ﻣ ﺧَﻴﺮﻞﺎﻗ ﻋﺪو"ﻋ
"An intelligent enemy is better than an ignorant friend."69
Imam al-Hasan al-Askari (as) has said in this regard:

"ٍﺐ ﺗَﻌ ﻓﻞﺎﻫ اﻟﺠﺪِﻳﻖ"ﺻ
"A fool’s friend is in fatigue."70
This is what Imam ‘Ali (as) means when he says:

"ﻞﺎﻗﻠَﺔَ اﻟﻌ ﺻﺪِل ﺗَﻌﻞﺎﻫﺔُ اﻟﺠﻴﻌﻗَﻄ"و
"Cutting off relations with an ignorant person equals establishing relations with the wise”.
It is now clear because cutting off relations with an ignorant person and establishing relations with a wise

one makes a man safe from subsequent calamities.
An Iranian Poet says:
It is good to be a friend of the good,
The wise enemy is better than a foolish friend;
A wise enemy makes you ﬂourish, but,
An unwise friend will destroy you.

22. Do Not Disregard The Deception Of Time:
Experience shows us that the world is not always in our favor.
It is time that sometimes brings about glory and sometimes misery.
The treacherous world has many tricks in store.
Thus, when the time is in our favor, we should not get proud and be indifferent to gain virtues and to
gather spiritual assets and to help others. This is because our status might drastically change within a
short time and our security might get into danger. Thus, at the time of prosperity we should act in such a
way that if our conditions changed, we would not be sorry for not having done what we could have done.
We would like to be like that vizier’s son from the Barmaki family who upon losing his ministerial position
had to work in a public bath. One day he was bathing Muhammad Ibn Zayd Damishqi while the latter
was reciting a poem. Upon hearing the poem, the vizier’s son fell and became unconscious: The poem
says:

"ﻞﻟَﺪِ اﻟﻔَﻀﻦ وﺎنَ ﻣﻤﺎ ﻟَﻮ ﻛﻴﻚٍ وﻻ ﺳﺮﻣﻦ آلِ ﺑﻮﻟُﻮدِ ﻣ ﺑِﺎﻟﻤحﻧَﻔﺮ"و
“We are delighted at the birth of a son in the Barmaki family, especially if he is from the progeny of alFadl”.
Mohammad Ibn Zayd complained to the bath-owner that he had employed an epileptic worker. He
replied that this worker had not done that before. When he came to his senses he said he got
unconscious because of the poem. They asked him the reason. He replied: Do you know for whom this
poem is written? Zayd replied: It is about the son of Fadl Ibn Yahya al-Barmaki. When he was born the
poets wrote numerous poems but Fadl did not like them. Fadl asked me to write a poem on the spot. I
wrote this poem which he appreciated. He gave me a thousand dinars as a reward. The bath-worker
asked Muhammad: "Do you know where the son, for whom this poem was written, is now?" He replied
"No." The worker said "That son is me".

Then Muhammad Ibn Zayd made a suggestion: He said, "Since that reward changed my life and I
became prosperous and since I don’t have any children, I am ready to give you all my wealth." The
vizier’s son is reported to have said: "I should live unknown, because if they know me they might
assassinate me."71
The poet says:
Since the world does not turn in anybody’s favor,
Suppose the sun were yours and the moon mine;
A partridge told a nightingale that the spring is not for ever,
Why are you happy or sad, ﬂowers be yours and the herbs be mine,
There is not trace of either Kyani’s or Sassanid’s crown
What are you complaining of, Afsar, let the crown be yours and the hat mine.
Parvin E’tesami, the Iranian poetess says:
Many a harvest of hopes in an instant,
May change into ash by the burning lightning;
Do not rely on the victorious star,
Don’t feel secure against the conspiracy of the time.
Another poet says:
My dear! Think about the ups and downs of days,
When afﬂuent, think about the days you lack everything;
A breeze may disturb your book of Time,
Think about the leaf of your time book being turned over.
It is on the basis of this observation that Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter writes:

"ﻣﺎنَ ﺧَﺎﻧَﻪ اﻟﺰﻦﻦ آﻣﻣ

"

“He who feels secure against (the deception of) time has been deceived by it.”
We should be more careful as Imam ‘Ali (as) commands us to:

ﻪ ﻟ... ﻢﻛار اَﺳﺮﻌﻠَﻢﻦ ﻳﻨﺪَ ﻣﻢ ﻋﻛﻮا اﺳﺘَﺎرﻢ وﻻ ﺗَﻬﺘِﻛﻘَﺮﻤﻢ ﻟِﻛﺮﻤﻦ ﻣ"ﺧُﺬُوا ﻣ
"ﻢﻠَﻴﻮنَ ﻋ ﻓَﻴﻼﻢ وﻻ ﺗُﺨَﻠّﻔُﻮا ﻛَﻦ ﻟﻌﻀﺎً ﻳﻮا ﺑﻢ ﻓَﻘَﺪِّﻣآﺑﺎﯨ

"Take from your place of passage for your abode of permanence, and do not tear the curtain of your
secrets before One Who knows your secrets…. May God bless your fathers! Send some of your wealth
ahead to the other world to be saved for you. Do not leave all of it behind (for heirs) so that it will be to
your loss."72

23. One Who Magniﬁes The Times, Will Be Humiliated By It
Sometimes a man is put in favorable conditions and starts considering his new position very signiﬁcant
and is carried away by such conditions. But he should be aware that such magnifying of the times is not
worth while considering and it is in contrast with human virtues. Magnifying time causes a man to
perform actions which would bring about God’s anger. It is for this reason that in the instructions of the
prophets and God’s men the world and its manifestations are humiliated.
Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

"ﺬُومﺠﺪِ ﻣ ﻳﻨﺰِﻳﺮٍ ﻓﺮاقِ ﺧﻦ ﻋ ﻣﻴﻨ ﻋنُ ﻓ اَﻫﻮﺬِهﻢ ﻫ ﻟَﺪُﻧﻴﺎﻛﻪ"واﻟ
"I swear by God that this world of yours is more insigniﬁcant in my view than a pig’s bone in the hand of
a leper."73
Imam ‘Ali (as) elsewhere considers this world more worthless than mucus from a sheep’s nose.
Imam ‘Ali (as) considers this world of less value than a chewed leaf in the mouth of a grasshopper:

"ﻬﺎﻤ ﺗَﻘﻀةﺮاد ﺟ ﻓَﻢ ﻓﻗَﺔرﻦ ونُ ﻣﻮﻨﺪِي ﻷﻫﻢ ﻋﻧﻴﺎﻛنﱠ دا"و
It is for this reason that Imam (as) in his letter emphasizes:

" اَﻫﺎﻧَﻪﻪﻦ اَﻋﻈَﻤﻣ"و
“And he who attaches great importance to it (the times) has been belittled by it”.
This is because one who magniﬁes the world is made fearful of it. Such a person would carry out his
whims and desires limitlessly and this leads to aggression and injustice and the commission of sins. At
the ﬁnal analysis, such a person is destroyed.

24. An Archer Does Not Always Hit The Target:
It is not the case that in our lifetime every attempt of ours will meet with good results. There are some
factors which might nullify our activities. Some simple-hearted people might lose interest under such
circumstances and get disappointed and at times pessimistic. But they have forgotten that such is the
nature of life in this world. They should not get hopeless and should ﬁrst of all continue with their trial
and stick to the maxim:
Said the Prophet if you knock at a door,
Ultimately there is some one who will answer it.
Secondly, perhaps at that moment it was not to his best interest to have his desires fulﬁlled. It is for this
reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) in his book emphasizes:

" اَﺻﺎبﻣﻦ ر ﻣﻞ ﻛ"ﻟَﻴﺲ
“Every one who shoots does not hit the target.".

25. The Disturbances In Governments May Affect The Times:
As we have explained in the book "The factors leading to the progress of Islam and the Muslim failure",
both of the government and the nation have mutual effect on each other. But the inﬂuence of the
government due to its being a source of power is more than the nation.
A qualiﬁed government could within a short time make a nation which is in the worst intellectual, cultural,
economic, political, ethical and social conditions move towards prosperity. An example is the attempts of
the great Prophet (S) to improve the Arab nation. Another example is the success of Imam Khomeini in
changing his nation from the status of being west-stricken to the status of a progressive nation to be set
as a model for all Muslim nations.
On the contrary, a corrupt government can make a civilized nation suffer a lot. Examples are the
government which failed through the weakness of the governors such as the Roman Empire, ancient
Iran, and the failure of the Muslim governments in Spain, Turkey and the Arab countries and the failure
of communism.
Thus, the change of governments has a tremendous impact on the fate of nations and the principle of
Imamate and leadership in Islam indicates this impact.
And up to the time when a successor was not appointed for the Prophet (S), religion was "complete" and
assets were inexhaustible. This is a good example for the deep inﬂuence of the government over a
nation.

It is for this reason that Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter has emphasized:

"ُﻣﺎن اﻟﺰﺮﻠﻄَﺎنُ ﺗَﻐَﻴﺮ اﻟﺴذا ﺗَﻐَﻴ"ا
“When the ruler changes, the times also change”.
We read in history that whenever corrupt and pleasure-seeking governors are in power they lead the
society in the same direction. On the contrary, when an honest and honorable government is in power
people are inclined to acquire knowledge and are willing to help the citizens. Naturally, these changes
have effects on abundance or shortage of assets, on the prosperity and welfare, on the security of
people, on the increase or decrease of crimes, on the spread of diseases, on the abundance of rain or
drought, and on the longevity of people.

26. Attention To Fellow-Voyagers And Neighbors
As we have already seen, fellow-voyagers and neighbors are two factors which can affect our
happiness.
Concerning friends, Imam ‘Ali (as) says:

"ِ اﻷﺧﻴﺎرﺔﺤﺒﻦ ﺻٍ ﻣﻦ ﺷَﺮ ﻣاﻧﺠﺨَﻴﺮٍ و ﻟ اَدﻋ ﺷَﻴ"ﻟَﻴﺲ
"There is nothing that is more conducive to good and safeguards more against evil than the
companionship of good people."74
Elsewhere Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated:

"ِ اﻟﻨّﺎرﻦﺔٌ ﻣﻄﻌ ﻗﻮء اﻟﺴﺐﺎﺣ"ﺻ
"An evil companion is a fragment of ﬁre"75
Since travelling entails great discomforts, a good friend can help us and make the voyage pleasant. On
the other hand, traveling with a bad-tempered person would destroy the pleasures of a trip. For this
reason, Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter has said:

" اﻟﻄَﺮﻳﻖ ﻗَﺒﻞﻴﻖﻓ اﻟﺮﻦﻞ ﻋ"ﺳ
“Make enquiries about the travelling companion before (embarking on) the journey."
Imam ‘Ali (as) considers the respecting of the neighbors on the same level as paying respect to one's
mother. At the end of his life, Imam ‘Ali (as) wrote in his will:

 ﻇَﻨﻨﺎ اَﻧّﻪّﺘ ﺑِﻬِﻢ ﺣﻮﺻ ﻳﺎ زَالﻢ ﻣﻴﺔُ ﻧَﺒِﻴﺻﻧﱠﻪ وﻢ ﻓَﺎ ﺟِﻴﺮاﻧﻪ ﻓﻪ اﻟ"اﻟ
"ﻢﺛَﻬﻮرﻴﺳ
"For God's sake, treat your neighbors kindly, since they are the subject of love and concern for your
Prophet. He always recommended that we should respect them. This concern was so great that we
thought he would allocate some portions of one's heritage for them."76
On the other hand, the Prophet (S) of has declared:

"ﻮاﺋﻘَﻪ ﺑهﺎرﻦ ﺟﺄﻣﻦ ﻟَﻢ ﻳﻤﻳﻤﺎنَ ﻟ"ﻻ ا
"One whose neighbor is not safe from his troubles, has no faith.”77
One's neighbor should be considered as one's own family. He should help them in bad times, keep their
secrets and pay them full respect.78
Somebody came up to the Prophet (S) and said: I want to purchase a house. Where should the location
be: in Jahnieh or Maznieh or Thaqif, or Quraysh? The Prophet (S) answered:

"ﻔَﺮ اﻟﺴ ﺛُﻢﻴﻖﻓ اﻟﺮ، اﻟﺪَار ﺛُﻢﺎر"اﻟﺠ
"First the neighbor, then the house; First the fellow-traveler, then the journey."79
On the basis of this issue, Imam ‘Ali (as) writes in his letter:

" اﻟﺪَارﺎرِ ﻗَﺒﻞ اﻟﺠﻦﻋ"و

“..and (make enquiries) about the neighbor before (purchasing) the house."
Once Imam Sadiq (as) heard that one of his neighbors, due to his poverty, wished to sell his house. The
man had asked for two kinds of prices. One price was higher because of the house being next to Imam
Sadiq's residence. Imam Sadiq (as) asked the man to come to him and paid him the price, telling him:
“Since you are satisﬁed with our neighborhood we do not wish to miss you."80
For this reason it is said:

"ﺮِﻳﻖ اَو ﺣﻴﻖﺣﺎ رﻣ اﻴﻖﻓ"اﻟﺮ
"A friend is either exquisite nectar or ﬁre."

"ﺶ ﻧَﺎﻫاﻓﻌ وﺎرِش ﻫﻠﺐ ﻛﻮء اﻟﺴﺎر"ﺟ
"An evil neighbor is a vicious dog and a snake that bites."81

27. Avoid Telling Jokes
Islam is not a religion of aggression or severity and a believer should have a good countenance. If a joke
does not imply telling lies or disrespect to others, it is harmless because the great Prophet (S) and other
Islamic leaders made use of jokes and laughter.82
But since telling jokes and involving in laughter include telling lies, ridicule and insulting others, and since
they lower one's dignity, Islam generally does not approve it and recommends that the true believers
avoid performing it.
Imam Sadiq (as) has said:

"ِﺎل اﻟﺮِﺟﺔﺎﺑﻬ وﻣﻪﺟ اﻟﻮ ﺑِﻤﺎءﺐﺬﻫ ﻳﻧﱠﻪاح ﻓَﺎﺰﻢ واﻟﻤﺎﻛﻳ"ا
"Beware of joking since it destroys a person’s self-respect and dignity"83
He has also said:

"َﻠَﻴﻚ ﻋوﺮﺘَﺠ"ﻻ ﺗُﻤﺎزِح ﻓَﻴ
"Do not jest so that people become emboldened against you."84
Imam ‘Ali (as) has stated:

"ﻴﻨَﺔﻐ اﻟﻀﻧﱠﻪ ﻟﻘﺎح ﻓَﺎاحﺰ اﻟﻤع"د
"Avoid joking since it is creates rancour."85
He reproaches laughter, saying:

"ﺘُﻪﻴﺒﺖ ﻫﺒ ذَﻫﻪﺤ ﺿﺜُﺮﻦ ﻛ"ﻣ
"One who laughs too much loses his dignity."86
He has also added:

"ﻪ ﻗَﻠﺒﺎت ﻣﻪﺤ ﺿﺜُﺮﻦ ﻛ"ﻣ
"One who laughs excessively, his heart dies."87
He has said as well:

"هﻗَﺎرﺪُ و ﺗُﻔﺴﻞﺟﻚِ اﻟﺮﺤةُ ﺿﺜﺮ"ﻛ
"A person’s excessive laughter destroys his gravity."88
On the basis of this issue, Imam ‘Ali (as) in his letter emphasizes:

"َﻦ ﻏَﻴﺮِكﻚَ ﻋ ذَﻟﻴﺖن ﺣاﺎً وﺤﻀﺎ ﻛﺎنَ ﻣ ﻣﻼم اﻟﻦ ﻣﺮﺎكَ اَن ﺗَﺬﻛ"اﻳ

" Beware of uttering speech that causes laughter even though you report it from someone else”.
Avoid meaningless sentences and jokes, even if you report them from the others.89
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ﻦ ﻣﻠَﻴﻬِﻦ ﻋﻔُﻒ واﻛﻦﻫ وﻟ اﻦﻬﻣﺰ وﻋ اَﻓْﻦﻟ اﻦﻬأﻳنﱠ ر ﻓَﺎﺴﺎءةَ اﻟﻨرﺸﺎوﻣﺎكَ وﻳا"و
ﻠَﻴﻬِﻦ ﻋَﻘﺎبِ اَﺑﺠﺪﱠةَ اﻟﺤنﱠ ﺷ ﻓَﺎﻦﺎﻫﻳﺎﺑِﻚَ اﺠ ﺑِﺤﻦﺎرِﻫاَﺑﺼ

ﻌﺮِﻓْﻦ اَﻻ ﻳﺖﺘَﻄَﻌن اﺳا وﻬِﻦﻠَﻴ ﻋ ﺑٍﻪﻮﺛَﻖﻦ ﻻ ﻳﻚَ ﻣدﺧَﺎﻟﻦ ا ﺑِﺎَﺷَﺪﱠ ﻣﻦﻬوﺟ ﺧُﺮوﻟَﻴﺲ
ٌﺤﺎﻧَﺔﻳةَ رﺮانﱠ اﻟﻤ ﻓَﺎ،ﺎﻬزَ ﻧَﻔﺴﺎوﺎ ﺟﺎ ﻣﻦ اَﻣﺮِﻫةَ ﻣﺮاّﻚَ اﻟﻤﻠﻻ ﺗُﻤ و،ﻞكَ ﻓَﺎﻓْﻌﻏَﻴﺮ
،ﺎﻐَﻴﺮِﻫ ﻟ اَن ﺗَﺸﻔَﻊﻬﺎ ﻓﻌﻻ ﺗُﻄﻤ و،ﺎﻬﻬﺎ ﻧَﻔﺴﺘﺮاﻣِﺪُ ﺑﻻ ﺗَﻌ و،ﺎﻧَﺔﻣﺮ ﺑِﻘَﻬﺖوﻟَﻴﺴ
ﻘﻢ اﻟﺴﻟﺔَ اﻴﺤﺤﻮ اﻟﺼﺪْﻋﻚَ ﻳنﱠ ذَﻟ ﻓَﺎ،ة ﻏَﻴﺮﻊﻮﺿ ﻏَﻴﺮِ ﻣ ﻓﺮﺎكَ واﻟﺘﱠﻐﺎﻳﻳوا
"ِﻳﺐ اﻟﺮﻟﺔَ اﺮﻳﯩاﻟﺒو
“Beware of consulting women, for their opinions are deﬁcient and their resolve is feeble. Restrain their
gazes by veiling them, for the severity of veiling is more protective for them. Their going out (of their

houses) is not worse than your allowing the entry of one who cannot be trusted into their presence. If
you can do so, then let them not know anyone other than you.
Do not put a woman in charge of affairs beyond what concerns herself, for a woman is a fragrant ﬂower
and not an administrator. Do not exceed the bounds in honoring her and do not give her hopes of
interceding for others. Beware of jealousy where there is no cause for it, for that will lead a woman who
is sound (in honor) to unsoundness, and a pure woman to disquieting thoughts (about committing the
sin)”.
.

Commentary
Imam ‘Ali (as), in this letter, refers to one of the most disturbing issues. If you look at this issue only
superﬁcially, then you would see that the enemies of Islam use it as a club over the head of Muslims and
would consider it as a weak point of Islam. On the other hand, if this issue is interpreted in the light of
other Qur’anic verses and Islamic traditions, it would be a point of strength and honor for Islam. So let us
ﬁrst hear the explanations on this issue and then judge who is right.

The First Explanation:
Some superﬁcial individuals still savagely assume that women are defective and are only good for
reproduction and breast-feeding children and for serving men and are not allowed to take part in political
and social tasks!
To reason for their views, these individuals resort to some weak traditions or to some traditions which
are presented under certain conditions or to some ambiguous traditions. One of these traditions is this
part of Imam ‘Ali's letter and the sermon 80 of Nahj al-Balaghah which he offered at the end of al-Jamal
war to reproach women.

،ِﻘُﻮل اﻟﻌﺺ ﻧَﻮاﻗ،ﻈُﻮظ اﻟﺤﺺ ﻧَﻮاﻗ،ِﻳﻤﺎن اﻻﺺ ﻧَﻮاﻗﺎءﺴنﱠ اﻟﻨ ا،ِ اﻟﻨّﺎسﺮﻌﺎﺷ"ﻣ
ﺎاﻣ وﻬِﻦﻴﻀ ﺣﺎم اَﻳ ﻓﻴﺎماﻟﺼ وﻼة اﻟﺼﻦ ﻋﻦﻫﻮد ﻓَﻘُﻌﻬِﻦﻳﻤﺎﻧﺎنُ اﺎ ﻧُﻘﺼﻓَﺎﻣ
ﻬِﻦﻈُﻮﻇﺎنُ ﺣﺎ ﻧُﻘﺼﺪِ واَﻣ اﻟﻮاﺣﻞﺟ اﻟﺮةﺎدﺸَﻬ ﻛﻣﺮأﺗَﻴﻦةُ ا ﻓَﺸَﻬﺎدﻬِﻦﻘُﻮﻟﺎنُ ﻋﻧُﻘﺼ
ﻦﻮﻧُﻮا ﻣﻛ وﺎءﺴ اﻟﻨﺮارﺎلِ ﻓﺎﺗﱠﻘُﻮا ﺷﻮارِﻳﺚِ اﻟﺮِﺟﻦ ﻣﺎفِ ﻣ اﻷﻧﺼﻠ ﻋﻦﻮارِﻳﺜُﻬﻓَﻤ
"ِﺮﻨ اﻟﻤ ﻓﻌﻦﻄﻤ ﻻ ﻳّﺘوفِ ﺣﻌﺮ اﻟﻤ ﻓﻦﻮﻫﻴﻌﺬَرٍ وﻻ ﺗُﻄ ﺣﻠ ﻋﻦﺎرِﻫﻴﺧ
“O people! Women are deﬁcient in faith, deﬁcient in (their) shares and deﬁcient in intellect. The
deﬁciency in their faith is their refraining from prayer and fasting in the days of their menstruation. The

deﬁciency in their intellect is that the testimony of two women equals the testimony of one man. The
deﬁciency in their shares is their inheritance which is half that of men. Fear evil women and be on guard
against the good ones, and do not obey them in what is good so that they may not tempt you to what is
reprehensible."
These individuals also base their reasonings on the axioms which Imam ‘Ali (as) has used in Hikmah
Nahj al-Balaghah No 238:

"ﺎﻨﻬﺪﱠ ﻣﺎ اَﻧﱠﻬﺎ ﻻﺑﻴﻬﺎ ﻓ ﻣﺷَﺮﻠﱡﻬﺎ و ﻛﺮأةُ ﺷَﺮ"اﻟﻤ
"A woman is evil, all of her; and worse than it is that she is indispensable.”
These individuals, to verify their positions, resort to historical examples. They say as well:
Adam was humiliated in paradise because of a woman,
Phoenix got refuge in the Qaf Mount because of a woman,
Joseph got into the prison in the well because of a woman,
The killing of Aal Imran was because of a woman.1

The Second Explanation:
Certain scholars contend that due to a series of events which occur at a speciﬁc juncture of time, place,
individuals, conditions, and their causes become the subject of either admiration or reproach. These
admiration or reproach are not innate to those events, rather they depend on the sweet or bitter events
in which they occur.
The sentences which, either in this letter or sermons 13, 14 of Nahj al-Balaghah concerning the
reproach of women or concerning Basrah and its people issued by Imam ‘Ali (as) are based on this
basis.
When A’isha (the Prophet’s wife), in contrast to God's commandment:

"

ﻦﻮﺗﻴ ﺑنَ ﻓﻗَﺮو

"
2

"And stay in your houses", and disregarding the Prophet's prohibition for the vengeance for bloodshed of
Uthman, with the cooperation of Talha, Zubayr and others, went to Basrah and created the war of alJamal and caused the death of many thousands of Muslims and Siffeen and Nahrawan were its natural
offshoots, Imam ‘Ali (as) blamed women, Basrah and its people.
Neither women are defective or mean, nor is Basrah a ﬁlthy environment, nor are its population away
from God's benevolence.
It was that bitter event of al-Jamal war which caused all this reproach. By passing that juncture, all these
blames were forgotten since there were great women, like Khadijah, az-Zahra’, Zaynab and Sakinah
bint al-Husayn and more than three thousand pious and God believing women whose names appear in
the book "A'lam al-Nisa’’". In our own time, too, history will never forget the martyr Bint al-Huda asSadr.3
Thus, Imam ‘Ali (as) does not wish to condemn consulting with women; neither does he want women to
stay at home. He does not consider all women lacking in faith and wisdom. Rather, because of al-Jamal
war, Imam ‘Ali (as) blames any woman who goes beyond her limits and becomes a puppet in the hands
of the others for their dirty objectives. As it is proven somewhere, except for certain managerial keypositions, other jobs are good for women. Consulting with learned women is not forbidden by Imam ‘Ali
(as).

"ﻘْﻞﺎلِ ﻋﻤِﺖ ﺑِﺑﺮﻦ ﺟ ﻣﻻ اﺴﺎءّةَ اﻟﻨرﺸَﺎوﻣﺎكَ وﻳ"ا
"Avoid consulting with women, except with a woman whose wisdom is proved"4

The Third Explanation:
Men and women are different in their bodily make-up both physically and mentally. They are created for
two different sets of tasks and responsibilities.
Dignity, ﬁrmness, strength, pride and wisdom have prepared men for struggle against nature and for
providing the family with their needs and their guidance. On the contrary, women's delicacy, and
emotions have prepared them for being spouses for pregnancy, breast feeding, nurturing children and
managing the house, and the like.
On the basis of this philosophy, Islam considers men and women of the same kind and genre and of

equal rights, but would not consider both of them to have identical rights.5
It is because of these characteristics that some tasks are on the men's shoulders and jobs such as
judgment, society leadership and military commanding are not suggested for women. There are some
tasks, however, which are women's responsibilities such as the guardianship of male children up to two
years and that of female children up to seven years, the permission to use gold and silk as ornaments,
becoming religiously responsible (mukallaf i.e. one who has reached the age of maturity) in the ninth
year of age; whereas men reach this stage at sixteen years of age.6
Based on such issues women are not supposed to partake in holy wars, their expenditures are the
responsibility of men; their share of inheritance is half of that of men's, the witness of two of them equals
to one man's. Among the moral recommendations given by Imam ‘Ali (as) both in this letter and
elsewhere are for women to stay home, to implement the Islamic dress code (hijab), not to accept
women's interference and not to obey them.
Murtada Mutahhari, the great Islamic scholar, talking about women's observance of hijab and their not
mingling with men, writes: Imam ‘Ali (as) suggests to his son, Imam Hasan al-Mujtaba (as) in the
following manner:

 ِﻠَﻴﻬ ﻋَﻘﺎبِ اَﺑﺠﺪﱠةَ اﻟﺤنﱠ ﺷ ﻓَﺎﻦﺎﻫﻳﺎﺑِﻚَ اﺠ ﺑِﺤﻦﺎرِﻫﻦ اَﺑﺼ ﻣﻠَﻴﻬِﻦ"واَﻛﻔُﻒ ﻋ
ﻦ
ن اﺳﺘَﻄَﻌﺖا وﻠَﻴﻬِﻦ ﻋ ﺑِﻪﻮﺛَﻖﻦ ﻻ ﻳ ﻣﻠَﻴﻬِﻦﻚَ ﻋدﺧَﺎﻟﻦ ا ﺑِﺎَﺷَﺪﱠ ﻣﻦﻬوﺟ ﺧُﺮﻟَﻴﺲو
"ﻞكَ ﻓَﺎﻓﻌ ﻏَﻴﺮﻌﺮِﻓْﻦاَن ﻻ ﻳ
"Restrain their gazes by veiling them, for the severity of veiling is more protective for them. Their going
out (of their houses) is not worse than your allowing the entry of one who cannot be trusted into their
presence. If you can do so, then let them not know anyone other than you”.
This is just a moral and ethical recommendation, however.
The Islamic scholars look at it just as an ethical suggestion. If it were for the scholars we would interpret
this suggestion as the conﬁnement of women to their homes. However, the reason why the jurisprudents
have not issued any fatwa or Islamic verdict on this topic is because of other precise reasoning found in
the Qur’anic verses, traditions and the behaviors of the Infallible. These sentences, thus, have ethical
values, and not jurisprudential signiﬁcance.
What the jurisprudents understand from such sentences is that these sentences take care of spiritual
and mental truth behind the relation of men and women. Undoubtedly these sentences disclose a truth
that the relation of a woman and a stranger is a dangerous one. What Islam recommends is that so far
as possible, the assembly of men and women should not be mixed. Our society today witnesses the
hazards of this mixing of men and women. Why should women carry out their activities shoulder by

shoulder with men? The effect of this association is that one ignores the work and concentrates on the
partner and sometimes the result of this shoulder by shoulder job is an arm-in-arm relation.7

The Last Explanation And The Conclusion:
As the Holy Qur’an teaches us:
"O people! Be Careful of your duty to your Lord, who created you from a single being and created
its mate of the same kind". [Qur’an 4:1]
"O you men! Surely We have created you of a male and a female, and made you tribes and
families that you may know each other; surely the most honorable of you with Allah is the one
among you most careful of his duty” [Qur’an 49:13].
“Whoever does good whether male or female and he is a believer, We will most certainly make
him live a happy life and we will most certainly give them their reward for the best of what they
did.” [Qur’an 16:97]
Thus, neither is the nature of a woman evil nor is a man's nature honorable. Both share divine assets;
and both have the capacity to be good. It is up to them to them either to do their best in perfecting belief
and action or to be the lowest of low and more astray than the beasts!8
The wives of Noah and Lut betrayed them, Zuleikha sent Yusuf to prison and Ghottam helped Ibn Muljim
assassinate Imam ‘Ali (as). Compared to these crimes, the crimes of Nimrud, Pharaoh, Abi Lahab, Abu
Jahl, Chengiz, Nero, Attila, Hajjaj, Saddam and the like were the most vicious ones in the world, more
than that of women.
Thus, the ﬁrst interpretation stems from the era of ignorance and is in contrast with the explicit teachings
of the Qur’an and Hadith.9
The undoubted fact, however, is this: As it was already said, men and women enjoy their speciﬁc body
build-up, both physically and mentally. This variation of creation separates them in carrying out their
duties: strength, determination, judgement, leadership, descisiveness are of men; while, family
guardianship, lactation, house management and child education are that of women. In this division of
tasks priority is given to neither side. This is in harmony with the axiom that we expect lions to attack and
the deer to run.
The rationale behind some of the interpretations of Imam ‘Ali's and other infallible Imams' words is that
women are deprived of some material rights compared with men; some of them are agents for
temptation. The philosophy behind these interpretations is this: due to her delicate nature, a woman is
more deceived than a man; she can express her beliefs less than men.

Because of her charm, heart-stealing nature, she may cause the corruption of her physical and mental
differences with men, she has not been able to have similar rights with men: one has become the house
keeper, the other one has become the family superviser; one receives the marriage-portion, the other
one becomes the payer of the marriage-portion; one has become the initiator of divorce, the other one
lacks such a power.
These factors which led to the disastrous events in the Jamal war forced Imam ‘Ali (as) to emphasize
these weak points already referred to and warned both men and women that if these factors and
philosophies are not used properly, the repetition of the events of Jamal is inevitable. Therefore, care
should be taken to properly use these differences between the men's and women's physical and
emotional states.
Women should not be used against their creational philosophy. People should be alert not to be slaves
in the hands of the coquettishness of certain women. She is created as a sweet-smelling herb, not as a
hero for political, military or social struggles.
This explanation can be a synopsis of all the views offered above. If there were not such physical and
emotional differences between men and women, then Imam ‘Ali (as) would never, only because of the
misbehavior of certain women, initiate emphasizing on their differences with men concerning matters
such as women's lesser share in wisdom or faith or their lack of capacity in becoming heroes or that their
biting is as sweet as spider's biting10 or that women are the greatest conspirators, or that they should not
be consulted because of their lack of capacity, and their weakness in their decision-making, or that they
should remain within the home. Rather, it is clear that11 Imam ‘Ali (as) is not among those individuals
who revenge just because of the disloyalty of one woman (namely, A’isha).
What he does is to warn women not to be puppets in the hands of others. And what he intends is to
warn women not to exceed their limits:

ﺎﻧَﺔﻣﺮﺖ ﺑِﻘَﻬﻟَﻴﺴﺎﻧَﺔٌ وﻳﺤﺮأةَ رنﱠ اﻟﻤﺎ ﻓَﺎﻬزَ ﻧَﻔﺴﺎوﺎ ﺟﺎ ﻣﻦ اَﻣﺮِﻫﺮأةَ ﻣﻚِ اﻟﻤّﻠﻻ ﺗُﻤ"و
"ﺎﻐَﻴﺮِﻫ ﻟ اَن ﺗَﺸْﻔَﻊﻬﺎ ﻓﻌﻻ ﺗُﻄْﻤﺎ وﻬﺎ ﻧَﻔْﺴﻬﺘﺮاﻣِﺪُ ﺑﻻ ﺗَﻌو
“Do not put a woman in charge of affairs beyond what concerns herself, for a woman is a fragrant ﬂower
and not an administrator. Do not exceed the bounds in honoring her and do not give her hopes of
interceding for others”.
In that case, ﬁrstly, you have ruined her magnanimity and her hereafter; secondly, everybody is to suffer
and corruption and darkness would be widespread.12

Avoid Being Suspicious Towards Women:
One of the factors leading to family feuds is the improper jealousy of men towards their wives. Due to
their extreme love towards their wives, some men sometimes will not let their wives leave their homes;
they want to imprison their wives; not to have relations even with the relatives. These men are too critical
in their wives' ornamentation, clothing, and behavior.
This kind of suspicion makes women rebel. They would erroneously assume that since they are
suspects of corruption, in spite of the fact that they are innocent, it is better for them to go astray: this will
lead to the disintegration of the family.
That is why Imam ‘Ali (as) says:
“Beware of jealousy where there is no cause for it, for that will lead a woman who is sound (in honor) to
unsoundness, and a pure woman to disquieting thoughts (about committing the sin)”.
1. . Al-e-Tayyib's commentary on ‘‘Ali's will, p.136; Ibn Abi al-Hadid's commentary, vol.16, pp.125-126.
2. . Qur’an 33:33.
3. . See, in this connection, Jawadi Amuli's book called Zann dar A’ineh Jalal wa Jamal, pp.339-426.
4. . Bihar, vol. 103 P 253.
5. . When a father allocated his possessions equally among all his children, giving a business ﬁrm to one child who has
interest in trade, and supplying the second one who has interest in agriculture with a farmland and giving a library or
publication tasks to the third child who has cultural inclinations, there is equality in his action but no identity (The System of
women's rights in Islam, p.112).
6. . Refer to the system of “Women's Rights in Islam” and “Women and Elections”.
7. . “The Issue of Hijab,” pp.219-221.
8. . “Certainly we created man in the best make” [Surah al-Tin, v.4]; “They are as cattle, nay, they are in worse error”
[7:197]
9. . Some traditions consider Eve's tempting Adam to go astray. But this is in contrast with the Holy Qur’an which says:
“But the Shaitan made an evil suggestion” [Qur’an 7:20]. For this matter, see “The system of women's rights in Islam”
pp.114-120.
10. Ghurar al-Hikam.
11. . For the differences between men’s and women's human values, and political and social rights see Women's Rights in
Islam by Mutahhari and Jawadi Amuli's Zann dar A’ineh Jalal wa Jamal.
12. . For the differences between men's and women's human values, and political and social rights see Women's Rights in
Islam by Mutahhari and Jawadi Amuli's Zann dar A’ineh Jalal wa Jamal. .

ﻠُﻮا ﻓﺘَﻮاﻛ ﻳﺮى اَﻻ اَﺣﻧﱠﻪ ﻓَﺎ، ﺑِﻪ ﺗَﺄﺧُﺬُهﻼﻤﻚَ ﻋ ﺧَﺪَﻣﻦﺎنٍ ﻣﻧﺴ اﻞ ﻟﻞﻌاﺟ"و
ﻴﺮ ﺗَﺼﻟَﻴﻪاَﺻﻠَﻚَ اﻟﱠﺬي ا وﻴﺮ ﺗَﻄﻚَ اﻟّﺬِي ﺑِﻪﻨﺎﺣﻢ ﺟﻧﱠﻬﺗَﻚَ ﻓَﺎﻴﺮﺸﺮِم ﻋﻚَ واَﻛﺘﺪْﻣﺧ
 ﻟَﻚَ ﻓﺎء اﻟﻘَﻀﺮ ﺧَﻴﺄﻟﻪاَﺳﺎكَ وﻧْﻴ دِﻳﻨَﻚَ ودﻪﺘَﻮدِعُ اﻟ اَﺳﻮل ﺑِﻬﺎ ﺗَﺼﺪَكَ اﻟﱠﺘﻳو
"ﻼماﻟﺴ وةﺮاﻵﺧاﻟﺪﱡﻧﻴﺎ و واﻵﺟِﻠَﺔ وﺎﺟِﻠَﺔاﻟﻌ

"Appoint for each of your servants a speciﬁc task for which you hold them responsible, for it is more
appropriate so that they do not pass on their responsibilities to one another. Respect your relatives
because they are your wings through which you ﬂy and your roots to which you return and your hands
through which you attack. I entrust your religion and your world to Allah, and I ask Him the best decree
for you, now and in the future, in this world and the next, and peace (be on you).”

Commentary
In this portion of Imam ‘Ali's honorable letter, which is the ﬁnal part, he (as) pinpoints three issues which
are dealt with here:

1. Division Of Responsibilities:
Basically in any organized society, management forces us to appoint each person for a speciﬁc task. In
such managements, the manager only supervises the activities of the workers to see if the tasks are
carried out properly. Or else there would not be any stimulation for innovations and chaos will reign over
such societies.
It is for this reason that in the sacred faith of Islam for each motion there is a task appointed to the
believers and the imam is responsible to see that these tasks are carried out.
Based on this belief, Islam contends that if there were only two persons on the earth, one of them should
be either a prophet or an imam so that he could establish the tasks for the other one and see that they
were acted out. For this reason, the Great Prophet of Islam says:

"ﻢﺪَﻫﺮوا اَﺣﺆﻣﻔَﺮٍ ﻓَﻠﻴ ﺳﺎنَ ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔٌ ﻓذا ﻛ"ا
1

"If there are three persons traveling together, one should be the leader."
In the Islamic management system, it is the task of the Islamic managers to appoint the tasks and
responsibilities and to supervise them. We can see a part of this system in Imam ‘Ali's letter to Malik
Ashtar in the letter 53 of Nahj al-Balaghah. However, for more details we should refer to the books
concerned.2
On the basis of this philosophy, in this letter, Imam ‘Ali (as) orders his son:
“Appoint for each of your servants a speciﬁc task for which you hold them responsible, for it is more
appropriate so that they do not pass on their responsibilities to one another”.

2. Respect Your Relatives:
Although in Islam there is no place for unfounded tribal and family prejudices and piety is the foundation
of values and "being loved by Allah"3 is the criterion for closeness to God, respecting relatives is among
ethical principles. Islam believes that the relatives, if not in contrast with the truth and righteousness, and
even if being ill-mannered, should be respected. Here one tradition is presented as a proof:

ﻠﺔُ ﻋاﺑ اﻟﻘَﺮﻮنُ ﻟ ﻳ:ﻪ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ اﻟﺴﻼم ﻋﺒﺪاﻟ ﻻﺑ ﻗُﻠﺖ:ﻴﺪ ﻗَﺎلﻤ ﺑﻦ ﺣﻢﻬﻦ اﻟﺠ"ﻋ
ﻠﺎﻧُﻮا ﻋذا ﻛ وا ﺷَﻴﻪﻘْﻄَﻌ ﻻ ﻳﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻖ ﺣ، ﻧَﻌﻢ:؟ ﻗﺎلﻖ ﺣﻠﻢ ﻋﻟَﻬﻏَﻴﺮِ اَﻣﺮي ا
" اﻹﺳﻼمﻖ وﺣﻢﺣ اﻟﺮﻖ ﺣ:ِﻘّﺎنﻢ ﺣﺎنَ ﻟَﻬﻣﺮِكَ ﻛا
"Jahm ibn Hamid says: I told Imam Sadiq (as): I have a family who do not believe in what I believe. Do
they have a right upon me? Imam Sadiq (as) replied: “Yes, nothing can demolish the right of the womb.
If they believe in your faith, then they have two rights upon you; the right of the womb and the Islamic
right"4
After reporting this tradition, al-Majlisi explains: “This implies that inﬁdelity does not abolish the right of
kinship and this meaning is not in contrast with the verse 22 of Surah al-Mujadilah [The pleading one]:

ﺎﻧُﻮا ﻛﻟَﻮ وﻮﻟَﻪﺳر وﻪ اﻟﺎد ﺣﻦونَ ﻣادﻮﺮِ ﻳﺧ امﻮاﻟْﻴ وﻪﻨُﻮنَ ﺑِﺎﻟﻣﻮﺎ ﻳﻣ ﺗَﺠِﺪُ ﻗَﻮ"
"ﻢﺗَﻬﻴﺮﺸ ﻋو اﻢاﻧَﻬﺧْﻮ او اﻢﻫﻨَﺎءﺑ او اﻢﻫﺎءآﺑ
"You shall not ﬁnd a people who believe in Allah and the latter day befriending those who act in
opposition to Allah and His apostle, even though they were their own fathers, or their sons, or
their brothers or their kinsfolk,"
because as Majlisi conﬁrms the love referred to in this verse either refers to hearty love, which is not
related to superﬁcial associations, anyway, or to showing animosity towards faith, in which case having
association with them will cause the wrong to defeat the right.5
Based on this ethical principle, Imam ‘Ali (as) orders his son: "Respect your relatives." Then he tells us
the philosophy of this act:
(1) Relatives are your wings through which you can ﬂy.
(2) They are your roots to which you may return.

(3) They are your hands and power through which you may attack your enemies.

3. I Ask God To Protect You And I Wish You A Happy Life:
It is a good custom for the writer to wish good luck for his readers at the end of his book. Imam ‘Ali (as),
too, based on this principle, asks God to protect his son, both here and in the Hereafter and wishes him
the best of luck:

"َﺎكﻧﻴدﺘَﻮدِعُ دِﻳﻨَﻚَ و"اَﺳ
“I entrust your religion and your world to Allah”.
Unfortunately, in some versions of Nahj al-Balaghah, this phrase is mentioned as an imperative.
However, these words are used and read in the statement and in the form of a supplication.
On the basis of this wrong punctuation (vowel changing), some of Nahj al-Balaghah interpreters have
erroneously interpreted this statement as an imperative, rather than as a supplication and statement.
They have written, for instance: "Entrust your faith and world to God and ask Him for better future."
Lahijan, 25th Farvardin 1371,
10th Shawwal 1412,
Zainol Abedin Qorbani
1. . Kanz al-‘Ummal, vol.6, p.717.
2. . Concerning this, refer to Al-taratib al-Idariya by Kattani, and “A book on the Islamic Management” by Tagavi and
Ayatollah Makarim Shirazi's “Management and commandment in Islam”.
3. . Say: if your fathers and your sons… are dearer to you than Allah and His Apostle and striving in His way, then wait till
Allah brings about His command: and Allah does not guide the transgressing people [Qur’an 9:24].
4. . Bihar, vol.74, p.131.
5. . Bihar, vol.74, p.131.
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